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PREFACE E

Whenn I agreed with Professor Peter Wattel, five years ago, to write my PhD thesis on
taxx competition in the European Union, I only had a vague idea of what this issue
wass all about. To my disappointment, research in literature and EU official
documentss was of little help. There was an abundance of US economic studies
focusingg on tax competition among US states. With regard to the EU, there was a
chapterr of the 1992 Ruding Report dealing with distortions to the common market
createdd by the differences in Member States' direct tax systems and a few other
Commissionn documents on the subject. However, I could not find any source clearly
definingg the concept of tax competition in an international context and setting out a
methodologyy to evaluate its effects in the international arena. What was also missing
wass a comprehensive legal analysis of tax competition from an EU law perspective.
Thee situation is much different today. Several economic studies have been carried out
onn the effects of tax competition, also within the EU context. In almost every tax law
journal,, articles have been published on the EU and the OECD projects to deal with
taxx competition from an international and/or an EU perspective. Every other
morningg I find in my email inbox an update or breaking news on this subject. Where
doo all these developments leave this thesis? And how have they affected its contents
andd aims? In all honesty, I must answer that my original aims have not been affected
muchh by these constant developments.
Specifically,, the first aim of this research was to develop a clear concept of tax
competitionn in an international context and a general theory yielding criteria to
distinguishh between beneficial and harmful tax competition. The next broad aim I had
inn mind was to analyse the relevant EU law provisions applicable to tax competition
amongg Member States, or in other words what sovereignty limitations (general) EU
laww imposes on tax policy competition. By "EU law" I refer not only to legally
bindingg provisions contained in the EC Treaty and in other EC acts such as directives,
butt also to non-legally binding acts such as resolutions, guidelines, notices, and the
like,, commonly known as 'soft law.' This analysis would be necessary to assess the
appropriatenesss and effectiveness of the EU legal framework to deal with the harmful
effectss of tax competition in the EU and might reveal the need for a different
approachh to be adopted at EU level.
AA last aim of this study was to analyse what remedies Member States had taken or
weree planning to take unilaterally to limit 'harmful' tax competition and the adverse
effectss of fellow States' tax measures on their tax revenue. The interesting issue from a
researchh point of view was the relationship between Member States' domestic laws
andd relevant EU law, which, especially by way of the Treaty Freedoms, also imposes
sovereigntyy limitations on the adoption and application of unilateral

countermeasuress such as CFC legislation, denial of exemption for foreign dividends,
deniall of interest and/or royalty deductions (i.e. base erosion measures), and the like.
Too serve the above aims, I used the following methodology in the different parts of
thiss dissertation. Chapter 1 relies heavily on the US-focused economic literature on
taxx competition in order to develop a concise concept of tax competition in an
internationall context and consequently to delineate the scope of this study. The
analysiss of such literature is also necessary to single out the effects brought about by
taxx competition, both its desirable and its harmful ones. This theoretical background
iss fundamental to better understand the documents and studies on tax competition
withinn the EU, and in particular the most recent study released by the Commission in
Octoberr 2001. The conclusions of this chapter influence the legal analysis of tax
competitionn carried out throughout the rest of this book.
Chapterss 2 through 5 specifically deal with the legal aspects of tax competition in the
EU.. Chapter 2 contains an analysis of the EC Treaty provisions potentially applicable
too this phenomenon. A description of general EU law principles and provisions as
interpretedd by the European Court of Justice is necessary for an assessment of the
effectivenesss of the existing provisions to deal with (harmful) tax competition.
Chapterr 3 focuses on the application of the Treaty State aid rules to special tax
incentivess implemented by Member States and potentially constituting harmful tax
competition.. An analysis of the Commission investigations and of specific tax
incentivess previously or currently available in Member States' tax systems is carried
outt to assess whether the measures scrutinised are harmful, and whether these Treaty
ruless are sufficient and their remedies appropriate. Chapter 4 deals with EU 'soft law7
specificallyy targeted at countering harmful tax competition, namely the Code of
Conductt on Business Taxation and related documents. Once again, specific Member
States'' preferential tax regimes are assessed in the light of these documents to draw
conclusionss on their harmfulness and on the effectiveness of the EC measures. This
Chapterr also covers the OECD project against harmful tax competition, due to the
closee links with the Code of Conduct and the similarity of its nature, scope, and aims.
Thee last part of the legal analysis, contained in Chapter 5, focuses on unilateral
countermeasuress adopted by Member States to protect themselves from other
Memberr States' preferential tax measures considered 'harmful.' It is important to
establishh whether the current unilateral remedies are lawful from an EU law point of
view,, and if not how they should be amended to be compatible with EU law.
Chapterr 6 offers a summary of the main findings and draws conclusions. Due to the
shortcomingss of the current EU legal framework, both 'hard' and 'soft' EU law, a
proposall is set out for a comprehensive approach to deal with harmful tax
competitionn in the EU. This proposal is explained by reference to a specific draft
documentt that could be adopted for this purpose, so as to make it easier for the
readerr to understand its aim and reach.
Inn a nutshell, I have tried to assess tax competition in the EU from both an economic
andd a political, but especially a legal point of view. I am aware that there are still
uu

severall unresolved issues and a host of uncertainties surrounding the EU (as well as
thee OECD) project to counter harmful tax competition. I am also aware that my
proposall would not do away with all such issues and uncertainty. However, I do
hopee that with this study I contributed to shed some light on the subject and it would
makee me happy if I raised further interest in it and perhaps further research on the
issuess addressed. Any comments, questions, criticisms on this book are very welcome
andd may be emailed to me at pintocar@yahoo.com.
Forr the completion of this book, I owe all my gratitude to Professor Peter Wattel. Not
onlyy did he constantly assist me with his invaluable academic input in an open and
friendlyy way, carefully reading the drafts and providing me with his sharp and
accuratee feedback; he was also always available to solve any problem I encountered
inn my everyday life, and his warmth and accessibility at any time have extremely
facilitatedd my task. My thanks are also due to my colleagues of Baker & McKenzie
Amsterdam,, who have always supported me both professionally and morally, and
havee made it easy to combine this effort with my professional practice of tax advisor.
AA last, greatest acknowledgement goes to my parents, Giovanna and Emilio, without
whosee unconditional love and care this book would have never been written. Thanks!
Thiss book contains materials up to July 2002.
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CHAPTERR 1 - THE ISSUE OF (HARMFUL) TAX COMPETITION

1.11 What is Tax Competition?
1.1.11 Basic Concept of Tax Competition
Generallyy speaking, 'tax competition' is referred to as the lowering of the tax burden
inn order to improve a country's economy and welfare by increasing the
competitivenesss of domestic business and/or attracting foreign investment. 1 This
concisee definition highlights both the objective and subjective aspect of the concept of
taxx competition.
Thee objective aspect regards the alleviation of the direct tax burden 2 imposed in a
certainn country on all or on specific categories of taxpayers. Such alleviation is
achievedd through a number of different tax incentives (see in detail at 1.1.3). As for
thee subjective aspect, it concerns the goal pursued by a country through the lowering
off the direct tax burden. This concept implies that there may be a 'good' or desirable
formm of tax competition as opposed to a 'bad' or harmful form depending on whether
thee alleviation of the direct tax burden is intended to boost a country's economy and
too benefit all taxpayers or it is mainly directed at attracting foreign business or capital
att the expense of other (neighbouring) countries' economies. In short, there is "good"
andd there is "bad" tax competition depending on the interplay of the objective and
subjectivee aspects and of the externalities of the measures taken (see section 1.2,
especiallyy 1.2.6).
1.1.22 Main Categorisations of Tax Competition
Thee basic concept of tax competition may be further clarified by reference to a few
distinctions.. A first is the one between tax and non-tax competition among countries.
Thee former encompasses every measure implemented through the fiscal system and

11
See, on the concept of tax competition and the main issues discussed in the text, among the others: R. S. AviYonah,, Globalization, Tax Competition and the Fiscal Crisis of the Welfare State, 113 Harvard Law Review, 5/2000, p.
1573;; A. Breton, Competitive Governments: An An Economic Theory of Politics and Public Finance, 19%; A. Breton, Towards
aa Theory of Competitive Federalism, 3 European Journal of Political Economy, 1987, p. 263; T. R. Dye, American
Federalism:Federalism: Competition Among Governments, 1990; D. A. Kenyon and J. Kincaid, Competition Among States and
Governments:Governments: Efficiency and Equity in American Federalism, Washington, 1991; D. A. Kenyon, Theories o
jurisdictionaljurisdictional Competition, in New England Economic Review, 3-4/97, p. 13; W. E. Oates and R. M. Schw
EconomicEconomic Competition Among Jurisdictions: Efficiency Enhancing or Distortion Inducing?, 35 Journal of Public
Economics,, 1988, p. 333; W. W. Bratton and J. A. McCahery, The New Economics of Jurisdictional Competition:
DevolutionaryDevolutionary Federalism in a Second-Best World, 86 Georgetown Law Journal 201 (1997); Sinn, Hans & Wern
HarmonisationHarmonisation and Tax Competition in Europe, in 34 European Economic Review, p. 489; A. J. Easson,
DegradationDegradation and the Inter-nation Allocation of Tax Jurisdiction, EC Tax Review, 3/96, p. 112; J. Owens, Emergin
inin Tax Reform: The Perspective of of an International Bureaucrat, Tax Notes International, 22 December 1997, p. 2035; C.
Edwardss and V. de Rugy, International tax competition: A 21st-century restraint on government, 27 Tax Notes
International,, 1/7/2002, p. 63. See also the bibliography at 1.3.2.
22
It is worth noting that the scope of this study is limited to direct taxation, as indirect taxes are harmonised within
thee EU and the relevance of the issue of (harmful) tax competition is almost exclusively linked to direct (i.e.
income)) taxes.
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affectingg the tax burden imposed on taxpayers. The latter occurs with respect to
measuress other than taxes that have a similar objective of improving the
competitivenesss of a country's domestic business or of attracting foreign investment.
Forr example, policies and measures concerning the setting of interest and exchange
ratess are forms of non-tax competition, as well as the direct concession of monetary
grants,, preferential loans, and other financial incentives.
Linkedd to the latter example is the distinction between fiscal and financial incentives
grantedd by countries.3 Fiscal incentives are granted by a country through the tax
systemm and are targeted at specific economic goals. They are referred to as 'tax
expenditures'' by economic literature if they are enacted as special provisions
deviatingg from a country's general tax system.4 Tax expenditures are mostly hidden
inn the tax system and are non-transparent since they are usually not quantified in
moneyy terms and are not disclosed to the public opinion.5 By contrast, direct financial
grantss are more transparent in that they are quantified or easily quantifiable
beforehandd and they are mostly subject to parliamentary approval and inserted in the
annuall budgetary law.6 Furthermore, the funds are usually administered by a special
agencyy or body, which ensures a higher degree of control for both government and
privatee organisations as well as potential recipient of funds (and their competitors).
Anotherr fundamental distinction is that between vertical or intergovernmental tax
competitionn and horizontal or inter-jurisdictional tax competition.7 Vertical tax
competitionn occurs between governments or bodies provided with a different degree
off autonomy and power, and that are at different levels within a country's
constitutionall hierarchy. Tax competition between the federal government and state
governmentss in federal countries (e.g. the USA), or between regional and provincial
orr local governments in countries conferring some tax autonomy on decentralised
bodiess constitute examples of vertical tax competition. Conversely, horizontal or
inter-jurisdictionall tax competition is the one between sovereign countries, or
betweenn governments or bodies having the same or comparable powers at
internationall level or within a certain jurisdiction. This kind of tax competition, which
iss the focus of this study, occurs for instance among Member countries of the OECD
33

On the distinction between financial and fiscal incentives see e.g. A.J. Easson, Taxation offoreigndirect investment - AnAn Introduction, Kluwer 1999, p. 19.
44
This distinction was first elaborated by Prof. Stanley Surrey of Harvard Law School in the 50s and has since
constantlyy been endorsed and followed by other fiscal theorists and economists over the years. For a thorough
analysiss of the main tax expenditures throughout the world, see also OECD, Tax Expenditures: towards a
TransparentTransparent Fiscal Policy, OECD, Paris, 1/1/1996.
55
Tax expenditures are exceptional provisions usually enacted by the executive power of a country (i.e. the
government)) as they are rather technical, and therefore they mostly escape parliamentary debate. Furthermore,
whilee there are only a few countries whose law requires calculation in monetary terms of the anticipated amount
off each tax expenditure enacted in the annual budgetary law {e.g. USA and France), the overwhelming majority of
countriess worldwide lacks such a rule (see OECD, Tax Expenditures, cit). However, at EU level the Commission
doess (try to) quantify the amount of State aids granted by each Member State within the meaning of Art. 87 Treaty,
includingg fiscal state aids taking the form of tax expenditures, in its Surveys on State Aid Aid in the European Union: see
inn detail in Chapter 3, especially at 3.2.4. Even though not taking into account all Member States' tax expenditures,
butt only those having EC cross-border relevance and known to the Commission, the Surveys provide a clear
indicatorr of Member States' behaviours in this respect.
66
In fact, the origin of the funds needed to finance these incentives usually must be clearly indicated in the
budgetaryy law by the country granting them.
77
This distinction is indicated in all the major studies carried out by the economists cited in footnote 1. See e.g.
Kenyonn & Kincaid, pp. 1-2. See also W. Schön, Tax Competition in Europe - the legal perspective, EC Tax Review,
2/2000,, p. 90, at 92-95.
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andd Member States of the EU. It also encompasses interstate, interprovincial and
interlocall competition among governments or other local bodies at the same
constitutionall level within federal countries or countries with (more or less)
autonomouss local bodies, such as tax competition among the states in the US, the
provincess in Canada, or the cantons in Switzerland.
Evenn though this distinction is clear in theory, in practice it needs to be established if
andd to what degree the various sub-forms of tax competition within the same
categoryy are comparable and may be analysed together. For instance, it is debatable
whetherr horizontal competition among EU Member States or OECD Member
countriess is comparable to horizontal competition among state governments or
provinciall governments in federal countries such as the US and Canada. As will be
seen,, this issue is not purely theoretical but it has practical consequences with regard
too the significance of studies on interstate competition within federal countries
(namely,, the US) for the analysis of tax competition in the EU and the OECD.8
AA last important distinction linked to the subjective aspect of the concept of tax
competitionn must be made between tax measures targeted at domestic business and
thosee targeted at foreign investors. In an international context, tax incentives meant to
boostt exports of domestic business by way e.g. of subsidies or rebates for exporters
givee rise to 'outbound' tax competition. By contrast, tax incentives aimed at attracting
investmentt and capital from abroad such as tax holidays for local manufacturing
activitiess undertaken by multinational companies are referred to as 'inbound' tax
competition.. The present study is exclusively concerned with the latter kind, since at
thee moment it is the most significant form of (horizontal) tax competition in the EU
andd is potentially able to cause a number of harmful effects in the internal market.
1.1.33 Main forms and features of tax incentives
Taxx competition occurs through an array of different tax incentives relating to the
(corporate)) tax rate(s), the taxable base, or the final tax due in a certain country.9 A
commonn form is the reduction of tax rates or a complete exemption on income
derivedd from corporations. This reduction or exemption may also cover withholding
taxess on passive income, i.e. dividends, interest, and royalties. Other incentives are
grantedd in the form of deductions, accelerated depreciation, or tax credits linked to
investmentt e.g. in capital assets, R&D, labour etc. Furthermore, there are tax
incentives,, which are usually coupled with the above incentives for corporations, in
thee area of individual taxation (e.g. reduced tax burden on income and/or fringe
benefitss of highly-skilled expatriates) and/or social security contributions, as well as
inn the area of indirect taxation (e.g. exemption or lower rates for import duties, VAT,
capitall duty).
88
For a detailed report on tax competition in the EU, see W. Schön, Tax competition in Europe - General Report, 3 rd
annuall conference of the European Association of Tax Law Professors ("EATLF')/ Lausanne, 7-8 June 2002,
availablee on the internet at http://www.eatlp.org (referred to as "Schön, EATLP 2002 Report"). See also below at
sectionn 13.
99
For a detailed explanation of the types of tax incentives as well as their main features addressed in this
paragraph,, see A. J. Easson, Tax Competition and Investment Incentives, EC Tax Journal 2/96-97, at 78 ff., and Easson,
FDI,FDI, cit., at 20 ff. As will be seen, the features of tax incentives explained in the text are fundamental in
determiningg whether a country is engaging in desirable vs. harmful tax competition.
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Alll of the above tax incentives may be general or specific.10 The former apply to all
kindss of income, both active and passive, and to all taxpayers located in the country,
bothh residents and non-residents. The latter are limited to a specific kind of income, to
aa specific sector of business activity or corporate function, or to a specific category of
taxpayers.. For instance, a generalised reduction of the statutory corporate tax rate or
thee abolition of withholding taxes on any corporate payment regardless of the nature
off the income or the status of the recipient constitute general tax incentives. By
contrast,, a reduced tax rate limited e.g. to income from manufacturing or financial
activitiess or to income earned by foreign-based taxpayers, or the abolition of
withholdingg taxes on interest paid to non-resident taxpayers represent special
incentives.. Other examples of specific tax incentives are the tax holidays, which
usuallyy feature a reduction of corporate tax rates limited in time (usually five to ten
years)) for foreign investors, or the creation of special economic zones (i.e. tax-free or
T-zones)) within a country, which offer a reduced or nil corporate tax rate coupled
withh a number of other incentives covering e.g. capital duty, property taxes, and
indirectt taxes.
Alsoo important for the above distinction is the introduction of the tax incentive in the
statutoryy tax law of a certain country or by way of a specific provision constituting an
exceptionn to it. In other words, the tax incentive may form part of the general,
'benchmark'' tax system of that country, or it may constitute a specific deviation from
thatt benchmark, in which case it constitutes a tax expenditure (see at 1.1.2).
Sometimess it may be difficult to ascertain whether a tax incentive must be considered
partt of a country's general tax system or rather an exception to its general structure,
suchh as in the case of accelerated depreciation schemes or tax credits for certain
investments.. Another relevant feature of tax incentives is their applicability
automaticallyy or on a discretionary basis. The former, usually general tax incentives
partt of the benchmark tax system, apply upon satisfaction of all the required
conditionss set out in the tax law. The latter are granted on a case-by-case basis upon a
discretionaryy assessment by a country's competent authorities, and are usually
specificc tax incentives introduced by an administrative act and require the issue of a
rulingg by the local tax administration.
Ass already mentioned, a fundamental feature of tax incentives is their targeting,
whichh is linked to the underlying policy goal(s) pursued by a country and to the
subjectivee aspect of tax competition (see at 1.1.1 and 1.1.2)." By and large, tax
incentivess may be meant to boost domestic investment and/or employment (e.g. a tax
creditt or immediate expensing for tangible assets or new employees), to attract
foreignn direct investment (e.g. a tax holiday for income from the manufacturing of
productss in domestic plants) or foreign passive (i.e. portfolio) investment and capital
(e.g.. exemption from income tax and withholding taxes on passive income earned by
non-residents),, or to favour the development of a certain depressed area (e.g. creation
off a tax-free area offering exemption from corporate income tax and indirect taxes).
Thee goal of tax incentives is decisive for choosing the appropriate form and
mechanism.. This, in turn, is needed to assess their effectiveness, that is their ability to
100
Synonymous for 'specific' tax incentives used by economic literature (as well as hereinafter in this book) are
'special'' or 'selective'.
111
On the targeting of tax incentives, see in detail Easson, FDI, at, at 23.
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achievee the said goal. In particular, a tax incentive is effective where it actually
influencess investment patterns and investors' behaviour in the way aimed at by that
country,, and is ineffective or even counterproductive if it does not succeed in this
respect. .
AA last important feature of tax incentives is their efficiency, i.e. their ability to bring
aboutt substantial benefits for a country that outweigh the costs borne for their
implementation.. For this purpose, the cost/benefit analysis of each incentive will
indicatee whether the goal aimed at by a country (e.g. to boost domestic investment
and/orr employment or to increase foreign direct investment) has also proven
profitablee for that country as the revenue forgone (e.g. the lower corporate tax
collected)) has been more than compensated for by other revenues and benefits (e.g.
additionall income tax on new employees' income, reduced public allowances paid
outt to the unemployed, additional indirect taxes on increased domestic sales).12
1.1.44 Concept of tax competition in an international context
Inn order to get to a more refined version of the concept of competition in the
internationall tax area, it is important to understand the main factor behind this
phenomenon:: the progressive globalisation of trade and investment and the
consequentt integration of national economies.13 The advent of technology on the one
handd and the disappearance of exchange controls and other impediments to capital
movementss on the other hand have made it relatively easy to effect investments and
shiftt capital worldwide. Also due to increased and improved transportation and
communicationn technology, the world has become smaller and the various economies
moree integrated in what is likely to become just one single world marketplace. This
hass in turn fuelled the internationalisation of multinational companies and their
cross-borderr transactions and business deals, also facilitated by the presence of
supranationall international organisations such as thee EU, thee NAFTA, the OECD, the
WTO,, etc.14
Inn this scenario, direct taxation policies pursued by the various countries have been
gainingg a significant role in the attempt to influence the patterns of such cross-border
investmentt and of the international flows of capital. This is also a result of the
progressivee disappearance or reduced effectiveness of other means of competition
suchh as interest rates and currency fluctuation policies, especially within the EU after
thee introduction of the single currency in twelve Member States. The effort of
countriess to attract foreign investment and capital mainly stems from the widespread
consensuss that they bring about a number of positive effects in terms of likely
economicc growth and consequent higher tax revenue generated from increased
corporatee profits, wages paid to new employees, as well as increased demand in
goodss and services caused by higher disposable income available to consumers and
122
For a thorough analysis of the effectiveness and efficiency of tax incentives as well as related economic evidence,
seee Easson, FDl, at., at 21-22.
133
On the effects and consequences of the globalisation and integration of the world economies in the direct tax
areaa see especially V. Tanzi, Taxation in an Integrating World, Brookings Institution 1995; Avi-Yonah, at., pp. 15751579,, and the OECD Report on Harmful Tax Competition - An Emerging Global Issue, OECD, April 1998, at 13 ff.
144
On these issues see also Easson, FDI, at., p. 157, and Spence, Globalization of Transnational Business: the Challenge
forfor International Tax Policy, Intertax 1997, p. 143.
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moree in general economic welfare.15 Furthermore, there is evidence that also the
homee country of firms investing abroad potentially benefits from this as a result of
increasedd efficiency of these firms and their gaining a competitive advantage in
internationall markets, which may eventually turn out in taxable profits being
repatriatedd as well as in other sources of tax revenue such as royalties payable on the
licensee of intellectual property. 16
Inn view of the above, tax competition occurs at international level as countries
worldwidee lower their direct tax burden (objective aspect) in order to attract foreign
investmentt (subjective aspect). For a better understanding of this concept and its
desirablee versus harmful form in an international context, it seems at this stage useful
too make a parallel with the concept of competition as elaborated in private law, i.e.
betweenn private parties engaged in the same line of business or economic activity.
Thiss competition is defined as "the struggle between rivals for the same trade at the
samee time; the act of seeking or endeavouring to gain what another is endeavouring
too gain at the same time." 17 Consequential to such definition is a distinction between
'fair'' and 'unfair' competition. The former refers to lawful and loyal means of
achievingg a larger market share and is encouraged as a means of benenting both the
finall consumers in terms of a wider range of products available, lower prices, and
betterr quality and services, as well as and the market as a whole in terms of automatic
mechanismss forcing producers to increase their productivity and efficiency, research
andd innovation, and quality of products. By contrast, 'unfair' competition entails
dishonestt and deceptive means of substituting one's own goods or services in the
markett in lieu of someone else's by way of fraudulent business practices.18 This is
stronglyy fought on the grounds that small producers should be protected against
innovation-hostilee efforts of big competitors to force them out of business and, in
general,, that higher market share should be gained on the basis of improved
economicc efficiency and productivity and better service rather than of sheer power
andd abusive practices.
Inn order to adapt these concepts to the peculiarities of tax law in an international
context,, one needs to single out the relevant differences, which lie in that:
the subjects involved in the struggle are sovereign countries rather than private
entrepreneurs; ;
their endeavour is directed towards gaining a higher share of tax revenue
derivingg from foreign investment, as opposed to the goal of gaining a higher
sharee of a certain market sector;
the countries most actively engaged in it are small ones, which try to redirect
taxpayerss and investment from big countries mainly in order to compensate for
theirr natural handicap of not having a large home market.
Basedd on this, a more refined concept of tax competition in an international context
mightt be understood as the endeavour by sovereign countries to gain a higher share
inn the international division of the taxable base deriving from inbound investment
throughh the lowering of the tax burden on the income generated therefrom. For the
155

See also Easson, FDI, at., at 9 ff., and bibliography and studies cited therein.
See Easson, FDI, at, at 11-12, and bibliography and studies cited therein.
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See Black's Law Dictionary, West Publisher, under the term "Competition", p. 284.
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See Black's Law Dictionary, West Publisher, under the term "Unfair Competition", p. 1528.
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purposee of this definition, the international tax base exclusively encompasses income
fromm inbound investment, both foreign direct investment and passive investment (see
alsoo at 1.2.4).19 Therefore, the scope of the present study is limited to inbound interjurisdictionall (i.e. horizontal) tax competition (see at 1.1.2) between sovereign
countries,, mainly the Member States within the EU.
Thee above definition seems very much apt to summarise the current situation
surroundingg the issue of tax competition in an international (rectius EU) context. The
globalisationn and integration of world economies led the various countries to try to
luree foreign investment pursuant to their national sovereignty in the direct tax area,
whichwhich is largely unaffected from the international legal order and also from the EU
legall order as concerns the EU Member States. However, such integration also entails
thatt tax policies pursued by these countries inevitably affect the situation of other
countriess due to the spillover effects likely caused by them. As a result, before
implementingg their policies (also) in the international tax area countries should (and
usuallyy do) carefully weigh such effects to avoid potential tensions associated with
negativee effects possibly spilling over to other countries.20 In other words,
globalisationn and the integration of the world economies invariably ends up
diminishingg countries' sovereignty (also) in the direct tax area. This, in turn, creates a
numberr of issues as to how to deal with these situations in which tax policies may
bringg about positive and/or negative spillover effects, and in particular whether to
intervenee at all by trying to set out common principles or rules or seeking some form
off more integrated cooperation or convergence in the international tax scenario.
Thesee issues are particularly important with regard to tax competition, as the
internationall tax policies implemented by sovereign countries have a number of
ramificationss from both a public and private perspective. As for the former, they are
potentiallyy able to affect other countries' economies and interests by causing a
numberr of different economic repercussions (see at 1.2.2 through 1.2.4), which in turn
stimulatess diverse reactions by other countries (see at 1.2.5). With regard to the
privatee aspect, countries' tax policies affect the behaviour and the situation not only
off private individuals, firms, and (multinational) companies, but indirectly also of
theirr investors and shareholders, their creditors, as well as their employees. These
considerationss give a flavour of the array of complex issues surrounding the
phenomenonn of tax competition in an international context, and in particular its
desirablee and harmful from, as well as the possible approaches to cope with it.
1.22 Upside and downside of tax competition: 'harmful' tax competition
1.Z11 Introduction
Thee most important distinction from a policy point of view is the one between 'good'
orr desirable versus 'bad' or harmful tax competition. There are two major questions
199
A synonym for 'inbound,' which is referred to in the text and will hereinafter be referred to, is 'inward.'
Traditionally,, the international tax base encompasses both domestic income earned by non-resident (i.e. foreignbased)) taxpayers (i.e. income from inbound or inward investment) and foreign-source income earned by resident
taxpayerss (i.e. income from outbound or outward investment).
200
See in this regard Tanzi, at., in the Preface, at xvi ff., and the OECD Report on Harmful Tax Competition, at, at
15-16,, especially paras. 26 and 29.
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thatt need to be asked in this respect: does this distinction really exist? If so, what
earmarkss a measure as 'desirable' as opposed to 'harmful' tax competition, or in other
wordss which are the criteria on the basis of which to distinguish between them?
Answeringg these questions is no easy task. For this purpose, one has to be able to
showw convincing evidence supporting these answers. Such evidence, however, is very
difficultt to find, and the differing and contrasting views of economists, politicians,
andd legal scholars on the matter do not help much in this respect. These difficulties
aree exacerbated by the inconsistency of economic studies and research in this area
(thiss issue will be discussed at 1.3). Despite all the uncertainties, it will be seen that
theree is enough economic evidence showing that tax competition indeed exists and
thatt it may have both beneficial and harmful effects. The thorniest issue remains
wheree to draw the line between these two forms: as it turns out, this may be done
throughh a careful and balanced assessment of both the objective and subjective aspect
off each tax incentive offered by countries engaged in tax competition.
1.2.22 'Good' Tax Competition
AA generalised reduction of the tax burden is usually acceptable and to be welcomed if
itt is directed towards internal tax efficiency and improving a country's attractiveness
relativee to other countries21. 'Good' tax competition forces governments to maintain
reasonablee levels of public expenditure and improves the efficiency of the public
administrationn ultimately leading to a reduction of its size and to a rationalisation of
publicc services. This counters the so-called 'Leviathan effect/ that is the tendency of
bigg governments to grow bigger by inter alia raising taxes.22 As a result of tax
competition,, they are to find an appropriate balance between the total tax burden
imposedd on taxpayers and an acceptable size of the government and level of public
servicess and infrastructures provided. Eventually,, this process should lead to a lower
taxx burden and more broadly to spontaneous approximation of tax systems and to a
downwardd convergence of tax rates (see with regard to the EU, at 1.4.4). This would
ultimatelyy entail greater fairness and neutrality in the countries' tax systems due to
suchh changes in their overall tax structure as broadening of taxable base and lowering
off tax rates, implying a more equitable distribution of the tax burden among
taxpayerss and an improved system of wealth redistribution.
Fromm a broader macroeconomic perspective, this process would likely bring about
otherr benefits for countries, such as economic growth and development of their
territory,, increased employment, and eventually an increased overall domestic
welfare.. From a business perspective, this would translate into a favourable
environmentt to undertake investments and free up capital. As taxation is one of the
costss of doing business, tax competition is beneficial in that it provides the best
economicc environment at the lowest possible (tax) cost for entrepreneurs.
Reasoningg a contrario from the above, the elimination of interjurisdictional tax
competitionn between sovereign countries would imply some form of coordination or

211
For economic evidence relating to the good aspects of tax competition summarised in this paragraph, see
especiallyy at 1.3.2,1.4.4, and 1.45.
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See e.g. Easson, Tax Competition, cit., at 72-73. See also S. Sinn, 77K Taming of Leviathan: Competition Among
Governments,Governments, 3 Const. Pot. Econ., 1992, p. 172, and J. Edwards and M. Keen, Tax Competition and Leviatha
Europeann Economic Review, 1996, p. 113.
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harmonisationn of their tax systems. The fear is that they would tend to form a 'cartel'
meantt to raise their overall tax burden, which would mean alignment of tax burdens
att the highest possible level.23 This would cause opposite effects, such as increased
inefficiencyy of the public sector, penalisation of taxpayers that will have less
disposablee income, adverse economic environment for investors and entrepreneurs,
andd ultimately a number of other potentially negative consequences on the countries'
economiess and employment.
Ass a result of (desirable) tax competition, each country will have its own 'offer7 of
(reduced)) tax burden and (appropriate level of) public services, and individuals and
firmss will be free to choose the one that best suits their needs. In the broader picture,
eachh country will opt for its optimal 'tax mix', or distribution of a country's overall
taxx revenue needed to fund the public services among the various taxable bases (i.e.
directt taxes on individual and corporate income, social security contributions,
indirectt taxes on consumption, environmental taxes, etc.) Under this theory, linked to
thee private law concept of competition (see at 1.1.4), what is important to determine a
country'ss attractiveness for investors and to drive their decisions on where to invest is
thiss overall 'offer' of each country rather than merely direct taxation. This also means
thatt tax competition in the direct tax area is per se beneficial or at least not harmful in
ann international context, as investors are free to choose among the various countries'
offerss depending on their needs.
1.2.33 'Harmful' Tax Competition
Economicc theory has shown that tax competition may also cause a number of harmful
economicc effects.24 The most dangerous is the so-called 'fiscal degradation,' that is the
losss of tax revenue borne by countries engaged in the lowering of taxes on income
derivedd from inbound investment or, in other words, the excessive erosion of their
taxablee bases on such income. This is mainly the result of the various countries
biddingg against each other in rninimising the tax burden in order to attract foreign
investmentt through dangerous beggar-thy-neighbour policies, also referred to as
'poaching'.. As a consequence of this race to tlie bottom, countries to which investment
shiftss due to the implementation of favourable tax regimes gain little tax revenue and
otherr benefits, whereas countries from which investment shies away lose large
amountss of tax revenue: in the end, everyone winds up poorer (except some
internationally-mobilee taxpayers). Also 'inter-nation' equity is affected by this
phenomenon,, as countries losing revenue on such mobile taxpayers poached by other
jurisdictionss will in most cases still provide public services to them, which become
'freee riders' paying low taxes (if at all) therein.25
Thee negative consequences caused by fiscal degradation and beggar-thy-neighbour
policiess are several. First, the reduction of tax revenue entails a decrease in the
resourcess available to governments to fund their public spending. This, in turn, leads
eitherr to a decrease in the quality of public services and of a country's welfare system,
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It is interesting to note that also the theory of the 'cartel' is based on the notion of competition in the private
sectorr and in particular of its unfair aspect, as seen above at 1.1.4.
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For a survey of the economic studies showing the negative effects of harmful tax competition, see below at 1.3.2,
andd with regard to the EU in section 1.4.
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Seee on this Schön, at, at 94.
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orr to the need to seek alternative sources of revenue. In the latter case, undesirable
distortionss are brought about especially by an increase in the taxation on labour (i.e.
onn wage earners) due to the potential impact on unemployment and to the
replacementt of labour with capital in the production process. Furthermore, there may
bee tax equity concerns with regard to both vertical and horizontal equity. These are
likelyy to be negatively affected in that the tax burden is proportionally much higher
onn wage earners than on capital owners and, from an international point of view, in
thatt domestic taxpayers are more heavily taxed than foreign taxpayers.
Somee economic data confirms these trends.26 In general, tax revenue as a percentage
off GDP has constantly increased between 1965 and 1995, with an average of 37.6% of
GDPP in 1994. The share of corporate income tax and individual income tax as a
percentagee of all tax revenue has been stable, at a level of 8-9% and of 26-27%
respectively.. There has been a substantial increase in taxes on consumption (Le. VAT)
especiallyy in developing countries, and a considerable rise in social security taxes
fromm 18% to 25% of total tax revenue especially in OECD countries (for the EU, see at
1.4.3).. Furthermore, effective tax rates on capital have decreased over the last years
(seee e.g. at 1.4.4), suggesting an erosion of the capital taxable bases and a shift from
capitall to labour taxation, which would contribute to higher unemployment.
Significantt are also the economic inefficiencies acknowledged to be caused by
harmfull tax competition. The main one is a misallocation of economic resources
causedd by investment decisions significantly or exclusively determined by tax
considerations.. Put in another way, if an investment in a certain country would not
havee been made in the absence of a targeted tax incentive, this means that the
resourcess are not in the best possible location and are not used in the most efficient
wayy from an economic point of view. Lastly, 'bad' tax competition entails drawbacks
fromm a political and democratic point of view. In fact, national jurisdictions
outbiddingg each other surrender themselves to the market, although they are
convincedd that they are retaining their fiscal sovereignty. In other words, their tax
policiess end up being dictated by internationally mobile and rich taxpayers rather
thann by the goal of imposing a reasonable part of the cost of public expenditure on
everyy production factor, including the mobile capital one (see also at 1.4.3). .
1.2.44 More on Harmful Tax Competition: Foreign Direct Investment vs. Portfolio
(Passive)) Investment
Ass seen above, tax competition in an international context mainly concerns the
loweringg of tax burden by sovereign countries in order to attract inbound investment,
whichh encompasses both foreign direct investment (hereinafter: "FDI") giving rise to
activee income and portfolio (i.e. passive or mobile) investment giving rise to passive
incomee (see at 1.1.3 and 1.1.4). This distinction is fundamental with regard to harmful
taxx competition, and in particular to both its objective aspect concerning the
potentiallyy limited applicability of certain tax incentives to only one of these two
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These data may be found in Avi-Yonah, at, at 1619 ff., in which there are a number of tables showing them. See
alsoo below at 1.3.2 and in section 1.4.
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categoriess and the subjective aspect of the targeting these incentives towards either
category.27 7
FDII occurs when investors based in a certain country undertake a real (substantial)
businesss activity in a foreign country in order to exploit specific business
opportunitiess in that market.28 The main reason for effecting FDI is that the investor
findss specific competitive advantages in the foreign market in which he is investing
ass compared to his home market and the other foreign markets potentially attractive
too him. FDI is characterised by some sort of physical presence of the investor in the
foreignn country (e.g. a production plant, a branch, an office etc.) and usually involves
aa medium- to long-term business presence horizon and a relatively low degree of
mobilityy of the investment.
Theree is an increasing number of countries worldwide offering some type of tax
incentivess (also) targeted at attracting FDI. Countries offering these kinds of
incentivess have been referred to as 'production tax havens' as they try to increase
productivee activities carried out by foreign companies.29 They are usually not
consideredd to be engaged in harmful tax competition whenever they have a general
loww tax rate on productive activities for both resident and foreign investors. The main
reasonss are that: (i) it is up to each country to set its general tax rate on income from
productivee activities, (ii) the attraction of FDI usually brings about positive effects
suchh as increased development and employment in that country, and (iii) direct
taxationn does not play a determinant role with respect to the location of production
plantss due to their low degree of mobility, as companies look at many more factors
beforee locating a production faculty in a specific country (see at 1.3.6).
However,, there is a tendency especially among less developed or small countries to
offerr tax holidays and/or other special tax incentives for FDI limited to foreign
multinationall companies (hereinafter: "MNC") while maintaining a high tax burden
onn active income earned by resident investors.30 The number of production tax
havenss offering special tax incentives to attract FDI has constantly increased in the
lastt years.31 Also the amount of investment effected in these countries is quite
substantiall in terms of both assets and income earned therein.32 The main harmful
effectss in these cases are that equity among domestic and foreign taxpayers is
impaired,, and large foreign-based multinationals are able to enjoy public goods
withoutt contributing significantly to their provision through the payment of
corporatee tax.
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For the distinction between FDI and portfolio investment and their relation to harmful tax competition as
explainedd in this paragraph, see Avi-Yonah, cit., at 1588 ff.; A. J. Easson, The Tax Competition Controversy, Tax Notes
International,, 25 January 1999, p. 371; Easson, Tax Competition, at, at 66 f f.

288 See Easson, FDI, at., a t 2 ff.

»» See Avy-Yonah, at, at 1588 ff.
For a thorough analysis of the recent trends on FDI and a reconsideration of tax incentives as explained in this
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p a r a g r a p h ,, s e e A . J. Easson, Tax Incentives for foreign Direct Investment: Recent Trends and Countertrends
(Part I),
I n t e r n a t i o n a ll Bulletin for Fiscal D o c u m e n t a t i o n , 7 / 2 0 0 1 , p . 266, a n d Tax Incentives for Foreign Direct
Investment:
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See once again the data reported by Avi-Yonah, at, at 1588-1589, as well as the examples of how two wellknownn US-based multinationals (i.e. Intel Corporation and General Motors) take advantage of such countries in
settingg up their production facilities.
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Thesee problems are made worse by MNCs being able to take advantage of the tax
holidayy in the host country and then leave to another competing production tax
havenn upon its expiration. Often, also 'round-tripping' occurs, that is the practice of
disguisingg domestic investment as foreign investment in order to benefit from tax
incentives.. This behaviour ultimately leads to a race to the bottom (also) on active
incomee earned by MNCs, and to only limited and temporary benefits gained by
productionn tax havens. These trends are exacerbated by the developments occurred in
recentt years, and in particular the globalisation of the economy and the progressive
removall of barriers to transnational investment especially for the presence of
organisationss such as the EU, WTO, OECD etc. As a result: (i) MNCs are able to shift
muchh more easily also production facilities relating to FDI throughout the world; (ii)
thee size and business opportunities in the home market where FDI takes place are
almostt irrelevant, due to a centralisation of the production function by MNCs in a
convenientt location different from the final destination markets to which the output
off such production are exported; (iii) direct taxation has become a much more
importantt factor affecting the MNCs' choice on where to locate centralised
productionn faculties.
Withinn the EU, the most notable example of production tax haven used to be (and still
is)) Ireland, which offered a special 10% corporate tax rate on manufacturing income
earnedd from production facilities established in its territory known as 'manufacturing
relief',, as opposed to a general corporate tax rate of over 30%. Due to political
pressuree from the EU, Ireland has abolished the manufacturing relief and at the same
timee has lowered its general corporate tax rate on active income to 12.5% (see in detail
especiallyy in Chapter 3, section 3.5).
Thee situation is different with regard to tax incentives meant to attract highly mobile
activitiess performed in a multinational group or foreign portfolio investment
generatingg passive income. These incentives are almost always specifically targeted at
aa certain activity and include inter alia management, financial, coordination,
insurance,, distribution, and other service activities. These are usually centralised by
MNCss into 'centres' in order to reduce the overall costs of the group. Countries
offeringg incentives for this kind of foreign investment have been referred to as
'headquarterss tax havens.' 33
Thesee countries are considered to be engaged in harmful tax competition as they
grantt incentives to attract mobile tax bases at the expense of other countries without
anyy significant improvement of real wealth. In other words, they usually gain little
taxx revenue and the countries from which the activities and capital are relocated lose
big.. If other countries retaliate with the same kind of tax incentives, this causes fiscal
degradationn and the need to seek alternative sources of revenue without bringing
aboutt substantial advantages for any of the countries involved. All the other negative
effectss typical of harmful tax competition are also likely to occur.
Thee ultimate result is that a large part of (passive) income of MNCs winds up not
beingg subject to any tax at all, and the taxable bases of high-tax countries are also
substantiallyy eroded by tax planning techniques leading to international tax
avoidance.. These techniques are sometimes meant to create artificial deductions
throughh the use of intra-group centres benefiting from favourable regimes offered by
333
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headquarterss tax havens, which deductions are set off against active income earned
byy MNCs in high-tax jurisdictions. In this respect, there are specific studies showing
thee ability of MNCs to lower the overall tax burden on their worldwide profits (see at
1.33 below). The effectiveness of incentives offered by headquarters tax havens in
attractingg "centres' performing the said activities has also been proved, in particular
thee fact that the choice of their location is affected to a significant extent by tax
considerations.34 4
Nowadays,, there is a substantial number of countries offering tax incentives in order
too encourage this type of inbound investment. In the EU, notable examples of
coordination,, distribution, and services centres regimes are present in the
Netherlands,, Belgium, France, Spain, whereas finance regimes are present in
Luxembourg,, Netherlands, Belgium, France, Ireland, and Portugal. These regimes
willl be discussed at length below in Chapters 3 and 5.
Too sum up, the increased presence of both production and headquarters tax havens
bothh in the EU and worldwide has benefitedd especially large multinational companies
sincee their income, whether active or passive, is subject to a low overall tax burden.
Globalisationn and increased mobility of capital and, to a lesser extent, of production
facilities,, have favoured this trend.35 At the same time, a decreasing gap between the
factorss other than taxation affecting companies' decisions on where to invest has
madee the tax variable increasingly important in this choice. These considerations
explainn the increased tax competition between countries to attract both FDI and
passivee investment by way of specific tax incentives. Given the said features of these
taxx incentives and consequences likely to be caused by them, one may reasonably
assumee that they must be considered to give rise to harmful tax competition.
1.2.55 'Active' versus 'Passive' Tax Competition and the Prisoner's Dilemma
Ann important distinction having a close relationship with the issue of (harmful) tax
competitionn targeted at FDI and/or portfolio investment is the one between active
andd passive or implicit competition.36 This is based on the subjective aspect of tax
competitionn and in particular to the underlying reason for a country enacting a
certainn tax incentive.
'Active'' tax competition arises where a country introduces a tax incentive (or another
measures)) to improve domestic economic conditions and/or to attract (foreign)
investment.. 'Passive' or 'implicit' tax competition has close links with the economic
theoriess of the prisoner's dilemma and the assurance game.37 In short, in the area of
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See e.g. the studies cited in Avi-Yonah, at, at 1595-1596. See also in more detail on this point at 1.3.6.
The recent migration of a number US-based multinationals to tax havens by moving their tax residence out from
thee US has urged the US Treasury to undertake a study on this issue with a view to proposing harsh antiavoidancee measures. Under these measures, expatriation would be disregarded if its main motive was US tax
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avoided.. See the US Department of the Treasury Office of Public Affairs, Treasury announces study on U.S.-based
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taxx competition in an international context, these concepts refer to the behaviour of
countriess that are forced to enact or maintain a certain tax measures to preserve
themselvess from potentially adverse consequences caused by active tax competitive
measuress introduced by other countries. The dilemma is the choice of these countries
betweenn (i) adopting similar measures (also) driven by the fear to lose competitive
edgee in the international arena, causing active tax competition, or (ii) simply doing
nothingg or enacting unilateral countermeasures specifically targeted against measures
off countries actively engaged in tax competition, giving rise to passive or implicit
competition.. In the former case, the country involved is doing (or feels force to do)
whatt it reproaches other countries, which is likely to ignite further retaliation or the
adoptionn of a similar behaviour (i.e. tax measures) by other countries: a race to the
bottomm is almost inevitable. In the latter scenario, that country will almost certainly
losee tax revenue, which may be curtailed presumably to a limited extent if
appropriatee countermeasures are adopted.
Thee assurance game in this context refers to the possibility for the 'players' (i.e.
countries)) to assure each other a co-ordinated or harmonised approach to improve
theirr situation, such as gain more tax revenue. Together, they may form what is
referredd to by economists as a 'collusion' or 'cartel' to end (tax) competition between
themm (see also at 1.2.2). This, however, is not always possible and is indeed very
unlikelyy where there are too many players or their respective situations are too
different,, in which case economists draw a parallel with firms that are price-takers in
aa perfectly competitive market. In the tax competition area, it is close to impossible
forr all countries to agree on a coordinated approach to deal with this issue, and even
forr a more limited group of countries, as shown by the problems faced by the OECD
inn the attempt to fight harmful tax competition (see in detail Chapter 4, section 4.8).
Withinn the EU, a coordinated approach is more likely to succeed, as the number of
playerss is rather small and the interests at stake pursued by the Member States are
largelyy consistent (see in Chapter 4, especially sections 4.2 and 4.3).
Ann example may better clarify the above concepts. If a country enacts a tax holiday or
aa special incentive to attract FDI or a special tax regime for coordination centres, it can
bee said to be engaged in active tax competition. Other (neighbouring) countries may
decidee not to enact any specific tax measure to attract FDI and/or coordination
centress to compete with that country, or to enact specific countermeasures to undo
thee effects of its measure(s):38 this causes passive or implicit tax competition. As said
(andd who in fact committed the crime together). But the police lack evidence ... and must release the two prisoners
unlesss one provides evidence against the other. They hold in separate cells and make the following offer to each:
Implicatee your colleague. If neither of you implicates the other, each of you will be held for the maximum amount
off time permitted without charges being made. If one of you implicates the other and is not implicated, we will
releasee the first and prevail the judge to give...the maximum sentence ... If both of you implicate each other, then
bothh will go to jail, but the judge will be lenient... The story suggests that of the four possible outcomes for a
prisoner,, it is best to implicate and not be implicated, second best neither to implicate nor be implicated, third ...
too implicate and be implicated, and worst to be implicated while failing to implicate ...we are led to predict that
eachh side will implicate the other since this is a dominant strategy for each."
388
An example of targeted countermeasures is CFC (i.e. controlled foreign corporation) legislation, which would
subjectt to current taxation the profits of the foreign entity benefiting from the tax incentive on FDI or of the foreign
coordinationn centre in the hands of the resident parent company or headquarters. An alternative countermeasure
couldd be the denial of the participation exemption on profits distributed by the entities enjoying the tax incentive
forr FDI or the coordination centre. On the issue of countermeasures and their compatibility with EC law, see
extensivelyy in Chapter 5.
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abovee (at 1.24), nowadays there is a number of production and headquarters tax
havenss engaged in active tax competition as they are offering this kind of special
incentives.. There are also a number of countries using general or targeted
countermeasuress against these tax havens, and thus engaged in passive or implicit tax
competition.. Most of these countries are becoming aware of the harmful effects
causedd by this kind of tax competition, but in the impossibility to reach agreement on
aa coordinated approach they are forced to keep their special tax incentives or their
countermeasures,, or else they would suffer from relocation of investment and capital
inn other countries or would lose additional tax revenues. This suggests that these
countriess are in a prisoner's dilemma or assurance game situation in which they are
worsee off and do not end up in optimal situation for them due to the impossibility to
reachh a compromise on how to deal with this issue.39
1.2.66 Where is the Borderline?
Inn theory, the distinction between desirable and harmful tax competition is easily
explainedd by reference to the main effects caused by a certain tax measure along the
liness discussed above. In particular, whenever this measure is likely to bring about
desirablee economic effects such as a generalised reduction of the tax burden and an
increasedd efficiency in the public sector, it is considered 'good' tax competition. In the
oppositee case that it most probably leads to such harmful consequences as fiscal
degradationn and the need to increase the burden on alternative bases to compensate
forr it, then it will be categorised (and fought) as 'bad' tax competition.
Inn practice, however, no clear criterion has been singled out to draw the line between
thesee two categories of tax competition. Nevertheless, based on all the above
considerationss it seems appropriate to base the distinction on the assessment of the
objectivee and the subjective aspect of tax competition as explained above (see at 1.1.1.
andd 1.1.4). The main factor concerning the objective aspect would be the general
versuss the specific character of a certain tax measure, or in other words its deviation
fromm a country's 'benchmark' tax system': general measures would not be considered
too give rise to harmful tax competition, whereas specific measures would.40 The main
criterionn concerning the subjective aspect would be the country's main goal to
stimulatee economic growth, favour the development and employment in depressed
areas,, and compensate for its small size, versus the goal to attract foreign (mobile)
investmentt at the expense of other countries mainly in a non-transparent way (i.e. tax
policiess intentionally meant to cause negative spillover effects in other countries'
economies):: harmful tax competition would only take place in the latter case.41
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As will be seen, the EU has been trying to coordinate the tax policy of Member States to limit harmful tax
competitionn through the Code of Conduct on Business Taxation, but there are still problems in its implementation
byy each Member State (see in Chapter 4, at 4.2 and 4.3).
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Avi-Yonah, at, at 1628, bases the distinction between desirable and harmful tax competition exclusively on this
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Inn order to ascertain the general vs. the specific character of a certain tax measure and
aa desirable vs. an adverse policy goal mainly pursued by this measure, a number of
additionall criteria may be used.42 With regard to the objective aspect, a tax measure
shouldd be considered special, and hence harmful, where it is: (i) limited to certain
categoriess of income (e.g. active or passive income); (ii) limited to certain business
activitiess (e.g. financial, distribution, and other service activities performed by
'centres');; (iii) limited to certain taxpayers only (e.g. non-residents or local divisions of
multinationall companies, also referred to as 'ring-fencing'); (iv) a deviation from the
standardd internationally-accepted principles (e.g. the OECD transfer pricing rules).
Ass for the subjective aspect, a country's 'bad' intention is usually shown by a tax
measure:: (i) lacking transparency and applied on a discretionary basis by a country's
taxx administration; (ii) applying regardless of a substantial economic presence of its
beneficiary(ies);; (iii) lacking adequate anti-avoidance provisions limiting their use in
abusivee situations exploited by its beneficiary(ies).
Fromm a practical point of view, the application of some of the above criteria may give
risee to problems, especially the subjective ones. Furthermore, some of them concern
bothh the objective and subjective aspect of tax competition, such as the applicability of
aa tax incentive only to income from mobile investment. To overcome these problems,
onee has to thoroughly weigh all characteristics of a tax measure and its underlying
goall in order to see whether its desirable versus harmful features prevail. All in all,
despitee the application of the suggested criteria is not easy, it seems the best solution
too ensure that a line between good and bad tax competition is drawn, and that it is
drawnn in the right place.43
1.33 (Harmful) tax competition: Theory, evidence, and methodological issues
1.3.11 Overview
Thiss section contains a survey of theories and economic studies on tax competition.
Thee main purpose of these studies is to identify its main effects and in particular
whetherr this phenomenon is prevalently beneficial or harmful, and thus whether it
needss to be regulated in some form or not. The studies analysed concern mainly
horizontall or interjurisdictional tax competition between the states of the US and
otherr localities (i.e. municipalities) as they contain a wealth of findings and constitute
thee first step on whose basis there has been an attempt to elaborate a general theory
onn tax competition. The survey of the main such studies shows somewhat conflicting
results,, mainly caused by the different economic models and underlying assumptions
reliedd on by the economists. Furthermore, the significance of these studies for the EU
contextt is rather limited due to the differences between the US federal system and the
supranationall character of the EU. Despite this, the US experience is fundamental in
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The criteria indicated for this purpose in the text are based on those indicated in the EU Code of Conduct on
businesss taxation of 1997 and in the OECD Report on Harmful Tax Competition of 1998 (see Chapter 4, at 4.2.2
andd 4.8.2). See on this also Schön, EATLP 2002 Report, at., at 4-6.
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Authority,Authority, 7 Regent University Law Review, 1996, p. 103; A. K. Klevorick, Constructing a new federalism:
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singlingg out a methodology able to study the phenomenon of (harmful) tax
competitionn in an international context by comparing different tax systems of various
countries. .
Thee last issue regards methodologies able to show the impact of tax competition on
firms'' behaviour and on investment patterns, which is fundamental to ascertain the
detrimentall effects caused by harmful tax competition. Despite the absence of an
effectivee general methodology used for this purpose, there is sufficient evidence
provingg the relationship between direct taxation and investment decisions, especially
thosee concerning 'mobile' activities. The theories and methodologies discussed below
aree fundamental in understanding the studies specifically focusing on tax
competitionn in the EU, which will be analysed in the next section.
1.3.22 Theories and evidence on interjurisdictional tax competition in the US
experience e
Thee earliest and richest economic literature concerning interjurisdictional tax
competitionn may be found in the US with regard to competition between
governmentss of the US states and to a lesser extent between municipalities. This is
mainlyy due to the peculiar features of the US federalism, which relies on an incredibly
highh number of decentralised authorities provided with a relevant degree of
autonomyy covering inter alia the need to raise revenue to finance local expenditure.
Severall economists have been studying and analysing this interjurisdictional tax
competitionn in order to sort out its main features (i.e. its beneficial versus detrimental
effects)) and ultimately to elaborate a general theory on this phenomenon.
Thee father of the US theorists on interjurisdictional tax competition between US states
hass been Charles Tiebout, who back in 1956 analysed the benefits and drawbacks of
taxx competition and has since been followed or criticised by several other
economists.444 According to Tiebout, tax competition is desirable and must not be
restrictedd in any way as the individuals/voters pick the most suitable location for
themm based on their subjective evaluation of the balance between tax burden and
publicc services offered. This, in turn, leads to efficiency as to the right quantity and
qualityy of public services offered (ie. allocative efficiency) as well as to the
minimisationn of the corresponding costs (i.e. productive efficiency).45 The
assumptionss behind this theory are several: (i) the only taxes paid are benefit taxes,
i.e.. those commensurate to the services provided to taxpayers rather than those
havingg redistributive goals and based on taxpayers' ability to pay; (ii) individuals are
fullyy mobile and are provided with perfect information on the tax systems of the
differentt jurisdictions; (iii) there are no spillover effects caused by the different tax
measuress of the various jurisdictions. Tiebout's theory is also restricted in that it only
takess into account individuals and not companies.46
**** See C. Tiebout, A Pure Theory of Local Expenditure, Journal of Political Economy, vol. 64, 1956, pp. 416 ff. The
theoryy of Tiebout and of all the other economists reported hereinafter are excellently summarised in Kenyon, at.,
pp.. 18 ff., which has been largely relied upon in drafting this paragraph.
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For the critiques to Tiebout's model, see P. B. Musgrave and R.A. Musgrave, Fiscal Coordination and Competition
inin an International Setting, Influence of Tax Differentials on International Competitiveness, 59,1989, p. 81, as cited
byy Avi-Yonah, at. See also K. Dowding, P. John and S. Biggs, Tiebout: A Survey of the Empirical Literature, 31 Urban
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Subsequently,, other theorists used models relying on assumptions similar to
Tiebout'ss model and reached similar conclusions. Studies focusing on mobile capital
ratherr than individuals,47 or on both firms and individuals,48 also highlighted that the
mainn desirable aspect of tax competition was to force governments to achieve
productivee efficiency and to maximise the welfare of their community. However,
thesee studies also found that tax competition may have 'destructive' results by
causingg horizontal and vertical inequities, the former steniming from the fact that
less-mobilee taxpayers tend to bear a higher tax burden than mobile taxpayers earning
thee same amount of income, and the latter from the fact that rich mobile taxpayers
tendd to enjoy specific tax incentives.
Thee potential harmful effects of tax competition have been stressed by public finance
theoristss relying on assumptions different from those used in Tiebout's (and his
followers')) model.49 According to a model focusing on taxes other than benefit taxes,
suchh as taxes on capital, optimal productive efficiency will not be achieved as local
governmentss prefer to impose a head tax rather than a tax on capital due to the fear of
capitall flight from their territory.50 Thus, whenever they are forced to reduce such tax
thee quality or level of public services will inevitably decrease. Other models critical of
thee Tieboutial one and reaching an analogous conclusion that tax competition
essentiallyy causes harmful effects stress the fear of local governments to impose taxes
onn mobile capital, which itself leads to a forced underprovision of public services, as
welll as to other distortionary effects caused by the imposition of a tax on the less
mobilee labour factor, such as a reduction on the supply side and, ultimately, the same
effectt of driving capital out of that jurisdiction.51
Anotherr interesting study analyses in general the various forms of governmental
competitionn from both a political and an economic perspective and reaches a
balancedd conclusion.52 Its starting point is that the differences between horizontal and
verticall competition (see at 1.1.2) as well as those within these two categories must be
analysedd separately because of a number of differences. More specifically, it is
stressedd that while competition between states in the US is meant to attract business
throughh favourable corporate and tax laws thereby causing a race to the bottom, local
competitionn between municipalities induces governments of big cities to increase
taxess in order to finance increasing expenditures, which may cause rich taxpayers to
movee to the suburbs. The conclusion is that interjurisdictional (tax) competition may
havee both desirable effects as regards improved efficiency in the provision of public
servicess and detrimental effects as to economic inefficiencies and instability created at
locall level. This theory stresses the fundamental role that the federal government may
Studies,, 1994, p. 767.
**77 See W. E. Oates and R. M. Schwab, The AllocaHve and Distributive Implications of Local Fiscal Competition, 1991, in
Kenyonn & Kincaid, at.
488
See T. McGuire, Federal Aid to States and localities and the Appropriate Competitive Framework, 1991, in Kenyon &
Kincaid.,, at.
499
The survey of the studies summariesd in the text is based on Avi-Yonah, tit, at 1611 ff.
500
See G. R. Zodrow and P. Mieszkowski, Pigou, Tiebout, Property Taxation, and tlie Underprovision of Local Public
Goods,Goods, 19 Journal of Urban Economics, 1986, p. 356, as cited by Avi-Yonah.
511
See Avi-Yonah, at, at 1612, referring to D. E. Wildasin, Interjurisdictional Capital Mobiltiy: Fiscal Externality and a
CorrectiveCorrective Subsidy, in 25 Journal of urban Economics, 1989, p. 193, and S. Bucovetsky and J. D. Wilson, Tax
CompetitionCompetition with Two Tax Instruments, 21 Regional Science and Urban Economics, 1991, p. 333.
522
See A. Breton, 77K Existence and Stability of Interjurisdictional Competition, 19%, and the critique by Kenyon &
Kincaid,, cit, at 25.
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(andd should) play in this scenario in eliminating or at least smoothening the
inefficienciess brought about by detrimental competition. This may be done by
implementingg specific regulations or granting incentive packages aiming to limit
interjurisdictionall competition and at the same time to provide some relief for needier
statess or localities. The noteworthy core of this theory lies in the acknowledgement of
bothh desirable and detrimental effects caused by interjurisdictional (tax) competition
att the various levels, and in the call for action by superior governmental bodies only
too the extent necessary to limit its detrimental effects.53
1.3.33 Significance of US studies and experience for the EU

Thee findings of the economic studies and theories on interjurisdictional tax
competitionn in the US are interesting for the analysis of interjurisdictional tax
competitionn within the EU.54 The US experience provides a number of lessons to be
learnedd by the EU due to the large number of states and local authorities as well as to
thee variety of assumptions and models used in the various studies to identify the
mainn effects of tax competition. The significance of these findings for the EU,
however,however, depends on the similarities and differences of the respective US and EU
institutionall (and legal) framework, and in particular on the powers and degree of
autonomyy of the jurisdictions tested, i.e. states (and other localities) for the US versus
sovereignn Member States in the EU, as well as of their superior governmental bodies,
i.e.. the US federal government and the EU institutions (mainly the EU Council and
Commission)) respectively.55
Thee US is a federal country in which states are in principle provided with a broad
autonomouss power in the tax area, as they are free to shape their direct and indirect
taxess in the way they deem most appropriate.56 There are constitutional limits to this
power,577 but the federal government generally refrains from intervening in the area of

533
See on this issue also S. B. M. Princen, The California effect in the transatlantic relationship, doctoral thesis presented
att University of Utrecht, April 2002. The author analyses four cases of international trade policy competition
betweenn the EU and the US (States) relating to the higher standards of protection advocated by the EU (e.g. with
regardd to genetically-modified products, or to the protection of animals in the trade of furs). The research showed
thatt no race to the bottom took place in three cases, as the EU did not lower its standards, nor did the US adapted
too the EU standards. However, in one case (i.e. concerning the policy on the trade of furs) it turned out that the
EU'ss higher standards were indeed adopted by the state of California, leading to increased protection in that
policyy area (i.e. 'the California effect'). This suggests that in some cases (international trade) policy competition is
beneficiall as the standards are raised rather than lowered, and thus no race to the bottom is caused.
544
See, on the significance of these studies and the main differences between the US and Europe, among others S.
G.. Utz, Tax Harmonization and coordination in Europe and America, 9 Connecticut Journal of International Law, 1994,
p.. 767.
555
See in general on this a. o.: K. Lenaerts, Federalism: Essential concepts in evolution - The case of the European Union,
211 Fordham International Law Journal, 3/1998, p. 746; W. Kerber, 77K deregulation of globalizing markets:
InterjurisdictionalInterjurisdictional competition within the European Union, 23 Fordham International Law Journal, 2000, p. 2
566
See e.g. J. M. Weiner, Tax Coordination and Competition in the United States of America, in the Ruding Report Annex
9C,, pp. 417 ff., and J. M. Weiner, The European Union and Formula Apportionment: Caveat Emptor, European
Taxation,, 10/2001, p. 380. See also Schön, EATIP 2002 Report, cit„ at 2-4.
577
The main federal constitutional limits to the states' taxing power are the commerce clause and the due process
clause.. According to the former, the US states are prohibited from discriminating against interstate commerce in
anyy form whatsoever, including through the imposition of (special) taxes that have the result of imposing a
heavierr burden on interstate commerce. The application of the due process clause to the fiscal area implies that
taxess may only be imposed on activities having sufficient connection to the taxing state, which is banned from
extendingg its fiscal jurisdiction beyond its boundaries.
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statee taxation through harmonisation laws or other legally binding instruments. As a
result,, (also) in the corporate tax area there are significant differences with regard to
states'' tax rates, tax bases, special incentives, as well as taxation of companies active
inn several states as for the allocation of their taxable income between them.58
Inn this scenario, tax competition among states has proliferated over the years, as a
resultt of the federal government not regulating this phenomenon. Furthermore, the
largee number of competing states (as well as localities) has practically made it
impossiblee for them to collude with each and to adopt a coordinated approach
insteadd of competing.59 In the absence of convincing evidence to the contrary, tax
competitionn among US states is in general not perceived as a harmful phenomenon,
andd thus is likely to continue in the future years.
Thee institutional situation in the EU context is very much different. As for the
politicall structure, the EU is a supranational body provided with specific powers in
certainn areas, but is still very far from being a federal country like the US. In the area
off direct taxation, Member States enjoy sovereignty and the EU institutions have very
limitedd powers to interfere with this sovereignty (see in detail Chapter 2, especially
sectionn 2.1). Furthermore, there are a number of additional non-tax differences
betweenn Member States that are not present (to the same significant extent) between
thee US states. To name a few, differences in language, culture, and social habits, and
inn the legal area differences in the legal systems and cultures (e.g. common law versus
civill law systems) between Member States, are all quite widespread.
Inn the tax competition area, these considerations entail that some of the assumptions
madee for the US-based studies and theories are not valid also with regard to the EU.
Forr instance, one should assume that the mobility of both individuals and companies
iss not wholly comparable to that of the US because of the said (and other) differences.
However,, the constant progress for the setting up of a truly internal market in the EU
andd the introduction of a single currency in twelve Member States have been
favouringg their integration, as has the srirmking of other differences between them.
Ass a result, the US and the EU realities are nowadays much closer, despite a number
off significant differences in the institutional area and on other areas still remain.
Forr our analysis, the above considerations suggest that the studies and theories on
interjurisdictionall tax competition in the US are also significant for the EU, but to a
moree limited extent. This depends on how valid the underlying assumptions and
simulationss concerning the US states would be in the EU context. This also implies
thatt the methodologies used to analyse tax competition in the US may be used to
studyy this phenomenon in the EU as well, especially if the necessary adjustments are
madee to reflect the specific features of the Union as will be explained in next
paragraph. .
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In this respect, several states adopt a three-factor formulary apportionment based on sales, payroll and assets
regardlesss of the internal accounting of the companies. Other states determine companies' taxable income on the
basiss of separate accounting done by the entities of the group. A few states do not impose a corporate tax but rely
onn alternative taxes. See on this Weiner, Formula Apportionment, cit., at 418 and 436.
599
A coordinated approach would probably have led to collusion, which is very difficult to achieve where there are
tooo many players in the assurance game (see at 1.2-5). As a consequence, the US states end up in a prisoner's
dilemmaa situation, in which they are forced to be actively engaged in tax competition for fear to lose attractiveness
forr potential investors.
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1.3.44 Methodologies to study tax competition in an international (and EU) context
Thee above survey shows that there is a high degree of uncertainty in the economic
literaturee as to how to achieve meaningful results to scientifically analyse the
phenomenonn of tax competition and its desirable versus harmful form. The results of
thee economic studies carried out with regard to the US states all depend to a large
extentt on the model used and the various assumptions considered in the simulations.
Howeverr in the more recent years some general methodologies based on these
studiess have been singled out that are able to analyse in a more coherent way the
issuee of tax competition. The main such methodologies have been systematically
categorisedd in a theoretical way by economic literature, so that a more scientific
approachh is reached in their use depending on the intended goal of the economic
studiess relying on them.60
Thee common aim of such methodologies is to calculate the effective tax burden on
incomee from different investments in a number of countries so as to compare various
taxx regimes and their specific incentives. This is needed to identify their interrelations
andd try to determine the way they affect business decisions concerning investment,
location,, and financing, and ultimately the way they distort competition and capital
flows.flows. For this purpose, a number of factors are taken into account in the
determinationn of the effective tax burden, which affect the outcome of each study.
Thee main ones are: (i) relevant taxes, which may be corporate taxes (i.e. statutory and
speciall tax rates) and all other taxes on corporate profits and non-profit taxes on
investment;; (ii) relevant tax bases, which depend on the statutory rules on the
computationn of taxable income and possibly on special tax incentives; (iii) relevant
taxpayers,, which can be corporations, but also shareholders subject to taxation on
distributionss of profits and other items of income such as interest and royalties.
Thee main models based on a combination of these (and other) factors have been
distinguishedd into two categories based on whether the methodology relied on is
backward-- or forward-looking. Backward-looking models aim to calculate the
effectivee tax burden on the basis of existing microeconomic or macroeconomic data.
Ass for the microeconomic approach, it looks at the effective tax rate on income borne
byy specific firms expressed as the percentage of tax liability relative to the profits
fromm their consolidated accounts. The main problem with this approach is its
inaccuracyy in an international context, as it neither measures the impact of taxation of
thee shareholders, nor is it able to precisely calculate the tax burden on the firms'
foreign-sourcee income. The approach based on macroeconomic data focuses on a
country'ss overall corporate tax revenue as a percentage of overall corporate tax
profits,, corporate operating surplus, or GDP. Also this approach has a number of
flaws,, namely linked to the inaccuracy or unavailability of complete data on the
factorss taken into account, as well as on other taxes levied on corporate profits or
bornee by taxpayers other than corporations. In addition, both backward-looking
approachess are not able to identify the effects of special tax incentives offered in the
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For a thorough explanation of the methodologies dealt with in this paragraph, see especially O. H. Jacobs and C.
Spengel,, Measurement and Development of the Effective Tax Burden of Companies - An Overview and International
Comparison,Comparison, Interfax, 2000, p. 334. See also the recent Commission Study on Corporate Taxation in the EU of 20
pp.. 68 ff., explained in detail below at 1.45.
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variouss countries, which makes their use in an international comparison perspective
ratherr meaningless.
Thee forward-looking approaches calculate the effective tax burden by reference to a
hypotheticall future investment undertaken by a firm. Instead of actual tax burdens as
inn backward-looking approaches, these methodologies estimate what the effective tax
burdenn would be in the future if a certain investment were undertaken by a certain
firm.. The commonest methodology to calculate the effective tax burden is the 'King &
Fullerton'' approach,61 which has subsequently been revised and tailored by other
economistss to analyse e.g. tax competition in an international context.62 It is intended
too calculate effective marginal tax rates (hereinafter: "EMTR") on a hypothetical
marginall investment generating a rate of return just sufficient to be considered worth
undertakingg by the investor. Both corporate tax and taxes on shareholders' return on
investmentt may be taken into account for the computation of the EMTR, as well as all
statutoryy rules on the computation of the tax base and special tax incentives. The
modell to calculate EMTRs relies on a number of assumptions relating e.g. to the types
off assets of the corporation (e.g. machinery, buildings, intangibles, inventory,
financiall assets) as well as to different forms of financing of the marginal investment
(e.g.. through debt, equity, or retained earnings), whose possible combinations lead to
differentt outcomes.
AA variation of this methodology is aimed at calculating the effective average tax rates
(hereinafter:: "EATR") on a hypothetical future investment. The main difference with
thee EMTR methodology is that the rate of return of the hypothetical investment is
presumedd to be much higher than the market interest rate otherwise earned by the
investor.. The EATR is given by the net present value ("NPV") of corporate tax
revenuee as a proportion of the NPV of the pre-tax income stream generated by the
project.. Also this model may take into consideration all relevant taxes as well as rules
onn the computation of the taxable base. The hypothetical investment project
consideredd is either based on the King & Fullerton method's (see above) industryspecificc mix of assets or on a hypothetical specific firm of a certain sector of the
economyy with different percentages of types of assets and sources of finance of the
investment. .
AA recent approach specifically tailored to the EU is the so-called 'European Tax
Analyser',, set out by the University of Mannheim and the Centre for European
Economicc Research (ZEW).63 This is a computer program used to calculate and
comparee the EATR for corporations located in different (Member) states. The EATR is
givenn by the difference between pre-tax and post-tax return on equity of the
corporationn divided by the pre-tax return. This model focuses on a hypothetical
investmentt of a model corporation taking into account all applicable taxes able to
affectt decisions on investment and ways of financing for both corporation and
shareholder,, elements of statutory tax law for the computation of the taxable base, as
welll as special tax incentives meant to boost new investment (e.g. investment
«« M. A. King and D. Fullerton, 77K Taxation of IncomefromCapital, Chicago, 1984.
In this respect, the most recent version of the King & Fullerton methodd has been set out by M. P. Deveraux and
R.. Griffith, in Journal of Public Economics, 1998, pp. 335-367. See also M. P. Deveraux and R. Griffith, 77K taxation
ofof Discrete Investment Choices (Revision 2), The Institute for Fiscal Studies, Working Paper Series No. W98/16,
London,, 1999.
«« On this model, see in detail Jacobs and Spengel, at., at 339 ff., and bibliography cited therein in footnote No. 36.
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allowances,, investment and R&D tax credits, and grants). The assumption is that the
investmentt generates a higher return than the market interest rate, and the model is
appliedd by reference to a number of situations consisting of a different weight of the
corporation'ss assets and different forms of financing the investment.
1.3.55 Direct taxation and its impact on companies' locational decisions
Despitee the significant progress achieved by economic theory on the calculation of
effectivee tax burdens in an international context, there still is high uncertainty as to
howw different tax burdens affect companies' decisions on where to locate. This issue is
fundamentall because only if direct taxation is decisive in affecting the actual
behaviourr of companies and in particular their locational decisions is (harmful) tax
competitionn likely to be a real problem (see also at 1.2.4 and 1.4.2-1.4.5). In other
words,, if direct taxation were not (so) relevant in this respect, one would probably
havee to agree that there should be no need to worry about harmful tax competition
altogether. .
Evenn though several studies have been carried out on this issue, none of them has
clearlyy proven the relationship between direct taxation and companies' locational
decisionss and the extent to which the former actually affects the latter for the lack of
ann effective general methodology currently used for this purpose. More specifically,
somee of these studies are based on economic models mainly relying on
macroeconomicc or microeconomic data (e.g. figures on foreign direct investment or
investmentt patterns of specific multinational companies). The shortcomings of these
modelss are linked to the lack of exhaustive or appropriate data or to other
assumptionss in the analysis. Other studies are based on empirical evidence, and are
meantt to analyse the behaviour of companies through questionnaires filled out by
themm or interviews with their management.64 Their effectiveness suffers mainly from
thee limited number of responses received, as well as from the bias of companies'
representativess providing the answers and feedback used to draw conclusions.
Despitee this, a number of interesting and rather consistent conclusions may be found
inn these studies, mainly effected in the US.65 As a matter of principle, it appears that
taxationn is merely one of several factors influencing companies' decisions on the
locationn of their investment, the others being other political, economic, and social
factors.. All these factors are treated in a hierarchical way to single out a group of
suitablee locations, which is usually referred to as 'macro-location' decision. It is only
att this stage that taxation would play a more important role in affecting the actual
locationall decision, which is known as 'micro-location' decision.66
Thee above general finding is true only to a certain extent. In particular, ceteris paribus
orr in situations in which all the other factors are largely equivalent, direct taxation
doess tend to play a fundamental role in companies' locational decisions. Some studies
analysingg the effect of the different US states' (and Canadian provinces') formulas
usedd for income apportionment under unitary taxation (see at 1.3.3) on the location of
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As will be seen, an interesting application of the empirical approach in the EU may be found in the Ruding
Reportt of 1992, analysed at length below (see at 1.4.2).
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For a summary of these studies, see Avi-Yonah, cit, at 1590-1592, and the EU Commission Study of 2001, at 85877 (see below at 1.4.5).
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See the economic studies cited in the EU Commission Study, at 87.
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companiess have identified that they may offer an incentive to locate the factors used
forr the computation of the taxable base in low-tax areas67. Furthermore, with regard
too the distinction between FDI and passive investment (see at 1.2.4) it has been shown
thatt direct taxation: (i) has a "significant" influence on the magnitude and location of
FDI,688 even though it rarely seems to be the determinant in the final decision on
wheree to locate production facilities;69 (ii) determines to a significant extent
companies'' location decisions of intra-group administrative, distribution, and
financiall activities, especially through transfer pricing or thin capitalisation.70
Withh more specific regard to tax competition, it would be interesting to identify a
methodologyy able to find out how it affects actual firms' decisions on where to invest.
Ass mentioned above (at 1.2.2), it is believed that one of the effects of (desirable) tax
competitionn in an international context is the convergence of tax burdens and their
levellingg downwards (see all the studies analysed at 1.4). Even in the absence of
modelss and studies showing the relationship between this consequence of tax
competitionn and its influence on corporate locational decisions, from US-based
studiess it is possible to identify a consistent finding: tax competition has led to a
significantt decline in the effective tax burden suffered by US MNCs abroad, which
hass made foreign investment more sensitive to taxation in the decision on where to
locatee capital.71 1
Fromm the above it may be concluded that the existing methodologies used to prove
thee relationship between taxation and companies' decisions on the location of their
investmentt have all some flaws. Nevertheless, there is sufficient evidence of the
influencee direct taxation has on such decisions. This influence is more significant with
regardd to the location of mobile investment generating passive income than of FDI.
Withinn the EU, one must also consider that direct taxation is likely to play an even
moree significant role in companies' locational decisions, as all the other factors used
forr the 'macro-location' decision are largely equivalent in the Member States.
1.44 Economic evidence of (harmful) tax competition in the European Union
1.4.11 Introduction
Whilee up to some time ago there was only a very limited economic literature on the
phenomenonn of tax competition in the EU, in the recent years a number of studies has
beenn carried out on corporate taxation in the various Member States and the
distortionss to the internal market their differences are likely to cause.72 Some of these
studiess specifically focused on the effects caused by harmful tax competition in the
EU.. A comparison of these studies' findings shows a number of consistent trends and
6767
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conclusions,, which suggest that both desirable and harmful tax competition do exist
inn Europe.
Thiss chapter focuses at first on the Ruding Report of 1992, which contains a
comprehensivee study on corporate taxation in the EU. A brief analysis of the Monti
Memorandumm and the subsequent Commission Report of 1996 follows, as well as a
summaryy of other studies dealing with tax competition in the EU carried out
subsequently.. The last part focuses in detail on the recent Commission study on
corporatee taxation in the EU released in 2001, which (also) contains a wealth of
informationn and studies relating to tax competition.
1.4.22 (Harmful) Tax Competition and the Ruding Report
1.4.2.11 The Ruding Report (1992) and the Commission Reaction
Thee Ruding Report, released in 1992, contains the outcome of a two-year study
carriedd out by a committee of tax experts chaired by Mr. Qnno Ruding on request by
thee EC Commission.73 The goal was to provide an answer as to whether the
differencess in the Member States' corporate tax systems created significant distortions
inn the internal market that needed to be eliminated. In case of an affirmative answer,
thee Ruding Committee was asked to recommend whether there was a need to adopt
measuress at EC level and if so, which measures would be appropriate.
Thee Ruding Report found major differences in tax regimes of Member States with
regardd to tax rates and bases, methods to relieve double taxation, and methods to tax
dividendd distributions in the hands of shareholders. The Report concluded that such
differencess caused several distortions in the internal market as they ultimately
generatedd significant differences in the cost of capital for investment effected in the
variouss Member States (see next paragraph). This was likely to affect companies'
choicess on the location of their investments as well as their decisions on the legal and
financiall aspects of such investments (see below at 1.4.2.3).
Thee Report contained a set of detailed recommendations for the elimination or the
reductionn of such distortions as well as deadlines within which they should have
beenn implemented. In particular, the Report recommended the elimination of double
taxationn on all payments between related companies (i.e. dividends, interest, and
royalties),, and called for the adoption of measures for the cross-border offsetting of
lossess derived by different EC companies belonging to the same group. Furthermore,
itt proposed the approximation of corporate tax rates within a certain range and the
harmonisationn of corporate tax bases of the Member States in the longer term.
Apparently,, the scope and impact of such recommendations were quite ambitious
andd far-reaching, especially considering that back in 1992 the degree of integration in
thee EC and of the harmonisation of other areas of law was still limited. In addition,
thee previous failures of the Commission's efforts to reach adoption of harmonisation
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proposalss in the area of direct taxation made the Ruding Committee's
recommendationss sound outside of the European reality especially since at that time
everybodyy was happy with the recently formulated 'subsidiarity' principle (see
Chapterr 2, at 2.2.3). It is true that the Ruding Committee did not show an extreme
respectt for that principle, but had it done so, virtually nothing could have been
recommended.. Thus, one must acknowledge that the Ruding Report should have
receivedd more credit than it received.
Thiss explains why the reaction of the Commission to the Report was not as warm and
enthusiasticc as one might have expected, despite praising the valuable substance of
thee Report as a reference for future debate at EC level and its fine quality from both a
theoreticall and empirical perspective as well as the political independence of the
memberss of the Committee. On the contrary, the Commission issued a
Communication744 in which it partly denied endorsement to its content and made
clearr that it did not share the approach of the Committee on the desirable degree of
EC-drivenn harmonisation. As for the proposals put forward in the Report, the
Commissionn rejected the most politically-sensitive ones by affirming that they went
beyondd the mandate of the Committee. Instead, the Commission stacked to its
subsidiarityy approach in the fiscal area, by making it clear that it would consult each
Memberr State before putting forward any further proposals, especially those
concerningg the harmonisation of their corporate tax systems. As for the proposals for
thee fixation of a band of a minimum and a maximum corporate tax rate and for tax
basee harmonisation, they were flatly rejected. The Commission endorsed exclusively
thee Report's less sensitive tax proposals meant to eliminate clear, limited, and welldefinedd distortions to the internal market, namely the proposals to broaden the scope
off the Parent-Subsidiary Directive and to adopt the directives on taxation of intragroupp payments of interest and royalties and on the EC-wide offsetting of losses.
1.4.2.22 Main differences in Member States' tax systems
Despitee the Commission critiques, the Ruding Report is to be considered a milestone
inn the area of EC direct taxation and tax competition as its findings are an invaluable
researchh tool. This is also confirmed by the recent Commission study on corporate
taxationn in the EU, which has stressed their validity and significance and their
referencee as starting point for the study (see at 1.4.5.2). Therefore, the parts of the
Reportt on tax competition in the EU are worth further analysis.
Thee Ruding Committee addressed the issue of tax competition within EU in different
wayss throughout the Report. In analysing the Member States' tax systems, it found
significantt differences in their statutory corporate tax rates, which ranged between
10%% on manufacturing activities in Ireland and 57.5% in Germany.75 Furthermore, it
stressedd that there were a number of special incentives granted by Member States in
variouss forms, such as depreciation allowances, tax credits, or direct grants for
investment.. The Report also noted the existence of tax-free areas such as the Dublin
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Internationall Financial Services Centre, the free zone in the Portuguese island of
Madeira,, and the reconversion and T-zones in Belgium and France, which all
providedd for tax advantages limited in time.76 Furthermore, the Report stressed the
presencee of a number of tax advantages aimed at attracting financial, management,
andd other activities mainly performed by 'centres' in countries like Belgium, Ireland,
andd Luxembourg.77 Lastly, the Report showed that there were wide differences in the
withholdingg taxes levied on dividends, interest, and royalties paid to non-residents.
Otherr interesting findings contained in the Report regard the calculation of cost of
capital,, marginal effective tax wedges and rates, and average tax rates according to
thee King & Fullerton methodology (see at 1.3.5).78 The study considered the
hypotheticall taxation of a marginal investment undertaken by the firm and yielding a
returnn just sufficient to make it worth effecting (i.e., just above the economic rent). As
forr the assumptions, the investment was considered to be in the manufacturing
sector,, and three types of assets (i.e. machinery, buildings, and inventory) and three
formss of financing (i.e. new equity, debt, and retained earnings) were used in the
simulations. .
Thee results of these simulations showed significant differences in the cost of capital
andd in the effective tax burden on the various hypothetical investments undertaken
byy the firm. Such differences were found in the case of a purely domestic investment
bothh between the various EU countries and within them depending on the assets
(machineryy was treated more favourably) and the form of financing of the
hypotheticall investment (debt enjoyed a lower burden). Also the transnational case
consideringconsidering an investment by a company in another Member State through a whol
ownedd subsidiary was treated differently as to the cost of capital and the effective tax
burdenn (see at 1.3.5). The Report also points out that the most important factors for
thee determination of the cost of capital were the statutory corporate tax rates and the
ruless on the computation of the tax base.
Interestingly,, the Report showed that neither CEN nor CIN were achieved in the EU,
andd that the underlying tax distortions would be significantly reduced if statutory
corporatee tax rates were harmonised. Lastly, other noteworthy conclusions found in
thee study were a more reduced effective tax burden on domestic investment
undertakenn by resident companies as compared to a similar investment undertaken
byy a non-resident company, and a higher tax burden on investments undertaken
abroadd by domestic companies as opposed to domestic investments undertaken by
them. .
1.4.2.33 Survey on the Impact of Taxation on the Firms' Locational Decisions
Ann interesting part of the Ruding Report tries to shed light on the issue of the impact
off differences in Member States' tax systems on companies' decisions on the location
off their investments (see also at 1.3.6). This issue was part of the analysis as to
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whetherr these differences caused major distortions in investment decisions and
competitionn in the EC.
Inn the absence of a generally accepted methodology used for this purpose (see in
detaill at 1.3.5),79 the Report relied on an empirical study based on a specific survey. 80
Thee survey was distributed to a number of companies based in EU countries as well
ass in EFTA countries (Le., at that time Austria, Finland and Sweden, who later joined
thee EU, and Switzerland and Iceland). Responses were provided by 965 companies
(especiallyy UK, EHitch, and German), or about 11% of the companies to which the
surveyy had been distributed. These companies were active in the majority of cases in
thee industrial (i.e. manufacturing) sector (i.e. some 68%), and in a smaller number
theyy represented the retail and the financial sector. The outcome of this survey,
furtherr supported by other surveys and pieces of research contained in the Report,81
providess some meaningful findings.
Thee first part of the survey was meant to assess the impact of taxation on the location
off real business activities, in other words of foreign direct investment. The companies
indicatedd that taxation was 'always' or 'usually' a relevant consideration in the their
locationall investment decisions. The percentage of answers showing that taxation was
consideredd 'a major factor' was in general much lower. Interestingly, for the location
off a 'financial service centre' taxation was found to be considered 'always' or 'usually'
aa 'major factor' 78% of the times, and a 'relevant consideration' 85% of the times. Also
forr the establishment of coordination centres (57% and 78% respectively) and
productionn plants (48% and 72% respectively) taxation played quite an important
role.. The survey also showed that the factors of a country's tax system considered
mostt important for locational decisions were the statutory corporate tax rate, the
withholdingg taxes for outbound payments, and special investment incentives.
Thee second part of the survey dealt with the impact of taxation on the choice of the
legall form and the way of financing of the investment, which are notoriously affected
too a greater extent by tax considerations. The survey confirmed this, showing
percentagess in the range of 70-80 points as to the impact of a country's tax system on
thee choices between branch vs. subsidiary, debt vs. equity financing, domestic versus
foreignn financing, and repatriation of income to the ultimate parent company or the
usee of holding or intermediary companies located in different jurisdictions. Lastly,
fromm the survey it appeared that the tax planning and compliance costs of investing
abroadd were not higher than those borne for domestic investments.
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1.4.33 The Monti Memorandum, the Commission Report and (harmful) tax
competition:: the 'Monti Cross'
Afterr some years of little Commission activity in the area of direct taxation, the
Commissionerr for the Internal Market, Mr. Mario Monti, gave new momentum to this
areaa through intensive consultation with the Council as well as the Member States
withh a cunning and fruitful strategy. His approach was based on the reaffirmation of
thee principle of subsidiarity and sovereignty of the Member States in direct tax
matters.. Nonetheless, he managed to establish a constructive dialogue with the
Councill and the representatives of the EU countries supported by specific economic
studiess showing the main problems faced by the EU in the direct tax area.82
Inn his first Memorandum released in March 1996,83 Mr. Monti described the current
statee of affairs for the areas of both direct and indirect taxation and laid down some
questions/proposalss to stimulate a debate with (and within) the Council on the
sensitivee tax topics addressed in it. The main three challenges identified in the
Memorandumm were the need to (i) stabilise tax revenue in the Member States, (ii)
ensuree a proper functioning of the single market, and (iii) promote employment. With
respectt to the first, the Memorandum pointed out that unfair tax competition could
negativelyy affect Member States' tax revenue by causing an erosion of their taxable
basess and other distortive effects. As for the second, it listed a number of distortions
impedingg the creation of a truly internal market, e.g. certain VAT problems, the
impossibilityy of offsetting losses for companies operating in different Member States,
andd the existence of double taxation on cross-border payments of interest and
royalties.. With regard to the third issue, the Memorandum, referring to a document
previouslyy released by the Commission,84 stressed that tax base erosion in the field of
capitall income was leading to an increasing of the tax burden on employees and
labour,, and therefore that unfair tax competition resulted in higher unemployment in
thee EU. The Memorandum also called for a more coordinated approach in the
(harmful)) tax competition area on the grounds that "the apparent defence of national
fiscall sovereignty has gradually brought a real loss of fiscal sovereignty by each
Memberr State in favour of the markets, through tax erosion, especially on the more
mobilee tax bases."
Followingg the Monti Memorandum, the ECOFIN Council (i.e. the Finance Ministers
off the Member States) agreed to form a High Level Group in charge of studying more
closelyy the issue of (harmful) tax competition and to actively cooperate with the
Commissionn on the best approach to cope with it. A first outcome of the subsequent
discussionss and studies carried out was included in the Commission Report on the
developmentt of tax systems in the EU, released in October 1996, which dealt closely
withh the issue of (harmful) tax competition.85
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Thiss Report contains the calculation of the total tax burden and of the relative burden
onn each of the production factors in the EU over a period of 15 years. It turned out
thatt between 1980 and 1994 the combined tax burden and social security charges
expressedd in percentage of GDP had increased of about 2 points. Such increase was
almostt entirely represented by social security contributions, which went up about 1.5
points,, especially in the last years screened by the study. The Report also analysed the
trendss in the tax burden on the production factors, namely capital and employed
labour.. It emerged that while the implicit tax rate on employed labour had been
increasingg steadily from 34.7 to 40.5%, the implicit tax rate on the other factors
(namely,, capital, self-employed labour, energy, and natural resources) had been
decreasingg almost correspondingly from 44.1 to 35.2%. The implicit tax rate on
consumption,, on the other hand, had remained stable, with a very small increase
fromm 13.1 to 13.8%. This combined effect of sharp increase of taxation on employed
labourr versus decrease of taxation on capital and self-employment was named the
'Montii cross' due to its resemblance to a cross shown in the corresponding graph. 86
Thee Report stressed that while the cross was partly due to structural changes in the
Europeann ageing population and to the ease and stability of employment income as
taxablee base, another factor was probably the fiscal degradation caused by harmful
taxx competition. This had likely forced Member States to reduce taxation on capital
andd on the most internationally mobile tax bases and correspondingly to increase
taxationn on labour, which was necessary to maintain an acceptable level of public
spendingg for the financing of the social security net. The Report concluded that
despitee the lack of clear evidence of tax base erosion caused by excessive tax
competition,, there was some evidence that effective taxation on income from passive
investmentt was undermined due to the shift of such investment purely for tax
reasonss to other EU countries or outside the EU where special incentives for this kind
off income were available.
1.4.44 Further Economic Evidence of Tax Competition in Europe
Inn the more recent years, in addition to the studies carried out by EU institutions a
numberr of other studies has analysed the issue of tax competition in the Union. Below
theree is a summary of some of these studies, which show a large degree of
consistencyy as to the main findings and trends singled out.
AA study conducted in 1996 tried to calculate the distribution of the effective tax
burdenn in four EU Member States (i.e. Germany, The Netherlands, Spain and the UK)
inn the period from 1980 to 1992.87 The data concerning the 'tax mix' of these countries
suggestss that all of them had a relatively high taxation on personal income and social
securityy contributions, with the Netherlands having the highest combined tax burden
ass a percentage of GDP (some 30%) and the UK the smallest (some 17%). The research
alsoo shows an increasing trend in the share of personal income tax and social security
contributionss (with the exception of the UK) as opposed to corporate income taxation
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andd consumption taxation, which had a steady to decreasing trend (with exception of
thee UK). The study concludes that even though there were some differences in tax
mix,, tax rates, and tax bases in the four EU countries, the distribution of the effective
taxx burdens was very similar and appeared to converge as countries with high
nominall marginal rates offered more incentives to reduce the tax burden of wealthier
taxpayers.. These results seem consistent with the outcome of the 1996 Commission
Report,, showing a higher relative weight of taxation on the less mobile personal
incomee as opposed to taxation on corporate income and consumption.
Anotherr important research commissioned in 1998 by the Netherlands Ministry of
Financee to two private firms and a university calculated the effective corporate tax
burdenn in the various Member States.88 They carried out three separate studies based
onn different methodologies (see at 1.3.4). The study from MARC was based on a
backward-lookingg approach considering microeconomic data resulting from the tax
returnn of 3,000 EU-based listed companies for the period 1990-1996. The B&M study
calculatedd the effective marginal tax rate (EMTR) of a hypothetical investment based
onn the King & Fullerton methodology taking into account tax systems in effect in the
ten-yearr period 1990-1999. The PWC research calculated the effective average tax
ratess (EATR) in the same scenario and under the same assumptions as the B&M
study. .
Thee outcome of these studies shows that despite the use of different methodologies,
commonn trends can be singled out from the research. The main finding is that
throughoutt the EU the effective tax burden on corporate profits is much lower than
thee statutory tax rates, mainly as a result of special tax incentives granted by Member
Statess in different forms. In addition, the research shows that effective tax rates are
higherr in the larger EU countries (e.g. Germany and Italy) than in the smaller
countriess (e.g. Ireland). According to the Netherlands Ministry of Finance these
findingss prove the existence of tax competition between the Member States especially
byy way of tax incentives and reductions that substantially lower their statutory tax
ratess on corporate profits. Such incentives are targeted at boosting different forms of
investment,, such as R&D, environment-friendly goods, or regional development.
Givenn the difficulty in drawing a line between positive and negative aspects of tax
competition,, the conclusion is that there should be increased coordination in tax
policyy in the EU with a view to euminating the most apparent tax-induced distortions
inn the internal market.
Thee findings of this research tally with another study on the relationship between
countryy size and corporate tax burden.89 The idea behind this study is that the 'level
playingg field' in tax competition must take into account not only the statutory tax
ratess and the tax bases, but also the size of the various countries due to the objective
disadvantagess the smaller ones face. The calculation of EMTRs taking into account
thee tax-related costs of cross-border investments and the country size leads to the
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conclusionn that small countries may have lower tax rates than large countries. The
smalll size of these countries and other disadvantages that the investors face when
investingg in their territory (e.g. small market, small tax base against which to offset
lossess and credits) would (and should) justify their imposing a lower effective
corporatee tax rate without their being necessarily considered to engage in harmful tax
competition.. The underlying reason would be that the incentives offered by smaller
countriess are a justified compensation for the disadvantages inherently connected to
theirr size, such as the impossibility to offset foreign losses against domestic profits.90
Twoo more recent studies show consistent results with the above studies. A
comparativee survey of seventeen European countries' tax systems (i.e. 11 EU Member
Statess with exclusion of Belgium, Finland, Ireland and Luxembourg, plus the Eastern
Europeann countries Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland, and the non EU states
Norwayy and Switzerland) identifies their similarities and differences by reference to
thee years 1965,1980, and 1997.91 Even though the study focuses on different blocks of
EUU and non-EU countries and the way EU policy affects the tetter's policies, there are
severall interesting findings for our analysis. The research finds that there were
significantt changes in the tax burden and the tax mix of almost all countries,
especiallyy in the period between 1965 and 1980. The total tax revenue as a percentage
off GDP varied considerably between the tested countries, but the variation between
high-- and low-tax countries narrowed from 20 points in 1965 to 12 points in 1997. The
sharee of income tax revenue both from individuals and corporations to total tax
revenuee remained quite stable over the whole period, with a only a few countries
showingg large variations from the average values. Also meaningful are the findings
thatt the share of revenue from social security contributions significantly increased
overr the period, especially between 1965 and 1980, whereas consumption taxation
tendedd to decline over the same period.
AA more recent study exclusively based on the EU specifically focused on the
competitivenesss of Member States' tax systems.92 The development of EU tax systems
showss a progressive change from relatively high statutory corporate tax rates coupled
withh narrow tax bases into a combination of significantly lower statutory tax rates
withh a broader tax base. This translates into a steady effective tax burden on corporate
incomee and corresponding steady revenue flow for the Member States. Recent trends
indicatee that there are less special tax incentives and a more equitable distribution of
thee tax burden, which derives from the approximation of effective corporate tax
burdenss to statutory tax rates. This, in turn, means increased transparency and less
distortionss caused by EU states' tax systems. The study concludes that these desirable
trendss are probably (also) the result of tax competition in the EU, and the increased
competitionn in statutory tax rates rather than hidden incentives would inter alia
acknowledgee the positive effects caused by EU action in this area since the 1996 Monti
memorandum. .
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AA last question arises as to how companies are taking advantage of this tax
competitionn (within the EU). A study shows that they are becoming increasingly
sensitivee to direct taxation in their choices as to the location of their investments,
especiallyy in the EU internal market.93 Consistently with the above findings, this
studyy shows that Member States (and more in general OECD countries) have
maintainedd stable corporate tax revenue as a percentage of GDP over the last years,
suggestingg that tax competition has not caused relevant tax base erosion. However,
thee study also notes that corporate (taxable) profits have significantly increased
globallyy over the same period, which suggests that tax planning may have lowered
thee effective tax burden on their profit. From countries' perspectives, this finding
wouldd also entail that tax competition has indeed caused harmful effects, as there has
beenn no increase in their corporate tax revenue despite a high increase in companies'
overalll global profits earned in the economic boom occurred throughout the 90ies.
1.4.55 The 2001 Commission study on company taxation in the EU
1.4.5.11 Overview
Thee most recent and comprehensive study on corporate taxation in the EU has been
conductedd by the Commission and released in October 2001 with the title "Company
Taxationn in the Internal Market" (hereinafter: the "Study").94 The main findings of the
Studyy and the consequent recommendations put forward by the Commission were
includedd in a separate communication released at the same time.95
Thee Council's mandate to the Commission to undertake the Study asked to highlight
thee differences in effective corporate tax burdens in the EU and identify the main tax
provisionss posing obstacles to the functioning of the internal market.96 The
Commissionn was also asked to recommend appropriate solutions to such obstacles
takingg into account the respective powers and competence of EU institutions and
Memberr States. The mandate and the underlying need for the Study are explicitly
linkedd to the EU effort to curtail harmful tax competition as previously indicated in
thee Monti Memorandum (and in the subsequent Code of Conduct, see Chapter 4),
especiallyy since more recent and concrete evidence and research were needed from a
politicall point of view to support this effort at EU level.
Thee Study is contained in a long document of almost 500 pages and is divided into
fourr parts (i.e. Parts I through IV). Part I explains the need for a comprehensive study
onn corporate taxation in the EU, highlights the importance and the differences of the
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Rudingg Report as compared to this Study, and summarises the main developments in
thee EU since the release of that Report. Part II contains a qualitative and quantitative
analysiss of the corporate tax systems in effect in the Member States, in particular
estimatingg the level of effective tax burdens in each of them (and in addition in the
USA).. Part III of the Study focuses on the main obstacles created by the different
Memberr States' corporate tax systems to the correct functioning of the internal market
andd contains an interesting update of the conclusions contained in the Ruding Report.
Partt IV features the Commission recommendations to eliminate or reduce the most
importantt distortions singled out in Part III: for this purpose, the Commission
proposess a two-track strategy based on the adoption of specific acts for each of the
saidd distortions and on a more far-reaching comprehensive approach meant to
providee a consistent solution for all of them.
Itt took more than two years for the Commission to complete the Study, mainly due to
thee complexity of the economic analysis and to the broad mandate as well as to the
needd to accommodate differing views and positions of Member States in the
corporatee tax area and in particular in the fight against harmful tax competition. The
Commissionn availed itself of two independent panels of experts for the carrying out
off the Study, one advising on the methodology for the calculation of effective tax
burdenss and on the interpretation of the results contained in Part II of the Study, and
thee other advising on the tax obstacles to the internal market from the perspective of
thee business community and the social partners highlighted in Part III of the Study.
Thiss section will exclusively focus on Parts I and II of the Study, which are specifically
concernedd with the current situation of corporate taxation within the EU and contain
aa number of interesting conclusions stemming from economic studies and research.
Thee other two parts of the Study will be analysed in the last chapter of this book as
theyy are (also) related to the possible solutions to the issue of harmful tax competition
inn Europe (see in Chapter 6, section 6.3).
1.4.5.22 Relationship with the Ruding Report; key developments in the EU
Thee Commission Study has links to the Ruding Report in several respects. First, the
mandatee to the Commission explicitly stated the importance of "taking into account,
interinter alia, the results of the report of the Ruding Committee." Second, the Commission
acknowledgess that the findings of the Ruding Report are still viable, stressing that the
failuree to achieve significant progress at EU level in the corporate tax area has mostly
resultedd in the deepening of the problems singled out in that Report. Third, the
analysiss of the Study builds on the conclusions of the Ruding Report, and largely
updatess them especially in the light of the developments occurred in the EU in the
lastlast decade.
Inn this latter respect, the Study refers to the increased globalisation of the economy,
whichh has resulted in a reorganisation of the functions and business structures within
multinationall companies active in the EU as well as in a number of EU cross-border
mergerss and acquisitions. To support these statements the Commission cites a sharp
increasee in:97 (i) the number of multinational companies from 7,000 at the end of the
1960ss to about 40,000 at the end of the 90s to a most recent figure of 63,000 parent
&& See the Study, Box 1, p. 21.
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firmss with 690,000 foreign affiliates worldwide; (ii) international production, trade,
andd investment, as shown by multinational companies accounting for 1/10* of global
GDPP as opposed to 1720th in 1982, and by an amount of sales of foreign affiliates
worldwidee of US$ 13.6 trillion in 1999 as opposed to US$ 2.5 trillion in 1980; (iii)
foreignn direct investment (FDI), whose ratio of inflows to gross domestic capital
formationn is 14% in 1999 as compared to 2% twenty years ago, with a ratio of FDI
stockk to global GDP jumping from 5% to 16% in the same period; (iv) the number and
valuee of mergers and acquisitions, the cross-border ones rising from a value of some
US$$ 100 billion in 1987 to US$ 720 billion in 1999, with the global number of mergers
andd acquisitions growing 42% per annum between 1980 and 1999.
Thee Study also mentions the challenges posed by the advent of electronic commerce
andd the increased mobility of the factors of production, which have favoured the
developmentt and use of the tax havens and offshore centres (as already predicted by
thee Ruding Report). No data, however, is provided in support of these statements, or
moree in general of the potential threat to the erosion of Member States' taxable bases.
Onn the contrary, the Study strikingly shows that Member States' corporate tax
revenuee expressed in percentage of GDP has maintained rather stable if not increased
inn the past 10 years,98 suggesting that there should be no over-exaggerated fears of a
racee to the bottom.
Additionall fundamental developments after the Ruding Report are the setting up of
ann internal market without internal barriers and of the Economic and Monetary
Unionn (EMU) leading to the introduction of the single currency in twelve Member
States.. As for the former, the Study refers to the increased competition between
companiess due to the progressive removal of barriers to intra-EU trade and the
increasedd globalisation of business. This has favoured the creation of pan-European
structuress considering the EU as a whole as just one market from a business
perspective.. This has also spurred internal reorganisations aimed at centralisation of
thee various business functions such as production, services, marketing, R&D etc.(see
alsoo at 1.2.4). The result is an increased number of intra-group transactions between
relatedd companies, which makes the transfer pricing issue more important than ever.
Ass to the EMU, it has further facilitated the integration process for companies,
translatingg into a single pricing of products for each manufacturing unit and into
easierr performance of (intra-group) financial services, also due to the unfettered
liberalisationn of capital movements.
1.4.5.33 Comparison of Member States' 'benchmark' tax systems (Qualitative
analysis) )
Thee qualitative analysis is meant to picture the structural elements of Member States'
taxx systems as at the end of 1999." This is the preliminary step to calculate the
effectivee tax burden in each Member State, which mainly depends on the nominal tax
ratee and the rules for the computation of the taxable base. The qualitative analysis is
alsoo interesting as it allows to group together Member States that treat similarly
variouss items of the taxable base in their statutory laws. Furthermore, it is
** See the Study, Box 2, p. 22.
The qualitative analysis and the summarising tables annexed to it are contained at 31-67 of the Study.
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fundamentall in understanding the interaction between these items within each tax
system,, which is usually able to explain the policy behind the various provisions as
welll as to assess the overall coherence (or incoherence) of each tax system.
Thee analysis focuses on ten structural features of the Member States' tax systems:
statutoryy corporate tax rate, tax accounting rules, rules on depreciation, provisions,
losses,, capital gains, mergers and acquisitions, tax consolidation (including intragroupp dividends), inventory, and expense deductions. These are presumed to be the
fundamentall elements of a country's 'benchmark' tax system and are also needed for
thee carrying out of the quantitative analysis (see next paragraph). The main finding of
thee qualitative analysis are that there are several differences in Member States' tax
systemss as concerns each of the elements taken into account.
Ass for corporate tax rates, the Study takes into account not only the standard tax rate,
butt also dual rates, surcharges, or reduced rates so as to get as close as possible to the
actuall statutory tax burden on corporate profits. Ireland turns out to have the lowest
ratee (i.e. 10%, subsequently increased to 12.5%), followed by a number of States in the
rangee of 30% (e.g. Sweden, Finland, UK). The highest tax rates are in the range of 40%
(i.e.. in Greece, Belgium, and Italy). The tax accounting rules also turn out to be
different,, especially as a result of the lack of harmonisation in the EU. The main
distinctionn concerns the connection between financial accounting and tax accounting,
whichh is more important in certain countries than others.
Memberr States' rules on depreciation and on the formation of provisions are
fundamentallyy based on the same broad principles, even though the schedules of
depreciationn or the conditions to contribute before-tax profits into provisions tend to
differr depending on the business activities as well as on the policies pursued, and the
incentivess granted, by the various countries. The rules on the use of losses and on the
taxx treatment of capital gains (or losses) also show a certain degree of convergence,
withh differences in the number of years for the carry-forward and the carry-back (if
available)) of losses, and in the tax rates on capital gains mainly based on the
respectivee statutory income tax rates applicable in the various countries. Also the
ruless on mergers and acquisitions are largely similar as for the granting of tax deferral
onn unrealised gains, especially as a result of the extension of the provisions of the EC
Mergerr Directive100 to purely domestic situations by a number of Member States.
Thee Study shows that there are significant differences with regard to Member States'
benchmarkk tax systems as concerns group consolidation of profits and losses, which
iss usually allowed in a purely domestic context but not in all the EU countries (i.e.
Belgium,, Greece and Italy exclude it altogether), whereas Denmark (and France to a
lesserr extent) grant it on a worldwide basis provided a number of conditions are met.
Alsoo the tax treatment of intercompany dividend distributions is different in several
Memberr States, even though the more recent trend is to grant a participation
exemptionn provided the conditions of the Parent/Subsidiary Directive101 are met.
Lastly,, Member States' rules on the valuation of inventory and on the deduction of
expensess do not show significant differences but broadly follow the same general
principles. .

looo E C Council Directive 90/434/EEC of 23 July 1990 on the common system of taxation applicable to mergers, divisions,
transferstransfers of assets and exchanges of of shares concerning companies of different Member States, OJ L 225 of 20/8/19
i°>> EC Council Directive 90/435/EEC of 23 July 1990 on the common system of taxation applicable in the case of parent
companiescompanies and subsidiaries of different Member States, OJ L 225,20/8/1990, p. 6.
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Inn summary, the qualitative analysis shows that there still are significant differences
ass regards the structural elements of Member States' tax systems, the most evident
oness being statutory corporate tax rates. While it is not possible to single out a
numberr of EU countries to be considered the international (or the EU) standard as
nonee follows to a significant extent the same broad principles, a general conclusion
cann nevertheless be drawn that usually Member States with higher tax rates have a
narrowerr tax base and vice versa. This also explains the compensatory effect of the
differentt structural elements of Member States' tax systems. The next question is how
thesee differences interplay in the internal market and in particular how they are able
too potentially affect investment patterns in the EU, which is the goal of the
quantitativee analysis.
1.4.5.44 Comparison of effective tax burdens in the Member States (Quantitative
analysis) )
Thee quantitative analysis relies on the findings of the qualitative analysis to calculate
thee effective corporate tax burdens on domestic and cross-border investment in the
EUU Member States. The aim of this analysis is to show the relative attractiveness of
eachh Member States' tax laws for various kinds of investment effected domestically or
abroadd and to assess the most important features of tax regimes in the determination
off the effective tax burden on such investment. For this purpose, a number of
Memberr States' tax provisions are taken into account, both general provisions and
speciall tax incentives.102
Thee Study contains a calculation of effective marginal tax rates (EMTR) and effective
averagee tax rates (EATR) on the basis of the 'King & Fullerton' methodology as set
outt by Deveraux & Griffith and of the 'European Tax Analyser' model as set out by
Universityy of Mannheim and ZEW (see at 1.3.5). These calculations are effected with
respectt to a base case and other cases taking into account different combinations of
fivee types of assets (industrial buildings, machinery, intangibles, financial assets, and
inventory)) and three forms of financing (equity, retained earnings, and debt) of a
hypotheticall investment. A subdistinction is made between a domestic case in which
thee investment is supposed to be effected in the same Member State, and an
internationall case in which the investment is supposed to be undertaken in a different
Memberr State.
Ass for domestic investment, the Study shows that there are considerable differences
inn the effective tax burden in the range of 37 percentage points with regard to a
marginall investment (i.e. EMTRs between -4.1% and 33.2%) and of 30 points with
regardd to a more profitable investment (i.e. EATRs between 10.5% and 39.1% with the
Kingg & Fullerton approach and between 8.3% and 39.7% with the European Tax
Analyserr model). Another important finding is that the effective tax burden does
changee substantially depending on the type of investment undertaken and the source
off finance, as there is a strong incentive to invest in machinery and intangible assets
andd to finance through debt rather than equity or retained earnings.
Withh regard to cross-border investment, this case regards an investment by a parent
companyy located in a Member State through a wholly-owned subsidiary located in
1022

For a summary of the tax provisions used in the models, see the Study, Box 4, p. 76.
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anotherr Member State and calculates the effective tax burden on investments both to
andd from other EU countries. Again, the Study shows differences of over 30
percentagee points in both cases of different locations of the parent company and
differentt locations of the subsidiary. This suggests that companies may have an
incentivee to effect their investments in the most tax-effective country for them, which
mayy not necessarily be the most efficient location from a merely economic point of
view. .
Furthermore,, the Study shows that neither capital export neutrality (Le. CEN) nor
capitall import neutrality (i.e. CIN) are achieved in the internal market.103 This implies
thatt the playing field for companies (and countries) is far from levelled, and thus that
taxationn may have a significant impact on investment decisions and distort them. The
Studyy supports this conclusion by showing that usually outbound and inbound
investmentt are in principle more heavily taxed than domestic investment, but also
thatt foreign-based multinationals are subject to a lower cost of capital in the host
countryy than domestic companies if they are free to choose the most favourable tax
locationn as a result of tax planning.
Thee following part of the quantitative analysis deals with an assessment of alternative
hypotheticall tax policy scenarios in the EU.104 The purpose is to ascertain whether the
mentionedd distortions would be reduced, and if so to what extent. The simulations
considerr 15 alternative policy scenarios: some concern the structural elements of tax
systems,, others focus more specifically on the international features of EU countries'
taxx systems. Some of these simulations show remarkable results. The most striking
oness are linked to the introduction of a common statutory corporate tax rate
throughoutt the EU (i.e. hypotheses 1 through 3), which would significantly reduce
thee differences in effective tax burdens and in cost of capital in the EU for all types of
investmentss taken into account. A corollary of this policy scenario would be a further
progresss towards CIN, as the host country would subject the local income earned by a
foreignn investor to the same (or similar) tax burden of the home country of the
investor,, and would have priority to tax that income. Given the same or similar tax
burdenn charged in both the host and the home country, also the method used by the
homee country of the investor to relieve international double taxation would affect to a
veryy limited extent, if at all, the move towards CIN caused by this policy scenario.
AA broader conclusion linked to this simulation is that the dispersion between effective
taxx burdens depends largely on the statutory corporate tax rates of each country: the
closerr the band of rates, the less the dispersion. This also means that the dispersion
wouldd tend to be iriinimal if the tax rates were harmonised at EU level. Furthermore,
itt is also shown that harmonisation of tax rates at EU level would have little impact
onn economic efficiency, as the main determinant in this respect is a reduction of the
dispersionn between tax rates.
Ass for the other tax policy scenarios, the simulations show that they would not have
suchh an important impact on the reduction of tax distortions to investment decisions
inn the internal market. In other words, harmonising (some of) the elements of
Memberr States' taxable bases would not have the same significant impact in reducing
](BB

See the Study, pp. 135 ff. For a discussion of CEN and CIN from an EC law point of view, see in Chapter 5, at
5.4.Z1. .
i°** The simulations based on alternative tax policy scenarios are summarised in the Study, Box 8, p. 152.
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locationall inefficiencies in the EU as corporate tax rates approximation or
harmonisation.. The same conclusion has been reached by the simulations concerning
internationall elements of the EU countries' tax systems, such as the abolition of
withholdingg tax on intra-group interest payments or the harmonisation of the tax
treatmentt of intercorporate dividend distributions.
Thee Study also contains an update of the quantitative analysis just summarised by
takingg into account the Member States' tax system in effect in 2001. While most
countriess turn out to have a broadly unchanged cost of capital and EMTR, a few
countriess show a reduction of effective tax burdens mainly due to a decrease in their
statutoryy corporate tax rates (i.e. France, Greece, and Portugal). In other three
Memberr States (i.e. Austria, Germany, and Italy) there appears to be a substantial
reductionn in the EMTR brought about by more comprehensive corporate tax reforms.
Nevertheless,, the bulk of the analysis based on the Member States' tax systems in
19999 seems unaffected by the mentionedd changes, and so does the relative ranking of
eachh country, with only minor differences being present. Instead, the trend of
decreasingg effective corporate tax burdens over the years seems confirmed by the
latestt developments in the mentioned Member States.
1.4.5.55 Comparison with the Ruding Report and the Baker & McKenzie studies
Thee last part of the quantitative analysis of the Commission Study compares the
findingss of the Commission Study with those of the Ruding Report of 1992 and the
Bakerr & McKenzie study of 1999 commissioned by the Dutch Ministry of Finance (see
att 1.4.4) and revised by the firm in 2001.105 They have been chosen for a comparison
withh the Study because they carry out a similar analysis on effective tax burdens in
thee EU and they use a similar forward-looking methodology. However, some of the
assumptionss relied on by these studiess differ from the Commission Study, which may
explainn some differences in the outcome of their analysis.
Thee Ruding Report sought to identify the differences in the Member States' tax
systemss and their impact on firms' investment decisions (see at 1.4.2). It calculated the
EMTRss and the cost of capital on a hypothetical marginal investment in the
manufacturingg sector. The Baker & McKenzie study relied on the King & Fullerton
methodologyy to compute the EMTR in the EU countries in the case of a hypothetical
marginall investment in the manufacturing sector. The main differences between their
assumptionss concern the types of assets considered, their relative weight, the inflation
rate,, and the rate of return on the investment.106
Thee comparison with the Ruding Report shows remarkable differences with the
findingss of the Commission Study. In particular, the cost of capital is generally lower
inn the Ruding Report and also the ranking of the Member State differs in the two
studies.. This may be due to the different assumptions as well as to the enactment of
corporatee tax reforms occurred in the decade after the release of the Ruding Report.
1066
The 1999 study conducted by Baker & McKenzie, Survey of the Effective Tax Burden in the European Union,
Amsterdamm 1999, is available on the web site of the Netherlands Ministry of Finance at http://www.minfin.nl.
Thee revised version of the study, released in 2001, is available on the web site of Baker & McKenzie at
http:// / www.bakernet.com.
1066
For a comparative table summarising the different assumptions of the three studies, see the Study, Box 13, p.
205. .
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Nonetheless,, some common patterns may be found as regards the wide range of
variationss in the cost of capital as well as the differences in tax burdens depending on
thee assets and financing of the investment.
Moree consistent results are shown by the comparison between the Commission Study
andd the Baker & McKenzie study as at 1999. Probably the main differences are
explainedd by the different assumptions used by them. Both studies show a range of
aboutt 30 percentage points in the EMTR of EU countries, and the ranking of countries
tendss to be largely the same. Similar results are also found with regard to the effective
burdenn on the different assets used in the hypothetical investment and on the
differentt ways of financing this investment. As for the comparison between the 2001
updatee of the Baker & McKenzie study with the Commission Study, in principle there
aree larger variations in the outcomes of their 1999 versions. However, they are largely
duee to the changed parameters and assumptions used between them as well as by the
differentt impact of the corporate tax reforms enacted (e.g. in Germany, Ireland, Italy,
Austria). .
1.4.5.66 Synthesis
Thee recent Commission Study contains a comprehensive qualitative and quantitative
analysiss on Member States' corporate tax systems and their effective tax burden
imposedd on different hypothetical investments. Its importance lies in that it considers
aa broad range of parameters concerning Member States' tax rates, tax bases, and
speciall incentives, as well as alternative policy scenarios and simulations based on
differentt methodologies and assumptions. Its findings are a comprehensive set of
numberss and data that do not aim at providing universally accepted values, but
ratherr to compare the relative position of each Member State and to show the
interrelationss between their tax systems.
Thee main weakness of the Study is the absence of research meant to show the impact
off the differences in Member States' tax burdens and their tax incentives on firms'
investmentt decisions. The Study points out that this has not been done due to the
absencee of a proven effective scientific methodology for this purpose (see also at
1.3.5).. Its main findings may be summarised as follows:
There are significant differences in the statutory corporate tax burden as well as
inn the effective tax burden throughout the EU, which are in the range of about
300 points for both domestic and transnational investments.
There is a constant pattern in the relative ranking of Member States: Ireland,
Sweden,, and Finland are usually at the lower end as regards their tax burden
andd attractiveness for investment, whereas France and Germany tend to be at
thee upper end.
The statutory corporate tax rate is the single most important factor in
detenrtiningg the differences in effective tax burdens in the EU and in influencing
firms'' investment decisions; the harmonisation at EU level would significantly
reducee the distortions caused in the internal market.
Tax systems tend to favour investment in certain assets (i.e. intangibles and
machinery)) and their source of financing through debt rather than equity or
retainedd earnings.
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Neither Capital Export Neutrality (CEN) nor Capital Import Neutrality (ON)
aree achieved in the EU; CIN in general prevails, and would further prevail if tax
ratess were harmonised in the EU.
There is a constant trend of declining statutory tax rates and of effective tax
burdenss especially in high-tax countries, which may also be the result of tax
competitionn between Member States.
Withh regard to tax competition, the Study stresses that it is difficult to draw
conclusionss as to its main effects despite the wealth of economic evidence and data
fromm the comprehensive research. The Study does suggests that given the lack of
harmonisationn in the internal market direct taxation is an effective competition tool
forr Member States in the attempt to attract investment. The conclusion is that there
aree welfare implications of tax competition for the EU, such as approximation of tax
ratess and dinunution of tax burdens, but also that special tax incentives and
preferentiall tax regimes must be curtailed to prevent harmful effects in the internal
market.107 7
1.55 Main Conclusions
Taxx competition may be defined as the reduction of the tax burden by sovereign
countriess in order to improve their economy by increasing the competitiveness of
domesticc business and/or attracting foreign investment. The objective aspect of this
definitionn concerns the alleviation of the tax burden, which may occur through a
numberr of tax incentives such as reduction of corporate tax rates, deductions from the
taxablee base, tax credits, collection leniency, and the like. The subjective aspect
regardss the underlying policy objectives aimed at by countries through the reduction
off the tax burden.
Inn an international context, tax competition is seen as the endeavour of sovereign
countriess to gain a higher share in the international division of the taxable base
derivingg from inbound investment. There are beneficial and harmful effects brought
aboutt by tax competition. The main beneficial effects are a decrease of countries' tax
burdenss coupled with an improved efficiency in the public administration and a
reductionn of its size. The main harmful consequences are an erosion of countries'
corporatee taxable bases, an increase of taxation on more immobile bases such as
labour,, which may cause a rise in the unemployment, and an economic misallocation
off resources.
Thee distinction between desirable and harmful tax competition should be based on a
combinationn of its objective and subjective aspect. The main criterion based on the
objectivee aspect should be the general versus the special character of a certain tax
incentive.. The main criterion based on the subjective aspect should be a country's
goall to improve its (unhealthy) economic situation, favour employment and
developmentt (in remote areas), or compensate for its smaller economic size (i.e. to
createcreate economic activity and investment), versus the goal to attract passive mobile
incomee mainly at the expense of other countries (i.e. to merely shift economic activity
andd investment already undertaken).

1077

See the Study, pp. 67 ff.
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AA number of studies have tried to single out the main effects of tax competition in
orderr to get to a general theoretical and methodological framework. These studies are
mainlyy carried out with regard to tax competition between US states and between
municipalities.. They show that tax competition may be both beneficial and harmful,
whichh also depends on the model used and the assumptions made. From these
studies,, it is possible to identify a number of general methodologies used to
scientificallyy study the phenomenon of tax competition in an international (and EU)
contextt and its main effects.
Ass for the EU, these studies are significant mainly for the underlying economic theory
andd the methodology used. This has favoured the carrying out of extensive research
onn tax competition in the EU especially in the last decade. From the analysis of the
19922 Ruding Report, the 19% Monti Memorandum and Commission Report, and the
20011 Commission Study on Member States' corporate tax systems, a number of
findingss may be singled out. There is a high degree of tax competition in the EU, as
shownn by the significant differences in statutory corporate tax rates and in effective
taxx burdens on corporate profits over the years. In the more recent years, a steady
declinee in the Member States' statutory corporate tax burden has occurred, with
corporatee tax revenues remaining substantially steady. This would be a result of
desirablee tax competition. However, there is also evidence of a number of special tax
incentivess enacted by Member States to attract foreign direct investment and/or
passivee income earned through coordination, distribution, services 'centres', as well
ass other (intra-group) finance entities. These incentives have proven successful in
attractingg mobile income. This would be a result of harmful tax competition between
Memberr States.
Evenn in the absence of unrebuttable economic evidence and quantitative studies
showingg the prevalence of harmful versus desirable tax competition within the EU,
theree is enough evidence that direct taxation does play a significant role in
companies'' decisions, especially for the location of the mentioned intra-group
'centres'' and finance entities. This is also a result of the fact that the other factors
usuallyy considered when making an investment are largely equivalent within the
Union,, as Member States' economies are closely integrated due to the removal of
barrierss by the EU four fundamental freedoms. From a Member States' perspective,
thiss entails that direct taxation constitutes the last significant competition tool in order
too gain foreign investment from both other EU and extra-EU countries, especially
afterr the introduction of the single currency. These considerations call for a need to
closelyy scrutinise the issue of tax competition by both EU institutions and Member
Statess so as to encourage its desirable effects while at the same time countering the
harmfull ones distorting the internal market.
Too summarise the current state of affairs of tax competition in the EU, it seems
appropriatee to borrow what was written in the Ruding Report back in 1992, which is
stilll quite topical: "These results suggest that there are welfare costs for the European
Communityy as a whole as a result of distortions to competition arising from taxation.
Noo direct evidence has been presented on the size of such welfare costs, but the
strongg impact of taxation on economic activity is prima-facie evidence that they might
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bee large. If so, there would be gains in reducing the distortions arising from
taxation."108 8

1088

See the Ruding Report, Chapter 5, at 109. See on this also Chapter 4, section 4.2, and Chapter 6, section 6.2.
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CHAPTERR 2 - EU LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF (HARMFUL) TAX COMPETITION

Zll Introduction
Thiss chapter deals with the impact of EU law on tax competition between Member
States.. In the absence of specific Treaty provisions dealing with this phenomenon,
andd more in general with the area of direct taxation, various general provisions that
mayy be relevant to the tax competition issue need to be analysed. Establishing a
consistentt EU legal framework for tax competition on this basis is no easy task.
Althoughh there have been a number of initiatives at EU institutional level on this
issue,11 none of them has focused on general existing EU law rules in this respect.
Attentionn has been paid almost exclusively to the application of the Treaty state aid
ruless to tax measures, which prove the most effective legal tool (also) to counter
harmfull tax measures enacted by Member States (see in detail in Chapter 3). There
hass been little attempt by the EU institutions to use general EU law within the tax
competitionn arena. This is probably due to the direct tax area being historically a
sensitivee area in which Member States enjoy (almost) unfettered sovereignty and are
reluctantt to give up even small pieces of it in favour of the EU institutions.
Correspondingly,, the Commission has been wary especially in the last decade not to
improperlyy interfere with this sovereignty, which might be counterproductive.
Thee general legal framework is important, however, especially since Member States
aree now cooperating with the EU institutions to deal with the issue at a political level
andd they are (or at least seem) determined to fight harmful tax competition. It is also
cruciall to understand the legal weapons EU institutions have at their disposal, which
theyy may decide to use in case Member States unilaterally break the political
compromisess reached in this area. Last but not least, analysing the general EU legal
frameworkk is important for the compatibility assessment of protective measures
Memberr States have adopted to unilaterally undo the harmful effects of fellow States'
taxx measures.2
2.22 Fundamental Treaty Provisions and Tax competition
2.2.11 Main economic objectives and means of attainment; Member States'
sovereigntyy in direct taxation
Thee main objectives aimed at by the EU as laid down in the EC Treaty are of an
economicc nature.3 Historically, this is explained by the Union being a descendent of
11

On the EU economic studies, see Chapter 1, section 1.4. The EU political initiatives are discussed in Chapter 4,
especiallyy sections 4.2 and 4.3, and in Chapter 6, section 6.3.
22
This issue will be dealt with in Chapter 5. The importance of the EU legal framework on the issue of (harmful)
taxx competition is also summarised in Chapter 6, at 6.2.2 and 6.2.3.
33
See in general on the objectives and means of the EC Treaty: P.J.G. Kapteyn and P. VerLoren van Themaat,
IntroductionIntroduction to the Law of the European Communities, Kluwer, 3 rd Ed., 1998, pp. 109 ff. With regard to taxation, s
J.. M. Terra and P. J. Wattel, European Tax Law, Fed, 2001, pp. 21 ff. For a comment on the main Treaty principles
andd especially the fundamental freedoms as interpreted by the ECJ, see L. Hinnekens, The search for the framework
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thee European Economic Community founded in 1957. Although the EU is currently
moree integrated and pursues more far-reaching goals, the pillars of its existence are
stilll its economic functions.4 The fundamental principles are enshrined in Art. 2 of the
Treaty: :
"Thee Community shall have as its task, by establishing a common market and an economic
andd monetary union and by implementing common policies or activities as referred to in
Articless 3 and 4, to promote throughout the Community a harmonious, balanced and
sustainablee development of activities, a high level of employment and of social protection,
.... sustainable and non-inflationary growth, a high degree of competitiveness and
convergencee of economic performance, ... the raising of standard of living and quality of
life,, and economic and social cohesion and solidarity amongg Member States."

Thiss provision is framed so that the fundamental economic objectives are easily
distinguishablee from the means to achieve them. The main such objectives are the
achievementt of economic development in a non-inflationary manner, a reduction of
unemployment,, and economic cohesion and solidarity between Member States,
whichh should favour an improvement of the standard of living and the welfare of EU
citizens.. For this purpose, the Treaty considers two fundamental means: the
establishmentt of (i) a common market and of (ii) an economic and monetary union
(hereinafter:: "EMU".)
Withh regard to the establishment of a common market, the EU must pursue activities
andd implement common policies in the areas laid down in Art. 3, which states:
"Forr the purposes set out in Article 2, the activities of the Community shall include, as
providedd in this Treaty....:
(c)) an internal market characterised by the abolition, as between Member States, of obstacles
too the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital;
(g)) a system ensuring that competition in the internal market is not distorted;
(h)) the approximation of the laws of Member States to the extent required for the
functioningg of the common market; "

Ass for the achievement of EMU, Art. 4 specifies that:
"Forr the purposes set out in Article 2, the activities of the Member States and the
Communityy shall include, as provided in this Treaty ... the adoption of an economic policy
whichh is based on the close coordination of Member States' economic policies, on the
internall market and on the definition of common objectives, and conducted in accordance
withh the principle of an open market economy with free competition."

Thee above fundamental provisions are further regulated in the Treaty as regards the
specificc rules applying to each of the means and EU activities needed to achieve the
mainn objectives set out in Art. 2. Leaving aside for the moment their analysis (see

conditionsconditions of the fundamental EC Treay principles as appliedfcythe European Court to Member States' direct taxatio
ECC Tax Review, 3/2002, p. 112.
** See on this W. Schön, Tax Competition in Europe - the legal perspective, EC Tax Review, 2/2000, at 90-91. The
analysiss of this author, contained in the first article on the EU legal framework applicable to lax competition, is the
startingg point of this chapter.
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beloww at 2.3 through 2.6), one must note that the Treaty says nothing about direct
taxationn as such, neither with regard to its objectives nor with regard to its means.
Thiss implies that as a matter of principle Member States enjoy full sovereignty in
directt taxation and are free to pursue the tax policies deemed most appropriate for
them.55 This is a corollary of the generally accepted public law principle of 'no taxation
withoutt representation', under which only representatives of voters that must
ultimatelyy pay taxes are allowed to make binding decisions in this area by virtue of
thee voters' mandate.6
Thee silence of the Treaty with regard to direct tax policy does not mean that this is to
bee considered extraneous to the attainment of its objectives altogether. In fact,
Memberr States must pursue their domestic policies, including in the areas in which
theyy are sovereign, in conformity with the Treaty so as not to frustrate its
fundamentall objectives and means of achievement. This has been repeatedly ruled by
thee European Court of Justice (hereinafter: the "ECJ" or the "Court of Justice") also in
aa number of cases on the applicability of the Treaty to direct taxation (see at 2.3.2) by
pointingg out that, although direct taxation does not fall within the competence of the
EU,, Member States must nevertheless exercise their prerogatives in this area
consistentlyy with EU laws and policies.7
Thiss is a corollary of the so-called 'negative' integration entailed by EU law given its
supranationall character and superior force over Member States' domestic legislation.8
Itt means that in areas of no exclusive competence of the EU (see Art. 3 (2) of the
Treaty)) Member States must exercise their sovereignty in compliance with the Treaty
ruless and objectives, with jurisdictional control entrusted on the ECJ. In direct tax
matters,, negative integration translates into a number of limitations imposed by the
Treatyy provisions and objectives, which must not be frustrated by Member States'
directt tax measures. Negative integration may also lead to indirect or spontaneous
harmonisationn or approximation of certain areas of Member States' tax systems
especiallyy as a result of rulings issued by the ECJ on the fundamental freedoms and
thee State aid provisions (see in section 2.3).9 By contrast, 'positive' integration is
broughtt about by the adoption of Community legislation in areas falling into EC
competence,, such as regulations and directives. In the direct tax area, the adoption of
thesee acts leading to harmonisation or coordination of Member States' tax laws is
exceptional,, given their sovereignty and their reluctance to give it up in favour of the
EUU institutions (see also at 2.2.2).
55
The sovereignty of Member States in direct tax matters is also indirectly implied by Arts. 94-95 of the Treaty,
whichh will be discussed in detail in 2.2.2. More in general on the subject, see Terra & Wattel, tit., at 14-15; R. J.
Jeffrey,, The impact of State Sovereignty on Global Trade and International Taxation, Kluwer; A. H. M. Daniels, Sovereign
affairs,affairs, 29 Intertax, 2000, p. 2.
66
On the fundamental principle of 'no taxation without representation' in the context of EU (direct tax) law, see
recentlyy F. Vanistendael, No European taxation without European representation, 9 EC Tax Review, 2000, p. 142.
77
See on this Terra & Wattel, at., at 29, referring to established case law of the ECJ. For an overview of EC direct
taxationn principles and of the main decisions of the ECJ, see P. Baker, A summary of the acquis communitaire on direct
taxation,taxation, The EC Tax Journal, Vol. 4, Issue 3, 2001, p. 203.
88
On the concept of 'negative' integration and its distinction with 'positive' integration, see in general Kapteyn, at,
att 114; with regard to taxation, Terra & Wattel, at. at 22.
99
An example of spontaneous harmonisation is the granting of personal allowances by each Member State to nonresidentt taxpayers earning their income entirely or almost exclusively within their territory as a result of the
SchumackerSchumacker case (Case C-279/93, Tinanzamt Kóln v Roland Schumacker, [1995] ECR 1-225), which also urged
Commissionn to issue a Recommendation to that effect (Commission Recommendation 94/79/EC, 21 December
1993,, OJ L 039/22, of 10/2/94).
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Thee above considerations suggest that, despite Member States' sovereignty in direct
taxationn as a matter of principle, this area is far from alien to the fundamental Treaty
objectives,, as it must be designed in such a way that their attainment is not
undermined.100 This also entails that Member States' direct tax policies must take into
accountt their spillover effects on the EC policies and activities concerning the setting
upp of the internal market and the EMU. The current pace of globalisation and
integrationn of EU countries and economies makes all the more important for the
achievementachievement of the fundamental Treaty objectives that consistency between natio
fiscall policies and EU (harmonised) policies be ensured.
2.2.22 More on direct taxation: means of harmonisation and the subsidiarity
principle e
Thee sovereignty of Member States in direct taxation must be further analysed in
conjunctionn with the subsidiarity principle laid down in Art. 5 of the Treaty and the
ruless on the means of (tax) harmonisation contained in Arts. 94 and 95 of the Treaty.11
Thee common feature of these provisions lies in that they deal with the procedural
meanss of achieving a common market and that they lack substantive content. They
sett out a division of competences between EU institutions and Member States as well
ass the means to exercise these competences by specifying when, to what extent, and
inn what way (i.e. with which act) the former and the latter may (and should)
intervene. .
Harmonisationn in direct tax matters is regulated in Chapter 3 of the Treaty on the
approximationn of Member States' laws required for the establishment and the correct
functioningg of the common market as envisaged in general in Art. 3 (l)(h) of the
Treatyy (see at 2.2.1). For this purpose, Art. 94 provides the possibility to adopt
directivess for the approximation of laws, regulations or adrninistrative provisions of
Memberr States. Under Art. 95 (2), directives in the direct tax area must be approved
byy the Council under the unanimity rule, i.e. with the consensus of all Member States.
Inn order to understand how this power is to be exercised (also) in the direct tax area,
onee must read them in conjunction with the subsidiarity principle contained in Art. 5
off the Treaty:
"(1)) The Community shall act within the limits of the powers conferred upon it by this
Treatyy and of the objectives assigned to it therein. (2) In areas which do not fall within its
exclusivee competence, the Community shall take action, in accordance with the principle of
subsidiarity,, only if and insofar as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be
sufficientlyy achieved by the Member States and can therefore, by reason of the scale or
effectss of the proposed action, be better achieved by the Community. (3) Any action by the
Communityy shall not go beyond what is necessary to achieve the objectives of this Treaty."

Withoutt going into the detail of the history and the substantive aspects of this
principle,, which is outside the scope of this study,12 suffice it to make a few remarks
100

See e.g. A. J. Easson, Tax Law and and Policy in the EEC, Sweet & Maxwell, at 401^02.
On the issues dealt with in this paragraph, see Terra & Wattel, cit., at 14-15, and Schön, at, at 101-104.
122
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onn how it is applied in the direct tax area in conjunction with Arts. 94 and 95(2). By
andd large, the subsidiarity principle was recognised as a fundamental principle by the
Maastrichtt Treaty13 to institutionalise the issue of the division of competence between
thee EU and the Member States where there is concurrent competence and possible
overlapp between EU and Member States' action.14 The Member States were concerned
off the tendency by the Community institutions, especially the Commission, to
regulatee vast policy areas at EC level, thus underariining their sovereignty and
identity.. Art. 5(1) clearly shows that concern by sanctioning the necessity to act at EU
levell only where it cannot be done more efficiently at Member States' level. The
underlyingg philosophy of this principle, as also highlighted by the Maastricht Treaty,
iss to take decisions as close as possible to the citizens that have to bear their
consequences,, similar to the principle of 'no taxation without representation' in the
directt tax area.
Thee combined rules laid down in Arts. 94 and 95(2) and Art. 3 of the Treaty applied to
directt taxation confirm the Member States' sovereignty without interference by EU
institutionss as a matter of principle. This interference is only allowed for tax measures
directlyy affecting the establishment and correct functioning of the internal market,
suchh as measures frustrating the exercise of the fundamental freedoms or distorting
competitionn between enterprises (see also above at 2.2.1 and below in section 2.3). In
thee event that direct tax measures are such that the negative consequences on the
functioningg of the internal market may not effectively be removed at the level of
Memberr States due to their magnitude or effects, then the EU institutions can resort to
approximationn of tax laws by way of directives adopted by the Council on the basis of
thee unanimity rule.
AA last limit set out in Art. 5(3) is the respect of the proportionality principle, which is
alsoo referred to as reasonableness principle. This requires that, if Community action is
indeedd needed, it must be proportional and apt to the achievement of the Treaty
objectivess (e.g. the elimination of the obstacle to the freedoms or the distortion of
competition)) and not pursue other, more far-reaching objectives. As has been pointed
out,, this principle concerns not only the degree of intervention at EU level, but also its
quality,, i.e. the choice of the appropriate instrument suitable to the situation
concernedd (e.g. a legally-binding directive or a softer non-binding
recommendation).15 5
2.2.33 Loyalty principle
Anotherr fundamental principle included in the Treaty is the requirement of
Communityy loyalty or solidarity.16 Despite its general character, it does have influence

casecase of competition policy, 16 International Review of Law and Economics, 1996, p, 363; N. Bernard, The future of
EuropeanEuropean economic law in the light of the principle of subsidiarity, 33 Common Market Law Review, 1996, p. 633;
Kirchner,, The principle of subsidiarity in the Treaty on European Union: A critique from from a perspective of constitutiona
economics,economics, 6 Tulane Journal of International and Comparative Law, 1998, p. 291. With regard to its history and
applicationn in direct taxation, see Terra & Wattel, at., at 178 ff.
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The Treaty on the European Union ("TEU") was signed in Maastricht on 7 February 199Z
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See e.g. Bernard, cit., at 634-635.
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Seee especially Kapteyn, cit., at 144 ff.
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For a thorough analysis of the principle of loyalty see in general Kapteyn, cit., at 148 ff; S. Weatherill, Law and
IntegrationIntegration in the European Union, Clarendon, at 45 ff.; J. Temple Lang, Community Constitutional Law: Article 5
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inn the direct tax area especially as it reinforces the duty of Member States to exercise
theirr sovereignty consistently with the Treaty. This principle is laid down in Art 10 of
thee Treaty:
"(1)) Member States shall take all appropriate measures...to ensure fulfilment of the
obligationss arising out of this Treaty or resulting from action taken by the institutions of the
Community.. They shall facilitate the achievement of the Community's tasks. (2) They shall
abstainn from any measure which could jeopardise the attainment of the objectives of this
Treaty." "

Thiss provision clearly shows the two aspects of the loyalty principle, i.e. the positive
andd the negative one.17 The former implies that EU countries must strive to achieve the
goalss and objectives of the Treaty as well as implement the underlying policies
stenuningg from the competent EU institutions both unilaterally and in cooperation with
eachh other and with the EU institutions. The latter postulates that Member States
shouldd in no way frustrate the achievement of the Community goals and policies on a
unilateral,, bilateral, or multilateral basis.
Thee scope of the loyalty principle is very broad as it is theoretically applicable to all
areass having directly or indirectly to do with (primary and secondary) EC Law and the
Treatyy objectives and goals. This implies that usually this principle does not stand on
itss own, but applies in conjunction with another provision or principle explicitly laid
downn in the EC Treaty or deriving from another Community act, such as a regulation
orr a directive. Nonetheless, the loyalty principle does pose a more general rule of
solidarityy and cooperation that goes beyond the specific EC rules and goals to be
adheredd to by the Member States, entailing a general code of good conduct for Member
Statess in this respect. This is also supported by the ECJ, which has ruled that "Article 5
[i.e.. now Art. 10] does more than merely set out a programme which is relevant solely
inn the determination of the objectives of the other provisions of the Treaty" and that it
"mayy under certain circumstances transcend specific legally binding duties laid down
elsewhere."188 From this and other case law it may be deduced that this principle may
havee far-reaching consequences in terms of rendering directly effective a provision
normallyy lacking this feature or reinforcing certain Community acts with non-binding
character.199 Lastly, the loyalty principle may be held (co-) responsible for the duty of
nationall courts to apply reconciliatory interpretation of domestic law in the light of EC
law,, especially EC Directives, and for Member States' liability for improper, nonapplication,, or non-implementation of EC law.20

Treaty,Treaty, Common Market Law Review 1990, p. 645. With regard to direct taxation, see Terra & Wattel, dr., at 101103. .
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Legal commentators subdivide these two broad aspects into different categories of positive and negative duties
derivingg from this principle for both Member States and EC institutions (see e.g. Kapteyn, at., at 156 ff., and
literaturee cited therein). The analysis of the principle contained in the text is limited to the aspects relevant for the
mainn object of this study.
I»» See Temple Lang, dr., at 646, referring to Case 231/83, Centre Ledere v. Au Blè Vert, [1985] ECR 1, and Case 2/73,
CeddoCeddo v. Ente Nazionale Risi, [1973] ECR 865.
199
See in detail Temple Lang, at., especially at 668-669, showing the applicability of the loyalty principle with
respectt to a non-Iegally binding resolution in the interpretation of the ECJ.

200 See the landmark Cases C-6 a n d 9 / 9 0 , Francovich et. al. v Italy, [1991] ECR 1-557, and Cases C-46 a n d 48/93,
BrasserieBrasserie du Pêcheur SA et al. v Germany et ai, [1996] ECR 1-1029.
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Ass for the relevance of the loyalty principle in direct tax matters and more specifically
taxx competition, especially in conjunction with other Treaty provisions, it is interesting
too analyse the case Hurd v Joties,™ which gives a flavour of how broad the scope of this
principlee may be. Mr. Hurd, an English citizen and resident for tax purposes, was a
teacherr employed by a European School located in the UK. A number of European
Schoolss had been opened throughout Europe after the foundation of the European Coal
andd Steel Community to provide children of expatriates working for the Community
withh education in their own language. These Schools had intergovernmental (i.e. EC)
statuss and their rules were laid down in a Statute ratified by the six founder Member
Statess (subsequently adopted by acceding States.) The teachers, usually seconded to
Schoolss in other Member States, were entitled to a salary equal to their national salary,
whichwhich was payable and taxable in their home country, plus a European allowance
financedd by the Schools' budget (and ultimately by the EC) and exempt from tax in
theirr home countries. This exemption applied by virtue of an agreement signed
betweenn the School's representatives (i.e. the Board of Governors) and each Member
State,, and was limited to non-national teachers seconded to Schools in other Member
States. .
Inn the case at hand, the UK tax authorities sought to tax both the salary and the
allowancee earned by Mr. Hurd as he was a UK resident and national, and the European
Schooll where he was teaching happened to be located in the UK. It is noteworthy that,
unlikee the other Member States, the UK had not ratified any agreement with the Board
off Governors of the School ensuring the exemption of the allowance for non-national
teachers.. Asked whether the loyalty principle barred the UK from taxing the allowance
earnedd by Mr. Hurd, the Court indeed found a breach of this principle on the grounds
thatt this behaviour was detrimental to the Community, namely to the functioning of
thee European Schools and to the Community budget out of which the payment of the
allowancee was ultimately financed. Given the lack of direct effect of Art. 5 in the
absencee of sufficiently clear and unconditional object, the Court acknowledged that it
wass up to the UK to choose the method best suited to prevent taxation of the allowance
paidd to Mr. Hurd by the UK-based European School.
Thiss judgement shows that the Court applies the loyalty principle even in the direct tax
area,, which is outside the scope of the Treaty as expression of Member States'
sovereignty,, and even in the absence of a legally-binding Community primary or
secondaryy legal measure. Focusing on tax competition, this principle does not affect the
abilityy of Member States to implement general favourable tax measures applying to
bothh resident and non-resident taxpayers, including for instance a low standard
corporatee tax rate. On the other hand, they may only do so to the extent that no other
fundamentall Treaty objective is jeopardised, as this would constitute a breach of the
loyaltyy principle in its negative aspect, possibly in conjunction with another (specific)
ECC Treaty provision. From this it may be inferred that Member States' special harmful
taxx regimes, whose likely effect(s) would be to distort competition in the EU, increase
unemployment,, and/or create budget deficits hindering the stability of the single
currencyy and thus the EMU policy, would constitute a violation of Art. 10 juncto Arts. 2,
3,, 87 and/ or 96, and/or 99 ff. of the Treaty (see on these provisions in sections 2.3
throughh 2.5). On the other hand, if Member States' (aggressive) regimes are
2ii Case 44/84, Hurd v. Jones, [1986] ECR 29.
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neverthelesss compatible with the Treaty objectives, then there would be no breach of
loyaltyy as the general rule of tax sovereignty would apply. As will be seen, in our
analysiss the loyalty principle will mainly come into play in conjunction with other
Treatyy provisions allegedly breached by the implementation of potentially harmful tax
regimess or by the use of unilateral countermeasures adopted by Member States (see in
Chapterr 5).
2.2.44 Tax competition as the norm
Thee fundamental Treaty provisions analysed above entail that under EU law tax
competitionn between Member States is the norm.22 As a matter of principle, they
enjoyy sovereignty to choose their domestic rules on the (corporate) tax base, tax
rate(s),, and all other elements of their tax system. They are in principle also free to
grantt tax incentives to pursue fiscal policies meant to boost the economy, favour
employmentt in their territory, and encourage the development of remote regions.23
Fromm a legal point of view, these conclusions are based on the exclusion of direct
taxationn from the EU institutional competences provided in the Treaty, on the
unanimityy rule provided for the adoption of directives in this area in conjunction
withh the subsidiarity principle requiring EU intervention only where necessary, and
onn the general Treaty provisions setting out the EU objectives and means of
attainment. .
Thee underlying philosophy of this conclusion is consistent with the fundamental
principlee of 'no taxation without representation'. From an economic point of view, the
logicc is that within a common market it is desirable to have different tax systems
competingg with each other, as this means a wide choice for the market actors, i.e.
individualss and undertakings, as to the tax burden they want to bear relative to the
infrastructure,, services, and market opportunities offered by each Member State. In
otherr words, behind this logic is the creed that (fair) tax competition causes beneficial
consequencess for both Member States, which must reduce inefficiencies and set the
taxx burden at a reasonable level to stay competitive, and the common market actors,
whichh are able to take full advantage of the fundamental freedoms (see also at 2.3.3).
However,, the Treaty provisions analysed above also set out limits to Member States'
fiscall sovereignty and have an impact on tax competition between them. This is the
casee where the smooth functioning of the internal market is jeopardised by tax
competition,, which justifies EU intervention provided Member States are unable (or
unwilling)) to take appropriate remedies or this result can be better achieved through
concertedd action at EU level. Based on this, one may infer that as an exception to the
normm that tax competition in the EU is desirable and compatible with the Treaty, the
EUU legal framework allows the institutions in Brussels to interfere with Member
States'' sovereignty in all cases in which tax competition causes harmful effects to the
internall market able to jeopardise the attainment of its objectives.
Thee main instrument provided by the Treaty for this purpose would be a directive
adoptedd by the Council on the basis of unanimity voting under Arts. 94 and 95(2). A
2222 See also Terra & Watte!, at, at 146-149, and Schön, rif., at 103-104.
On the goal to favour the development of remote areas, see especially the Treaty state aid rules explained in
Chapterr 3, especially in section 3.7, as well as Art 15 of the Treaty, explained at 23.1.
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directivee in this area would lay down rules for the approximation of certain aspects of
Memberr States' tax systems necessary to prevent the harmful effects of excessive tax
competition.. From an EU law point of view, the adoption of such a directive would
bee justified by the need to prevent obstacles to the smooth functioning of the internal
markett caused by misallocation of resources and investment flows exclusively or
predominantlyy driven by tax reasons, distortion of competition between taxpayers
entitledd to special tax incentives and those not entitled to them, and increased labour
costss created by the need to compensate the tax forgone by taxing more heavily the
moree immobile labour factor of production. Even in the absence of clear economic
evidencee of these consequences of excessive tax competition, there is sufficient
evidencee justifying recourse to a directive against harmful tax competition based on
Arts.. 94 and 95(2).24
Thee possibility of using this instrument in the harmful tax competition area is also
beingg considered by the Commission, which in its communication on tax policy for
thee future years stated that:25
"Inn the case of direct taxation of mobile tax bases, the need for a certain degree of co-ordination
hass already been recognised, in particular: in the exchange of information on savings income; in
thee Directives in the field of company taxation already adopted (under Article 94 of the Treaty;
inn the Code of Conduct for business taxation; and in the proposed Directive on interest and
royalties.. However, it may be necessary to adopt a more ambitious approach in the near future.
Thee Treaty (in Article 94) provides for the "approximation" of those direct tax rules that
"directlyy affect the establishment or functioning of the common market." The Commission is
examiningg whether more can be done to tackle direct tax obstacles to the Internal Market,
notablyy in the field of company taxation, while respecting the sovereignty of Member States.
Certainly,, further coordination of national tax systems in the area of company taxation would
helpp eliminate situations of double taxation or unintentional non-taxation as well as the abovementionedd tax obstacles. More analysis is therefore needed, taking into account on the one
handd those distortions which could threaten the proper functioning of the Internal Market, and
onn the other hand the effects of tax competition. The level of taxation in this area is however a
matterr for the Member States to decide, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity."

However,, in the (harmful) tax competition area a coordination instrument (i.e. soft
law)) would probably be more appropriate than a directive, which would achieve
positivepositive integration rather than a negative obligation by Member States to abstain from
engagingg in excessive competition detrimental for the internal market.26 Furthermore,
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See especially the recent Commission Study on corporate taxation in the EU, which does provide a number of
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6,, especially at 6.22, 6.2.3, and 6.4.2. In support of the conclusion in the text see also Schön, cit., at 101-102 and
especiallyy at 104, referring to the adoption of the Mutual Assistance Directive (Council Directive 77/799/EEC of
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aa major problem linked to the adoption of a directive would be to gain the necessary
consensuss for its approval under unanimity voting. In the impossibility to reach this
consensuss among Member States for reluctance to give up (part of) their sovereignty
inn direct taxation, mainly as a result of a prisoner's dilemma situation (see in Chapter
1,, at 1.2.5), the Treaty features other provisions potentially applicable for EU
interventionn to counter harmful tax competition. They will be analysed in the
followingg sections in more detail.
2.33 Internal market rules and (harmful) tax competition
2.3.11 Establishment of the 'internal market7
Onee of the two main EU means of achieving the fundamental Treaty objectives is the
creationn and the smooth functioning of a common market through the policies and
activitiess specified in the Treaty (see Art. 2 of the Treaty, at 2.2.1). For this purpose,
twoo such activities are the establishment of an internal market and the creation of a
systemm ensuring that competition in the internal market is not distorted (Art. 3 (1) (c)
andd (g) of the Treaty, see at 2.2.1). The Treaty uses a different terminology in Arts. 2
andd 3, referring to common market in the former and to internal market in the latter.
Withoutt going into the detail of this different terminology,27 suffice it to say that the
termm common market was used in the EEC Treaty without being defined. This
conceptt encompasses the common policies necessary to achieve the Treaty objectives
sett out in Art. 3 of the Treaty, including the establishment of the internal market, and
iss based on the microeconomic view that a free trade area and a level playing field
mustt be created between Member States for undertakings to freely compete without
externall distortions affecting their business decisions and behaviour. The EQ has
furtherr specified this concept by pointing out that "the elimination of all obstacles to
intra-Communityy trade" is necessary "to merge the national markets into a single
markett bringing about conditions as close as possible to those of a genuine internal
market."28 8
Thee term internal market is defined by Art. 14 (2) of the Treaty as "an area without
internall frontiers in which the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital
iss ensured in accordance with the provisions of this Treaty." This concept is based on
aa macroeconomic perspective as it is addressed to all Member States required to
removee the obstacles and barriers so as to ensure free mobility of the factors of
production.. This is crucial to achieve a common market between Member States, i.e. a
levell playing field for undertakings analogous to a domestic market.29 Furthermore,
Art.. 15 allows to take into account the existence of more underdeveloped economies
orr areas in the Community, which could justify derogations to the general rule laid
downn in Art. 14, as long as they are "of a temporary nature and ... cause the least
possiblee disturbance to the functioning of the common market" (Art. 15(2)).
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See on this issue Kapteyn, at., at 122 ff. and 575 ff.; see also K. Mortelmans, The common market, the internal market
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Thee Treaty contains specific rules on the Community policies and activities
concerningg the establishment and the functioning of internal market in its Part Three.
Twoo fundamental sets of rules are those on the four fundamental freedoms and on
undistortedd competition. Even though they deal with different aspects of the internal
market,, their combined application has a fundamental impact on tax competition in
thee EU.30 They will be analysed under this perspective in this section, highlighting
bothh the legal and the economic aspects.
2.3.22 Fundamental freedoms and (harmful) tax competition
Thee Treaty rules on the fundamental freedoms aim at setting up an internal market
withh no obstacles to intra-Community circulation of goods (Arts. 28-31), persons (i.e.
bothh individuals and legal entities, Arts. 39-48), services (Arts. 49-55), and capital
(Arts.. 56-60) so as to promote market access throughout the Union.31 These rules also
promotee market equality by prohibiting any discrimination by Member States based on
thee origin of goods, the nationality of persons or the place of investment of capital.
Thee concept of discrimination encompasses direct or overt discrimination consisting
off treating differently the same or similar situations or treating alike the same or
similarr situations. As a matter of principle, the Treaty forbids any rule enacted by
Memberr States providing for different treatment on the basis of origin of products or
nationalityy of persons.32 The Treaty also prohibits indirect or covert discrimination,
wherebyy the different treatment, even though not directly based on the criterion of
originn or nationality, in effect acts mainly or exclusively at the detriment of foreign
goodss or persons. There are a few exceptions to this general prohibition of overt and
covertt discrimination linked to the presence of acceptable and proportionate
justifications,, which are outside the scope of this analysis.33
Thee provisions on the fundamental freedoms affect the direct tax area in terms of
negativee integration, which means that in spite of their sovereignty Member States
mayy not enact direct tax provisions at odds with the prohibitions set out in the Treaty
(seee also at 2.2.1 and 2.2.4). The Court of Justice has also played a fundamental role in
thiss respect by asserting its jurisdiction to rule on the compatibility of Member States'
directt tax provisions with these rules (see at 2.2.2). Even though the Treaty provisions
onn the fundamental freedoms do not specifically deal with the issue of (harmful) tax
competitionn in the EU, they do have an impact in this respect. The analysis of relevant
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casee law of the EQ concerning the two mentioned aspects of market access and
markett equality shows this impact for the purpose of our analysis.
Startingg with the latter, as explained above (in Chapter 1, especially at 1.1.4 and 1.2.6)
taxx competition consists of a reduction of the direct tax burden directed at attracting
inboundd investment from other Member States, implying an advantageous rather
thann discriminatory treatment for foreign investors. This is often the case with regard
too tax incentives usually limited to foreign(-based) investors (i.e. multinational
corporations),, and especially to their passive income and other mobile activities (i.e.
intra-groupp financial, coordination, and service activities performed by their
'centres').344 This in turn means that the result of tax competition may be so-called
'reversee discrimination/ consisting of worse treatment by a Member State of its own
nationals,, i.e. of resident taxpayers not entitled to the same tax incentives exclusively
availablee for non-resident taxpayers.35
Underr settled case law of the EQ, reverse discrimination does not fall within the
Treatyy rules on the fundamental freedoms because it concerns 'purely internal
situations'' to Member States. In these cases, the Court has consistently held that
Memberr States are free to do what they want, even to lay down an unfavourable tax
treatmentt (i.e. a discrimination) of their national (i.e. resident) taxpayers, and that the
fundamentall freedoms do not help as they are designed to prevent discriminations or
restrictionss where there is a cross-border economic element.36 Nor is the general nondiscriminationn provision contained in Art. 12 of the Treaty applicable to cases of
'reverse'' discrimination,37 as this provision is only relevant within the scope of
applicationn of the EC Treaty and thus not with regard to purely internal situations not
coveredd by the Treaty. Therefore, it may be concluded that the fundamental freedoms
andd market equality do not affect Member States' favourable tax regimes only available
forr foreign-based taxpayers and hence tax competition to attract inbound investment.
Z3.33 Exercise of fundamental freedoms and tax competition
Thee second issue regards to what extent the principle of market access allows market
operatorss (i.e. individuals and undertakings) to exercise the Treaty freedoms in order
too benefit from the existence of different legal systems of Member States in areas not
fallingg into EC competence. Put differently, in the absence of harmonisation or
coordinationn of legislation at EC level in these areas, the question arises as to whether
markett actors may take advantage of competition of different Member States' legal
regimess via the exercise of the fundamental freedoms. For the purpose of our
344

On the special tax regimes in favour of the centres, see especially Chapter 3, at 3.8.1 and 3.8.2, and Chapter 4,
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analysis,, this translates into the question whether individuals and undertakings can
(andd should) take advantage of tax competition between Member States as a result of
thee establishment of the internal market. From the answer to these questions one is
alsoo able to draw more general conclusions as to whether Member States are free to
engagee in competition between their direct tax systems.
Casee law of the ECJ turns out to be very helpful to clarify these issues. In the Gilly
case,388 the Court had to rule on the compatibility of double tax conventions concluded
betweenn two Member Sates (i.e. France and Germany) with the free movement of
workers.. Without going into the detail of the case, suffice it to say that the ECJ
restatedd Member States' sovereignty "to determine the criteria for taxation on income
andd wealth with a view to eliminating double taxation - by means, inter alia, of
internationall agreements."39 Furthermore, the Court made clear that as for "the
differencess between the tax scales of the Member States concerned ... in the absence
off any Community legislation in the field ... the determination of those scales is a
matterr for the Member States."40 These principles acknowledge that the fundamental
freedomss do not imply limitations to Member States' competition through their
generall tax systems inter alia by setting different tax rates to ensure progressivity of
thee system and by adopting different methods to relieve international double taxation
(includingg by way of tax treaties).
Inn the Centros case, the Court tackled the issue of the distinction between lawful
exercisee of the freedom of establishment and abuse of EC law with regard to the
attemptt by individuals to take advantage of competition of corporate law systems
betweenn Member States.41 A Danish couple incorporated a UK limited liability
companyy for the more favourable UK minimum statutory capital requirements for the
formationn of companies as compared to Danish law requirements. They sought to
registerr a Danish branch of the UK company to carry out business activity in their
country,, but registration was denied by the Danish authorities. The issue was
whetherr this denial was compatible with the Treaty, and more in general whether the
behaviourr of the Danish couple constituted a lawful exercise of the freedom of
establishmentt or instead an abuse of EC law to circumvent the application of
unfavourablee domestic corporate law rules. The Court stated that "the right to form a
companyy in accordance with the law of a Member State ... is inherent in the exercise,
inn a single market, of the freedom of establishment" and that "the fact that company
laww is not completely harmonised is of little consequence."42 This conclusion endorses
thee opinion of the Advocate General (hereinafter: "AG") La Pergola, who stressed
thatt in the absence of harmonisation at EU level, (also) in the corporate law area
competitionn among Member States' systems was the norm, and as a result that

388 Case C-336/96, Gilly v. Directeur des Services Fiscaux du Bas-Rhin, 12/5/98, [1998] ECR1-2793. On the facte and its
explanation,, see Terra & Wattel, at, at 50 ((.
3»» See Gilly, at, para. 24.
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off this case, see also in Chapter 5, at 5.3.27. For annotations on this case, see J. Carruthers and C. Villiers, Company
LawLaw in Europe - Condoning the Continental Drift?, European Business Law Review, 3-4/2000, p. 91; Wulf-Henning
Roth,, 37 Common Market Law Review, 2000, p. 147; E. Werlauff, The consequences of the Centros decision: Ends and
meansmeans in the protection of public interests, 40 European Taxation, 12/2000, p. 542; H. Halbhuber, National doctrinal
structuresstructures and European company law, 38 Common Market Law Review, 2001, p. 1385.
«« See Centros, at, paras. 27-28.
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individualss were entitled to take advantage of the system better suited to their
specificc needs.43
AA case more specifically concerning the issue of EU special tax regimes and the
exercisee of the freedom to provide services is Eurowings.44 A German (trade) tax law
rulee resulted in higher taxation on the provision of services performed in Germany by
aa company resident in Ireland and enjoying the special low corporate tax rate of
10%.455 The German authorities asked the Court whether this circumstance was
relevantt in justifying the compatibility of the German tax provision with the Treaty
freedomm to provide services. Firmly rejecting this argument, the EQ explicitly ruled
thatt "that difference of treatment can also not be justified by the fact that the lessor
establishedd in another Member State is there subject to lower taxation." The Court
wentt on to statee that "any tax advantage resulting for providers of services from the
loww taxation to which they are subject in the Member State in which they are
establishedd cannot be used to justify less favourable treatment in tax matters given to
recipientss of services established in the latter State" since "such compensatory
arrangementss prejudice the very foundations of the single market."46
Thee above case law confirms that the Treaty freedoms do not affect the ability of
Memberr States to choose the structural elements of their tax systems (e.g. the scale of
taxx and the method to relieve double taxation) and to grant special tax incentives in
accordancee with the Treaty. From the perspective of Member States, this is consistent
withh the conclusion that tax competition is the norm and is desirable in view of the
establishmentt of the internal market (see at 2.2.4). From the perspective of individuals
andd undertakings, the above case law confirms that in the absence of harmonisation
off a certain legal area at EC level they may freely resort to the exercise of the
fundamentall Treaty freedoms to take advantage of competition between Member
States'' legal orders. This is one of the very cornerstones of the internal market, which
allowss as a matter of principle a choice of the most appropriate legal system for
markett actors provided they do not claim the freedoms for purposes wholly alien to
thee Treaty.47 These principles are certainly applicable to the direct tax area, which is
nott harmonised at EU level and is not of Community competence. Therefore, it may
bee concluded that individuals and legal entities may take advantage of competition
433

It is worth noting that the AG explicitly referred to the opinion of AG Darmon in a related case, in which he
statedd that "the right which is accorded to natural persons of setting up a company in another member-State .... is
thee logical consequence of the rights guaranteed under the Treaty. Moreover, it is consistent with the objective
behindd the inclusion of the freedom of establishment in the EEC Treaty, namely the need to promote the free
movementt of persons and ... the achievement of a common market. In that respect, the fact that a national of a
member-Stalee may take advantage of the flexibility of United Kingdom company law and may exploit the effect of
thee attraction ... an Anglo-Saxon designation has for his customers must be viewed in that context." See Case
79/85,, Segers v Bestuur van de Bedrijfsvereniging voor bank- en verzekeringswezen, groothandel en vrije beroepen,
10/07/86,, [1986] ECR 2375, opinion of AG Darmon, para. 6. See also the comment on this case by Roth, at, at 151152. .
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Case C-294/97, Eurowings Lufiverkehrs AG v Finanzamt Dortmund-Unna, [1999] ECR 1-7447. For a detailed
analysiss of this case, see in Chapter 5, at 5.3.2.7.
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This low corporate tax rate was available for companies established in the Shannon airport (i.e. the so-called
"Shannonn relief") and had been approved by the Commission under the State aid rules: see in Chapter 3, section
3.5. .
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See Eurowings, at., paras. 43-45. As will be explained in Chapter 5, at 5.3.2.7, Eurowings concerned unrelated
parties,, and thus its reasoning does not apply also to abusive situations involving related parties.
477
In other words, the exercise of the Treaty freedoms to take advantage of the best legal system is lawful and
conformm to EC law unless there is an abuse of this exercise for purposes alien to the Treaty objectives: see in detail
Chapterr 5, especially sections 5.3.2 and 5.4.22.
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betweenn Member States' tax systems (as long as no abuse of EC law is afoot, see
Chapterr 5), and that Member States are prevented from imposing a higher tax burden
orr compensatory charges to undo the effect of favourable tax regimes enacted in other
Memberr States.48
Z3.44 Treaty rules on competition between undertakings and State aid
Anotherr pillar of a truly internal market is free competition among undertakings on
ann undistorted level playing field (Art. 3(l)(g) of the Treaty, see at 2.2.1).49 The
competitionn provisions are contained in Chapter 1 of Title VI of the Treaty and are
dividedd in those directed at private undertakings (Arts. 81-85) and those directed at
Memberr States as regards aids granted by them (Arts. 87-89). The broad goal of this
sett of provisions is to promote economic activity and an efficient allocation of
resourcess and investment by ensuring a free flow of goods and services exclusively
governedd by market forces according to the model of 'pure' or 'perfect' competition.
Thiss is a corollary of the completion of the internal market, which presupposes such
freee flow to take advantage of the economies of scale of Member States' markets
togetherr and ultimately to achieve an increased welfare for both consumers and
undertakingss competing in the market. For this purpose, the specific goal of these
ruless is to eliminate the potential distortions to competition created either by unfair
behaviourss of private undertakings or by Member States' behaviours.
Thee Treaty provisions directed at undertakings forbid the conclusion of anticompetitivee agreements or concerted practices, as well as the abuse of dominant
positionss for individual undertakings or groups of undertakings. They apply to EU
cross-borderr situations in which there is a potential threat to intra-Community trade,
interpretedd as any situation capable of having a direct or indirect, actual or potential
effectt on the flow of trade between Member States on the basis of objective legal or
factuall criteria.50 With regard to anti-competitive agreements and concerted practices,
ann additional cross-border element is that they must have "as their object or effect the
prevention,, restriction, or distortion of competition within the common market" (Art.
811 Treaty), which is broadly interpreted by the Court relying on presumptions based
onn a number of elements.51 Despite these provisions are directed at undertakings, the
ECJJ extends their scope also to the conduct of Member States. In the Meng case, the
Courtt stated that "Article 85 [i.e. now Art. 81], read in conjunction with Article 5 [i.e.
noww Art. 10] of the Treaty, requires the Member States not to introduce or maintain in
488
This is a conclusion valid as a matter of principle, but as will be seen Member States may adopt
countermeasuress against harmful tax measures enacted by other Member States that do not comply with the
Treatyy rules and objectives or against abusive situations: see in detail in Chapter 5.
499
See in general on the Treaty competition rules Kepteyn, cit., at 773 ff., and Steiner, at., at 192 ff.
500
The Court has adopted a consistent interpretation with regard to the Treaty rules on the fundamental freedoms
(e.g.. in Case 8/74, Procureur du Rot v Dassonville, [1974] ECR 837) and in the competition rules directed to private
undertakingss (e.g. Case 56/65, Société Technique Miniere v. Mascfunenbau Ulm Gmbh, [1966] ECR 235, and Case
161/84,, Pronuptia de Paris GmbH v Pronuptia de Paris Irmgaard Schillgalis [1986] ECR 353). See also Steiner, cit., at
222-223,, and Mortelmans, Convergence, cit., at 623, citing the Grundig case (Cases 56 & 58/64, Etablissment Consten
SASA and Grundig GmbH v Commission [1966] ECR 299), as also inspiring Dassonirille, cit., para. 5. This consistent case
laww also shows the common thrust of the two sets of provisions jointly analysed in this section (see at 2.3.5).
511
These criteria include the nature and quantity of products concerned, the position and size of the undertakings
concerned,, the isolated or recurrent nature of the agreement: see Steiner, cit., at 224-226, and case law cited therein.
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forcee measures, even of a legislative or regulatory nature, which may render
ineffectivee the competition rules applicable to undertakings."52
Thee second set of the Treaty competition provisions prohibit "any aid granted by a
Memberr State or through State resources in any form whatsoever which distorts or
threatenss to distort competition by favouring certain undertakings or the production
off certain goods ... insofar as it affects trade between Member States" (Art. 87
Treaty).533 These provisions aim at safeguarding the level playing field in the common
markett from Member States' intervention potentially distorting competition between
undertakings.. The underlying philosophy is that the smooth functioning of the
internall market endorsing the 'perfect' competition model must prevent also market
failuress caused by Member States, which may potentially harm its correct functioning
ass badly as private undertakings' unfair behaviours. The criteria regarding the crossborderr element are similar to the Treaty rules addressed to undertakings as to the
threatt of distortion of competition as well as the impact on intra-Community trade.
Thee most important requirement for the applicability of the state aid rules to direct
taxx measures is the 'specificity' criterion, which entails that these measures are only
prohibitedd to the extent that they are granted to limited (category of) recipient(s) or to
aa certain sector of business activity (see in detail in Chapter 3, especially at 3.3.1 and
3.6.3).. As will be seen, the Commission has the necessary powers to ensure the
applicationn of these rules (also) against selective harmful tax measures of Member
Statess as the guardian of the Treaty.
Thee State aid provisions have a major impact on tax competition between Member
States.. In particular, they strictly limit Member States' tax sovereignty to enact special
taxx incentives favouring certain categories of taxpayers (e.g. foreign-based
multinationall companies) or certain kind of income (e.g. from financial activities).
However,, they do not imply any restrictions with regard to measures part of the
generall (i.e. 'benchmark') tax system of Member States as the specificity criterion is
nott satisfied in these cases. From this it may be concluded that also the Treaty rules
onn competition and in particular on State aid are consistent with the distinction
betweenn 'good' tax competition between general tax systems (i.e. 'benchmark' tax
basess and tax rates) of Member States, considered healthy for the internal market, and
'bad'' tax competition caused by selective tax incentives mainly directed at nonresidentt taxpayers and mobile activities, considered to bring about distortion to
competitionn in the internal market.54
Thee impact of the state aid provisions on competition between Member States' legal
(i.e.. tax) systems has also been analysed by the EQ. The road liauliers case55 concerned
thee compatibility with the state aid rules of a tax credit granted by Italy to road
haulierss on the purchase of diesel for commercial transportation. The credit was
grantedd in the form of a bonus, which the road hauliers could offset against their
individuall income tax, VAT, or municipal taxes due. The Italian scheme also
providedd for an equivalent of the credit in the form of compensatory payments to
foreignn transport undertakings linked to their consumption of diesel in the Italian
522

Case C-2/91, Criminal proceedings against WolfW. Meng, 17/11/93, [1993] ECR 1-5751, para. 14.
For a thorough discussion of the EC State aid provisions and their applicability in tax matters, see in Chapter 3.
Seee also, in general, Schön, at., at 99-101.
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On the distinction between desirable and harmful tax competition, see in Chapter 1, especially at 1.2.6.
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Case C-6/97, Italian Republic v. Commission, [1999] ECR 1-2981 (referred to as "road hauliers").
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territory.. As the Commission found this measure to constitute a prohibited state aid
underr Art. 87 of the Treaty, the Italian government sought to justify it inter alia on the
groundss that the tax burden of Italian excise duty on diesel was higher than the tax
burdenn in other Member States, and thus the tax credit did not distort competition
butt merely restored the conditions of competition at Community level. The Court
referredd to previous case law to reject this justification, upholding the Commission's
claimm that "a difference in the tax burden imposed on one particular activity cannot,
byy itself, justify the grant of State aid" and clarifying that "the fact that a member
Statee seeks to approximate, by unilateral measures, the conditions of competition ...
too those prevailing in other Member States cannot deprive the measures in question
off their character as aid."56 Consistently with the Centros and Eurowings cases (see at
2.3.3),, this case implies that Member States may compete with their benchmark tax
system,, but they are not allowed to undo the lower tax burden imposed in other
Memberr States through a specific compensatory tax measure.57
Z3.55 Legal and economic considerations of internal market rules and impact on tax
competition n
Althoughh the Treaty rules on the fundamental freedoms and on competition say
nothingg specific about tax competition, nor more in general about direct taxation,
theyy do have an impact in this respect mainly in terms of negative integration. In
particular,, they entail a (negative) obligation for Member States to refrain from
imposingg (or maintaining) barriers to the four freedoms and from distorting
competitionn by favouring certain undertakings or certain sectors of business activity.
Ass for the relationship between these two sets of rules, they are closely linked by their
mainn aim to establish a common market between Member States in which goods,
persons,, services and capital may circulate without restrictions and may compete
underr the same conditions in a level playing field, as also confirmed by the EQ. 58 In
thiss light, their combined application is of vital importance to ensure the two main
principless of a truly common market, i.e. market access and market equality. They are
bothh based on a microeconomic approach protecting individuals and economic
operators,, which are the ultimate beneficiaries of an internal market without
obstacles.599 This is also shown by the common element required for their application,
i.e.. a cross-border situation which might have an impact on intra-Community trade.
Thesee considerations support the idea that the interpretation and application of both
setss of rules should be consistent.60 As seen above, the EQ is moving in this direction
5656

See the road hauliers case, paras. 20-21.
In other words, Member States may restore legislative parity with the other Member States only by amending
theirr benchmark tax legislation. In the case at hand, the Italian government should have lowered the general tax
(i.e.. excise duty) burden on diesel rather than granting a specific aid limited to professional road hauliers.
»» See e.g. Case 1/84, Commission v, France, [1985] ECR 1339, para. 13, and Case 103/84, Commission v Italy, [1986]
ECR1759,, para. 19.
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On this point see more in general W. Kerber, The Deregulation of Globalizing Markets - Interjurisdictional
CompetitionCompetition within the European Union, 23 Fordham International Law Journal, 2000, p. 217.
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See on this Mortelmans, Convergence, cit,, at 621 ff., and especially F. Vanistendael, Fiscal support measures and
harmfulharmful tax competition, EC Tax Review, 3/2000, p. 152, at 155, suggesting that even though the term used with
regardd to the fundamental freedoms is 'discrimination,' they in fact have to do with competition in the internal
market,, just the same as the state aid rules.
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byy ensuring consistency not only between the different Treaty provisions relating to
thee four freedoms on the one hand, and the competition and state aid provisions on
thee other, but also between the former and the latter in the light of their common
aim, 61 1
Fromm a tax competition perspective, these Treaty provisions indirectly confirm the
generall principle of Member States' sovereignty in direct tax matters and the
legitimacyy of tax competition between them. In an internal market, this is considered
desirablee for its beneficiaries as they can choose the Member State offering the best
taxx environment for their investments, and ultimately the market with the best
combinationn of economic opportunity, taxation, and public services. A genuine
internall market, however, must not be distorted by any behaviour of Member States
imposingg obstacles to the fundamental freedoms or distortions to competition. The
behaviourr prohibited by the Treaty regards the granting of special tax incentives
limitedd to certain (foreign-based) taxpayers or to certain (mobile) activities giving rise
too certain (passive) income. This boils down to an inherent prohibition of harmful tax
competitionn in the light of the negative integration these Treaty provisions postulate,
whichh is necessary to prevent serious distortions to the flow of goods, persons, and
capital,, as well as to free competition based on a level playing field for all economic
operatorss in the market.
2.44 Treaty rules on market distortions and tax competition
2.4.11 Treaty structure and main goal of internal market distortions provisions
Thee EC rules on internal market distortions are contained in Arts. 96 and 97 of the
Treatyy as part of the common rules on approximation of laws. These articles envisage
thee prevention or lifting of any serious distortions of the conditions of competition
withinn the internal market created by differences between legislative or administrative
provisionss or practices adopted in two or more Member States.62 The broad goal of
Arts.. 96 and 97 has been pointed out by the E Q in the benchmark Costa v. Enel case:63
"Thiss Article [i.e. Art. 97], placed in the chapter devoted to 'Approximation of Laws',
iss designed to prevent the differences between the legislation of the different nations
withh regard to the objectives of the Treaty from becoming more pronounced. By virtue
off this provision, Member States have limited their freedom of initiative by agreeing
too submit to an appropriate procedure of consultation."
Thiss judgement clearly indicates the difference with the Treaty rules on the
approximationn of laws of Member States contained in Arts. 94 and 95, which lead to
thee adoption of legally binding directives necessary for the establishment and
functioningg of the common market on the basis of unanimity voting in tax matters (see
att 2.2.2). While Arts. 94-95 broadly refer to all legal areas in which approximation of
Memberr States' laws is crucial for the functioning of the common market, which may
611
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nott be better achieved by legislation adopted by Member States pursuant to the
subsidiarityy principle (see at 2.2.2), Arts. 96 and 97 apply only where there is the need
too eliminate a serious distortion in the internal market jeopardising the Treaty
objectives,, meaning that their scope is more limited and thus special as compared to
thee former. There are more substantive and procedural differences between the two
setss of rules, as will be seen below.
Thee Treaty rules on internal market distortions have played an insignificant role in the
historyy and case law of the EC up till now.64 This gives rise to a number of
uncertaintiess on their interpretation and application, which requires a more thorough
analysiss of both substantive and procedural aspects to understand their possible
impactt on (harmful) tax competition. This analysis will be based on the legislative
historyy the EC Treaty (i.e., on the Spaak Report)65 and on legal literature.
Z4.22 Article 96: substantive and procedural requirements
Art.. 96 (1) reads:
"(1)) Where the Commission finds that a difference laid down by law, regulation or
administrativee action in Member States is distorting the conditions of competition in the
Commonn Market and that the resultant distortion needs to be eliminated, it shall consult the
Memberr States concerned. (2) If such consultation does not result in an agreement eliminating
thee distortion in question, the Council shall, on a proposal from the Commission, acting by
qualifiedd majority, issue the necessary directives. The Commission and the Council may take any
otherr appropriate measures provided for in this Treaty."

Threee conditions must be satisfied in order for this provision to apply: (i) a disparity
inn Member States' laws, regulations, or administrative practices, causing (ii) a
distortionn of competition in the internal market, which (iii) the Commission finds that
itt needs to be eliminated.
Thee scope of Art. 96 is quite broad, as it encompasses not only laws but also every
kindd of administrative act or practice enacted by Member States regardless of the form
andd the body issuing them. The rules contained in any of these sources must be
different,, i.e. must lay down a distinct treatment with respect to the same or similar
situationn in other Member States. In other words, disparity is the very feature of Art.
96,, meaning objective or subjective differentiation of treatment of a certain situation
withinn the internal market created by divergent legal and/or adnunistrative rules or
practicess of two or more Member States adopted pursuant to their legal sovereignty.66
Thiss concept is different from the concept of cU^crimination, which refers to a different
treatmentt of the same or similar situations in the legislative or administrative system
withinn one jurisdiction by a single Member State and not justified by acceptable
grounds.677 By contrast, disparity or different treatment of the same or similar situation
withinn the meaning of Art. 96 occurs due to the interaction of different provisions
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implementedd by at least two different Member States and may be the result of several
factors,, such as different policies or divergent economic and/or social goals aimed at
byy them.
Inn the direct tax area, disparities within the meaning of Art. 96 are caused by a
differentt tax treatment laid down by one or a limited group of Member States in their
statutoryy tax system or in special tax regimes with regard to a situation or a taxpayer
subjectt in (the majority or totality of the) to a (more or less) consistent treatment. On
thee other hand, discrimination arises where a domestic tax provision of only one
Memberr State lays down a different tax treatment of the same or similar situations
merelyy on the basis of the residence of taxpayers or of the territory where the income
iss generated.
Thee second condition required for the application of Art. 96 is that the difference in
thee law or administrative practices of two or more Member States give rise to a
'distortion'' of competition in the common market. The concept of distortion is
fundamentall to understand the exact scope of this provision: as neither the
Commissionn nor the EQ have defined this concept within the meaning of Art. 96, it is
necessaryy in its demarcation to resort to the Spaak Report and the interpretation of
legall commentators, as well as to a systematic interpretation of similar Treaty
provisions.. In general, a distortion is considered to occur where a certain measure
adoptedd by public authorities has a significant impact on the allocation of the factors
off production in the internal market.68 The Spaak Report sets out a distinction
betweenn 'global' and 'specific' distortions. The former are based on macroeconomic
criteriaa and arise due to the differences in governments' spending, in tax burdens, in
sociall security charges imposed on firms, and the like. The latter are based on
microeconomicc parameters and are considered to be differences in financial burdens
betweenn different groups of firms within the same country not justified by
correspondingg benefits granted to the other firms and not existing in other Member
States.699 This distinction is further specified by literature with reference to 'generic'
distortionss occurring at the 'meso level' of sectors, regions or categories of the
economy,, which seems to coincide with what the Commission considers specific or
selectivee aids for the purpose of the application of the state aid rules.70 The Spaak
Reportt endorses a narrow interpretation of Art. 96 as encompassing only 'specific'
distortionss under the theory that the generic ones would naturally be averaged at
macroeconomicc level by market forces. However, in practice this Report specifically
indicatess as examples of such distortions caught by Art. 96 differences in costs and
financiall burdens borne by competing firms operating in different Member States,
suchh as direct or indirect taxes, differences in funding of social security, and
differencess in price regulations, implicitly acknowledging that also 'generic'
distortionss fall within its scope.71
«** See Kapteyn, at, at 803 ff.
See also C. Melia, 77K Law of the European Community- A A Commentary on the EC Treaty, Matthew Bender & Co., at
3-576.500 ff. On this point, the author concludes that as Art 96 does not explicitly distinguish between these two
categories,, it may be assumed that both global and specific distortions fall within its scope.
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See Kapteyn, at, at 803 ff. On the selectivity criterion for the state aid rules, see in Chapter 3, at 3.3.1 and 3.63.
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See on this issue Melia, at, $37655, pointing out that the Spaak Report is rather confusing on the interpretation
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877 for the interpretation of the concept of distortion within the meaning of Art 96 by stressing the need to
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Thee need to avoid a narrow interpretation of the concept of distortion is also
supportedd by a systematic interpretation in the light of other Treaty provisions,
namelyy with reference to the interpretation of this concept by the EQ (and the
Commission)) in the light of the Treaty rules on competition and State aid provision
containedd in Art. 87 (see at 2.3.3 and extensively in Chapter 3).72 This is based on the
considerationn that the aims and the ratio legis of the two sets of provisions are the same
andd the scope is very similar, and thus coherence of interpretation is required in these
casess (see at 2.3.5). Based on all the above, it may be concluded that the concept of
distortionn within the meaning of Art. 96 includes both 'global' and 'specific' as well as
'generic'' distortions meeting three criteria: (i) a group of firms in a Member State is
subjectt to higher or lower charges (e.g. taxes, social security contributions, and price
regulations)) as compared to firms of one or more other Member States; (ii) this
differentiationn is not present for other firms in other Member States with respect to the
samee or similar situations; and (iii) there is no compensation by other
counterbalancingg charges in the first Member State.73
Thee third substantive condition laid down in Art. 96 requires the distortion to be of
suchh a significance that "the Commission finds that...needs to be eliminated.'' Once
again,, in the absence of further specification or clarification in the Treaty and in case
law,, given the similar wording of Art. 87 the interpretation of the EQ on this
provisionn may also be used with regard to Art. 96.74 As a result, in order to be relevant
forr the purpose of Art. 96 the distortion must be of a certain significance from both a
quantitativee and a qualitative point of view. As for global distortions, this requirement
impliess an analysis on the effect of the disparity on the actual cross-border flow of
investmentt or goods in the internal market and in general on the detrimental effect to
thee market from a macroeconomic perspective. With regard to the concept of specific
distortions,, the quantitative aspect requires to measure in terms of money or other
economicc indicators the financial advantage conferred on the beneficiary(ies) of these
measuress (i.e. undertakings) as a result of the disparity between the laws or
administrativee practices of the Member States involved.
Thee qualitative aspect means that the policy goal underlying the disparity laid down
inn Member States' legislation and giving rise to a differentiated treatment must be
evaluated.. For this investigation, it may be affirmed that the grounds underlying the
Statee aid exemptions laid down in Art. 87 may be used as relevant criteria (see in
Chapterr 3 at 3.3.2). As a result, a disparity in the laws of Member States leading to a
andd 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 above). Kapteyn, at, at 806, stresses the need not to interpret narrowly the requirement of
distortionn in the absence of other Treaty provisions available to counter 'generic' distortions. This latter view
seemss preferable in the direct tax area, especially as the state aid rules often may not be used against harmful tax
measuress implemented by Member States as they are general provisions and fail to meet the specificity criterion
(seee also in Chapter 3.)
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distortionn of competition in the internal market might not be considered by the
Commissionn detrimental to Treaty objectives and thus caught by Art. 96 where it
couldd be justified on the basis of the need to favour the economic development or
boostt the employment in depressed areas of the Member State(s) involved. 75 Lastly,
onee has to imply from the wording of Art. 96 systematically interpreted with reference
too the state aid rules that the Commission has broad discretionary powers as to
whetherr to resort to the use of this instrument, and if so what type of remedy to seek
Thiss brings us to the procedure envisaged in Art. 96, which is divided in two stages.
Thee first stage starts on the initiative of the Commission, which must consult the
Memberr State(s) concerned where it finds that the substantive conditions for the
applicationn of Art. 96 are fulfilled. Such consultation is made by way of an exchange
off letters a n d / o r informal meetings between representatives of both Commission and
Memberr State concerned. In case an agreement is reached on how to eliminate the
markett distortion, there will be no need to undertake stage two of the procedure. If
consensuss on the elimination of the distortion is not found, the Commission resorts to
thee second stage: Art. 96 provides for the possibility to propose a directive to eliminate
thee distortion in question, which may be approved by the Council according to the
qualifiedd majority rule. The practical consequence is that the majority of Member
Statess are able to vote out another Member State's distortive (tax) policy by issuing a
legallyy binding directive towards such Member State. It is also possible, however, that
thee directive addresses more than one Member State in order to make them align their
nationall policies in such a way that the distortion is lifted. In the event Üiat the
Councill is not ready to vote the directive as proposed by the Commission, it may
makee changes and draft a new text provided unanimity is reached on this as required
byy Art. 250 of the Treaty. Alternatively, should the Council require the Commission to
amendd the text of the original directive proposed, it may do so by sticking with the
qualifiedd majority rule, which will then be used to approve the final text as amended
byy the Commission. 76 Lastly, it is worth noting that Art. 96 provides that the
Commissionn and the Council may decide to resort to any alternative instruments laid
downn in the Treaty, such as non-legally binding acts (e.g. recommendations),
dependingg on what they feel is the most appropriate to achieve the elimination of the
distortionn in question.
2.4.33 Article 97 of the EC Treaty
Thee substantive requirements for the application of Art. 97 are the same as those
underr Art. 96, as it follows from its wording: "Where there is reason to fear that the
adoptionn or amendment of a provision laid down by law, regulation or administrative
actionn may cause distortion within the meaning of Article 96..." The explanations and
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remarkss made with respect to Art. 96 are therefore also valid with respect to this
provision. .
Thee main difference between them lies in their procedural rules. Under Art. 97, the
initiativee for the consultation procedure with the Commission is to be undertaken
directlyy by the Member State concerned rather than by the Commission as required by
Art.. 96. This entails that Art. 97 is meant to prevent a distortion of competition in the
internall market beforehand, whereas Art. 96 is meant to eliminate already existing
distortionss through a contentious procedure on the initiative of the Commission
againstt one or more Member States, possibly through the intervention of the Council.
Inn response to the request for consultation by a Member State, the Commission must
issuee a recommendation on how to amend its legislative or administrative measure in
suchh a way that it is no longer distortive of competition. The effectiveness of Art. 97
dependss on the political responsibility and sensitiveness of the various Member
States,, which ought to be diligent in informing the Commission of any measure
plannedd to be adopted capable of distorting competition within the meaning of Art.
96.. Very seldom has this happened, probably because Member States feel they would
surrenderr their national sovereignty to the Commission should they consult the latter
onn all domestic legislative and administrative acts and practices potentially able to
createe internal market distortions.
Thee duty imposed by Art. 97 should be seen in the light of the duty of loyalty imposed
onn the Member States by Art. 10 of the Treaty (see at 2.2.3), which requires them to cooperatee in the achievement of the Treaty objectives and to abstain from any behaviour
whichh might jeopardise the attainment of such objectives.77 As to the legal nature of
thiss duty of consultation under Art. 97, it is interesting to refer to the ECJ
interpretationn in the Costa v. Enel case (see at 2.4.1): the Court affirmed that this
provisionn does not have direct effect and "does not create individual rights which
nationall courts must protect." The Court also specified that "the Commission is bound
too ensure respect for the provisions of this Article, but this obligation does not give
individualss the right to allege.... failure by the State concerned to fulfil any of its
obligationss or breach of duty on the part of the Commission". From this it may be
impliedd that the remedies for failure by Member States to consult the Commission in
casee of the adoption of potentially distortive measures rest exclusively with the
Commissionn itself, which may initiate the procedure provided for by Art. 96 in this
event.. In other words, it is entirely up to the Commission to respond to any breach by
thee Member States of the duties stemming from Art. 97 juncto Art. 10 of the Treaty.
Onee may wonder why the Commission has failed to do so for so many years.
Probably,, the main reason is that Art. 97 entails a subjective and discretionary
evaluationn of the consequences of the implementation of a certain legislative or
administrativee policy by a Member State as to its potential of creating internal market
distortions.. It is very difficult to establish distortions and even more difficult to
establishh what exactly causes them. Moreover, it is politically dangerous to activate
Art.. 97, because it may lead to the need for the Commission to activate Art. 96, which
mayy in its turn lead to the adoption of directives under qualified majority voting even
inn such areas in which Member States enjoy sovereignty as direct taxation. On the
otherr hand, in case of failure to reach adoption of a measure via the procedure under
777 See Melia, at, 3-576.61.
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Art.. 96, this could result in Member States feeling free not to take these provisions too
seriously.. In a nutshell, it may be concluded that Arts. 96 and 97 may be more
effectivee on the shelf than in real action.
2.4.44 Impact on (harmful) tax competition
Ass seen above, Arts. 96 and 97 are also applicable to the direct tax area. Any fiscal
measuree implemented by a Member State of a legal, regulatory or administrative
practicee nature may fall within their scope if:
(i))
it contains a significant differentiation in the fiscal treatment of individual(s)
orr firm(s) as compared to individual(s) or firm(s) of another Member State(s) in
thee same or similar objective situation, and
(ii))
it results in a significant distortion of competition within the internal market
fromm both a qualitative and quantitative point of view, which the Commission
thinkss must be eliminated.
Withh regard to tax competition, the above shows the potentially significant impact of
Arts.. 96 and 97. This is mainly due to the broad scope of these rules, which cover any
disparityy caused by Member States' general tax measures contained in their laws,
regulations,, or administrative practices, including those forming part of their general
(i.e.. 'benchmark') tax system. It follows that both statutory tax provisions and special
taxx incentives fall within the scope of these rules, as long as they lay down a tax
treatmentt different from other Member States' tax treatments of the same or similar
situationss under requirement (i) above.
Thiss requirement leaves mostly intact the tax sovereignty granted by the Treaty to
Memberr States, as only their tax measures providing for a tax treatment blatantly
differentt from that adopted for similar situations by all or most of the other Member
Statess satisfy this requirement. This entails that Member States' rules on the setting of
corporatee tax rates or on the determination of the taxable base are in general not in
breachh of Arts. 96 and 97 and their sovereignty in this respect is safeguarded. This
conclusionn is once again consistent with the underlying theory embedded in the
Treatyy that tax competition is legitimate and desirable in an internal market for its
operators.. However, if a Member State implements a general tax measure significantly
differentt from the corresponding general tax measures in all or most of the other
Memberr States, this could fall within the scope of Arts. 96 and 97. An example would
bee the adoption by only one Member State of a nil or very low corporate tax rate (e.g.
5%)) as opposed to the average statutory corporate tax rate adopted in the other
Memberr States close to 30% (on this, see in Chapter 1, section 1.4.5). However, in these
casess the need to prove all the requirements and the discretionary initiation of
proceedingg by the Commission under Art. 96 suggests that in practice Member States'
taxx sovereignty is not subject to a significant limitation as a result of other Member
States'' different tax measures (and policies) part of the benchmark tax system. As for
specificc tax incentives adopted by only one Member State or a small group of Member
States,, they are a fortiori able to meet this requirement and fall within the scope of
thesee provisions as they clearly lay down special tax treatments for certain taxpayers
a n d / o rr certain situations likely to be significantly different not only from those of
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otherr Member States' tax systems, but also from the treatment laid down under their
ownn general tax system.
Ass for the requirement under (ii), Member State's tax measures laying down a
differentt tax treatment must also cause a serious distortion of competition in the
internall market. Following the interpretation of the Spaak Report and of the ECJ with
regardd to the state aid rules (see at 2.4.2), one may conclude that harmful tax measures
wouldd seem to meet them given their effects on the internal market. By and large,
thesee measures are acknowledged to cause 'global' distortions to the internal market
ass they reduce Member States' corporate tax revenue and correspondingly the quality
andd level of public services. Furthermore, they are potentially able to distort the
allocationn as well as the use of the factors of production (i.e. labour versus capital).
Theyy are also detrimental to the internal market as they may entail tax revenue losses
forr other Member States and may cause higher unemployment. As for 'specific' (and
'generic')) distortions, harmful tax measures usually favour certain firms (e.g. large
multinationall companies) or certain activities (e.g. mobile activities giving rise to
passivee income) vis-a-vis the majority of firms or activities not entitled to the special
taxx treatment provided by them.
Thee last requirement is that the Commission considers it necessary to eliminate the
saidd distortions on the basis of their quantitative and qualitative significance, which
significancee might be difficult to prove. Even if there is consensus about harmful tax
competitionn bringing about substantial losses of tax revenue for other Member States
andd substantial gains for the beneficiaries of the special tax incentives (i.e.
multinationall companies) in terms of lower tax burden as well as possibly increased
unemploymentt in the drained Member States, it is extremely difficult to quantify
thesee effects in monetary terms or in terms of other economic indicators. This problem
iss exacerbated by the difficulty to prove the causal link between (harmful) tax
measuress and these distortions, which are also caused by a number of other structural
factorss and specific factors of the various Member States' economies. A further
obstaclee is the proof of this link where there are more Member States adopting similar
speciall regimes for certain taxpayers or activities, which makes it all the more difficult
too ascertain the distortion and the impact each of them has in this respect. As for the
underlyingg policies pursued by the Member States in enacting (harmful) tax measures
(i.e.. the qualitative aspect), there may be no sound policies other than attracting
mobilee income at the expense of other Member States, which would certainly justify
thee Commission resort to these provisions. The situation, however, would be different
iff their underlying policy would (also or) mainly be to promote the development of a
certainn depressed area or of an underdeveloped sector of the economy, or would be
motivatedd by the need to offset structural handicaps linked to the small size of the
domesticc market. In these cases, the Commission might find it inappropriate or even
contraryy to the Treaty to act on the basis of Arts. 96 and 97, or it may resort to 'softer'
instrumentss to eliminate the distortions such as a recommendation rather than a
legally-bindingg directive approved under qualified majority voting.
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2.4.5.. Potential significance of Articles 96 and 97 against harmful tax competition in
thee future

Despitee the internal market distortions rules might theoretically constitute a powerful
legall tool to counter harmful tax competition, one doubts that they will play a
significantt role in this respect.78 First, the applicability of Arts. 96-97 gives rise to
severall uncertainties as to their scope and the satisfaction of their substantive
requirements.. The concept of disparity involves a comparison of all Member State's
taxx rules or practices, which requires a complicated analysis and a deep
understandingg of all of them. Furthermore, there is an objective difficulty to evaluate
thee serious distortive effects. Lastly, the sensitivity of the direct tax area postulates a
strongg political support by the Commission to challenge harmful tax measures of
Memberr States on the basis of Arts. 96 and 97, especially considering that their
applicabilityy to general tax measures might seriously restrict their sovereignty in this
area.. The fact that these provisions have almost never been used to date constitutes an
additionall disincentive to their use.
However,, recent case law and other developments show that the tide might turn. The
RamondinRamondin case concerned the compatibility with the state aid rules of a tax credit an
taxx holiday available in one of the Basque provinces, which had been declared by a
Commissionn decision.79 One of the arguments put forward by the Basque authorities
wass that the Commission misused its powers conferred by the state aid rules to strike
downn the Basque tax incentives in order to achieve (a certain degree of)
harmonisation,, for which Arts. 96 and 97 should have been used instead. The Court of
Firstt Instance (hereinafter: "CFI") ruled that misuse of power must be proved by
severall objective consistent factors showing that a Community instrument (e.g. a
decisionn under the state aid rules) has been issued with the exclusive or prevalent
purposee to achieve goals other than those for which it is intended. In the absence of
evidencee showing that tax harmonisation occurred as a result of the said Commission
decision,, the CFI rejected the claim of the Basque authorities.80 In the more recent case
onn the Gibraltar offshore regimes for exempt and qualifying companies, also dealing
withh the compatibility of these regimes with the state aid rules, the Gibraltar
authoritiess argued that the Commission should have taken a more equitable approach
byy resorting to Arts. 96 and 97 given the potential dramatic consequences on the
Gibraltarr economy a final decision of incompatibility would mean.81 Also in this case
thee CFI rejected this claim by ruling that "the economic risks caused by the decision ...
cannott of themselves affect the legality of such a decision."
Thee question still remains as to whether the significance of these provisions to tackle
harmfull tax competition will become relevant in the future. This might be the case
especiallyy if the other Treaty provisions and/or the political attempts to solve this
issuee fail to succeed. More specifically, if the harmonisation rules (i.e. Arts. 94-95) are
788
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nott used by the Member States due to the impossibility to find unanimous consensus
forr the adoption of a directive on harmful tax competition, the Commission might
probablyy justify the resort to Art. 96 as the qualified majority rule may lead to the
adoptionn of such a directive. Needless to say, this will only happen if the Commission
iss able to gain the necessary political support, especially by the large Member States.
Thee result might be an effective solution at once and in a legally binding way of the
issuee of harmful tax competition. The Commission might also resort to the use of Arts.
966 and 97 against harmful tax competition in cases in which the other relevant Treaty
provisionss are not applicable. As seen above (at 2.4.4), this might be the case with
regardd to general tax measures not falling into the scope of the State aid rules because
thee 'specificity' criterion is not met, but causing harmful effects for the internal
market.. Lastly, a failure in the implementation of the Code of Conduct (see Chapter 4)
mightt trigger the application of Art. 96. If Member States do not repeal or amend their
harmfull tax measures as envisaged by the Code because of its lack of binding force,
thee Commission might well decide to propose one directive or a number of directives
addressedd to each Member State to be adopted on the basis of qualified majority.82
Chancess that the Commission would win sufficient political support for such
directivee (s) to be approved may not be not so slim, with economic growth slowing
downn Member States getting fed up with each other's competitive measures and
Irelandd dropping its corporate tax rate to 12.5% (see Chapter 3, section 3.5).
Too sum up, the use of Arts. 96 and 97 might become reality sooner than expected. This
iss supported by the awareness of Member States on their potential applicability and
moree equitable consequences to counter harmful tax competition (as compared to the
statee aid rules) emerging from the Ramondin and the Gibraltar offshore regime cases.
Moreover,, the Commission has explicitly made clear in its most recent policy
documentt on the strategy in direct taxation policy for the future years that it will
considerr resorting to these provisions: "It may also be recalled that Article 96 of the
Treatyy provides a legal basis for the Commission to take action to deal with
distortionss of the conditions of competition in the Internal Market, including
proposingg directives, which may be adopted by qualified majority."83 This is even
moree likely after the release of the comprehensive Study on distortions caused by the
differencess in Member States' direct tax systems, which provides some evidence in
thiss respect (see Chapter 1, at 1.4.5)
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2.55 Economic and monetary union (EMU) and tax competition
Z5.11 EMU and direct tax policies of Member States: Basic legal and institutional
framework k
Thee establishment of the Economic and Monetary Union ("EMU") is the second
fundamentall means to achieve the main EU objectives (Art. 2 EC Treaty, see at 2.2.1).
Forr a better understanding of the EMU rules, an historical overview of its progressive
developmentt into the current Treaty provisions is helpful.84 The idea of setting up an
economicc and monetary union by inter alia coordinating Member States' economic
policiess and eventually leading to a single currency in three progressive stages was
formalisedd by the European Council of Madrid in June 1989. The first stage (19901993)) was meant to start bringing the budgetary and economic policies of the Member
Statess closer. During that period, the European Monetary System ("EMS"), based on
limitedd fluctuation bands of the EC countries' currencies against the then European
Currencyy Unit ("ECU"), progressively fell apart due to instability in the international
capitall markets and divergent currency and interest rate policies in the various
Memberr States. The second stage (1994-1998) aimed at preparing the introduction of
thee single currency by forcing Member States to meet strict convergence criteria to
reducee budgetary deficits and inflation rates and to ensure price stability.85 The third
stagee (1999-2002) was needed for the progressive adoption of the single currency in
businesss transactions and finally in day-to-day transactions with replacement of
Memberr States' national currencies by the euro.
Thee key principles of the EMU are specified in Art. 4 of the Treaty:86
"Thee activities of the Member States and the Community shall include ... the adoption of an
economicc policy which is based on the close coordination of Member States' economic
policies,, on the internal market ... conducted in accordance with the principle of an open
markett economy with free competition. (2) ... These activities shall include the irrevocable
fixingg of exchange rates leading to the introduction of a single currency ... and the ...
conductt of a single monetary policy and exchange-rate policy the primary objective of both
off which shall be to maintain price stability and, without prejudice to this objective, to
supportt the general economic policies in the Community. (3) These activities ... shall entail
compliancee with the following guiding principles: stable prices, sound public finances and
monetaryy conditions and a sustainable balance of payments."

Thee wording of Art. 4 clearly summarises the main objectives of the EMU and the
divisionn of competences between the Community and the Member States: a single
MM
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monetaryy policy is pursued at EU level and a coordinated economic (and budgetary)
policyy at Member States' level, with the supervision by the EU institutions.87 The
introductionn of the single currency in twelve Member States so far meant the
confermentt of monetary policy associated with the euro on a central body performing
thee same tasks previously performed by the national central banks (or by
governments),, i.e. the European Central Bank (hereinafter: "ECB").88 The ECB is
whollyy independent of the Member States' political power and national central banks
ass well as of the other EU institutions and has the power to issue legally binding acts
(i.e.. regulations and decisions) in the areas of its competence (see especially Art. 110
off the Treaty). The monetary policy, which affects the money supply and the
monetaryy relationship with non-EMU countries, must pursue the fundamental
objectivee of price stability.89 The policy tools available to the ECB for this purpose are
thee setting of interest rates, the setting of foreign exchange rates with third countries,
thee management of official money reserves, and the issue of banknotes in the Member
Statess (see Arts. 105,106 and 111 of the Treaty).
Thee economic policy of EMU States must be closely coordinated so as to be consistent
withh the ECB monetary policy in order to ensure price stability. This is explicitly
confirmedd in Arts. 98 and 99 of the Treaty, which also provide for a mechanism of
controll of Member States' domestic economic policies by the Commission and the
Council.. In particular, the Council adopts broad economic policy guidelines
(hereinafter:: "BEPG") on the basis of a proposal by the Commission containing
recommendationss on the long-term EMU common economic policy objectives. The
Councill must closely monitor the economic policies of the EMU countries and their
consistencyy with the BEPG on the basis of regular reports submitted by the
Commission.. To this end, Member States must provide the Commission with the
necessaryy information and developments on their domestic economic policies. This
mechanismm is also meant to ensure a peer review of each EMU State on its fellow
States'' economic policies. In the event that EMU States' economic policies do not
complyy with the BEPG, the Council has the power to issue recommendations to the
non-compliantt State(s) adopted under Art. 99 (4) of the Treaty by qualified majority.
Theree is another constraint to Member States' economic policies deriving from the
Treatyy EMU provisions. These require budgetary discipline and sound public
financess as a result of the so-called "Stability and Growth Pact", adopted with a view
too ensure price stability and economic growth in the EMU countries.90 Under the Pact,
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Memberr States' budgetary rigor is deemed to be respected provided their public
deficitt does not exceed 3% of GDP and their public debt does not exceed 60% of GDP
(seee Art. 104 (1), (2), and (6) of the Treaty). Furthermore, Member States are required
too progressively reduce their deficit and achieve a balanced (or positive) budget over
thee next few years. If the thresholds set out in the Pact are exceeded or the EMU
States'' economic policies are likely to undermine compliance with them, the
Commissionn initiates the so-called "excessive deficit procedure" by submitting to the
Councill a report with an early warning for the Member State(s) concerned. 91 After
consultationss with this Member State(s), the Council may issue a recommendation to
takee appropriate measures to reduce its deficit on the basis of qualified majority
voting.. In case of persistent failure of the Member State(s) concerned to comply with
thiss recommendation, the Council may impose a number of sanctions, including a
non-interestt bearing deposit equal to u p to 0.5% of its GDP or of appropriate fines
(seee Art. 104 (11) of the Treaty).
Whatt is the impact of the EMU rules on direct tax policies of EMU Member States?
Potentially,, it may be relevant. 92 One has to consider that direct taxation is a major
elementt of the economic (and budgetary) policy of each country, as it is a
fundamentall means of securing tax revenue needed to finance government spending
forr public services and infrastructures. The Treaty rules clearly acknowledge as a
matterr of principle the priority of monetary policy and of price stability over EMU
States'' economic policies, including their direct tax policies. This implies that in
shapingg their tax policies, EMU countries must take into account this objective and
designn them consistently with it. The powers conferred on the EU institutions to
ensuree compliance with the EMU provisions are relevant, as they are crucial for the
strengthh of the single currency and ultimately the functioning of the internal market
andd its competitiveness at international level.
2.5.22 The case of the Irish 2001 Budget
AA recent case concerning the Irish 2001 budget shows the potential impact the Treaty
EMUU provisions might have on (harmful) tax competition in the EU. The Council of
Economicc and Finance Ministers (hereinafter: "Ecofin") addressed to Ireland a
recommendationn to reprimand the 2001 Budget on the basis of Art. 99(4) of the
Treaty,, which states:
"Wheree it is established ... that the economic policies of a Member State are not consistent
withh the broad guidelines referred to in paragraph 2 or that they risk jeopardising the proper
functioningg of economic and monetary union, the Council may, acting by a qualified majority
onn a recommendation from the Commission, make the necessary recommendations to the
Memberr State concerned."
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Thiss procedure consists of two stages. In the first stage, the Commission warns the
(Ecofin)) Council that a Member State's economic (i.e. budgetary) policy is either
inconsistentt with the broad economic policy guidelines ("BEPG", see at 2.5.1) issued
byy the Council under Art. 99(2), or threatens the smooth functioning of the EMU,
becausee they undermine the objective of price stability. In these cases, the
Commissionn issues a recommendation as a result of its constant monitoring of EU
countries'' budgetary policies in the context of Art. 99(3). The second step of the Art.
99(4)) procedure provides that the Ecofin may issue a recommendation based on the
Commissionn recommendation under qualified majority voting. Such
recommendationn is directed to a specific Member State and must indicate the reasons
forr considering its budgetary policy non-compliant with the BEPG or threatening the
functioningg of the EMU.
Inn the Irish case, after receiving the proposed Irish 2001 Budget the Commission
foundd it inconsistent with the BEPG issued by the European Council in Feira in June
20000 and issued a recommendation to that effect. Endorsing the Commission opinion,
thee Council recommended to Ireland to amend its budget so as to make it consistent
withh the BEPG.93 Apparently, Ireland disagreed with the Council's position as it
consideredd its 2001 budget consistent with both the BEPG and the Irish Stability
Programm 2001-2003. In a nutshell, the Ecofin was concerned that the expansionary
budgetaryy policy adopted by Ireland mainly through direct (and indirect) tax cuts
couldd have a significantly adverse impact on the price stability in the euro zone.
Accordingg to the Ecofin, the planned Irish tax measures could have spurred demand
andd consumption in an already overheating economy, which would likely have
increasedd the already high Irish inflation as compared to the EU average inflation. By
contrast,, Irish officials claimed that these fears were unjustified because Ireland is a
smalll economy whose influence on the euro zone economy and on the average
inflationn is limited. Moreover, they maintained that the Irish budgetary policy was
wellwell tailored to the Irish economic situation and that the fellow EMU States were
enviouss about the excellent condition of the Irish economy. Lastly, Ireland stressed
thatt budgetary (and direct tax) policy is a matter for the various countries, which
enjoyy sovereignty in this respect despite EMU membership.
Afterr the first reluctant reaction to take appropriate measures in compliance with the
Councill recommendation, the Irish government did so by limiting expenditure
throughh spending cuts and (partially) withdrawing direct tax incentives. In
particular,, in the 2002 budget the Irish government decided to raise some indirect
taxess and to postpone the direct tax cuts previously announced mainly because of the
changee of the Irish economic situation, experiencing rising unemployment, reduction
inn demand, and low inflation concerns as compared to the florid economic situation
inn the year 2000. This move by the Irish authorities resulted in a subsequent positive
decisionn by the Council on the compliance with its previous recommendation.94
Regardlesss of the outcome of the Irish 2001 budget case and the fact that Ireland
amendedd it as it was forced by the unexpected circumstances relating to the Irish
»» See the 2329th Ecofin Council meeting Nr: 5696/01 (presse 35), Brussels, 12 February 2001, available on the
Councill WebSite at http://ue.eu.int/Newsroom.
944
See the 2382nd Ecofin Council conclusions on Ireland's compliance with the Recommendation of 12 February 2001 with
aa view to ending the inconsistency with the broad guidelines of economic policy, Brussels, 6/11/2001, available on the
Councill web site at http://ue.eu.int/Newsroom.
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economyy and the effects of a global economic recession, this case clearly shows that
thee EMU rules do constitute another constraint to Member States' direct tax policy
andd may be an additional tool to counter harmful tax competition.
2.5.33 Application of EMU provisions as an additional tool against harmful tax
competition? ?
Thee considerations on the Irish case as well as other recent developments in the
applicationn of the EMU provisions Member States95 highlight the impact they might
havee on harmful tax competition in the EU. The strict approach of the EU institutions
andd the sanctions allowed under the Treaty against Member States suggest that this
mightt prove a powerful tool also for this purpose. For its use, a direct link between a
preferentiall harmful tax regime enacted by a Member State and its potential negative
impactt on the common EMU objective of price stability is needed. In the absence of
additionall requirements for the applicability of the EMU provisions, the EU
institutionss might resort to their use in direct tax matters where the other Treaty
provisionss are inapplicable (e.g. the specificity requirement is not met for the
applicationn of State aid rules, see Chapter 3, at 3.3.1 and 3.6.3) or ineffective (e.g. lack
off sufficient political support for the application of the internal market distortions
rules,, see section 2.4).
Ann example may better clarify this point. Ireland is due to introduce in 2003 its new
corporatee tax system relying on a 12.5% rate on trading income and 25% rate on nontradingg income, which complies with the (fiscal) state aid rules (see Chapter 3, section
3.5).. This new system will likely have a significant impact on the Irish budget and
mayy ultimately lead to an expansionary policy potentially undermining price stability
orr to an excessive public deficit if the (likely) reduction in Irish corporate tax revenue
iss not offset by an increase in other taxes or by corresponding spending cuts. If the
Councill (with the Commission's support) feared that this direct tax policy may cause
eitherr effect, it could address to Ireland a recommendation on the basis of Art. 99 (4)
(seee at 2.5.2), or it could initiate an 'excessive deficit procedure' on the basis of Art.
1044 of the Treaty that could lead to the imposition of harsh (see at 2.5.1).96
Onee may draw more general conclusions from this example. In the relationship
betweenn monetary and fiscal policy, the EU model has endorsed the 'convertibility
principle',, under which the former prevails over the latter.97 This is another unique
peculiarityy of the EU institutional structure, relying on monetary policy dictated by
ann independent central body as the ECB and at the same time on a coordinated
955

The recent developments on an early warning addressed to Germany and Portugal by the Commission under
thee excessive budget deficit procedure (see at 2.5.1), despite not being subsequently formalised by a
recommendationn of the Ecofin Council due to the exceptional economic circumstances in both countries, further
confirmss the strict surveillance in the application of the EMU provisions and suggests that the Ecofin, with the
supportt of the Commission, will stand up for their application even against the most powerful EMU countries: see
2407** Ecofin Council meeting, 6108/02 (Presse 28), Brussels 12/2/2002, available at http://ue.eu.int/Newsroom.
9696
The same conclusions would be true with regard to the tax cuts the Irish government is planning with regard to
individuall income taxation, which would also show the relevance of the EMU rules in the direct tax area.
977
See M. D. Bordo and L. Jonung, A return to the convertibility principle? Monetary and fiscal regimes in historical
perspective.perspective. The international evidence, Economic Paper No. 159, September 2001, European Commission, Brusse
availablee at http://europa.eu.int/comm/economy_finance.
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economicc policy and on direct fiscal policy expression of Member States' sovereignty
framedd by governments politically accountable to the electorate.98 The key goal
pursuedd by monetary policy to ensure the credibility and strength of the single
currencyy is price stability. This goal entails constraints to the economic and fiscal
policiess of EMU States, which are not free in the pursuit of opposite economic policies
suchh as those aimed at full employment. These policies rely on expansionary
measuress possibly leading to inflation a n d / o r budget deficits possibly exceeding the
parameterss of the Growth and Stability Pact." The EU institutions, and in particular
thee ECB as well as the (Ecofin) Council and the Commission, have broad powers to
limitt the economic policy sovereignty of EMU States and their (harmful) direct tax
measuress likely to undermine the said fundamental EMU objectives. Even as research
showss the effectiveness of the model based on the convertibility principle to achieve
soundd monetary and economic policy,100 one may not ignore that the ramifications
andd constraints for the direct tax policy area are potentially able to take away a large
chunkk of Member States' sovereignty. From a tax competition perspective, this is
desirablee if it serves as a means against harmful tax competition, but it would not be
ass desirable were the broad powers conferred on EU institutions used to limit EMU
states'' sovereignty giving rise to good tax competition. 101
2.66 Conclusion
Thee EC Treaty does not contain any explicit provision dealing with tax competition,
norr more in general with direct taxation. This does not impede to identify a consistent
EUU legal framework affecting tax competition both in its desirable and its harmful
form,, by putting together a number of provisions scattered throughout the Treaty
(andd their interpretation by the European Court of Justice). The economic rationale
underlyingg these provisions is also relevant in the assessment of this framework and
itss applicability to the tax competition area.
Byy and large, the Treaty leaves it up to Member States to design their tax systems
pursuantt to their sovereignty and autonomy as expression of the fundamental
principlee 'no taxation without representation.' Within the logic of the establishment of
aa common market, it is desirable that Member States compete with their tax systems
soo that there is a wide choice for EU citizens and economic operators as to the most
suitablee tax system for them and their investments, and more in general as to the most
988

See on this Vanistendael, at, at 75, and his proposal for institutional changes at 78-79.
It is worth noting that exceptional circumstances (e.g. severe economic recessions or wartime) may constitute
validd reasons for EMU States not to comply with the strict EMU parameters with the consent of the Council (and
thee Commission): see Art. 100 of the Treaty.
1000
See Bordo and Jonung, cit., whose study illustrates the convertibility principle and the influence between
monetaryy and fiscal policy in a period of 115 years and concludes that this principle should be able to ensure the
objectivee of price stability, especially if fiscal policies are consistent with EMU policy.
1011
It is worth noting that the parameters contained in the Stability and Growth Pact are currently under
discussionss at EU level as some Member States feel they are too strict and pose a significant constraint on their
(expansionary)) direct tax policies relying mainly on reductions of tax rates. In this respect, during the European
Councill of Seville of 21-22 June 2002 the representatives of Member States agreed to grant more time to France to
bringg its budget into balance according to the Pact. The same is true with regard to Italy, Germany, and Portugal,
whichh will also have difficulties to comply with the Pact and will likewise have additional time to reach parity in
theirr budgets. This shows once again the issues linked to the 'convertibility principle' adopted at EU level, given
thatt tax policy is the last significant tool in the hands of Member States to attract investment and give a stimulus to
thee economy during a recession.
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appealingg 'offer* of tax burden and public services offered by the various Member
States.. In short, tax competition is the norm.
However,, in a common market the said choices should not be distorted or should be
distortedd as little as possible by direct tax considerations, since the whole idea behind
itt is to achieve the most optimal allocation of resources and factors of production as
welll as ensure a system of free competition and a level playing field for undertakings.
Too this end, the Treaty imposes a number of limits to safeguard its main objectives
thatt also affect the direct tax area, entailing that tax competition is not unrestricted
withinn the Union. In particular, Member States' tax measures must not breach the
ruless contained in the Treaty and the common policies falling within the areas of EU
competence,, nor must they jeopardise the attainment of the fundamental Treaty
objectives.. Excessive (i.e. harmful) tax competition is deemed to occur where Member
States'' tax provisions are likely to undermine the establishment of a common market
andd an economic and monetary union to promote economic development and growth,
aa high level of competitiveness, employment and social protection, and a high
standardd of living and quality of life. In other words, excessive tax competition brings
aboutt distortions to the level playing field and thus to competition, decreased
(corporate)) tax revenue and thus budget deficits and/or reduced level of public
services,, higher unemployment, and misallocation of resources and factors of
production. .
Inn order to limit excessive (i.e. harmful) tax competition and reduce the said
consequences,, the Treaty provides a number of instruments. First, there is the
possibilityy for Member States to harmonise by way of directives (only) those aspects of
theirr direct tax systems leading to harrnful tax competition, which would still leave
intactt most of their tax sovereignty and would respect the subsidiarity principle.
Second,, the Commission may use the State aid rules to counter Member States' special
taxx incentives by declaring their incompatibility with the Treaty (see also in Chapter
3).. Third, the internal market provisions provide for a mechanism leading to the
adoptionn of directives under qualified majority or any other (soft-law) instrument to
counterr harmful tax measures, which might be resorted to where no unanimous
consensuss is reached for the adoption of a directive under Art. 94 or where the State
aidd rules are not applicable, for instance because the specificity condition is not met.
Fourth,, the Treaty allows to fight harmful tax measures undermining price stability in
thee euro zone or causing serious budget deficits for EMU countries through the EMU
provisions,, which rely on a cooperation between the (Ecofin) Council and the
Commissionn and provide sufficient legal remedies and sanctions to ensure compliance
withh the fundamental EMU objectives.
Inn the light of the above, one final question arises: is this legal framework adequate
andd effective to counter harmful tax competition while at the same time promoting
desirablee tax competition in the EU? In practice, each set of rules has some flaws for
thiss purpose, as the experience of these years has also shown:
The Treaty harmonisation rules are practically ineffective as they require
unanimouss consensus between Member States for the adoption of directives,
whichh is close to impossible to reach in the harmful tax competition area given
thee different interests of Member States, the differences between big and small
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economies,, and ultimately the reasons linked to the theories of the prisoner's
dilemmaa and the assurance game (see in Chapter 1, especially at 1.2.5);
The Treaty State aid rules are an effective means against Member States' special
(harmful)) tax incentives, but their scope is rather limited and their applicability
mayy be avoided by Member States, and moreover they can lead to harsh
consequencess for both Member States and companies (see in Chapter 3);
The Treaty internal market distortion rules have (almost) never been used due to
thee substantive requirements for their application and the difficulty for the
Commissionn to build political support for their use, especially in the direct tax
areaa in which Member States enjoy sovereignty;
The Treaty EMU provisions are difficult to use against (harmful) tax measures as
theyy are limited to EMU countries, require sufficient evidence that such tax
measuress undermine price stability and/or cause excessive budget deficits, and
applyy in the broader economic policy area in which Member States also enjoy
sovereigntyy as a matter of principle.
Too sum up, the Treaty provides sufficient instruments to counter harmful tax
competitionn in the EU, but in practice they prove either inadequate or ineffective for
thiss purpose.
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CHAPTERR 3 - EC STATE AID RULES AND MEMBER STATES' (HARMFUL) TAX
COMPETITIVEE MEASURES

3.11 Introduction
Thiss chapter focuses on the EC Treaty provisions on state aid and their application to
thee area of direct taxation.1 As emphasised above (see Chapter 2, especially at 2.3.4
andd 2.3.5), these provisions are fundamental for the correct functioning of a common
markett without distortions of competition caused by Member States' behaviour in the
formm of selective aid to certain market agents or to certain sectors of the economy.
Givenn the broad powers conferred on the Commission in case of their breach, the
statee aid rules constitute the most effective legal tool against harmful tax competition.
Ass the majority of Member States' tax incentives are caught by these rules,2 it is
importantt to analyse them at length as compared to the other Treaty provisions
potentiallyy applicable in this area (see in Chapter 2), also in the light of the recent
initiativess undertaken by the Commission and its large scale investigation initiated in
20011 with regard on a number of such (harmful) tax incentives.
Thee analysis of the Treaty state aid rules as applicable in the direct tax area is no easy
task.. The main reason is that direct tax policy pursues a number of fundamental
objectives,, economic as well as social, which in some cases justify certain (special) tax
measuress even if in principle they do fall within their scope. This causes several
interpretativee issues in this respect and also explains why adopting a common
approachh to deal with harmful tax competition based on other Treaty provisions (e.g.
Arts.. 94 and 95(2) or Art. 96, see in Chapter 2) would be preferable to the piecemeal
approachh currently adopted by the Commission, which, although based on the
systematicc application of these rules to the various (harmful) tax incentives offered by
Memberr States, may also lead to inconsistent treatment and ultimately to undesirable
results. .
Thiss chapter first clarifies the concept of state aid and its significance in the EU by
referencee to the latest available data and policy trends in this area. A general analysis
off the EC Treaty provisions on state aid follows, with regard to both their substantive
andd procedural aspects.3 It then specifically deals with fiscal state aid, referring to
relevantt Commission decisions and ECJ case law. The second part of the chapter will
focuss on the more recent developments on the application of the (fiscal) state aid rules
11

This chapter is based on my paper EC State aid rules and tax incentives: A U-turn in Commission Policy?, published
inn 38 European Taxation, 8/1999, p. 295 (Part I) and 38 European Taxation, 9/1999, p. 343 (Part II).
22
See, in general on this point, the article by the EU Competition Commissioner (and formerly the Commissioner
off the Internal Market involved in the approval of the Code of Conduct, see Chapter 1 at 1.4.3 and Chapter 4,
Sectionn 4.2) M. Monti, How state aid affects tax competition, EC Tax Review, 4/1999, p. 208.
33
Please note that the analysis in this chapter is limited to the EC Treaty and does not cover the impact of other
legall rules such as those laid down by the World Trade Organisation's GATT (i.e. General Agreement on Trade
andd Tariffs), GATS (i.e. General Agreement on Trade and Services), and TRIPS (i.e. Agreement on Trade Related
Aspectss of Intellectual Property Rights), which are outside the scope of this research. For an analysis of state aid in
thee EU in the light of these provisions, see e.g. R. H. C. Luja, WTO agreements versus the ECfiscalaid regime: Impact
onon direct taxation, 27 Intertax, 6-7/1999, p. 207; R. H. C. Luja, Anti-tax-avoidance rules and fiscal trade incentives, 28
Interfax,, 6-7/2000, p. 226; R. S. Avi-Yonah, Tax, trade, and harmful tax competition: Reflections on the FSC controversy,
Worldwidee Tax Daily, 2000, 29/11/2000, 243-18.
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againstt harmful tax competition, starting with the Irish corporation tax case, followed
byy the "Notice on the application of the state aid rules to measures relating to direct
businesss taxation" (hereinafter: "Notice" or "Notice on fiscal state aid")4 and the
Guideliness on national regional aid (hereinafter: "Guidelines" or "Guidelines on
nationall regional aid")5 released by the Commission in 1998, and concluding with the
Commissionn 2001 large scale investigation targeting Member Sates' potentially
harmfull tax regimes. The final synthesis contains some closing comments on the
Commissionn effort, as well as a critical outline of the main principles of fiscal state aid
inferredd from its practice and documents and from the ECJ case law and their
appropriatenesss in the fight against harmful tax competition.
3.22 What is State aid?
3.Z11 Overview of the concept of state aid within the EU
Inn short, state aid within the meaning of EC law encompasses any transfer of public
resourcess from the government to a specific recipient or to several recipients. This
definitionn implies: (i) a cost or a loss of public funds to the government granting the
aid,, and (ii) a corresponding accrual of wealth to its recipient(s). One might wonder
whyy state aid matters and why EU institutions need to monitor it. As already
mentionedd (see Chapter 2, at 2.3.4 and 2.3.5), the main reason is that aids granted by
governmentss affect the forces of free competition inherent to open markets because
thee firms, sectors, or regions benefiting from them are put in a comparative
advantagee with respect to those not benefiting from them.
However,, from an EU perspective a distinction also needs to be drawn between state
aidss which distort trade and competition but nonetheless have an underlying
desirablee justification from an economic and/or a social point of view and those
whichh lack such a characteristic. More specifically, aids granted to firms that invest in
aa particularly depressed area of the country granting them may be considered
acceptablee because the harm to the interplay of free competition is fully offset by the
benefitss brought about by them, namely the likely development of the area
concerned,, which is one of the EU fundamental objectives. The same goes for an aid
grantedd to a big firm in financial difficulty, because the need to preserve employment
mayy be important enough to justify the distortion of competition caused to the
detrimentt of the other firms involved in the same business. The situation is different,
however,, where the aid granted in a depressed area is not linked to its handicaps and
unlikelyy to boos development or employment therein, or in the latter example where
thee aid to the same big firm is not accompanied by a viable plan of financial
restructuringg and by reasonable deadlines to implement it so as to restore free
competitionn as soon as possible. In these cases, aid must be considered undesirable
forr the internal market as well as arbitrary, because State funds are likely to bring
aboutt misallocation of economic resources and distortion of competition without a
counterbalancingg interest deserving to be pursued at EU level.
44

The Notice was released on 11 November 1998 and was published in OJ C 384 of 10 December 1998, at 3. For a
thoroughh explanation of the Notice, see in Section 3.6.
55
The Guidelines were published in the OJ C 74 of 10 March 1998, at 9, are effective as from 1 January 2000. For a
thoroughh explanation of the Notice, see at 3.7.2.
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Thee issue of state aid has been assuming an increasing importance in the EU over the
yearss along with the increasing liberalisation of the common market: the more
integratedd the European economy and the less the alternative policy instruments
availablee to the Member States to protect their domestic economy (i.e. mechanisms
linkedd to exchange and interest rates), the more important a balanced control the
grantingg of state aids becomes in order to preserve undistorted competition in the
internall market. This is even more true in the direct tax area, which is the last
effectivee policy tool likely to have a significant impact on the behaviour of the
internall market actors (see Chapter 1, especially sections 1.1 and 1.2).
AA key year in the history of state aid within the European Union is 1985, when the
Commissionn pointed out the necessity of categorising the different kinds of aid
systematicallyy and of using an effective method to quantify the amounts of aid
grantedd by Member States.6 The reason behind this need was the sharp increase of
statee aids in the previous decade and of disputes and cases brought before the Court
off Justice. As a result, the Commission periodically started publishing analytical
SurveysSurveys on State Aid containing extensive data on the aids granted by Member States
inn the different sectors of the economy broken down into categories based on their
form,, objective and beneficiaries.7 Another fundamental publication (also) dealing
withh state aid are the Reports on Competition Policy, released every year by the
Commissionn and containing the main policy and legislative developments (also) in
statee aid matters, with references to most important ECJ cases.8
3.2.22 Categorisation of state aids by form
Statee aid involves financial support granted by a government to a certain sector,
enterprisee or region through a direct or indirect transfer of resources. The practical
mechanismss to which governments resort for this purpose may vary as there are
countlesss forms available to them (see also Chapter 1, at 1.1.2). The ultimate choice
dependss mainly on their political and procedural expediency as well as on their
perceivedd effectiveness. In this regard, a chief distinction is the one between aids
accordedd through subsidies and aids granted through tax expenditures. In short, the
formerr are grants and awards directly transferred to the beneficiary(ies): they are
includedd in the annual budget approved by a country's parliament and thus are
transparentt and quantified (or quantifiable) in advance. The latter consist of a
reductionn of the tax burden achieved by way of special tax rules that deviate from a
country'ss general tax system: they are often implemented directly by governments
andd are therefore non-transparent and not easily quantifiable. With regard to the
concretee forms of state aid, as it would be impossible to describe or even mention all
66

See the Commission's White Paper on the Completion of the Internal Market, Brussels - - Luxembourg, 1985.
The Commission Surveys on State Aid Aid in the European Union constitute the richest and most comprehensive source
off information in this area and are often relied on and referred to throughout this chapter. The first Survey was
releasedd in 1988 and covered the period 1981-1986, and has been updated every two years since. The latest survey
releasedd by the Commission is the Ninth Survey on State Aid Aid in the European Union, COM (2001) 403 final, Brussels,
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The two most recent annual reports are the XXXIst Report on Competition Policy, 2001, SEC (2002) 462 final,
Brusselss 2002, and the XXXth Report on Competition Policy, 2000, SEC (2001) 694 final, European Commission,
Officee for Official Publications of the European Communities, Brussels 2001.
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off them it is convenient to group the similar ones together according to objective
parameters.. For this purpose, the categorisation used by the EU Commission in its
annuall Surveys on State Aid seems the most appropriate and will be followed. Four
broadd categories of aid have been singled out, mainly based on the distinction
betweenn subsidies and tax expenditures.
Thee first category, broken down in two subcategories, contains: a) direct grants
awardedd by the government, which are included either in the budgetary law or in the
sociall security legislation of that country; b) a number of tax incentives and other
formss of relief granted via the tax system. Examples of measures falling into this
categoryy are interest subsidies, reductions in social security charges relating to new
employmentt schemes or R&D activities (subcategory a)), and exemptions and tax
creditss (subcategory b)). The distortive element of state aids of this type, which results
inn strengthening the financial position of the recipient firms as compared to their
competitors,, is self-evident and needs not be commented on further.
Thee second group of state aid measures concerns state-owned companies, which
receivee capital injections in the form of equity participation by the government
necessaryy to undertake a certain investment or to cover losses incurred in their
businesss activity. It is often difficult to distinguish between legitimate injections
grantedd pursuant to an independent economic decision taken by the government and
supportivee measures lacking a genuine economic basis and whose main effect is an
unfairr distortion of normal competition conditions. The criterion used by the
Commissionn for this assessment is the so-called "private investor principle." This
requiress a comparison of the governmental decision with the behaviour of a private
investorr in the same (or similar) situation: if the latter would have undertaken that
samee investment by acquiring an equity participation on the same conditions, then
thee measure adopted is not deemed to constitute state aid, and vice versa.9
Thee third category of state aid measures is also broken down into two subcategories.
Thee first regards so-called 'soft' loans, i.e. loans granted at an interest rate lower than
thee market rate, and 'participatory' loans, whose favourable terms can be agreed
uponn in several ways between the beneficiary and a State, such as flexible repayment
scheduless or advances repayable only in case of positive results of the underlying
businesss activity financed. The distortion in these cases Hes in the low cost of
borrowingg enjoyed by the recipients as compared to the higher market cost borne by
competingg enterprises to finance their investments. The second subcategory
encompassess various forms of tax deferral, which may be granted through several tax
provisionss concerning for instance the formation of tax-free provisions, accelerated
depreciation,, deferment of payments of taxes due and the like. In this case, the
competitivee advantage enjoyed by the benefited firms is the postponement to a later
fiscall year of their tax liability, which leads to higher after-tax investment returns in
termss of net present value.
Thee last group of aid measures includes State guarantees in favour of certain
enterprises.. Such guarantees may be provided either through transfer of grants
directlyy to the recipients or through a commitment to repaying the underlying debt in
99

See Commission Communication on the ApjAkation of Articles 92 and 93 of the EEC Treaty and of Art. 5 of
CommissionCommission Directive 80723EEC to public undertakings in the manufacturing sector, OJ C 307 of 13/11/1993, at
Commissionn Directive 93/84/EEC of 30/9/1993, OJ L 254 of 12/10/1993.
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casee of their failure to do so. This form of aid is characterised by a low degree of
transparencyy and is used mostly to help the rescue or restructuring of enterprises in
financiall distress. In these instances there is a need to balance the conflicting interests
off preserving the free interplay of competition between favoured and non-favoured
enterprises,, on the one hand, and of trying to rescue companies with a high number
off employees and an important influence on the economy of a certain country or a
certainn area, on the other hand, which the Commission has tried to balance in specific
documentss issued in this respect.10
3.2.33 Categorisation of state aids by objective
Thee categorisation of state aids by objective is meant to group together the various
formss of aid based on their goals and is fundamental not only from a theoretical point
off view, but also from a legal point of view, as will be seen below in this chapter (see
sectionn 3.3). Once again, the Commission's classification laid down in its Surveys on
StateState Aid in the EU will be relied upon for this purpose,
AA first category is referred to as 'sectoral' aid and encompasses measures adopted by
Memberr States for the purpose of stimulating investments or helping the
developmentt or the restructuring of certain sectors of the economy. Their main
featuree is that they are usually available for all of the enterprises engaged in the aided
sector.. Consequently, this kind of aid does not distort free competition within the
sectorr concerned, but does affect competition between companies engaged in the
benefitedd sector and those engaged in other sectors of the economy. Examples of
sectorall aid are favourable measures granted to the agricultural, fishing, shipbuilding,
coal,, steel, transport, forestry, textile, synthetic fibres and motor vehicle sectors.11
AA second category is constituted by 'horizontal' aid, whose object is to pursue specific
goalss of domestic and/or international policy. The chief characteristic of this aid is
thatt it is available to all the enterprises with respect to a certain function of their
businesss activity and is meant to stimulate certain activities regardless of the line of
businesss the aided firms are engaged in. For instance, aids granted to boost
employment,, R&D activities, environmental protection and energy savings in
productionn processes fall into this category.12 The threat to the normal interplay of
freee competition lies in that some enterprises may be able to take advantage of these
measuress more than their competitors because their activity relies to a larger extent
onn the aided business function. Examples are R&D incentive schemes, which benefit
mainlyy the pharmaceutical industry, or companies engaged in the manufacture of
innovativee products and/or in the provision of highly specialised services. The same
goess for employment incentives, which are likely to wind up favouring companies
relyingg mostly on the labour factor in their economic activity, whereas capitalintensivee companies may not be able to exploit the aid to the same extent.
100

See e.g. Commission Guidelines on State aid for rescuing and restructuring firms in difficulty, OJ C 368 of
23/12/19944 and the Communication concerning extension of the guidelines, OJ C 74 of 10/3/1998.
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The Commission has published several documents on sectoral aid. For their most recent version, see the
Commissionn Competition web site: http://europa.eu.int/comm/dg04/lawaid/aid3.htm. See also European
Commission,, Competition law in the European Communities, Volume II A - Rules applicable to State aid, Brussels Luxembourgg 1999.
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Thee last category is that of 'regional' aid, which encompasses favourable schemes
grantedd by States to boost the development or the employment of certain depressed
areass within their territory. Regional aids are usually available for all of the
enterprisess operating in the area concerned irrespective of the business activity
carriedd on, but may also be limited to certain sectors of the economy whose
developmentt is felt necessary to be encouraged in that area. This category of aid
bringss about discrimination between enterprises operating within the assisted area
andd those operating outside that area. In these cases there is the need to weigh the
conflictingg interests concerning the desirable goals of helping the development
and/orr employment in certain poor areas and, on the other hand, the need to avoid
distortionss of competition unrelated to the local handicaps (see also at 3.3.2 and in
Sectionn 3.7).
3.2.44 Significance of state aid in the EU and recent policy trends
Thee significance of state aid in the EU is shown by the latest data available on its
amountt as shown in the Commission Ninth Survey on State Aid.13 In the period 19971999,, it appears that Member States spent on aggregate an overall € 90 billion, down
fromm € 102 billion in the previous period 1995-1997, but still representing an
astoundingg figure.14 The (rail) transport and the manufacturing sectors were the most
favouredd recipients of this aid, with € 32 and € 27.6 billion respectively. Furthermore,
alsoo the amount of aid as a percentage of GDP went down from 1.43 in the period
1995-19977 to 1.18 in the period 1997-1999, as did aid as a percentage of total
governmentt expenditure from 2.82 to 2.44.15
Ass for the amount of aid broken down by form, the Commission Ninth Survey on State
aidaid provides interesting figures concerning the distinction between budgetary
expendituress and tax expenditures (i.e. fiscal state aid) handed out in the form of tax
exemptions,, credits, deferrals etc. (see at 3.2.2). While most Member States appear to
preferr the more transparent budget expenditures to finance state aid (i.e. Austria and
Spainn entirely and Greece 99% of the aid), a minority of Member States prefer (i.e.
Irelandd with 60%) or substantially resort to (i.e. France with 47% and Italy and
Denmarkk with over 30%) tax forgone to finance their aid.16 Another interesting
findingg is the prevailing amount of 'regional' aid, representing 56% of the total,
versuss 'horizontal' aid, equal to 34%, and aid to particular manufacturing sectors,
accountingg for 7%.17 In this latter respect, it is worth noting that the Survey specifically
takess into account the Irish fiscal state aid in the form of the 'manufacturing relief
(seee its explanation in Section 3.5), which is considered 'sectoral' aid as available to
thee whole manufacturing sector and represents a staggering 56% of the whole aid
grantedd by Ireland.

133
The findings of the Commission Ninth Survey on State aid, at, are summarised by R. Joels, Ninth survey on state
aidaid in the EU, Competition Policy Newsletter, No. 3, October 2001, p. 62.
144
See the Commission Ninth Survey on State aid, cit.r Table 2 at 22.
155
See the Commission Ninth Survey on State aid,tit.,Table 3 at 23.
166
See the Commission Ninth Survey on State aid, at., Table 21 at 50, and Figure 8 at 51.
177 See the Commission Ninth Survey on State aid, at., Table 8 at 33.
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Thesee figures must also be evaluated from a state aid policy perspective pursued by
thee EU.18 The chief objective meant to rationalise the system is the reduction in the
amountt of state aid by Member States, both in its overall level and as a proportion of
GDP.. This is necessary to cause as little distortion to competition in the internal
markett as possible and ultimately to pursue the ambitious goal to make the EU the
mostt competitive economy in the world by the year 2008.19 This policy is also
consistentt with the more general EU policy to justify government intervention only to
thee extent necessary to prevent or correct market failures and/or to encourage
economicc development and employment in depressed areas. Moreover, the reduction
off the overall level of state aid is consistent with the EMU policy meant to get EMU
Statess to maintain sound public finances so as to comply with the parameters of the
'Stabilityy and Growth Pact' (see Chapter 2, section 2.5).
Anotherr EU key policy goal in this area is modernisation, which is reflected in a
numberr of new documents containing specific rules for horizontal, sectoral, and
regionall state aid issued by the Commission to keep up with the changed economic
andd social environment in the EU20 or to lay down consistent principles in areas
previouslyy not dealt with in any specific document.21 Linked to this is the objective of
increasedd transparency in the administration and application of the Treaty state aid
rules,, which aims at facilitating the understanding of the state aid system and raising
thee awareness for the need of central control, at making readily available information
onn the Commission decisional process and the corresponding Member States'
reaction,, and ultimately at promoting exchange of information and experience in the
statee aid policies in various the Member States. A result of this objective was the
creationn of the State Aid Register, containing summary information on all state aid
casess as well as relating Commission decisions where available,22 and of the State Aid
Scoreboard,, containing updated information on the levels of state aid in the last ten
yearss and on domestic and EU policies in this area.23 Lastly, the EU state aid policy is
gearedd towards an increased monitoring of the Commission decisions, mainly their
applicationn and enforcement by the addressees Member States, which reflects the
powerss of this body as the "guardian of the Treaty" (see also at 3.3.4).

188
The recent policy trends are outlined in the Commission Ninth Survey on State aid, at, at 18 ff., as well as in the
latestt Commission 2001 Competition Policy Report, cit., at 75 ff.
i»» See Lisbon European Council, 23 and 24 March 2000, Presidency Conclusions, Press release No. 100/1/00 of
24/3/2000,, available on the internet at http://ue.eu.int/newsroom.
200
For instance, this is the case with regard to the three Regulations on training aid (Regulation (EC) No. 68/2001,
OJJ L 10 of 13/1/2001), on the codification of the de minimis rule (Regulation (EC) No. 69/2001, OJ L 10 of
13/1/2001,, see also below at 3.3.1), and on the exemptions for aid to SMEs (Regulation (EC) No. 70/2001, OJ L 10
off 13/1/2001), adopted by the Council on the basis of Art. 89 of the Treaty (see at 3.3.3).
211
This is the case for instance of fiscal state aid, which was thoroughly addressed for the first time in the
Commissionn Notice on fiscal state aid, at, explained in detail in Section 3.6.
222
The State Aid Register is available at http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/state_aid/register/ and features
searchess of state aid cases and pending proceedings based on the aid type, instrument, or sector of the economy,
orr on the Member State concerned.
233
The
State
Aid
Scoreboard
is also
available
on
the
Internet
at
the
address
http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/state_aid/scoreboard/.. The Scoreboard also features a forum on
Memberr States' policies and their compliance with the State aid provisions, and in general the State aid policy in
thee internal market and the relationship between domestic aid granted by EU countries and other government
expenditures.. On the State aid Register and Scoreboard, see also R. Joels, Two new transparency instruments: the
StateState Aid Aid Register and the State Aid Scoreboard, Competition Policy Newsletters, October 2001, No. 3, p. 64.
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3.33 EC Treaty rules on State aid
3.3.11 Basic substantive law on state aid: Art. 87(1)
Thee fundamental rules on the granting of state aid within the EU are contained in
Arts.. 87-89 of the EC Treaty. As explained above (in Chapter 2, especially at 2.2.1,
2.3.44 and 2.3.5, and above in Section 3.2), the state aid provisions are expression of the
fundamentall Treaty rules contained in Arts. 2 and 3(l)(g), as they are meant to
safeguardd the correct functioning of the common market by ensuring free competition
amongg enterprises and preventing Member States from distorting it with their
behaviour.. The basic substantive rules are contained in Art. 87 of the Treaty, whose
firstt paragraph reads:
"Savee as otherwise provided in this Treaty, any aid granted by a State or through State
resourcess in any form whatsoever which distorts or threatens to distort competition by
favouringg certain undertakings or the production of certain goods shall, in so far as it affects
tradee between Member States, be incompatible with the common market."

Ass this provision is not comprehensive, its interpretation and practical application
havee been clarified over the years through instruments of secondary EC law and
otherr Commission documents as well as the case law of the EQ. The first step is to
explainn the meaning of the term "aid", which is not specified in Art. 87(1).24 The
simplestt definition is found in the Commission Surveys on State Aid, where this
conceptt is defined as "any measure representing a cost or a loss of revenue to the
publicc authorities and a benefit to the recipient." The merit of this definition lies in its
concisenesss and simplicity as well as in its all-catching character. In fact, it
summarisess the concept of aid as elaborated in a slightly more complex way by the
ECJ,, which refers to any advantage received by firms through a transfer of resources
withoutt payment and a corresponding expenditure or lack of revenue for the state
concerned.25 5
Fromm the wording of Art. 87(1), it follows that four conditions need to be met for a
measuree to be considered state aid within its scope:
i))
An advantage conferred to a firm or firms,
ii))
from state-originated resources,

244
See, for a comprehensive analysis of the meaning of the term "aid" and of the substantive rules contained in Art
87(1):: L. Hancher, P. J. Slot and T Ottervanger, EC State State Aids, Sweet & Maxwell 2"<» Ed, 1999; A. Evans, The EC Law
ofof State Aid, Kluwer 1997; M. Green, T.C. Hartley and J.A. Usher, 77K Legal Foundations of the Single European
Market,Market, Oxford University Press 1991,; P.J.G.; H. Rasmussen, European Community Case Law, Handelsh jskolens
Forlag,, at 315 ff.; P.J.G. Kapteyn and P. VerLorenvan Themaat, Introduction to the Law of the European Communities,
Kluwer,, 3 rd Ed., 1998, pp. 811 ff.; J. Steiner & L. Woods, EC Law, Blackstone Press, 2001, at 194 ff.; European
Commission,, Competition Law in the European Communities, Volume IIB - Explanation of the rules applicable to
Statee aid, Brussels - Luxembourg, 1997, pp. 5-26.
255
See Case 61/79, Amministrazione delle Finanze dello Stato v. Denkavit I tali ana Sri, [1980] ECR 1205, 1235, Case
82/77,, Openbare Ministeries v. ]acobus Philippus van Tiggele, [1978] ECR 25, 52, and Case 9/70, Franz Grad v.
FinanzamtFinanzamt Traunstein, [1970] ECR 825, 853. The ECJ has also repeatedly made clear that the concept of aid is
broaderr than that of subsidy "because it embraces not only positive benefits" but also interventions which, in
variouss forms, mitigate the charges that are normally included in the budget of an undertaking and which would
"bee similar in character and have the same effect" (see e.g. Case 30/59, De Gezamenlijke Steenkolenmijnen in in Limburg
v.v. High Authority, [1971] ECR 1, para. 19).
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iii))

causing a distortion of competition and having an impact on intra-Community
trade,, and
iv))
having specific or selective character, i.e. concerning certain undertakings or
thee production of certain goods.
Firstly,, a measure must confer an advantage on a specific undertaking or an
unspecifiedd group of undertakings fulfilling certain conditions. Such an advantage
mustt consist of a certain relief from the charges normally applied to the benefited
undertakingss without a counterbalancing charge proportional to the alleviation
granted.266 The advantage in question may be granted in "any form whatsoever":
therefore,, all the different kinds of aids described above which fall in the two broad
categoriess of subsidies and tax expenditures (see at 3.2.2) can constitute state aid.
Thee second criterion is that the advantage be granted out of resources directly or
indirectlyy provided by the State. The origin of the transfer may be the central
governmentt or any local government, as well as any other public or private agency
directlyy or indirectly controlled by the State.27 Sometimes, it may be hard to figure out
whetherr in a given case this criterion is satisfied: for instance, the EQ has held that
laxx behaviour of a state in enforcing its legislation is equivalent to a transfer of state
resourcess (see also at 3A6).28
Thee third test is composed of two sub-tests: an aid measure must (i) distort or
threatenn to distort competition, and (ii) affect EU trade between Member States. Subtestt (i) catches measures that confer an advantage on the recipient undertaking^) w$aa -vis their competitors in such a way as to improve the recipient's rate of return on
hiss investment in relation to Community competitors not benefiting from such aid.29
Underr the recent Regulation on de minimis aid, this requirement is not deemed met
andd thus the aid falls outside the scope of Art. 87 where its amount does not exceed €
100,0000 over a three-year period from the date of its first granting.30 With respect to
sub-testt (ii), in principle a measure is considered to affect intra-Community trade
wheree part of the production of the benefiting firm(s) is exported to other Member
States.311 However, the EQ has ruled that even an advantage to a firm which does not
exportt its products or which exports all of its products to non-Member States may be
likelyy to affect EU trade and be caught by Art. 87(1): as this firm still enjoys a
competitivee advantage in its local market over non-subsidised EU firms seeking to
penetratee the same market.32

** See e.g. Case 9/70, Franz Grad v. Finanzamt Traustein, [1978] ECR 25; Case 61/79, Amministrazione delle Finanze
dellodello Stato v. Denkavit Italiano, [1980] ECR 1205.
z77 See e.g. Case 78/76, Steinike und Weinlig v. Germany [1977], ECR 595; Case 82/77, Van Tiggele, [1978] ECR 25;
Casess 213 and 15/81, Norddeutsches Vieh- und Fleischkontor v. BALM, [1982] ECR 3583; Case 323/82, Intermills v.
Commission,Commission, [1984] ECR 3809; Case 248/84, Germany v. Commission, [1987] ECR 4013; Cases 72 and 73/91, Slo
Neptun,Neptun, [1993] ECR 1-887; Case C-63/97, Riedel-de Han AG, OJ C 385,12/12/97.
MM See Case NN 118/97, SNIACE SA, referred to in the Commission XXVII Report on Competition Policy, 1997,
SEC(98)) 636 final, at 67. This criterion plays an important role in the fiscal area, as will be seen at 3.4.6.
»» See e.g. Case C 44/93 Namur v. Office national du Ducroire and Belgium, [1994] ECR 1-3829, and Case 84/82
GermanyGermany v. Commission, [1984] ECR 1451.
30Seee the Regulation (EC) No. 69/2001, OJ L 10 of 13/1/2001.
3ii See e.g. Case 40/75, Produits Bertrand v. Commission, [1976] ECR 1; Case 52/76, Benedetti v. Munari, [1977] ECR
163. .

322 See, for instance, Cases 6 and 11/69, Commission v. France, [1969] ECR 523, 540; Case 102/87, France v.
Commission,Commission, [1988] ECR 4067; Case C-142/87, Belgium v Commission (Tubemeuse), [1990] ECR 1-959, para. 43;
casess C-278/92, 279/92, and 280/92, Spain v. Commission, [1994] ECR W103, paras. 40-42. On this point, see also
Chapterr 2, Section 2.3.
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Thee last criterion, specificity or selectivity, is the most difficult to be scrutinised when
assessingg the nature of a certain aid measure. It is implied from the wording of Art.
87(1),, which requires that an aid favour "certain undertakings or the production of
certainn goods:" this means that the advantage conferred by the State must be specific
orr selective in some way, with respect to either the beneficiary (i.e. "sectoral" aid), or
too the activity encouraged (i.e. "horizontal" aid), or to the territory assisted (i.e.
"regional"" aid). The reverse application of this criterion entails that general measures
aree outside the scope of Art. 87(1) of the EC Treaty.33
Moree in general, in order to assess the compatibility of an aid measure with the
Treatyy its effects rather than the causes or aims pursued by the Member State through
itss implementation must be evaluated. In other words, what counts to establish
whetherr this measure falls within Art. 87 (1) is the objective aspect of its conferring an
advantagee to one or more recipients on the basis of the actual effects on the internal
markett and not the subjective aspect linked to the State's (policy) objectives, which
aree irrelevant at this stage.34 Based on this, if a state aid meets all the said four
conditions,, the basic rule contained in Art. 87(1) is its incompatibility with the Treaty.
Incompatibilityy means that, as a matter of principle, such aid is in breach of EC law
andd must therefore be abolished by the Member State concerned or amended in such
aa way to be compatible with the Treaty.
3.3.22 Exemptions from the incompatibility principle and "regional" aid
Thee general principle of incompatibility contained in Art. 87(1) does not imply an
absolutee prohibition of all the aid measures implemented by the Member States. As
aidd may sometimes be desirable because it is inspired by social and/or economic
policyy objectives pursued by Member States that bring about positive effects in the
EU,, there may be in these cases a reasonable justification to tolerate it despite its
abilityy to distort intra-Community trade. The need to balance these conflicting
interestss has led to the introduction in paragraphs 2 and 3 of Art. 87 of certain
exemptionss from the incompatibility principle laid down in paragraph 1. In all these
casess not only the effects of the state aid measure must be taken into account (i.e. its
objectivee consequences), but also the causes and aims underlying its introduction (i.e.
thee subjective aspect), which therefore is able to justify its granting.
Art.. 87(2) contains a set of automatic exemptions under which aids having the
requiredd features are always deemed to be compatible with the common market: they
aree referred to as ipso iure exemptions.35 This provision covers "aid having a social
character",, "aid to make good the damage caused by natural disasters", and "aid
grantedd to the economy of certain areas of the Federal Republic of Germany affected
333

However, aid measures which, although failing to meet the specificity criterion, are considered general but
neverthelesss cause a distortion to the internal market might still be prohibited under Art. 96 (or 97) of the Treaty:
seee Chapter 2, section 2.4.
344
See e.g. Case 173/73, Italy v Commission (i.e, Italian textiles case), [1974] ECR 709, paras. 26-28, and Case C-241/94,
FranceFrance v Commission, [1996] ECR 1-4551, paras. 19-20. This conclusion is true with regard to the general application
off Art. 87 (1), whereas the policy goals pursued by a country through the granting of aid do bear relevance e.g. for
thee application of the exemptions contained in Art. 87 (3), or, in the fiscal state aid area, for the potential
applicabilityy of justifications (see at 3.3.2, 3.3.4, and 3.6.4).
355
See, for an explanation of the ipso iure exemptions and of the discretionary ones discussed infra in the text,
Commission,, Competition, at, at 10 ff.
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byy the division of Germany", stating that they "stiall be considered to be compatible
withh the common market" (emphasis added). In these cases, eligible state aid
measuress are subject to a mere control by the Commission on the existence of the
requiredd characteristics, without any discretionary assessment left to this body.36 On
thee other hand, Art. 87(3) contains a set of exemptions that do not apply
automatically,, but require an analysis by the Commission involving extensive
discretionaryy powers (on this, see at 3.3.4). This is reflected by the different wording
off this paragraph, which covers state aid that "may be considered to be compatible
withh the common market" (emphasis added).
Thee discretionary exemptions relevant to the fiscal area are contained in
subparagraphss (a) and (c) of Art. 87(3), which deal with "regional" aid measures. The
practicall application and interpretation of these exemptions has been left to the
Commission,, which has published several documents so as to provide legal certainty
andd to ensure transparency and equality of treatment for Member States and
interestedd parties. Generally speaking, the Commission's policy is to narrow the
scopee of these exemptions in accordance with the general rule of incompatibility in
orderr to limit as much as possible the distortions to competition within the EU
market,, given their exceptional character. The most important policy documents in
thiss respect has been the "Communication on the method of application of Art.
92(3)(a)) and (c) [i.e. now Art. 87(3)(a) and (c)] to regional aid", first released in 1988
(hereinafter:: "1988 Communication") and applicable up to the year 1999.37 With effect
ass from the year 2000, the Guidelines on national regional aid released in 1998 have
replacedd the 1988 Communication. This paragraph analyses the 1988 Communication
duee to its relevance on case law for over a decade and its influence on the 1998
Guidelines,, which will be explained at length below (see Section 3.7, especially at
3.7.2). .
Startingg with Art. 87(3)(a), it covers "aid to promote the economic development of
areass where the standard of living is abnormally low or where there is serious
underemployment."" In general, the Commission considers that "regional" aid is
intendedd to promote or facilitate the economic development of certain areas where it
iss likely to bring about a lasting improvement in the conditions of the region
involved.. Consequently, where the effects of the aid measure are only be temporary
andd the structural situation of that region is not likely to be much more different from
thatt prior to its granting, the aid in question will not meet this test and will be
consideredd incompatible with the common market. As to the regions qualifying
underr this exemption, the 1988 Communication considers areas which suffer from a
standardd of living abnormally low and/or from serious underemployment to be
thosee having a GDP/PPS ratio lower than 75% of the average EU index over the last
threee years.38
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Para. 2 of Art. 87 will not be analysed further because its importance with respect to the fiscal area is very
limited. .
377
The 1988 Communication was published in OJ C 212 of 12 August 1988, and amended several times thereafter
(see,, in particular, OJ C 163 of 4 July 1990, at 6, and OJ C 364 of 20 December 1994, at 8).
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GDP is the Gross Domestic Product; PPS is the Purchasing Power Standard and is based on a comparison of the
pricess in the Member States on the same sample of products and services (see the 1988 Communication, 1,1, at 2).
Itt is worth noting that the index of the area must be lowerr than 75% of the average standard of the EC, rather than
thatt of the national average, as required for the application of the Art 87 (3)(c) exemption (see below in the text).
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Thee second exemption dealing with regional aid is contained in Art. 87(3)(c), which
coverss "aid to facilitate the development of certain economic activities or of certain
economicc areas, where such aid does not adversely affect trading conditions to an
extentt contrary to the common interest." By and large, the Commission considers that
regionall aid is not contrary to common interest where it can be shown that the region
concernedd suffers from difficulties that are relatively severe by Community
standards.. Furthermore, it must be apparent that without the aid the market forces
wouldd not eliminate these difficulties and that the granting of aid does not unduly
distortt competition in particular sectors. On top of that, the Commission requires that
thee aid be necessary to achieve one of the objectives set out in the Treaty and that a
compensatingg benefit to the Community be present in the aid measure.
Ass for the specific method of assessment on whether the social and economic
disparitiess of the region concerned are serious enough to consider acceptable regional
aid,, it is based on two stages relying on specific economic indicators contained in the
19888 Communication. Stage one requires that specific thresholds, set for each Member
Statee in order to prove that there is a national disparity between the subsidised region
andd the rest of the country, be met by the aided area. The basic thresholds are:
GDP/GVA of the region must be 85% or lower than national average?9 and/or
structural unemployment of the region must be higher than 115% of national
index.index.40 40
Stagee two of the Art. 87(3)(c) application method makes it possible to take into
accountt further indicators that are potentially able to prove deep economic and social
divergencess existing between the regions concerned and the rest of the country.41 As a
consequence,, Member States can prove that a certain area, although not meeting the
thresholdss required by stage one, nevertheless needs to be aided due to its low
developmentt or high unemployment evidenced by these other factors.42
Basedd on the above methods, the Commission regularly publishes a list of regions of
eachh Member State qualifying under the exemptions laid down in Art. 87(3)(a) and
(c),, the latest having been published for the period 2000-2006.43
3.3.33 Procedural rules for the granting of state aid: Art. 88 EC Treaty
Thee general substantive principle of incompatibility of state aids with the Treaty
requiress a careful scrutiny by the Commission as to whether such aids are caught by
thee ban of Art. 87(1) and, if so, whether they are covered by any of the Art. 87(2)
exemptionss or may be approved on the basis of paragraph (3) of Art. 87. The basic
399

GDP stands for Gross Domestic Product; GVA stands for Gross Value Added.
It is worth noting that these thresholds are adjusted for each Member State so as to take into account the
differentt needs and contingencies of specific areas wtten the countries concerned.
411
Some of the indicators listed in the 1988 Communication are: trend and structure of unemployment,
developmentt of employment, net migration, youth unemployment, GDP per employee, growth of investment,
andd political situation.
422
This is especially true where the stage-one thresholds have not been met for insignificant percentile differences
orr where there are special characteristics of the area not reflected in the economic parameters used in stage one.
433
The latest news on the final maps of areas entitled to receive aid under Arts. 87 (3)(a) and Art. 87(3)(c) under the
19988 Guidelines (see at 3.7.2) and also valid for the grants out of the Community "Structural Funds", are contained
inn the Commission Reports on Competition Poliqj (see e.g. the 2000 Report at, at 79), and the Commission Surreys
cmcm State Aid as well as on the Commission web site http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/state_aid/regional/.
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procedurall rules for the granting of state aid are contained in Art. 88 of the Treaty.44
Moree detailed rules are laid down in the Regulation 659/1999, approved on the basis
off Art. 89 of the Treaty to codify the Commission practice and the ECJ case law in this
area.45 5
AA fundamental distinction must be made between "new" (or planned) aid and
"existing"" aid (see also Art. 1 of Regulation 659/1999). The former is governed by the
ruless contained in Art. 88(3), which states mat "the Commission shall be informed ...
off any plans to grant or alter aid" and that "the Member State concerned shall not put
itss proposed measures into effect". After the mandatory notification of the new aid by
thee Member State concerned, the Commission must review the planned measure and
assesss its compatibility with the Treaty within two months from the notification. The
outcomee is then laid down in a decision, which may be either positive (in which case
thee Member State may grant the aid), or negative. In the latter event the procedure
providedd for by Art. 88(2) will be initiated (see especially Arts. 2, 4 and 5 of the
Regulationn 659/1999 and below).
Iff a Member State fails to notify a new aid in accordance with Art. 88(3), this "nonnotified"" aid is unlawful or illegal. This means that if the Commission then finds that
aidd incompatible with the common market, the Member State concerned will be
forcedd to recover the aid from the recipient(s), and, in addition, to require interest
paymentss from the day the aid was handed out so as to restore the situation altered
byy its concession.46 Should the Commission consider the measure compatible with the
commonn market, then the beneficiaries would be entitled to keep the benefits
previouslyy granted to them (see Arts. 10-15 of Regulation 659/1999.) Art. 88(3) is
consideredd by the ECJ to have direct effect: this implies that in case of failure by a
Memberr State to submit the required notification, any domestic court has the power
too enforce directly this provision by declaring the aid in question unlawful and by
takingg the necessary remedies under national law. However, the substantive
assessmentt on the compatibility of the aid with the Treaty under Art. 87 may only be
carriedd out by the Commission, because this latter provision does not have direct
effectt and thus may not be applied by domestic courts.
Ass opposed to new aid, "existing" aid includes both measures that have already been
approvedd by the Commission and those introduced before the ratification of the EC
444

On the procedural rules explained in the text in this paragraph, European Commission, Competition Law in the
EuropeanEuropean Communities, Volume IIB, Brussels - Luxembourg 1997, pp. 27 if. See also J.A. Winter, Supervision of Sta
Aid:Aid: Art. 93 in the Court ofJustice, Common Market Law Review, 1993, p. 311.
«« See Council Regulation (EC) No. 659/1999 of 22 March 1999 laying down detailed rules for the application of Art. 93
(i.e.,, now Art. 88) of the EC Treaty, OJ L 83, 27/03/1999, p. 1. As mentioned in the text, this regulation is based on
Art.. 89 (ex Art. 94) of the Treaty, which reads: "The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the
Commissionn and after consulting the European Parliament, may make any appropriate regulations for the
applicationn of Articles 87 and 88 and may in particular determine the conditions in which Article 88(3) shall apply
andd the categories of aid exempted from this procedure." This provision has recently also been used to approve
thee three regulations on the exemptions mentioned above (see at 3.2.4.) For the main ECJ case law in state aid
procedurall matters, see e.g. Case C-142/87, Tubemeuse, cit.; Case C-301/87, Boussac, [1990] ECR 1-307; Case 84/82,
GermanyGermany v. Commission, [1984] ECR 1451; Case C-47/91, Italgrani, [1994] ECR M635.
466
See Art. 14 of Regulation 659/1999. It is worth noting that if there is a breach of the principle of legitimate
expectationss the Commission is not entitled to order the Member State concerned to recover the aid (with interest)
fromm the recipient: see in detail at 3.3.4. As for the obligation to recover illegal aid in case of a subsequent sale of
hiss company or assets benefiting from the aid by the recipient, there are different rules depending on whether
theree is a separate sale of the assets or of the business as a going concern: see the summary in the Commission
ReportReport on Competition Policy, 2000, cit., at 88.
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Treaty.. The applicable rules are contained in Art. 88(1), which stipulates that "the
Commissionn shall, in co-operation with Member States, keep under constant review
alll systems of aid existing in those States" (see also Arts. 17-19 of Regulation
659/1999.)) This monitoring power is conferred on the Commission in order to ensure
thatt the aid measures previously approved are still compatible with the common
markett and are applied consistently by the Member State concerned, especially in
casess in which the Commission approval had been made subject to the fulfilment of
somee conditions (see below). Where the Commission finds that an existing measure
noo longer satisfies the principles of Art. 87 EC Treaty, it may issue a recommendation
containingg proposals concerning the aid in question, and in case of non-compliance
byy the Member State it may undertake the procedure provided for by Art. 88(2).
Turningg to this procedure. Art. 88(2) reads:
"if,, after giving notice to the parties concerned to submit their comments, the Commission
findss that aid granted by a State... is not compatible with the common market having regard
too Art. 87,... it shall decide that the State concerned shall abolish or alter such aid ...; and, if
thee State concerned does not comply with this decision within the prescribed time, the
Commissionn or any other interested State may refer the matter to the Court of Justice
direct" "

Thee Art. 88(2) procedure is made up of several steps that depend on the outcome of
thee Commission's assessment of the planned aid (see also Arts. 4 and 6-7 of
Regulationn 659/1999). As mentioned above, it may be initiated either upon
notificationn of a new aid by a Member State under Art. 88(3) or upon a review of an
existingg aid by the Commission under Art. 88(1), which is started on its own initiative
orr as consequence of a denunciation by other Member States, private parties or
indirectt sources (e.g. news released by the press). The first step is a request for
clarificationn to the Member State concerned to be forwarded within fifteen days from
thee notification or the review of the existing aid. After receiving this clarification,
whichh the Member State must submit within twenty days, the Commission has a
periodd of two months to decide whether to continue the procedure or to decide not to
raisee any objection to the aid measure. This phase of the Art. 88(2) procedure ends
withh the issuance of a "Notice" (i.e. an "invitation to submit comment") published in
thee Official Journal. If the two-month period has elapsed and the Commission has not
issuedd a notice, the Member State concerned is entitled to implement the aid measure
becausee this behaviour is equated with a tacit approval by the Commission.
Iff the Commission finds prima facie the aid not compatible with the common market, it
mustt issue a notice containing a detailed description of the measure concerned and
thee related grounds of incompatibility with EC law. Furthermore, it must invite the
Memberr State concerned and the other interested parties to submit their observations
andd comments on that measure within a period of thirty days from the publication
date.477 After that, the Commission starts a "formal investigation" or "administrative
proceeding"" concerning a more detailed assessment of the aid measure, which must
bee concluded within six months of the date of publication of the notice. This formal
investigationn culminates in a Commission decision, which is also published in the
477

On the rights of interested parties to intervene in the state aid procedure, see especially the Regulation 659/1999,
Art.. 20.
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Officiall Journal. Such a decision may be positive (i.e. of compatibility of the measure
withh the EC Treaty), positive but subject to conditions, negative, or partly positive
andd partly negative. In response, the Member State concerned may either comply
withh its content or decide to seek its annulment before the EQ under Art. 230 of the
Treaty. .
3.3.44 Commission discretion, legal nature of the Commission documents on state
aid,, and principle of legitimate expectations
Ann important issue that arises with respect to the Treaty state aid rules analysed so
farr regards the extent of the Commission's discretion and powers and the related
issuee of the legal nature of the documents issued for the interpretation and
applicationn of such rules. As a matter of principle, the Commission has broad
discretionaryy powers in the areas of both competition law and state aid by virtue of
itss role of guardian of the Treaty and of impartial and super partes body. This role
steinss from the Commission's primary task to ensure the correct functioning of the
internall market and the achievement of the fundamental objectives of the Treaty (see
inn Chapter 2, Sections 2.2. and 2.3).
Fromm a legal point of view, in the state aid area Art. 88 (1) states that "the
Commissionn ... shall propose to the latter (i.e. Member States) any appropriate
measuress required by the progressive development or by the functioning of the
commonn market," implying, in together with the other rules on the approval
proceduree (see at 3.3.3), that the Commission does enjoy discretion in the assessment
off the aid character of a measure as well as in the application of the discretionary
exemptionss contained in Art. 87(3) of the Treaty.48 However, a distinction must be
madee between the application of Art. 87 (1), in which the Commission must exercise
itss discretion in accordance with the fundamental state aid principles laid down in the
ECC Treaty without arbitrarily derogating from them, and the application of the Art. 87
(3)) exemptions, in which the Commission does enjoy wide discretionary powers.
Thiss has been repeatedly confirmed by the EQ,49 and this distinction has been clearly
sett out by the European Court of First Instance (hereinafter: "CFI") in the more recent
LadbrokeLadbroke case:50
"Itt follows that the concept of aid is objective ... the characterisation of a measure as State
aidd ... cannot in principle justify the attribution of a broad discretion to the Commission,
savee for particular circumstances owing to the complex nature of the State intervention in
questionn (Case 56/93 Belgium v Commission [1996] ECR 1-723, paragraphs 10 and 11, and
Casee T-358/94 Air France v Commission [1996] ECR 11-2109, paragraph 71). The relevance of
thee causes or aims of State measures falls to be appraised only in the context of determining
-- pursuant to Art. 92(3) [i.e. now Art. 87(3)] of the Treaty - whether such measures are
488

In this respect, it is important to point out again that there is a difference between subjective interpretation by
thee Commission of the term "aid" within the meaning of Art. 87(1) and discretionary power in the application of
thee Art. 87(3) exemptions. While the Commission's discretionary power dealt with in this paragraph specifically
relatess to the latter, the interpretation of the vague concept of aid is made by the Commission but is based on the
judgementss of, and subject to the supervision of, the ECJ.
4949
See Case 730/79, Philip Morris Holland v. Commission, [1980] ECR 2671, and Case 310/85, Deufil v. Commission,
[1987]] ECR 901.
soo Case 1-67/94, Ladbroke Racing ltd v Commission, [1998] ECR 11-0001, para. 52. On this point, see also K. J. Visser,
CommissionCommission expresses its view on the relation between state aid and tax measures, EC Tax Review, 4/1999, p. 224, a
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compatiblee with the common market It is only in cases where Art. 92 (3) falls to be applied
andd where, accordingly, the Commission must rely on complex economic, social, regional
andd sectoral assessments, that a broad discretion is conferred on that institution (Case C165/955 Spain v Commission [1997] ECR 1-135, paragraph 18, and Case C-355/95 P TWD v
CommissionCommission [1997] ECR 1- 2549, paragraph 26)."

Withh regard to the Art. 87 (3) (a) and (c) exemptions, in the landmark Philip Morris
case511 the Court had already made clear that the Commission is entitled to a
particularlyy wide discretion in assessing the effects and the objectives of a planned
aidd measure in a Community context, and this interpretation has always been
followedd since.
AA related issue on the Commission discretion in the application of the state aid rules
concernss its several documents on the concept of 'sectoral' and 'horizontal' aid as well
ass of 'regional' aid for the application of the Art. 87 (3) exemptions. These aim at
makingg public its interpretation and methods of application of the EC state aid rules
soo as to ensure openness, transparency, objectivity and equality of treatment among
Memberr States as well as among third parties and have been issued in different
forms,, as "communications", "recommendations", "notices", "guidelines", "codes",
"frameworks",, and "letters".52 The main question arises as to what their legal nature
is.. In this respect, it must be noted that Art. 249 of the EC Treaty mentions explicitly
onlyy "regulations" and "directives" as legally binding documents that may be
challengedd by the Member States before the ECJ on the basis of Art. 230 Treaty: they
formm the so-called EC secondary law.53 All the (other) Commission documents
concerningg state aid are acts sui generis or "soft law" which, not being mentioned in
Art.. 249, do not have legally binding effect and, therefore, may not be directly
challengedd by the Member States before the ECJ on grounds of legality. This is a
consequencee of the fact that these acts merely contain policy statements explaining
thee Commission's view and interpretation of the state aid rules for the sake of
objectivityy and openness and do not form part of EC secondary law since they lack
bindingg force.54
Thee fact that these documents sui generis are not legally binding does not mean that
theyy lack effect altogether. On the contrary, where they are published they may be
bindingg on the Commission because they are able to create legitimate expectations for
thee Member States and for undertakings: this is why they are referred to as 'soft' law.
Thiss entails that the general EC principle of legitimate expectations represents
«« Case 730/79, at.
See, e.g. the 1988 Communication on regional state aid (above at 3.3.2), which concerns the exemptions laid
downn in Art 87(3)(a) and (c), as well as the 1998 Guidelines (see below in Section 3.7, especially at 3.7.2). As to the
Commission'ss interpretation of Art. 87(1) and, in particular, what measures are in principle caught by the
incompatibilityy principle, see the documents on 'sectoral' or 'horizontal' aid in section 3.2, and the Notice on fiscal
statee aid to be discussed at length below in section 3.6.
533
See, for case law concerning this point, J. Usher, Cases and Materials on the Law of the European Communities,
Butterworths,, pp. 83 ff. Needless to say, the recent Council regulations on the application of the state aid
exemptionss based on Art. 89 mentioned above (see at 3.2.4) do form part of EC secondary legislation and are
legallyy binding towards Member States.
544
This has been also confirmed by the ECJ in Deufil, at., and in Case C-313/90, Comit International de la Rayonne et
desdes Fibres SyntheHques and Others v. Commission, [1993] ECR 1-1125. On the contrary, the Commission considers that
inn case there is a formal agreement with the Member States on these acts sui generis, these might be considered to
havee binding effects, as with regard to the 1988 Communication on regional aid: see EC Commission, Competition,
cit.,cit., at 13.
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anotherr limit to the Commission's discretion in the interpretation of the state aid
rules.555 In particular, where one of these documents sui generis has been issued and
publishedd by the Commission, the latter has to comply with its policy statements
containedd therein, and derogating from them results in a breach of legitimate
expectations.566 The consequence of this breach is that a Commission decision based
onn criteria or principles contrary to those laid down in one of its acts sui generis may
bee challenged by Member States and interested parties before the ECJ on the basis of
Art.. 230.57
Thee principle of legitimate expectations may not be invoked in cases in which the
Commissionn is required to modify its interpretation or policy statements contained in
itss soft law due to a different (economic) situation that arose after publication which
needss to be taken into account in the fundamental interest of the Community.58
Furthermore,, expectations may only be founded on principles or criteria explicitly
statedd by the Commission in its published pieces of 'soft' law. As a consequence, if a
certainn situation is not expressly covered or addressed by these, no legitimate
expectationss may be claimed by Member States or undertakings.59
Thee principle of legitimate expectations plays a fundamental role in the recovery of
statee aid (with interest) unlawfully handed out by Member States in breach of the
Treatyy provisions. In this respect, Art. 14 of Regulation 659/1999 has codified its
applicationn by stating that "the Commission shall not require recovery of the aid if
thiss would be contrary to a general principle of Community law." This implies that
wheree the Commission has erroneously applied one of its acts sui generis or has
otherwisee created legitimate expectations that a certain situation was not to be
consideredd state aid, the recipients of the aid can no longer be forced to return such
aidd under the general rule. An application of this principle is given by the case
concerningg an Italian Law on the extraordinary administration of large firms in state
off insolvency, which the Commission mistakenly characterised as an "existing" aid
insteadd of a "non-notified" aid, meaning that no repayment would have been asked
too the beneficiaries.60 As a consequence of an ECJ judgement on the same Italian Law
555

The principle of legitimate expectations forms part of the EC legal order: see, for a thorough explanation of this
principle,, J. A. Usher, General Principles of EC Law, Longman, at 55 ff., and case law cited therein (e.g. Case 4/75,
EinfuhrEinfuhr und Vorratsstelle Getreide v. Mackprang, [1975] ECR 607; Case 112/77, Topjer v. v. Commission, [1978] ECR 10
Casee 120/86, Mulder, [1988] ECR 2321; Case 170/86, Deelzen, [1988] ECR 2355; Case T-571/93, Lefebwe and and others v.
Commission,Commission, [1995] ECR II-2385).
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See P. Craig and G. de Burca, EC Law - Text, Cases & Materials, at 349 ff.
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As mentioned above, this possibility is also available where the Commission's acts sui generis are contra legem
becausee no discretionary power was granted to the Commission in a certain area or this power was exceeded by
thee act.
5** See Case C-350/88, Delacre and others v. Commission, [1990] ECR 1-395, Case T-155/94, Climax Paper Converters v.
Council,Council, [1996] ECR II-877, and Case C-241/95, R v. Intervention Board, [1996] ECR 1-6699, as referred to by Usher,
cit.cit. In application of this principle, the Commission often reviews and modifies its documents if circumstances so
requiree (see e.g. at 3.2.4).
599
See the Deufil case, cit., An example may clarify this aspect. If the Commission were required to assess the
compatibilityy of a regional state aid with the Treaty, its decision might be based not only on the economic and
sociall factors explicitly mentioned in the 1988 Communication (or the new 1998 Guidelines), but also on other
factorss considered relevant for the situation concerned even though not contained therein. In this case, (Member
Statess and) interested parties might not claim a breach of legitimate expectations arisen upon the publication of
thee 1988 Communication just because of the absence of such a criterion in the Communication.
«« See Aid C 68/99 (ex NN 96/99, ex C 7/97 and ex E 13/92), and Commission Decision of 16 May 2000
(2001/212/EC),, OJ L 79/29 of 17/3/2001, paras. 70-73.
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characterisingg it as a non-notified aid under Art. 87 of the Treaty,61 the Commission
withdreww its previous decisions and changed the qualification of this Law
accordingly,, but by virtue of the principle of legitimate expectations was barred from
orderingg repayment of the aid to the recipients due to its previous mistake in the
qualificationn of the aid.62
Inn certain cases legitimate expectations may be entertained where the Coirtmission
hass been inactive for a long time, and as a result it may not recover the aid already
grantedd for the past.63 In the recent case on the Gibraltar offshore regimes,64 one of the
argumentss of the Gibraltar authorities was that the Commission had been inactive for
155 years before clarifying the concept of 'fiscal' state aid (i.e. through the Notice, see
sectionn 3.6) and subsequently opening an investigation on the Gibraltar regime. In
theirr view, this behaviour had inter alia given rise to legitimate expectations that the
offshoree regime was compatible with the state aid rules. This was supported by the
Commissionn handling of the Irish corporation tax case, in which the inactivity on the
partt of the Commission for almost 20 years did give rise to legitimate expectations
(seee in detail at 3.5). The CFI rejected the claim clarifying that "the mere fact that for a
relativelyy long period the Commission did not open an investigation into a State
measuree cannot in itself confer on that measure the objective nature of existing aid, if
itt does constitute aid" and that "any uncertainty ... may at most be regarded as
havingg given rise to a legitimate expectation on the part of the recipients so as to
preventt recovery of the aid paid in the past. Article 15 of the regulation on state aid
proceduree [i.e. Regulation 659/1999] ... merely precludes recovery of aid established
moree than 10 years before the Commission first intervened."65
3.44 Fiscal State aid
3.4.11 Categorisation of fiscal state aid measures
Absentt a universally accepted categorisation of fiscal state aid measures, it seems
mostt appropriate to divide the various forms of state aid granted via the tax system
accordingg to the elements used to calculate the tax liability and to ensure the
collectionn of the taxes due: (i) taxable base; (ii) tax liability; and (iii) enforcement of tax
claims.66 6
AA first category of fiscal state aid includes measures that have an impact on the
calculationn of the taxable base. Measures having the effect of modifying the standard
methodd of determination of the final taxable amount by affecting the calculation of
anyy of the items taken into account for this purpose fall into this category. Examples
aree the granting of special exemptions of certain items of income from the tax base or
off special deductions not normally available under the general tax system, the
«« See Case C-296/97, Rinaldo Piaggio - Ifitalia - Domier, [1999] ECR 1-3735, para. 25.
See especially para. 73 of the Commission decision of 16 May 2000, at.
«« See Case 223/85, RSV v Commission, [1987] ECR 4617, paras. 16-17, and Case C-5/89, Commission v Germany,
[1990]] ECR 1-3437, paras. 16-17. This principle has been codified in Regulation 659/1999, Art. 15.
644
Joined Cases T-195/01 and T-207/01, Government of Gibraltar o Commission, 30/4/2002, nyr. For a detailed
analysiss of this case, see below at 3.8.4.
655
See paras. 129-130 of the judgement.
666
This categorisation has been broadly adopted by the EU Commission in its Notice on fiscal state aid (see in
detaill Section 3.6).
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possibilityy to set up special tax-free provisions or to claim special accelerated
depreciation,depreciation, as well as notional methods of calculation of the taxable base (e.g. c
pluss or resale-minus methods). The main problem in all these instances is that these
measuress are very often difficult to be detected, because they may be granted
pursuantt to unpublished and/or discretionary administrative practices or may be
hiddenn within the provisions of a country's general tax system.
AA second category encompasses fiscal aid measures working through a modification
off the tax liability due by taxpayers. Examples are special reduced or nil tax rates in
favourr of income derived from certain activities (e.g. financial services or
manufacturingg activities) or from operations carried out in special tax-free areas. Also
measuress such as tax credits linked to investments in business assets have the effect
off reducing the taxpayers' final liability.
Thee third category concerns the actual collection of taxes due by taxpayers, which is
thee last stage in the governments' revenue-raising process. In particular, every form
off relinquishment by a State of its right to recover unpaid tax debts constitutes a fiscal
aidd measure. For example, lax enforcement of tax rules, leniency in recovery of tax
claimss and systematic tax debt cancellation or deferment granted by the tax
authoritiess fall into this category. Needless to say, it is extremely hard to discover
thesee forms of fiscal state aid, because they usually take place on a case-by-case basis
andd are not disclosed by the tax administration.
3.4.22 Fiscal state aid in the Commission practice and ECJ case law
Byy and large, the same four conditions required in general for the application of Art.
877 of the Treaty (see at 3.3.1) also apply to direct taxation. In particular, any tax
incentivess which represents a relief from the tax burden normally placed on firms and
whichwhich is financed through state resources in the form of a reduction of corporate (or
individual)) tax revenue is caught by the ban of Art. 87. These tax incentives have the
effectt of hindering fair competition within the internal market by favouring certain
taxpayerss and affecting Community trade within the meaning highlighted above. As
too the specificity or selectivity criterion, it is the most difficult to apply with respect to
taxx measures as well. For a tax measure to be specific or selective, it must constitute a
departuree from the general tax system of the Member State concerned: in this regard,
thee most troublesome task is to find an objective distinction between a country's
benchmarkk fiscal system and the deviations from that benchmark. For example, the
taxx rules on the determination of depreciation rates or bases may either be considered
partt of the general tax system or constitute a derogation if they set special rates or
largerr bases with respect to certain sectors of the economy or to certain taxpayers.
Furthermore,, even where a tax measure is deemed to be specific or selective, the
Commissionn and the ECJ in practice recognise the possibility of a justification in the
"naturee or general scheme of the tax system", which was first introduced by the ECJ
inn 1974 without any significant elaboration.67 Since then, this justification has always
beenn taken it into account in the assessment on the compatibility of fiscal measures

ww See Case C-173/73, Italy v. v. Commission, [1974] ECR, 709.
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withh the Treaty, although in practice it is difficult to apply this rather vague
criterion. 68 8
Inn addition to being subject to the general rules contained in the EC Treaty, state aids
off a fiscal nature are, like all the other forms of state aid, governed by the various
Commissionn acts $ui generis on "sectoral", "horizontal", and "regional" aid (see above
inn Sections 3.2 and 3.3). Consequently, sectoral tax incentives such as tax exemptions
orr tax credits specifically available for investments undertaken by companies
engagedd in the textile, agricultural, steel or other sectors are subject to the
correspondingg documents applicable to all aid measures in those sectors. In a parallel
way,, where a certain horizontal tax incentive is granted in favour of e.g. R&D
activitiess or new employment, the related Commission documents on their
compatibilityy with EC law also apply in tax matters. A greater relevance in the fiscal
statee aid area is borne by the regional aid measures featuring tax incentives limited to
certainn depressed areas within some Member States. This is the case, for instance, of
thee so-called tax-free areas, which are deemed compatible with the common market
ass long as the tax incentives granted therein are restricted to regions covered by the
Art.. 87(3)(a) or (c) exemptions, i.e. if they have a GDP/PPS ratio lower than 75% of
thee Community average in the former instance, or a GDP/GVA ratio lower than 85%
a n d / o rr a structural unemployment rate higher than 115% of the national average in
thee latter instance (see at 3.3.2).
Thiss is the picture concerning the legal treatment of state aids up to and including
1998.. This picture is still viable, but is to be supplemented with the specific rules
containedd in the Notice on fiscal state aid and the Guidelines on national regional aid.
AA more detailed analysis in the light of these documents, in particular of the
selectivityy criterion and of the justification of the nature or general scheme of the
system,, will be carried out below (see Section 3.6). In this section, there will be an
analysiss of relevant cases up to 1998, which do not take into account these documents
ass they have been decided prior to their release or entry into force: it will help for a
betterr understanding of this very complex subject area through practical examples
untill the stricter change in policy towards fiscal state aid by the Commission.
3.4.33 Investment allowances and relationship with Treaty fundamental freedoms
AA very common form of fiscal state aid acts on the computation of the taxable base
a n d / o rr of the tax liability of the recipient firm(s). A common device used for these
purposess is the granting of investment allowances, which usually apply in connection
withh the purchase of certain assets used in a firm's business activity. These
allowancess may take the form of deductions or tax credits and thus affect the taxable
basee in the former case and the tax liability in the latter case. There are quite a number
off examples of investment allowances in the tax laws of several Member States, such
ass Belgium and the Netherlands. The issue is whether these deductions are to be
consideredd state aid within the meaning of Art. 87 of the EC Treaty. Based on the four
criteriaa explained above, it may be concluded that this is probably not the case, given
thatt the specificity condition does not seem to be present in these incentives and in
688
For a more detailed explanation of this justification given by the Commission in its recent Notice on fiscal state
aid,, see below in Section 3.6.4.
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anyy event they would seem justified by the nature or general scheme of the tax
system.. In fact, these investment allowances are available for all the firms established
inn these countries and for all the sectors of the economy, and thus they may also be
deemedd integral parts of their general tax systems. The same considerations are true
withh regard to tax credits granted in general with respect to investments in fixed
assets. .
Ann example of fiscal state aid in the form of an investment allowance involving the
applicationn of regional (and sectoral) aid rules concerned Germany and was assessed
byy the Commission over an extended period of time.69 The object of this case was the
concessionn of an investment allowance equal to 10% of eligible acquisitions or
productionn expenses incurred by legally independent firms established in the area of
Westt Berlin (and the Neue Lander) and meeting certain conditions.70 Eligible assets
weree those purchased or produced between 1995 and 1999 and used in connection
withh investment projects requiring new or replacement assets. The Commission
decidedd that this investment allowance was in principle caught by the incompatibility
principlee of Art. 87(1) of the Treaty since it conferred an advantage to firms, was
financedd by the state in the form of a corporate tax revenue shortfall and was specific
inn that it only applied to firms established in the West Berlin area. However, the
Commissionn considered the West Berlin area eligible to the Art. 87 (3)(c) exemption,
andd approved the aid subject to a number of conditions, namely that it was limited to
neww investment (i.e. operating aid was in any event not allowed) and capped to the
thresholdss indicated in the 1988 Communication.
Ann interesting case showing the relationship between state aid rules and Treaty
fundamentall freedoms provisions (see also Chapter 2, section 2.3) concerned another
taxx incentive introduced by Germany in the West Berlin area (and the Neue Lander) as
partt of a package of favourable measures to encourage its development.71 This
incentivee allowed German individuals and corporations to offset gains from the sale
off certain assets used for a reinvestment in new shares or capital increase of
companiess established in the West Berlin area and having less than 250 employees.
Thee EQ upheld the Commission decision considering that the four conditions for the
applicationn of the state aid rules were fulfilled, and in particular that this tax-free
reinvestmentt implied a loss of tax revenue for Germany in the form of a tax deferral
andd that its qualification of aid was not affected by the circumstance that investors
takee independent decisions as Germany claimed.72 The Court characterised this
incentivee as an operating aid regionally specific as it was limited to the West Berlin
area,, which also barred it from being considered a general measure of fiscal or
economicc policyy or from being covered by the Art. 87 (3)(c) exemption (see above). As
mentionedd above, what is interesting in this case is the interplay between the state aid
»» See Commission Decision 97/551/EC of 12 February 1997, published in OJ L 228 of 19/8/1997. See also the
Commissionn Report on Competition Policy of 1997, cit, at 68, and, for an explanation of the first incentives granted in
thee former East Germany, W. Bauer and E. Sonnemann, Investment Incentives in East Germany - Computer Aided
BenefitBenefit Analysis, Interfax, 4/1992, p. 218.
7070
Eligible firms were those operating in the West Berlin area and in the Neue Lander and involved in the
manufacturingg or craft sector with a number of employees not exceeding 250 persons (50 persons in other areas
surroundingg West Berlin). Furthermore, a ceiling of DEM 5 million per firm per year was set as the maximum
allowancee available to qualifying firms.
"" See Commission Decision of 21/1/1998, OJ L 212,1998, p. 50.
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provisionss and the Treaty provisions on the freedom of establishment laid down in
Art.. 43 (see also Chapter 2, section 2.3). In this respect, the Commission observed that
thee German tax incentive was (also) at odds with this latter provision as it
discriminatedd in favour of companies established in the West Berlin area as well as of
Germann resident natural or legal persons entitled to the relief. Agreeing with the
Commission,, the Court stated more in general that the application of the state aid
ruless "must never produce a result which is contrary to the specific provisions of the
Treaty.. State aid, certain conditions of which contravene other provisions of the
Treaty,, cannot therefore be declared by the Commission to be compatible with the
commonn market."73
Thiss case suggests that in the application of the state aid rules the Commission must
makee sure that the other Treaty provisions, namely those on the fundamental
freedoms,, are not frustrated by its decisions. This principle is fundamental especially
withh regard to the specificity criterion, as its presence in an aid measure might also
meann that this is in breach of the Treaty freedoms. The main interpretative issue is
whatt happens where a selective state aid is approved by the Commission on the basis
off one of the Art. 87(3) exemptions or of the justification of the nature or general
schemee of the system (see at 3.6.4) but is nevertheless contrary to the fundamental
freedomss provisions. As seen above, the ECJ has consistently held in a number of
casess in which authorised state aid measures contravened Arts. 28 and/or 90 of the
Treatyy that the Commission authorisation does not constitute a sufficient justification
too discriminate against foreign products or to impose a levy or an indirect tax having
ann equivalent effect.74 However, the Court has also accepted the argument that a
Memberr State applying a (tax) measure authorised by the Commission may claim the
principlee of good faith if that measure is in breach of Arts. 28 and/or 90 of the Treaty
onn the grounds that such authorisation is consistent with (other) Treaty objectives.75
Thiss case law seems to leave open the question as to what impact the Commission
authorisationn of a fiscal state aid under one of the Art. 87 (3) exemption or under the
justificationn of the "nature or general scheme of the system" has on the freedoms of
establishment,, provision of services, and capital circulation. In the absence of specific
casee in this respect, the answer depends on which of these two sets of Treaty
provisionss should prevail. This, in turn, depends on which of their underlying goals
aree considered more important for the EU and the common market given that they
aree at the same level in the hierarchy of sources of (EU) law.
Byy and large, the most equitable solution is to leave the assessment of the prevailing
objective(s)) to the ECJ on a case-by-case basis after a thorough evaluation of all the
circumstancess of the case. This solution is also implicitly endorsed by the
Commission,, which in its Notice on fiscal state aid (see section 3.6) states that "the
Commissionn could not, however, authorise aid which proved to be in breach of both
thee rules laid down in the Treaty, particularly those relating to the ban on
discriminationn and to the right of establishment, and of previous secondary law on
733 See para. 78 of this judgement, cit., which also refers to Case 73/79, Commission v Italy, [1980] ECR 1533, para. 11,
a n dd Case C-25/91, Matra v Commission, [1993] ECR 1-3203, para. 4 1 . See also more in general on this F.
Vanistendael,, Fiscal support measures and harmful tax competition, EC Tax Review, 3/2000, p . 152, at 153-154. O n this
issue,, see also the quote from the Commission Notice o n fiscal state aid referred to below in the t e x t
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See Vanistendael, cit, at 153, and bibliography cited therein in note 7.
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See Vanistendael, cit, at 154, and bibliography cited therein in note 8.
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taxation.. Such aspects may, in parallel, be object of a separate procedure on the basis
off Article 169 [i.e. now Art. 226] ."76 From a practical point of view, if the Treaty
fundamentall freedoms would be considered to prevail, the EQ would have to declare
theirr incompatibility with the relevant provision. If, on the other hand, the objective
pursuedd by the fiscal state aid, such as the need to boost the development or
employmentt of a certain depressed area within the meaning of Art. 87 (3) or another
desirablee "internal" tax policy goal (see at 3.6.4), would be considered to prevail, then
thee Court might consider it as a (new) mandatory requirement of public interest
underr the rule of reason.77 A solution of this type would ensure an ECJ's balanced
decisionn based on an assessment of all the relevant facts and circumstances.
3.4.44 (Special) depreciation rules: the German Airlines case
Anotherr mechanism used to grant state aid through the tax system is the design of
depreciationn rules with regard to certain business assets in sectors of the economy.
Suchh rules have an impact on the amount of deductions to which taxpayers are
entitledd for the taxable year and therefore allow eligible firms to reduce the amount of
taxablee income for that year. Usually depreciation rules form part of the general
structuree of a country's taxable system as they are rather technical and are justified by
thee difficulty of deterrruning the actual economic wear and tear which the legal rules
shouldd theoretically be based on and/or by policies meant to boost the economy by
encouragingg certain investments or to pursue desirable social goals by encouraging
environment-friendlyy investments (see also at 3.6.3). However, sometimes they may
constitutee state aid caught by the ban of the Treaty whenever they are considered
speciall and are not justified by the technical difficulty to calculate the economic wear
andd tear and/or by an acceptable policy goal.
Ann interesting case concerning depreciation rules and confirming these conclusions
concernss a special depreciation provision contained in German tax law and was
objectt of a Commission decision in 1996.78 Art. 82f of German Income Tax Law
providedd for a special depreciation facility in favour of airlines and companies
engagedd in maritime activities, under which aircraft used for the international
carriagee of passengers and cargo and registered in Germany, as well as any merchant
boatt and fishing ship, were entitled to a special depreciation amounting to 30% of the
purchasee price over the year of acquisition (and the following four years) in addition
too the normal depreciation allowance granted under the general tax system.79 The
Germann Government put forward by a number of justifications, among which that
thee depreciation scheme did not confer an advantage on the German airlines and
formedd part of the general German tax system and was inseparable from the
remainingg rules.
Thee Commission focused almost entirely on the application of the depreciation
schemee to airlines, as the sector of merchant ships and fishing boats was covered by a
™™ See the Notice, at., point 29.
On the rule of reason, see e.g. in Terra & Wattel, at, at 31 ff-, and in Chapter 2, section 2.3, and Chapter 5,
especiallyy section 5.3.2.
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Commission Decision 96/369/EC of 13 March 19%, published in OJ L146 of 20/6/1996, at 42.
799
Under the general rules of German tax law, an aircraft may be depreciated over a 10- to 15-year period
dependingg on the characteristics of the airline, as stated in the Commissionn Decision.
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speciall Commission document. 80 In its reasoning, the Commission made it clear that
thee scheme fell within the scope of Art. 87(1) because it conferred on airlines the
advantagee of tax deferral, which means significant tax savings in terms of net present
valuee and increased cash available to the recipient firms for the carrying on of their
activity.. As to the argument that Art. 82f was a general provision of the German tax
system,, the Commission pointed out that the first step in the assessment of the
specificityy criterion was to make a comparison between the general depreciation rules
applyingg to all of the firms in the same objective situation as airlines and the special
ruless under review. If it was found that there was a differentiation in their treatment,
thee second step would be to ascertain whether such a differentiation could be justified
onn the basis of the "nature or general scheme of the system", which was interpreted
ass having to do with the efficiency of the tax system. In this respect, the Commission
pointedd out that usually depreciation rules "are not applied solely to specific sectors,
aree based on objective and horizontal criteria or conditions, and are not limited in
time." "
Thee Commission found that Art. 82f was specific in several respects, namely: (i) it
coveredd only certain assets, leaving out of its reach all the others; (ii) with respect to
somee of these assets (i.e. aircraft), it even required additional conditions to be
satisfied,-811 (iii) it was intended to favour specific sectors of the German economy, i.e.
civill aviation, and merchant shipping and fisheries; (iv) it did not set out objective
criteriaa for its application. As a consequence, given the potential distortions to the
commonn market caused by the aid to German airlines as opposed to international
airliness not benefiting, the Commission considered the depreciation scheme an aid
withinn the meaning of Art. 87 (then Art. 92) since all the four required conditions had
beenn fulfilled.82
Thiss decision suggests that in principle depreciation rules do form part of a country's
benchmarkk tax system even if they are limited to a certain sector. However, if they lay
downn a different treatment within tlie same sector by favouring certain taxpayers (e.g.
residentt ones) and are not justified by the efficiency of their tax system and/or by
technicall considerations relating to the wear and tear of certain assets, they are caught
byy the ban of Art. 87 (1).
3.4.55 Administrative practices and lax behaviour of tax authorities
AA particular form of fiscal state aid is any practice of the Member States' tax
authoritiess having an impact on the determination of the taxable income and/or on
thee actual collection of outstanding tax claims owed by taxpayers. As the effects of
suchh practices turn out most of the time to be the same as those caused by other fiscal
incentives,, these are considered incompatible with EC law if they meet the four
800

The Commission referred to the Council Regulations on the shipbuilding sector and to the Decision issued on 1
Marchh 1995 in Case N 64/193.
In particular, it required every aircraft to be registered in Germany, a non-disposal period of at least six years
andd the specific purpose of international transportation of goods and services.
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It is worth noting that this decision was challenged by a number of private airlines before the CFI under Art.
230(4)) of the EC Treaty: see Case T-86/96 of 11 February 1999. Unfortunately, the Court found a procedural
impedimentt for rendering a judgement on the substance of the case. Indeed, it might have been very interesting to
learnn its view with respect to the Commission's criteria used in the assessment of the depreciation facility and, in
particular,, to the possible justifications underlying its original implementation.
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criteriaa required for the application of the Treaty sate aid provisions. The main
problemm caused by administrative practices or lenient behaviour of a country's tax
authoritiess is their (in)visibility for the Commission, due to their non-publicity and to
thee confidentiality assured to the taxpayers involved in negotiations with them or in
ann enforcement procedure of recovery of tax claims. The Commission was able to
strikestrike down some of those illegal practices when it was made aware of them by
Memberr States' notifications or by competitors'' complaints, or managed to spot them
inn other ways.
AA first enlightening example may be found in a Commission decision dating back to
19900 and concerning Greece.83 The object of this decision was not fiscal aid, but an aid
grantedd by the Greek Government in the form of a conversion into capital of its
claimss with respect to a local company engaged in the production of cement. The
Commissionn found out through the Greek press that this company was in deep
financiall difficulty due to its growing outstanding liabilities and debts owed to a
largee extent to public enterprises. As these enterprises "were apparently showing a
leniencyy ... which could no longer be considered to be in conformity with normal
markett behaviour", the Commission ruled that "whenever public services and
authoritiess show an abnormal leniency towards a certain company in collecting their
claims,, such action - or rather the lack of it - is likely to constitute state aid." The
corollaryy to this decision for our analysis is that every practice of a Member State's
authorities,, including its tax administration, entailing laxity or leniency in the
recoveryy of its own (tax) claims does constitute state aid incompatible with the EC
Treaty. .
Anotherr interesting case useful to demonstrate the Commission's view on this matter
concernss the Italian Law providing for a special bankruptcy procedure in favour of
largee firms in state of insolvency (see also at 3.3.4). Amongst the special benefits
normallyy not available under the ordinary Italian bankruptcy law there is the
possibilityy for eligible firms to be exempted from repayment of debts due to tax
authorities,, as well as to enjoy an immediate suspension from the interest charge
normallyy due for delayed payments. The question arises as to whether such
privilegess fall under the scope of Art. 87 (1) of the Treaty and are to be notified to the
Commissionn on the basis of Art. 88. In this regard, it is stated in the Commission
Noticee of 1997 that "prior notification ... is necessary, primarily because the debts of
insolventt firms generally comprise debts to the tax authorities ... which effectively
resultss in a transfer of State resources, in the form of non-recovery of taxes ... owed, to
thee firms concerned." M It is also worth noting that the Commission objects to the
discretionn conferred on the Italian tax authorities in the granting of the authorisation
forr the special procedure, which may give rise to non-objective and discriminatory
treatmentt of different firms.

»» Commission Decision 91/144/EEC of 2 May 1990, in OJ L 73 of 20/3/1991, at 27.
« See the Commission Notice pursuant to Art. 88 (then Art. 93) (2) of the EC Treaty to other Member States and
interestedd parties concerning the extraordinary administration of large firms in a state of insolvency, C 7/97 (ex E
13/92),, published in OJ C 192 of 24/6/1997, at 4. See also the subsequent decision of 28/7/1999, OJ L 83 of
27/3/1999,, and the final decision of 16/5/2000, OJ L 79/29 of 17/3/2001, on the Commission's procedural
mistake,, explained more in detail in the text at 3.3.4, which does not affect the analysis contained herein.
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3.4.66 Tax-free areas: the Madeira ZFM and the Trieste FIC
Statee aid rules play an important role with regard to the establishment by Member
Statess of tax-free areas (also referred to as T-zones or offshore areas), in which a
generall reduction of the fiscal burden applies to both direct and indirect taxation and
iss usually coupled with other tax and non-tax (e.g. financial) incentives. In order to
attractt foreign investment Member States may structure such areas in compliance
withh the EC state aid rules by simply limiting the reduction of the tax burden to an
areaa qualifying under one of the exemptions contained in Art. 87(3), provided the
ruless contained in the Commission documents on regional aid (i.e. the 1988
Communicationn up to 2000, see at 3.3.2, and the 1998 Guidelines, see at 3.7.2). There
aree several examples of this type of tax-free areas created throughout Europe (see also
inn Section 3.5 and 3.7).
AA first instance is the special tax regime implemented in the Portuguese archipelago
off Madeira in 1987 (i.e. Zona France Madeira, hereinafter: "ZFM"), which provides for
aa number of fiscal incentives concerning both direct and indirect taxes as well as
customss duties (see for its detailed analysis at 3.7.S).85 In reviewing the compatibility
off these incentives with the state aid rules, the Commission took into account the very
loww development of that area, which qualified as an Art. 87(3)(a) region since its per
capitaa GDP was much lower than 75% of the Community average.86 Furthermore, the
Commissionn also took into account the fact the archipelago is one of the "outermost"
regionss of the Community needing particular support in order to develop itself
economicallyy and socially.87 In 1998, the Commission has opened an investigation to
revieww the compatibility of the Madeira ZFM area with EC law in the light of the new
documentss on fiscal state aid and national regional aid (see in detail at 3.7.5).
Anotherr case concerned a special offshore centre established in Italy within the city of
Triestee for companies engaging in financial and insurance activities (hereinafter:
"FIC",, see also Chapter 4, Section 4.3). The FIC features a corporate tax exemption in
favourr of eligible companies operating therein and providing eligible activities in
favourr of Eastern European countries. In 1995, the Commission adopted a decision of
compatibilityy of this tax regime with the EC Treaty.88 Also this regime is currently
855

The ZFM regime was introduced by in Decree-Law 500/80 of 20 October 1980 and by the subsequent Decrees
No.. 53/82 of 23 August 1982, No. 352-A/88 of 3 October 1988, and No. 264/90 of 31 August 1990. In general on
thee Madeira ZFM regime, see e.g.: F. de Sousa Da Camara, Madeira Free Zone: Tax Exemptions and Financial
Incentives,Incentives, European Taxation, 4/1990; F. de Sousa Da Camara, Madeira Free Zone Legislation Amended, Europe
Taxation,, 1/1994; G. Rubi, Madeira's Appeal Measures, International Tax Review, 9/1996, p. 58; A. de Juan y
Ledesma,, Canary Islands and Madeira Free Zone Regimes: Some Issues and Prospects, European Taxation, 5/1997, p
173. .
866
See, in particular, the Commission XVlth Report on Competition Policy, 1987, para. 252, and the XXVth Report on
CompetitionCompetition Policy, 1995, COM 96(126) final, para. 198, where it is stated that the Madeira per capita GDP was on
24%% of the EC average.
877
See Declaration 26 on the outermost regions of the Community, annexed to the Final Act of the Treaty on
Europeann Union. This declaration makes it clear that the implementation of specific measures aiming at the
purposee indicated in the text is allowed where there is an objective need to adopt such measures. It is also worth
notingg that the same grounds constituted the basis for the approval by the EC Council of special customs
incentivess in favour of goods (excluding agricultural ones) to be processed in the archipelago: see Council
Regulationn EC 122/96 of 22 January 1996 establishing favourable tariff treatment for imports of certain goods into the free
zoneszones of Madeira (and the Azores) by reason of their end end use, in OJ L 20 of 26/1/1996. For a discussion on the rece
developmentss concerning the "outermost" regions and the introduction of Art. 299 (2) in the EC Treaty, see in
detaill at 3.7.2 and with regard to the ZFM at 3.7.5.
888
Commission Decision 95/452/EC of 12 April 1995, published in OJ L 264 of 7/11/1995. See also, for an analysis
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underr the scrutiny of the Commission as a result of the release of the Notice on fiscal
statee aid and the subsequent large scale investigation (see at 3.6.6 and at 3.7.7
specificallyy on the FIC).
Thee Commission found that the FIC regime satisfied the four conditions required for
aa measure to be considered state aid under Art. 87(1) .m The next step in the
Commission'ss investigation focused on whether one of the exemptions on regional
aidd contained in Art. 87(3) was applicable to the centre. Having found that the
conditionss required for the application of subparagraph (a) were not met by the area
off Trieste,90 the Commission concluded that the exemption under subparagraph (c)
didd apply to that area. This outcome was somewhat surprising, because the socioeconomicc conditions of Trieste were considerably higher than those required for its
applicationn by stage one of the 1988 Communication.91 However, the final decision
wass based on some of the other factors to be taken into account in the second stage of
thee assessment procedure laid down in the 1988 Communication (see at 3.3.2), which
weree considered in the Commission's view able to demonstrate clearly the aim for the
establishmentt of the offshore centre "to develop a particular economic activity of
interestt to the Community". More specifically, the Commission found that the
developmentt of a capital market in Eastern Europe through the mobilisation of
privatee capital did converge with one of the Community interests, i.e. the provision of
privatee funds to replace the lack of public funds available for this purpose.
Furthermore,, the city of Trieste was considered to have enough experience in the
bankingg and insurance sectors to achieve this goal and even its position was
strategicallyy perfect, as demonstrated by the fact that it had constantly been a point of
referencee in the trade with Eastern European countries. The Commission also
acknowledgedd that such an initiative would facilitate the process of reconstruction
andd development of the Trieste area after the war in former Yugoslavia and that it
wouldd stimulate the revival of the Eastern European economies. In the light of these
considerations,, the granting of the aid was subjected to a number of conditions laid
downn in the decision, namely a 5-year time limit and specific ceilings to the
permissiblee amounts of tax aid with regard to investments (i.e. ITL 65 billion) and
loanss (i.e. EUR 3.5 billion).
3.55 The Commission decision in the Irish corporation tax case
3.5.11 Background
Thee Irish experience with regard to fiscal state aid is very interesting because it dates
backk almost twenty years and has led to repeated Commission scrutiny over this
off the Trieste centre regime in the light of the EC State aid provisions, P. Valente and F. Roccatagliata, Fiscal Aids:
(Incompatibility(Incompatibility With EU Rules?, Tax Notes International, 27/7/1998, p. 259, at 264.
899
In this regard, it is interesting to note that in the assessment of the condition concerning the impact on intraCommunityy trade the Commission considered relevant the fact that the special tax benefits were potentially able
too affect the firms' decisions on where to locate their business: this is the fundamental criterion adopted in the
definitionn of harmful tax competition in the Code of Conduct.
900
In fact, the per capita GDP in the area was at a level of 119% as opposed to the threshold of less than 75% of the
Communityy averages required by the 1988 Communication on regional aid.
911
In this case, the GDP of the area was 117.1% of the national average in Italy, and the structural unemployment
wass 68.6% of the national average, whereas in order to qualify under the 1988 Communication the former should
havee been lower than 85% and the latter higher than 110%. .
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period.922 The Irish corporation tax case is fundamental in this area as it has marked the
changee in Commission policy and its firm commitment to scrutinise very carefully
everyy potential fiscal state aid in the EU as part of its strategy to counter harmful tax
competition. .
Inn 1980 Ireland introduced a preferential tax rate of 10% in favour of companies, both
residentt and non-resident, deriving income from manufacturing activities within the
countryy for a period up to the year 2000.93 Over the years, the "manufacturing relief"
wass extended to several activities which, although not manufacturing in the strict
sense,, were fictitiously considered so, such as certain agricultural activities, computer
services,, him production and shipping activities. The Commission did not open any
investigationn under the state aid rides, considering this 10% rate part of the general
Irishh tax system and therefore outside the scope of Art. 87 of the Treaty because it was
availablee on a non-discriminatory basis to all companies operating in Ireland and
therebyy did not fulfil the specificity condition. In 1990, the Irish Government
extendedd the "manufacturing relief" up to the year 2010.
Inn addition to the "manufacturing relief", in 1987 the Irish Government introduced a
speciall regime in favour of companies performing a wide range of financial and
insurancee activities established in the International Financial Services Centre
(hereinafter:: "IFSC") located in the Dublin Docks.94 In brief, this regime features the
applicationn of the preferential 10% tax rate to income from eligible financial activities,
whichh are fictitiously assimilated to the activities entitled to the "manufacturing
relief".. Furthermore, the IFSC regime provides for additional tax incentives, such as
immediatee expensing for new equipment and other outlays, special depreciation
facilities,, and double deduction for rental fees and exemption from local property tax
withh regard to buildings located in this area (see also below at 3.5.3). Its final
expirationn date was set in the year 2005, whereas the deadline for the submission of
neww projects for approval by the Irish authorities was set in the year 2000.
Thee Commission found that, unlike the "manufacturing relief", the IFSC regime did
constitutee state aid within the meaning of Art. 87 of the Treaty because it was limited
too companies operating in the area of Dublin: it was therefore considered 'regional'
fiscall aid. Nevertheless, the Commission approved it the first time in July 1987 for a
periodd of three years under Art. 87(3)(a) based on "the serious economic and social
situationn in Dublin but also on the developmental benefits of the project in the overall
Irishh context".95 In July 1990 the IFSC regime was authorised for one more year,96 and
922
For a detailed description on the history of the Irish corporate tax regime and its recent changes, see D. McNally,
AA New Tax Regimeforthe list Century - Corporation Tax Aspects, 39 European Taxation, 1/1999, p. 4. See also on the
statee aid aspects from a German perspective, A. Radler, M. Lausterer and J. Blumenberg, Tax Abuse and EC Law,
ECC Tax Review, 1997-2, p. 86. More in general on the Irish tax regime and the special tax regimes it features: C.
Haccius,, Ireland in International Tax Planning, International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Amsterdam 1995;
Walley,, Yunich & Byrne, Ireland and the IFSC are Becoming Europe's New Funds Management Center, The Journal of
Internationall Taxation, 8/94; J. A. Moran, Extended Date for IFSC Projects Boosts Tax Advantages, The Journal of
Internationall Taxation, 10/1995.
933
This preferential rate, usually referred to as "manufacturing relief", was introduced by the Finance Act 1980,
Sec.. 39. The manufacturing relief was meant to replace the former "Export Sales Tax Relief", which was
consideredd by the Commission incompatible with EC law; see McNally, at., at 5. It is also worth noting that in
19811 the 10% "manufacturingg relief' was extended to companies establishing in the area of Shannon Airport, (on
thee "Shannon relief" see also the Eurowings case in Chapter 2, at 2.3.3, and in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.2.7).
** The IFSC regime was introduced by Finance Act 1987, Sec. 30. For a discussion in the light of the Code of
Conduct,, see Chapter 4, at 4.4.2.
955
See Commission Report on Competition Policy, 1987, para. 249.
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againn in May 1991 until the year 2000 on the basis of the same exemption, as the
Commissionn considered the whole Ireland a region qualifying under that provision in
thee light "of the worsening of the economic and employment situation" in the area.97
Finally,, in 1994 the Commission authorised the validity of the IFSC regime up to the
yearr 2005.98
3.5.22 The 1998 Commission Recommendations
Inn 1998, as a result of an agreement reached with the Irish authorities, the
Commissionn issued two sets of Recommendations (hereinafter: "Recommendations")
addressedd to Ireland and concerning the IFSC regime and the preferential 10% rate
forr manufacturing activities, respectively.99 The background to the Recommendations
iss a substantial reform of the Irish corporate tax system, which will rely on the
applicationn of two different tax rates depending on the nature of taxable income:
12.5%% on income "from trading activities" (i.e. active income) and 25% on income
"fromm non-trading activities" (i.e. passive income), effective from 1 January 2003.100
Ass to the content of the Recommendations, they basically contain the outcome of the
agreementt between the Commission and the Irish authorities on such reform of the
Irishh corporate tax system in a way compatible with the Treaty state aid provisions
withoutt at the same time jeopardising the legitimate expectations of companies and
taxpayerss already operating in Ireland. In particular, it is stated that the
"manufacturingg relief" will apply until its anticipated expiration year (i.e. 2010) in
favourr of companies already benefiting from it before their release, and until 2002 in
favourr of new investors starting an eligible activity in the meantime.101 With respect
too the IFSC regime, the Recommendations stipulate that companies already enjoying
itss tax advantages before their issuance will be entitled to them until the anticipated
expirationn in year 2005102 and that new projects approved until the year 2000 (and
limitedd by a quota) will benefit from the preferential regime until 2003, and thereafter
willl be entitled to the new tax rate on trading income equal to 12.5%.
Thee grounds for the early withdrawal or limitation of the benefits of the IFSC regime
andd the "manufacturing relief" were based on the fact that Ireland (and Dublin) were
duee to lose its Art. 87(3)(a) status at the end of 1999 as a result of the implementation
off the new Guidelines on regional aid (see at 3.7.2). More specifically, with respect to
thee IFSC regime the Recommendations refer to the Guidelines' principles that
966

See Commission Report on Competition Policy, 1990, para. 327.
See Commission Report on Competition Policy, 1991, para. 296.
** See OJ C 390 of 31/12/1994, at 16.
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See Case E-l/98, Proposal for appropriate measures under Art. 93(1) (i.e. now Art. 88(1)) of the EC Treaty concerning
thethe International Financial Service Centre and Shannon customs-free airport zone, in OJ C395 of 18/12/1998, at 14, and
Casee E-2/98, Proposal for appropriate measures under Art. 93 (1) (i.e. now Art. 88(1)) of the EC Treaty concerning Irish
corporationcorporation tax (ICT), in OJ C395 of 18/12/1998, at 19. The Commission Recommendations are outlined in Pres
Releasee IP 98/691 of 22 July 1998. See also M. Walsh, Ireland, EU Agree to Major Changes in Irish Tax Regime, Tax
Notess International, 3/8/1998, p. 282 The decision on the IFSC also covers the "Shannon Relief", which is not
explainedd in the text due to its limited use and relevance as compared to the IFSC.
1000
For an explanation of the new Irish corporate tax system, see McNally, cit.„ and W. Cunningham, The Abolition
ofof Advance Corporation Tax: Towards a new International Holding Company Regime?, 52 Bulletin for International Fiscal
Documentation,, 5/1998, p. 186.
1OTT
The tax rate applicable on this income thereafter will be the new 125% rate.
1022
These companies will be subject to the 12.5% rate on income earned in the Centre thereafter.
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"operatingg aid can only be given ... if: (i) it is justified in terms of its contribution to
regionall development; and (ii) its level is proportional to the handicaps it seeks to
alleviate,"" and conclude that "the Irish authorities have not demonstrated the
existencee or importance of regional handicaps affecting the sectors concerned (in
particular,, the financial sector) which the IFSC... seeks to alleviate".103
Ass to the "manufacturing relief", the Recommendations stress that while the
specificityy condition "was not regarded as met... in 1980, it now appears clearly to be
fulfilled.. The measure imposes a lower rate of tax on manufacturing companies than
thosee in other sectors without any justification for this on the basis of the nature or
generall scheme of the tax system. The reason ... is rather the attraction of mobile
investmentt in the manufacturing sector to Ireland through the reduction of the
sector'ss costs of production."104
3.5.33 Further considerations on the Recommendations and follow-up
Thee statements of the Recommendations on the Irish corporation tax cases just
referredd to may imply significant consequences for other Member States' tax
incentives.. It is also remarkable that the Commission admitted its fault for not
consideringg the Irish "manufacturing relief" as state aid for a period of almost twenty
years.. The Commission Press Release is quite frank in this regard: "the Commission
hass now decided that disparate treatment of manufacturing and service companies
respectivelyy means that the system qualifies as state aid" as the "principal distortive
effectt of the system has been to cause investors in the manufacturing sector to move
theirr operation to Ireland". It is also interesting to note that the Commission itself
foundd a justification for that, lying in "the growing awareness of the effects of
harmfull tax competition ... following the Code of Conduct". This is also reflected in
thee Commission Ninth Survey on State aid, which states that "if the Commission,
takingg into account changing circumstances, decides on the State aid character of a
measuree that was previously considered as not constituting State aid, the aid amount
iss fully integrated in the Survey. For example, following an examination of the Irish
corporationn tax, the Commission decided ... that this existing scheme constituted
Statee aid. As a result of this decision, levels of State aid in Ireland have markedly
increased."105 5
Thee consequences of the Recommendations may be remarkable, to say the least, if the
principless endorsed therein are applied strictly by the Commission also in the future.
Thee most evident one will be that all tax incentives resulting in a reduction of firms'
currentt expenses and limited to the manufacturing or the financial sector (as well as
too other defined sectors or intra-group activities) are to be considered aid within the
meaningg of Art. 87 of the EC Treaty even where they are available mdiscriminately
forr both resident and non-resident taxpayers. In fact, this conclusion has been
codifiedd in the Commission Notice on fiscal state aid (see in Section 3.6), stating that
"aa derogation from the base rate of corporation tax for an entire section of the
economyy therefore constitutes ... State aid, as the Commission decided for a measure
1033 See the Recommendations, at 15.
10
** See the Recommendations, at 19.
1055
See the Commission Ninth Survey on State aid, at., para. 16, and more in detail above at 3.2.4.
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concerningg the whole of the manufacturing sector",106 which suggests that the
Commissionn will indeed follow this approach in the future.
AA more recent case scrutinised by the Commission under the state aid rules and
linkedd to the Irish corporation tax case regards two incentives forming part of the
packagee of incentives relating to the IFSC regime, i.e. the double deduction of rents
paidd by companies tenants of certain buildings located in the Dublin Custom House
Dockss area and the exemption from local property tax on the same buildings.107
Confirmingg its lenient approach towards Ireland, the Commission approved this
schemee although it "would not normally consider that such a measure would be
compatiblee with the common market. However, the Commission has also taken into
accountt the fact that Ireland has modified the original scheme, introducing ... a
terminationn date of 31 December 2003." Even though there is no explicit reference to
thee Irish corporation tax case, it seems that the compatibility decision is mainly based
onn the same grounds, as also shown by the fact that the period of validity of this
schemee has been reduced consistently with the phasing out of the corporate tax
benefitss of the IFSC regime, and that the principle of legitimate expectations was at
stakee also in this case as "the Commission treated similar aid measures as investment
aidd until the end of 1997."
3.5.44 The Irish corporation tax case as the milestone in the Commission's change of
policy y
AA last interesting statement contained in the Commission Press Release regarding the
IrishIrish corporation tax case acknowledges that "the Commission is not taking the view
onn what the level of corporate taxation should be in Ireland". It follows that the new
12.5%% rate applicable in Ireland on trading income will be considered compatible
withh the state aid provisions, and so will other low corporate tax rates that other
Memberr States might be willing to introduce to try to compete with Ireland. In itself,
thiss seems a corollary of the sovereignty of Member States in the area of direct
taxation,, which is not to be affected by EU law, meaning inter alia that Member States
aree free to set their general corporate tax rate at any level they feel appropriate, even a
veryy low one (see also in Chapter 2, especially at 2.3.3). However, it needs to be
stressedd that the new 12.5% tax rate will not be the general Irish corporate tax rate,
butt will be limited to income from trading activities, whereas the remaining income
willl be subject to the new 25% tax rate. In other words, the Commission is in fact
acknowledgingg that Member States have full sovereignty not only in setting a single
generall corporate tax rate, but also in differentiating rates depending on the
underlyingg category of income derived by (both resident and non-resident) corporate
taxpayers. .
Thee question arising is then: has the Commission made a move that is consistent with
itss "growing awareness of the effects of harmful tax competition"? A twofold
considerationn may shed some light in this respect.
1066

See the Notice, point 13, and also below especially at 3.6.3 and 3.6.4.
Case C 1/99 (ex NN 133/98), Commission decision of 22 December 1999 on aid to non-residential building tenants
inin the Customs House Dock Area in Dublin, OJ L 260, 14/10/2000, p. 37. See also the Commission Report on
CompetitionCompetition Policy, 1999, at., para. 265, p. 78. See also the Commission Report on Competition Policy, 1997, at.,
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Firstly,, it will be important to see how the Irish authorities will define income "from
tradingg activities" as opposed to income "from non-trading activities" for the
applicationn of the lower 12.5% corporate tax rate. Apparently, this distinction
coincidess with the distinction between income from active trading (to be determined
e.g.. with regard to the taxpayer's frequency of dealings, period of ownership, and
objectt of the sales) and income from passive investment.108 This being so, much
dependss on the definition of 'active' and 'passive.' There is the risk that the current
"manufacturingg relief" will again find its way into the Irish tax system through the
back-doorr if 'trading activities' are defined as encompassing the same
"manufacturingg activities" eligible for the 10% rate with only slight differences. In
orderr to avoid this, the Commission will have to scrutinise the overall Irish corporate
taxx system once its reform is completed and, in particular, whether this still contains
incentivess available only to a specific sector of business activity (i.e. the
manufacturingg or the financial ones) or to a certain category of taxpayer (i.e. the nonresidentt ones).
Secondly,, the effects of the Commission's (and the Council's) other efforts to tackle
harmfull tax competition will have to be awaited, i.e. whether the Code of Conduct
willl be implemented (and enforced) (see Chapter 4) and whether the Treaty
provisionss on internal market distortions (i.e. Articles 96-97 of the Treaty, see in
Chapterr 2, section 2.4) will be used by the Commission. Assuming that the new Irish
corporatee tax system will be compatible with the EC fiscal state aid rules, it still needs
too be ascertained whether it is also compatible with the Code of Conduct and with
Art.. 96 of the EC Treaty. While the answer seems positive in the former case,109 it
mightt be negative in the latter, especially considering the much higher average
corporatee tax rate in the EU. This might well be the case if other Member States,
especiallyy the smaller ones, follow suit and substantially lower their corporate tax
rates,, which might ultimately cause a serious distortion to competition within the
meaningg of these provisions (see Chapter 2, especially at 2.4.4. and 2.4.5).
Despitee the above considerations, it is clear that the Irish corporation tax case
representss the milestone of the Commission's changed attitude towards (harmful)
fiscall state aids. This milestone separates the previously isolated and scattered
attemptss by the Commission to strike down only the most blatant cases of fiscal state
aidss distorting the common market mainly due to the fear of stepping on the Member
States'' sovereignty in the direct tax area from a new coherent and systematic
approachh meant to use these Treaty legally-binding rules as a tool to counter harmful
taxx competition in the EU the hard way. While this change was originally blessed by
thee Member States and the Council, the subsequent strict and inflexible Commission
approachh may not be equally shared by them due to concerns of an excessive impact
onn their tax sovereignty, whose magnitude and potential effects had probably been
overlookedd or underestimated by Member States.
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3.66 Fiscal state aid, the 1998 Commission Notice, and harmful tax competition
3.6.11 Overview
Ass mentioned above, the EC state aid rules apply to all favourable measures
implementedd by Member States falling under Art. 87 EC Treaty regardless of the form
chosenn (and their causes or aims), what counts being a measure's actual effects on
competitionn and intra-Communiry trade (see at 3.3.1 and 3.3.4). This implies that all
thee principles and rules on state aid analysed above also govern aids granted by
Memberr States via their tax system. Until a few years ago, not much attention was
givenn to the application of the Treaty state aid provisions to direct taxation, mainly
duee to the Member States' sovereignty in this area and the Commission's attitude to
intervenee only against the most obvious forms of fiscal state aid. However, with the
IrishIrish corporation tax case this situation has changed as a result of the commitment by
Memberr States to fight harmful tax competition within the EU, sanctioned by the
approvall of the "Package" and the Code of Conduct in December 1997110 (see in
Chapterr 4 and also above in Chapter 1, Sections 1.2 and 1.4).
Ass part of the "Package", the Commission was also asked by the Member States
(throughh the Council) to be more effective and clear in the application of the Treaty
statee aid rules in the area of direct taxation as an additional tool to counter harmful
taxx competition in the EU (see at 4.2.1).111 The outcome was the release in 1998 of the
Noticee on the application of the state aid rules to corporate taxation, which was the
firstt official document in this area.112 As a result of the Notice, the Commission has
undertakenn a rigorous scrutiny of potentially fiscal state aid measures of Member
States,, also in their depressed areas.
Inn order to fulfil its function in a consistent way, the Notice aims at setting uniform
principless and standards applicable to fiscal state aid in order to ensure objectivity
andd equality of treatment between Member States.113 In this respect, it indicates the
needd to ensure "that Commission decisions are transparent and predictable" and to
guaranteee "consistency and equality of treatment between Member States" in
accordancee with the general state aid policy trends summarised above (see at 3.2.4).114
Thee broader objective of the Notice is "clarifying and reinforcing the application of
statee aid rules in order to reduce distortions of competition in the single market",
especiallyy in view of the repercussions deriving from the characterisation of a certain
taxx measure as state aid under Art. 87 of the Treaty. As to its legal nature, the Notice

»"" The "Package" to tackle harmful tax competition was published in OJ C2 of 6 January 1998, at 1. For its analysis,
seee Chapter 4, at 4.Z1.
See Para. J of the Package, at.: "...the Council notes that the Commission undertakes to publish guidelines on
thee application of the State aid rules to measures relating to direct business taxation". See also below at 3.6.6. and
inn Chapter 4.
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A summary of its content may be found in N. Tutt, European Commission to propose guidelines on providing state
aidaid through tax system, 17 Tax Notes International, 20/7/1998, p. 156; N. Tutt, European Commission to reassess
MemberMember States' special tax schemes, 17 Tax Notes International, 16/11/1998, p. 1473; A. Torres and E. Tucker,
EuropeanEuropean Commission adopts guidelines to end special tax regimes, 17 Tax Notes International, 23/11/1998, p. 1579.
1133
See the introduction to the Notice, at 1-2.
1144
See the Notice, point 4. The Notice also states that these goals are inspired by the incompatibility of state aids
withh EC law and the need to interpret as strictly as possible the exemptions from it, especially in the light of the
increasedd importance of direct taxation as a consequence of the monetary union and the consolidation of national
budgets. .
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formss part of the Commission's acts sui generis or 'soft' law containing policy
statementss on the application of the Treaty state aid rules, and therefore it is able to
createe legitimate expectations for both Member States and interested parties (see at
3.3.4). .
Ass will be seen, the importance of the Notice lies in its acknowledgement that fiscal
measuress must be assessed in the light of the state aid provisions on the basis of the
samee four conditions required in general (see at 3.3.1), but also that some specific
principless must be followed to tailor the application of the Treaty provisions to the
peculiaritiess of the fiscal area.115 In fact, direct taxation is a somewhat special form of
governmentt intervention as it is a 'forced' intervention in order to pursue
fundamentall social and economic objectives through the financing of public
expendituree and service, and therefore distortion of competition occurs if such
interventionn is not proportionate with regard to taxpayers in similar situations and
targetedd with regard to the said social and economic objectives.116 The Notice
indirectlyy endorses these considerations as a matter of principle, by making clear with
regardd to specificity that "this condition does not restrict the power of Member States
too decide on the economic policy which they consider most appropriate and, in
particular,, to spread the tax burden as they see fit across the different factors of
production." 1177 This is further confirmed throughout the Notice, which leaves enough
flexibilityy to the Commission to take into account the peculiarities of direct taxation
andd balance them with the necessity to firmly counter Member States' potentially
harmfull measures.
3.6.22 Criteria for application of Art. 87 to direct tax measures
Thee Notice explains in detail the application of the general principles contained in
Art.. 87 of the Treaty as developed by the Commission and by the case law of the ECJ
too the corporate tax area. In this regard, it refers to the four conditions required for
thee application of Art. 87 (see at 33.1), which must also be met with respect to tax
measures:: (i) advantage conferred on a firm (or firms); (ii) from state-originated
resources;; (iii) distortion of competition and impact on intra-Community trade; and
(iv)) specificity or selectivity.
Firstt of all, the advantage conferred upon firms must consist of any alleviation of
chargess or any relief concerning the tax burden normally imposed on them. The
Noticee makes a reference to the mechanisms used for the granting of the following
kindss of fiscal relief (see at 3.4.1), which may have an impact on a firm's or firms':118
taxable base (e.g. special deductions, accelerated depreciation, formation of taxfreee provisions);
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For a thorough explanation of the application of the EC state aid rules to fiscal measures see, in particular, B. J.
M.. Terra and P. J. Wattel, European Tax Law, Fed, 2001, at 16-17 and 197 ff.; Valente and Roccatagliata, tit, at 259;
W.. 5chön, Taxation and state aid law in the European Union, Common Market Law Review, 1999, p. 911; P.
Nicolaides,, Fiscal Aid in the EC - A critical review of current practice, 24(3) World Competition, 2001, p. 319; F. P.
Sutter,, The Adria Wien Pipeline case and the state aid provisions of of the EC Treaty in tax matters, 41 European Taxation, 78/2001,, p. 239.
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See on this also Schön, at, at 290.
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taxable amount (i.e. tax exemption and/or credit);119 and
collection of taxes due (Le. deferment, cancellation or special rescheduling of tax
debts). .
Ass to the second condition, the Notice interprets it as the aid being financed through
aa tax expenditure, i.e. a special tax measure deviating from the benchmark tax system
whosee effect is to cause an actual reduction in the country's tax revenue (see Section
3.2).. This requirement is closely linked to the specificity condition because the main
characteristicc of tax expenditures according to many fiscal theorists is their special
naturee as opposed to the standard tax system. Such a special measure may be enacted
throughh laws, regulations, or administrative practices of the tax authorities by either
centrall governments or decentralised bodies provided with autonomous powers,
whichwhich makes the scope of the notice an all-catching one.
Despitee its broadness, the concept of fiscal state aid may not interpreted so as to
encompasss also any potential loss of tax revenue suffered by a country as a result of
itss legislative or statutory provisions. In PreussenElektra,120 the ECJ ruled on this issue
withh regard to a German legislative provision obliging suppliers of public electricity
purchasedd from producers of renewable energy sources produced within their area of
supplyy to buy at minimum statutory prices higher than its actual market prices. One
off the issues was whether the producers of renewable energy received aid in that they
weree entitled to a compensation higher than the one they would have received in the
absencee of this German provision. In particular, this aid would entail a transfer of
publicc resources as a result of the suppliers of electricity suffering higher costs for the
purchasee of renewable energy, which meant lower taxable profits and thus lower tax
receiptss for Germany. Disagreeing, the EQ ruled that this obligation stemming from
Germann law did not involve any direct or indirect transfer of State resources since the
financiall burden was distributed between them and upstream private electricity
networkk operators. The Court went on to state that "that conclusion cannot be
underminedd by the fact ... that the financial burden ... is likely to ... entail a
diminutionn in tax receipts for the State. That consequence is an inherent feature of
suchh a legislative provisions.. ,".121
Thee third condition is that the tax measure has a potential negative impact on
competitionn and trade within the common market. On this point, the Notice
summarisess the interpretation and application by the EQ described above (see at
3.3.1)) and does not add any particular rule with respect to tax measures. In this
respect,, it is interesting to analyse the Maribel bis/ter case,122 which concerned a
Belgiann general scheme providing for lower social security contributions in favour of
undertakingss belonging to the processing industry sector. The Court referred to its
casee law that intra-Community trade can be affected even if the beneficiary does not
exportt products and that the Belgian measure specifically stated that beneficiaries of
thee aid were employers mostly exposed to international competition (see also at 3.3.1)
1199
This category should perhaps refer to the final tax liability, which may be affected not only by exemptions
and/orr credits, but also by nil or reduced tax rates.
12°° Case C-378/98, PreussenElektra AG and Schleswag AG, [2001] ECR 1-2099. See also the case annotation by A.
Goossenss and S. Emmerechts, 38 Common Market Law Review, 2001, p. 991.
1211
See PreussenElektra, at. paras. 59-62
1222 Case C-75/97, Belgium v. Commission ('Maribel bis/ter' scheme), [1999] ECR 1-3671, also explicitly cited in the
Notice,Notice, point 18, as an example of sectoral fiscal aid (see next paragraph).
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andd concluded that in these circumstances the Commission may be discharged from
havingg to prove that this condition is met given the manifest potential impact of this
schemee on intra-Community trade.123 As will be seen, this conclusion implies that in
almostt all cases of fiscal state aid scrutinised by the Commission this requirement is
deemedd satisfied without the necessity to prove the actual impact of the tax incentive
onn intra-Community trade (see Section 3.8).
3.6.33 Specificity criterion: benchmark tax system vs. special tax incentives
Thee interpretative doubts concerning the application of the 'specificity' criterion to
directt business taxation as well as the justification of "the nature or general scheme of
thee tax system" call for further analysis. Starting with the specificity criterion, the
Noticee points out that an advantage must be granted by way of an "exception to the
taxx provisions of a legislative, regulatory or administrative nature or from a
discretionaryy practice on the part of the tax authorities". In order to clarify what is
meantt by 'general' (i.e. 'benchmark') tax system as opposed to 'specific' tax measures,
thee Notice refers to the criterion of availability to all of the firms carrying on a
businesss activity within a Member State on an equal, objective and nondiscriminatoryy basis. Based on this, it states that general measures are those having:124
(a)) a "technical nature", such as the ones concerning tax rates, depreciation schedules,
periodd of loss carry-forward, or prevention of double taxation; and
(b)) an underlying general economic policy objective to be achieved by way of an
alleviationn of part of the tax burden concerning certain firms' production costs, such
ass R&D expenses, environment-friendly investments, and training and employment
activities. .
Withh regard to fiscal provisions falling into either category, however, the Notice
makess it clear that they will be considered to form part of a country's general tax
systemm only as long as they do not have the effect of favouring certain taxpayers
a n d / o rr sectors of the economy. Moreover, as to category (b) there must be a
justificationn for the measure concerned consisting of an appreciable goal of domestic
economicc policy or another desirable social or economic goal. Fiscal measures that
favourr firms relying on a labour-intensive production process (with respect to R&D,
trainingg and employment incentives) or on a capital-intensive one (with respect to
incentivess for environment-friendly equipment), therefore, only escape the
incompatibilityy principle if they are not likely to distort competition or if they can be
justifiedd (see below).
Moreover,, the Notice explicitly mentions as selective or specific provisions:
'sectoral' fiscal measures, whose applicability is limited to certain sectors of the
businesss activity (e.g. manufacturing, financial sector, etc.);
'horizontal' fiscal measures, which are limited to certain functions within a firm
(e.g.. R&D, environment, training and employment, etc.); and
'regional' fiscal measures, whose applicability is limited to a certain area within
aa Member State.

1233
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See Maribel bis/ter, at., paras. 48, 50, and 52.
See the Notice, point 13.
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Interestingg are some specific principles laid down in the Notice with respect to the
abovee categories. For example, with regard to sectoral fiscal state aid the Notice states
thatt a lower tax rate applying to an entire sector of the economy, like the
manufacturingg sector, must be considered to meet this condition.125 As to horizontal
fiscall state aid, the Notice mentions special tax regimes covering certain vital
functionss performed within multinational companies, such as coordination,
intermediation,, and other intra-group services, which "may constitute state aid as
referredd to in Art. 92(1) [i.e. now Art. 87(1)]"126 (on this point, see extensively in
sectionn 3.8). With respect to regional fiscal aid measures, the Notice makes a reference
too the exemptions contained in Art. 87(3)(a) and (c), and, in addition, contains other
specificc rules which will be analysed in greater detail below (see in section 3.7).
Thee above principles on the 'specificity' criterion do not lift all uncertainties in the
practicall distinction between general and specific tax measures. This is fundamental
inn the tax competition area, as this criterion is crucial in the determination of their
harmfull character. It is therefore necessary to further analyse some more recent
Commissionn decisions and legal literature.
Thee Commission recently considered that the specificity condition was not met by a
Dutchh tax measure under which (a portion of) investment in R&D facilities was
entitledd to accelerated depreciation.127 In this regard, it found that the measure was
generall and not limited to specific sectors, and that its application did not involve the
exercisee of discretionary power by the tax authorities. This case is an application of
thee general rule contained in the Notice and in the previous decision in the German
AirlinesAirlines case (see at 3.4.5), which was different from this measure in that it provided
forr special rules within a certain sector and limited to certain assets only.
Inn another case, the Commission decided that a tax credit scheme requiring a
minimumm investment of € 15 million did meet the specificity criterion as it was
limitedd to large companies and favoured them as opposed to smaller companies less
likelyy to have sufficient financial means to undertake such an investment.128 This
seemss consistent with the principles of the Notice, allowing these 'technical' measures
onlyy if not limited to certain sectors or specific (categories of) firms, or in other words
onlyy if not constituting disguised or de facto state aid.129
Twoo interesting Commission decisions deal with individual income tax systems
implementedd by Sweden and Denmark in favour of foreign experts moving
temporarilyy to these countries to take up highly-skilled employment.130 Under the
Swedishh system, the tax base of eligible individuals is reduced by 25%, while there is
alsoo a corresponding 25% reduction in social security contributions due by their
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See the Notice, point 18, which refers to the Irish corporation tax case discussed above at 3.5.
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employers,, for a period of no more than three years, provided the employment
relationshipp is not anticipated to last longer than five years. Under the Danish regime,
theree is a low flat income tax rate of 25% for individuals recruited abroad for a period
off six months to three years. In both cases, the Commission decided that neither
schemee was specific, since they were available for firms engaged in all sectors, both
thee public and private ones (in the Danish case), and to both large companies and
SMEs,, and did not involve discretion on the part of the tax authorities. These
decisionss suggest that even special tax regimes apparently deviating from a country's
'benchmark'' tax regime in that they feature a reduced tax base or a lower tax rate fail
too meet the specificity criterion if they are open to all sectors and economic activity
andd are not designed to constitute a disguised incentive for large (foreign-based)
companies.131 1
Despitee the above principles, there is still uncertainty as to the actual criterion or test
too distinguish general tax measures from specific ones caught by the ban of Art. 87, or
inn other words where the borderline between 'benchmark' tax system and deviations
fromm it Hes. Legal literature has pointed out that a solution for this purpose could be
mappingg out a set of common corporate tax rules that would form the benchmark at
EUU level, and every rule adopted by Member States inconsistent with it would be
deemedd to meet the selectivity criterion.132 However, it has also been recognised that
thiss solution would be in breach of EU law principles, namely Member States'
sovereigntyy in direct tax matters, and thus that the benchmark must be singled out
withh regard to each individual Member State's tax system, which must be judged on
itss intrinsic logic and entirety for its assessment under the state aid rules. This
conclusionn is also consistent with the Notice, which specifically requires a
determinationn of the general system of taxation of the Member State concerned and,
subsequently,, some evidence that the suspect measure is to be labelled as a specific
measure,, i.e. a deviation from it.133
Givenn the need to stick with objective rather than subjective tests in accordance with
ECJJ case law (see at 3.3.1 and 3.3.4), a possible solution is to focus on the recipients
andd beneficiaries of the aid.134 In this respect, the specificity test should be applied
withh regard to all involved parties, and only if a tax measure would actually have the
effectt to favour directly only certain recipients or indirectly any other potential
beneficiariess in the light of sectors of the economy, horizontal functions of enterprises,
orr specific regional areas, would this criterion be satisfied.

1311
From these decisions one may draw other more general conclusions in the direct tax area. The first is that
similarr tax regimes implemented in Belgium and the Netherlands in favour of foreign experts relocating into their
countriess would seem to meet the specificity criterion, as they are mostly limited for large multinational
companiess and the Belgian one is connected to the special 'coordination centre' regime (see at 3.8.1 and 3.8.2). The
secondd is that the decision by Member States to discriminate against resident experts not entitled to the same
beneficiall tax treatment is perfectly legitimate under the Treaty state aid rules, meaning that 'reverse
discrimination'' is not incompatible with them (on this issue, see also in Chapter 2, at 2.3.2).
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See Schön, at, at 923, citing Frick, Einkommensteuerliche Steuervergünstigungen und BeiUljeverbot nach dem EGVertrag,Vertrag, 1994, at 27, but supporting the different approach indicated in the text
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3.6.44 The justification of the "nature or general scheme of the tax system"
Thee first stage of the investigation on the state aid nature of a fiscal measure within
thee meaning of Art. 87 of the Treaty ends with the evidence that all four conditions
aree met. Even if this is the case, there must be a further stage of investigation focusing
onn whether this fiscal measure is justified by the "nature or general scheme of the tax
system",, i.e. whether it stems "directly from the basic or guiding principles of the tax
systemm in the Member State concerned".135 This last analysis will lead to the final
decisionn by the Commission on the compatibility of this measure with the EC Treaty
provisionss on state aid. From a procedural point of view, the Notice specifies that the
burdenn of proof lies on the Member State concerned, which will have to explain what
thesee domestic economic objectives are or why the measure in question is inherent in
itss tax system.
Fromm a substantive point of view, a fiscal state aid measure is covered by this
justificationn if it is "necessary to the functioning and effectiveness of the tax
system".1366 As an example, the Notice states that "the progressive nature of an income
taxx scale ... is justified by the redistributive purpose of the tax," and that the
"calculationn of asset depreciation and stock valuation methods ... may be inherent in
thee tax system to which they belong",137 which once again shows the link between the
specificityy criterion and this justification (see also at 3.6.3). Furthermore, the Notice
containss a distinction between "external" objectives of tax measures (e.g. social or
regionall development) and their "internal" objectives inherent in the tax system itself
(namely,, the broad goal of raising revenue). However, this distinction is not made
workablee in practice by identifying practical criteria. On the one hand, it is stated that
"eachh firm is supposed to pay only once" and that "it is inherent in the logic of the tax
systemm that taxes paid in the State in which the firm is resident... should be taken into
account."" On the other hand, it is affirmed that "certain exceptions to the tax rules are
difficultt to justify by the logic of a tax system ... for example if non-resident
companiess are treated more favourably than resident ones or if tax benefits are
grantedd to head offices or to firms providing certain services (for example, financial)
withinn a group."138
Furtherr clarification is needed by analysing Commission practice, ECJ case law and
thee legal literature. On the face of it, it may seem that this justification is nothing new
orr different from the specificity criterion, which for its application also requires an
analysiss of a Member State's general tax system to see whether the measure
scrutinisedd forms part of the 'benchmark' or is inherent to it, or it constitutes a
specificc deviation from this benchmark. However, as legal commentators have
observed,, there is a logical distinction between selectivity and this justification as
bothh the Commission and the Court have at times found specific fiscal state aid
measuress that were nevertheless justified by the logic of a country's tax system.139 In
particular,, the former deals with the objective interpretation of the concept of aid,
whilee the latter requires an overall analysis of the tax system as a whole and its
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underlyingg (subjective) aims. Even so, taking as a starting point the Notice and the
distinctionn between internal versus external objectives of a tax system, in practice the
distinctionn between specificity and the "nature" justification is rather blurred. A joint
readingg of the rules contained in the Notice does not help in this respect. As for the
specificityy criterion, the Notice states that Member States in principle enjoy
sovereigntyy in the direct tax area as to the framing of the main tax rules (see points 13
andd 14, explained at 3.6.3), which seems analogous to the assessment of the "internal"
andd "external" objectives of the tax system under this justification (see points 24 and
26).140 0
Inn order to overcome the rather confusing statements contained in the Notice, the
startingg point is that taken together, these two sets of principles acknowledge that the
directt tax area has special features to be taken into account in the application of the
statee aid rules as opposed to other law areas, namely the fundamental need to raise
revenuee in order to finance budget expenditure and public services as well as to
correctt market imperfections or failures in order to encourage the use of certain
factorss of production (e.g. labour or capital) or the development of certain depressed
areass (see also at 3.6.1). In other words, they acknowledge that the direct tax area
constitutess an exception to the general rule that only the effects must be objectively
evaluatedd in the compatibility assessment under Art. 87 (1), as a qualitative
assessmentt based on the subjective policy goals of a certain (special) tax measure is
allowedd under the "nature" justification. This being so, the distinction between
specificityy and the justification must be based on an objective and a subjective
assessmentt of a possible fiscal state aid measure. First, it must be seen whether such
taxx measure objectively deviates from the 'benchmark' (see in detail at 3.6.3). If it
does,, the "nature" justification must be assessed by taking into account the tax policy
objectivess pursued by this measure, such as the goal to redistribute income linked to
thee ability-to-pay principle, or the goal to avoid international double taxation (i.e. its
"internal"" objectives), or other economic and social goals linked to the need to make
upp for structural handicaps suffered by a certain depressed region (i.e. its "external"
objectives). .
AA few practical examples may clarify this distinction. The exemption from corporate
taxationn of charities and non-profit organisations contained in most Member States'
taxx laws, although a specific measure, is justified on the grounds that the objective of
thesee entities is not to make a profit for its shareholders but to use them for
appreciablee social goals which sometimes the Member States are unable to pursue
themselvess for lack of necessary resources and funds.141 Sometimes different tax
treatmentss are justified having regard to the business characteristics of specific
sectors,, such as banks or insurance companies which are more exposed to risks from
badd or doubtful debts and thus may be beneficiary of special tax rules allowing e.g. to
formm special tax-free provisions for this purpose or to contribute a higher portion of
!*>> In particular, Point 13, first dash, on specificity, seems to require an analogous assessment than Point 24 on the
internall objectives. Point 13, second dash, seems to require an analogous assessment than Point 26 on the external
objectives.. A case potentially showing the ambiguity of the current approach concerns the Irish relief on foreignsourcee income, see at 3.8.5.
i«« See the Ladbroke Racing case, at, at para. 28, and Schön, at, at 928, also pointing out that the exemption from
otherr taxes for these organisations is unjustified under the state aid rules, as is a corporate tax exemption also for
theirr profit-making activities relating to the charitable ones.
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theirr income to them,142 or oil companies due to the high exploration risks incurred in
theirr business.143
Inn some cases the ECJ has ruled that a special tax measure conferring advantages to
certainn sectors or recipients without a sufficient, targeted, or proportioned underlying
policyy justification based on the nature or general scheme of the system is
incompatiblee with the Treaty. In the Maribel bis/ter case (see also at 3.6.2), the ECJ
concludedd that although the Belgian reduction of the social security was a desirable
generall scheme aimed at promoting job creation (i.e. conferring an advantage on a
specificc factor of production), it was nevertheless not justifiable as a general measure
off economic policy. Interestingly, the Court stated that "it is true that an increased
reductionn of social security contributions ... does not at first sight appear to derogate
fromm the nature and scheme of the general system of social protection. Moreover ...
Memberr States retain their powers to organise their social security systems ...
Howeverr ... increased reductions ... in order to attain that objective have the sole
directt effect of according an economic advantage to the recipient undertakings alone
.... belonging to certain sectors of economic activities, is not justified by the nature or
generall scheme of the social security system in force in Belgium/'144 In other words,
thee sectoral specificity of the Belgian scheme caused in the Court's view a distortion
off competition which could not justified by the social character of the system and the
incentivee for the employment factor of production, despite Member States'
sovereigntyy in this area.
Moree recently, the Commission has rejected as a justification based on the general
naturee of the tax system the introduction of favourable tax measures in order to offset
thee higher tax burden usually applied on a sector of the economy. In the Italian
bankingbanking case,145 the object was an Italian Law providing for a special reduced
corporatee tax rate of 12.5% on certain mergers in the banking sector. One of the
argumentss put forward by the Italian authorities was that this sector is subject to
specificc regulations and a special treatment is justified inter alia because of the higher
taxx burden suffered by this sector. Rejecting this argument, the Commission reasoned
thatt if the aid is justified by the nature of the (banking) business, the underlying
reasonn cannot be a compensation for higher taxation borne by this sector, because a
selectivee measure of this type may not be justified by the presence of other selective
measuress in the tax system, which would cause a dangerous vicious circle in the
system.1466 This outcome is consistent with the previous ECJ judgement in the Italian
roadroad hauliers case,147 in which it ruled that disparities in (indirect tax) legislation
bringingg about distortions of competition may not justify the introduction of a
compensatoryy state aid by the Member State having laid down a more unfavourable
(tax)) treatment pursuant to its (tax) sovereignty.
Fromm all the above one may conclude that for the application of the Treaty provisions
inn fiscal state aid matters the evaluation of the specificity criterion and of the
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justificationn of the nature or general scheme of the system are closely linked, even
thoughh in principle it must be carried out separately. The first prong of the
assessmentt concerning specificity requires an objective analysis of the specific
characterr of the tax measure in a sectoral, horizontal, or regional perspective. The
secondd prong of assessment on the "nature" justification involves a subjective,
qualitativee analysis of the underlying policy goals of such tax measures, both
"internal"" to the tax system (e.g. progressivity, need to prevent double taxation) and
"external"" (i.e. economic and social goals). Also the appropriateness and
proportionalityy of the tax measure to achieve the said goals must be taken into
accountt and weighed against the distortion of competition caused to the internal
market.. From a practical point of view, this second prong of the assessment could
coincidee with die assessment of the justifications based on the rule of reason carried
outt by the ECJ in evaluating the compatibility of direct tax measures with the Treaty
provisionss on the fundamental freedoms.148 Even though there is no mention of this
inn the Notice or in the EQ case law on the fiscal state aid provisions, the welldevelopedd body of principles with regard to the Treaty freedoms as applicable in the
directt tax area and the desirability of a consistent application of these two sets of
provisionn would seem to strongly support this conclusion. This twofold assessment is
requiredd in consideration of the special nature of the direct tax area, which plays a
fundamentall role for the Member States' ability to fund public expenditures and their
pursuitt of such fundamental policy goals as income redistribution, economic
development,, and correction of market imperfections or failures.
3.6.55 The Notice and the administrative practices of tax authorities
AA separate paragraph is devoted by the Notice to the "discretionary administrative
practices"" of the tax authorities. In accordance with settled case law (see at 3.4.6),
thesee are presumed to be specific fiscal aid measures falling foul of the
incompatibilityy principle stated by Art. 87 Treaty whenever they: (i) entail a deviation
fromm the benchmark tax system of a country, due to (ii) the exercise of discretionary
powerss by the tax administration. This rule is an application of the general principle
thatt specific measures applied on a case-by-case basis and lacking objectiveness,
transparencyy and legal certainty lead to discrimination against firms not enjoying
them.. In this regard, the Notice contains a reference to a judgement of the EQ which
explicitlyy affirmed that "treating economic agents on a discretionary basis may mean
thatt the individual application of a general measure takes on the features of a
selectivee measure, ... where exercise of the discretionary power goes beyond the
simplee management of tax revenue by reference to objective criteria".149
Thee Notice also clarifies that the presumption of fiscal state aid does not exist where
thee administrative practices concern the mere interpretation of a provision of the
generall tax system, nor where they do not lack transparency or do not imply
discretionaryy decisions by the tax authorities. From this principle it may be inferred
thatt if the presumption does not exist, there will be a reversal of the burden of proof
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onn the Commission to submit evidence to the contrary. An application of these
principless may be found in a different section of the Notice, which states that "if the
taxx authority has discretionary freedom to set different depreciation periods or
differentt valuation methods, firm by firm, sector by sector, there is a presumption of
aid".. Moreover, it is made clear that "such a presumption also exists when the fiscal
administrationn handles fiscal debts on a case by case basis with an objective different
fromm the objective of optimising the recovery of tax debts from the enterprise
concerned".150 0
Ann interesting application of these principles may be found in the Technolease case,
whichwhich was decided by the Commission in 1999.151 The facts concerned a ruling issued
byy the Netherlands tax authorities, which approved a technolease agreement between
Rabobankk and Philips regarding a sale and leaseback of know-how from the latter to
thee former. This case arose mainly due to the lack of transparency of the Netherlands
taxx authorities' practice and to the evasive reactions of these authorities to press
publicationss detailing the technolease deal and questioning the fact that other firms
applyingg for the same type of ruling were not able to obtain it (with the exception of
thee aviation firm Fokker). The situation was complicated by the fact that at the time of
issuancee of the ruling there was no specific rule with regard to these kinds of
transactionss neither in Dutch civil law nor in Dutch tax law to determine whether the
Dutchh tax authorities had (ab)used their discretionary power by granting a
favourablee ruling only to Philips (and Fokker) and not to all other taxpayers applying
forr it.
Thee Commission concluded that there had been no such abuse of discretion on the
partt of the Dutch authorities, and thus that the specificity condition was not met in
thiss case. This was based on the grounds that in the absence of specific statutory
provisionss on this type of deals the Dutch tax authorities merely applied the general
Dutchh tax law principle of "sound business practice" as interpreted by the Dutch
Supremee Court. In other words, the fact that there was no actual discretionary
deviationn from settled case law, or more specifically that had the Netherlands tax
authoritiess not granted advance legal certainty, and had Rabobank and Philips taken
thee case to court, they would have had a good enough perspective of winning thencase,, was sufficient for the Commission to rule out the satisfaction of the specificity
criterion.. Moreover, this conclusion was based on an ex post examination of the
technoleasee deal on the basis of the guidelines on this subject released by the Dutch
taxx authorities after the clearance of this deal to ensure transparency and legal
certainty.. In this respect, the Commission ascertained that even if these guidelines
hadd been published before the clearance of the deal between Philips and Rabobank,
thiss would have been cleared in any event. This case shows the strict attitude of the
Commissionn in the investigation of the rulings issued by a country's tax
administrationn with regard to the transparency of its behaviour as well as the degree
off discretion exercised and its deviation from statutory tax law. Once again, the main
problemm for the Commission in these cases is to become aware of the issuance of
rulingss by the tax authorities, often kept secret in accordance with domestic law, and
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too gather as much information as possible also after the opening of an investigation to
makee a correct decision.
3.6.66 Implementation of the Notice: the Commission large scale investigation on
fiscall state aid of July 2001
Inn addition to substantive policy statements, the Notice contains specific
implementationn steps. In particular, it states that the "Commission will... as from the
timee of its publication, examine the tax aid plans notified to it and ... illegally
implementedd in the Member States and will review the existing systems".152 This had
beenn explicitly anticipated by the Council in the "Package" to tackle harmful tax
competition:: "the Council also notes that the Commission intends to examine or reexaminee existing tax arrangements and proposed new legislation by Member States,
casee by case, thus ensuring that the rules and objectives of the Treaty are applied
consistentlyy and equally to all"153 (see also at 3.6.1).
Ass a result of its commitment and after a thorough investigation parallel with the
workk relating to the implementation of the Code of Conduct (see in Chapter 4, section
4.2),, the Commission announced in July 2001 the launch of a number of formal
investigationss into Member States' (harmful) corporate tax regimes potentially in
breachh of the Treaty state aid rules under Art. 88 (2).154 This investigation regards 15
suchh regimes in 12 Member States and has as its main target regimes mainly or
exclusivelyy available for intra-group activities or for the financial sector and usually
limitedd to multinational companies. The majority of these regimes (i.e. 11) are 'nonnotified'' measures, meaning that if they turn out to be in breach of the State aid rules,
thee Member States concerned are in principle under the duty to recover the aid from
thee beneficiaries with interest. This is also explicitly envisaged in the procedural rules
containedd in the Notice with regard to the application of Art. 88 of the Treaty to fiscal
statee aid (see at 3.3.3), which states that Member States having failed to notify tax
measuress which constitute fiscal state aid under the Notice will have to recover the
taxx aid unlawfully handed out "calculated on the basis of a comparison between the
taxx actually paid and the amount which should have been paid if the generally
applicablee rule had been applied".155
Thee Notice also makes it clear that the recovery of illegal aid will not have to take
placee "where this would be contrary to a general principle of Community law, in
particularr legitimate expectation to which the Community's behaviour can give
rise".15** It is on the basis of this principle that the Commission simultaneously started
aa review of 'existing' fiscal state aid with regard to 4 (potentially harmful) tax regimes
alreadyy erroneously approved on the basis of the State aid rules in the light of the
neww rules laid down in the Notice (and in the Guidelines on regional aid). A more
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detailedd analysis of some of these regimes currently being investigated by the
Commissionn follows in the next two sections.
3.77 New rules on regional fiscal aid and the future of tax-free areas
3.7.11 Introduction
Ass mentioned above, in 1998 the Commission released two documents affecting the
principless concerning fiscal state aid limited to regions within Member States
potentiallyy covered by the Art. 87 (3) (a) and (c) exemptions: the Notice on fiscal state
aidd rules to direct business taxation (see Section 3.6) and the Guidelines on national
regionall aid. While the former sets out a number of principles that the Commission
willl apply exclusively to tax incentives granted to companies investing in depressed
regionss qualifying under the said exemptions, the latter contain the new method of
applicationn of such exemptions and replaces the 1988 Communication discussed
abovee (see at 3.3.2 and 3.4.7).
Ass to the interrelationship and interaction of these two sets of principles, they are
applicablee simultaneously to the same situation if a Member State grants a regional
incentivee of a fiscal nature. In practice, a three-step investigation will need to be
carriedd out for an assessment on their compatibility with the EC Treaty. First of all,
thee Commission will have to determine whether such a tax incentive is to be
consideredd "aid" within the meaning of Art. 87(1) under the rules contained in the
Notice.. If this is the case, the Commission will have to resort to the general principles
containedd in the new Guidelines to ascertain whether this incentive is to be labelled
"regional"" because it applies within an area qualifying under either of the Art. 87(3)
exemptions.. If this is so, the Commission will have to apply the specific principles on
regionall fiscal aid contained in the Notice in order to issue a final decision on the
compatibilityy of this tax incentive with the Treaty.
Inn this section, the main principles of the new Guidelines on national regional aid will
bee touched on first, followed by a detailed description of the principles concerning
regionall fiscal aid contained in the Notice. The impact on some tax-free areas
availablee in the EU is then focused on, in particular the Canary Islands ZEC regime
andd the Madeira ZFM regime. The former clearly shows that the strict approach of
thee Commission in allowing special tax-free areas only to the extent they do not cover
(also)) financial activities and other mobile intra-group services that are not related
withh the handicaps suffered by these areas. The latter was previously approved and is
noww being tested against the new rules on regional fiscal aid. Lastly, there will be an
analysiss of the Basque provinces' tax incentives, as they have been object of a recent
judgementt by the CFI showing its attitude towards the strict Commission approach in
regionall fiscal aid.
3.7.22 The new guidelines on national regional aid and the "outermost regions"
Inn March 1998 the Commission approved the new Guidelines on National Regional
Aidaa the application of the exemptions laid down in Art. 87(3) (a) and (c), which were
meantt to replace all of the documents previously issued on this subject matter,
includingg the 1988 Communication. Generally speaking, the Guidelines focus on the
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ruless concerning regional aid and are broadly shaped on the 1988 Communication,
withh some differences mainly aimed at reducing the amounts of regional aid allowed
consistentlyy with the state ad policy trends highlighted above (see at 3.2.4).
Thee introduction to the Guidelines confirms the exceptional nature of the Art. 87(3)
exemptionss and the need to narrow their scope in accordance with the general
principless explained above (see at 3.3.2). As to the definition of regionall aid measures,
thee Guidelines refer to those which "differ from the other categories of government
supportt (in particular R&D, environmental protection, or firms in difficulty), in that
theyy are reserved for particular regions and have as their specific aim the
developmentt of those regions". The Guidelines deal with measures whose goal is to
assistt and promote investments in depressed areas and at the same time to boost the
employmentt therein so as to bring about "expansion, modernisation and
diversificationn of the activities of the establishments located in those regions" and
encouragementt for "new firms to settle there".157
Thee Guidelines focus on the (new) method of application of paragraph (3) of Art. 87
off the Treaty. The criteria for the exemption contained in Art. 87(3)(a) are the same as
thosee endorsed by the 1988 Communication, i.e. eligible areas are those whose local
GDPP is lower than 75% of the EU average over the last three years. However, the aid
intensityy ceilings of maximum allowed aid have been reduced from 75% to 50% (after
tax).. The Guidelines contain a difference with respect to the criteria for the
applicationn of the Art. 87(3)(c) exemption. The two-stage assessment based on fixed
economicc indicators and adjusted by other socio-economic parameters laid down in
thee 1988 Communication has been replaced by a two-stage assessment relying on a
closerr cooperation between the Commission and the Member States, which is still
linkedd to the former method as regards its mechanics. In the new first stage of
assessmentt the Commission must set specific ceilings for the maximum population
eligiblee to regional aid under Art. 87(3) (c) and decide on the consequent distribution
off such regional aid amongst the Member States. In doing so, the Commission must
takee into account the same economic criteria used in the old first stage, i.e. the ratio
GDP/GVAA of such areas must be lower than 85% or the structural unemployment
higherr than 115% of the EC averages over the last three years. The new second stage
allowss Member States to notify to the Commission a list of domestic regions
consideredd eligible to qualify under Art. 87(3)(c) on the basis of an assessment which
iss to be: (i) objective, (ii) explained in detail, and (iii) able to show significant socioeconomicc disparities between these regions and the rest of the country. Even though
thee Guidelines do not explicitly mention any such indicator, it may be maintained
thatt all the socio-economic indicators contained in the 1988 Communication with
regardd to the former second stage of assessment may serve as a reference for the
Memberr States for this purpose. The ceilings of maximum aid intensity have been
reducedd also with regard to Art. 87(3)(c) regions from 30% to 20% (after tax).
Thesee are the most important principles contained in the Guidelines affecting
regionall fiscal aid. There are several other policy statements with respect to Art. 87(3),
butt they will not be analysed here because are rather technical and are not relevant
forr the fiscal area. As a result of the Guidelines, the new maps of regions entitled to
benefitt from these exemptions for the period 2000-2006 have been approved by the
1577
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Commission,, which are also valid for the granting of aids from the Union's Structural
Funds. 1588 The application of the Guidelines has immediately meant a reduction of the
averagee regional aid granted, as well as of the population covered by the regional aid
mapss down from 46.7% to 42.7% of the EU population. 159
Shortlyy after the implementation of the Guidelines, the Commission has also relaxed
itss policy on national regional aid granted to the "outermost" regions of the Union.160
Thesee regions are covered by Art. 299 (2) of the Treaty, added by the Treaty of
Amsterdam,, and include the Canary Islands (in Spain), the Azores and Madeira (in
Portugal),, and the French overseas departments. By virtue of their "structural and
economicc situation ... compounded by their remoteness, insularity, small size,
difficultt topography and climate, economic dependence on a few products," the
Commissionn granted them extra privileges in derogation to the Guidelines, which
havee been amended accordingly as a result of the entry into force of the Amsterdam
Treatyy in May 2000. As a result, the "outermost" regions (i) are allowed to grant
operatingg aid even if it is not progressively reduced and limited in time where it is
meantt to offset the higher costs resulting from the said disadvantages listed in the
Treaty,, and (ii) are eligible to benefit from Art. 87 (3) (c) status regardless of the
satisfactionn of the required conditions. These privileges, which add up to the higher
aidd intensity ceilings previously granted to outermost regions compared to the other
Art.. 87(3) regions, are important in the assessment on the compatibility with the
Treatyy of special tax regimes implemented by (some of) them, as will be seen below.
3.7.33 The rules on regional fiscal aid contained in the Notice
Inn addition to the principles analysed above (see Section 3.6), the Notice addresses the
issuee of regional fiscal aid. After endorsing the settled principles governing the
applicationn of the Art. 87(3)(a) and (c) exemptions, the Notice explicitly refers to the
neww Guidelines so as to ensure consistency between the two documents. 161 In this
respect,, in order to benefit from the exemptions of Art. 87(3) of the EC Treaty the
Noticee requires that regional fiscal aid measures: 162
(a)) have a positive impact on regional development and employment;
(b)) be potentially able to improve a regional disadvantage; and
(c)) bring about positive effects within the Community without causing serious
negativee distortions in other countries' economies.
Twoo important clarifications are then added. With respect to the requirement under
(a),, it is pointed out that the establishment of offshore (i.e. tax-free) areas is usually
nott considered to be a sufficient stimulus to the concerned region's economy because
thee positive externalities created by them are too low. Therefore, fiscal incentives
1588
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offeredd through the establishment of tax-free zones are no longer likely to be
consideredd compatible with EC law and to receive Commission approval. With
regardd to the condition under (b), the Notice explains that "it is open to question
whetherr there are any real regional handicaps involved in activities for which for
examplee transport costs are of little relevance, such as financing activities, which lend
themselvess to tax avoidance". This means that the concession of fiscal incentives in
favourr of financial (and similar intra-group) activities even in depressed areas
coveredd by one of the regional aid exemptions may from now on be considered
incompatiblee with the EC Treaty in any event (unless they are granted in "outermost"
regions,, see at 3.7.2 and 3.7.5).
Thee reason behind this is that the remoteness or depression of the areas concerned
hass no significant relationship to the carrying out of financial intra-group activities.
Thee usually much higher costs of establishing an active business in these areas do not
occurr in case of financial (and similar) services, since these activities are easily
movablee elsewhere. Consequently, there would be no justification for allowing a
distortionn of competition in favour of them even in these depressed areas, since the
relevantt benefits would be more than cancelled out by the negative effects caused to
otherr Member States' economies, i.e. those stemming from the relocation of mobile
activitiess to newly-created offshore areas. This would in turn violate the principle
containedd under (c) above, i.e. the (negative) international spill-over effects, which are
onee of the undesirable consequences caused by harmful tax competition (see Chapter
1.. Section 1.2).
3.7.44 Impact of the new rules on the Canary Islands Regime
Ann interesting case directly affected by the application of the new rules on regional
fiscall aid, and illustrative of the interaction of fiscal aid rules and regional aid rules, is
thee tax-free area established in the Spanish archipelago of the Canary Islands. Since
19911 this area features a special economic and fiscal regime (i.e. Regimen Ecoiwmico y
FiscalFiscal de Canarias, hereinafter: "REF") approved by the Spanish Government with the
aimm of favouring the development of this depressed area.163 As part of this regime,
severall tax incentives concerning both direct and indirect taxation were introduced,
suchh as a (limited) corporate tax holiday, the possibility to create a tax-free
investmentt provision, an investment deduction, and an exemption from capital
transferr tax. In addition, a special tax regime was introduced in 1994 in favour of nonresidentt multinational companies establishing within the archipelago entities
carryingg on certain financial and insurance activities (i.e. Zona Especial Canaria,
hereinafter:: "ZEC"). 164 Under the proposed ZEC regime, eligible entities were
virtuallyy exempt from corporation tax on profits deriving from eligible activities, and
theirr outbound payments of dividends, interest and royalties were exempt from
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withholdingg tax in Spain. The ZEC regime, which has never entered into effect in this
versionn for the reasons explained below, was originally due to expire in the year 2024.
Thee Spanish Government notified the REF regime to the Commission for the
assessmentt of its compatibility with the state aid rules. The Commission came up
withh a positive decision but conditional on the fulfilment of certain conditions.165 The
reasoningg for the approval focused on the fact that the Canary Islands were covered
byy the exemption of Art. 87(3)(a) and, in addition, were included among the
"outermost"" regions entitled to grant additional benefits in consideration of their
remotee location (see at 3.7.2).
Ass for the ZEC regime, the Spanish government and the Commission started difficult
negotiationss under the state aid rules. On the one hand, this was due to the adamant
attitudee by the latter to deny its approval based on the (then proposed) rules of the
Notice,, and in particular its goal to attract financial investments and its exclusive
availabilityy for non-resident multinational companies, which was part of its tough
strategyy in the application of state aid rules to counter harmful tax competition after
thee Irish corporation tax case. Qn the other hand, the Spanish Government felt
discriminatedd against because similar competing tax-free areas had been approved by
thee Commission, such as the Irish IFSC (see in Section 3.5), the Belgian coordination
centree regime (see in Section 3.8) and the Madeira ZFM regime (see at 3.4.7 and below
att 3.7.5), whereas others had not even been scrutinised (see in Section 3.8). What
furtherr complicated the situation was the fact that the Canary Islands were due to
losee Art. 87(3)(a) status and possibly to acquire the Art. 87(3)(c) status and that the
neww Treaty provision on the "outermost" areas as well as the amendment to the
Guideliness on regional aid were not effective at that time.
Thee Commission finally approved the new Canary Islands ZEC regime in January
20000 as a result of a number of modifications accepted by the Spanish government.166
Thesee modifications were necessary to ensure compliance with the principles of both
Guideliness and Notice, and aimed AT granting the special tax incentives only to the
extentt that there would be actual investments lasting for a certain period and creating
employment.. This is also reflected in the estimates by the Spanish authorities that
somee 563 firms would be attracted by the regime and some 2,815 new jobs would be
createdd in the archipelago, with a net tax revenue loss of about € 102 million.
Thee details of the new ZEC regimes are interesting to understand the new tough
Commissionn approach in the fiscal state aid area also towards depressed areas. New
entities,, either companies or local permanent establishments, will be eligible for the
speciall regime provided their main office and the management takes place in the
Canaryy islands and the shares are registered. Furthermore, these companies must
undertakee a minimum investment of € 100,000 and create at least five new jobs, in
specifiedd business activities. These requirements show that only companies
effectivelyy active on the islands, contributing to the local development and
employment,, and whose ultimate beneficial owner is disclosed, are entitled to the
neww regime. As for the eligible activities, they include manufacturing (e.g.
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production,, transformation, handling and distribution of products in a wide range of
businesss sectors) and service activities (e.g. transportation, processing, handling and
marketingg of products, and computer-related services). However, financial activities,
coordinationn types of services, and other intra-group services are specifically
excludedd from the benefits of the ZEC. This is an application of the principle that
thesee activities do not contribute to a significant extent to the development of the
Canaryy islands due to their mobility, and that the main effect of this regime would
willl be to unduly erode other (Member) States' taxable bases.
Thee main incentive featured by the ZEC regime is a corporate tax rate of 1% to 5%
dependingg on the year of registration, the creation of employment, and the activity
carriedd out. This rate progressively increases each year in order to reduce the amount
off aid suffered by the Spanish treasury (i.e. is digressive). There are other incentives
forr eligible entities, such as exemption from the local VAT, exemption from transfer
tax,, and a reduction of local taxes.167 On the other hand, ZEC entities are subject to
otherr minor taxes for the registration in the ZEC Registry and for the issue of other
documentss by the local authorities (i.e. the ZEC Consortium). After the amendment,
thee ZEC regime is available until 31 December 2006 (i.e. when the new maps of
regionss entitled to regional aid will have to be approved), with possibility for eligible
companiess to enjoy its benefits until 31 December 2008.
Thee Canary Islands regime shows that the Commission is committed to stopping any
formm of fiscal state aid not justified by the underdevelopment or underemployment of
areass entitled to regional aid under the Art. 87(3) exemptions. As a result of the
applicationn of the principles contained in the two sets of documents (Le. the
Guideliness and the Notice), the Commission allows aids in the form of corporate tax
reductionss or exemptions only where they are targeted to the objectives of spurring
locall growth and employment, are proportionate to the higher costs implied by the
locall handicaps of these areas, must be limited in time and digressive as for their
amount,, and in no event must be ring-fenced from the rest of the economy.
3.7.55 Is there a future for tax-free areas? The Madeira ZFM case
Thee application of the new principles on regional fiscal aid by the Commission as
welll as the impact of the Canary Islands case with regard to the Madeira ZFM regime
(seee for its history and approval at 3.4.7) will be of paramount importance to infer
whetherr there still is a future for comprehensive tax-free zones in the EU. The ZFM
regimee as repeatedly approved by the Commission was available for a number of
activitiess and featured several tax incentives.168 In particular, the ZFM is composed of
ann industrial free zone, an international business centre (hereinafter: "IBC"), a
financiall services centre (hereinafter: "FSC"), and a shipping register (hereinafter:
"MAR").. Eligible entities are entitled to a corporate tax exemption from their income,
ass well as to a lower VAT rate and customs duties on the import of goods.
Furthermore,, there is an exemption from withholding taxes on payments of
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dividends,, interest, and royalties, as well as on fees paid to providers of services.
Thesee exemptions do not apply, however, if the transactions involve Portuguese
residentss or mainland Portugal, which makes this regime ring-fenced from the
Portuguesee economy (see also at 3.8.4). All these incentives are due to apply until
20111 for companies licensed before 31 December 2000.
Despitee the issue of the Notice on fiscal state aid and the Guidelines on national
regionall aid, the Commission started a review of the ZFM regime in early 1998 on the
basiss of Art. 88 (1) of the Treaty (see at 3.3.3). In particular, it raised the attention of
thee Portuguese authorities on the need to comply with these documents in view of
theirr entry into force and to take appropriate steps to this and effective as of January
2000.. After a number of meetings between the Commission and Portuguese officials,
noo compromise was reached and the Commission decided to open an Art. 88(2)
proceduree for failure to notify any proposed measure as requested by the
Commission.. In its Notice, the Commission indicated that the amount of tax aid is
quitee significant,169 amounting to € 1 billion in 1997 only, and benefiting some 4,000
firmss employing almost 1,000 people. Furthermore, it pointed out that given the fact
thatt the new amendments on the "outermost" regions had not entered in effect at that
time,, operating aid in the form of tax exemptions like the ones featured by the ZFM
wouldd only be allowed for the transportation sector. Confirming its policy towards
thee Canary Islands, the Commission restated the same principles as to the need of
targetingg and proportionality of the fiscal state aid also in Madeira, stating that as
fromm January 2000 "financial sectors and certain international services ('intragroup'
servicee firms and coordination centres) would have to be excluded from the scheme,
givenn their small contribution to regional development and the absence of genuine
regionall handicaps in this field; in addition, the amount of corresponding tax revenue
shortfalll may have to be limited." Interestingly, the Commission added that given the
proportionn of the number of eligible firms to the number of employees and tax
revenuee loss (see above), "it appears difficult to take the view that the aid is justified
inn terms of contribution to regional development" and that this conclusion would in
noo event be affected when operating aid was assessed in the light of new Art. 299(2)
off the Treaty on the "outermost" regions.
Inn response to the Commission Notice, the Portuguese authorities approved an
amendmentt to the ZFM effective as from 1 January 2001, with ZFM entities licensed
untill that date eligible to benefit from the regime until 2011.170 Under the new regime,
thee corporate tax exemption for the industrial free trade zone (as well as the MAR)
aree unchanged until the previous anticipated expiration of 2011 also for newly
registeredd ZFM companies. This would probably be justified given the apparent
contributionn to the local development this type of real investment brings about. As
forr the IBC regime, international service companies performing e.g. international
trading,, management and accounting, consulting, and investment and property
services,, would enjoy a low rate of 1 to 3% until 2011 depending on the year in which
theyy are licensed (with new licenses granted until 31 December 2006 at the latest, like
1699
See the notice on Case C 37/2000 (ex NN 60/2000, ex E 19/94, ex E 13/91 and N 204/86, OJ C 301 of
21/10/20000 and the Commission Press Release IP/00/674 of 28/6/2000.
™™ The amendment to the ZFM regime was introduced by Law 30-F/2000 of 29/12/2000, effective from 1 January
2001,, and the subsequent Decree No. 198/2001 of 3/7/2001. See also P. Santos, Portugal amends tax ratesforfree
zonezone of Madeira, Worldwide Tax Daily, 2001, at 76-5.
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inn the new Canary Islands regime). With regard to the IFS centre, companies
performingg financial activities such as banking, insurance, leasing, factoring, and
fundd management, would be subject to a corporate tax rate of 7.5% to 12.5% until
20111 depending on the year of license, under the same conditions and deadlines as for
thelBC. .
Att the moment, the Commission has not yet approved the ZFM in its new version.
Onee may guess that the situation is not an easy one, as on the one hand the
Commissionn has pushed the Spanish authorities to significant concessions and
changess for the approval of the Canary Islands regime, and on the other hand has to
takee into account the new Art. 299 (2) of the Treaty and the subsequent corresponding
amendmentt to the Guidelines on regional aid. The Portuguese authorities have made
aa smart move by simply enacting a slightly modified version of the ZFM regime
immediatelyy effective, with reduced tax incentives to ZFM entities performing
financiall services and intragroup activities. These changes are probably considered to
bee sufficient to comply with the new Treaty provision on outermost regions, also
supportedd by the claim that these sectors have indeed significantly contributed to the
developmentt and new employment in the archipelago in terms of skilled consultants
andd managers. One notes that the ZFM regime is still ring-fenced after the said
amendments,, and particularly suspicious is that the withholding tax exemptions on
outboundd payments have not been repealed.
Nobodyy can predict what the outcome of this case will be. If the Commission sticks
withh its attitude in the Canary Islands case and with the principles contained in the
Notice,, it will have to issue a decision of incompatibility of the ZFM with the Treaty
andd force Portugal to recover tax aid unlawfully granted as from January 2000 given
thee new characterisation of non-notified aid and the resort to the Art. 88(2)
procedure. 1711 In this case, there will be no room for comprehensive tax-free areas in
thee future, not even in the "outermost" areas of the EU, but one would expect that the
Portuguesee government would take the Commission to court seeking annulment of
itss decision, with the final outcome being years away. In the opposite case, tax-free
areass could still survive at least in the outermost regions, but one would expect in all
likelihoodd that the reaction by the Spanish authorities against the Commission would
bee adamant in this event. Probably, a balanced compromise at political level between
thee Commission and the Portuguese authorities avoiding both the above scenarios
willl appease make, although at the moment it seems hard to guess what it will look
like. .
3.7.66 Tax credits and tax holidays: the case of the Basque Provinces
Simultaneouslyy with the widespread investigation on fiscal state aid (see at 3.6.6. and
Sectionn 3.8 below), the Commission issued a decision of incompatibility of six
regionall fiscal state aid measures implemented by the Basque Provinces.172 Given the
1711
It is worth noting that the new amendments to the ZFM are effective as from 2001, and therefore even if the
Commissionn would approve this modified version the issue would still remain for the tax benefits unlawfully
handedd out in the year 2000 as well as for the new licenses granted in that year.
i "" See Commission Press Release IP/01/981 of 11/7/2001, available on the web site
http://europa.eu.int/rapid/start.. See also J. L. Calvo de Celis, Espagne: la Commission decide que six régimes d'aides

fiscalesfiscales des proiHnces basques el un regime de la Navarre sont incompatibles avec Ie marché commun et que les aides déja
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similarityy of these regimes, the present analysis will focus on the one adopted by the
Provincee of Alava, which has also been object of a recent decision by the European
Courtt of First Instance.173
Thee first tax incentive is a tax credit of 45% for new investments in fixed assets
exceedingg € 15 million (i.e. ESP 2.5 billion), which has been in place in Alava for the
periodd 1995-2000 (and in the other Basque Provinces in the period 1997-2000). The use
off the credit was subject to a discretionary approval by the local tax authorities, and
thee unused credit could be carried forward for nine years. The second measure is a
taxx holiday in favour of new enterprises established in the Province (i) with a capital
off at least ESP 20 million (i.e. some € 120,000), (ii) undertaking new investments in
fixedd assets of at least ESP 80 million (i.e. some € 480,000), (in) submitting an
investmentt plan lasting for at least 5 years, and (iv) creating of at least 10 new jobs.
Thee tax holiday was in place in the period 1996-2000 and consisted of a reduction of
thee taxable base of eligible enterprises by 99%, 75%, 50%, and 25% respectively for
fourr consecutive years.
Thee Commission initiated an investigation of these regimes in 1999 as a result of a
decisionn concerning two specific companies enjoying the special regimes granted by
thee Alava Province,174 which was the object of the judgement by the CF1. At the end
off the investigation, the Commission issued a decision of incompatibility for all the
sixx Basque Provinces' regimes in July 2001.175 As for the tax credit, the Commission
consideredd all the four requirements for the application of the state aid rules met.
Interestingly,, with regard to the specificity criterion, even though the credit was
availablee for all companies establishing in Alava and for all sectors, the Commission
consideredd the high required threshold for investments as in fact favouring only large
firmss with substantial financial means. With regard to the regional aid exemptions,
thee Commission considered that Alava was an Art. 87(3) (c) region, but the amount of
investmentt had exceeded the eligible threshold (i.e. 45% tax credit versus an allowed
aidd intensity of 25%, with lower intensities depending on the period). As a result, the
Commissionn ruled the Alava aid incompatible with the Treaty state aid rules, but
onlyy for the part exceeding the eligible thresholds. As to the tax holiday, the
Commissionn also found that all the four conditions were met on the same grounds.
Furthermore,, due to its character of operating aid only eligible for Art. 87(3)(c)

verséesversées doivent etre remboursées, Competition Policy Newsletter, No. 3, October 2001, p. 67. It is worth noting that
thee Basque provinces enjoy special autonomy and have extensive powers to enact and administer an autonomous
taxx system as well as to levy and collect taxes (see Law 12/1981 of 13 May 1981 on the Economic Agreement with the
AutonomousAutonomous Communities of the Basque Country, published in the Spanish Official Gazette of 28 May 1981). I
additionn to the six schemes implemented in the Basque provinces, the investigation also covers a similar tax
schemescheme available in the territory of Navarra.
1733
Joined Cases T-92/00 and T-103/00, Territorio Histórico de Alava - Disputation Foral de Alava and Ramondin v
Commission,Commission, 6/3/2002, nyr, which will be analysed in the text. On the case, see A. Barbera del Rosal and
Kleinheisterkamp,, Business taxation distorting the Common market - An important ruling on State aid by the Court of
FirstFirst Instance, Competition Policy Newsletter, 2/2002, p. 61. See also Case T-168/99, Territorio Histórico de Alava DisputationDisputation Foral de Alava v.Commission, 6/3/2002, nyr, concerning procedural issues, and Joined Cases T-127/
T-129/999 and T-148/99, Territorio Histórico de Alava - Disputation Foré de Alava, Gasteizko et al. v Commission,
6/3/2002,, nyr, dealing with the special incentives of the Ekimen scheme (i.e. Programa Ekimen) and also with the
taxx credit and tax holiday.
™™ Commission Decision 2000/795/CE of 22/12/1999, OJ 2000, L 318, p. 36.
ITSS See Commission Press Release IP/01/981 of 11/7/2001, available on the web site
http://europa.eu.int/rapid/start. .
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regionss or "outermost" regions of the EU, the Commission concluded that it was
whollyy incompatible with regional fiscal state aid rules.
Thee CFI upheld the Commission's view, rejecting all arguments put forward by the
Basquee authorities and the recipient companies. In particular, with regard to the
creditt the CFI agreed that specificity in this case is founded on four elements, namely
thee significant discretionary power of the local tax authorities, its de facto limitation to
largee companies with substantial financial means, its temporary character, and the
limitationn of the credit to new investments for certain eligible assets only as well as to
companiess established in that Basque Province only.176 The same conclusion was
reachedd with respect to the tax holiday, which was held specific in the same respects.
Thee Court also analysed in detail the justification of the general scheme of the system
basedd on the regional aid exemptions, and in particular on the alleged desirable
objectivess of industrial policy to favour the creation of new enterprises, new
investments,, and new jobs in the Basque province. The CFI rejected all of them
pointingg out that that the decision by the Commission was not based on the regional
aidd exemption envisaged in Art. 87(3), but rather on the general criteria of Art. 87(1),
andd therefore no misuse of its discretionary power could be lamented by the Basque
authorities.. It is also noteworthy that the CFI stated that this justification is not
sufficientt to deem selective measures like the Alava regional fiscal aid compatible
withh the Treaty, because this would render meaningless the prohibition of Art. 87(1)
andd the same objective could be pursued by way of general rather than selective
measures.177 7
3.7.77 Fiscal regional state aid: some conclusions
Byy and large, one notices that all the above cases involve complex issues arising from
thee interaction or overlap of different sets of rules. More specifically, there is a
simultaneouss application of the general state aid rules contained in the Treaty (as
interpretedd under the ECJ case law), of the fiscal state aid rules contained in the
Notice,, and of the rules on regional state aid contained in the Guidelines, as well as
possiblyy of other rules on horizontal and/or sectoral state aid.
Basedd on the above cases, one may conclude that a logical application of the state aid
ruless requires first and foremost a determination on whether regional fiscal regimes
aree to be labelled as state aid within the meaning of Art. 87(1) of the EC Treaty. For
thiss purpose, the general principles laid down in the Notice on fiscal state aid must be
usedd by virtue of the rule lex specialis derogat generali because the Notice specifically
dealss with the application of this Treaty provision to aids of a fiscal nature. The next
stepp is to investigate the applicability of the justification of the nature or general
schemee of the system based on the policy objectives pursued by the scrutinised
regimes.. If this justification is not applicable, then it must be assessed whether the aid
iss covered by any of the exemptions contained in Art. 87(3) of the Treaty by applying
thee method contained in the Guidelines. If this is the case, the specific principles of
regionall fiscal state aid laid down in the Notice must be applied to make the final
decisionn on the compatibility of these regimes with the Treaty.
1766
1777

See the Ramondin case, at., paras. 32, 35, and 39.
See the Ramondin case, at., paras. 51 and 62.
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Itt is no easy task to balance all interests at stake with this four-step investigation
regardingg the Member States concerned, the depressed regions entitled to the
exemptions,, the companies recipient of the aid, and the EU interest to prevent
distortionss of competition through (local) government intervention. The Commission
hass shown that it agrees to fiscal state aid in the form of a reduction of the tax base or
off the tax liability only if they are effectively linked to real business activity carried
outt locally and are proportionate to compensate for the local handicaps. The
Commissionn has also shown that the more specific, either de jure or de facto, these tax
incentivess are, not only with regard to their regional applicability, but also to the size
off the beneficiaries, the eligible sector, and the discretionary power exercised by the
locall tax authorities, the less likely they are justified on the basis of the nature or
generall scheme of the tax system or of the Art. 87(3) exemptions. The CFI has
explicitlyy blessed this approach by stating that 'multiple' specificity of a regime in
severall respects prevents its justification on the grounds to favour the development
andd job creation in depressed areas, and in any event that the maximum thresholds of
permissiblee aid granted in Art. 87 (3) regions must be complied with.
Withh more specific regard to tax-free areas like the ZEC or ZFM, one may conclude
thatt the Commission will consider tax-free areas incompatible with the EC Treaty
regionall fiscal state aid rules unless they are implemented in "outermost" regions or
Art.. 87(3)(a) regions. Furthermore, even in these cases the Commission will not
authorisee them unless:
substantial positive effects may be expected for the area's development and
employment; ;
only insignificant spill-over effects will occur in other Member States'
economies;; and
tax incentives granted in such areas will not be limited to income from passive
activitiess (e.g. financial services) or to non-resident taxpayers.
Ann application of these principles has recently led the Commission to reopen the
investigationn on the Trieste FIC regime approved in 1995 (see at 3.4.7), on the grounds
thatt it doubts that this tax-free area is still justified by the need to favour the
developmentt of Eastern European countries, especially considering that this scheme
hass not yet been applied in the Trieste area.178 If one also considers the Commission
decisionss with regard to the Irish IFSC and the Canary Islands ZEC (and possibly the
Madeiraa ZFM), the only conclusion that can be drawn is that as far as financial (and
insurance)insurance) activities are concerned tax-free areas in the EU are probably buried f
ever. .

1788
See Commission Press Release IP 02/325 of 27/2/2002. It is worth noting that the Trieste FIC regime has never
beenn implemented, as it took several years for the Italian authorities to issue legislation to this effect (i.e.
Ministeriall Decree No. 508 of 8/10/1998 and Presidential Decree No. 352 of 13/7/1999) and nothing has been
donee to actually set up the centre before the opening of the Commission investigation.
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3.88 The 2001 Commission large scale investigation: notional taxation, ring-fenced
'offshore'' regimes, and methods to relieve double taxation
3.8.11 Tax base aid: coordination centres and similar intra-group regimes; the
Belgiann example
Ass a result of the issue of the Notice on fiscal state aid and its commitment to fight
harmfull tax competition, in July 2001 the Commission has opened a large scale
investigationn with regard to 15 special regimes adopted in 12 Member States (see at
3.6.66 above). The most important part of this investigation concerns the compatibility
withh the Treaty (fiscal) state aid rules of special tax regimes available for intra-group
'centres'' performing coordination, financial, service and distribution activities.
Entitiess eligible for these regimes usually include corporations or permanent
establishmentss of multinational groups performing these activities exclusively for the
benefitt of other group companies and established in the country granting them. In
short,, these special regimes provide for a favourable tax treatment relying on notional
methodss of taxation, such as the cost-plus method. According to this method, the
determinationn of eligible entities' taxable income is based on a certain percentage of
thee costs incurred in the provision of coordination and similar intra-group services
ratherr than on the normal calculation of their income as resulting from their financial
statements.. There are a number of examples of these regimes throughout the EU, the
mostt notable of which in terms of its widespread use by multinational companies is
representedd by Belgium.
Thee special regime for Belgian coordination centres (hereinafter: "BCC") was
introducedd back in 1982 in favour of coordination centres of multinational companies
performingg certain support and financial activities exclusively in favour of other
groupp companies (so-called intra muros requirement).179 In order to be eligible, the
multinationall group must have: (i) subsidiaries in at least four countries different
fromm the one of the parent company; (ii) net 'foreign' equity outside of Belgium and
thee country of the parent company of at least BEF 500 million (i.e. some € 12.4 million)
orr at least 20% of the consolidated equity of the group; (iii) 'foreign' turnover of least
BEFF 5 billion (i.e. some € 124 million) or at least 20% of the consolidated turnover of
thee group; (iv) a consolidated equity of at least BEF 1 billion (i.e. some € 24.8 million)
andd a consolidated turnover of at least BEF 10 billion (i.e. some € 248 million); (v) at
leastt 10 full-time employees by the end of the second year after the start of the BCCs
operations.. BCCs may perform two main categories of eligible activities: (i) support
activities,, including advertising and sales promotion, R&D, information collection
andd communication, and services such as accounting, administration, and electronic
dataa processing (EDP) centralisation; (ii) financial activities, including group
financing,, financial and treasury management, re-invoicing, leasing and factoring, etc.
1799
The Belgian co-ordination centre regime was introduced by Royal Decree No. 187 of 30 December 1982,
subsequentlyy amended by Royal Decree of 20 December 1984 after negotiations with the Commission. For an
analysiss of this regime, see e.g.: Belgium Ministry of Finance, Special Tax Regimes: Co-ordination Centres, available
onn the internet at http://www.minfin.igov.be; P. Vanhaute, Co-ordination Centers in Belgium, in Intertax 3/85, p.
64;; F. Dierckx, Headquarter Offices in Belgium, European Taxation, 10/1986, p. 307; and J. Malherbe and O.
Neirynck,, Harmful tax competition: Belgian measures considered harmful, EATLP 2002 Conference, cit., at 7 ff. See also
bibliographyy cited at 3.8.2; J. Malherbe, Harmful tax competition and the future of financial centres in the European
Union,Union, 30 Intertax, 6-7/2002, p. 219.
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Thee tax treatment of BCCs is based on the cost-plus method, i.e. their taxable income
iss equal to 8% of the operating costs and expenses incurred by mem. However,
significantt costs such as personnel and financial costs are excluded from the taxable
base.. BCCs enjoy additional tax incentives such as exemption from withholding taxes
onn passive income, exemption from capital duty, and exemption from real property
withholdingg tax. However, BCCs are subject to an annual tax on each of their
employeess equal to BEF 400,000 (i.e. some € 10,000), which is partly compensated by
expertt foreign employees working for BCCs being entitled to a special tax regime
providingg for tax-free allowances and expense reimbursement and taxation of their
salaryy only on the basis of the days actually spent in Belgium (see also at 3.6.3).
Similarr coordination centres regimes have been introduced in the past in a number of
otherr EU countries and some of them are still in effect. In Luxembourg, the
coordinationn centre regime applied to a multinational group active in at least two
otherr foreign countries and whose parent was located outside Luxembourg.180 For the
computationn of profits subject to the standard Luxembourg corporate tax rate a costpluss method with a 5% mark-up was used in compliance with OECD standards, with
commerciall profits fixed at LUF 1.5 million (i.e. some € 37,000) in case of expenses
lowerr than LUF 30 million (i.e. some € 743,000). Also Germany features a similar
regimee for headquarters and coordination centres of multinational groups relying on
cost-pluss with a 5 to 10% mark-up, which is not formalised in an advance ruling but
iss always accepted by the German tax authorities in case of a retroactive assessment
carriedd out on these entities.181 The three Basque provinces in Spain (i.e. Vizcaya,
Guipuzcoaa and Aalava, see also at 3.7.6) also offer a coordination centre regime for
multinationall groups.182 Focusing on the regime implemented by Vizcaya, which is
alsoo subject to the Commission investigation, it is available for groups: (i) present in
att least two foreign countries; (ii) having consolidated equity of at least ESP 1.25
billionn (i.e. some € 7.5 million) and (iii) consolidated turnover of at least ESP 8 billion
(i.e.. some € 48 million) both of which must not belong to Spanish entities or arise in
transactionss carried out in Spain for more than 25%. The tax treatment of eligible
coordinationn centres allows them to compute taxable income either regularly on the
basiss of their financial records or on the basis of the cost-plus method with a mark-up
off 25% of their expenses, with the exclusion of financing charges.
Inn addition to coordination centres regimes, other intra-group regimes applicable to
servicee and distribution activities have been implemented throughout the EU.
Belgiumm features two such regimes in favour of: (i) service centres performing certain
intra-groupp activities of a preparatory or auxiliary nature, and (ii) distribution centres
renderingg services for the handling of group products and similar activities. The
commonn characteristic of these regimes is that service and distribution centres must
performm eligible activities for the exclusive benefit of other group companies and
mustt bear a negligible economic risk. As to the method of taxation, the main
1800

This regime was introduced by the Luxembourg tax authorities' Circular L.I.R. No. 119 of 12/6/ 1989, repealed
byy Circular L.I.R. No. 1119 of 20/2/1996.
1811
The German headquarters and coordination centres regime was introduced by the Ministry of Finance
Administrativee Order of 24/8/1984 (Ibundessteuerblatt 1984, part I, p. 458).
1822
The Basque coordination centre regime was introduced by Law 3/19% of 26 June 19% for the province of
Vizcaya,, Law 7/19% of 4 July 19% for the province of Guipuzcoa, and Law 24/19% of 5 July 19% for the
provincee of Aalava.
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differencee between these regimes and the BCC regime is that in principle taxable
profitss of service and distribution centres are those resulting from their financial
accounts.. However, if the amount of taxable profits is at least equal to the amount
resultingg from the application of the notional cost-plus 183 or resale-minus 184 methods,
itt will be accepted by the tax administration without initiating a transfer pricing
proceedingg even though the amount may turn out to be quite low. Similar regimes
featuringg notional methods of taxation have been implemented in other EU countries,
suchh as the French centres de logistique™5 and the Dutch distribution centres regimes, 186
bothh relying on a cost-plus method with a mark-up of 6 to 12% the former and 5 to
10%% the latter depending on the circumstances and the risks incurred by these
entities. .
3.8.22 Analysis of these regimes and of notional methods to determine the taxable
basee under EC (fiscal) state aid rules
Amongg the above regimes subject to the Commission investigation on fiscal state aid
aree the Belgian, the Luxembourg, 187 the German 188 and the Basque provinces 189
coordinationn centres regimes, as well as the French regime for the coordination centre
(i.e.. quarters généraux) and the centres de logistique.190 While the Belgian coordination
centree has been characterised as an 'existing' aid previously authorised by the
Commissionn in 1984 on the grounds that it did not favour any sector of
competition, 1911 the other regimes are considered non-notified subject to recovery with

1833
The cost-plus method is applicable to determine taxable income of distribution centres with a usual mark-up of
5%% and, in certain instances, of service centres with a mark up of 5, 10, or 15% depending on the activities
performedd and the risks incurred.
1844
The resale-minus method applies to service centres with respect to certain activities. According to this method,
thee taxable income resulting from their financial records must be at least equal to a fixed percentage of the receipts
forr the resale of goods effected by them.
1855
This regime, although already applying before, was formalised in the French tax administration's Guidelines
BOI13G-I-977 of 21 January 1997. The guidelines also contain a favourable regime in favour of coordination centres
('quarters('quarters généraux') of multinational companies established in France and of employees working for both
distributionn centres and coordination centres, which latter regimes are not explained in the text. For an
explanationn of these regimes see e.g.: P. H. Revault and F. Rontani, France Extends Rulings for Cost-Pius Taxation to
HeadquartersHeadquarters of Multinational Groups, Tax Notes International, 3/3/1997, p. 761; P. J. Douvier, Clarification o
RegimeRegime for Headquarters and Distribution centres, European Taxation, 4/1997, p. 131; M. A. Deysine-de Bourqueney
&& R. Jouffroy, New Tax Developments to Encourage Foreign Investments in France: Headquarters, Logistics Centres and
TaxationTaxation of Expatriates, European Taxation, 5/1997, p. 219; P. Y. Bourtourault and M. Mbwa-Mboma, New Tax
TreatmentTreatment of Logistics Centres in France, Interfax, 10/1997, p. 342.
1866
This administrative practice wass introduced by the Resolution of the Dutch Ministry of Finance No. 084.2737 of
255 April 1985, concerning the Tax treatment of of certain activities of multinational enterprises (i.e. Resolutie Staatssecretaris
vanvan Financien: "Fiscale behandeling van bepaalde activiteiten in concernverband"), by Loyens & Volkmaars, Interfax, 67/1986,, p. 144. On the Dutch distribution centre regime see e.g.: G. te Spenke, Taxation in The Netherlands, Kluwer,
1995;; A. M. Huyghe, The Special Tax Regime for Distribution Centers - a Comparison with the Tax Regime for Dutch
DistributionDistribution Centers and with Similar Tax Regimes in Belgium, Interfax, 2/1992, p. 97.
1877 Case C 49/2001 (ex NN 46/2000), Commission Notice OJ C 304 of 31/10/2001.
i»88 Case C 47/2001 (ex NN 42/2000), Commission Notice OJ C 304 of 31/10/2001.
i»» Case C 48/2001 (ex NN 43/2000), Commission Notice OJ C 304 of 31/10/2001.
i»» Case C 45/2001 (ex NN 39/2000), Commission Notice OJ C 302 of 27/10/2001.
1911
The Commission authorised this regime in its Letter SG (80) D/8756 of 17 July 1980 and Letter SG (84) D/6421
off 16 May 1984. On the investigation regarding the BCC regime, see Case C 15/2002 (ex E 1/2000), Commission
Noticee OJ C 147 of 20/6/2002, p. 2. See also the Commission Press Release IP /02/235 of 27/02/2002, available on
thee web site: http://europa.eu.int/rapid/start. The Commission opened an Art. 88(2) procedure after Belgium did
nott follow its recommendations of July 2001 to amend its regime as requested (see Letter of Commissioner Monti
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interestt from the recipients (see at 3.3.3). The analysis below will mainly focus on the
Belgiann BCC regime given its success among multinational companies and the special
attentionn received by the Commission and the other Member States also in the
frameworkk of the Code of Conduct (see in Chapter 4, Section 4.6).192 The same
considerationss are also valid with regard to the other special tax regimes mentioned
above,, and references to the Commission's statements in this respect will also often be
madee due to their analogous validity for the BCC regime.
Too begin with, the Commission decisions with regard to the Irish IFSC (see Section
3.5)) and the Canary Islands ZEC regime (see at 3.7A), as well as its investigation with
regardd to the Madeira ZFM regime (see at 3.7.5) leave little doubt that BCCs (and
similarr regimes) are to be considered in breach of the fiscal state aid rules. However,
onee notes that there are different and sometimes conflicting or vague policy
statementss in the Commission Notice on fiscal state aid that may apply to these
speciall tax regimes relating to intra-group activities (see also Section 3.6). First of all,
thee Notice states that "some tax benefits are ... restricted to certain types of
undertakings,, to some of their functions (intra-group services, intermediation or
coordination)"" and that "in so far as they favour certain undertakings or the
productionn of certain goods, they may constitute state aid" (emphasis added).193
Furthermore,, with regard to the justification of a derogation from the general tax
systemm on the basis of "the nature or general scheme of the system", the Notice
reads:194 4
"certainn exceptions are... difficult to justify by the logic of a tax system. This is, for example,
thee case if non-resident companies are treated more favourably than resident ones or if tax
benefitss are granted to head offices or to firms providing certain services (for example,
financiall services) within a group."

Lastly,, in a different paragraph the Notice states that:195
"specificc provisions ... allowing for example tax to be determined on a fixed basis (for
example,, in the agriculture or fisheries sectors), may be justified by the nature or general
schemee of the system and ... not be considered to be an aid, where for example they take
accountt of specific accounting requirements or of the importance of land in assets which are
specificc to certain sectors."

Thesee statements do not lift the uncertainty concerning the compatibility of Belgian
coordinationn centres and similar special regimes with EC law. With regard to the four

too the Belgian Minister for Foreign Affairs regarding Case El/2000, 11/7/2001). On these recommendations and
thee latest developments, see below in the text.
The tough attitude of the other Member States against the BCC regime is also shown by their refusal to grant
approvall on extension of this regime beyond 2005 in the framework of the Code of Conduct (see Chapter 4): see
e.g.. W. Heyvaert, Eli countries refuse extensionforBelgian coordination center regime, Worldwide tax daily, 5/9/2001,
172-1.. For an analysis of the BCC under the state aid rules (and the Code of Conduct) see also L. Hinneckens, Is
BelgianBelgian tax legislation compatible urith EU state aid rules?, Worldwide tax daily, 21/9/2000, 184-6; A. Pieron, K. de
Haenn and J. Bonaugure, 77K coordination centre: Dead or alive?, Derivatives and Financial Instruments, 9-10/2000, p.
285;; H. Nijkamp, European Commission turns up heat on harmful tax competition in Europe, Worldwide Tax Daily,
2002,52-2. .
1933 See the Notice, point 20.
i** See the Notice, point 26.
1955
See the Notice, point 27.
1922
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criteriaa for the application of the fiscal state aid rules, these regimes seem to constitute
ann operating aid in the form of relief from charges otherwise due by the recipient
companiess with a corresponding loss of tax revenue for Belgium (and the other
Memberr States), and are able to significantly distort competition and intraCommunityy trade as interpreted by the Commission and the E Q (see at 3.3.1 and
3.6.2).. Focusing on the numbers, some 400 large multinational companies have
benefitedd from the use of BCCs for several years and will keep enjoying their benefits
u pp to 2009.196 One might argue that given the success of this regime, Belgium is
actuallyy gaining revenue as all these multinationals would not have located in the
countryy in its absence. In other words, the BCC regime would actually mean higher
taxx revenue for Belgium in terms not only of corporate tax revenue paid by the BCCs
thatt located therein as a result of its implementation, but also of the head-tax on
BCCs'' employees (see at 3.8.1), as well as of the tax on income earned by the some
20,0000 individuals performing directly and indirectly services for BCCs, leaving aside
thee additional income and wealth created in the country by the presence of BCCs. In
thee light of Commission practice and E Q case law, one may guess that this argument
wouldd not be accepted since each measure must be analysed objectively taking into
accountt only its direct effects caused, the potential tax revenue increase linked to its
implementationn in absolute terms being irrelevant for this purpose as well as (close
to)) impossible to prove (see also at 3.8.3 on the Dutch CFM case). Furthermore, the
Commissionn Notice stresses that the BCC regime entails significant losses of tax
revenuee for Belgium linked to the exemptions from capital duty and from
withholdingg taxes on passive income and on real estate tax normally due under the
benchmarkk tax system.197
Thee next question is whether the BCC and similar regimes fulfil the specificity
criterion.. On the one hand, one would think so as they are clearly limited to large
multinationall companies active in several countries and having a substantial (foreign)
turnover. 1988 The Commission has stated that a limited applicability in this respect is
sufficientt for this purpose, and the Court has supported this view also pointing out
thatt large multinational companies have an advantage towards SMEs and/or large
locall companies not having (sufficient) cross-border turnover or activity.199
Furthermore,, BCCs and similar regimes are also specific from a sectoral point of view,
ass they are limited to intra-group coordination and financial services and thus clearly
favourr these sectors over the other sectors of the economy. By contrast, the fact that
thee BCC and other regimes usually apply upon issuance of a license or a ruling by the
locall tax authorities does not make them specific, as they merely apply objective
1966
See Pieron et al., at., at 285, indicating a number of large multinational companies using a BCC (e.g. Bayer,
Generall Electric, British Petroleum, IBM, Procter & Gamble, Coca Cola, Carrefour etc.), and Heyvaert, at.,
reportingg that by the end of 2005 111 companies will still hold valid BCC licenses, and that the last 39 will expire
inn 2009.

1977 See the Commission Notice on the BCC regime, at, especially paras. 24-26 and 39-41 of the letter in the French

versionn sent to the Belgian authorities.
1988
This is the opinion of the Commission, which refers to the various conditions of application of the BCC regime
too support its selectivity: see the Commission Notice, at., para. 60 of the French version of the letter to the Belgian
authorities. .
1999
See e.g. the Commission Notice on fiscal state aid, point 27, and the Guidelines on State aid for small and
medium-sizedd enterprises, OJ C 213 of 23/7/1996, currently undergoing discussions for amendments (see in
Sectionn 3.2). See also the recent Ramondin case, at, para. 40, discussed at 3.7.6.
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criteriaa laid down in public documents in a transparent and non-discretionary
manner. .
Thee last issue is whether the BCC and the other similar intra-group regimes are
justifiedd by "the nature or general scheme of the tax system" (see also at 3.6.4). On the
onee hand, the mentioned statements in the Notice would seem to explicitly rule out
thee possibility to invoke this justification in these cases. On the other hand, the fact
thatt the Notice refers to "if", "in so far as", and "may", means that there is room for
furtherr investigation in this respect. In particular, one might argue that as these
regimess rely on a fixed basis of taxation and there are specific accounting
requirementss laid down in order to benefit from them, they may in effect be justified
byy the nature or the logic of the tax system within the meaning of the Notice. The fact
thatt the agricultural and fisheries sectors are explicitly mentioned as an example
becausee of the historical difficulty for individuals and firms involved in these
activitiess to deal with complex tax issues and rules indicates that practicability may
bee an objective justification for notional taxation. In fact the (main or exclusive)
underlyingg reason for coordination centres and similar regimes is the objective
difficultyy (rectius: impossibility) to assess the taxable income of entities engaged
(almost)) exclusively in transactions with related parties entailing mostly expenses and
forr which there are usually no acceptable comparable independent transactions for
transferr pricing purposes. In other words, they are an application of internationally
acceptedd transfer pricing rules, namely those contained in the OECD Transfer Pricing
Guidelines,, under which notional methods of taxation are adopted in order to: (i)
avoidd difficult and expensive assessment or transfer pricing procedures, (ii) secure at
leastt a minimum amount of revenue for the government with respect to such intragroupp activities, and (iii) ensure an objective and non-discriminatory treatment for all
thee firms performing them. The Commission acknowledges this by stating that the
usee of an alternative method to compute the tax base, such as the cost-plus, is indeed
aa viable justification when transactions between related parties are at stake, but only
insofarr as the result of its application is a taxable base comparable to the one
determinedd under the ordinary method.200
Thee above statements and the grounds for this justification need further thought. In
particular,, a distinction would need to be drawn between Belgian-type coordination
centress regimes, which represent a clear departure from the general tax system
becausee they rely exclusively on the fixed basis of taxation, and Belgian-type service
andd distribution centres regimes or Vizcaya-type coordination centre regimes, which
resortt to notional methods as devices to avoid transfer pricing litigation (i.e. safe
harbours)) while at the same time endorsing the general principles contained in the
taxx system or leave an option to choose between notional taxation and application of
thee ordinary regime. While it is true that the former would less likely be justifiable by
thee nature and logic of the tax system, the latter might not be considered to depart
fromm a country's system of taxation. In fact, in these cases the benchmark tax system
andd its general principles are fully applicable in that the firms performing intra-group
activitiess must calculate their taxable profits according to their financial accounts,
whosee entries must be made in compliance with the general accounting rules used by
alll other taxpayers. Only if the resulting amount of tax is lower than the amount
2000

See the Commission Notice, at, paras. 46-47 of the French version of the letter to the Belgian authorities.
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calculatedd under the notional method will the latter be used. Therefore, it would seem
inn these instances that, in addition to a higher likelihood of being covered by the said
justification,, these regimes would probably not even meet the selectivity criterion as
definedd in the Notice and, consequently, they would have to be considered outside
thee scope of Art. 87 of the Treaty altogether.
Furtherr attention must be paid to the compliance of these regimes with OECD
transferr pricing principles, which expressly allow the use of notional methods like the
cost-pluss and the resale-minus. Also in this respect a distinction must be made
betweenn BCC-type regimes excluding from the notional tax base significant items of
costs,, such as financing and personnel costs, and other regimes that include the full
amountt of costs in the relevant tax base. In this perspective, the BCC regime, far from
complyingg with OECD principles, represents a significant deviation from them meant
too artificially lower the BCCs' taxable base without an underlying justification. This
seemss to rule out not only the arguments that BCC-like regimes do not constitute aid
andd do not imply tax revenue loss, but also thee applicability of the justification of the
naturee or general scheme of the system. This is confirmed by the Commission, which
inn the Notice on the BCC as well as in the Notice on the Vizcaya coordination centre
regimee states that as the "scheme makes it possible to exclude financial costs from the
calculationn of profit under the flat-rate method, the resulting profit will be lower than
thatt arrived at by the traditional method. The difference will be even greater if the
mainn function of the coordination centre is to carry out financial transactions".201
Accordingg to the Commission, this argument also overcomes the objection by the
Belgiann authorities that the exclusion of financing charges would be in compliance
withh Art. 7 (3) of the OECD Model Convention, because this provision is applicable
byy analogy to all situations and activities performed by BCCs. Nor does the
Commissionn accept the argument put forward by the Belgian authorities that the
revenuee lost due to the exclusion of personnel costs is more than offset by the annual
taxx on employees (see at 3.8.1), because this tax is capped at € 100,000 (i.e.
representingg the tax due for 10 employees) even if additional employees are hired by
thee BCC. Reasoning a contrario, the fact that regimes like the Dutch distribution centre
onee are not object of a state aid investigation indirectly confirms that the mere
applicationn of OECD transfer pricing principles, even those relying on notional
methods,, does not necessarily constitute a breach of the state aid rules, provided
thesee regimes are not limited to (foreign-based) multinational companies and do not
excludee significant (cost) items from the relevant taxable base.
AA related issue concerns the level of the applicable mark-up for the purposes of these
notionall methods and its review by the local tax authorities depending on the
circumstancess of each case. In principle, as seen above the Commission accepts such
notionall methods, but it also makes clear that the application of the arm's length
principlee "requires a case-by-case assessment, so that the particularities of the given
casee be taken into account when fixing the applicable mark-up rate."202 However, the
2011
See the Commission Notice on the BCC, at., para. 53 of the French version of the letter to the Belgian
authorities,, and the Commission Notice on the Vizcaya regime, at.
2022
See the Commission Notice on the German coordination centre regime, at, para. 3. This is also confirmed in the
Noticee on the Luxembourg coordination centre regime, at, in the annexed letter to the Luxembourg authorities,
Para.. 13 (in French), in which the Commission asks for information on the method to determine the applicable
mark-up,, the period of validity of the ruling, and the possible revisions of the rate depending on the change of the
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Commissionn seems to contradict itself with regard to the French coordination and
logisticc centres regimes, in which the applicable rate is "determined on a case-by-case
basiss by the tax authorities, depending on the nature of the activities and the
conditionss in which they are carried out," noting that "the margin rate, once set, is not
sacrosanctt and may be altered if the factors originally taken into account have
changed"" and for this purpose eligible centres "are obliged to notify the tax
authoritiess of any change in the factors taken into account when the margin was
established."" Contrarily to what one would expect, the Commission refers to the
Noticee on fiscal state aid, Points 21 and 22 on the discretionary practices of
adininistrativee authorities (see at 3.4.5 and 3.6.5), to express "doubts about the way in
whichwhich the margin rates used in the cost-plus pricing are established" and to call for
furtherr analysis of any potential "room for manoeuvre on the part of the authorities
thatt could lead to a departure from the general tax rules."203 A similar conclusion is
alsoo reached with regard to the Luxembourg regime on finance companies providing
intra-groupp back-to-back loans, which relies on the issue of rulings by the tax
authoritiess to confirm the application of fixed margins between incoming and
outgoingg interest on these loans.204 With regard to such fixed taxable spreads, the
Commissionn stresses that "this scheme gives the tax authorities wide discretionary
powerss in assessing the rates to be applied" within the meaning of Points 21-22 of the
Noticee on fiscal state aid. These statements are surprising if one considers that the
marginss are fixed depending on the characteristic of the back-to-back loans and the
risksrisks borne by the local finance entities and are not subject to constant review, and
thuss do not seem to involve "wide" discretionary powers as the Commission puts it.
Onee would hope that in its final decisions on all the intra-group regimes the
Commissionn adopts a consistent approach and clearly lays down the policy it follows
inn the future. Back to the BCC regime, the Belgian government has recently proposed
somee modifications to comply with (some of) the Commission recommendations
underr the state aid rules, which provide some interesting clues for our analysis.205
Withh regard to the applicable mark-up on the costs of BCCs, it will no longer be set at
8%% but it will be based on their actual functions and risks on the basis of a case-bycasee assessment of all the facts and circumstances by the Belgian authorities.
Furthermore,, there will be an inclusion in the relevant taxable base also of costs
previouslyy excluded, i.e. personnel and financial costs. On the other hand, ignoring
thee Commission recommendation the Belgian government has decided to maintain
thee exemptions from withholding taxes on passive income and from capital duty on
capitall contributions to BCCs. Regardless of what the outcome on the BCC regime
circumstances,, as well as analogously in the Notice on the Belgian coordination centre regime, tit., para. 46 of the
letterr to Belgium in the French version.
2033
See the Commission Notice on the French coordination and logistics centres, at., in the sections on 'Description'
andd 'Assessmenf.
2044
For an explanation of the Luxembourg (and Dutch) finance company regime, which was published in the tax
administration'ss Circular L.I.R. No. 120 of 14 July 1989 and has been repealed in 1996, as well as its analysis under
thee Code of Conduct, see in detail in Chapter 4, at 4.4.3. The Commission has challenged its compatibility with the
Treatyy under the state aid rules in July 2001: see the Notice on case C 50/2001 (ex NN 47/2000), OJ C 306 of
31/10/2001. .
2066
For a description of these changes, which should become effective as from 2005, see e.g. P. Kelley, Belgium could
changechange coordination center rules to to address EU criticisms, Worldwide Tax Daily, 18/3/2002, 52-2. The amendme
recommendedd by the Commission through the letter of 11 July 2001 are summarised in the Notice on the BCC, at.,
para.. 12 of the letter to the Belgian authorities in the French version.
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willl be, one must welcome the Commission's recommendations to (i) accept the use
off notional methods for intra-group activities based on internationally-accepted
OECDD transfer pricing rules (i.e. as long as no item of cost is excluded from the
taxablee base), and (ii) call for a case-by-case setting of the applicable mark-up by a
country'ss tax authorities depending on all facts and circumstances.206 One must also
welcomee the Commission's attitude to discourage special exemptions on withholding
taxess on passive income and on other taxes, which, coupled with these notional
methods,, could indeed mean significant tax revenue losses for the EU as a whole.
3.8.33 Other intra-group finance regimes: the Netherlands CFM and the French
CentralesCentrales de trésorerie
Inn 1997, the Dutch government introduced a special regime in favour of finance
companiess (i.e. concernfinancieringsmaatsdiappij, hereinafter: "CFM") established in
Thee Netherlands and belonging to a multinational group. 207 This regime was meant
too improve the tax climate for international groups wishing to centralise their
financiall activities and reduce the financial risks of international investment and it
wass mainly directed at Dutch-based multinational companies in order to persuade
themm to restructure these activities using a Dutch vehicle rather than a foreign finance
entity,, often located in a tax haven, (or in a BCC or an IFSC).
AA number of conditions must be fulfilled in order to acquire the CFM status. First,
thiss regime is limited to international groups of companies present in at least two
continentss or four countries. Furthermore, CFM entities must perform eligible
activitiess for the exclusive benefit of group companies and not for third parties, and
thesee activities must be performed exclusively from The Netherlands. For this
purpose,, the central finance management function of the group must be carried out
byy the CFM, and strict substance requirements apply. Lastly, the CFM may only
performm a very limited share of its activities in favour of Dutch group companies so
ass to prevent any potential attempt to erode the Dutch taxable base through tax
avoidancee schemes. The financial activities eligible to the special tax treatment
includee granting of advances and loans, leasing and factoring activities, controlling
activities,, financial and administrative activities.
Thee main feature of the CFM regime is that companies are entitled to form a tax-free
financiall risk reserve (hereinafter: "FRR") meant to cover the risks arising from
financiall activities and international investment, which is a special reserve not
ordinarilyy available under Netherlands statutory tax law. Income deriving from
eligiblee intra-group activities may be contributed to the FRR for a maximum of 80% of
2066
II is worth noting that these principles are consistent with the (Code of Conduct and) the Primarolo Report, as
willl be seen in Chapter 4, especially section 4.5.

2077 The CFM regime w a s introduced by Law of 13 December 1996, published in Staatsblad No. 651 of 24 December
1996.. O n the Dutch CFM regime, see e.g.: R. A. van der Laan, About Dutch finance centres and more, Intertax, 5/1996,
p .. 208; v a n d e r Kloot & O. Teunissen, Netherlands Chamber approves tax bill affecting multinational groups, Tax Notes
International,, 28/10/1996, p . 1419; M. v a n Casteren a n d D. Hofland, Dutch rules on group finance companies and antibase-erosionbase-erosion measures analyzed, Tax Notes International, 3 / 3 / 1 9 9 7 , p. 743; R. A. van der Laan, About Dutch finance
centrescentres and more (continued); The interest deduction restrictions, Intertax, 11/1997, p . 399. For a thorough comment of
thee CFM regime in the light of the state aid rules and of the C o d ee of Conduct, see P.J. Wattel, Belastingconcurrentie,
staatssteun,staatssteun, de EG-gedragsCode en de Nederlandse CFM, in Nederlands Tijdschrijft voor Europees Recht, 1-2/1998, p .
17. .
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itss amount, only 20% being thus subject to the standard corporate tax of 35%:
therefore,, the effective tax rate borne by a CFM on its eligible financial activities is in
thee first instance reduced to 7%.208 This allows a significant tax deferral on the
amountss of income contributed to the FRR, which may be taxed only at the later
momentt of their release from the reserve. The subsequent releases of funds from the
FRRR may enjoy a special tax treatment resulting in the application of an effective tax
ratee much lower than the standard one. In particular, they may take place tax-free if
theyy are used to (i) finance investments undertaken by the group (i.e. acquisitions of
neww companies), (ii) finance investments of the group exceeding the ordinary risk (i.e.
investmentss undertaken in areas politically unstable or subject to high currency
fluctuations);; and (iii) finance legal liabilities of other group companies (under certain
conditions).. In these cases, the ultimate tax rate borne by the CFM on these reinvested
profitss remains at 7%. The second type of release of funds is referred to as 'voluntary'
andd occurs upon election by the CFM. In this case, the amounts previously set aside
inn the FRR are included in the CFM's taxable income in five equal instalments and are
entitledd to a special tax rate of 10% .209 The effective tax rate borne by income
contributedd and then voluntarily released is 15%. The third situation is the
"mandatory"" release of funds from the FRR, which takes place upon liquidation of
thee CFM or the transfer of its residence abroad, or for subsequent failure to meet the
prescribedd conditions. In this event, the release is taxed at the full statutory corporate
taxx rate, but a significant tax deferral is enjoyed by the CFM for the time during
whichh the income was tied up in the FRR.
Thee application of the CFM regime is subject to the approval of the Dutch tax
authorities,, which issue the authorisation upon assessment of the satisfaction of all
thee required conditions, especially those relating to the substance and the
centralisationn of all the group's finance activities in the Netherlands. No deadline has
beenn set with respect to the application of the CFM regime, but the authorisations
grantedd carry a time-limit of ten years.
Apparently,, this regime was never notified to the Commission, which opened an Art.
888 (2) investigation as part of its large-scale investigation on fiscal state aid in July
2001.21°° The Commission Notice on the CFM and the letter to the Dutch authorities
indicatess that from the preliminary analysis all the conditions for the application of
thee Treaty state aid rules are considered primafaciemet. The aid is represented by the
taxx base reduction of up to 80% of their income and the subsequent tax exemption,
reduction,, or deferral depending on the type of release of funds from the FRR. This
causess a corresponding shortfall in tax revenue for the Netherlands, whose actual
amountt also depends on the type of release. The CFM regime is likely to distort
competitionn in the EU and intra-Community trade as the beneficiaries are only large
multinationall groups present in at least two continents or four countries, which also
meanss that the specificity criterion is met (see the Maribel bis/ter case at 3.6.2 and at
3.8.2).. As for the justification by the nature or general scheme of the tax system, the
2»» I.e., 20% (percentage of financial income subject to full corporate taxation) x 35% (ordinary tax rate). It is worth
notingg that the Netherlands corporate tax rate has been lowered to 34.5% as from the year 2002. The examples in
thee text are based on the old rate, which was applicable in the period affected by the Commission investigation.
ww I.e., 7% (see in the text) + 8% (80% (percentage of income contributed to the FRR) x 10% (preferential tax rate
applicablee upon voluntary release)).
2ioo Case C 51/2001 (ex NN 48/2000), Commission Notice OJ C 306 of 31/10/2001.
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Commissionn considers in the first place that the risks incurred by groups present in
onlyy one continent or three countries may not be less significant than those incurred
byy groups qualifying for the CFM. This is an application of the principle that specific
measuress are never justified if they unduly favour multinational groups present
internationallyy over local companies or SMEs (see at 3.6.3 and 3.7.6). Furthermore, the
Commissionn believes that the percentage of profits eligible for the FRR is
disproportionatee to the actual risks borne in (ordinary) international investments.
Thesee arguments would rule out the applicability of the justification, which makes
sensee if one thinks that investment in certain countries entail significant risks
regardlesss of how many countries or continents a group is located in, and also that in
orderr to evaluate the proportionality of the amounts contributed to the FRR one
shouldd assess on a case-by-case basis all the details of each investments undertaken
byy a group.
Thee Dutch government has put forward a number of counter-arguments supporting
thee compatibility of the CFM with the fiscal state aid rules. First, this regime would
nott cause a reduction in tax revenue since it is budget-neutral and is even able to
causee an increase in the tax revenue due to relocation of finance companies and
capitall to the Netherlands. Furthermore, the CFM would be a general rather than a
speciall tax provision as it is available for all sectors of the economy and for all
multinationall companies, mainly Netherlands-based rather than foreign-based ones.
Thiss argument is linked to the justification of this regime as necessary to discourage
thee use of finance companies located in tax havens by repatriating funds to the
Netherlands.. Another supporting argument that this regime would be inherent to the
Dutchh system is that under Netherlands statutory tax law it is customary to form taxfreee reserves for risks deriving from business activities according to the 'sound
businesss practice' principle.
AA number of multinational groups benefiting from the CFM regime, after receiving
thee Commission's notification of its investigation as a non-notified aid regime, have
immediatelyy challenged it before the Court of First Instance on the grounds of legality
forr violation of Art. 88 Treaty claiming that it should have been characterised as
'existing'' aid and that other principles have been violated.211 Another immediate
consequencee of the investigation has been that Dutch-based multinational companies
apparentlyy are considering moving their intra-group finance facilities outside the
countryy (namely to Switzerland), or have already done so.212 Indeed, this is
consequencee of the legal uncertainty caused by the investigation, which might turn
outt to be dangerous for the EU competitiveness as a whole in the international arena.
Thiss is likely especially if more multinationals follow suit for the fear that the
2111
See the notice in OJ C/68 of 16/3/2002, p. 19, which mentions the large multinational groups challenging the
Commissionn Notice (e.g. Adidas, Rabobank, Heineken, ING, Unilever etc.) and shows the case as being registered
underr number T-9/02 This challenge was filed on the basis of the previous Case C-400/99, Italy v Commission, of
9/10/2001,, [2001] ECR 1-7303 ('Tirrenia'), in which the ECJ explicitly dismissed the Commission's request of
inadmissibilityy of the challenge by the Italian authorities of a letter sent to it (and published in the OJ) on the state
aidd character of a certain measure, and of the previous Case C-312/90, Spain v Commission, [1992] ECR M l 17,
concerningg the challenge by the Spanish authorities of a Notice to initiate an Art. 88(2) procedure by the
Commission.. Challenges of these Commission's acts are possible before the CFI provided they are based on the
groundss of legality linked with them. See also, with regard to the CFM, E. van der Stok and M. Sunderman,
Netherlands,Netherlands, EU still at odds over Dutch groupfinancingregime, Worldwide Tax Daily, 8/2/2002,27-4.
2122
For instance, the Netherlands daily newspaper Financieele Dagblad of 18 April 2002 reported the decision by the
Dutch-basedd multinational company Ahold to move its intra-group finance activities to Switzerland.
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Commissionn will attack all favourable (intra-group) finance company regimes, which
fearr is supported by the simultaneous investigations on Belgian coordination centres
(seee at 3.8.1 and 3.8.2) and French treasury centres (see below).
Ass to the substantive evaluation of the CFM regime, based on the current
Commissionn practice and on the CFI and ECJ case law it will probablyy be considered
inn breach of the Treaty (fiscal) state aid rules. In fact, it does constitute an aid within
thee meaning of all the three forms laid down in Point 9 of the Notice on fiscal state
aid,, i.e. (i) a reduction in the tax base of up to 80% of otherwise taxable income, (ii) a
reductionn of the tax amount in case of tax-free or voluntary releases of funds from the
FRR,, and (iii) a tax deferment in case of mandatory releases subject to full Dutch tax
att a later time. The argument that this regime is budget-neutral will in all likelihood
bee rejected by the Commission and the Court, as the revenue forgone must be
assessedd in actual terms by comparing the taxpayers entitled to it and those not
entitledd to it rather than in potential terms with reference to the taxpayers that would
nott have relocated to the Netherlands in the absence of this regime (see also at 3.8.2).
Thee CFM also seems to meet the requirements of distortion of competition and intraCommunityy trade as well as the specificity criterion in that it is available to
multinationall companies active in a certain number of continents or countries and is
sectorallyy limited to financial activities. As for the justifications, one would have to
agreee with the Commission's view mainly on the grounds that the amounts eligible
forr the FRR seem objectively disproportionate to the actual risks deriving most of the
timess from international investment, which are not always higher than those incurred
domesticallyy or in certain countries, and are no different from the risks borne by
groupss not entitled to the CFM regime as they are not present in four countries or two
continents.. Also the argument that it is customary under Dutch tax law to form
similarr tax-free provisions does not seem decisive, as these reserves may only be
formedd if certain conditions are met, do not allow such a significant amount of profits
too be contributed to them, and are open to all taxpayers doing business in the
Netherlands.. As to the Dutch government's argument that the CFM regime is meant
too fight harmful finance tax regimes enacted by tax havens and other countries, it
doess not seem a sound one if one considers that the CFM does constitute a harmful
taxx regime itself (see also its evaluation under the Code of Conduct in Chapter 4, at
4.4.6). .
Anotherr more recent regime for finance and cash management activities is the French
"treasuryy centre" regime (i.e. Centrales de trésorerie, hereinafter: "FTC"), introduced in
19999 by an Instruction of the French tax authorities and also object of the broad
Commissionn investigation.213 The FTC regime applies to French companies or
permanentt establishments concluding an intragroup cash management agreement
(i.e.. a loan agreement) with entities of a multinational group present in at least three
countries.. The agreement must be submitted to the French tax authorities and the
amountss covered by it must be separately booked by the group to allow control by
them.. The two incentives of the FTC regime are the non-applicability of the provision

2133
The FTC regime was introduced by Instruction 4 C-l-99 of 13 April 1999. The Commission opened an
investigationn as a non-notified state aid, C 46/2001 (ex NN 41/2000), Commission Notice OJ C 302 of 27/10/2001.
Forr a description of this regime and the Commission investigation, see also M. N. Mbwa-Mboma, France's tax
treatmenttreatment of multinationals' centralized cash management structures targeted for investigation, Worldwide Tax Anal
6/8/2001,151-3. .
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off the French tax code limiting the deductibility of intra-group interest payments to
thee annual average effective interest rate on loans granted by financial institutions
withh regard to variable-rate business loans with an initial duration of more than two
yearss (i.e. this rate was equal to 5.14% in 1999 and 6.03% in 2000). However, even
underr the FTC regime interest must in any event be set at arm's length and it is
possiblee to enter into an advance pricing agreement procedure with the French
authoritiess for this purpose. One must also note that it is being debated whether the
Frenchh thin capitalisation rules limiting the deductibility of interest to a 1.5:1
debt/equityy ratio still apply to eligible FTCs. The second tax advantage is the
exemptionn from the 15% withholding tax on interest payments to non-residents even
forr interest payments left on current accounts, which effectively prevented cashpoolingg transactions through French vehicles before the release of the instruction.214
Accordingg to the Commission, the FTC regime provides a tax base reduction through
thee allowance of higher interest deductions normally not available under French
statutoryy law, which also entails loss of tax revenue for the French Treasury. The fact
thatt this regime is limited to French treasury centres belonging to multinational
groupss active in at least three countries and to finance activities documented in the
mentionedd agreement implies that both criteria of distortion of competition and intraCommunityy trade and specificity are met. The Commission also rejects on the basis of
itss practice and EQ case law the French justifications that eligible treasury centres are
authorisedd to perform these activities on the basis of Art. 12 (1) of Law 84-46 on the
activityy and control of financial institutions, as well as that the favourable treatment is
necessaryy to restore the conditions of competition due to a better tax treatment
availablee for similar entities in other countries (see also the Road hauliers case in
Chapterr 2, at 2.3.4). Indeed, the FTC regime seems to meet all the requirements for the
applicationn of the fiscal state aid rules, but one wonders whether it should be justified
onn the grounds that the (OECD) transfer pricing rules must be complied with (i.e.
evenn if the said limit provided under statutory law is exceeded) and that the thin
capitalisationn rules, if applicable, would limit the maximum amount of deductible
interestt from the French payer company. It is true that the limited applicability of this
regimee to a group active in at least three countries makes it selective and is the main
obstaclee for such a justification to be accepted by the Commission. However, given
thesee limitations to the deductibility of interest and the very limited harmful
characterr of the FTC regime, one would probably expect that the Commission would
havee a milder approach in assessing the compatibility of this regime with the fiscal
statee aid rules. In fact, in this case it seems that the FTC regime was not meant to lure
too France finance activities and foreign investment at the expense of other countries,
butt rather to remove legal obstacles to the exercise of these activities via French
vehicless coherently with the general French tax system. In any event, the compliance
withh OECD transfer pricing rules and with domestic anti-base erosion provisions (Le.

2144
The 15% statutory withholding tax rate is towered by applicable tax treaties. Under the French tax
administration'ss Instruction 5 1-2-89 of 5 June 1989, there is an exemption from this withholding for interest paid
too non-resident lenders provided the loan is documented by an agreement concluded before the transfer of the
underlyingg proceeds and stating the principal amount, the maturity date, the interest rate, and any additional
remuneration.. The exemption, however, does not apply to proceeds left on current accounts by the French
borrower. .
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thiss is true if French thin capitalisation rules apply as seems likely from recent French
casee law) should constitute a sufficient justification.
3.8.44 Tax rate and tax liability aid: ring-fencing and offshore regimes; the Gibraltar
case e
Anotherr broad category of tax regimes potentially caught by the Treaty (fiscal) state
aidd rules analysed by the Commission in its large scale investigation concerns a
reductionn of the tax rate and of the liability. A significant example is given by the
offshoree regimes adopted by Gibraltar: the "exempt company" regime and the
"qualifyingg company" regime. The former was first introduced in 1967 and provides
forr a complete exemption from corporate tax normally due at 35%, provided (i) no
Gibraltarr resident is shareholder of, or has a beneficial interest in, exempt companies,
andd (ii) no trade or business is carried out in Gibraltar or with residents of Gibraltar
(withh the exception of transactions with other exempt or qualifying companies, see
below).. The exemption applies upon issuance of a certificate granting this status for a
periodd of 25 years, and additional tax incentives such as an exemption from stamp
dutyy is available for these entities. The "qualifying company" regime was introduced
inn 1984 and features similar conditions to the exemption company regime as to the
'ring-fencing'' from the Gibraltar economy and the 25-year duration period. Its main
differencee is that the applicable corporate tax rate is set on a case-by-case basis by the
Gibraltarr authorities between 0 and 35% depending on the activities carried on, and is
usuallyy set at 5 to 10%.
Thee Commission has opened an investigation with respect to both these regimes as
neww (non-notified) aid measures.215 As a result of appeal of the two Notices by the
Gibraltarr authorities on legality grounds, the CFI has recently annulled the one on the
"exemptt company" regime on the grounds that it constitutes an existing aid while
upholdingg the Commission characterisation of the "qualifying company" regime.216
Leavingg aside the procedural issues addressed by the CFI of the qualification of
existingg versus non-notified state aid of these regimes as well as the status of the
territoryy of Gibraltar in the EU, it is interesting for our analysis to focus on the
substantivee issues as laid down in the Commission Notices. In short, the Commission
considerss both regimes as state aid on the grounds that (i) they imply a tax advantage
inn the form of corporate tax exemption (and exemption from stamp duty) in Gibraltar,
whichh generates a corresponding loss of tax revenue, (ii) is likely to affect competition
andd intra-Community trade as these entities are able to carry out activities in the EU,
andd (iii) are specific in that they are only available for offshore companies not
controlledd by Gibraltarians and not carrying out business activities in Gibraltar. As
forr the justification by the nature or general scheme of the tax system, the
Commissionn reasons on the basis of Point 26 of the Notice on fiscal state aid that it
2155

The exempt company" regime is numbered as Aid C 53/2001 (ex NN 52/2000), Commission Notice OJ C 26 of
30/1/2002,, and the "qualifying company" regime as Aid C 52/2001 (ex NN 51/2000), Commission Notice OJ C 26
off 30/1/2002.
2166
Joined Cases T-195/01 and T-207/01, cit. See on this judgement also at 3.3.4 and Chapter 2, at 3.45. See also A.
Nishtar,, Gibraltar takes EC to court in battle over corporate tax exemption, in Worldwide Tax Daily, 29/8/2001,168-1,
andd EU Commission to announcefindingsof investigation into Gibraltar's offshore tax regimes, in Worldwide Tax Daily,
5/11/2001,, 214-5.
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doess not apply if tax advantages are exclusively available for foreign-based
companiess and are 'ring-fenced' from the local economy.
Althoughh at first sight there would seem no reason to further comment on these
cases,, there are indeed a few remarks worth making and some statements contained
inn the Notice concerning the two special Gibraltar regimes worth referring to. The
intendedd goal of both the exempt and the qualifying company regime was to lure
investorss and capital to Gibraltar through a considerable tax advantage with no
negativee repercussion on the Gibraltar taxable base, which is shown by the 'ringfencing'' feature of the two regimes. It is true that this feature makes them harmful tax
competition,, but the investigation under the Treaty state aid rules must look at its
specificc criteria and more in general to the actual effects of the tax measure concerned.
Thee fact that both regimes are ring-fenced and do not apply with regard to activities
connectedd with the Gibraltar economy casts doubts as to whether (i) there is an actual
shortfalll in tax revenue for Gibraltar, and (ii) these systems are not justifiable on the
basiss of the need to prevent double taxation in Gibraltar. In this respect, one must
notee that both regimes in fact apply to foreign-source income earned by non-Gibraltar
residents,, which may (or may not) have been subject to tax abroad. In other words, in
thesee cases there would be no tax jurisdiction for Gibraltar to tax this foreign-source
incomee earned by non-residents under generally-accepted international tax law
principles.2177 One must also consider that under the 'benchmark' Gibraltar tax
system,, in principle worldwide income of local corporation is taxed at full 35%, but
theirr foreign-source income is taxed only to the extent it is remitted (i.e. distributed)
too Gibraltar except their foreign passive income (see below).218 This means that in
principlee 'ordinary' resident companies not repatriating their foreign-source active
incomee but leaving it on a foreign bank account would be treated the same as exempt
companies.. As for qualifying companies, the fact that they are usually subject to a tax
ratee of 5 to 10% could even mean that they wouldd be subject to a higher tax burden in
Gibraltarr on their foreign-source income than their resident counterparts not
remittingg this income to Gibraltar.
However,, two arguments put forward by the Commission in the Notices seem to
impairr the validity of the above arguments. The first is that both these regimes feature
otherr tax concessions such as exemption from capital duty, which in any event entail
aa loss of tax revenue for Gibraltar. One might then object that the actual amounts at
stakee would have to be quantified to see whether the gain in corporate tax revenue
fromm qualifying companies would outweigh the loss of stamp duty tax revenue, and
moree in general whether this latter loss would not be covered by the general de
minimisminimis exception of € 100,000 not caught by the state aid rules (see at 3.3.1). The
secondd argument linked to the justification of the need to avoid double taxation on
foreign-sourcee income, also supported by the impossibility of Gibraltar to conclude
doublee tax treaties due to its status, would be rejected by the Commission on the
groundss that "no information on whether taxation occurred abroad, or not, is
requiredd from exempt companies." This argument, however, may also be overcome
2177

This is also expliciüy stated in the Notice, at, in which the UK (i.e. the Gibraltar) authorities point out that "the
paymentt of a flat rate of tax is commensurate and proportional to the extremely negligible economic activity
whichh exempt companies are allowed to conduct within Gibraltar. The activities carried out... outside Gibraltar
cannott be taxed in Gibraltar."
2i88 See Taxation of companies in Europe - Gbraltar, IBFD Publications, Amsterdam, lose-leaf, 2001.
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lookingg at the ordinary Gibraltar tax regime, which taxes foreign-source income of an
ordinaryy company as well on a remittance basis regardless of it having been taxed
abroad.. The only exception in this respect regards foreign-source interest and
dividends,, which are exempted from Gibraltar tax on a remittance basis only to the
extentt they have been taxed in the source country. To sum up, with the exception of
thiss foreign-source passive income, the main difference between exempt (and
qualifying)) companies and ordinary Gibraltar companies for the exemption from
corporatee tax to apply is the requirement that the latter do not remit their foreignsourcee income. One doubts that this difference would objectively have to be
consideredd relevant enough to rule out the applicability of the justification of the
naturee and general scheme of the tax system in consideration of Point 26 of the Notice
(seee at 3.6.4).
Twoo more points are important for the evaluation of these regimes in the light of the
Treatyy (fiscal) state aid rules. The first is that Gibraltar-based providers of services to
exemptt and qualifying companies are eligible to acquire "exempt" or "qualifying"
status.. In this case, as the Commission observes there appears to be a loss of Gibraltar
taxx revenue as a result of the fact that "financial services can be provided by exempt
companiess from Gibraltar to non-residents, no physical presence being necessary
outsidee Gibraltar. The revenue of these activities will probably arise directly in
GibraltarGibraltar without having being taxed outside Gibraltar." The second remark is that
thee "qualifying" company regime seems more difficult to justify due to the nontransparentt and discretionary power of the local tax administration in setting the
applicablee corporate tax rate, which the Commission clearly bans as selective statee aid
(seee the Notice, Points 21-22, at 3.6.5 and 3.8.3) with the blessing of the CFI (in the
RamondinRamondin case, at 3.7.6). A negative decision of incompatibility of the "qualifyin
company"" regime would have to be praised as an effort to counter a harmful tax
regime,, given the highly distortive (ab)use of this regime and the frustration of hightaxx (Member) States' anti-avoidance rules denying the application of the participation
exemptionn or of their CFC rules.219
Whateverr the outcome on the Gibraltar offshore regimes, it will be interesting to see
whatt principles the Commission follows after completion of the formal investigation
andd whether the decision will be the same for both of them. It is also worth noting
thatt Gibraltar has already decided to reform its tax system as from the fiscal year
2003,, not only abolishing both the exempt and the qualifying company regime, but
alsoo bringing the corporate tax rate to 0% for both resident and foreign-based
companies.2200 These will only be subject to an annual registration fee of GBP 300 or
150,, depending on their deriving income, and to a newly introduced business
propertyy occupation tax on real estate used in their business. Furthermore, there will
bee a new company payroll tax charged at a flat rate per year on each employee of the
companies.. In any event, the combined tax burden from business property
occupationn tax and the payroll tax may not exceed 15% of the company's annual
income.. Furthermore, subject to Commission approval under the State aid rules, the
2199

For practical examples of how qualifying companies may be used for this purpose and a discussion in the light
off harmful tax competition see respectively in Chapter 4 with regard to the participation exemption (see section
4.6)) and in Chapter 5 with regard to CFC rules.
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On the reform of the Gibraltar tax system, see e.g. C. Serruya, Gibraltar announces extensive company tax reform,
Worldwidee Tax Daily, 30/7/2002,146-1.
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Gibraltarr government is planning to levy corporate tax at a rate of 8% on income from
companiess performing financial services and utility companies, whose combined tax
burdenn will also enjoy the cap of 15% of their income. In practice, as a result of the
reformm there will no longer be any differentiation between resident and foreign
companies,, i.e. ring-fencing, and they will enjoy a low generalised tax burden that
willl not exceed 15% altogether. It is also striking that the financial services sector, far
fromm being encouraged by the reform, will be treated less favourably as it will be
subjectt to taxation even if foreign-based. Apparently, the Gibraltar authorities
considerr this as the optimal compromise to stay competitive in the international arena
off low-tax jurisdictions by reducing potential job losses in Gibraltar (some 20-25%
dependentt on these two regimes) and capital flight, while at the same time complying
withh the EU (and OECD) effort to fight harmful tax competition.
3.8.55 Methods to relieve international double taxation: the Irish regime on foreignsourcee income
Thee Commission investigation on the Irish tax treatment of certain foreign income
earnedd by resident companies shows its interpretation of the state aid rules with
regardd to the methods to relieve international double taxation, and in particular how
thee specificity criterion and the "nature" justification apply in this respect.221 The
measuree investigated was introduced in 1988 with regard to foreign subsidiaries (ie.
ownedd for more than 51%) and in 1995 with regard to foreign 'trading' branches of
Irishh companies. It provides for the exemption from Irish corporate tax of foreign
dividendss or profits received from, and capital gains realised on, these foreign entities
ass long as they are located in countries having signed a tax treaty with Ireland. In
orderr to qualify, Irish companies must apply with the Minister of Finance and submit
ann investment plan aimed at maintaining or increasing employment within Ireland.
Thiss regime deviates from the ordinary Irish method of relief from international
doublee taxation, under which foreign dividends, profits, and capital gains are subject
too tax in Ireland, with a credit for the foreign taxes actually paid limited to the
correspondingg amount of Irish tax applicable if that income were domestic-source.
Thee Commission notes that there is no restriction of this regime to certain activities
andd that the underlying goal is linked to the creation or the maintenance of
employmentt in Ireland through foreign trading operations. The aid is represented by
thee lower Irish tax borne by eligible companies on foreign-source income in cases in
whichh (i) such income has been subject to a lower tax burden than the Irish tax
burdenn and (ii) in the case of foreign subsidiaries their income would have been
immediatelyy repatriated to Ireland. This regime would therefore cause a loss of tax
revenuee and would also distort competition and affect intra-Community trade
becausee by definition it is granted with respect to foreign activities of Irish
companies.. The specificity criterion would he in the restriction of this exemption only
too companies submitting the investment plan as well as in the (still unclear)
discretionaryy powers conferred on the Irish authorities for its granting. As for the
2211

See the Commission Notice concerning measure C 54/2001 (ex NN 55/2000), in OJ C 308 of 1/11 2001. On the
generall rules contained in the Notice on how specificity and the 'nature' justification are interpreted with regard
too methods to prevent double taxation, see at 3.6.3 and 3.6.4.
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justification,, the Commission notes that the aim to create or maintain employment is
nott directly linked with the form and effect of the measure, and that its granting is not
digressivee in time as required by the Guidelines on employment aid222 as well as by
thee Notice with regard to fiscal aid.
Evenn if this is merely a prima facie assessment by the Commission, it is interesting as it
showss that a "special double taxation relief, that can involve a tax saving, only for
thosee undertakings that obtained the prescribed certification from the tax authorities"
constitutess no exception to the application of the Treaty state aid rules. In other
words,, the fact that double tax relief is usually considered a general measure (see
pointt 13 of the Notice on fiscal state aid), or at least represents a justification
connectedd to the tax systems' fundamental goal that firms must pay tax only once (see
pointt 26 of the Notice on fiscal state aid), does not prevent its classification as a
prohibitedd state aid if it deviates from a general double relief mechanism for
internationall double taxation which is less favourable for taxpayers.
Thee view endorsed by the Commission seems theoretically correct on the basis of the
Treatyy rules, especially if one considers the discretion of the Irish authorities in
approvingg the favourable regime only if employment is created or maintained in
Ireland.. However, the Commission attitude does not seem flexible enough in this case
andd turns out to be extremely penalising for the potential recipients of the tax aid. It
wouldd seem that the Commission could be more lenient in cases like this based on a
numberr of considerations. The Irish regime, far from being harmful tax competition,
merelyy grants a more favourable double tax relief with regard to foreign profits from
genuinee business activities undertaken abroad by Irish companies. The fact that this
measuree is limited to tax-treaty countries confirms the 'good' nature of this aid, which
allegedlyy aims at creating or maintaining a reasonable level of employment in
Ireland.. The Commission also seems to have ignored that Ireland has been an Art. 87
(3)) (a) region until the year 2000, and thus this scheme should be considered
differentlyy at least up to that year, which is also indirectly implied by the Commission
itselff in its letter to the Irish authorities (see Points 24 and 25 of the letter). A careful
usee of its discretion for the application of the Art. 87 (3) exemptions or of the
justificationn of a special regime would seem appropriate to mitigate the potentially
harshh consequences of the application of Art. 87(1) in cases like this, in which the
subjectivee evaluation may correct the results stemming from a purely objective
evaluationn of an aid measure concerning its main effect (see also in Section 3.3 and at
3.6.4). .
Reasoningg a contrario, had Ireland granted in its statutory tax law the same exemption
withh respect to all foreign active income earned in treaty countries without requiring
priorr approval by the Ministry of Finance (and thus not pursuing the desirable
employmentt goal), the state aid rules would not have been applicable. The fact that
thee granting of the exemption is conditioned on an actual link between genuine
foreignn activities and the creation or maintenance of employment in Ireland further
supportss the above conclusion. More in general, if the exemption method is chosen by
aa country as the 'benchmark' relief from international double taxation and the credit
methodd is only applied with regard to foreign passive income, to foreign income not
subjectt to at least a certain amount of tax abroad, or to foreign income earned in non2222

Commission Guidelines on aid to employment, OJ C 334 of 12/12/1995.
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treatyy countries or in tax havens included in 'black lists', in these cases there is no
questionn that the state aid rules are not applicable. Under this reasoning, it should not
bee relevant what method is adopted as the general, default relief, and what is the
speciall method applicable in certain situations, as long as this choice falls into
Memberr States' tax sovereignty and is inherent to the fundamental goal to prevent
internationall double taxation and tax avoidance, and as long as it is not structured in
aa harmful way (e.g. an exemption applying on foreign-source passive income
regardlesss of its having been taxed abroad, see on this also the Gibraltar offshore
regimee at 3.8.4).
However,, the fact that the actual advantage granted under the Irish scheme is only
presentt where the foreign income is subject to a lower tax burden than the Irish (i.e. in
alll likelihood 10% given the active nature of the income up to 2003 and thereafter
12,5%)) and the fact that Ireland does not have CFC legislation, do raise the suspicion
thatt Ireland is trying to make itself attractive for the location of parent companies
withh subsidiaries or branches in low-tax regimes. It is understandable, therefore, that
thee Commission opened an investigation, especially given the discretionary
murkinesss of the measure, but it should be stressed that in general there is nothing
wrongg whatsoever with the exemption method as a method for the prevention of
internationall double taxation, not even if it is not applied across the board but next to
thee credit method. All in all, the state aid rules must not affect the freedom of
countriess to choose between credit and exemption on die basis of criteria such as (i)
presencee of a tax treaty, (ii) active or passive income, (iii) individual or companies,
(iv)) substance or no substance abroad, (v) presence of abuse, etc. This is nothing but
confirmedd by the Commission Notice on fiscal state aid, which considers methods to
preventt double taxation part of a country's benchmark tax system, or at least justified
underr the nature or general scheme of the system as an internal objective (see at 3.6.3
andd 3.6.4).
3.99 Synthesis: Treaty rules on State aid as an effective tool against harmful tax
competition n
Inn the recent years, the Commission has dramatically changed its policy in the
applicationn of the Treaty State aid rules against Member States' tax regimes
consideredd harmful tax competition. This change has been sanctioned in the Irish
corporationcorporation tax case and its most evident sign has been the 1998 Notice on fiscal
aid,, which contains a strong message directed at the Member States in this respect.
Thee subsequent handling of fiscal state aid cases and the 2001 large-scale
investigationn further confirm the tough stance taken by the Commission as to both
authorisationn of new fiscal state aids and review of previously approved aid as well
ass non-notified measures.
Inn the perspective of fighting harmful tax competition, this change of policy must be
seenn in conjunction with the approval of the 1997 'Package' and in particular the
Codee of Conduct on business taxation (see Chapter 4, especially Section 4.2). As the
attemptt of implementing this non-legally binding document has proven more
troublesomee than anticipated, the Commission has decided to shift from 'soft' to
'hard'' law by strictly applying Art. 87 of the Treaty. In its recent investigation, it has
sentt a clear warning that from a legal point of view the area of direct taxation is in
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principlee nothing special in the light and purpose of the state aid Treaty provisions,
notwithstandingg feelings of national sovereignty in that area. However, given the
sensitivityy of this subject matter and the political agreement within the Code of
Conductt framework, the Commission felt politically compelled to tackle all similar
potentiallyy harmful tax regimes simultaneously and in the same manner, also taking
intoo account the fundamental goals pursued by direct taxation at domestic level.
Nonetheless,, in some cases the Commission seems to have gone too far in its crusade
startedd as a reaction to the stall of the Code of Conduct process, without taking into
fulll consideration this fundamental role of direct taxation.
Withh regard to the substantive application of the Treaty state aid rules against
harmfull tax competition, the Commission makes no distinction between reductions of
taxx base and of tax liability, or deferral or cancellation of taxes already due, and
interpretss the selectivity criterion as being satisfied also where these benefits are
availablee de jure or de facto only to multinational companies and/or are based on the
discretionaryy judgement by a country's tax authorities. As for tax base reductions, the
grantingg of tax holidays is normally not allowed due to their specific advantages and
thee potentially significant distortion of competition in the EU, which in principle
makess them unjustifiable even in depressed Community areas. The use of notional
methodss to compute taxable income for intra-group transactions (e.g. the cost-plus or
thee resale-minus) is only allowed insofar as it achieves taxation equal or at least
comparablee to taxation as resulting from the application of the ordinary method, with
thee exception of the agriculture and fisheries sectors. In order for regimes relying on
thesee methods to be justified under the state aid rules it is crucial that the OECD
transferr pricing rules are complied with, that no item is excluded from the basis for
thee profit computation, and that the local tax authorities review carefully each
situationn on the basis of all facts and circumstances, but in a transparent way and
withoutt having too wide a discretionary power.
Withh regard to the reduction of tax liability, the setting of different tax rates
dependingg on the active or passive nature of income falls within the Member States'
nationall tax sovereignty. On the other hand, setting lower tax rates for a specific
sector,, even a very large one (e.g. the manufacturing sector), is not allowed under the
fiscall state aid rules. In regional areas falling within Art. 87 (3), nil or significantly
lowerr tax rates are only allowed if they are limited to genuine business activities, are
digressivee in amount over time, and are targeted and proportional to the local
disadvantagess suffered in these regions. As a matter of principle, financial services
andd other mobile intra-group activities eligible for these nil or low tax rates are in any
eventt in breach of the state aid rules, with a possible (limited) exception for the
"outermost"" areas of the EU (i.e. Madeira, the Canary Islands, and the French
Overseass territories).
Thee implementation of offshore regimes 'ring-fenced' from the rest of the economy is
nott allowed by the Commission, especially if they are also partially available for
domesticc residents and apply regardless of whether the foreign-source income has
beenn subject to tax abroad. These regimes constitute forbidden state aid even if such
incomee is subject to a domestic reduced tax rate, especially if this rate is set by the
locall tax authorities in a discretionary manner, due to the potentially harmful
repercussionss on other (Member) States' domestic tax regimes. Furthermore, while
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generall systems to relieve international double taxation within a country are not
coveredd by the fiscal state aid rules, including the exemption method, a limited
selectivee application of a more favourable relief may be at odds with the Treaty even
iff it is limited to foreign business income earned in treaty partners if it is subject to a
discretionaryy decision by the local tax authorities.
Ass for deferral and cancellation of taxes already due, they are also caught by the fiscal
statee aid rules especially if they involve a discretionary decision by a country's local
authorities.. The granting of deferral through the formation of tax-free provisions (e.g.
forr financial investments) is only allowed if it is in line with the general tax system of
aa country, is available mdiscriminately to all taxpayers, and is targeted and
proportionatee to the underlying objective(s) for which the provision is formed.
Att the moment, the application of the fiscal state aid rules seems the most effective
tooll to counter harmful tax competition in the EU, especially given the apparent
impossibilityy to find a unanimous consensus to harmonise the relevant tax areas on
thee basis of Arts. 94 and 95(2) (see Chapter 2, section 2.2), to gain sufficient political
supportt to use Art. 96 (and/or Art. 97, see Chapter 2, section 2.4), or to force Member
Statess to implement the political commitment laid down in the Code of Conduct (see
Chapterr 4). The Treaty provisions on state aid are legally-binding, are clearly
interpretedd in public documents issued by the Commission, are applied in a
transparentt and equal manner to all Member States, and are subject to the careful and
competentt jurisdictional control by the Court of First Instance and ultimately the
Courtt of Justice. These provisions are also flexible enough to be applied and targeted
onlyy against the most harmful tax regimes adopted by Member States or those that
distortt the most competition in the internal market and are thus contrary to the
fundamentall Treaty objectives and means. In this respect, the interpretation of the
specificityy criterion to distinguish objectively between 'benchmark' tax system and
deviationss from it and of the justification of the general nature or scheme of the
systemm to consider the subjective policy goals of special tax regimes are consistent
withh the distinction between 'good' and 'bad' tax competition based on a combination
off objective and subjective element (see Chapter 1, at 1.2.6 and section 1.5).
Still,, in some cases the consequences for the application of the state aid rules seem too
harsh,, and the resort to a more comprehensive approach rather than a piecemeal one
wouldd be preferable in the sensitive tax area. This is shown by recent state aid cases
(i.e.. the Ramondin and the Gibraltar ojfsfiore cases), in which Member States have
explicitlyy complained about the selective use of the state aid rules and have indirectly
hintedd at the application of Arts. 96 and 97 instead (see Chapter 2, at 24.5).
Meanwhile,, the Commission should be careful not to make its mighty state aid
powerss backfire: several multinationals resent the legal uncertainty caused by the
recentt large scale investigation, which may last for years, especially in respect of
financiall centres, and have already moved their centres, or are in the process of
movingg them, to third countries, notably Switzerland. This effect would not be in line
withh the goals of Art. 87 of the Treaty, as it would result in beggaring the EU to the
benefitt of its neighbours.
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CHAPTERR 4 - NON-LEGALLY BINDING RULES AND HARMFUL TAX
COMPETITION:: THE CODE OF CONDUCT AND THE OECD REPORTS

4.11 Introduction
Thiss chapter deals with the politics of (harmful) tax competition in the EU.
Consistentlyy with the changed strategy in direct tax policy and the move towards
coordinationn through non-legally binding acts rather than harmonisation through
legallyy binding directives (see especially in Chapter 1, section 1.4), EU Member States
agreedd in 1997 on a far-reaching political approach on the (harmful) tax competition
issuee laid down in a resolution approved by the Council and containing inter alia a
Codee of Conduct for Business Taxation. This document will be analysed together with
subsequentt documents released at EU level as a result of its application, namely the
so-calledd Primarolo Report of 1999 and its black list of harmful tax regimes, and the
follow-upp documents adopted by the Council.
Ann evaluation of selected tax regimes implemented by Member States and potentially
constitutingg harmful tax competition within the meaning of the Code of Conduct (and
thee Primarolo Report) follows. These regimes are grouped into different categories
basedd on the taxpayers, the business activities, or the kind of income they target. The
evaluationn is based not only on the principles contained in these non-binding
documents,, but more in general on international and EC tax law principles, which are
fundamentall in assessing the actual harmful character of such regimes and their
blacklisting.. The regimes analysed here have been selected on the basis of their
relevancee and widespread use by multinational companies; a number of them have
alreadyy been evaluated under the Treaty rules on state aid (see Chapter 3).
Thee last part of this chapter deals with the parallel project to counter harmful tax
competitionn undertaken by the OECD in 1996 and consisting of three main Reports
releasedd in 1998, 2000, and 2001. Also these documents are not legally binding
towardss the OECD (and EU) countries but merely contain an analysis of harmful tax
competitionn and a number of recommendations on what to do about it. Given the
limitedd practical relevance of the OECD documents for EU Member States, which is a
consequencee of their more limited substantive scope than the EU documents and the
moree limited political support surrounding the OECD project, there will not be a
detailedd analysis of their actual impact on Member States' tax regimes. However, the
mainn aspects of the OECD attempt will be explained and commented on as well as the
likelyy future developments. Finally the EU and OECD projects are compared,
highlightingg their strengths and weaknesses and their likely outcome.
4.22 The EU "Package" to tackle harmful tax competition and the Code of Conduct
4.2.11 Historic overview: the three parts of the "Package"
Thee EU project to counter harmful tax competition materialised in the second half of
thee 90s mainly due to the impulse and initiative of the Commission, and in particular
off the Internal Market Commissioner Mr. Mario Monti. His Memorandum of March
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19%% (see in detail Chapter 1, at 1.4.3) called for an urgent need to increased
coordinationn in Member States' direct tax policy, setting out that the Commission,
"fullyy respecting the subsidiarity principle", would "put forward ...appropriate
solutions"" to solve the discussed problems, if necessary requiring also harmonisation
measuress rather than promoting coordination among Member States' legislation. The
subsequentt Report of October 1996 (see also Chapter 1, at 1.4.3) stressed the need to
curbb unfair tax competition by applying more stiffly the EC state aid rules and to
achievee greater coordination in the area of tax incentives granted by Member States so
ass to reduce the negative effects of tax competition. In this respect, this Report set out
thee need to involve (another) group of high representatives of Member States to
discusss about the relevant issues and find a consensus on the tax measures to be
consideredd "harmful in the Community context" as well as on the common criteria to
identifyy such measures to be transposed into a "code of good conduct."
Thiss effort culminated in the adoption of a comprehensive "Package to Tackle
Harmfull Tax Competition in the European Union" (hereinafter: "Package"), approved
byy the ECOFIN Council on 1 December 19971 and largely based on the proposals put
forwardd by the Commission.2 The broad goal of the Package is the need "to tackle
harmfull tax competition in order to help achieve certain objectives such as reducing
thee continuing distortions in the single market, preventing excessive losses of tax
revenuee or getting tax structures to develop in a more employment-friendly way." To
thiss end, the Package is composed of three linked elements: a Code of Conduct on
businesss taxation (see below in this section), a set of guidelines in the area of taxation
off savings concerning a directive to be proposed by the Commission, and a call for a
Commissionn proposed directive on cross-border interest and royalty payments
betweenn associated enterprises.
Ass for taxation of savings, the Package stresses the need to implement a directive
meantt to ensure a minimum level of taxation on interest income from savings received
byy residents of a Member State in a country other than that of their residence (see also
inn Chapter 1, especially at 1.2.4). This directive is aimed at preventing harmful tax
competitionn in the form of exemption of this interest income earned by non-residents
byy most (EU) source countries, which effectively leads to non-taxation of this income
mainlyy as a result of failure to report it by the recipients in their country of residence.
Followingg the so-called 'interim agreement' on the Package of November 2001,3 the
mostt recent version of the proposed Directive on taxation of savings4 provides for a
11

See 2053"! ECOFIN Council Meeting, Council Conclusions, 12671/97 (Presse 365), 1/12/1997, OJ C2 of 6 January
1998,, p. 1. For an early comment on the Package, see H. M. Liebman and S. Leventhall, Moving towards tax coordination,ordination, European Taxation, 3/1998, p. 96. For a thorough analysis of the EU initiative on harmful tax
competition,, see W. Schön, Tax competition in Europe - General Report, 3"* annual conference of the European
Associationn of Tax Law Professors ("EATLP"), Lausanne, 7-8 June 2002, at 9 ff. (referred to as "Schön, EATLP 2002
Report"),Report"), available on the EATLP web site at http://www.eatlp.org.
22
The proposals were contained in the Commission Communications COM (97) 495 final, Towards tax co-ordination
inin the European Union - A package to tackle harmful tax competition, 1/10/1997, and COM (97) 564 final, A package to
tackletackle harmful tax competition in the European Union, 5/11/1997.
33 The so-called 'interim agreemenf is contained in the 2312th ECOFIN Council Meeting, Council Conclusions,
13861/000 (Presse 453), 27/11/2000, also explained below at 4.3.2. See also J. M. Weiner, ECOFIN makes significant
progressprogress in adopting EU savings tax package, Worldwide Tax Daily, 2000, 231-3.
44
Proposall for a Council Directive to ensure effective taxation of savings income in theformof interest payments within the
Community,Community, COM (2001) 400 final of 18/7/2001, and Commission Press Release IP/01/1026 of 18/7/2001. The
previouss proposal based on the Package and relying on the so-called co-existence model is contained in COM
(1998)) 295 final of 20/5/1998. For an explanation of the proposed directive in the new version, see a.o. B. J. M.
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generalisedd automatic exchange of information between the tax authorities of the EU
countryy in which interest is paid and the recipient's EU country of residence. The new
proposedd directive also allows the three EU countries reluctant to information
exchangee (i.e. Austria, Luxembourg, and Belgium) to apply a withholding tax of 15%
forr a period of three years and of 20% for a period of four years without having to
providee information on the recipients of interest to their country of residence. Under
thee proposed Directive, the revenue collected from the withholding tax by these three
countriess will be apportioned between them, entitled to retain 25%, and the country of
residencee of the recipients, entitled to receive the remaining 75%. The 'interim
agreement'' makes clear that the approval of this Directive by all Member States as
requiredd by Arts. 94 and 95(2) (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2) is conditional on the
extensionn of its scope to, or to the adoption of similar measures by, dependent and
associatedd territories of Member States (e.g. the Netherlands Antilles and the UK
Channell Islands) as well as key non-EU countries (e.g. USA, Switzerland,
Liechtenstein,, Monaco, Andorra and San Marino) within the agreed deadline of 31
Decemberr 2002. A failure in this respect would mean not only failure of approval of
thiss proposed directive, but also that the other elements of the Package would be
jeopardised,, including the Code of Conduct.5
Thee third element of the Package concerns, somewhat paradoxically, the repeal of
withholdingg taxes on intra-group payments of interest and royalties. This is necessary
too avoid distortions to the internal market caused by international economic double
taxationn on these payments. As a result of unanimous agreement by Member States in
thiss area, the Commission has released a Proposed Directive on intercompany
paymentss of interest and royalties6 covering these payments made between associated
companiess and relying on the principle of taxation in the residence country of the
recipientt company. Among the various anti-abuse provisions contained in the
proposedd directive, the one that seems to stem directly from the Package is the denial
off the benefits of its application (thus allowing the levy of withholding taxes in the EU
sourcee country) on payments to recipient entities enjoying a low tax rate deviating
fromm the ordinary rate in their country of establishment or a reduction in the tax base
nott normally available in their country of establishment.7 Indeed, this provision
indirectlyy aims at limiting harmful tax competition in the form of special tax regimes
providingg for nil or lower corporate tax rates or tax base reductions. Apart from this,
theree seems to be not much connection with the objectives of the Package as the main
goall of this directive is the elimination of tax obstacles to the correct functioning of the
commonn market.8

Terraa and P. J. Wattel, European Tax Law, Fed, 2001, p. 452; A. P. Dourado, The EC draft directive on interest from
savingssavingsfroma perspective of International Tax Law, 9 EC Tax Review, 3/2000, p. 144; and B. Larking, Anotlier go at th
SavingsSavings Directive - - third time lucky?, 10 EC Tax Review, 4/2001, p. 220.
55
For a recent comment on the latest developments and the future of the 'Package,' see G. Meussen, 77K EU fight
againstagainst harmful tax competition; future developments, 11 EC Tax Review, 3/2002, p. 157.
66
Proposed Council Directive on a a common system of taxation applicable to interest and royalty payments made between
associatedassociated companies of different Member States, COM (1998) 67 final, of 4/3/1998. See also Terra & Wattel, cit., p.
andd bibliography cited therein.
77
See in particular Terra & Wattel, cit., at 438-440.
88
In this respect, Terra & Wattel, cit., at 440, refers to the opinion of commentators asserting that to counter harmful
taxx competition withholding taxes should not be repealed but increased to the level of the corporation tax, at least
forr payments deductible from the corporate tax base, such as interest and royalties: see A. Easson, Fiscal
degradationdegradation and the inter-nation allocation of tax jurisdiction, EC Tax Review, 3/19%, p. 113.
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Lastt but not least, the Package acknowledges the commitment by the Commission to
applyy the Treaty state aid rules in direct tax matters against harmful tax competition
(seee Chapter 3, especially at 3.6.6).
4.Z22 The Code of Conduct legal nature, scope, and criteria to identify harmful tax
regimes s
Thee main document of the Package specifically meant to tackle harmful tax
competitionn is the Code of Conduct for business taxation (hereinafter: the "Code of
Conduct"" or the "Code").9 The preamble of the Code acknowledges "the positive
effectss of fair competition and the need to consolidate the competitiveness of the
Europeann Union ... at international level, whilst noting that tax competition may also
leadd to tax measures with harmful effects." As for its legal nature, the Code of
Conductt has been adopted by the Council as a resolution, which is a non-legallybindingg instrument part of EC 'soft' law. This is also laid down in its preamble, in
whichh Member States emphasise that the Code "is a political commitment and does
nott affect the Member States7 rights and obligations or the respective spheres of
competencee of the Member States and the Community resulting from the Treaty." As
aa result, its rules may not be enforced before the ECJ by the EU institutions or the
Memberr States in case of failure to comply with them.
Thee scope of the Code concerns corporate taxation as a whole, including activities
performedd within groups of companies, and does not include measures concerning
individuall taxation. Tax measures covered by the Code encompass not only laws, but
alsoo regulations and administrative practices:10 in principle all Member States'
(special)) tax regimes fall within its reach regardless of the act though which they are
implemented.. Also their mechanism is irrelevant for the purpose of the Code of
Conduct,, which covers measures affecting tax rates, tax base, or other any relevant
factorss for the determination of taxable income, such as depreciation schedules, tax
treatmentt of reserves and provisions, and the like.11
Moree specifically, the Code of Conduct covers "potentially harmful tax measures"
(hereinafter:: "PHTM") singled out by reference to an objective and a subjective aspect.
Ass for the latter, the Code catches tax measures "which affect, or may affect, in a
significantt way the location of the business activity in the Community."12 With regard
too the former, the Code endorses the criterion of the deviation of these tax measures

99
Resolution of the Council and the representatives of the Governments of the Member States, meeting within the
Councill of 1 December 1997 on a code of of conductforbusiness taxation, OJ C2 of 6 January 1998, p. 6. This paragraph is
basedd on my paper EU and OECD to fight harmful tax competition: Has the right path been undertaken?, 26 Inter tax,
12/1998,, p. 386. For an analysis of the Code of Conduct, see a.o.: A. J. Easson, Taxation offoreign direct investment investment
AnAn Introduction, Kluwer Law, at 165 ff.; E. Osterweil, OECD Report on harmful tax competition and European Code of
ConductConduct compared, 39 European Taxation, 6/1999, p. 198; M. Ellis, Are measures to curb harmful tax competition
necessary?,necessary?, European Taxation, 3/1999, p. 78; W. W. Bratton and J. A. McCahery, Tax coordination and ta
competitioncompetition in the European Union: Evaluating the code of conduct on business taxation, 38 Common Market Law
Review,, No. 3,6/2001, p. 677. For an economic analysis of the Code of Conduct, see K.M. Diaw and J. Gorter, The
remedyremedy may be worse than the disease: a critical account of the Code of Conduct, Discussion Paper by the CPB,
Netherlandss Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis, February 2002, available on the web site
http://www.cpb.nl/nl/pub/discussie. .
i°° Code of Conduct, Para. A (3).
»» Code of Conduct, Para. B (2).
122 Code of Conduct, Para. A (1).
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fromm a Member State's 'benchmark' tax system, i.e. those providing "for a significantly
lowerr level of taxation, including zero taxation, than those levels which generally
applyy in the Member State in question."13 From this one may infer that in the absence
off a clear definition of "harmful" tax competition, the Code endorses a combination of
subjectivee and objective elements to map out PHTMs, which approach is consistent
withh the concept of harmful tax competition and its distinction from desirable tax
competitionn explained above (see Chapter 1, at 1.2.3,1.2.4, and 1.2.6).
Byy and large, the scope of the Code seems broad enough to catch all Member States'
speciall tax incentives directed at both foreign direct investment generating active
incomee and mobile investment generating passive income. However, there are two
mainn interpretative issues linked to the Code's scope. The first has to do with the
subjectivee aspect linked to companies' locational decisions and the motives on where
too invest, which are close to impossible to determine with certainty given the many
factorss influencing investment decisions and the lack of a scientific methodology for
thiss purpose (see Chapter 1, at 1.3.4 and 1.3.5). The second doubt is linked to the
objectivee aspect and the absence of any clarification as to what "significantly lower"
effectivee level of taxation means. The first issue is what deviation in terms of
percentagee points between a PHTM and a Member State's ordinary tax system should
bee considered sufficient for this purpose (e.g. 5 or 10 points), or whether there should
bee a different comparison standard (e.g. a tax burden of the PHTM lower than l/yd or
1/4** of the ordinary tax burden). A second issue is what is meant by "effective level
off taxation", or in other words what methodology should be applied (e.g. the King &
Fullerton)) and what assumptions should be used, as well as what level of taxation
shouldd be considered the statutory one in case of more than one corporate tax rate (see
Chapterr 1, at 1.3.4 and 1.4.5.4).
Thee Code tries to overcome these shortcomings by listing a number of criteria to
assesss which of the PHTMs are actually harmful and are thus caught by the provisions
off the Code of Conduct.14 These criteria are:15
i))
availability of a tax measure only to non-resident taxpayers or to transactions
concludedd with non-resident taxpayers;
ii))
no repercussions of a tax measure on the domestic tax base of the country
grantingg it due to its insulation from the domestic economy (i.e. ring-fencing);
iii))
availability of a tax measure to investors regardless of their having an actual
economicc presence or carrying on a real economic activity in the Member State
concerned; ;
iv))
availability of a tax measure relying on the computation of taxable income
accordingg to principles other than the internationally accepted ones (i.e. the OECD
transferr pricing rules);
v))
lack of transparency of a tax measure, including where it is available according
too an unpublished administrative practice of a country's tax administration or
wheree this practice departs from a country's statutory tax principles.
Inn addition to the above criteria, the Code contains other factors that need to be taken
intoo account in the assessment of the actual harmful nature of PHTMs:16
133
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vi))

their spillover effects, i.e. the impact they (are likely to) bring about with
respectt to other (neighbouring) Member States' economies, also taking into
accountt how the activities concerned are commonly taxed in the EU;
vii)) the underlying policy objectives linked to the support of economic
developmentt pursued by a Member State's tax measure, which should in any
eventt be proportional and targeted, but could justify PHTMs in the "outermost
regionss and small islands, without underrnining the integrity and coherence of the
Communityy legal order."
Whilee criteria i), ii), iv), and v) are linked to the objective aspect of PHTMs deviating
fromm a country's benchmark system, criteria iii), vi), and vii) are needed to ascertain
thee main policy goal(s) for their implementation, and in particular the prevalence of
thee desirable versus the harmful ones for the influence of firms' investment decisions.
Focusingg on some of them, criteria i) and ii) must be read in conjunction as they target
taxx regimes mainly available for foreign-based multinational companies or 'offshore'
regimess ring-fenced from the rest of the economy, which apply to transactions
concludedd with non-resident and usually benefit foreign-owned multinational
companies.. One must also consider that ring fencing seems a misnomer, as every tax
incentivee has by definition an impact on the domestic base of the country concerned.
Inn fact, offshore incentives effective in attracting mobile foreign-based companies
implyy a likely increase in tax revenue on the fees from services performed to them by
locall taxpayers (e.g. financial services, consultancy, turnover taxes etc.), on the income
earnedd by employees hired by them, and on the return on capital invested within the
countryy (if not exempt).
Ass for criterion iii), the test of availability of a tax incentive regardless of a local
substantiall presence by its beneficiary clearly shows that a company has invested in
thatt country merely or preponderantly because of that incentive, and at the same time
thatt the country granting it is trying to attract mainly (mobile) business activities at
thee expense of other countries rather than to pursue a sound domestic fiscal policy.
Criterionn iv) is directed at special regimes relying on notional methods for the
computationn of taxable profits such as the cost-plus or resale-minus at odds with
OECDD transfer pricing principles (see also Chapter 3, Section 3.8). This implies that the
usee of these methods is allowed and is considered harmful only if it departs from the
OECDD Transfer Pricing Guidelines with regard e.g. to the items taken into account for
thee application of the notional methods. The test under v) targets hidden tax
incentivess granted by way of favourable administrative practices of Member States'
taxx authorities and encompasses two subcategories. The first includes non-transparent
(i.e.. unpublished or secret) practices granting corporate tax reductions on a case-bycasee basis, which are probably the most dangerous forms of harmful tax competition
becausee they are difficult to be detected and distort competition in the internal market
byy favouring certain companies only. The second refers to the granting of rulings
accordingg to published practices in which tax authorities do not merely interpret
statutoryy tax law but enjoy a high degree of discretion on the tax treatment of a certain
transactionn or taxpayer and go beyond the boundaries of statutory law.17 They are
166
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caughtt by the Code due to the potential inequalities of treatment between taxpayers as
welll as possible 'manipulations' of the statutory tax system by a country's tax
authoritiess escaping judicial and ultimately democratic control.
Criteriaa vi) and vii) are closely linked as they both have to do with the subjective
aspectt of (harmful) tax competition and involve an assessment of the intentions and
policyy objectives pursued by Member States through the implementation of PHTMs.
Thee former calls for an evaluation of the spillover effects of these measures on other
Memberr States' economies. If it turns out that these effects are mainly negative, then
theree is a strong presumption that the main intention of that country was to attract
mobilee activities at the expense of other Member States. Interestingly, the Code
requiress that this evaluation take into account the prevalent tax treatment of similar
activitiess and income throughout the Community. This suggests that if a certain
PHTMM is in line with several other Member States' tax measures, it will not have to be
consideredd harmful but rather justified on the grounds that it constitutes 'passive' tax
competitionn and Member States have been forced to implement it as a response to
otherr Member States' practices (see Chapter 1, at 1.2.5). This criterion presupposes a
thoroughh comparative analysis of the common or prevalent tax treatment of several
groupss of activities in the EU, or in other words the mapping out of an EU
'benchmark'' for each such group against which to assess the various specific PHTMs.
Itt may also be seen as similar to the mechanism of Art. 96 and 97 of the Treaty, which
requiree a (tax law) disparity as compared to the (tax) laws of the majority of other
Memberr States (see Chapter 2, at 2.4.2). As will be seen, due to the complexities
involvedd by such comparative analysis an assessment of PHTMs in this light has
hardlyy been carried out in the drawing up of the black list.
Givenn its wording and aims, criterion vii) must be interpreted in the light of the Treaty
statee aid rules, and in particular of the exemptions for regional fiscal aid measures and
thosee relating to the "outermost regions" (see Chapter 3, Section 3.7). As a result, if a
PHTMM meets one or more of the other criteria laid down in the Code but is
neverthelesss justified by the policy objective to boost the development of depressed
EUU areas and is well-targeted and proportionate to such objective, it will not have to
bee considered caught by the Code. For this purpose, to ensure consistent decisions it
mayy be reasonably assumed that the same criteria and analysis laid down with regard
too the Treaty state aid rules (i.e. the Art. 87 (3)(a) and (c) exemptions and relevant
Commissionn soft-law documents) must be used. This is also implicitly confirmed by
Para.. J of the Code, which anticipates that the Commission will assess a number of
Memberr States' PHTMs also caught by the Code under the Treaty state aid rules and
callss for "ensuring that the rules and objectives of the Treaty are applied consistently
andd equally to all."
4.Z33 Consequences of the application of the Code of Conduct and implementation
rules s
Thee consequences for Member States' harmful tax measures covered by the Code of
Conductt are laid down in its 'standstill' and 'rollback' provisions. According to the
former,, "Member States commit themselves not to introduce new tax measures which
off the Treaty (fiscal) state aid rules (see Chapter 3, at 3.4.5 and 3.6.5).
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aree harmful within the meaning of this code" and "will therefore respect the
principless underlying the code when deterrnining future policy."18 Under the latter,
"Memberr States commit themselves to reexamining their existing laws and
establishedd practices" and "will amend such laws and practices as necessary with a
vieww to eliminating any harmful measures as soon as possible."19
Thee procedural rules for the actual implementation of the standstill and rollback
provisionss are contained in Paras. E through I of the Code. Para. H requires the
establishmentt by the Council of a group in charge of the identification of the PHTMs
fallingg into the scope of the Code and their assessment in the light of all the criteria
explainedd above. The Code clarifies that this process should culminate with a report to
bee submitted to the Council containing a final list of Member States' actual harmful
taxx measures subject to repeal or amendment in accordance with the rollback
provision. .
Paras.. E and F of the Code contain additional procedural rules for the functioning of
thee group in charge of the assessment. The former refers to the basic principles of
transparencyy and openness for the discussion on the various PHTMs and provides for
thee duty by Member States to (i) inform each other of their existing or new tax
measuress able to fall into the scope of the Code and (ii) submit any relevant
informationn in case of request by other Member States. Para. F of the Code allows each
Memberr State to raise discussions or make observations on other Member States' tax
measuress capable of being caught by the Code's standstill and rollback provisions.
Lastly,, it is interesting to evaluate the role of the Commission within the group. Under
para.. I of the Code, "the Council invites the Commission to assist the group in carrying
outt ... preparatory work and to facilitate the provision of information..." (emphasis
added).. Apparently, the Commission's task would be confined to coordination
betweenn Member States to render the groups' works smoother and ensure compliance
byy Member States' representatives with the (procedural) rules of the Code. In other
words,, the Commission would be the 'external' and impartial party sitting in the
groupp mainly to speed up the implementation of the Code and solve any potential
procedurall or substantive conflict that might arise among the Member States in the
veryy sensitive implementation phase. This provision, far from what in practice had
beenn the Commission's contribution to the whole process to tackle harmful tax
competitionn in the EU, seems concerned with stressing once again the sovereignty of
Memberr States and the subsidiarity principle in the direct tax area and ultimately the
meree political nature of the Code, with as little Commission interference as possible in
itss actual implementation.
4.2.44 Evaluation of the Code
Thee above analysis of the Code of Conduct calls for some remarks on its strengths and
weaknesses.. Starting with its political nature, one might be tempted to conclude that
thiss is a major weakness in the fight against harmful tax competition due to the
impossibilityy to enforce the principles laid down in the Code. Member States may
maintainn that the Code is a mere political commitment and that they are not legally
188
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boundd by it. Alternatively, they may interpret its principles and criteria with respect
too their own harmful tax measures such that these are not deemed to be caught by the
Code.. In other words, the absence of any enforcement mechanism and of
(interpretative)) jurisdiction by the ECJ could render the Code ineffective due to its
nature. .
However,, further considerations lead to the opposite conclusion that the non-legally
bindingg nature of the Code may be considered a major strength rather than a
weakness.. In the first place, if the other two parts of the Package, two legally binding
directives,, are adopted (see at 4.2.1), Member States may feel more compelled to
complyy with the Code, also on the basis of the loyalty principle enshrined in Art. 10 of
Treatyy (see also Chapter 2, at 2.2.3). Another useful legal mechanism in this respect
wouldd be Art. 96 (and 97) of the Treaty, which might provide the Council, under
cooperationn and impulse by the Commission, with an enforcement tool against
Memberr States reluctant to implement the Code rollback provision, especially if there
weree only one or two such reluctant Member States (see Chapter 2, at 2.4.4 and 2.4.5).
Moreover,, the effectiveness of the Code of Conduct must be evaluated in the light of
thee changed Commission's approach in the direct tax area promoting coordination
ratherr than harmonisation of Member States' tax systems in accordance with the
subsidiarityy principle. The underlying idea is that 'soft law7 embodying political
commitmentss may turn out to be even more effective than legally-binding acts, as the
peerr pressure exercised by other Member States to ensure their implementation may
bee even more compelling than the threat of resorting to the ECJ available with regard
too the latter.
Thee Commission has explicitly acknowledged this in its 2001 Communication on the
futuree of tax policy in the EU, stating that "the use of non-legislative approaches or
"softt legislation" may be an additional means of making progress in the tax field" and
thatt "peer pressure, which is the basis of the Code of Conduct for business taxation,
couldd be applied in other areas" as they "could be particularly effective in cases where
theyy have a firm legal foundation, based on the Treaty and the case law of the Court of
Justice."200 This has also proven true in practice, as Member States have taken the Code
off Conduct seriously and amended most of their measures to comply with it
regardlesss of its lack of binding force and of the approval of the other two elements of
thee Package (see Sections 4.4 through 4.7). All in all, one must agree on the
effectivenesss of the Code of Conduct approach and more in general on the fact that
coordinationn in certain aspects of the direct tax area covered by it seems appropriate,
ass it preserves (certain) Member States' tax sovereignty and leaves them with enough
flexibilityy as to the actual remedies concerning their harmful tax regimes in this
sensitivee area, while at the same time being backed by Member States' peer pressure
andd other Treaty provisions reinforcing its application (e.g. the state aid rules, the
internall market distortions provisions, and the loyalty principle).
AA weakness of the Code already stressed is the absence of a clear definition of harmful
taxx competition and some interpretative doubts on its scope (see at 4.2.2). Another
weaknesss is that its scope is limited to corporate taxation and leaves out special tax
regimess for individuals (e.g. expatriates), which may turn out to be just as harmful as
2°° Commission Communication on the Tax policy in the European Union - Priorities for the years ahead, COM (2001)
2600 final, Brussels 23/5/2001, at para 4.3.
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certainn corporate tax regimes. One also notes that the scope of the Code does not cover
generalisedd corporate tax regimes of Member States, such as a very low tax rate (e.g.
thee 12.5% Irish corporate tax rate as from 2003) or the non-application of withholding
taxess on passive income (e.g. interest and royalties) remitted abroad. However, one
shouldd also consider that the line between harmful tax measures targeted by the Code
andd those outside its reach had to be drawn somewhere and that it seems to have been
drawnn consistently with the borderline between 'good' and 'bad' tax competition.
Furthermore,, the situations not caught by the Code are limited (so far) and they are
stilll subject to other Treaty constraints, such as the internal market distortions
provisionss or the EMU rules (see Chapter 2, sections 2.4 and 2.5).
Thee above considerations support that overall the evaluation of the Code of Conduct
mustt be a positive one. First, it is remarkable that Member States have acknowledged
forr the first time the existence of harmful tax competition in the EU and the need to do
somethingg about it. Second, it is to be welcomed that the principles of Member States'
taxx sovereignty and of desirability of tax competition have been restated, corifirming
thatt this is the norm in the EU (legal) context and that only harmful tax competition
needss to be tackled by this coordination effort. Third, the Code contains appropriate
instrumentss (i.e. the standstill and rollback provisions) to be consistently applied with
thee other two components of the Package as well as with the Treaty fiscal state aid
rules,, and more in general it contemplates an evaluation of the various circumstances
concerningg each Member State's PHTM and its underlying policy objective(s). The
absencee of legally binding force and the (disputable) lack of legal remedies do not
seemm sufficient to lead to a negative overall evaluation of the Code, especially in the
lightt of the above considerations related to its overall effectiveness towards Member
States. .
4.33 Follow-up to the Code of Conduct: The "Primarolo" Report and the "2000
Guidelines" "
4.3.11 Establishment of the "Code of Conduct Group" and its work
Inn compliance with the Code of Conduct, the Council established in March 1998 a
groupp chaired by the then UK paymaster general Ms. Dawn Primarolo (hereinafter:
thee "Code of Conduct Group" or the "Group"), composed by high-level experts of
eachh Member State and representatives of the Commission.21 The Council mandate
clarifiedd that the Group was in charge of the assessment of Member States' PHTMs
underr the Code of Conduct without prejudice to their sovereignty and stressed that its
workk was of political importance. Under the procedural rules on the functioning of
thee Group, its work should be confidential and the final report to be submitted to the
Councill would "reflect either the unanimous opinion of its members or the various
opinionss expressed in the course of the discussion."22 The former rule proved
ineffectivee as due to a number of leaks by the Group's members its work was made
knownn to the public, as was the outcome later (i.e. the final report). The latter rule also
provedd ineffective as the Group decided to adopt its decisions based on majority
211
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See Ecofin Council, Communiqué 2072 - Council Conclusions, 9 March 1998.
See the Communiqué 2072, at., paras. 12-13.
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votingg rather than unanimity, which was necessary for the adoption of the final report
andd the blacklisting of harmful tax measures without the consensus of the Member
Statee concerned.
Duringg the year and a half of its existence, the Code of Conduct Group met 18 times
andd divided itself into sub-groups in order to speed up the process to draw up the
blackk list. The Commission submitted a draft "Initial indicative list of measures that
mightt fall under the scope of the Code of Conduct" on 16 July 1998, which was
revisedd and resubmitted on 25 September 1998 after the comments and discussions of
thee Member States' representatives. Member States with associated and independent
territoriess also submitted a list and detailed reports on the PHTMs of the territories
caughtt by the Code of Conduct in November 1998. At this stage, the Commission
singledd out 85 potentially harmful tax measures and broke them down into five
categories:: intra-group services (17 measures), financial services and offshore
companiess (13 measures), other sectoral regimes (15 measures), regional measures (17
measures),, and other measures (23 measures). A sixth category encompassed PHTMs
off Member States' dependent and associated territories. The Group assessed through
itss sub-groups each PHTM against the criteria of Para. B of the Code of Conduct and
inn particular their lower tax burden and deviation from the benchmark tax system.
Withh regard to regional measures, the Group also considered whether they were
proportionatee and targeted to the aims sought by the Member States in accordance
withh Para. G of the Code of Conduct (see at 4.2.2).
Ann additional list of PHTMs was drawn up on the basis of the lists submitted in
Januaryy 1999 by several Member States pinpointing other fellow States' PHTMs, as
providedd by Para. F of the Code. The Netherlands submitted a thick list of 80 such
PHTMss using a different approach from the one adopted until then by the Group in
thatt it focused on the effective tax burden in each Member State (rather than the
statutoryy one) on the basis of three independent studies using different methodologies
andd assumptions (see Chapter 1, especially at 1.4.4 and 1.4.5.4).
4.3.22 The "Primarolo Report" and the "2000 Guidelines"
Afterr an evaluation of all PHTMs submitted, the work of the Code of Conduct Group
culminatedd in a final report submitted to the Council on 23 November 1999
(hereinafter:: the "Primarolo Report" or the "Report").23 It contained a 'black list' of 66
Memberr States' harmful tax measures within the meaning of the Code divided into 6
categoriess (i.e. 5 categories plus a residual category of miscellaneous measures). The
Primaroloo Report has never been formally approved by the Council. The main reason
iss the disagreement of several Member States on the blacklisting of their own
measuress as well as the fact that the Primarolo Report, as regards the criteria to be
applied,, in some instances seems to go beyond the scope of the Code of Conduct and
thee mandate the Council gave to the Group (see below at 4.3.7 and 4.3.8).24 However,
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Report by the Code of Conduct Group (Business Taxation), SN 4901/99, Brussels 23/11/1999, also available on
thee Internet at http://europa.eu.int/comm/taxation_customs/taxation/company_tax/index_en.htm, named
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seee the special issue of European Taxation, Vol. 40, September 2000, and the opening article by H. Hamaekers,
TacklingTackling harmful tax competition - a round table on the Code of of Conduct, p. 398, summarising the state of affairs as
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Memberr States decided not to formally reject the Report and its black list in this
'interimm agreement' on the Package reached in November 2000 (see at 4.21). As a part
off the agreement, the Council adopted three sets of guidelines (hereinafter: the "2000
Guidelines"" or the "Guidelines") containing general criteria based on those set out in
thee Primarolo Report with respect to 3 of its 6 categories, which take into account
somee Member States' criticisms concerning the Report and represent its follow-up.25
Beloww there will be a general analysis of the criteria contained in the Primarolo Report
andd in the 2000 Guidelines with regard to the categories of measures as set out in
thesee documents, which will serve as the basis for the assessment of specific Member
States'' tax regimes in the following sections of this chapter.
4.3.33 Financial services and royalty income
Thee first category of harmful tax measures contained in the Primarolo Report is
composedd of three subcategories concerning income from financial services and from
intra-groupp financing, and royalty income. The common characteristic is the high
mobilityy of this income, which can be easily shifted within multinational groups from
onee country to another (mainly) as a result of (favourable) tax considerations.
Thee first subcategory encompasses regimes applying to income from financial services
renderedd to unrelated parties. The criterion laid down for the blacklisting is their
providingg for a full exemption or a substantial reduction of the tax burden on this
incomee as compared to that country's standard tax regime. This requirement
representss nothing new or different from the main objective criterion contained in the
Codee of Conduct and thus does not require further comment.
Thee second subcategory concerns tax regimes for the provision of intra-group
financiall services between related entities mainly within a multinational company.
Thee Primarolo Report indicates that the blacklisting is based on the following criteria
(also)) linked to transfer pricing issues:
(i))
a reduced nominal rate of tax;
(ii))
fixed margins for pass-through financing without a regular review of such
marginss against commercial criteria;
(iii))
creation of tax-free reserves in excess of the real underlying risks of financing
activities; ;
(iv))
formulaic way to allocate profits between the group's headquarters and a
branchh resulting in a low effective tax burden on this income.

ass the views expressed in each of the papers contained in that issue. See especially M. J. Ellis, 77K Code of Conduct in
2000:2000: Cracking the Code or coating the crack?, at 414.
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For an explanation of the 'interim agreemenf and of the 2000 Guidelines, see Nijkamp, at. The relevant
documentss are: (i) Conclusions of the 2312th ECOFIN Council of 26-27 November 2000, at.; (ii) Presidency note.
Doc.. 13555/00 F1SC 190, 20/11/2000; (iii) Presidency note. Doc. 13898/00 FISC 207, 20/11/2000; (iv) Primarolo
Progresss Report, Doc. 13563/00 FISC 193, 20/11/2000; (v) Annex to the Primarolo Progress Report, Doc. 13563/00
FISCC 193, 20/11/2000. Unfortunately, only documents (i) through (iii) are public. Documents (iv) and (v) on the
Primaroloo Progress Report and its Annex, which contain the 2000 Guidelines, are not public. Our request to the
Councill to obtain a copy under Council Decision 93/731/EC on public access to Council documents has been
rejected.. Therefore, the analysis contained in this chapter is based on the limited available documents and on the
articlee by Ms. Nijkamp, at., which contains the criteria of the 2000 Guidelines. I apologise for any imperfection in
thee analysis due to this circumstance.
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Thesee criteria reflect the basic transfer pricing principles meant to ensure that
transactionss concluded between related parties reflect the arm's length principle so as
too avoid the erosion of the tax base in high-tax jurisdictions. They concern two broad
subcategoriess of special regimes for intra-group financial services: 'finance company'
regimess and 'finance branch' regimes. Criterion (i) is common to both subcategories
andd targets tax measures providing for a low or nil tax burden on interest arising from
intra-groupp loans and other financing activities. It is also expression of the general
criterionn of Code of Conduct that special tax measures providing for a nil or very low
taxx burden on these activities mustt be considered harmful tax competition.
Thee second and third criteria specifically concern the so-called 'finance company'
regimes.. Criterion (ii) catches measures providing for fixed taxable spreads on backto-backk loans between group companies where they are not constantly reviewed and
doo not reflect the current market interest rate charged between unrelated parties.
Thesee arrangements are available in a few EU countries pursuant to administrative
practicess under which small fixed margins between incoming and outgoing interest
onn intra-group back-to-back loans must be reported for tax purposes by intermediate
pass-throughh finance companies. The third criterion covers tax regimes allowing
financee companies to create tax-free provisions in connection with relevant business
riskss borne on intra-group financing where these risks are not objectively present or
aree not such to justify the formation of these provisions. It targets regimes providing
forr a fixed portion of interest income from intra-group loans and other financial
activitiess to be allocated to these provisions before taxation so that the deferral
enjoyedd is arbitrary considering the purpose for their creation.
Thee last criterion deals with regimes for foreign finance branches. These regimes
providee for an allocation of finance profits between a multinational head office and a
foreignn finance branch through a fixed formula. The Report targets arbitrary allocation
methodss at odds with the OECD arm's length principle resulting in a low tax burden
onn intra-group interest income. They mostly apply pursuant to administrative
practicess of Member States' tax authorities under which only a small portion of such
interestt income (e.g. 10%) is allocated to the headquarters and the remaining
significantt portion (e.g. 90%) allocated to the branch is exempt either on the basis of an
applicablee tax treaty or of domestic tax law. The 2000 Guidelines further clarify the
criterionn contained in the Primarolo Report with regard to finance branch regimes.
Theyy explicitly state that the use of fixed formulas for the allocation of profits between
headquarterss and finance branches entails harmful tax competition within the scope of
thee Code of Conduct only where it deviates from international (i.e. OECD) transfer
pricingg principles. Moreover, the application of the exemption method with regard to
thee branch's profits by the country of the headquarters is considered a harmful feature
onlyy where (i) the tax burden on the finance branch's profits is significantly lower
thann that applicable on the headquarters' profits, and (ii) there are no adequate antiavoidancee clauses preventing (multinational) companies from abusing these
regimes.26 6
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It is also worth noting that Belgium has stated that it interprets the feature under (i) as referring to the lowest
generall tax rate applicable in the Member State with the lowest rate rather than with regard to the headquarters'
Memberr State only. The Irish delegation contests this interpretation as inconsistent with the Code of Conduct,
whichh requires a comparison of tax burdens within the same Member State and not with regard to all the other
Memberr States. For a critique on the 2000 Guidelines and the EC law aspects of their implementation, see
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Thee third subcategory of this group includes Member States' regimes for royalty
income.. The main criterion indicated in the Report for their blacklisting is the
exemptionn or a significantly reduced tax burden on this income. Although not
expresslyy stated in the Report, it seems that transactions between both unrelated and
relatedd parties are covered. The remaining two criteria, which must be read in
conjunction,, refer to the possibility to calculate taxable royalty income by using fixed
spreadss which do not reflect commercial conditions. These indicators aim at catching
intra-groupp back-to-back royalty arrangements and are harmful only to the extent that
thee spreads between incoming and outgoing royalties of (intermediate) group
companiess are not set at arm's length. The considerations on the finance company
regimess are also valid for this category.
4.3.44 Insurance activities
Thee second category of PHTMs included in the Primarolo Report regards insurance
activities.. It encompasses all regimes directed at income from insurance, reinsurance,
andd captive insurance activities, which present features similar to the financial
activitiess as described above.27 The criteria for their blacklisting are mainly two:
(i))
the possibility to form provisions out of before-tax (insurance) income by
contributingg disproportionate amounts exceeding the real and usual business risks
sternmingg from insurance activities, which lead to a substantially long tax deferral
onn insurance profits;
(ii))
a special exemption or reduced tax burden (e.g. through notional tax bases) on
insurancee income.
Thesee criteria are consistent with the Code of Conduct's ones, as they are meant to
catchh only measures providing for a significant lower tax burden on insurance income
ass opposed to the standard tax burden. This lower burden is achieved through
measuress allowing tax deferral through the formation of tax-free reserves, or relying
onn notional methods for the calculation of the tax base of insurance companies. While
thee former criterion targets all kinds of insurance activities and transactions, between
relatedd or unrelated parties, the latter targets captive insurance income steirtming
fromm transaction with related parties, as in this case the arm's length principle may be
infringedd by the use of a notional method.
4.3.55 'Headquarter company* regimes: the 'centres' and intra-group services
Thee third category of harmful measures encompasses 'headquarter company' regimes
coveringg income from intra-group activities performed by the so-called 'centres' (see
alsoo Chapter 3, Section 3.8). It targets Member States' regimes not complying with the
OECDD transfer pricing arm's length principle for the computation of income from
transactionss between related parties. The criteria laid down in the Primarolo Report,
whichh stem from the Code of Conduct criterion of the deviation of tax measures from

Nijkamp,, cit., at 150.
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In this respect, the Report stresses that some of the regimes blacklisted in the category of financial services also
coverr insurance activities, in which case there is no need to evaluate them also in this category.
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internationallyy accepted transfer pricing principles, covers Member States' measures
implying: :
(i))
a deviation from the comparable uncontrolled price (CUP) method to set the
transferr prices for transactions between related parties where this, if used, would
leadlead to reasonable results;
(ii))
the absence of a thorough examination of all the relevant facts and
circumstancess on a case-by-case basis by the local tax authorities or of a regular
revieww of the fixed mark-ups for the use of the cost-plus or resale-minus methods
againstt the normal market criteria;
(iii)) the requirement for eligible companies to be part of a multinational group;
(iv)) the exclusion from the relevant base of significant items of expenses borne by
thee eligible centres for the purpose of the cost-plus method.
Thesee criteria aim at labelling as harmful Member States' special tax regimes
providingg for a very low tax burden on income earned by intra-group centres through
thee use of notional methods for the computation of profits such as the cost-plus or
resale-minus,, especially those granted through rulings of the tax authorities, where
theyy do not reflect the arm's length principle because they provide for an artificial
reductionn of the taxable base or set artificially low mark-up margins. This category
comprisess a range of headquarters centre regimes implemented by Member States
whichh have the effect of almost exempting their income. The 2000 Guidelines also deal
withh 'headquarter company' regimes. While restating criteria (i), (ii) and (iv) of the
Primaroloo Report, they also specifically refer to the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines
ass the benchmark transfer pricing rules to consider when making the assessment of
harmfulnesss of these regimes. With regard to criterion (iii), the Guidelines state that
featuress such as the restriction of these regimes to (transactions with) non-residents or
theirr 'ring-fencing' are also relevant for their being considered actually harmful,
substantiallyy specifying the criterion set out in the Primarolo Report.
4.3.66 Holding and offshore company regimes
Thee fourth category of harmful tax measures is divided into two subcategories on
holdingg company regimes and exempt and offshore company regimes. The issues
relatingg to holding companies are more thoroughly addressed in an unreleased report
containingg a comparative study with a cross-country review of the treatment of
holdingg companies in the Member States in accordance with Para. G (1) of the Code of
Conduct.. The key point stressed by the Report is the distinction between holding
companiess set up for a genuine business reason and those merely used for tax reasons.
Whilee the former are mostly entities with certain local substance and active
management,, the latter have little or no economic substance and are highly mobile
companiess easily movable from one jurisdiction to another. The Report focuses at
lengthh on the so-called 'participation exemption' (or affiliation privilege), i.e. the
exemptionn by the Member States' holding company of dividends received from, and
capitall gains realised on, shareholdings of affiliated group companies in which a
certainn interest is owned. As will be seen below (in Section 4.6), the underlying idea of
thee participation exemption is to prevent international economic double taxation
stemmingg from the taxation of the same income first at the level of the subsidiary and
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thenn at the level of the parent company, and to recognise the tax sovereignty of the
sourcee State.
Thee main criterion laid down in the Report for the blacklisting of participation
exemptionn regimes is their application even in cases in which the subsidiary's profits
aree subject to very low or nil taxation in the source country. The reason is that in this
casee the participation exemption is pointless as there is no or very little economic
doublee taxation to relieve, whereas if it is granted the subsidiary's profits wind up
untaxedd altogether. In order to avoid being considered harmful, the Report requires
thatt participation exemption regimes be conditional on a 'subject-to-tax' clause with
regardd to the subsidiary's income or be coupled with extensive controlled foreign
companyy (i.e. "CFC") legislation in the holding company's Member State. As for
capitall gains, the Report considers harmful participation exemption regimes with an
asymmetricall treatment exempting capital gains and at the same time allowing a
deductionn of capital losses in favour of the holding company. The 2000 Guidelines
substantiallyy endorse the same criteria contained in the Primarolo Report with regard
too participation exemption regimes, with a clarification. They restate the two
cumulativee criteria to be considered harmful of their applicability even in cases where
thee subsidiary's profits are subject to a significantly lower tax level in its country and
off the absence of effective CFC legislation but also add that any other equivalent antiabusee regime able to neutralise the differences in the levels of tax in the country of the
subsidiaryy and its parent company is sufficient to avoid the blacklisting.28
Thee second subcategory singled out by the Primarolo Report includes specific tax
measuress for exempt and offshore entities enacted by independent or associated
territoriess of the Member States which provide for a complete exemption or a very
loww tax burden on these entities' profits. The criteria laid down in the Report for their
blacklistingg are:
(i))
the benefits are restricted to companies with non-resident shareholders (i.e.
ring-fencing); ring-fencing);
(ii))
no business with residents is permitted for the exemption or the low tax burden
too apply;
(in)) the measure is mainly targeted at mobile capital.
Thee above criteria target the special offshore regimes of Member States' associated
andd dependent territories offering an exemption or a very low tax burden on profits of
companiess mainly or exclusively owned by non-residents and with activities mainly
orr exclusively outside the jurisdiction concerned. These criteria are based on the
generall ring-fencing criterion included in Para. B of the Code of Conduct and on Para.
MM calling for the extension of its scope also to Member States' associated and
dependentt territories, known as ring-fencing, or insulation of the said entities from the
restt of the economy of those jurisdictions. The reason behind this is that there is the
needd to avoid or limit special tax regimes granting exemptions to foreign taxpayers
withoutt substance, which result in no taxation of this mobile income and thus erodes
thee tax bases of high-tax jurisdictions, causing harmful effects on their economies.
288
Like with regard to finance branch regimes Belgium interprets these criteria as meaning that the tax level to take
intoo account is the lowest generally applicable in the Member State with the lowest rate, giving rise to the same
objectionn by Ireland (see at 4.3.2). With regard to the asymmetrical treatment of capital gains and losses the
interpretationn by the Netherlands considers this requirement not met where the deductibility of capital losses
coverss liquidation of a subsidiary (see also at 4.3.8 and 4.6.2).
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4.3.77 The Member States' reactions to the Primarolo Report
Thee reactions of the Member States on the Primarolo Report may be found in its
footnotes.. They contain not only the views and reservations by Member States on their
blacklistedd measures, but also more general comments on the work of the Code of
Conductt Group and on the Report as a whole. While the former will be explained
whenn analysing specific regimes of Member States (see Sections 4.4 through 4.7), the
latterr will be summarised here.
Thee first observation by the Netherlands delegation is that the Primarolo Group did
nott completely fulfil its mandate as it failed to carry out a thorough cross-country
studyy on the tax treatment of the activities encompassed into each of the categories
singledd out in the Report as required by Para. G (1) of the Code of Conduct.29
Furthermore,, it stressed that the Report was missing an in-depth analysis of the
impactt of the tax measures scrutinised on firms' locational decisions as well as their
actuall spillover effects on the economies of other Member States, which was also
requiredd by the Code (see att 4.3.2).
Att the same time, the Netherlands delegation made the opposite remark that the
Primaroloo Group went too far and beyond its mandate in laying down certain criteria
usedd in the assessment of PHTMs.30 The criticism was based on the grounds that some
off the Report's criteria were neither contained in the Code of Conduct nor did they
directlyy stem from its criteria, and that the entire category of holding company
regimess was not targeted by the Code and outside its scope altogether. In other
words,, the Netherlands' (and other Member States') feeling was that the Code of
Conductt Group had created new criteria on its own initiative, which was not tolerable
givenn the sensitive area and interests at stake and the lack of political support and a
specificc mandate to this effect.
Thee Irish delegation noted that the Group failed to compare the effective tax burden of
eachh PHTM with the general level of taxation applicable in the country concerned.31
Thiss is indeed a fundamental step in the assessment on their harmfulness, as the Code
off Conduct considers this the main indicator, and the Group did not do what the
Netherlandss authorities did by presenting three independent studies in this respect
(seee at 4.3.1 and Chapter 1 at 1.4.4). Furthermore, the Netherlands and the
Luxembourgg delegations stressed the rigid application by the Group of the Code's
criteriaa especially with respect to PHTMs included in the category of financial services
ass opposed to a less strict approach followed in the assessment of measures in other
categories.322 While these statements are probably due to the fact that most of the
blacklistedd measures included in these categories happen to be contained in the
Netherlandss or Luxembourg legislation, it is true that the Primarolo Report focuses
specificallyy on regimes for financial services despite the Code of Conducts targets
corporatee taxation as a whole. This is understandable, though, as harmful tax
competitionn mainly stems from tax measures directed at passive income and highly
mobilee intra-group services.
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322 See footnote No. 5 of the Report
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AA last more general statement of the Netherlands delegation welcomed the work and
overalll the results achieved by the Primarolo Group while at the same time calling for
additionall work to refine the outcome of the Report,33 pointing out that pursuant to
thee follow-up process envisaged by Para. N of the Code of Conduct the Tax Policy
Groupp (i.e. the Code of Conduct Group) should be in charge of this. The Netherlands'
delegationn recommended the issue of more general guidelines based on the criteria
containedd in the Report agreed on by all Member States and containing principles on
whosee basis the Report's black list should be updated. To this end, this Group should
re-evaluatee all blacklisted measures and assess any new tax measure implemented by
Memberr States under the proposed guidelines, also in the light of the overall
competitivenesss of the EU in the international arena and of the effective tax burden in
eachh Member State in compliance with the Code of Conduct.
4.3.88 Comments on the Primarolo Report and the 2000 Guidelines
Thee Primarolo Report is a fundamental step in the fight against harmful tax
competitionn in the EU. Not only does it blacklist Member States' harmful tax measures
underr the Code of Conduct, but it also sets out the specific criteria used for this
purpose.. The Report does not stand on its own, but it stems from the Code of Conduct
andd aims to implement its rules through the blacklisting of measures falling within its
scope.. This also entails that the (political) significance of the Report is linked to the
outcomee of the Code of Conduct, and ultimately of the whole Package to tackle
harmfull tax competition. Most Member States confirm this link and stress that failure
too agree on the other parts of the Package will automatically undermine the actual
implementationn of the Code and the Report.34
Anotherr pattern emerging from the Report's footnotes is that almost all Member
Statess disagree on the blacklisting of their own tax measures (see in the following
sections).. However, this has a limited impact on the Report as the decisions on the
blacklistingg were based by the Group on the majority rather than the unanimity
votingg rule. This might be the first step towards the use of Art. 96 of the Treaty to
adoptt legally-binding acts in this area (see Chapter 2, at 2.4.5) or towards an extension
off the qualified majority rule in the direct tax area as advocated by the Commission.35
Inn this regard, the Netherlands delegation explicitly "regrets that elements of the
reportt appear to suggest that Member States should aim for majority voting and
pseudoharmonisation,"366 but it "cannot agree to using new criteria which have not
beenn discussed in depth and would in effect lead to pseudoharmonisation."37
Thee scope of the Report seems to be consistent with that of Code of Conduct. Some
directt tax areas have explicitly been left out, such as guarantees and tax credits linked
too employment, as well as the tax treatment of collective investment vehicles. The
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Reportt also leaves out special tax treatments for high-skilled expatriates available in a
numberr of Member States (see Chapter 3, at 3.6.3), even though it acknowledges that
theyy might constitute harmful tax competition as envisaged in the original
Commissionn proposal to include them in the scope of the Code of Conduct.38 The
Reportt states that all these tax measures should be discussed in the framework of the
Taxx Policy Group, possibly finding a compromise to preserve the competitiveness of
thee EU at international level and prevent a massive capital flight from the EU.
Ass for the mandate of the Primarolo Group, by and large the comments by the
Memberr States, especially The Netherlands delegation, seem appropriate and wellfounded.. As far as the criteria set out in the Report for the blacklisting of Member
States'' PHTMs in the five categories are concerned, most of them are not innovative
butt rather they stem from, or are in line with, those of the Code of Conduct. In this
respect,, the Report explains that "the Group considered that a literal interpretation of
thee criteria as set out in the Code could make some of the criteria of little or no
significance.. It agreed that, in addition to a literal interpretation, the Group should
alsoo take account of a wider interpretation of some of the criteria."39 By contrast, it
seemss true that some criteria are not based on the Code but have been created by the
Primaroloo Group on its own initiative and beyond its mandate. The feeling is that
thesee criteria have been elaborated by the Group 'backwards', i.e. as a consequence of
thee blacklisting of certain Member States' tax measures for which there seemed to be
uncertaintyy as to the satisfaction of the criteria of the Code of Conduct. In other words,
itt seems that the Group in the first place singled out the harmful tax measures to
blacklist,, and only thereafter it formulated specific criteria in a general way to justify
theirr blacklisting.
Thee next question is whether this deductive rather than inductive way of laying down
generall criteria for the assessment of harmful tax measures, which seems to have been
adoptedd also for the criteria set out in Para. B of the Code of Conduct, is justifiable in
thee light of the purpose of the fight against harmful tax competition and the lack of a
consistentt theoretical framework and economic methodologies for this purpose. The
Primaroloo Report exercise should probably be welcomed as an attempt to overcome
thesee difficulties, though some of these criteria seem imprecise and need more
refinementt or are not exhaustive. However, this conclusion is valid only to the extent
thatt the Report's new criteria are within the boundaries of those contained in the Code
off Conduct. If this is not the case, one must share the view of Member States that the
usee of new criteria or the targeting of certain categories of measures (e.g. holding
companyy regimes) requires political backing by the Council (and the Member States'
representatives)) and is not justifiable on the grounds of the absence of an adequate
frameworkk to counter harmful tax competition.
Unfortunately,, the 2000 Guidelines do not solve these issues but rather create new
ones.. On the one hand, they are incomplete as they only deal with three of the five
categoriess singled out in the Primarolo Report and do not add much with respect to
thee category of 'headquarter company' regimes. On the other hand, they go even
furtherr man the Primarolo Report with respect to the categories of finance branch and
holdingg company regimes by laying down new criteria. Under the new criteria, these
»» See COM (97) 495 final and COM (97) 564 final, at.
399
See the Primarolo Report, para. 14, at 5.
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regimess would be considered harmful within the meaning of the Code of Conduct if
theyy also cover underlying income earned by foreign finance branches or holding
companies'' foreign subsidiaries subject to a low local tax burden and are not coupled
withh adequate domestic anti-avoidance legislation (e.g. CFC rules). Not only do these
criteriaa not stem from the Code of Conduct or are outside its scope, but they are also
ablee to interfere with Member States' sovereignty to decide on their benchmark tax
systemss and are potentially in breach of EU law (e.g. the Parent/Subsidiary Directive)
andd tax treaties, next to posing a number of interpretative issues for their application
(seee in detail at 4.4.5 and 4.6.2). One must hope that the revision of the Primarolo
Reportt and of the 2000 Guidelines will solve these issues.
4.44 Financial services regimes
4.4.11 Overview
Thee first category of PHTMs as laid down in the Primarolo Report concerns the
provisionn of financial services. It encompasses special tax regimes applying to income
fromm financial activities rendered to third parties or from transactions between related
entitiess part of a multinational group. This distinction matters as tax regimes (also)
applicablee to third-party services usually rely on an exemption or a low tax rate on
(partt of) the eligible income, whereas regimes only covering intra-group financial
servicess mostly concern transfer pricing issues. The following paragraphs analyse
certainn blacklisted regimes in the light of the Code of Conduct and the Primarolo
Reportt as well as the 2000 Guidelines (where applicable) taking into account this
distinction. .
4.4.22 Financial services performed to third parties: the Irish IFSC and the Madeira
ZFM M

Thee most common type of favourable tax regimes for income from financial services
renderedd (also) to third parties relies on nil or very low tax rates as compared to the
generall corporate tax rate applicable in a Member State. Often, there are also other tax
andd non-tax incentives offered to entities performing these financial services, such as
speciall tax allowances for investments in business assets, reduced taxation or tax
creditss for employees of these entities, and financial grants at favourable conditions.
Thesee features are all present in two regimes discussed below, the Irish International
FinancialFinancial Services Centre (hereinafter: "IFSC") regime (for its detailed description and
analysiss under the Treaty state aid rules, see Chapter 3, Section 3.5) and the
Portuguesee archipelago of Madeira Zona Franca Madeira (hereinafter: "ZFM") regime
(forr its description and analysis, see Chapter 3, at 3.4.6 and 3.7.5). As already seen, a
commonn characteristic is that they both apply in limited areas within their countries
andd that the main reason for their introduction was to favour the development of
thesee depressed areas, which meant a thorough scrutiny by the Commission under the
Treatyy state aid rules. Here these regimes will be evaluated exclusively in the light of
thee Code of Conduct and the Primarolo Report.
Inn short, the Irish IFSC features a significantly lower tax burden on eligible financial
activitiess (i.e. banking, international financial services, insurance and reinsurance,
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treasuryy and global fund management, leasing and factoring) of 10% versus the much
higherr standard corporate tax rate applicable in Ireland. Furthermore, the IFSC regime
deviatess from the benchmark system in that it is available exclusively to resident
entitiess belonging to multinational groups established in the Centre and it applies
exclusivelyy to eligible income from activities performed within the Centre. Other
speciall incentives are the exemption from withholding tax on dividends and interest
paidd by EFSC companies to non-resident recipients, double deduction for rents of
eligiblee buildings located in that area, and accelerated depreciation on certain business
assets. .
Thee Portuguese ZFM (also) features a 'financial services centre' for entities performing
aa number of financial and banking activities as well as trusts services. This regime
providess for a corporate tax exemption on income from eligible activities performed in
thee ZFM versus a much higher corporate tax burden normally applied in Portugal (i.e.
32%% in 2002) and features a number of other direct and indirect tax incentives, such as
exemptionn from withholding tax on passive income distributed by ZFM entities. The
ZFMM regime is also 'ring-fenced' as it applies to entities belonging to multinational
groupss only for their offshore activities and transactions not involving mainland
Portugall and Portuguese residents.
Thesee features have caused the blacklisting by the Primarolo Report of both the EFSC
andd the ZFM regimes, given their low tax burden and deviation from the benchmark
taxx system (as well as the ring-fencing for the ZFM) within the meaning of the Code of
Conduct.. Furthermore, their ability to significantly affect the decisions to locate firms
performingg financial services (also) to third parties as required by the Code of
Conductt is shown by some figures. With regard to the IFSC, the Primarolo Report
indicatess that at the end of 1997 there were more than 100 IFSC projects employing
moree than 4,500 people, to increase to 6,000 in the following years.40 The effectiveness
off the ZFM in attracting entities performing financial services is supported by the data
shownn in the course of the investigation under the Treaty state aid rules (see Chapter
3,, at 3.7.5).
However,, what the Primarolo Report seems to neglect in the blacklisting of these
regimess is Para. G (in conjunction with Para. J) of the Code of Conduct, which
providess for the possible existence of a valid justification for implementation of
harmfull tax regimes in the light of the Treaty state aid rules (see at 4.2.2). This is
explicitlyy lamented by the Portuguese delegation, which stated in the Primarolo
Reportt that the ZFM regime "was not assessed under the provisions of paragraph G of
thee Code" and that "no Member State has expressed its opinion either on the concept
off proportionality ... or on the assessment ... in face of the outermost condition of
Madeira,, or on the contents of the report presented by Portugal on this matter..."41
Surprisingly,, Ireland did not make any specific statement with regard to the
assessmentt of the EFSC regime under para. G of the Code, despite it had been
approvedd by the Commission several times under the Treaty State aid rules on the
groundss of the need to encourage the development and employment in the Dublin
areaa (see Section 3.5). Probably the reason for this lies in the political compromise
400

See Primarolo Report, Measure B001, p. 48, which also indicates that the origin of IFSC projects at the end of
19977 was 23% from Ireland, 37% from the EU, and 40% from non-EU countries.
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See footnote No. 8 of the Primarolo Report. See also A. C. Santos, Point} of the Code of Conduct or the primacy of
politicspolitics over administration, European Taxation, 9/2000, p. 417.
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reachedd with the Commission on the approval of the new Irish corporate tax regime
andd in the fact that the IFSC regime was already being phased out in order to meet the
20033 the deadline contained in the Code of Conduct.42 This seems confirmed by the
statementt of the Irish delegation with regard to the blacklisting by the Primarolo
Reportt of the "manufacturing relief", which also encompasses the IFSC regime,
expressingg its disagreement inter alia because "it is being phased out over an agreed
periodd (State aid E/2/98 Ireland)."43
Thiss brings us to the more general issue of the relationship between the Code of
Conductt and the Treaty State aid rules, as the assessment required by Para. G of the
Codee seems to reflect the Treaty provisions relating to the justifications for State aid
measuress to encourage the development of depressed areas in the EU contained in
Art.. 87 (3) (a) and (c). It is true that the Primarolo Report ignores this assessment in the
blacklistingg of both the IFSC and the ZFM regimes and in particular any analysis of
theirr proportionality and targeting with regard to the aims to favour the development
off the respective areas, as well as any consideration relating to Madeira being an
"outermostt region" of the EU (see on this Chapter 3, at 3.7.2 and 3.7.5). A coherent
applicationn of EC law, both 'hard' (i.e. the Treaty) and 'soft' (i.e. the Code of Conduct)
wouldd require an analysis of both regimes on the basis of the Commission's decisions
regardingg the Irish corporation tax case and the ZFM, as well as the Treaty rules on the
"outermostt regions" (i.e. Art. 299(2)) with regard to Madeira, as Para. J of the Code
requires.. As a result, the blacklisting of the IFSC and the ZFM regimes should be
basedd on a thorough assessment of: (i) the real aim(s) for their introduction; (ii) the
proportionalityy to achieve such aim(s), and (iii) their appropriateness in this respect.
Furthermore,, with regard to the "outermost" region of Madeira a more 'lenient'
approachh should be followed in consideration of its significant handicaps.
Basedd on this, the blacklisting of the Irish IFSC does not seem to pose any issue,
mainlyy because in practice the agreement between the Irish authorities and the
Commissionn under the state aid rules is fully compatible with the Code of Conduct as
too its phasing out within the deadline of the Code's rollback provision.44 With regard
too the ZFM, it is regretful that the Primarolo Group blacklisted it without discussing
thee detailed report submitted by the Portuguese authorities on the basis of Para. G of
thee Code of Conduct. From the Primarolo Report it seems that the Group endorsed the
Commissionn view that this regime was not proportionate to its aims, as the granting
off tax incentives in favour of such income from mobile financial services was not
deemedd sufficient to alleviate the local handicaps suffered by these regions.45 Instead
off its blacklisting, it would have been more appropriate to wait for the conclusion of
422

See Chapter 3, Section 33. In this respect, it is true that the IFSC regime will in certain instances still apply up till
2005,, and thus it would seem to infringe the Code's deadline of 2003. However, the 'interim agreement' has
formalisedd the granfathering of harmful tax regimes applying before the year 2000 until 2005, which would justify
thee exclusion of the IFSC from the black list. Furthermore, once the Irish reform enters in effect the fact that active
financiall activities would also benefit from the lower 12.5% would mean that there would be no significantly
lowerr taxation provided by the IFSC, as a difference of a mere 2.5% does not seem sufficient for the basic criterion
laidd down in the Code to be considered met.
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See footnote No. 38 of the Primarolo Report
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focusess on the phasing out of this regime under the agreement between Irish authorities and the Commission (see
Measuree B001, at 49-50).
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thee state aid procedure on the ZFM and rely on its findings for the final decision on
thee blacklisting under the Code of Conduct.
Pendingg the Commission investigation on the ZFM regime, at this stage it seems that
thiss regime should probably be considered harmful under the Code of Conduct even
inn the light of Para. G (and J). The ZFM's tax incentives in favour of ring-fenced
financiall activities would seem not proportionate to stimulate a genuine development
off the archipelago as most eligible finance entities (entirely) lack local substance and
concludee transactions with non-Portuguese residents. In other words, the main effect
off the ZFM would be to drive mobile capital to Madeira unduly eroding other
Memberr States' tax bases while at the same time failing to make up for the handicaps
off this outermost region. This is also supported by the Commission decisions on the
IrishIrish corporation tax case as well as the handling of the Canary Islands ZEC regime,
whichh was approved only on the condition that financial activities would be excluded
fromm its application as targeted and proportionate to the archipelago's development
(seee Chapter 3 at 3.7.4). This distinction is also endorsed by the Primarolo Report,
whichwhich states that the blacklisting of the ZFM "related only to the financial services
activitiess permitted within Madeira" and not to the 'industrial free zone7 and the
internationall business centre (IBC).46
Itt remains to be seen whether the proposed reform of the ZFM applying a corporate
taxx burden of 7.5% to 12.5% on income from financial services will be considered
compatiblee with the Treaty state aid rules, also in the light the new principles
concerningg the "outermost" regions, which is still debatable at the moment especially
ass the ZFM is still ring-fenced (see at 3.7.5). A positive evaluation of compatibility
wouldd automatically mean that the ZFM regime would have to be taken off the black
listt on the basis of Para. G (and J) of the Code of Conduct, also based on the priority of
thee Treaty state aid rules over the Code in the hierarchy of EU law sources.
4.4.33 Intra-group financial services: the Luxembourg and Netherlands 'finance
company'' regimes
Thee second category of PHTMs concerns regimes for finance companies usually part
off a multinational group. The tax issue in this category has to do with transfer pricing
andd the (non-)compliance with internationally accepted standards as required by
Para.. B No. (4) of the Code of Conduct. The evaluation of finance company regimes is
difficultt as the transfer pricing standards in this area involve difficult and most of the
timess highly discretionary assessments by taxpayers or tax authorities. The main issue
regardss the application of the arm's length principle with regard to the setting of
interestt rates on inter-company loans granted by (intermediate) group finance
companiess especially in back-to-back situations.
Thee Primarolo Report includes in the black list of harmful tax regimes the
Luxembourgg and the Netherlands finance company regimes, both granted pursuant to
administrativee practices providing for the issuance of 'finance rulings.' The
Luxembourgg regime was in effect until 1996, with expiration of the latest rulings
grantedd in 2001, and has also been object of the 2001 Commission large-scale
investigationn under the Treaty state aid rules (see Chapter 3, at 3.8.3). The Netherlands
466
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regimee has been in effect until April 2001, with finance rulings expiring up to 2005,
andd has been replaced by a comprehensive reform (see below and at 4.7). The
commonn feature of these administrative practices is the possibility to fix in advance
thee taxable spread on back-to-back loans granted by intermediate finance companies
too other group companies. 47 The spread between incoming interest from group
companiess financed and the outgoing interest repaid to the provider of funds (either a
third-partyy financial institution or more often another group company located in a tax
haven)) is usually set either at 0.125% - 0.25%.« Under the Luxembourg practice, the
lowerr spread applies if there is a collateral for the loan (i.e. the Luxembourg finance
companyy bears no default risk) and there is a requirement that the finance company
bee part of a multinational group present in at least two countries. Under the Dutch
practicee the lower spread applies if the funds are provided by another group entity
andd on the condition that the Dutch finance company bears no default risk or currency
risk.risk. In both cases the fixed spread contained in the ruling is subject to ordinary
corporatee tax rate (i.e. 35% in the Netherlands and 37.4% in Luxembourg in 2001).
Thee relevant criterion of the Code of Conduct applicable to both finance company
regimess is contained in Para. B No. 4, since the determination of the taxable interest
underr the Dutch and Luxembourg practices presumably occurs without complying
withh the OECD transfer pricing rules. The application of this criterion with regard to
thesee regimes is better explained in the Primarolo Report, which refers to the use of
fixedd margins agreed on by a country's tax authorities without constant review
againstt commercial margins set between unrelated parties (see at 4.3.3). The Primarolo
Reportt blacklisted both finance company regimes on the basis of these criteria.
Thee evaluation on the blacklisting (i.e. on the actual harmful character) of the Dutch
andd Luxembourg finance company regimes must be based on their compliance with
thee OECD arm's length standard and the possible justification(s) for these practices.
Ass a matter of fact, the taxable spread between mcoming and outgoing interest of
intra-groupp finance companies accepted by the Netherlands and the Luxembourg tax
authoritiess is objectively a low one. This leads to a very reduced taxable base in such
countries,, which in turn means an insignificant overall tax burden on interest income
fromm intra-group transactions (see also the example below). Even in the absence of
specificc data in the Primarolo Report, the widespread use of these regimes by
multinationall companies suggests that they have been able to significantly affect their
decisionss on where to establish intra-group finance companies within the meaning of
thee Code of Conduct. Furthermore, in the light of the Primarolo Report the fact that
thee taxable spreads are fixed regardless of the characteristics of each intra-group loan
concludedd by eligible finance companies and that the rulings are granted for a
relativelyy long period (4 or 5 years) would support the non compliance with the
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The Netherlands also featured a regime similar to the finance company regime with regard to back-to-back
royaltiess channelled through intermediate Netherlands companies, which has also been blacklisted by the
Primaroloo Report (with regard to royalty income, see the criteria at 4.3.3). The same remarks and analysis with
respectt to the finance company regime are also valid with regard to the tax practice on back-to-back royalties,
whichh has also been object of the reform of the Netherlands ruling practice (see below in the text and at 4.7).
*»» Under the Netherlands practice, in principle the tax authorities agree to the application of this fixed spread on
thee assumption that there is no possibility to find a comparable arm's length indicator for similar transactions and
thatt the spread agreed between the parties be based on market indicators for simitar transactions. Furthermore,
thee 0.125 and 0.25% spreads slightly vary according to a sliding scale depending on the principal amount of the
intra-groupp loan: for more details see the Primarolo Report, Measure A010, p. 34.
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OECDD transfer pricing rules for the purpose of Para. B No. 4 of the Code of Conduct
andd consequently their blacklisting.
Thiss conclusion calls for further considerations on the actual harmful character of the
Luxembourgg and Netherlands regimes. It is indisputable that that they both entail a
loww tax burden on income from intra-group financing activities due to the low
spreadss accepted by the tax authorities. It is also true that these spreads are not
constantlyy updated with regard to current market conditions. However, the decisive
pointt for their assessment is whether these spreads, however low and fixed for a
certainn period of time, comply with OECD standards or not.
Thee premise is that in all situations covered by finance rulings the determination of
thee correct arm's length interest is extremely difficult due to the absence or the low
significancee of comparable transactions between unrelated parties. This is also
confirmedd by the circumstance that the Dutch tax authorities are only willing to issue
financee rulings on the condition that there is no comparable indicator in the market
forr similar transactions. As for the objectively low taxable spreads accepted by the
Dutchh and Luxembourg tax authorities, one must consider that: (i) finance companies
incurr little or no risk on these loans, as the conditions for the issuance of the rulings
aree that the risk of default in the payment of interest or of the principal of the loan is
nott borne by them (i.e. through a collateral or 'non-recourse' loan agreements) and in
thee Dutch practice that there is no currency risk (i.e. both loans must be in the same
currency),, and (ii) the finance companies have little local substance, if any. These
considerationss support the conclusion that the little taxable spreads applicable under
thesee regimes, far from being in breach of the OECD arm's length principle, do
complyy with it and might even turn out to generate higher taxable revenue for these
countriess than that yielded by a more accurate application of this principle if one
considerss the actual business risks borne by eligible finance companies and their little
orr no substance (on this point, see further below). Furthermore, the fact that back-tobackk financing transactions eligible to the rulings in practice are similar with each
otherr seems to justify the use of fixed spreads for a relatively long period and do not
needd to be reviewed often. This suggests that the Netherlands and Luxembourg
regimess do not meet the Code of Conduct criterion of providing for a significantly
lowerr taxation than the ordinary tax burden through an artificial reduction of finance
companies'' taxable base stemming from a breach of the OECD transfer pricing rules.
Whatt may then have been the underlying reason for their blacklisting other than the
erroneouss interpretation and application of the Code of Conduct criteria? In all
likelihood,, this was due to the analysis of the potential harmful effects ultimately
causedd by the common use of Luxembourg and Netherlands finance companies by
multinationall groups. The end result of tax planning techniques relying on these
regimess is an (almost) total exemption from tax on interest income generated by these
financingg transactions with a significant erosion of the taxable base of their operating
companiess located in high-tax jurisdiction. An example may better clarify this point.
Assumee a Dutch finance company with a finance ruling granted by the Dutch tax
authoritiess borrows € 400,000 from its tax haven parent company located in the
Netherlandss Antilles pursuant to a non-recourse loan agreement at an arm's length
interestt rate of 5% (i.e. an unrelated bank would charge this interest rate for a similar
loan).. Assume that this finance company relends the same amount in the same
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currencyy at an interest rate of 5.125% to an operating group company located in a
high-taxx EU jurisdiction having a tax treaty with the Netherlands providing for 0%
withholdingg tax on outgoing interest. As a result, the EU operating group company
willl pay € 20,500 per annum of interest, which will be normally deductible against its
activee income earned in the high-tax jurisdiction (i.e. if no domestic thin capitalisation
legislationn applies) and will not be subject to withholding tax pursuant to the tax
treaty.. Under the ruling, the Dutch finance company is required to report 0.125%
spreadd in the Netherlands, or € 500, which will be subject to 35% Dutch corporate tax,
forr a total tax of € 175. The Dutch company will then pay € 20,000 interest per annum
onn to its Antilles parent company, which is not subject to withholding tax in the
Netherlandss under domestic tax law, and is subject to little or no taxation in the
Antilles. 49 9
Thiss example, also valid for the use of Luxembourg finance companies, shows that the
usee of these regimes may be abused by multinational companies in situations where
thee financing would not be needed from a business perspective but is merely used to
artificiallyy create deductions in high-tax jurisdictions. In these cases, Dutch and
Luxembourgg finance companies are used exclusively as part of a greater scheme to
erodee the tax base of other countries, which is also easy and cheap to use as there are
noo or little substance requirements for the Dutch (or Luxembourg) finance
companies. 500 Is this sufficient to justify the harmful characterisation of these regimes
byy the Primarolo Report? We believe not. Indeed, the main reason for the erosion of
(EU)) high-tax countries' taxable bases by using Dutch and Luxembourg finance
companiess purely for tax-related considerations is the result of successful tax planning
byy multinational companies giving rise to (legal) tax avoidance. This occurs as a result
off the inconsistency between different tax systems and in particular of the
combinationn of four main factors: (i) non-existence or inapplicability of thin
capitalisationn rules in the (EU) high-tax country where the operating company is
locatedd and existence of a tax treaty with the Netherlands or Luxembourg providing
forr a nil or low interest withholding tax; (ii) a finance ruling granted under the Dutch
orr Luxembourg finance company regimes; (iii) absence of withholding tax on
outgoingg interest under domestic tax laws of both Netherlands and Luxembourg; and
(iv)) little or no taxation in the tax haven where the provider of funds is located (unless
thee finance company borrows funds from a third-party financial institution). This
meanss that the Dutch and Luxembourg finance company regimes only cause the said
harmfull effects in combination with the other factors, which are a result of other
countries'' tax sovereignty out of the Netherlands' or Luxembourg's control (i.e. the
high-taxx jurisdiction and the tax haven in factors (i) and (iv)) or of their own tax
sovereigntyy concerning the non imposition of withholding tax on outbound interest
(i.e.. factor (iii)).
Thee only question left is why both finance company regimes lack anti-avoidance
clausess to prevent the said abusive situations, or in other words whether these
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(worthh e.g. € 6,150 in tax savings assuming the local corporate tax rate is 30%), while paying a substantially lower
taxx burden on the interest income and incurring very low costs for using this structure.
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regimess should be considered harmful merely because the Netherlands and
Luxembourgg are not as aggressive against these situations as other Member States.
Onee would doubt that this circumstance would be sufficient to reach this conclusion,
especiallyy since there is no provision in the Code of Conduct containing an obligation,
aa recommendation, or a political commitment that Member States must aggressively
fightt (the improper use of) tax regimes to achieve legitimate tax savings. It is true that
Para.. L of the Code mentions anti-abuse provisions and countermeasures contained in
domesticc tax laws or tax treaties as a fundamental tool in counteracting tax (avoidance
and)) evasion and that Para. M calls for Member States to pressure their independent
andd associated territories (e.g. the Netherlands Antilles in the above example) to
complyy with the Code. It is also true that the Primarolo Report and the 2000
Guideliness would seem to go into the direction to require Member States to be stricter
againstt international tax avoidance relying on the (ab)use of their own regimes, as will
bee seen for 'finance branch' (see at 4.4.6) and 'holding company' (see in Section 4.6)
regimes.. However, Member States are still sovereign to implement the policy they
deemdeem most appropriate to counter tax avoidance and evasion and to deal with their
dependentt and associated territories, as well as a fortiori to decide on general measures
containedd in their tax laws, such as the imposition of withholding taxes on outbound
interest.interest. Furthermore, the country of the borrower is able to apply anti-abuse
measuress itself, in the form of thin capitalisation rules. These reasons support the
conclusionn that the Dutch and Luxembourg finance company regimes should not be
consideredd harmful and blacklisted, as, considered in themselves, they are neither in
breachh of the Code of Conduct nor of international (and EU) tax law principles.
Interestingly,, the reform of the Netherlands ruling practice, which also affects the
financee company regime, seems to confirm this conclusion (on this reform, see in
detaill at 4.7). Following the codification of the arm's length principle and the
applicationn of the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines, the tax authorities can no longer
issuee rulings for intermediate Dutch companies engaged in back-to-back finance
activitiess if they lack substance in the Netherlands and do not bear any (substantial)
businesss risk. Furthermore, the granting of rulings is conditional on the taxpayer
agreeingg that the tax authorities exchange information with the tax authorities of the
foreignn jurisdiction(s)) concerned. As a result of these changes, even though the finance
companyy regime as blacklisted by the Primarolo Report is no longer available in the
Netherlands,, there is still the possibility for intermediate Dutch finance companies to
survive.. In practice, resident companies with certain substance and business risk may
eitherr apply with the tax authorities for an advance pricing agreement ("APA")
complyingg with OECD transfer pricing principles, or they may set the transfer prices
themselvess provided there is underlying support that the methodology used also
compliess with such principles. The level of protection in the latter case varies
dependingg on the supporting evidence, which ranges from a documentation study to
aa comparability/valuation study usually relying on public databases and evidencing
whatt the price set between unrelated parties for similar transactions would be.51
Ass a result of the new rules, even though passive finance companies are no longer
entitledd to apply for a ruling and may be unwilling to apply for an APA to avoid
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Needless to say, the lower the level of protection, the more likely the Netherlands tax authorities would
challengee it under the transfer pricing rules.
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agreeingg on the clause allowing the exchange of information, they may still engage in
back-to-backk financing transactions applying an appropriate spread between
incomingg and outgoing interest as justified by the said underlying supporting
evidence.. Apparently, it turns out that in practice finance companies previously
eligiblee to finance rulings with the mentioned low fixed spreads are able to apply in
thee same situation the same or even lower spreads than those previously allowed, as
theyy do reflect the arm's length principle according to accurate independent transfer
pricingg studies. This confirms a posteriori that the Dutch (and the Luxembourg) finance
rulingss weree not to be considered harmful under the Code of Conduct.
4.4.44 The Netherlands 'CFM' Regime
Anotherr finance company regime limited to intra-group services is the Netherlands
'CFM'' regime (for its description and analysis under the Treaty state aid rules, see in
detaill Chapter 3, at 3.8.3). This regime was also included in the black list of the
Primaroloo Report as harmful tax measure within the meaning of the Code of Conduct.
Thee analysis below focuses on whether this inclusion was justified.
Thee CFM regime provides for a significantly reduced level of taxation on profits from
eligiblee intra-group financial services contributed to the 'financial risk reserve'
(hereinafter:: "FRR"), as the ultimate tax rate borne by such profits can be as low as 7%
ass opposed to the ordinary 35% Dutch corporate tax rate. The actual final tax burden
onn these profits depends on the type of release of funds from the FRR. A 'tax-free'
release,, which occurs mainly where the CFM uses the funds to finance acquisitions of
neww companies or group investments exceeding the ordinary risk (i.e. investments
undertakenn in areas politically unstable or subject to high currency fluctuations),
leavess the total tax burden on eligible profits at 7%. A 'voluntary' release takes place
att the discretion of the CFM upon its election and entails an overall effective tax
burdenn of 15% in addition to the tax deferral enjoyed by these profits for the years in
whichh they stayed in the FRR and to the payment of the reduced 10% tax rate on five
yearlyy instalments. 'Mandator/ releases, which occur when the CFM is liquidated,
emigrates,, or no longer fulfils the prescribed conditions, trigger full Dutch taxation at
35%,, but since there is no recapture provision the profits contributed to the FRR still
enjoyy a significant tax deferral. These features show that the criterion of the Code of
thee significantly lower taxation is met, as is the indicator that the CFM regime is able
too significantly affect the location of intra-group finance entities in the Netherlands,
whichh is supported by its use by a number of large multinational companies (see
Chapterr 3, at 3.8.3). Furthermore, the fact that the amount contributed to the FRR is
nott dependent on the actual risk born and that the FRR is not available for every
taxpayerr but is only granted upon the fulfilment of certain conditions concerning the
taxpayerr (i.e. a multinational company active in at least 2 continents or 4 countries)
andd the eligible income (i.e. income from intra-group financial services) support that it
constitutess a 'deviation' from the Dutch benchmark corporate system within the
meaningg of Para. B of the Code of Conduct.
Ass for the Primarolo Report, the CFM regime is caught by the criterion of a measure
allowingg the creation of substantial reserves exceeding the real underlying risks.
Apparently,, the blacklisting implies that the Primarolo Group considered the
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significantt reduction of 80% of taxable profits through the contribution to the FRR
underr the CFM regime disproportionate considering the real commercial risks from
internationall operations for which the FRR is meant. A comparison with other tax-free
provisionss allowed under the general Netherlands tax system is helpful for a better
understandingg of whether this conclusion is appropriate. First there is the possibility
too create a reinvestment reserve (see Art. 3:54 of the Netherlands Income Tax Act of
2001)) allowing deferral for proceeds received by a company to replace damaged
businesss assets, provided they are reinvested within a certain period of time. The
reasonn for the deferral in this case is to avoid taxation on the capital gains in the assets
too be replaced.52 More significant is the possibility to form general provisions (i.e.
voorzieningen,voorzieningen, see Art. 3:53 of Netherlands Income Tax Act of 2001) on the bas
prudentt businessman principle covering inter alia doubtful or bad debts or
environment-relatedd costs. The amounts of before-tax income eligible for these
provisionss are in the overwhelming majority of cases not as substantial as the 80%
amountt of eligible income under the CFM regime. Moreover, compliance with the
prudentt businessman principle requires a careful assessment of all the facts and
circumstancess of the situation for which the funds are set aside in these provisions,
whichwhich case-by-case assessment is not required also for the contribution of funds to the
FRR. .
Withh more specific regard to the CFM regime, the reason for the formation of the FRR
andd the subsequent special tax treatment of releases of funds is to allow multinational
companiess to set aside funds to cover risks from international investments. As for the
tax-freee release, it seems that a mere investment in a foreign company by a
multinationall group is not per se a valid reason to grant a tax deferral of such a
substantiall amount of income in the first place and a tax-free release of funds
subsequently.. In normal circumstances, one may presume that the acquisition of a
foreignn company does not imply any extraordinary financial risk or any other
businesss reasons justifying this double tax benefit under the general prudent
businessmann principle required for the formation of other tax-free provisions.
Moreover,, in most cases these international acquisitions do not imply higher business
riskss than investing domestically or making the same or similar international
investmentt by domestic companies not being part of a multinational group entitled to
thee CFM regime. The situation would certainly be different if the formation of the FRR
weree conditional on the presence of special circumstances like the ones giving rise to
thee tax-free releases of funds concerning investments in high-risk areas because
politicallyy or financially unstable. In these cases, the FRR might be justified in
considerationn of higher financial risks than normal, but in any event a detailed
assessmentt of the specific risks borne should be carried out also in accordance with
thee prudent businessman principle, which does not seem to justify in any event the
doublee benefit provided by the CFM regime. Also the tax treatment of 'voluntary'
releasess of funds eligible to the special 10% tax rate stretched over a 5-year period
representss a suspect factor underscoring the harmful character of the CFM regime. In
thesee cases, there is no special financial risk whatsoever justifying this special
treatment,, which further supports the blacklisting of the CFM regime.
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For this purpose, the hidden reserve is carried over to the replacing asset, which must be entered into the
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Thee last issue to consider is the possible presence of a justification for the
implementationn of the CFM regime linked to the objectives pursued by the
Netherlandss government with its introduction. Apparently, the main such objective
wass the need to improve the competitiveness of the Netherlands as a location for
financee companies and to induce mainly Dutch-based multinationals to bring back to
thee country entities performing these intra-group activities in the meantime shifted to
otherr favourable EU countries as well as non-EU tax havens.53 This is explicitly
confirmedd by the statement of disagreement on the blacklisting of the CFM regime by
thee Netherlands delegation contained in the Primarolo Report, which lamented that
thee evaluation of "the effects that tax measures have on other Member States, inter alia
inn the light of how the activities concerned are effectively taxed throughout the
Communityy ... has barely been done by the [Code of Conduct] Group" and that "it is
justifiedd to have tax measures for intra-group financial services which counteract
beneficiall tax systems of third countries outside the EU."54 The fear of capital flight to
otherr (non-EU) countries appears justified by the fact that multinational companies
apparentlyy moved their intra-group finance facilities out of the Netherlands, namely
too Switzerland.55
Inn principle, one has to agree with the position of the Netherlands authorities that the
Codee of Conduct Group did not make a comparative study of the taxation of intragroupp finance activities as required by Para. G of the Code of Conduct. However, one
cannott agree with the conclusion that the CFM regime should not have been
blacklisted,, as there seems to be no ground in the Code for a justification based on
otherr Member States having similar harmful tax regimes for intra-group finance
activities.. Instead, the Code of Conduct endorses the opposite principle that these
competingg harmful tax systems must be dismantled (simultaneously) altogether,
whichh is what the Primarolo Group did by blacklisting also other EU States' regimes
suchh as the Irish IFSC and the Belgian coordination centre regimes. In other words, the
clearr violation by the CFM regime of the principles of the Code of Conduct rules out
thee possibility of it being justified on the basis of other Member States' harmful tax
regimess also in breach of the Code, since the comparative evaluation required by Para.
GG only helps where there is a widespread favourable taxation of certain activities
throughoutt the EU pursuant to general or at least defensible principles of
internationall taxation, or where there is the need to prevent massive capital flight
fromm the EU as a result of the blacklisting of certain regimes. This does not seem to be
thee case with regard to the CFM and its competing intra-group (and third-party)
financee company regimes, which represent the exception rather than the rule in the
EU.. The same line of reasoning also rules out the viability of the argument that the
CFMM regime would be justified as a tool to fight the existence of non-EU tax havens
offeringg similar regimes, which is exactly what the Code of Conduct aims to prevent.
Thee Code does encourage such a fight, but through the enactment of appropriate antiavoidancee provisions and counter-measures contained in Member States' domestic tax
lawss and tax treaties (i.e. pursuant to Para. L) or through the geographical extension of
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On this issue and more in general on the harmfulness of the CFM regime, see G. T. KL Meussen, Harmful tax
competitioncompetition - National Report The Netherlands, EATLP 2002 conference, at 3-4, available on the web site
http://www.eatlp.org. .
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See footnote 11 of the Primarolo Report.
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See Chapter 3, at 3.8.3.
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thee Code through negotiations with third countries and Member States' dependent or
associatedd territories meant to have these repeal their own harmful tax regimes (i.e.
pursuantt to Para. M).
4.4.55 'Finance branch' regimes and the 2000 Guidelines
AA last category of PHTMs concerning income from financial services are the so-called
'financee branch' regimes. Once again, the main issue in these cases is the application
off generally accepted transfer pricing rules, as well as the method to prevent
internationall double taxation laid down in domestic law or bilateral tax treaties. Like
forr finance company regimes, the Primarolo Report targets two regimes available in
thee Netherlands and Luxembourg, blacklisting both of them. Their evaluation must
takee into account not only the criteria of the Code of Conduct and the Primarolo
Report,, but also the specific principles contained in the 2000 Guidelines (see at 4.3.3).
Thee main transfer pricing issue of finance branch regimes concerns the allocation of
profitss between a (finance) company headquarters and its foreign finance branch,
whichh in most cases renders intra-group financial services (e.g. grants loans, engages
inn factoring and leasing activities, etc.). The branch's finance profits are in principle
taxablee in both the branch's and its headquarters' country given that the branch is not
aa separate legal entity, with a double tax relief provided in the latter country. If this
countryy adopts the exemption method under domestic tax law or a tax treaty, the
profitt allocation between the headquarters and the foreign branch becomes crucial to
determinee the overall tax burden on (finance) profits. Usually, this profit allocation is
basedd on the so-called 'direct method', which means that the branch's profits have to
bee calculated as if it were an independent legal entity with separate accounting.
Ass for the Netherlands and Luxembourg finance branch regimes, the favourable tax
treatmentt for multinational companies stems from a combination of ruling practices
withh the exemption method to prevent double taxation under domestic tax law or an
applicablee tax treaty. Under these regimes, only a small percentage of the finance
branch'ss profits is allocated to, and taxable in the hands of, the domestic headquarters
(i.e.. 10% in Netherlands, 5% in Luxembourg), provided the branch has enough
substancee and is actively involved in the production of such income from financial
services.. The remaining finance profits (i.e. 90% or 95%) are therefore tax-exempt in
thee Netherlands or Luxembourg. Multinational companies take advantage of these
regimess especially using Swiss finance branches of Dutch or Luxembourg companies.
Providedd the Swiss branch has sufficient substance, its (intra-group) finance profits
aree subject to a reduced tax burden in Switzerland (e.g. 5-10% depending on the
canton)) and is almost entirely exempt from tax in Luxembourg or the Netherlands
underr the local administrative practices and the tax treaty with Switzerland (i.e. only
10%% are taxed in the Netherlands at 35% and only 5% in Luxembourg at 37.4%).*
Thee evaluation of the harmful character of the Luxembourg and Netherlands finance
branchh regimes within the meaning of the Code of Conduct must focus first on
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It is worth noting that with regard to the Netherlands practice the Dutch tax authorities are no longer willing to
grantt a ruling unless a 'safe harbour* provided in the tax legislation applies under which finance branches are
trulyy active, or are located in countries with a tax treaty having a stringent limitation on benefit clause. If the safe
harbourr rules are not met, the credit method rather than the exemption method applies on the branch's (finance)
income,, resulting in taxation at the standard Dutch corporate rate of 35% with a credit for the local taxes paid.
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whetherr they provide for a significantly lower tax burden at odds with the OECD
transferr pricing principles. Furthermore, one has to assess these regimes in the general
frameworkk of the Dutch and Luxembourg tax systems and their underlying tax policy
ass well as in the light of international tax principles. Both regimes rely on advance
rulingss fixing the percentage of profits derived from the foreign finance branch
allocatedd to the headquarters' country. The percentage is based on the actual
contributionn of the branch's activities and of the headquarters' management and
activitiess to the accrual of the finance profits, which involves mainly factual
assessmentss of the actual activities performed by each entity. The Luxembourg and
Netherlandss practices are based on foreign branches having enough local substance
andd skilled management to carry out the profitable financial activities independently.
Ass a result, the allocation of 5% or 10% of its profits to the headquarters does not seem
att odds with OECD transfer pricing principles and also seems consistent with the
OECDD Model Convention and its commentary, which specifically accept this
allocationn method. 57 This conclusion is supported by the fact that if the foreign branch
doess not have enough substance, the ruling is not granted and usually a higher
portionn of its profits is allocated to the Dutch or Luxembourg headquarters. Moreover,
afterr an amendment in Netherlands tax law the credit rather than the exemption
methodd applies for foreign finance branches unless strict safe harbour rules are met,
resultingg in full Dutch tax on the branch's profits. These considerations are also
sufficientt to prove that the criterion set out in the Primarolo Report of a "formulaic
way"" of allocating profits between a head office and its branch "contrary to the arm's
lengthh principle that can lead to a reduced effective rate of tax for the company as a
whole"" is not met by the Luxembourg and Netherlands practices.
Too sum up, the above suggests that the Netherlands and Luxembourg finance branch
regimess do not meet the criteria of the Code of Conduct of providing for a
significantlyy lower taxation on the branch's (intra-group) finance profits and of not
complyingg with the OECD transfer pricing principles. Neither does the Code's
requirementt that a PHTM be able to significantly affect companies to locate finance
entitiess in the Netherlands and Luxembourg seem met. In fact, the Luxembourg and
Netherlandss practices have at most the effect of inducing companies to locate their
headquarterss in these countries, as the finance branches are by definition located
outsidee their territory, possibly in low-tax countries (e.g. Switzerland). Fundamentally
alll of the (financial) activities and possibly most of the capital used to carry them out
iss located in the foreign country (e.g. Switzerland) rather than in the headquarters'
country.. In other words, it appears that it is mainly the favourable tax regime in the
financee branch's country (e.g. Switzerland) and the access to tax treaties via the
headquarters'' country rather than the Luxembourg or Netherlands tax practices that
affectt the location of the branches within the meaning of the Code in combination
withh the exemption method adopted by these countries, not of the rulings containing
thee said formulas.
Thee analysis of the new principles contained in the 2000 Guidelines with regard to
financee branch regimes hints at the reason why the Luxembourg and Netherlands
regimee were considered harmful tax competition by the Primarolo Report. As
mentionedd above (at 4.3.3), the Guidelines restate the general criterion that such
Seee Art. 7 of the OECD Model Convention and relating Commentary, especially paras. 25-28.
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regimess are harmful where they do not comply with the arm's length principle, which
maymay be the case where fixed formulas for the allocation of profits between
headquarterss and branch are used. More striking is the other criterion of the adoption
off the exemption method in the headquarters' country with respect to finance branch's
profitss where these profits are subject to significantly lower taxation in the branch's
countryy and there are no effective anti-avoidance measures or countervailing
measuress to undo this lower taxation. Belgium has stated that it interprets the first
criterionn as referring to the lowest general tax level applicable in the Member State
withh the lowest rate rather than referring to its own tax burden, and that both criteria
shouldd be applied consistently with double tax treaties.
Thee adoption of these criteria by the Guidelines tells us that most probably the reason
forr the blacklisting of the Netherlands and Luxembourg finance branch regimes was
theirr abusive use by multinational companies to achieve an overall reduced tax
burdenn on income from intra-group financing. As these tax planning techniques may
bee harmful also for other (EU) high-tax countries through the artificial creation of
deductionss reducing taxable profits of operating companies (i.e. interest payments to
thee finance branch), the Report probably considered the Netherlands and
Luxembourgg regimes harmful tax competition on the same grounds as it did finance
companyy regimes (see in detail at 4.4.3). The new criteria laid down in the Guidelines
suggestt that Member States using the exemption method to relieve international
doublee taxation on foreign finance branch's profits must be more aggressive against
thee use of abusive techniques by adopting strict anti-abuse measures that deny the
exemptionn where the branch's country has a significantly lower corporate tax burden
thann their own tax burden. This should be done either by using the credit method or
anyy other appropriate measure (e.g. denial of rulings with fixed profit allocation or
allocationn to the headquarters' of a much higher percentage of the branch's profits).
Thee criteria laid down in the 2000 Guidelines call for a few closing comments on the
issuee of finance branch regimes. The first criterion of the need to respect the OECD
arm'ss length principles on profits allocation between headquarters and branch,
whetherr on the basis of a fixed formula or of the 'direct method', is nothing new
comparedd to the Code of Conduct. The second combined criteria looking at the tax
burdenn borne by the branch's profits and the absence of anti-abuse legislation, on the
otherr hand, do not stem from the Code of Conduct. Similarly to what happens in the
casee of finance company regimes (see at 4.4.3), the finance branch regimes are in
themselvess only a minor element in the tax structure to achieve low overall taxation of
intra-groupp finance profits by multinationals, especially if they comply with OECD
transferr pricing rules. The more relevant factors in this structure are: (i) the low or nil
taxationn in the branch's country, and (ii) the exemption method applied by the
headquarters'' country either unilaterally, or through (iii) access to its tax treaties. The
Guideliness seem to target these elements, which are outside the reach of the Code of
Conductt or the Primarolo Report, via targeting the finance branch regimes, which in
themselvess are not harmful within the meaning of either document. In other words,
thee Guidelines aim at undoing the low taxation in the branch's country and also at
interferingg with sovereign choices on fundamental direct tax principles by the
headquarters'' country, namely the choice between the exemption versus the credit
methodd to relieve international double taxation, or between territoriality and
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worldwidee taxation, as well as the laying down of strict anti-abuse provisions in their
domesticc tax laws.
Theree are more flaws in the 2000 Guidelines with regard to finance branch regimes. 58
First,, they do not provide any definition nor clarification on what a finance branch is
andd whether branches carrying out mixed activities should also be targeted by the
Guidelines.. For this purpose, it would be desirable to have fixed criteria to determine
targetedd finance branches (e.g. if more than 50% of the branch's profits are passive or
moree than 50% of its assets are used to produce passive income), in alternative or
subjectt only their passive income to the anti-abuse rules, which would presuppose the
branchh to draw up accurate and complete financial accounts as if it were an
independentt entity. The Guidelines also fail to specify what is meant by 'significantly
lowerr level of tax' and what tax rate should be taken into account in both the branch's
andd the headquarters' country. Moreover, as Belgium points out they do not take into
accountt that the use of the exemption method on the branch's profits is often laid
d o w nn in tax treaties, and thus the Guidelines should not frustrate their application
andd the sovereignty of the countries party to the treaties until a bilateral solution (e.g.
aa renegotiation) is found between them.59 Lastly, the use of targeted countermeasures
merelyy based on the tax level in the branch's country and meant to undo the lower
locall taxation in another Member State may be at odds with the EU tax law and
relevantt ECJ case law if the finance branch is established in another Member State
withh significantly lower taxation (e.g. Ireland), as the Eurowings (and Centros) case(s)
suggestss (see in Chapter 2, at 2.3.3, and Chapter 5, at 5.3.2.7), although this case did
nott concern relate parties whereas the issue of finance branches regards by definition
relatedd entities. This suggests that the Guidelines should limit the use of this criterion
(andd thus the denial of the exemption method by the headquarters' country) to finance
branchess benefiting from lower tax in non-EU countries and also that the
interpretationn by Belgium to compare the branch's tax level to that of the Member
Statee with the lowest tax rate is erroneous and incompatible with EU (case) law.
4.55 'Headquarter company7 regimes and intra-group activities performed by
'centres' '
4.5.11 Overview
Thiss category of PHTMs concerns Member States' regimes targeted at income derived
byy 'centres' part of a multinational groups (in general on the 'centres' see Chapter at
1.2.4).. The activities covered by these regimes are often centralised by multinational
companiess in centres primarily in order to reduce overall costs, to foster efficiency and
synergy,, and to ensure uniform standards for all group entities. As mentioned above
(att 4.3.5), the main tax issue relating to income earned by these centres is the transfer
pricingg for the services and transactions concluded with other group entities. It is
oftenn very difficult to find adequate comparable transactions concluded between
unrelatedd parties. As a result, often notional methods for the computation of the
588

See also Nijkamp, at, at 150-151.
See Nijkamp, at 151, also citing the issues concerning the compatibility of domestic anti-abuse rules such as CFC
legislationn with tax treaties (e.g. in France under the Swiss/French tax treaty) and the primacy of tax treaties over
ECC law and especially over non-binding principles like the ones contained in the Guidelines.
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centres'' taxable income are used, not always complying with the OECD transfer
pricingg standards.
Thiss section analyses the Belgian coordination centre and service centre regimes, and
subsequentlyy the French, Netherlands, and Belgian distribution centre regimes in the
lightt of the Code of Conduct, the Primarolo Report, and the 2000 Guidelines (see also
att 4.3.5). These regimes have been chosen as they are commonly used by large
multinationall companies and have already been analysed at length under the Treaty
(fiscal)) state aid rules (see in detail in Chapter 3, Section 3.8).
4.5.22 The Belgium regimes for coordination centres and service centres
Thee features of the Belgian coordination centre regime (hereinafter: "BCC") and of the
servicee centre regime (hereinafter: "SC") have already been explained in detail
above.600 The BCC regime seems in breach of the principles contained in both the Code
off Conduct and the Primarolo Report as well as of the 2000 Guidelines, as it provides
forr a number of tax incentives leading to a tax burden significantly lower than the
ordinaryy Belgian tax burden and not complying with the OECD Transfer Pricing
Guidelines.. Furthermore, it represents a departure from the Belgian benchmark tax
systemm because the computation of BCCs' taxable income is based on the cost-plus
methodd rather than on the general tax accounting principles used by all other
taxpayers.. It is also ring-fenced within the meaning of the Code of Conduct in that
BCCss must belong to multinational groups not based in Belgium and deriving most of
theirr income from foreign sources.
Thee next question is whether the BCC regime complies with the OECD transfer
pricingg principles as required by Para B No. 4 of the Code of Conduct. One must note
thatt the cost-plus method is explicitly endorsed by the OECD Transfer Pricing
Guideliness as one of the methods reflecting the arm's length principle for intra-group
activitiess similar to those carried out by BCCs. One must also consider that the
applicablee mark-up of 8% could well be an accurate reflection of the arm's length
principle,, especially given the low business risk borne by such entities.61 However,
moree relevant is the fact that certain significant costs borne by BCCs, namely
personnell and financing costs, need not be taken into account in the computation of
theirr taxable income, which is definitely not in compliance with the OECD principles.
Thee end result of this exclusion is that the taxable income of BCCs is
disproportionatelyy reduced and their total tax burden is quite low due not to the
applicationn of the cost-plus method, but mainly to the exclusion of the said relevant
costss from the mark-up base. This represents a clear departure from the OECD
Transferr Pricing Guidelines, especially considering that (i) financing and personnel
costss are the main items of costs borne by BCCs (and similar entities in comparable
circumstances),, and (ii) there is no reason for this other than granting a tax incentive
too encourage the location of this type of entities in Belgium. The fact that many
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See Chapter 3, at 3.8.1, and also the Primarolo Report, Measure A001, p. 23, and Measure A003, p. 27. For an
analysiss of the BCC and the other Belgian regimes under the Code of Conduct, see also J. Malherbe and O.
Neirynck,, Harmful tax competition: Belgian measures considered tax harmful, EATLP 2002 conference, at., at 7 ff.,
availablee on the web site http:www.eatip.org.
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In practice, in similar situations even a lower mark-up of e.g. 5% could be considered to reflect the OECD arm's
lengthh standard.
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multinationall companies have made use of these BCCs over the years (see at 3.8.2)
confirmss that this regime has been successful in influencing their locational decisions
withinn the meaning of the Code of Conduct.
Thee above implies that the BCC regime is to be considered harmful under the Code,
andd therefore there is no need to analyse it in the light of the criteria laid down in the
Primaroloo Report. This is indirectly confirmed by the Belgian government, which did
nott raise any objection against its blacklisting by the Report, whereas it did object to
thee inclusion of the distribution centre regime (see next paragraph). Also the practice
off the Belgian tax authorities after the blacklisting of the BCC regime confirms this. In
particular,, they included a savings clause in BCC rulings stating that in case the
Belgiann government would be forced to withdraw or amend the BCC regime in
compliancee with the Code of Conduct, these rulings would automatically cease to be
bindingg on them.
Thee analysis of the Belgian service centre ("SC") regime is not as easy. The first
differencee with the BCC regime is that in principle the Belgian standard corporate tax
systemm does apply to SCs and the cost-plus or resale minus method is resorted to only
duee to the absence of sufficiently comparable transactions between unrelated entities.
Furthermore,, there are two other main differences between the two regimes: (i) there
iss no tax incentive for SCs such as the exemption from withholding taxes on outbound
paymentss or from capital duty granted to BCCs, and (ii) there is no requirement for a
SCC to be part of a multinational group mainly active outside Belgium (i.e. no ringfencing).. Therefore, unlike the BCC, the SC regime constitutes no deviation from the
standardd Belgian corporate tax system and is not ring-fenced from the Belgian
economy.. The main question becomes whether the application of the notional
methodss (i.e. the cost-plus and the resale-minus) represents a departure from the
OECDD transfer pricing principles that winds up artificially lowering the tax burden of
eligiblee SCs. A first answer is that there is no such departure, as evidenced by the fact
thatt the Belgian Circular letter containing the guidelines on the SC regime explicitly
referss to the OECD Model Treaty for the interpretation of the 'preparatory and
auxiliary'' activities that can be carried out by SCs, and endorses different methods
andd applicable mark-ups depending on the actual activities and business risk borne by
SCs,, in line with the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines. However, under the SC
regimee personnel costs may be excluded from the cost base for the computation of
profitss upon approval by the Belgian tax authorities. This does constitute a deviation
fromm the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines, but only with regard to the application of
thee cost-plus method. With regard to the resale minus, the costs borne by the SC are
nott relevant for the computation of the taxable base, which only depends on the total
turnoverr of the SC and the applicable mark-down.62
Forr a final assessment on the harmful character of the SC regime one must consider
thee criteria laid down in the Primarolo Report and the 2000 Guidelines. The regime
reliess on the cost-plus or resale-minus methods in a situation in which the standard
CUPP (i.e. the comparable uncontrolled price) method cannot be used due to the
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In this case, the costs are only relevant insofar as by the application of the resale minus method the total
commissionn payable by the related company(ies) is lower than the costs actually borne by the SC, that is if there is
noo taxable profit in Belgium. According to the Circular on the SC regime, this is not acceptable and the SC must
reportt a taxable amount of commissions received at least equal to the costs borne, which is in accordance with the
OECDD principles and does not seem to constitute an incentive for SCs.
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absencee of meaningful comparables between unrelated parties. The OECD Transfer
Pricingg Guidelines specifically allow the use of these methods for the provision of
intra-groupp services and/or buy-sell activities63. As for the other criteria of the
Primaroloo Report, there is no requirement that the SC be part of a multinational
group.. Nor is the criterion of the lack of thorough examination of the specific situation
mett as the method actually used (i.e. the cost-plus or the resale-minus) and the specific
applicablee percentage (the range of which range is as wide as 10 percentage points)
dependd on an analysis of the functions performed and the business risk borne by the
SCC on a case-by-case basis. The last criterion contained in the Primarolo Report is the
exclusionn of some expenses from the basis of the cost-plus method, which is allowed
forr SC with regard to personnel costs. The OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines state
thatt the actual costs to be taken into account for the application of the cost-plus
methodd depend on the circumstances of each situation and may vary depending upon
thee functions performed and risks borne by the entity being remunerated on this
basis.644 In this case, it seems that the SC regime is contrary to these OECD standards
sincee there is no reason for allowing the exclusion of the said costs from the mark-up
base.. This would lead to the conclusion that this regime is indeed harmful within the
meaningg of the Code of Conduct in these situations, whereas it is not where the resale
minuss method applies or where the cost-plus method applies without the
(discretionary)) exclusion of personnel costs from the relevant base.
4.5.33 Distribution Centre Regimes
Thee Netherlands, Belgium, and France feature administrative practices concerning
intra-groupp distribution centres (hereinafter: "DC") (for a description of their features
forr and their assessment under the Treaty state aid rules see Chapter 3, at 3.8.1 and
3.8.2).. These apply generally to local entities distributing group products and
performingg other auxiliary or preparatory services on behalf of group companies,
withh no or very little business risk borne by these DCs. Also the tax treatment is very
similarr under these administrative practices. In principle, eligible DCs are subject to
thee standard corporate tax system and to the ordinary rate. However, the computation
off their taxable profit may be based on the cost-plus method with the approval of the
locall tax authorities.
Somee (minor) differences exist in these administrative practices on distribution
centres.. In the Netherlands, the main condition for the application of the cost-plus is
thatt there are no comparable unrelated transactions in the market. The actual mark-up
off the costs for the determination of DCs' taxable income varies between 5 and 15%
dependingg on their actual risks and functions, and is usually set at 5%. For the
purposee of the mark-up basis all costs, including financing and personnel costs, are
takenn into account, the only item not taken into account being expenses with a
disbursementt character. In Belgium, the cost-plus method applies with a 5% mark-up,
andd incurred by DCs are taken into account. Under the French DC regime, the taxable
basee is computed with reference to all their operating expenses, with exclusion of
expensess incurred on behalf of other group companies or with a disbursement nature
«33 See e.g. Paras. 2.24 and 2.32 of the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines.
*** See Para. 138 of the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines.
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(i.e.. débours). The mark-up applied on this base ranges between 6% and 12%, and is
usuallyy set at 8%.
Thee above features show that the Netherlands, French, and Belgian DC regimes are
quitee different from the Belgian coordination centre regime as well as partly different
fromm the Belgian service centre regime (see at 4.5.2). However, all of them have been
blacklistedd by the Primarolo Report, meaning that they have been considered harmful
likee the Belgian CC and SC regimes. Further analysis is needed to assess whether this
treatmentt is justified. In the first place, the Netherlands, Belgian, and French DC
regimess do not deviate from these countries' benchmark corporate system, which is
fullyy applicable to them as a matter of principle. Nor do eligible DCs enjoy other
speciall tax incentives deviating from their tax systems. The only potential special
featuree is the application of the cost-plus method for the computation of DCs' taxable
incomee which is justified, however, in the light of the generally accepted OECD
transferr pricing principles in the absence of meaningful comparable independent
transactionss needed for the CUP method. Furthermore, in the DC regimes all the
relevantt costs are taken into account in the computation of their taxable base,
includingg financing and personnel costs, and therefore there is no deviation from the
OECDD Transfer Pricing Guidelines.65 Lastly, there is no ring-fencing as they all apply
regardlesss of whether DCs are part of a (mainly foreign-based) multinational group.
Thee conclusion should therefore be that none of the DC regimes should have been
blacklistedd by the Primarolo Report.
Onee may think that the reason for their blacklisting Hes in one of the criteria
specificallyy contained in the Primarolo Report with regard to headquarter company
regimess (see at 4.3.5). The only suspect criterion could be the lack of examination of
eachh situation for the setting of the applicable mark-up and its regular review by the
locall tax authorities. It is true that the DC rulings usually contain fixed mark-ups (i.e.
5%% in Belgium and Netherlands and 8% in France) accepted by the local tax
authoritiess and that they are granted for a fixed period of time (i.e. 4 or 5 years), after
whichh they are renewable. However, one needs to consider that in order to grant the
rulingg and fix the applicable mark-up the applicant DC must submit a detailed
businesss plan with an explanation of the activities that will be performed in favour of
otherr group companies. Subsequently, the tax authorities thoroughly review this plan
andd on the basis of the DCs functions and business risk agree on the applicable markup,, which may vary within the range indicated above depending on the
circumstances.666 Furthermore, the fact that, in principle, once DC rulings are granted,
theree is no review of the fixed mark-up against normal commercial criteria for their
periodd of validity is based on the assumption that there are no substantial changes to
thee facts stated in the business plan by the taxpayer. This implies that if there is any
suchh substantial change, the tax administration does review the situation and may
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The only costs excluded under the Netherlands and French DC regimes are minor items such as disbursements
incurredd on behalf of other group companies and taxes paid.
*** Moreover, tax administrations are becoming increasingly strict in the assessment of DCs' business plans and in
thee setting of the appropriate mark-up depending on all facts and circumstances. A specific feature of the Belgian
DCC regime confirms this: the requirement that the 5% mark-up is applicable separately with respect to each entity
off the group rather than on a consolidated basis in order to prevent the use of DCs to divert profits to tax-haven
entitiess from high-tax countries' entities by charging the latter lower prices and the former higher prices with an
overalll average of 5%. This shows that (at least) the Belgian regime contains specific anti-avoidance provisions
whichh should prevent an abusive use of DCs and therefore it does not encourage harmful tax competition.
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changee the applicable mark-up accordingly. Thus, the criterion laid down in the
Primaroloo Report does not seem to be met in this case and the period of application of
thee ruling (e.g. four years) seems appropriate. This is true especially if one considers
thatt in the absence of a ruling the tax administration could initiate a transfer pricing
proceedingg and carry out the same assessment required for the granting of DCs
rulingss but ex post.
Thee above leads to the conclusion that the Netherlands, Belgian, and French DC
regimess are not harmful tax competition within the meaning of the Code of Conduct
(orr the Primarolo Report). The statement by the Belgian delegation regarding its DC
regime,, which is also valid with respect to the Netherlands and the French DC
regimes,, clearly sums up why67:
"thee evaluation of this regime should be marked by an 'X' [i.e., it should not be on the Primarolo list of
harmfull tax measures] ... taking into consideration that...:
thee "cost plus" is applied on the total amount of the costs;
thee goal of the "cost plus" is only to ensure that the amounts invoiced by the distribution centres
containn a normal profit...;
thee sole rate of 5% of this "cost plus" is justified through the fact that the activities performed by
distributionn centres are very limited ;
... .the "cost plus"" does not allow to obtain the taxable net profit,...obtained through the application
off all the rules concerning corporate income tax;
theree is no obligation imposed on these distribution centres to belong to a multinational group."

AA closing remark must be devoted to the Netherlands DC regime, which is no longer
availablee as a result of the change in the practice of the tax authorities as from April
20011 (see at 4.7). Under the new practice, compliance with the Code of Conduct and
thee 2000 Guidelines is ensured with the codification of the arm's length principle and
thee explicit endorsement of the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines for the setting of
thee transfer prices. Furthermore, standard rulings can no longer be issued with respect
too activities like those performed by DCs, but APAs may be issued based on the
OECDD principles. In the absence of an APA, the taxpayer must in any event set the
pricee for these intra-group activities according to the OECD transfer pricing rules and
mustt support them with relevant documentation and studies, which depending on
theirr accuracy, determine the level of protection against adjustments by the tax
authoritiess (see also at 4.4.3). As a result, the new Netherlands practice fully complies
withh the Code of Conduct and the 2000 Guidelines while at the same time allowing
taxpayerss to continue using the old 5% cost-plus method for intra-group distribution
(andd similar) activities or even a lower percentage or another method, provided it is
backedd up by adequate transfer pricing studies in line with the OECD Transfer Pricing
Guidelines. .
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4.66 'Holding company' regimes and the participation exemption
4.6.11 Use of holding companies and criteria to assess the harmfulness of their tax
treatment t
Thiss category of PHTMs is probably the most controversial, as neither the Code of
Conductt nor the Primarolo Report clearly deals with the issues surrounding the tax
treatmentt of holding companies.68 Unfortunately, the study on holding companies
usedd by the Code of Conduct Group for the decisions on the blacklisting of the
differentt regimes scrutinised has not been published. At first one notes the
inappropriatenesss of the reference by the Primarolo Report to a category of holding
companyy regimes. Instead, a distinction should have been made between special
regimess applicable to holding companies in derogation of a country's benchmark
systemm and general rules granting the 'participation exemption' to all companies,
regardlesss of their activity and their ownership. Only the former may rightly be
referredd to as 'holding company regimes', whereas the latter are part of a country's
benchmarkk tax system not representing anything special. As will be seen, this is not
onlyy a matter of terminology or categorisation, but it is also important for the
assessmentt on the actual harmful character of the various tax treatments of profits
holdingg companies.
Holdingg companies are (and have always been) used by multinational companies to
holdd shares in other group companies and sometimes intangible assets owned by the
group.. They are often also used to hold smaller participations in other companies in
whichh the group effects a portfolio investment but no control in their management.
Thee use of holding companies is widespread for several genuine business reasons. The
mainn such reason is that a centralisation of the various participations (and intangibles)
inn one single entity usually facilitates their management and ensures better results
fromm a business perspective. One or more subholding companies are often needed to
coordinatee several functions relating to a certain geographic area in which the group
iss active or a certain line of business of the group. In addition to these genuine
businesss reasons, there are often tax-associated reasons driving multinational groups
too establish one or more group holding companies. The main tax advantage is the
exemptionn from tax on dividends distributed by, or capital gains realised on the sale
of,, the various subsidiaries. This is important where the parent company's jurisdiction
taxess these dividends and/or capital gains, granting a direct tax credit for the
(withholding)) taxes paid on the dividends and possibly an indirect tax credit for the
underlyingg corporate tax paid by the subsidiary. As for the holding of intangible
assets,, multinational companies aim to gain a favourable tax treatment on the
royaltiess paid by the subsidiaries or third parties which license rights for their use.
Givenn the possible existence of both business and tax reasons for the use of holding
companies,, the question arises as to what criteria must be used to assess the
harmfulnesss of their tax treatments in the light of the Code of Conduct. There seem to
bee two main relevant criteria for this purpose. First, from a business perspective one
hass to weigh the real economic reasons for the establishment of one or more holding
companiess by a multinational group. If a favourable tax treatment (e.g. a participation
Onn the issues addressed in this section, see Schön, EATLP 2002 Report, at, at 22-23.
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exemption)) applies to holding companies' dividends and capital gains even where the
onlyy or preponderant reason for their use has been the avoidance of tax rather than an
actuall business need, this is a clear indicator of such treatment most probably being
harmful.. Secondly, from a Member State's perspective one has to consider carefully
thee policy reason(s) for the adoption of that tax treatment of holding companies. If it
turnss out that there is no genuine policy generally accepted under international tax
laww (e.g. the need to avoid international economic double taxation) but rather the
intentionn to attract capital from abroad by luring holding companies to establish in
theirr territory at the expense of other (neighbouring) EU countries, there is a strong
presumptionn of harmfulness of this treatment.
Thee next step is to identify practical indicators to use with regard to these two relevant
criteria.. As for the first, the Primarolo Report lays down an appropriate one by
consideringg that holding companies "set up wholly or mainly for tax planning reasons
.... as a tax efficient holding point for profits or ... conduit... normally have little or no
economicc substance, and may be no more than brass plate companies." 69 Indeed, the
lackk of substance of a holding company points at the prevalence of tax-induced
reasonss for its use as a passive conduit vehicle, and a tax regime exempting its profits
evenn under these circumstances would most probably have to be considered harmful
(seee above). With respect to the second criterion (i.e. the main policy goals aimed at by
aa Member State), the Report does not help as it refers to the harmful character of
participationn exemption regimes if they: (i) also apply to dividends distributed out of
profitss exempt in the country of the foreign subsidiary or subject to a very low tax
burdenn therein, and (ii) are not coupled with comprehensive CFC legislation.70 As will
bee seen (at 4.6.2), these indicators contain a number of flaws and seem inconsistent
withh the Code of Conduct. A more appropriate approach to evaluate holding
companyy regimes is to divide them at first into two subcategories depending on
whetherr they are part of a Member State's benchmark system (i.e. participation
exemptionn regimes) or are special tax regimes deviating from it as they only apply to
puree holding companies. Subsequently, one has to consider the underlying (tax)
policyy reason(s) for their enactment. With regard to participation exemption regimes,
theirr harmful character may only be inferred if it is clear that the only reason for their
adoptionn was to attract foreign mobile passive investment. By contrast, in case of
speciall holding company regimes one has to compare the benchmark tax system's tax
policyy with the policy reasons for the departure of these special regimes from it. In
thiss case, one must be stricter in their evaluation and exclude their being harmful only
iff there is a compelling valid tax policy or an acceptable justification for their
implementation. .
4.6.22 The participation exemption: the Netherlands example and the 2000
Guidelines s
Generall holding company regimes rely on a participation exemption applying to
dividendss and capital gains received by domestic companies (or domestic permanent
establishmentss of foreign companies), whether or not these companies merely
699
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performm holding functions or also operating functions, and whether or not their
subsidiariess are resident or foreign companies. The participation exemption treats as a
singlee (economic) entity separate legal domestic and foreign entities connected by
shareholdingss and engaged in the same or similar business activities. The underlying
ideaa is that the subsidiary is an extension piece of the undertaking of the parent
comparablee to a branch. General participation exemption regimes covering dividends
andd (in some cases) capital gains are in place in the majority of Member States, such as
Thee Netherlands, Luxembourg, Belgium, Austria, Denmark, Germany, and the recent
trendd is their proliferation (see below at 4.6.6). The granting of the participation
exemptionn is usually subject to satisfaction of the following requirements:
i))
a certain minimum shareholding in the capital of the subsidiary or a certain
minimumm acquisition price of the participation;
ii))
a certain minimum holding period;
iii))
additional requirements, such as that the subsidiary must be subject to (at least
aa minimum) tax or must have substance in its country of establishment.
Thee evaluation of the harmfulness of participation exemption regimes in effect in most
Memberr States must focus especially the additional requirements under iii), as they
aree fundamental in assessing the taxpayers' motivation for the use of holding
companiess and the governments' main tax policy reasons for their enactment along
thee lines specified above (see at 4.6.1). Here the Netherlands participation exemption
willl be analysed in greater detail because of the widespread use by multinational
companiess of Netherlands (holding) companies entitled to it and of its blacklisting by
thee Primarolo Report.
Thee Netherlands participation exemption applies with respect to dividends provided
aa resident (holding) company owns more than 5% in the share capital of the (domestic
or)) foreign subsidiary, with no minimum holding period required. With regard to
foreignn participations, it is required that the foreign subsidiary be subject to tax in its
country,, even though the actual tax rate is immaterial for this purpose. This allows
Netherlandss holding companies to have subsidiaries even in low-tax jurisdictions and
stilll enjoy the participation exemption on these shareholdings as long as the
subsidiariess are not entitled to a special advantageous regime in their country. The
lastt condition for the application of the participation exemption is the so-called 'nonportfolio'' requirement, which does not apply to subsidiaries resident in EU countries
andd held for more than 25% by the Dutch holding company in compliance with the
ECC Parent-Subsidiary directive. This means that the participation must not be held as
aa passive portfolio investment, but rather as an investment in which the holding
companyy is actively involved. For this purpose, the Dutch tax authorities usually
considerr whether the foreign subsidiary is active in the same line of business of the
Groupp to which the holding company belongs. Alternatively, this requirement is met
iff the holding company is actively involved in the management of the foreign
subsidiaryy by having e.g. one of its directors sitting also in the subsidiary's board of
directors.. Usually, the Dutch holding company must also have at least certain
substancee in the Netherlands (e.g. office facilities, personnel) in order to support that
itt is not a 'brass plate' company and does not merely hold the foreign participation(s)
ass a portfolio investment.
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Ass for the evaluation of the harmful character of the Netherlands participation
exemption,, from a taxpayer perspective there usually is more than a business reason
forr choosing the Netherlands as a location for a holding company next to purely tax
considerations.. This country represents an ideal location especially for EU-wide
businesss activities carried out by a multinational company due to its long tradition as
aa holding centre for multinational groups, the high-standard services and
infrastructuress offered, its international environment and attitude, an outstanding
bankingg system, its multilingual population, and a very stable political system. This
suggestss that in the majority of cases both multinational groups and also smaller
businessess do not choose the Netherlands mainly or exclusively for tax reasons as
theree are at least as many valid non-tax reasons.
Alsoo from a tax policy perspective the Netherlands participation exemption does not
seemm to be harmful. The fact that the Netherlands opted for an exemption rather than
aa credit system for dividends distributed to a resident company from a (foreign)
subsidiaryy is in line with the general policy of applying exemption for active income
fromm abroad, in general does not support that the Netherlands' goal was to attract
mobilee capital at the expense of other (Member) States. The Netherlands government
hass opted in general for the exemption method for the prevention of international
economicc double taxation pursuant to its fiscal sovereignty, also in the case of direct
foreignn investment of its residents through branches instead of subsidiaries (as well as
domesticc investments for dividends distributed by resident subsidiaries). In fact, also
foreignn profits derived through a branch established abroad are in principle taxexemptt in the Netherlands, as is individual active income from abroad (e.g. wages,
professionall income). In other words, this country (almost fully) pursues the goal of
capitall import neutrality, which is an accepted international tax policy standard and
aimss at treating branches and subsidiaries equally. This method is also a better
methodd from an EU internal market perspective than the credit method, which seems
att odds with the national treatment and mutual recognition principles of EU law and
iss protective (see in detail Chapter 5, especially at 5.4.2.1). This is also clearly (and
rightly)) stated by the Netherlands delegation in the Primarolo Report:71 "...there exist
twoo schools of thought with regard to holding companies in the EU. One favours the
exemptionn method, the other favours the credit method. The criteria of the Code of
Conductt prescribe in no way a choice between these two different schools. Both
systemss are an acceptable way to treat the parent-subsidiary relation." This is
confirmedd by the Parent-Subsidiary Directive, which both in the Preamble and in Art.
44 explicitly leaves it up to the Member States to choose between a credit or an
exemptionn on qualifying dividends distributed by EU subsidiaries to parents resident
inn another Member State. The EU Arbitration Convention also explicitly recognises
bothh the exemption and the credit method, as does the OECD Model Tax Convention.
Thiss leads to the conclusion that the Netherlands participation exemption does not
meett the Code of Conduct requirement of providing for a significantly lower tax
burdenn (for holding companies), as it is part of its 'benchmark' tax system expression
off its tax sovereignty exercised in compliance with international and EU tax
principles.. Furthermore, it is not ring-fenced since it is available for all resident
companiess with regard to both resident and foreign subsidiaries, and it is not the only
711
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orr main reason affecting companies' decisions to locate holding vehicles in its territory
withinn the meaning of the Code of Conduct.
Theree is more to this. The two main criteria laid down in the Primarolo Report for the
blacklistingg of participation exemption regimes are the absence of a 'subject-to-tax'
requirementt with regard to the income of the foreign subsidiary or the absence of
adequatee CFC legislation. As seen above, the former is present in the Netherlands
participationn exemption, even though the actual tax burden borne by the foreign
subsidiaryy is not relevant, rightly so from a capital import neutrality perspective. One
mightt conclude that this means that the participation exemption applies in any event
alsoo on dividends distributed out of profits subject to a very low tax burden in the
sourcee country. An example may better clarify this. Suppose a Dutch holding
companyy owns 100% of the shares in a foreign subsidiary established in Gibraltar.
Thiss country has three main tax regimes for domestic corporations: the standard
regimee with a corporate tax rate of 32%, the "qualifying" company regime providing
forr a special low tax rate to be set by the Gibraltar tax authorities on a case-by-case
basis,, and the "exempt" company regime providing for a 0% corporate rate for eligible
offshoree companies (see on the Gibraltar regimes and their reform Chapter 3, at 3.8.4).
Underr the Netherlands participation exemption, a holding company with a Gibraltar
exemptexempt subsidiary is not entitled to it as this is not subject to corporate tax. By contrast,
aa Dutch holding company with a qualifying subsidiary is entitled to it even if the actual
taxx rate set by the Gibraltar authorities is very low (e.g. 6%), provided the subsidiary
iss not a portfolio investment, from which it might be concluded that the Primarolo
Reportt criterion is not satisfied.
However,, one must consider in more detail situations like the one in the example. In
alll the uncertain cases in which the foreign subsidiary is subject to a low tax burden, a
Netherlandss holding company is very likely to apply for an advance ruling
confirmingg the application of the participation exemption as the amounts at stake are
usuallyy too high for a group to take any chance. The Dutch tax authorities have
provenn to be very strict in these situations, especially more recently (on the new ruling
practice,, see also below and at 4.7). In particular, only if the Dutch holding company
hass a compelling case will it be able to obtain a ruling from the tax authorities,
providedd it proves that: (i) the subsidiary is subject to at least a certain minimum tax
rate;; (ii) the subsidiary has been established for a genuine business purpose; (iii) the
subsidiaryy has enough substance (i.e. office facilities and employees) in the country of
itss establishment; (iv) the holding company has itself sufficient substance in the
Netherlands;; and (v) the holding company is actively involved in the management of
thee subsidiary. From this interpretation and practical application of the requirements
forr the application of the participation exemption by the Dutch tax authorities it can
bee inferred that the Primarolo Report in all likelihood mistakenly blacklisted this
regime.. The feeling is that, had the Code of Conduct Group considered not the
requirementss as literally written in the law but as actually applied, it would have
reachedd the opposite conclusion. This is true also in situations in which the holding
companyy does not apply for a ruling, since the Dutch tax authorities will adopt the
samee approach, only in retrospect.
Thee absence of CFC legislation in Dutch tax law cannot be decisive either, as CFC
legislationn has a different anti-tax avoidance goal, i.e. the prevention of profit shifting
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andd tax deferral obtained by resident corporations through foreign passive entities
underr capital export neutrality (CEN).72 This is something entirely different from the
deniall of the participation exemption also on active income of foreign subsidiaries,,
whichh is mistakenly considered relevant only thinking in terms of CEN and indirect
credit.. Furthermore, one must take into account that Netherlands tax legislation does
containn anti-avoidance rules against the use of foreign passive finance companies,
whichwhich can be seen as a sort of CFC legislation. Under statutory tax law, the
participationn exemption does not apply on dividends paid by foreign passive finance
companies,, for which the indirect credit method applies instead.73 Furthermore, in the
Netherlandss there is current taxation at parent company level of the profits derived by
thesee subsidiaries as their Dutch parents must adjust the value of these participations
att the end of each fiscal year under the mark-to-market rule. This further suggests that
thee blacklisting of the Dutch participation exemption by the Primarolo Group is not
backedd by a thorough analysis of the Dutch tax regime.
Interestingly,, the recent proposals on the reform of the Dutch corporate tax system
alsoo address some of the above issues that have lead to the blacklisting of the
participationn exemption.74 First, it has been proposed to implement an anti-abuse
provisionn under which the mentioned anti-avoidance rule on foreign finance
companiess relying on the mark-to-market principle would apply also where an
intermediatee EU subsidiary owned for more than 25% by the Dutch holding company
wouldd be interposed to circumvent its application. Closing this loophole would mean
aa more effective CFC-like anti-avoidance legislation able to prevent the abuse of
holdingg companies purely for tax reasons in compliance with the Primarolo Report.
Moreover,, under the new ruling practice effective from April 2001 an advance tax
rulingg is issued to confirm the application of the application exemption only on the
conditionn that the holding company has sufficient substance in the Netherlands and
thatt the taxpayer agrees on the exchange of information with the foreign
jurisdiction(s)) involved (see at 4.7). As a result, passive holding companies lacking
substancee may no longer be used as purely conduit vehicles, further showing a strict
approachh by the Netherlands against possible abuse by multinational companies in
compliancee with the Primarolo Report and the 2000 Guidelines.
Furtherr analysis is needed with respect to the application of the Netherlands
participationn exemption to capital gains (and losses) on the sale of participations in
foreignn subsidiaries. The conditions required for its application are the same as those
laidd down with regard to dividend distributions. In general, since capital gains are
tax-exemptt in the Netherlands, capital losses borne on the sale of participations in
foreignn subsidiaries are not deductible by the Dutch parent company. There is one
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On CFC legislation and its policy goal(s), see in detail Chapter 5, section 5.4.1.
This anti-avoidance provision is contained in Art 13 g of the Netherlands Corporate Income Tax Code. It is also
worthh noting that it does not apply with regard to foreign finance subsidiaries (i) resident within the EU, and (ii)
heldd for more than 25% from the Dutch holding, i.e. where the conditions for the application of the
Parent/Subsidiaryy Directive are met
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On the proposed changes, submitted by the government to the Parliament on 27/6/2000, and subsequently
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Netherlandss corporate tax system, see e.g.: N. L. Buren and C. F. Greeven, 77K Dutch participation exemption - The
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DutchDutch study group recommends changes in corporate taxation, Worldwide Tax Daily, 2001, at 114-6; ƒ. A. G. van der
Geldd and N. A. A. Kleemans, The Dutch participation exemption in a European perspective, EC Tax Review, 2/2001, p.
72.. See also Meussen, National Report The Netherlands, EATLP 2002 conference, dr., at 6.
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speciall feature, however, under which the holding company is allowed to deduct a
losss sustained on liquidation of its subsidiary, just as losses made by a foreign branch
cann be deducted from the taxable base of a resident company even if the branch is
closedd down without ever having compensated for the losses with subsequent profits.
Thee relevant criterion for the blacklisting by the Primarolo Report of the participation
exemptionn in this respect is the asymmetrical tax treatment between capital gains and
lossess where the former are tax exempt and the latter are tax-deductible. While the
generall participation exemption system is perfectly symmetrical, to use the Report's
wording,, the exception allowing the deduction of liquidation losses suffered by a
Dutchh holding company is certainly a case of asymmetrical treatment of capital gains
andd losses, in principle justifying its blacklisting (at least with regard to capital gains).
However,, one strongly doubts that this conclusion is correct.
First,, this rule has a non-harmful tax policy objective, that is to grant a tax relief to
multinationall groups terminating loss-making operations and consequently poor
businesss results due to adverse market conditions. In this case, the holding company
iss not selling one of its subsidiaries to a third party at a loss, but is completely shutting
downn its operations. Under the Netherlands benchmark system, even though foreign
branches'' profits are exempt from tax pursuant to the exemption principle, losses
bornee by them are deductible just the same as they are under credit systems. If the
branchh is shut down without ever having made compensating profits, the losses
sufferedd permanently burden the tax base of the resident company as no recapture
rulee applies. Second, there are strict anti-avoidance rules in Dutch tax legislation
preventingg the continuation or the sale of the business of the subsidiary in a covert
wayy by the Dutch holding company after the subsidiary's liquidation at a loss. This
confirmss that the tax provision on the deductibility of liquidation losses is granted
onlyy in cases in which a company has experienced business difficulties and thus is
forcedd to wind up part of its business for genuine commercial reasons. Third, one
shouldd consider that under the Dutch participation exemption any costs relating to the
acquisitionn of foreign participations are not deductible in the Netherlands. The most
importantt non-deductible item in this respect is interest paid by Dutch holding
companiess on loans taken out to finance the acquisition of the foreign participations or
thee development of their business activity. This is clearly a penalising provision for
thee taxpayer, which is more or less forced to finance the incorporation or acquisition
off foreign subsidiaries with equity instead of loans.75
Thee above considerations show that by and large the Netherlands participation
exemptionn with regard to capital gains is not to be considered harmful within the
meaningg of the Code of Conduct. The deductibility of liquidation losses is only a very
limitedd exception to the general rule of non-deductibility of capital losses and is
backedd by equality considerations (comparing to foreign direct investments) and by
strictt anti-avoidance rules which make it very unlikely to be abused by taxpayers.
Takingg also into account the unsuspected tax policy objective underlying this
exception,, one would conclude that it is not enough to label the participation
exemptionn regime as harmful. In this respect, it is regrettable that the 2000 Guidelines
755 It is worth noting that this provision is currently under the scrutiny of the ECJ, which is to rule on its
compatibilityy with the Treaty freedom of establishment and capital: see Case C-186/01, Bosal Holding BV, pending,
andd the comments in Terra & Wattel, at., at 92-94.
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havee merely restated with regard to holding company regimes the same general
criterionn of asymmetry contained in the Primarolo Report with no further
specificationn on the case of liquidation losses. One is inclined to share the reservation
concerningg the 2000 Guidelines by the Netherlands authorities/ which interpret the
criterionn of asymmetry as referring to asymmetrical measures in general and not to
thee specific case of losses upon liquidation of a foreign subsidiary.76 This is all the
moree so if these rules are clearly expression of genuine policy goals like the ones
underlyingg the Dutch measure rather than an unjustified incentive for (multinational)
companiess representing harmful tax competition.
4.6.33 The Danish participation exemption and its recent changes
Inn 1998, the Danish government announced a change in tax policy in order to make
thee country a more attractive location for multinational companies investing into the
EU.. Unlike other Member States with special holding (or finance) company regimes,
Denmarkk chose to amend its general tax system and to adopt a participation
exemptionn also on foreign-source dividends and capital gains. This choice was likely
duee to the fact that the Code of Conduct had already been adopted at that time, so that
optingg for a special holding company regime would have been in breach of its
principles. .
Thee Danish participation exemption regime was introduced at the end of 1998 to
becomee effective in January 1999.77Two main requirements must be fulfilled
introducedd for its application:
•• A minimum ownership by the Danish company of at least 25% in the subsidiary's
sharee capital (no threshold is required for the exemption on capital gains), and
•• A minimum holding period of at least 1 year (3 years for the exemption on capital
gains). .
Thee main feature of the Danish participation exemption is the absence of a 'subject-totax'' requirement with regard to the income of the foreignn subsidiary. As a result, also
dividendss distributed by a subsidiary located in a tax haven are entitled to the Danish
participationn exemption. Furthermore, the reform repealed the 25% withholding tax
generallyy applicable on outgoing dividends distributed by Danish companies to
foreignn parents also resident outside the EU or in non-Treaty countries, provided they
ownedd at least 25% of the share capital of the distributing Danish (holding) company
forr at least 1 year.
However,, Danish tax law contains CFC legislation covering foreign corporations
derivingg mainly passive (i.e. financial) income abroad. The three main conditions for
itss application are:
•• The Danish company holds at least 25% of the share capital or 50% of the voting
rightss in the foreign subsidiary;
™™ See Nijkamp, at., at 150.
The new Danish regime was introduced by Law No. 1026 of 23 December 1998. On this regime see e.g. B. M.
Pedersen,, The Holding Company Regime in Denmark, International Bulletin for Fiscal Documentation 1/2000, p. 30.
Ass will be seen below in the text, this version of the Danish regime has been amended as a consequence of its
blacklistingg by the Primarolo Report. For an evaluation of the Danish participation exemption under the Code of
Conductt and the Primarolo Report, see N. Serensen, Tax competition in Europe - Danish national report, EATLP 2002
Conference,, at., at II.2.2, available on the web site www.eatlp.org.
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••

The foreign subsidiary derives mainly financial income, i.e. more than 33.3% of its
incomee is passive (Le. dividends, interest, royalties, capital gains, rents, insurance
orr leasing income) or more than 33.3% of its assets are financial assets (i.e. shares,
intangibles,, receivables etc.);
•• The foreign finance subsidiary enjoys a favourable tax rate of less than 75% of the
Danishh rate (i.e. less than 24% in the year 2000 as compared to the standard Danish
corporatee rate of 32%).
Iff the CFC legislation applies, the Danish parent company must include currently in
itss taxable income the income of the foreign subsidiary, regardless of a dividend
distribution,, and this will not be entitled to the exemption but will be fully subject to
statutoryy 32% Danish taxation with a credit for the foreign taxes paid. Consequently,
Danishh holding companies cannot be used as a flow-through vehicle for passive
incomee generated by tax-haven finance entities but only for foreign subsidiaries
mainlyy active (i.e. deriving more than 66% of their income from active sources).
Thee assessment of the Danish participation exemption regime in the light of the Code
off Conduct and the Primarolo Report is not easy. One should note that this regime
enteredd in effect after the approval of the Code but before the release of the Primarolo
Report,, which means that in the Danish tax policymakers' view it was compatible
withh the Code. However, it has been blacklisted by the Primarolo Report. Considering
thee general remarks on the participation exemption and the Netherlands example one
wouldd be inclined to share the Danish authorities' view of its compatibility with the
Codee of Conduct. Denmark opted for a reform in its tax regime mainly based on the
abolitionn of the 'subject-to-tax' requirement for the application of the participation
exemptionn and the repeal of the 25% withholding tax on dividends distributed by
Danishh companies to their foreign parents. This choice seems to fall within Denmark's
nationall fiscal sovereignty in tax matters as to whether to opt for a credit or an
exemptionn system. Moreover, the Danish regime seems compatible with the Code of
Conductt since it is a general system not deviating from the benchmark Danish system
andd not ring-fenced as there is no distinction between domestic and foreign
participations,, nor between Danish-based companies and foreign-based multinational
groups.. As for the criterion of the Code of the potential ability of a tax regime to affect
firms'' locational decisions, the new participation exemption made Denmark a quite
attractivee holding company location for multinationals. In practice, they are able to
channell low-taxed profits arising within or outside the EU through a Danish holding
companyy and repatriate them the (ultimate) group parent company located either in a
taxx haven or in a high-tax country (e.g. the USA) virtually tax-free.
Turningg to the Primarolo Report, the Danish participation exemption is caught by its
criterionn of the absence of the subject-to-tax requirement, which potentially
encouragess the said conduit structures without substance.78 However, it does not meet
thee other criterion, given the presence of CFC legislation. The blacklisting of the
Danishh regime is probably due to the fact that the two criteria are cumulative or that
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The absence of the 'subject-to-tax' requirement makes the Danish participation exemption more attractive than
thee Netherlands one, in which the tax rate on the foreign subsidiary's profits is immaterial. The main difference is
thatt Dutch statutory law does require that such profits be subject to a certain minimum taxation. On the other
hand,, the Danish participation exempbon also covers the special (offshore) regimes granting a complete tax
exemptionn to the foreign subsidiary, e.g. the Gibraltar 'exempt company mentioned in the example on the Dutch
participationn exemption (see at 4.6.2).
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thee Danish CFC legislation was not considered adequate to prevent the abusive use of
Danishh holding companies. This is indirectly confirmed by the statement by the
Danishh delegation on the blacklisting that it "cannot accept the evaluation of the
Danishh holding regime... since a general holding regime without ring-fencing is
outsidee the code. Denmark does not tax dividends from foreign subsidiaries, but has a
CFC-taxationn for protection against harmful effects of low tax jurisdictions."79
Furthermore,, Denmark complains about the lack of a consistent assessment by the
Reportt of similar participation exemption regimes (and CFC rules), since those of
countriess such as France, Germany, and Finland had not been blacklisted.
Thee main question becomes whether that the Danish delegation is right in pointing
outt that domestic CFC legislation is tight enough to prevent a distortive use of the
participationn exemption at least for financial (i.e. passive) income earned in tax
havens.. One must consider that the criterion of 'control' for its application is set at a
loww ownership threshold of 25% of the foreign subsidiary's share capital (or 50% of its
votingg rights) and is consistent with the 25% threshold for the application of the
participationn exemption. This is a strict requirement as compared to most CFC
regimess requiring a minimum ownership of at least 50%, since the underlying idea is
thatt only shareholders with sufficient decisional power may influence the decision to
repatriatee (passive) profits and thus should be subject to the CFC rules. Moreover, the
definitionn of 'finance' company seems strict as compared to other CFC regimes, as a
33%% threshold of passive income or financial assets is low enough to catch foreign
passivee subsidiaries located in tax havens and in any event lower than most regimes
relyingg on a passive income threshold of 50% or more for their application. These
featuress and the above considerations support that the Danish CFC legislation is able
too prevent the abuse of Danish holding companies even in the absence of the 'subjectto-tax'' requirement, and therefore that the Danish participation exemption should not
havee been blacklisted.
Thee Danish government was forced to change the participation exemption regime due
too heavy criticisms for the said features labelling the country as the last EU tax haven
andd to avoid its blacklisting by the Primarolo Report. The first amendments were
approvedd in 2001 and reinstated a withholding tax of 25% on outbound dividends
distributedd by Danish (holding) companies to parent companies resident in a non-EU
countryy or in a non-treaty country.80 As a result of the amendment, currently it is no
longerr possible for multinational groups to distribute profits earned in a low-tax
jurisdictionn tax-free to group companies located in tax havens via a Danish
intermediatee holding company. In 2002, the participation exemption regime was
furtherr changed by lowering the 25% ownership threshold to 20%, whereas the 1-year
minimumm period was left unchanged for participation exemption on dividends, as
wass the 3-year minimum period for capital gains.81 Furthermore, under the 2002
amendmentss CFC legislation was relaxed as (i) it no longer applies to dividends
receivedd by subsidiaries held for more than 25%, including low-taxed subsidiaries, (ii)
799

See footnote No. 22 of the Primarolo Report.
The amendments were introduced by Law L99 of 3 April 2001, effective as from July 2001. See A. O. Hansen,
AmendmentsAmendments to Denmark's holding company, controlled foreign corporation and captive insurance company, Bu
Internationall Fiscal Documentation, 8/2001, p. 361.
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On the 2002 amendments of Danish tax law, see T. Frobert, Danish parliament approves corporate tax incentives,
Worldwidee tax daily, 24/5/2002,101-6.
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interestt expenses related to the CFCs passive income are fully deductible against its
profitss caught by CFC legislation, and (iii) there is no need to calculate the fair market
valuee of the CFCs assets, but merely its income subject to CFC legislation. The
relaxationn of CFC legislation and of the participation exemption raise further doubt on
thee harrrtfulness of the Danish participation exemption, especially as no subject-to-tax
clausee with regard to the subsidiary's profits has been introduced. The mere
reinstatementt of the withholding tax on outbound dividends could not be considered
sufficientt to avoid its blacklisting, especially in consideration of the Primarolo Report
andd the 2000 Guidelines.
4.6.44 Special Holding companies regimes: the Luxembourg "1929 Holding
Company"" (and the soparfi) regimes
Thee second subcategory of holding company regimes encompasses special regimes
enactedd for the very purpose of favouring the establishment of holding companies. As
mentionedd above, these regimes are not part of a country's benchmark tax system but
specificallyy deviate from it with regard to tax treatment of holding companies and
oftenn apply only to multinational groups mainly foreign-based and/or to their foreign
participations. .
Thee oldest special regime for holding companies was introduced by Luxembourg back
inn 1929, and earned this small country an excellent reputation for the establishment of
thesee vehicles by multinational companies. The "1929 holding company" regime
appliess to Luxembourg entities engaged exclusively in the management of
shareholdingss in other companies (both domestic and foreign) and specifically
preventedd from carrying out normal commercial activities. 82 1929 holding companies
enjoyy several tax advantages. They are exempt from Luxembourg corporate taxation
ass well as from the withholding tax on outbound dividends regardless of the receiving
company'ss country of residence. Furthermore, they are exempt from the municipal
businesss tax on companies' income and from the net worth tax normally paid by
corporationss resident in Luxembourg. Other tax benefits granted to 1929 holding
companiess include an exemption from tax on capital gains realised on qualifying
shareholdingss and an exemption from corporate tax upon their liquidation. The only
taxx 1929 holding companies are subject to is an annual subscription tax levied at a rate
off 0.2% on the value of the shareholdings owned. In addition, they are liable to a tax
onn capital contributions equal to 1% of their value, which may be waived under
certainn circumstances.
Thee 1929 holding company regime clearly deviates from the Luxembourg benchmark
taxx system, under which there is a classical method of taxation of dividends. 83
Outboundd dividends are ordinarily subject to a withholding tax of 25%, unless the
non-residentt recipient is established tax treaty with a lower rate.
Luxembourgg also adopted a participation exemption for the so-called 'soparfi' (i.e.
sociétésociété de participation financière)84 provided the following conditions are met with
822
This special regime was introduced by Law of 31 July 1929, as subsequently amended by Law of 12 July 1977
andd ministerial regulations.
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In total, the standard corporate tax burden to which dividends are subject in the hands of the recipient is 37.45%.
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On the soparfi regime, see e.g. the Primarolo Report, Measure AAM108, pp. 46-47. It is worth noting that the
soparfisoparfi name is an abbreviation commonly used in Luxembourg mainly as an advertising tool, but it does not exist
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regardd to dividend distributions: (i) the soparfi holds for more than 1 year a
participationn of at least 10% in the subsidiary or whose acquisition price has been
moree than LUF 50 million (i.e. some €1.2 million),85 and (ii) the subsidiary is subject to
corporatee tax on its profits in Luxembourg or, if it is not resident, to a tax rate of at
leastt 15%.
Fromm the above one may deduce that the 1929 holding company regime is caught by
thee Code of Conduct as it provides for an exemption from corporate income and
withholdingg tax on outbound dividends as well as other tax benefits in deviance with
thee benchmark Luxembourg tax system. This is true whether one compares this
regimee to the ordinary classical system or to the so/wr^/participation exemption
regime.. In this latter case a number of conditions must be met, including the said
subject-to-taxx requirement, which are not required for the application of the 1929
holdingg company regime. Furthermore, while the 1929 holding company regime is
limitedd to companies not allowed to carry out business activities in Luxembourg, the
soparfi'ssoparfi's axe ordinary corporations allowed to carry out any (business) activity both i
Luxembourgg and abroad. The fact that substance requirements are almost entirely for
thee benefits of the 1929 holding company regime to apply further supports the
blacklistingg by the Primarolo Report.
Thee above also shows why the soparfi regime has not been blacklisted by the Report.
Thee main reason is that this it features a general participation exemption not
distinguishingg between domestic and foreign holding companies and applying
regardlesss of the activity(ies) of the soparfi. Furthermore, the participation exemption
onn dividends distributed by foreign subsidiaries only applies if their profits have been
subjectt to a tax burden of at least 15%. This feature makes the Luxembourg
participationn exemption different from both the Netherlands and Danish participation
exemptions,, under which the tax rate is immaterial with regard to the foreign
subsidiary,, or there is no subject-to-tax requirement whatsoever. Based on this, it
seemss safe to conclude that the soparfi regime does not constitute harmful tax
competitionn within the meaning of the Code of Conduct since it complies with the
Primaroloo Report and the 2000 Guidelines, and the analysis on the presence of CFC or
otherr anti-abuse legislation in Luxembourg becomes irrelevant.
4.6.55 Spain: the ETVE
Inn 1997 Spain introduced a special tax regime for holding companies with foreign
participationss (i.e. Entidad de tenencia de valores extranjeros, hereinafter: "ETVE").86 This
regimee was introduced with a view to increase the international competitiveness of

anywheree in the lax legislation. In other words, soparfi entities do not enjoy a special tax regime like the 1929
holdingg company but merely benefit from the participation exemption on qualifying dividends (and capital gains)
ratherr than being subject to the ordinary classical method, provided the required conditions are met.
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For the application of the participation exemption to capital gains the minimum shareholding in the subsidiary
mustt be 25% or the acquisition price must be higher than LUF 250 million (some € 6.2 million).
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The ETVE regime was introduced by Law 10/1996 of 20 December 1996, which became effective on 1 January
1997.. On this regime see a.o.: J. J. Terraza and N. J. Muniz, New Holding Company Regime, European Taxation,
4/1997,, p. 145; J. Calderon, Amendments to Spanish Methods of Avoiding International Economic Double Taxation and
thethe Tax Treatment of Spanish Holding Entities, Intertax, 5/1997, p. 190; J. C. Taylor and C. E. Hannum, Spanish
HoldingHolding Company Legislation Eclipses Netherlands and Luxembourg, Tax Notes International, 14/7/1997, p. 91; J
Albos,, Tax System for Holding Companies Companies for Foreign Securities, Intertax, 4/1998, p. 141.
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thee Spanish tax system and to offer an attractive alternative location for holding
companiess within EU. Some conditions must be met by a company in order to acquire
thee ETVE status. Eligible entities are Spanish companies or branches of foreign
companiess with a main statutory goal to hold and manage equity participations in
non-residentt entities. There are strict substance requirements under which the ETVE
mustt have a real organisational structure and adequate facilities to carry out its
activities.. In principle, ETVEs are subject to Spanish ordinary tax burden, but unlike
otherr Spanish companies (see below) they enjoy a participation exemption on
dividendss and capital gains. The participation exemption applies provided the ETVE
holdss a participation in a foreign company of at least 5% for a minimum period of at
leastt one year. Furthermore, the exemption only applies if the foreign subsidiary: (i) is
subjectt to a corporate tax system similar to the Spanish one without enjoying taxexemptt status (but regardless of the actual tax rate borne); (ii) is not resident in a
countryy considered a tax haven under Spanish CFC legislation, and (iii) derives at
leastt 85% of its profits from business activities carried on outside Spain. In addition to
thee participation exemption, ETVEs are also entitled to exemption from Spanish
withholdingg tax on outbound dividend distributions provided the same conditions
aree met with regard to the foreign recipient company.
Thee ETVE regime is special as under Spanish tax law an imputation system relying on
thee credit method is used to relieve economic double taxation in respect of
intercorporatee dividend distributions. Dividends received by a Spanish company from
aa foreign subsidiary are in principle subject to taxation in Spain but enjoy a direct
creditt for the withholding taxes applied on dividends and an indirect tax credit for the
taxess paid by the distributing company on its profits. The indirect tax credit is subject
too the condition that the Spanish company holds a participation of at least 5% in the
foreignn company for a period of 1 year, and that the foreign company is resident in a
countryy with which Spain has concluded a tax treaty or is not resident in a tax haven
blacklistedd under Spanish CFC legislation.87 Furthermore, outbound dividends paid
byy Spanish companies to foreign companies (other than EU parent companies
qualifyingg under the Parent-Subsidiary Directive) are generally subject to a
withholdingg tax of 25%.
Unlikee the Luxembourg 1929 holding company regime, the ETVE regime has not been
blacklistedblacklisted by the Primarolo Report, notwithstanding it implies a lower tax burden
deviancee with the Spanish benchmark tax system and is (partially) ring-fenced within
thee meaning of the Code of Conduct. Apparently, the Group has based its decision
exclusivelyy on the criteria of the Report, considering that the ETVE merely features a
participationn exemption with strict substance requirements and a subject-to-tax
condition,, and that it is of no help where Spanish CFC legislation applies. The
explanationn of the (effects of the) ETVE regime contained in the Primarolo Report
seemm to confirm this:88 "the benefit only applies if:
-- they (i.e. dividends and capital gains) come from corporate profits and not from
'passive'' income
877

The Spanish CFC legislation is contained in Art. 121 of the Corporate income tax act. Under this legislation, the
foreignn distributing company must be subject to a tax on its profits in the foreign country similar to the Spanish
corporatee tax and whose corporate tax rate is at least 75% of the Spanish one.
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See the Primarolo Report, measure A011, p..35.
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-- they have been subject to tax abroad at a tax identical to or analogous to that in
Spain n
-- they do not come from a tax haven."
Thiss explanation suggests that there has been no blacklisting on the basis of an
assessmentt of the effects rather than the features of the ETVE regime. This approach,
althoughh not incorrect from a theoretical point of view, lacks consistency with the
Codee of Conduct as well as with the approach followed with regard to (the
blacklistingg of) the Netherlands and Danish participation exemption. More
specifically,, it departs from the basic philosophy of the Code of Conduct to repeal
speciall tax regimes ring-fenced from the economy, like the ETVE regime that only
appliess to foreign subsidiaries mainly operating outside Spain. Furthermore, the
absencee of withholding tax on outbound dividends distributed by ETVEs makes this
regimee very tax-efficient for multinational companies especially where there is no
applicablee tax treaty between Spain and the country of residence of the recipient
company.. In other words, this feature solicits system-shopping in a way contrary to
thee Code of Conduct.
Ass for the blacklisting of the Netherlands and Danish systems, the Primarolo Group
seemss to have applied inconsistently its own criteria for the assessment of holding
companyy regimes, i.e. the subject-to-tax requirement and the applicability of
comprehensivee CFC legislation. With regard to the former, it is true that Spanish
legislationn requires a corporate tax similar to the Spanish one on the profits of the
foreignn subsidiary, but the actual tax rate to which such foreign subsidiary is subject is
irrelevant,, just like under the Netherlands participation exemption. The same goes for
Spanishh CFC legislation, which does not seem very much different from the Danish
CFCC legislation and features less strict conditions than the latter. It is (probably) true,
likee the Primarolo Report implies, that the ETVE regime does not especially encourage
thee non-taxation of passive income or the use of tax havens. The same conclusion,
however,, can also be reached for both the Danish and Dutch participation exemption
regimes,, as their very features make it unlikely that they are used especially for this
purpose. .
Interestingly,, the ETVE regime was partially modified in together with the general
Spanishh system of taxation of dividend distributions for resident companies to further
improvee the competitiveness of Spain and address some of the above inconsistencies
inn the light of the Primarolo Report.89 The recent changes to the ETVE regime
improvedd flexibility for its use as the requirement that the main statutory object of the
holdingg and management of foreign participations was repealed, paving the way for
thee use of these entities also for other business activities (though not entitled to the
speciall regime). Furthermore, the 5% minimum ownership is no longer required if the
acquisitionn price of the foreign participation exceeds € 6 million, and the subject-to-tax
requirementt with regard to the foreign subsidiary is considered met even if its income
iss only partially subject to tax and regardless of the local method applied to compute
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The changes were introduced by Law No. 6/2000 and Law No. 24/2001. On the changes to the ETVE regime
andd to the ordinary Spanish tax system, see especially S. Barranechea, R. Mullerat, R. Ogea, Spain improves holding
companycompany regime, Worldwide Tax Daily, 2000, 145-5; J. M. Cusi, ETVE: the Spanish holding entity, Tax Notes
International,, 31/12/2001, p. 1493; C. Garcia de Andres, Spanish tax measures provide new international tax planning
possibilities,possibilities, Worldwide Tax Daily, 2002, 33-7; R. Mullerat and A. Q. Kolff, Goodwill deduction and other good t
fromfrom Spain, 30 Interfax, 6-7/2002, p. 25Z
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taxablee profits. Lastly, a new incentive effective as from 2002 allows the amortisation
byy ETVEs of financial goodwill for the acquisition of eligible foreign participations at a
ratee of 5% per year (i.e. over a 20-year period). At the same time, the credit method
previouslyy applicable in general for dividend distributions under Spanish tax law
otherr than to ETVEs has been changed into a general participation exemption
applicablee to dividends and capital gains under the same conditions as for the ETVE
regime.. Apparently, from a harmful tax competition perspective these changes try to
makee the tax treatment of Spanish-based (holding) companies and ETVEs alike so that
thee ETVE regime is no longer considered a special holding company regime deviating
fromm the benchmark system. Even though the tax treatment of these companies is now
broadlyy the same, still the ETVE regime is special given the special purpose of eligible
entities,, their still limited flexibility in carrying out business activities, as well as the
limitedd thresholds with regard to income derived from Spanish activities (i.e. 15% of
theirr total income). The requirements that the ETVEs have substance and be subject to
domesticc anti-avoidance rules such as thin capitalisation and CFC legislation limit the
possibilityy to use these entities exclusively or merely to erode the tax base of high-tax
jurisdictions.. However, the features relating to the subject-to-tax condition in view of
thee recent changes and the (limited) ring-fencing still raise doubts as to the actual
harmfulnesss of this regime under the Code of Conduct and the 2000 Guidelines.
4.6.66 Recent trends in the EU and the future of the participation exemption and
holdingg companies
Whatt conclusions may be drawn from the above analysis? First, that participation
exemptionn and special holding company regimes should not be grouped in the same
categoryy and assessed under the same criteria, as they are not similar. Second,
whateverr one's opinion on the criteria to assess the actual harmful character of the
variouss regimes, there should be consistency and equality in their application. From
thee Primarolo Report it seems that the decisions on the blacklisting of the various
measuress scrutinised are not based on a thorough and level assessment of their
featuress and of Member Sates' domestic anti-avoidance legislation. Third, the 2000
Guideliness do not solve these issues and therefore further clarification is needed, as
aree common principles adopted with by the Member States (see below).
Thee situation is becoming increasingly complex if one looks at the recent
developmentss in the EU. The majority of Member States is progressively abandoning
thee credit method or mixed systems and switching to general participation exemption
regimess for dividends a n d / o r capital gains arising on both domestic and foreign
participations.. In addition to the countries analysed above, Member States like
Germany,, Italy (with regard to dividends and shortly also to capital gains), and the
UKK (with regard to capital gains) have undertaken substantial reforms along these
lines,, coupling participation exemption regimes with tight anti-abuse legislation (i.e.
CFCC legislation, thin capitalisation rules).90 While some countries like the Netherlands
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For example, Italy has introduced a general 95% participation exemption on dividends received by Italian
(holding)) companies from foreign non-tax-haven subsidiaries, coupled with extensive CFC legislation and a denial
off deductions for payments to residents in blacklisted countries. Furthermore, Italy is due to introduce for the first
timee strict thin capitalisation rules and to extend the participation exemption to capital gains as from the fiscal
yearr 2003. The UK has introduced a participation exemption for capital gains from the sale of 'trading'
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andd Denmark have tightened their participation exemption regimes in a way that
mostlyy likely complies with the Primarolo Report and the 2000 Guidelines (see at 4.6.2.
andd 4.6.3), new proposed or amended regimes elsewhere in the EU do raise doubts in
thiss respect. We have already seen that Spain has increased the flexibility and
extendedd the tax advantages for ETVEs, for instance by relaxing the subject-to-tax
clause,, while at the same time granting a general participation exemption also to
ordinaryy Spanish (holding) companies.
Ass from 2002, Luxembourg grants the participation exemption to the soparfi with a
minimumm 10% shareholding or an acquisition price of € 1.2 million for dividends or €
66 million for capital gains and requires a one-year minimum holding. Under the new
ruless the participation exemption also applies to shareholdings held through
intermediatee transparent entities, which favours tax planning techniques of US-based
multinationalss aimed at minimising the impact of the US CFC rules. Furthermore, the
subject-to-taxx condition of a niinimum tax burden of 15% no longer applies if they fall
withinn the scope of Art. 2 of the Parent/Subsidiary Directive. This last relaxation has
beenn included to allow the application of the participation exemption with respect to
Irishh subsidiaries subject to 12.5% tax rate, which would otherwise not be covered by
it.. It is also interesting that dividends not satisfying the required conditions will be
subjectt to a 50% exemption, the remaining 50% being subject to tax in the hands of the
Luxembourgg holding. It is debatable whether the new soparfi regime complies with the
20000 Guidelines. The amendment with regard to the subject-to-tax clause is certainly
consistentt with the Parent-Subsidiary Directive and with the idea of capital export
neutralityy in the internal market, and accommodates the ECJ case law in this area (e.g.
Eurowings,Eurowings, see on this issue above at 4.5.3), but the 2000 Guidelines explicitly req
thiss condition to be imposed regardless of the EU residence of the subsidiary. To
clarifyy these issues, one would hope that guidance would be provided as to whether
thee subject-to-tax condition is meant (also) for EU subsidiaries and whether
"significantlyy lower" tax burden imposed on the foreign (EU) subsidiary also catches
aa 12.5% (general) corporate tax rate.
Thesee recent developments call for a consistent approach and common objective rules
too assess whether participation exemption regimes and special holding company
regimess are compatible with the Code of Conduct. As mentioned above, the flaws of
thee Primarolo Report and the 2000 Guidelines in this respect are numerous, as they do
nott endorse this distinction and fail to provide guidance on their application to
subsidiariess enjoying a lower tax burden than their parent company's and on the
adoptionn of effective anti-abuse legislation. Furthermore, they raise doubts with
regardd to the principle of the denial of the participation exemption even in EU or taxtreatyy situations laid down in the Primarolo Report and the 2000 Guidelines as to a
potentiall breach of EU law, tax treaties, and ultimately Member States' tax
sovereignty. .
Specificc guidelines to be issued in the future should shed light on this complicated
issuee of the relationship between Member States' sovereignty on how to design
participationn exemption regimes and their obligations under international and EC tax
subsidiaries,, while still applying the credit method with regard to foreign dividends. On these issues, see a. o. E.
Bogenschuetzz and K. Wright, Change begets more change: The permanent German tax reform, Tax Notes Internationa],
11/3/2002,, p. 1125; and A. Tontsch, Corporation tax systems andfiscalneutrality: the UK and German systems and their
recentrecent changes, 30 Interfax, 5/2002, p. 171.
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laww with the EU fight against harmful tax competition in this area. Furthermore, there
shouldd be a uniform framework in the EU for the adoption of countermeasures like
CFCC legislation and similar anti-avoidance rules able to effectively prevent the abuse
off participation exemption or special holding company regimes. Failure to do so
wouldd most likely mean the return to an array of aggressive holding company
regimess in the coming years, as the recent changes in Member States' laws in this
respectt show.
4.77 Tax authorities' discretion: the old and new Netherlands ruling practices
AA last category of PHTMs stems from the ruling practice of Member States' tax
administrations.. A ruling is typically a document issued by the competent tax
authoritiess which contains an agreement on the tax treatment of income from a certain
transactionn or on the transfer pricing for transactions concluded between related
entitiess and is mostly granted before a transaction takes place or an investment is
effected.. A ruling is binding on the tax authorities only if and insofar as the facts
statedd by the taxpayer are true and accurate. In itself, a ruling practice is not to be
consideredd harmful tax competition on the basis of the discretion of the authorities.
However,, in some instances the granting of rulings may be harmful if the tax
authoritiess use their discretion arbitrarily and/or tend to agree on a special favourable
taxx treatment not openly and on a case-by-case basis. This is acknowledged by the
Codee of Conduct, which considers harmful all non-transparent tax treatments granted
byy way of relaxed administrative practices.91
Thee Netherlands tax authorities offer probably the most notable example of a well
developedd ruling practice in the EU. Backed by the Ministry of Finance, they have
createdd an efficient ruling practice well known internationally and welcomed
especiallyy by multinationals seeking advance certainty on the tax treatment of large
investments.. Up to the substantial reform of 2001 (see below), there was a basic
distinctionn between standard and non-standard rulings issued by the Dutch tax
authorities.. The former applied to standard factual situations recurrent in a crossborderr context and encompassed seven types of rulings whose required conditions of
applicationn and subsequent tax treatment were published by the Ministry of Finance.92
Thee latter were based on the standard rulings but concerned special situations that did
nott completely fit into them and thus required a more detailed assessment by the
Dutchh tax authorities. 93 In these cases, they had wider discretion in setting out the tax
treatmentt of the planned transactions as they did not have to fully stick with the
publishedd conditions laid down with regard to the standard rulings, even though the
applicationn of the non-discrimination principle guaranteed the equal treatment of
equall situations. The non-standard rulings were usually published each year by the
Ministryy of Finance on a no-name basis and in summary after a certain period from
theirr issuance.
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See the Code of Conduct, Para. B (5), and above at 4.2.2.
The Netherlands standard ruling practice was laid down in Decree of 21 July 1995, No. AFZ 94/4519M, as
amendedd by Decree of 26/1/1998 No. AFZ97/4609M. For a comparative survey on the ruling practice in several
EUU countries, C. Romano, Private rulings systems in EU Member States - A comparative survey, 41 European Taxation,
1/2001. .
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On the non-standard rulings, see the Primarolo Report, Measure Z003, at 181-184. See also R. Betten, Underministerminister of Finance published details on non-standard rulings, European Taxation 9/1999, p. 355.
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Thee non-standard ruling practice of the Dutch tax authorities has been blacklisted by
thee Primarolo Report. However, in fact also most of the standard ruling practice with
regardd to the finance company and finance branch regimes (at 4.4.3 and 4.4.4), the
distributionn centre regimes and similar cost-plus arrangements (at 4.5.3), and other
standardd rulings (e.g. on informal capital contributions94) have been blacklisted on the
basiss of the criteria applying to each respective category they fall into. The fact that the
conditionss for their granting has been published, and the little margin of discretion by
thee Dutch tax authorities in this respect ruled out that these standard rulings should
(also)) be characterised as harmful on the basis of Para. B (5) of the Code of Conduct as
theyy were transparent and did not lead to inconsistent tax treatment varying on a
case-by-casee basis.
Thee non-standard rulings practice is more suspect in the light of the Code of Conduct
andd in particular of the mentioned criterion of non-transparency. However, a number
off considerations suggests that it probably does not fall foul of the Code's criteria. As
thee Netherlands delegation pointed out in the Primarolo Report, "certainty in advance
willl be given within the bounds of Netherlands' Tax Law, Jurisprudence and
Administrativee Policy which in itself cannot extend beyond the scope of Netherlands'
taxx law" and that "neither the Minister, nor the Central Tax Authority or the tax
inspectorr has discretionary power in the application of the Tax Laws" and that "no
certaintyy will be given ... if the taxpayer tries to exploit the boundaries of what is
possiblee within that framework." 95 Furthermore, also non-standard rulings were
publishedd (even though not integrally and on an anonymous basis), their duration
wass usually limited to a period of four years, and they were not granted where the
outcomee would be contrary to the principle of good faith in the relation with treaty
partnerr countries. Lastly, their granting was conditional on compliance with the
generall non-discrimination principle, which required the tax authorities to treat
similarr situations in the same way.
Thesee considerations lead to a general conclusion that the non-standard ruling
practicee should not have been considered harmful tax competition as a whole.
However,, in practice the actual assessment on its harmfulness should be carried out
forr each of the rulings issued by the Dutch tax authorities. In particular, one should
assesss whether the tax authorities complied with the above principles and granted the
rulingg within the boundaries of Netherlands tax law (and relating case law) by merely
interpretingg and applying it to the case submitted to them in compliance with the nondiscriminationn principle, or instead they went beyond such boundaries. If this were
thee case and it were apparent that the Dutch authorities had arbitrarily (interpreted
and)) applied Dutch tax law so as to encourage the applicant taxpayer to effect his
investmentt in the Netherlands, then one would have to conclude that that specific tax
rulingg did constitute harmful tax competition. The publication of the non-standard
rulingss would not help much in this respect, because usually the facts and information
publishedd by the Ministry of Finance are too vague to reach an accurate judgement.96
Ann objective evaluation could only be accurate if all facts and circumstances of the
transactionn at stake were clearly stated, as were the reasons for the tax authorities to
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agreee on conditions (slightly) different from those of the standard rulings in
compliancee with statutory tax law.
Thee new Netherlands ruling practice, effective as from April 2001, has been shaped
accordingg to the principles of the Code of Conduct and the Primarolo Report.97 Its
mainn aim was to improve the business climate of the Netherlands and facilitate
businesss activities for companies with genuine business activities and substance. The
neww ruling practice was also meant to comply with the standards laid down in these
documentss so as to accommodate the criticisms of lack of transparency by the other
Memberr States.
Thee key points of the reform are: (i) a basic distinction between an "Advanced Pricing
Agreement'' (i.e. "APA") and an "Advance Tax Ruling" (i.e. "ATR") practice pursuant
too eight decrees issued by the Dutch Ministry of Finance in March 2001;98 (ii) the
improvementt in the organisation of the practice through the creation of an APA and
ann ATR team in the Rotterdam Tax Office for Large Enterprises also aimed at
reducingg the time required for the tax authorities' decisions; (iii) the compliance with
thee OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines and the codification of the arm's length
principle;; (iv) increased transparency through (possible) publication of all APAs and
ATRs.. More specifically, APAs are bilateral or multilateral agreements between the
taxpayerr and the Dutch (and possibly other countries') tax authorities concerning the
transferr pricing method applicable to intra-group transactions. ATRs provide legal
certaintyy with respect to: (i) the application of the Dutch participation exemption for
intermediatee (i.e. conduit) holding companies with subsidiaries in international
structuress and top-holding companies, insofar as none of the subsidiaries of the topholdingg company conducts any business in the Netherlands; (ii) the tax treatment of
hybridd entities and/or hybrid financial instruments in cross border transactions; and
(iii)) the assessment on the existence in the Netherlands of a permanent establishment
off a foreign entity. In situations in which the Netherlands entity lacks substance,
APAss and ATRs may only be granted if the taxpayer agrees that the Netherlands tax
authoritiess are allowed to exchange information with the tax administration of the
otherr relevant jurisdiction^) concerned. Furthermore, the Dutch tax authorities may
noo longer issue APAs and ATRs with regard to conduit finance companies lacking
reall economic substance and not bearing sufficient business risks (see at 4.4.3) or to
'headquarter'' entities on the basis of predetermined notional methods (see at 4.5.3).
Lastly,, no APAs or ATRs may be issued in situations where there is a potential harm
forr a justified interest of treaty partners or for other international interests.
Thesee requirements show the efforts to comply with the EU standards of
transparencyy and a full cooperation with other countries' tax authorities, as well as a
977

See the accompanying Letter of Secretary of State W. Bos to the introduction of the decrees on the new ruling
practicee (see next footnote), available on the web site at http://www.minfin.nl. On the new Dutch ruling practice
andd its compliance with EU (and OECD) principles, see: L. Stevens, Ruling polio/ increases administrative
transparency,transparency, EC Tax Review, 2/2001, p. 70; Meussen, National report: the Netherlands, EATLP 2002 Conference
att 2-4; G. Meussen and E. Velthuizen, APAs and ATRs: The new Dutch regime in a European perspective, EC Tax
Review,, 1/2002, p. 4; and F. C. de Hosson, Codification of the arm's length principle in in the Netherlands Corporate Income
TaxTax Act, 30 InterUx, 5/2002, p. 189.
988
These decrees, issued on 30 March 2001, are: Decree IFZ2001/292M, on the APAs; Decree IFZ2001/293M, on the
ATRs;; Decree IFZ2001/294M, on intra-group financial service companies; Decree IFZ2001/295M, on transfer
pricing,, i.e. the arm's length principle and the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines. The decrees on APAs and ATRs
aree available in English on the Netherlands Ministry of Finance web site http://www.minfin.nl.
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toughh attitude against tax planning schemes potentially causing loss of tax revenue in
otherr (high-tax) jurisdictions through the use of passive intermediate vehicles located
inn the Netherlands. The codification of the arm's length principle and the acceptance
off the international transfer pricing principles contained in the OECD Transfer
Pricingg Guidelines also seem inspired by the need to comply with the Code of
Conduct'ss principles and the 2000 Guidelines." The outcome seems to be a successful
mixx of an improved and more efficient ruling practice preserving the Netherlands'
reputationn of attractive location for multinational companies with a full compliance of
thee said EU principles. As for the latter, the new ruling practice provides for
enhancedd transparency as a result of the publication of all rulings in anonymous form
andd fights the use of purely tax-driven situations by promoting exchange of
informationn with other countries involved or denying the granting of rulings if the
taxx bases of other treaty partners may be negatively affected. With regard to the
former,, it seems to achieve an adequate balance between discretionary power of the
taxx authorities in interpreting and applying domestic statutory tax law while
ensuringg equality of treatment of taxpayers in similar situations through increased
transparency.. The new Netherlands ruling practice may become a model for other
countriess to achieve the same result in full compliance with the EU principles to
counterr harmful tax competition.100
4.88 The OECD effort to counter harmful tax competition
4.8.11 Introduction
Anotherr project to counter harmful tax competition at international level parallel with
thee EU one has been embarked on by the OECD in May 19%. This project delegated
byy the Member countries' ministers to the Organisation was meant to "develop
measuress to counter the distorting effects of harmful tax competition on investment
andd financing decisions and the consequences for national tax bases".101 The outcome
off the project have been three subsequent Reports issued in 1998, 2000, and 2001
dealingg with harmful tax competition in OECD Member countries and non-Member
countriess and with the measures to counter this phenomenon.
Ass will be seen, the focus of the OECD attempt has significantly changed over time,
mainlyy as a result of the change in the policy by the US administration and the
criticismss on the too tough attitude originally adopted towards non-OECD states. At
thee moment, a more widespread consensus seems to have been reached between
OECDD and non-OECD countries as to what needs to be considered harmful tax
competitionn and the actions to be taken in this respect. This has been the result of a
numberr of compromises, which have largely narrowed in scope and importance the
OECDD work. Still there are several question marks as to the effectiveness of this
projectt and what its final impact will be, but the latest developments point towards a
possiblee workable positive outcome. In particular, a common line of action in the area
999

See also Meussen and Velthuizen, at., at 9-10, and de Hosson, at., at 191-192.
This is confirmed by recent developments in Belgian corporate tax law, where a new general ruling practice has
beenn introduced in the Corporate Tax Reform Bill for 2003 specifically shaped on the new Dutch practice in order
too comply with the Code of Conduct (and the OECD Reports, see Section 4.8).
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For the full text of the mandate, see on the OECD web site at http://www.oecd.org
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off exchange of information through ad hoc bilateral agreements based on a new Model
Conventionn between countries has been reached, which must be seen in conjunction
withh other projects of international organisations or intergovernmental associations
(e.g.. the Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering (hereinafter "FATF")102 or
thee Financial Stability Forum (hereinafter: "FSF")103).
Thee analysis in this section will focus on the three OECD Reports and the progressive
changee in the OECD approach and focus, with a look at the recent developments and
thee likely outcome of this project.
4.8.22 The 1998 OECD Report: Scope and criteria to identify harmful tax competition
Thee first outcome of the OECD project was a report on "Harmful Tax Competition Ann Emerging Global Issue", released in April 1998 (hereinafter: the "1998 Report" or
thee "Report").104 The Report contains an introduction and three chapters concerning
thee concept of tax competition, the criteria to identify harmful tax competition, and the
recommendationss to counter harmful tax competition.
Thee first chapter features the economic background to tax competition and an analysis
off this concept. It highlights that globalisation of the economy and investments has
madee it possible to shift capital and business activities much more easily than in the
past,, thereby making domestic fiscal policies of the various countries potentially more
ablee to affect other countries' economies and markets. This has been the main factor
behindd an increase of tax competition. With regard to the concept of tax competition,
thee Report describes its two different forms. Good or acceptable tax competition is
saidd to stem from the differences in the countries' tax systems due to their differing
domesticc fiscal policies and encompasses all tax measures complying with
internationallyy accepted standards.105 In other words, tax measures are considered
acceptablee whenever they are expression of the countries' tax sovereignty and are
meantt to attract new and genuine investment or to favour the development of
depressedd areas suffering from specific disadvantages.
1022

The Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering ("FATF"), which currently comprises 31 countries, was
establishedd by the G-7 Summit in Paris of July 1989 to study measures to combat money laundering. For a
descriptionn of its main works and the issue of a black list of targeted countries, see especially S. Sieker, Offshore
financialfinancial centers and 'Harmful tax competition': The developments, Worldwide Tax Daily, 2001, 19-22. See also th
OECDD Observer, "Name and shame" can work for money laundering, 19/10/2000, available online at
http://www.oecdobserver.org// news.
ï033
The Financial Stability Forum ("FSF") is composed by G-7 countries and other countries, as well as
representativess of the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the OECD, and other international financial
institutionss and organisations. Its main goal is to ensure stability of financial markets and its works include the
rolee of offshore financial centres featuring ring-fenced regimes and bank secrecy, which have also been included in
aa black list see in detail Sieker, cii.
i°** The 1998 Report was released on 27-28 April 1998 and is also available on the OECD web site. This paragraph is
basedd on my article published in Intertax, 12/1998, cit. For a description and analysis of the 1998 Report, see a.o.: J.
Owens,, Curbing harmful tax competition - Recommendations by the Committee on Fiscal Affairs, in Intertax 8-9/1998, p.
230;; A. W. Wrigth, Review: OECD Harmful Tax Competition Report falls short, Tax Notes International, 17/8/1998, p.
461,, E. Osterweil, In defense of the OECD Report on harmful tax competition, Tax Notes International, 21/9/1998,
p.895,, J. Francke, The 1998 OECD Report on harmful tax competition: Just right, Tax Notes International, 28/9/1998, p.
979;; D. E. Spencer, OECD Report cracks down on harmful tax competition, journal of International Taxation, 7/1998;
K.. B. Brown, Harmful tax competition: The OECD view, 32 George Washington Journal of International Law and
Economics,, 1999, p. 311.
' «« OECD 1998 Report, p. 15.
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Whenn turning to the concept of "harmful" tax competition, the 1998 Report becomes
indeedd rather confusing and puzzling for the lack of a definition of what is 'harmful'
ass opposed to 'acceptable.' This must be construed by putting together several pieces
scatteredd throughout the Report. It seems that harmful tax competition is to be
understoodd as a country's exploitation of the interaction of the tax systems "by the
enactmentt of special tax provisions which principally erode the tax base of other
countries."1066 A synonym for harmful tax competition is the term "poaching", which
occurss when "the spillover effect on the other countries is not a mere side effect,
incidentall to the implementation of a domestic tax policy", but "the effect for one
countryy to redirect capital and financial flows and the corresponding revenue from
thee other jurisdictions by bidding aggressively for the tax base of other countries."107
Thee following forms of potential harm are indicated as likely to be caused by special
taxx incentives falling in this category:108 distortion of investment flows; threat to the
integrityy and fairness of the tax systems; discouragement of taxpayers' compliance;
redesignn of the appropriate balance between revenue and public spending; shift of tax
burdenn to other bases, namely labour and consumption; increase of administrative
andd compliance costs.109 In short, the 1998 Report poses the accent on the subjective
aspectt of harmful tax competition related to a country's policy and intention for the
enactmentt of a certain regime (see Chapter 1, at 1.2.4 and 1.2.6).
Ass to the scope of the 1998 Report, the introduction points out that it only covers
"geographicallyy mobile activities, such as financial and other service activities,
includingg the provision of intangibles."110 Therefore, special tax incentives directed at
manufacturingg activities and more in general at foreign direct investment fall outside
itss scope. Chapter 2 of the 1998 Report contains a fundamental distinction between
OECDD member (and high-tax non-member) countries' harmful tax practices
(hereinafter:: "HTP") and non-member countries to be labelled "tax havens," which
togetherr fall into the said broad concept of harmful tax competition.
Thee concept of tax haven is not defined in the 1998 Report because it "does not have a
precisee technical meaning."111 However, the Report refers to countries "that are able to
financee their public services with no or only nominal income taxes and that offer
themselvess as places to be used by non-residents to escape tax in their country of
residencee (so-called reputation criterion)" and that "raise significant revenues from
theirr income tax but whose tax system has features constituting harmful tax
competition/'1122 Therefore, tax havens are perceived as being actively engaged in the
it»» OECD 1998 Report, p. 16.
™™ OECD 1998 Report, p. 16.
1088
OECD 1998 Report, p. 16.
1099
See on the point Wright, rif., at 462. With respect to the definition of "harmful" tax competition the author
referss to the introduction of the 1998 Report (p. 8), which reads: "the Report is intended to develop a better
understandingg of how .... harmful tax practices affect the location of financial and other service activities, erode
thee tax bases of other countries, distort trade and investment patterns and undermine the fairness, neutrality and
broadd social acceptance of tax systems generally." Furthermore, the author cites the following part of the Report
(p.. 14): [harmful tax practices] "induce potential distortions in the patterns of trade and investment and reduce
globall welfare ... may alter the structure of taxation (by shifting part of the tax burden from mobile to relatively
immobilee factors and from income to consumption) and may hamper the application of progressive tax rates and
thee achievement of redistributive goals."
noo OECD 1998 Report, p. 8.
I"" OECD 1998 Report, p. 20. On this point, see also Wright, cit., at 462, and M. Dionne, Tax Havens - An
Introduction,Introduction, in Tax Notes International, 17/8/1998, p. 430.
ii22 OECD 1998 Report, p. 20.
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erosionn of other countries' taxable bases and unwilling to be involved in the process to
combatt harmful tax competition.
Thee second category encompasses HTPs by OECD countries collecting a significant
levell of revenue from individual and/or corporate income tax but whose tax systems
"havee preferential features that allow the relevant income to be subject to low or no
taxation." 1133 The Report is concerned that tax revenues of these jurisdictions are
jeopardisedd by the existence of both tax havens and high-tax jurisdictions' HTPs.
Unlikee tax havens, these (OECD) countries are perceived to be more inclined to cooperatee in the fight against harmful tax practices as long as their competitors agree to
doo the same. In order to identify tax havens and HTPs within its scope, the 1998
Reportt lays down four key criteria similar or equal for both categories:114
i))
"no or only nominal taxes" for tax havens; "no or lower effective tax rates" on
thee relevant income (i.e. from mobile activities) with regard to HTPs due to a low
nominall rate or a narrow definition of the tax base or a combination of them;
ii))
"no substantial activity" for tax havens, Le. availability of a tax regime without
requiringg a certain rriinimum presence in that jurisdiction, which gives rise to socalledd 'booking centres'; "ring-fencing" with regard to HTPs, i.e. insulation from
thee rest of the economy due to its availability exclusively to non-resident taxpayers
orr to transactions concluded with non-residents;
iii))
"lack of effective exchange of information", namely bank secrecy legislation
andd administrative practices preventing the supply of relevant information on
taxpayers'' activities and funds;
iv))
lack of transparency due to favourable administrative practices under which
taxx authorities issue rulings without publishing the required (objective)
conditions,, grant them on a discriminatory basis or not consistently with statutory
taxx law, or fail to enforce tax provisions (e.g. adopt a lax audit policy).
Inn addition to these key factors, the 1998 Report identifies a number of additional
criteriaa to single out harmful tax competition (i.e. tax havens and HTPs in OECD
countries: :
•• regimes providing for an artificial definition of the tax base, including: a)
provisionss narrowing the tax base; b) unconditional rules for the avoidance of
doublee taxation, such as full credit and unrestricted participation exemption; c)
deductionss for deemed expenses; d) rules allowing the formation of special
reservess and provisions; e) computation of the taxable base under the cost-plus or
resale-minuss methods or other non-transparent notional methods deviating from
OECDD standards;
•• failure to comply with internationally accepted (i.e. OECD) transfer pricing rules,
suchh as: a) calculation of adjustments on narrow bases; b) inappropriate use of
advancee rulings; c) use of "safe harbour" prices or margins;
•• adoption of the full exemption method for relieving international double taxation
onn foreign-source income (i.e. including passive income).

1133

OECD 1998 Report, p.19.
"<< OECD 1998 Report, pp. 21 ff. The 1998 Report breaks down the four key criteria and the other criteria indicated
beloww in two categories with respect to tax havens and preferential tax regimes of non-haven jurisdictions, but
theyy largely coincide and are grouped together in the text.
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Thee 1998 Report also sets out other criteria to identify harmful tax competition that
seemm superfluous because they are already implied by the aforementioned ones.115
Lastly,, the Report points out that the assessment on the harmful character of a certain
measuree must consider the following effects caused by its implementation:116
•• mere relocation by taxpayers of an already existing investment with a view to take
advantagee of the preferential regime rather than generation of new investments;
•• creation of new activities commensurate with the size of the investment or the
incomee obtained;
•• lack of motivations for an investment other than the exploitation of the favourable
taxx measure.
Thee 1998 Report was adopted by OECD Member countries with the abstention of
Luxembourgg and Switzerland.117 In their final statements, they lamented that it was
partiall and unbalanced as to its limited scope to financial activities and to the use of
thee criterion of bank secrecy legislation. In the former respect, Luxembourg praised
thee broader scope of the Code of Conduct and the more general EU approach to deal
withh harmful tax competition. In the latter respect, both countries stressed that the
remedyy sought by the OECD to push for exchange of information and the repeal of
bankk secrecy legislation ruling out alternative means like withholding taxes was
unacceptablee on the grounds that it was contrary to the need to protect taxpayers'
dataa and confidentiality considered fundamental by these countries. However, a mere
abstentionn rather than a formal veto by Luxembourg and Switzerland meant that the
adoptionn of the 1998 Report at OECD level would still be valid, the only effect being
thatt these two countries would not be bound by the Report.
4.8.33 Countermeasures recommended by the 1998 Report and the "Forum on
Harmfull Tax Practices"
Thee 1998 Report recommends several remedies to counter HTPs and tax havens in its
Chapterr 3. Interestingly, it makes clear that "whilst many of the measures proposed
aree addressed towards counteracting the effects of both tax havens and harmful
preferentiall tax regimes, the emphasis placed on the appropriate response may
differ."1188 This suggests that even though the proposed countermeasures are
recommendedd towards both OECD and non-member countries as well as tax havens,
thee approach might be milder with regard to the former and tougher with regard to
thee latter. The Report sets out a total of 19 non-legally-binding recommendations
brokenn down into three categories dealing with (i) domestic laws of the Member
countries,countries, (ii) tax treaties, and (iii) international co-operation.119
1155

See OECD 1998 Report, pp. 32 ff. These superfluous criteria are: a) possibility for a taxpayer to negotiate the tax
ratee or tax base with the local tax authorities; b) existence of secrecy legislation, including bank secrecy,
anonymouss debt instruments or bearer shares; c) existence of regimes favouring purely tax-driven transactions
andd involving no substantial activity.
"66 OECD 1998 Report, pp. 34-35.
1177
See the statementss contained in Annex II to the 1998 Report, the Luxembourg one at 73-75 and the Swiss one at
76-78. .
1188
OECD 1998 Report, Para. 96. See also Paras. 151 and 158-159 of the 1998 Report, which support the conclusion
indicatedd below in the text (see also at 4.8.4. and 4.8.5).
1199
The 19 recommendations are contained in the OECD 1998 Report, pp. 40 ff. See the critique by G. M. Melo,
TaxationTaxation in the global arena: Prezxnhng the erosion of national tax bases or impinging on territorial sovereignty, 12
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Thee first group of recommendations regards countermeasures to be adopted under
domesticc legislation and includes: introduction (or amendment) of controlled foreign
corporationss (CFC) and foreign investment funds (FIF) legislation to cover HTPs of
(OECD)) countries and tax havens; restriction on the application of the participation
exemptionn and similar mechanisms to relieve international economic double taxation
withh respect to dividends distributed out of profits enjoying HTPs or originating in a
taxx haven; foreign income information reporting rules; transparency and objectiveness
off the conditions for the issuance of advance rulings by a country's tax administration;
consistentt application of transfer pricing legislation; access to banking information.
Thee recommendations in the second category call for tax treaties to contain: adequate
provisionss on exchange of information, or more efficient and effective use of existing
provisions;; strict exclusion provisions and limitation on benefits rules; a
comprehensivee commentary clearly explaining the contracting states' internal antiavoidancee doctrines and rules applicable to treaty provisions; and termination of tax
treatiess concluded with tax havens.120
Thee third category of recommendations is meant to enhance international cooperationn in order to counter harmful tax competition and to adopt a comprehensive
coordinatedd strategy under the auspices of the OECD. In particular, Recommendation
No.. 15 provides for the creation and establishment of a "Forum on Harmful Tax
Practices"" (hereinafter: the "Forum") composed of representatives of OECD countries
andd whose main task is the actual implementation of guidelines on how to deal with
harmfull tax practices to be drafted by it.121 The 1998 Report clarifies that the Forum is
aa subsidiary body of the Organisation's Committee on Fiscal Affairs, its effectiveness
shouldd be reviewed after five years from its establishment and every three years
thereafter. .
Thee main task of the Forum is the supervision on the implementation of the standstill
andd rollback provisions envisaged by the guidelines annexed to Recommendation No.
15.. These guidelines set forth that (OECD) countries must refrain from adopting new
harmfull tax measures within the meaning of the Report or from broadening the scope
off already existing ones in their legislation or administrative practices (standstill), and
thatt they must review their existing harmful tax practices with a view to repeal or
amendd the ones caught by the Report (rollback). A list of such measures was due to be
drawnn up by the end of the year 2000, and their actual repeal should be completed by
Aprill 2003. Extension of harmful regimes would possible up to the end of 2005 under
grandfatheringg provisions in favour of taxpayers benefiting from them before 31
Decemberr 2000.122 The other tasks of the Forum are listed in Recommendations No. 16
throughh 19.123 In particular, the Forum is supposed to: a) issue a list of "tax havens"
withinn the meaning of the Report by the end of the year 2000; b) engage in dialogue
withh non-member countries, namely the tax havens; c) undertake and develop the
studyy and discussion on other topics relating to harmful tax competition.124
Internationall Law Review, 2000, p. 183.
See in particular the OECD "Draft Contents of the 2002 Update to the Model Tax Convention", 2 October 2001,
att http://www.oecd.org,, especially Paras. 10.1-10.2 and Para. 21, entitled "Provisions which are aimed at entities
benefitingg from preferential tax regimes."
1211
OECD 1998 Report, pp. 52 ff.
1222 OECD 1998 Report, p. 56.
1233 OECD 1998 Report, pp. 57-61.
1244
The areas for further study include domestic legislation denying deductions for payments made to tax havens
1200
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4.8.44 The 2000 Report on harmful tax practices and the list of tax havens
Inn fulfilment of the 1998 Report, the OECD came up with a second report "Towards
Globall Tax Co-operation - Progress in Identifying and Eliminating Harmful Tax
Practices"" in June 2000 (hereinafter: "2000 Report").125 The 2000 Report, again
approvedd with the abstention by Luxembourg and Switzerland, is divided into four
partss containing a summary of the work carried out since the 1998 Report, the
progresss with regard to HTPs of Member countries and tax havens, and the way
forwardd in the OECD project.
Thee work with regard to OECD countries relied on a self-review of their potentially
HTPss by each country as well as a peer review under the coordination of different
studyy groups within the Forum. In the end, a total of 47 potentially HTPs was singled
out,, covering income from financial and insurance activities, 'headquarters' and other
intra-groupp centres7 functions, the shipping area, and a residual category of
miscellaneouss regimes. Among EU Member States' tax regimes analysed above under
thee Code of Conduct and the Primarolo Report, the OECD 2000 Report blacklists the
Belgiann coordination centre regime, the Belgian, the French, and the Netherlands
servicee and distribution centre regimes, the Netherlands CFM, the Netherlands and
Luxembourgg finance companies and finance branches regimes, the Irish IFSC and the
Madeiraa ZFM. Interestingly, these regimes are still considered potentially harmful,
requiringg further study on their economic effects and a more thorough assessment in
thee light of the criteria of the 1998 Report to ascertain which of them is actually
harmful.. For this purpose, the 2000 Report states that general guidelines (i.e. the
"applicationn notes") will be developed on how to apply in practice these criteria to
eachh of the 47 regimes.126 Eventually, the Forum on harmful tax practices will rely on
thesee application notes to draw up the final black list and recommend to Member
countriess ways to remove the harmful features of these regimes.127 The 2000 Report
confirmss that Member countries will have to repeal their HTPs included in the final
listt before April 2003 (extended to December 2005 for taxpayers enjoying them by
Decemberr 2000), failure to do so implying the imposition of appropriate defensive
measuress by other Member countries.128
Ass for tax havens, the 2000 Report blacklists 35 jurisdictions meeting the criteria of the
19988 Report and failing to have committed to comply with its principles. Moreover,
orr imposing withholding taxes on such payments; domestic and tax treaty rules defining residence for tax
purposes;; transfer pricing legislation and guidelines; thin capitalisation rules; and domestic rules on the taxation
off innovative financial instruments.
I»» The OECD 2000 Report was released on 26 June 2000 and is also available on the OECD web site at
http://www.oecd.org.. For an analysis of the 2000 Report see a.o. P. G. Vegh, Tax haven and harmful tax regime list
published,published, 40 European Taxation, 8/2000, p. 391.
1266
The 2000 Report also makes clear that holding company regimes are outside its scope due to the complexity of
thiss subject area and their interaction with tax treaties. However, it anticipates that a number of these regimes will
bee object of further study, among which the Belgian, Danish, Dutch, Luxembourg, and Spanish holding company
(rectius,(rectius, participation exemption) regimes. For this purpose, specific application notes will be developed by early
2001. .
1277
See OECD 2000 Report, paras. 10-15.
I»» OECD 2000 Report, paras. 15-16. Interestingly, para. 16 refers to para. 96 of the 1998 Report, which envisages
thee use of countermeasures also against member countries possibly with more leniency as opposed to tax havens
(seee also at 4.8.3 and 4.8.4).
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thee 2000 Report invites all these jurisdictions to make a "public commitment" to this
effectt before July 2001 inn order to avoid being included in a final "list of uncooperative
taxx havens" to be drawn up at that date (see below). The jurisdictions included on this
listt would then be subject to a number of sanctions to be implemented in a
coordinatedd way by (Member) countries. These are also included in the 2000 Report,
whichh recommends the following countermeasures with regard to transactions
concludedd with entities located in these jurisdictions:129 denial of deductions,
exemptions,, or credits relating to payments to these entities; comprehensive
informationn reporting rules for transactions involving these jurisdictions; effective
CFCC legislation; denial of domestic exceptions able to avoid the application of
domesticc sanctions; denial of the foreign tax credit or of the participation exemption
forr distributions of profits arising in these jurisdictions; imposition of withholding
taxess on payments to entities or residents located in these jurisdictions; enhancement
off audit and enforcement procedures towards domestic taxpayers engaged in
activitiess in these jurisdictions; denial of deductions and cost recovery for fees and
otherr expenses incurred in establishing or acquiring entities located in these
jurisdictions;; imposition of transactional charges for transactions concluded therein;
applicationn of any other current and future countermeasure adopted towards
(Member)) countries HTPs also against these jurisdictions' regimes.
Inn the last part, the 2000 Report stressed the need for an increased dialogue and
involvementt in the harmful tax competition project of cooperative tax havens that
havee made or will make the public commitment (see below).130 This includes their
participationn in the Forum and their contribution to the development of a model
conventionn for effective exchange of information (see at 4.8.8). Furthermore, it
recognisess that these jurisdictions will need assistance, both financial and technical, in
thee transitional period after their commitment with a view to smoothening the
possiblee negative consequences on their economies, which the OECD is ready to
provide.. Lastly, the 2000 Report calls for an involvement of the non-member
economies,, which are also affected by HTPs of OECD countries or by tax havens, to
complyy themselves with the principles of the 1998 Report and to participate in the
Forum. .
Inn order to avoid being included in the list of uncooperative jurisdictions subject to the
abovee sanctions and excluded from the Forum, the 2000 Report refers to a "public
politicall commitment" containing a 'scheduled commitment' with a timetable and
milestoness to repeal the harmful features of their tax regimes steadily but effectively.
Thee details of this public commitment have been set out in November 2000 in a
memorandumm of understanding (hereinafter: "MOU")131 meant to ensure that tax
havenss would progressively promote transparency, engage in effective exchange of
information,, and do away with regimes meeting the 'no substantial activity' criterion.
Thee salient points of the commitment as envisaged by the MOU are transparency and
1299
OECD 2000 Report, para. 35. Most of these countermeasures are the same recommended by the OECD 1998
Reportt (see at 4.8.3).
1300
OECD 2000 Report, para. 26.
i3ii OECD, Frameworkfora collective memorandum of understanding on eliminating harmful tax practices, available on the
OECDD web site in together with the cover letter sent by the OECD to all the blacklisted tax havens. See also the
Newss Release of 24/11/2000, available on the OECD web site in the news section at
http://www.oecd.org/media/release/nw00-123a.htm. .
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exchangee of information. As for transparency, it is required that information about
beneficiall owners of companies, partnerships, trusts and other entities be available to
thee local administration and that financial accounts of all these entities be drawn up
accordingg to generally accepted accounting principles and be audited or filed for all of
them.. The deadline for the implementation of these rules should be December 2002.
Withinn 2003, other non-transparent characteristics of tax haven's systems would have
too be repealed, such as the granting of secret rulings or rulings departing from OECD
(transferr pricing) principles, or the possibility to elect or negotiate the applicable the
taxx rate with the local tax authorities. With regard to information exchange, within the
endd of 2003 any relevant information should be available in criminal tax matters and
exchangedd in an effective way and without being subject to the 'dual criminality'
principle,, i.e. to the requirement that the situation investigated in the country
requestingg the information would also constitute a criminal (tax) offence in the
countryy addressee of the request. Furthermore, the MOU calls for the elimination of
anyy (legal) impediment to the submission of information, requiring that the local
authoritiess have access to bank information relevant for the criminal investigation. By
thee end of 2005, the exchange of information would have to be available in all tax
matters,, ie. with regard to the determination, assessment, collection and enforcement
off tax (referred to as "civil" tax matters). Moreover, the MOU provides that the
informationn should be granted regardless of the addressee country having an interest
inn obtaining the information also for domestic tax purposes and that there should be
neitherr practical nor legal impediments such as bank secrecy legislation preventing
thee local authorities to gather all relevant (financial) information.
4.8.55 Reactions to the 2000 Report (and the MOU) and follow-up
Thee 2000 Report and the subsequent MOU on the details of public commitment of tax
havenss generated a spate of criticism from representatives of the targeted jurisdictions
andd also of OECD member countries as well as from a number of legal
commentators.1322 The main such criticism concerned the unjustified intrusion of the
OECDD in internal affairs of sovereign countries, which were pushed to increase their
taxx rates and repeal their regimes aimed at attracting foreign investors and sustain the
locall economy. In other words, the OECD project would be contrary to basic
principless of international law and international tax law, as well as possibly to WTO
principless and resolutions approved by the UN.133 Moreover, this attempt would be
meantt to protect the interests of high-tax (OECD) jurisdictions and their inefficient
publicc administrations and large public spending programs. The fact that Member
countriess were themselves in breach of, or not prepared to comply with, the
obligationss contained in the MOU, that they were trying to unduly impose on tax
1322

See for a summary of these criticisms summarised in the text e.g.: D. I. Mitchell, An OECD proposal to eliminate
laxlax competition would mean higher taxes and less privacy, privacy, 21 Tax Notes International, 16/10/2000, p. 1799; M.
Langer,, Harmful tax competition: Who are the real tax havens?, Tax Notes International, 18/12/2000, p. 2831; B.
Zagaris,, Application of OECD tax haven criteria to member states shows potential danger to US sovereignty, Worldwide
Taxx Daily, 26/4/2001,83-2.
1333
For more details on these issues, see e.g. C. E. McLure, Globalization, tax rules, and national sovereignty, Bulletin
forr International Fiscal Documentation, 8/2001, p. 328; M. A. Warner, OECD 'harmful' tax competition move may
violateviolate WTO obligations, Tax Notes Today, 25/4/2001, at 80-6; G. Morris, The loss of sovereignty, the United Nations
andand offshorefinancialcentres, 23 Tax Notes International, 10/9/2001, p. 1297.
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havenss exacerbated these criticisms and evidenced the OECD's arrogant attitude
towardss the targeted tax havens. More specifically, as for the conditions laid down in
thee MOU with regard to transparency, it is remarkable that most Member countries
doo not require disclosure or information on ultimate beneficial owners behind each
entityy or investment, especially transparent entities and trusts. Furthermore, the
drawingg up of financial accounts and their filing and auditing are usually only
requiredd for larger companies exceeding certain thresholds, for public companies, or
forr companies performing services of public interest. With regard to exchange of
informationn in 'civil' tax matters, Member countries only exchange information in the
presencee of an income tax treaty providing for a specific clause to this effect or of
specificc tax information exchange agreements. Furthermore, a number of OECD
countriess have bank secrecy legislation in place preventing them from exchanging
informationn in all such civil tax matters, such as Luxembourg, Switzerland, Austria,
andd the US itself, where states like Alaska, Delaware, and Nevada have strict laws
guaranteeingg investors data protection and confidentiality. By contrast, the MOU
urgess tax havens to publicly and unilaterally agree to exchange tax information in
bothh criminal and civil tax matters without referring to the presence of an appropriate
instrumentt or to the need to guarantee protection of taxpayers' rights. Lastly, it is
remarkablee that the MOU calls for tax havens to remove any obstacle to information
exchangee and to make available sufficient expert personnel for this purpose whereas
mostt OECD states do lack adequate resources and personnel themselves.
AA host of criticisms also concerned the draconian sanctions 'recommended' by the
OECD,, which should only be taken against the uncooperative tax havens. Both the
19988 Report and the 2000 Report try not to emphasise the different approach in the
usee of countermeasures towards HTPs of high-tax (OECD) jurisdictions and the tax
havens,, but it is crystal clear that the harsh measures mentioned above should only be
adoptedd towards the latter. This is an unjustified discrimination, which the OECD
seekss discharge from by making it clear that it merely recommends the coordinated
adoptionn of these sanctions within the OECD framework, but that it is the Member
countriess that must implement them using their discretion "in a manner that is
proportionatee and prioritised according to the degree of harm that a particular
jurisdictionn has the potential to inflict."134 To show a positive attitude towards tax
havenss and persuade them to make the commitment in accordance with the MOU, the
20000 Report offers in exchange the possibility to make their opinions heard within the
Forumm and financial assistance for a smooth transition to a new high-tax system. This
hass spurred harsh criticisms by these jurisdictions on the grounds that the OECD
attemptss to make their economies and ultimately their sovereignty dependent on its
willingnesss and generosity to provide the promised financial and administrative
supportt and ultimately become even more powerful in determining their well-being
orr rather survival. 135
Mostt of these well-founded criticisms have forced the OECD to rethink its approach
afterr the release of the 2000 Report and of the MOU. Perhaps the most important
factorr in this respect was the changed approach by the US administration, which
13** See the OECD 2000 Report, para. 33.
It is estimated that some tax havens targeted by the OECD would experience a GDP loss of as much as 25%: see
Mitchell,, at, also reporting a number of other criticisms by representatives of tax havens.
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acknowledgedd the need to respect other countries' (tax) sovereignty and to avoid
interferingg with their fundamental decisions concerning the setting of tax rates or the
framingg of their special (ring-fenced) tax regimes linked to the adoption of the
territorialityy principle of taxation and having substantial positive effects for their
economies.1366 As a consequence, the US stressed the importance to refocus the whole
effortt merely on transparency and exchange of information, but ensuring that the
mainn flaws and inequities implied by the MOU would be eliminated. At the same
time,, the tax havens started an active cooperation among themselves, which was
sanctionedd at a meeting in January 2001 also attended by OECD officials and which
pavedd the way for a more powerful involvement in the OECD project and a changed
relationshipp with the OECD and its Member countries.137
4.8.66 The 2001 Progress Report and the milder approach of the OECD
Thee most recent Report on harmful tax competition was released by the OECD in
Novemberr 2001 (hereinafter: "2001 Report").138 It outlines the progress made since the
20000 Report with regard to both OECD countries' HTPs and tax havens and clearly
showss a changed approach as a result of the new US strategy and the above criticisms
too the 2000 Report and the MOU. This is also acknowledged by the 2001 Report, which
statess that "the dialogue between the OECD Members and the tax haven jurisdictions
hass resulted in the OECD having a better understanding of the concerns of the
jurisdictionss regarding the commitment process."139
Ass to HTPs of Member countries, the 2001 Report devotes only two paragraphs to the
progresss work.140 It indicates that the OECD is still drafting the 'application notes' on
howw to identify their actual harmful regimes and how to amend them consistently
withh the 1998 Report and the 2000 Report (see also at 4.8.4). For this purpose, the 2001
Reportt also stresses the importance of further involving the business community and,
inn particular, the Business Industry Advisory Committee (i.e. the "BIAC").141 Details
onn the progress on the application notes and their implementation in the Member
countriess are said to be the focus of future reports to be published by the OECD. One
noticess that the application notes were already mentioned in the 2000 Report, where it
wass indicated that they would be published in early 2001. Not only does the 2001
Reportt not contain them, but it also does not mention the timing for their publication,

1366
The change in the US approach coincided with the presidential elections in late 2000 in which a republican
administrationn was elected, which had different views from its predecessor democrat administration. See on this
fromm C. Scott U.S. Treasury Secretary calls U.S. position on OECD tax harmonization drive a 'complicated question',
Wordlwidee Tax Daily, 26/2/2001,34-1; U.S. Congressman Owens calls for U.S. government to rescind support of OECD
taxtax competition initiative, Worldwide Tax Daily, 28/2/2001, 41-1; U.S. Treasury Secretary says OECD tax haven
crackdowncrackdown is out of line, Worldwide Tax Daily, 10/5/2001, 92-1; O'Neill explains U.S. position on tax havens, mon
launderinglaundering in new G-7 letter, Worldwide Tax Daily, 18/6/2001, at 117-1.
1377
See e.g. R. Goulder, New coalition strikes back at OECD tax haven campaign, Tax Notes International, 11/12/2000,
p.. 2650; R. Goulder, OECD, blacklisted tax havens reach landmark agreement, 90 Tax Notes International, 15/1/2001,
p.. 297; International Tax and Investment Organization (TTIO), Release on OECD's tax initiatives and global tax forum,
Worldwidee Tax Daily, 25/6/2001,122-39.
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«« OECD, The OECD'S Project on Harmful Tax Practices: The 2001 Progress Report, 14/11/2001, available on the web
sitee at http://www.oecd.org. This and the following paragraph are based on my paper The OECD 2001 Progress
ReportReport on harmful tax competition, published in 42 European Taxation, 1/2002, p. 41.
™™ OECD 2001 Report, para. 23.
noo OECD 2001 Report, paras.. 12 and 13.
1411
See also the criticism by the BIAC in A business view on tax competition, 40 European Taxation, 8/2000, p. 421.
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genericallyy referring to new progress reports to be issued in the future. The
impressionn is that the 2001 Report is deliberately avoiding focusing on the progress
workk in Member countries due to problems faced in this respect (see below).
Thee main focus of the 2001 Report is the work related to tax havens, in particular those
blacklistedblacklisted in the 2000 Report failing to make the public political commitment in
meantimee (see at 4.8.4). Of the 35 jurisdictions blacklisted in the 2000 Report, only 12
hadd made such commitment to be taken off the "list of uncooperative jurisdictions"
upp to the release of the 2001 Report. As a resultt of the OECD's changed approach to
engagee in discussions and negotiations with each tax haven, the 2001 Report contains
fourr important changes aimed at encouraging the remaining blacklisted jurisdictions
too make the public political commitment. Three of these changes have to do with the
timingg of the commitment and the release of the final list of uncooperative
jurisdictions,, while one has to do with the substantive criteria used by the OECD to
singlee out tax havens.
Thee changes concerning the timing extend the deadlines set in the 2000 Report in
orderr to grant an additional period to blacklisted tax havens to make the
commitmentss and then implement them. In particular, the 2001 Report sets 28
Februaryy 2002 as the new deadline for making commitments, seven months later than
thee previous deadline of 31 July 2001, and announces that the final list of
uncooperativee jurisdictions will be issued shortly thereafter. The 2001 Report also
providess for a longer period for tax havens to gradually eliminate the harmful features
off their tax regimes by 31 December 2005. Another modification concerns the timing
forr applying the 2000 Report's defensive measures against the uncooperative
jurisdictionss failing to make the commitment, which under the 2001 Report are not
applicablee any sooner than their application to OECD countries failing to repeal or
amendd their blacklisted HTPs.
Thee most significant change set out in the 2001 Report is the dropping of the "no
substantiall activity" criterion to identify uncooperative tax havens.142 The Report
indicatess that the reason for this is the difficulty in ascertaining when and whether
locall activities are substantial, a difficulty which had already been anticipated in the
19988 Report. However, one may guess that the real reason is linked to the criticisms
thatt its application meant an infringement of tax havens' sovereignty, with potentially
negativee consequences on their economies if their regimes caught by it were to be
repealed.. As a result of these changes, the OECD uses three main criteria to identify
taxx havens. The criterion of no or low effective tax rates is still used, but it is
consideredd a mere "gateway criterion" needed to assess whether scrutiny of the other
twoo criteria is necessary. Therefore, the 2001 Report focuses on the two remaining
criteriaa of lack of transparency and lack of effective exchange of information, object of
thee public commitment by tax havens to prevent inclusion in the final list of
uncooperativee jurisdictions, and contains some changes as compared to the MOU.143
Withh regard to transparency, the 2001 Report stresses the need to do away with secret
advancee rulings and the possibility to negotiate applicable tax rates with the tax
1422
As a result of this change, the jurisdictions already committed to eliminating the harmful preferential tax
regimess are no longer bound to amend the regimes caught by this criterion. Nevertheless, the OECD welcomes tax
havens'' commitments also aimed to eliminate tax regimes that violate this criterion.
i*33 The details on transparency and exchange of information object of the public commitment are included in the
OECDD 2001 Report, paras. 37 and 58.
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authorities.. This should ensure a fair and consistent application of tax law to all
taxpayers,, with no possibility for the local administration to grant hidden incentives
too certain taxpayers only. The 2001 Report also reiterates the need to set adequate
bookkeepingg standards and to require financial statements to be filed or audited, but
unlikee the MOU it allows exceptions with respect to de minimis transactions or to local
entitiess exclusively engaged in local activities and with no foreign ownership,
beneficiaries,, management, or other involvement. As for effective exchange of
information,, the 2001 Report confirms that information should be made available in
bothh criminal and civil tax matters. It again calls for adequate administrative
proceduress whereby the local authorities are provided with the necessary legal
instrumentss to gather the requested information and are well trained and efficient
enoughh in this respect. This also entails the abolition of banking secrecy laws and
accesss by the tax havens' authorities to information on the beneficial ownership of
locall entities and other relevant financial information, possibly in collaboration with
locall banks and other financial institutions. Unlike the MOU, the 2001 Report
explicitlyy points out that confidentiality of taxpayers must be safeguarded and
informationn should exclusively be used for the purpose for which it was requested,
therebyy preventing 'fishing expeditions' by high-tax countries' tax authorities.
Furthermore,, it provides that for exchange of information in civil tax matters the
requestingg country must always indicate whether the requested jurisdiction has an
interestt to gather mat information also for domestic tax purposes. The 2001 Report
alsoo states that a working group of OECD Member countries has been set up to
developp an appropriate legal instrument to achieve effective exchange of information
withinn this framework, also involving the committed tax jurisdictions (for the
outcome,, see at 4.8.8).
Thee 2001 Report also confirms that the OECD will help committed jurisdictions to deal
withh the potential negative economic consequences of the changes in their tax systems
ass a consequence of the commitment. For this purpose, the OECD will work in close
cooperationn with the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank to enter into
adequatee financial assistance programs. In the attempt to secure increased
administrativee cooperation and achieve an effective information exchange, the OECD
alsoo confirms its administrative cooperation and support to the committed
jurisdictionss in the effort to strengthen and improve their local tax administrations.
Lastly,, the 2001 Report restates the application of the coordinated defensive measures
laidd down in the 2000 Report towards the jurisdictions failing to make the public
commitmentt by the new deadline of 28 February 2002 in accordance with the above
changes,, again pointing out that countries retain discretion as to whether or not to
implementt them, and if so, to make them proportionate and aimed at undoing only
thee harmful effects of the targeted tax regimes/jurisdictions.
4.8.77 Comments on the 2001 Report and its flaws
Thee 2001 Report clearly reflects the changed approach by the OECD as a result of the
changedd US policy and the harsh criticisms by the tax havens. Even though it does
makee some improvements in its drive against harmful tax competition, it still does not
addresss satisfactorily all of the criticisms and still suffers from a number of underlying
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problems.. First, the political clash among OECD Member countries entails a limited
politicall support for its project. This is mainly shown by the fact that two more OECD
countries,, Belgium and Portugal, have abstained from approving the 2001 Report.
Theyy have joined Luxembourg and Switzerland, which had confirmed their
abstentionn to this Report after abstaining from the approval of the 1998 Report and the
20000 Report. With regard to the 2001 Report, the Luxembourg delegation stated that it
"iss further away from the goal of combating harmful tax competition with respect to
thee location of economic activities" and Switzerland confirmed that "its 1998
abstentionn applies to any follow up work undertaken since 1998.144 The OECD tried to
playy down these abstentions by affirming that Luxembourg and Switzerland have
alwayss actively cooperated in the process to counter harmful tax competition and that
Belgiumm and Portugal still adhere to the previous Reports of 1998 and 2000, and that a
meree abstention is not as important as a veto, which would have stalled the whole
process.. However, one would expect that the Portuguese and Belgian abstentions had
too do with the inclusion in the 2000 Report's black list of their special tax systems, i.e.
thee Madeira ZFM and the preferential regimes for coordination centres, distribution
centress and service centres for Belgium. It does not seem a coincidence that a number
off special regimes implemented by Luxembourg and Switzerland have also been
includedd in the list of preferential tax regimes contained in the 2000 Report, as well as
thee OECD crusade against (their) bank secrecy laws. These abstentions are needed by
thee four Member countries to claim that they are not bound by any of the OECD
Reportss either from a legal or from a political point of view, and thus to avoid having
too repeal or amend their blacklisted tax regimes.
Thee fact that these four Member countries will not feel compelled to repeal their listed
preferentiall tax regimes by the April 2003 deadline is likely to upset both Member
countriess and non-OECD countries. The former will consider it unjust to have to
repeall their own blacklisted preferential tax regimes (and possibly also force their
dependentt or associated territories to do so) while four fellow Member countries
refusee to do so. This may well lead to retaliation either by not going ahead with the
repeall or amendment of their regimes or by imposing strict countermeasures (also)
againstt the four non-compliant Member countries. As for the non-OECD jurisdictions,
theyy feel that the failure of the OECD to force its own Member countries to abide by
thee 1998 Report and the 2000 Report does not justify the push to repeal or amend their
taxx regimes in conformity with the same Reports. These jurisdictions also fear that
theyy would lose out to the four abstaining OECD Member countries, since their
onshoree tax regimes would likely attract capital and investment shying away from the
taxx havens' offshore regimes that comply with the OECD standards.
Ass for the tax haven work, the openings of the 2001 Report with regard to the
extensionn of deadlines and the timing for the application of the defensive measures
againstt uncooperative jurisdictions simultaneously with OECD countries do not seem
sufficientt to accommodate all the criticisms to the 2000 Report and the MOU. The fact
thatt the harsh countermeasures contained therein are exclusively applicable to tax
havenss and that the defensive measures towards OECD countries would be milder,
beingg limited to the application of domestic anti-avoidance legislation already in place
(e.g.. CFC regimes) and political peer pressure, seem objectively unjustified The
' «« OECD 2001 Report, footnote 1, p. 4.
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OECDD argues that harsher measures are needed in situations in which more harm is
caused,, like in the case of tax havens. However, this has led to further resentment
amongg tax havens as they feel discriminated against by the large OECD players in the
areaa of sanctions as well as in other areas. Eventually, Switzerland, Luxembourg, and
possiblyy Belgium and Portugal face milder, less effective sanctions than the ones
imposedd on mem, if at all. Last but not least, notwithstanding the changes adopted by
thee 2001 Report, the OECD is still pushing tax havens to comply with standards that
nott all the OECD countries are prepared to comply with themselves, such as full
transparencyy of their tax systems and an effective exchange of information in both
criminall and civil tax matters as well as the repeal of bank secrecy laws.
Alll the above (unresolved) issues with regard to both OECD countries and tax havens
makee the OECD's statements in the 2001 Report that the "objective of the tax haven
workk remains to obtain commitments from as many of the jurisdictions as possible"
andd that hopefully "it will not be necessary to issue a list" of uncooperative
jurisdictions1455 seem very optimistic indeed.
4.8.88 The new black list, the Model Convention on information exchange, and the
wayy forward of the OECD project
Afterr the release of the 2001 Report, virtually nothing happened up until the new
deadlinee of 28 February 2002 neared. Apparently, the flaws just described prevented
uncommittedd tax havens to feel compelled to adhere to the OECD project. At that
date,, only 16 out of the 41 originally targeted jurisdictions had made public
commitments.. Considering that 2 jurisdictions had been removed by the black list, 23
jurisdictionss were still reluctant to make the public commitment required by the
OECD,, despite the concessions of the 2001 Report.146 Surprisingly, 4 of the new
commitmentss were made just the day before the deadline, and in the days following
itss expiration there were a number of new commitments even by countries adamantly
opposedd to the OECD project.147 The OECD released the amended black list of
"uncooperativee tax havens" on 18 April 2002, which contained only 7 jurisdictions out
off the 35 jurisdictions included in the 2000 black list.148
Whatt is the reason for this sudden success of the OECD project and the adherence of
soo many jurisdictions to it? Apparently, it was not their fear to be subject to the

i*55 OECD 2001 Report, para. 33.
•** See C. Scott, As OECD tax haven deadline passes, 23 countries hold out, Worldwide Tax Daily, 1/3/2002,41-7.
" 77 See C. Scott, More tax havens commit to OECD project days after the deadline, Tax Notes Today, 11/3/2002,94-1272.
Forr an update of the jurisdictions committed and the text of their commitment, see the OECD web site
http://www.oecd.org/daf/fa/harm_tax.. The case of Panama is emblematic, as this country made its public
commitmentt in April 2002 after even threatening to retaliate against OECD Member countries and other
jurisdictionss that would impose the sanctions recommended by the OECD for blacklisted uncooperative
jurisdictions.. Such threat culminated in a proposed legislation providing for three main retaliatory measures to be
adoptedd by Panama, among which a 40% withholding tax on all payments or remittances to banks or financial
institutionss established in the said countries. The draft law was contained in the Anteproyecto deleyde deleyde retorsion # 47
dede 2001, "Por el cual se toman medidas de retorsion para defender la economia nacional de medidas unilaterales
discriminatoriasdiscriminatorias contra la Repüblica de Panama."
1488
The 7 blacklisted countries are: Andorra, Liechtenstein, Liberia, Monaco, the Marshall Islands, Nauru, and
Vanuatu.. See the OECD web site, which contains the list and the statement on the uncooperative tax havens by the
OECDD Fiscal Affairs Committee Chair, Gabriel Makhlouf. See also R. Goulder, OECD updates tax haven bladdist,
claimsclaims progress in in curbing harmful tax competition, Worldwide tax daily, 19/4/2002, 76-2.
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defensivee measures, but rather the new last-minute concessions made by the OECD to
preventt a complete failure in spite of its milder approach endorsed in the 2001 Report.
Thee two main concessions, reflected in the latest public commitments, were that: (i)
taxx havens would no longer be bound by the commitment in the event that all OECD
memberr countries did not themselves comply with the same standards, and in case of
theirr failure to do so that they would be subject to the same coordinated
countermeasuress originally envisaged only for tax havens, and (ii) tax havens would
participatee in the Forum on harmful tax competition on an equal and full access basis.
Whatt this boils down to is an apparent failure of the OECD project, at least as
originallyy intended by the Organisation. Even though OECD officials claim success in
gettingg several jurisdictions to make the public commitment as a result of its changed
approachh and to accept transparency and exchange of information in both criminal
andd civil tax matters, an impartial observer cannot be impressed. The feeling is that in
thee absence of the new concessions, which testify a dramatic scaling back as compared
too the OECD initial attitude, the whole project would have been immediately buried
byy the Organisation as a result of the growing number of dissenting countries within
thee OECD (i.e. the 4 abstaining countries plus, mildly, the USA) and the inability to
persuadee the targeted offshore jurisdictions to adhere to it. By granting these
concessions,, it seems that the OECD has merely gained some more time to try and
convincee its reluctant Member countries to finally comply with the standards set out
inn the most recent Report and eventually reach a global compromise within the Forum
(seee below).
Att the moment, nobody may predict whether the OECD finally succeeds in this
extremelyy difficult task. While the limitation of the focus of the harmful tax
competitionn project to transparency and exchange of information with an active
involvementt by all tax havens is to be welcomed as it no longer implies an
interferenceinterference with their tax sovereignty on the setting of tax rates and on
implementationn of (ring-fenced) regimes meant to attract foreign investment, there is
stilll a long way to find a global compromise. The main issues concern the details of
thee exchange of information and of the dissenting jurisdictions' domestic bank secrecy
lawss protecting individuals' privacy and investments. The conflicting interests at
stakee are the need to cooperate in money-laundering and criminal tax matters
implyingg tax evasion with the need to avoid 'fishing expeditions' by high-tax
jurisdictions'' tax authorities seeking to obtain any sort of taxpayers' private
informationn without a specific allegation or investigation of tax evasion or other
"civil"" tax matters.149 As for bank secrecy, the situation is even more complex since the
countries'' need to prevent money laundering and tax evasion must be weighed
againstt the need to avoid hurting the financial services industry with burdensome
compliancee obligations or unreasonable requests, as well as to protect wealthy
individualss from domestic political and/ or financial turmoil.150 In their commitments,
taxx havens have accepted to exchange information with regard to criminal tax matters
1499

In these cases, there is also the need to ensure confidentiality on the information submitted and protection of
taxpayers'' rights embodied in several countries' constitutions, such as due process clauses or the taxpayers' rights
off defence or of being heard.
1500
Banking secrecy laws are crucial to protect wealthy individuals from extremist governments (e.g. attempts by
dictatorshipss to seize their assets) or from other possible adverse situations (e.g. kidnappings and other crimes
againstt them to obtain their money).
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evenn without the 'dual criminality' principle, and with regard to civil tax matters even
iff they do not have a domestic tax interest to obtain the information. However, they
requiree that there be sufficient criminal allegations or evidence of a civil tax
investigationn to exchange the information and that specific safeguards to taxpayers'
privacyy and to the prevention of the unauthorised disclosure or use of such
informationn be put in place.
Thee OECD has released shortly after the new black list a Model tax information
exchangee agreement (hereinafter: "TIEA") in the framework of its harmful tax
competitionn project fundamentally incorporating the principles on transparency and
exchangee of information set out in the 2001 Report (and in the tax havens'
commitments)) and seeking to accommodate the above conflicting interests.151 The
Modell TIEA was developed by a working group of the Forum comprising
representativess of both Member countries and committed tax havens in response to
thee 1998 OECD Report's criterion of "the lack of effective exchange of information."152
Itt consists of a bilateral and a multilateral version depending on the number of
countriess party to it and of a Commentary of each provision annexed to it.
Thee Model TIEA applies to both criminal and civil tax matters, with different dates for
itss entry into force with regard to the former (i.e. 2004) and to the latter (i.e. 2006)
consistentlyy with the deadlines set by the 2001 Report. It endorses the repeal of the
'duall criminality' principle and of the requirement that the country to which the
informationn is requested must have a domestic tax interest in obtaining that
informationn (see Art. 5 (1) and (2)). It also adequately protects taxpayers' rights and
providess safeguards meant to ensure confidentiality and prevent unjustified
informationn requests and use (see especially Arts. 5 (5), 7 and 8). For this purpose, the
TIEAA allows the addressee country to decline a request in a number of circumstances
(seee Art. 7), which could also be used by certain countries to render ineffective the
agreement.. However, bank secrecy laws, although not explicitly prohibited by the
TIEA,, are in fact banned as countries part of an agreement commit to exchange also
thee relevant (financial) information held by banks and financial institutions (Art.
5(4)(a))) and are prevented from declining a request on the grounds of the presence of
thesee laws.153 Lastly, the Model TIEA provides for a mutual agreement procedure
betweenn the countries' competent authorities to solve issues undennining the effective
applicationn of the agreement (see Art. 13). This provision might be useful especially
forr controversies on the access to information (e.g. issues on bank secrecy laws) or on
deniall of requests based for instance on public policy reasons.
Thee OECD Model TIEA represents a fundamental step towards cooperation and
informationn exchange in tax matters between OECD countries and tax havens. The

1511 OECD, Agreement on exchange of of information on tax tax matters, released on 18 April 2002 and available on the OECD
webb site at http://www.oecd.org/EN/document/0„EN-document-0-nodirectorate-no-12-28532-0,00.html.
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The OECD Model TIEA was developed by the OECD's Global Forum Working Group on Effective Exchange of
Information,, which included representatives from OECD countries and tax havens such as Aruba, Bermuda,
Bahrain,, Cayman Islands, Cyprus, Isle of Man, Malta, the Netherlands Antilles, some of which had already
enteredd into bilateral TIEAs with the USA
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See in particular the Commentary to the OECD Model TIEA on Art. 5(4)(a), especially its Para. 46, which states
thatt bank secrecy legislation does not form part of the public policy {ordre public) able to justify a decline in
providingg the information under Art. 7(4). Furthermore, its Para. 48 refers to the OECD 2000 Report Improving
accessaccess to bank informationfortax purposes to state that information held by banks may be obtained either directly or
indirectly,, and in the latter case that the process must not be time-consuming or constitute an impediment to
obtainingg the information.
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factt that a number of representatives from the latter jurisdictions actively participated
inn its drafting suggests that there might be political consensus to its adoption by
severall such jurisdictions. However, there are still unresolved issues undermining the
successs of the OECD project, the most important one being bank secrecy legislation.
Ass seen above, the Model TIEA presupposes that countries do away with it, which
apparentlyy OECD countries such as Switzerland and Luxembourg and tax havens
suchh as the blacklisted jurisdictions are not prepared to do at the moment. Perhaps, a
closerr coordination of this OECD project with concurrent efforts by the OECD itself154
andd by other organisations such as the EU (namely, in the area of the savings
directive,, see at 4.2.1),155 the FATF, and the FSF (see at 4.8.1), which also aim at
(progressively)) repealing bank secrecy, might eventually lead to a global
compromise.1566 It is true that these projects mainly focus on the fight against money
launderingg and (partly) on tax evasion and not on civil tax matters. However, they all
havee in common the objective to lay down similar standards for the exchange of
information,, they all rely on the cooperation among several jurisdictions, and they all
distinguishh between cooperative and uncooperative jurisdictions.157
Anotherr issue faced by the OECD project will be the major effort needed to get as
manyy countries as possible to sign bilateral or multilateral TIEA conventions and to
makee them work effectively. Furthermore, it may take long for all countries, both
OECDD and non-OECD, having these agreements in place to provide themselves with
thee necessary financial and administrative resources for this purpose. In the end, the
successs is likely to depend on the OECD's ability to keep up with its promises by
constantlyy speeding up this process and providing cooperative jurisdictions with the
necessaryy financial and administrative assistance, while at the same time persuading
uncooperativee OECD countries and tax havens to repeal their bank secrecy laws and
joinn the exchange of information network. Only if an overall political compromise is
reachedd will the OECD effort likely to achieve the 2001 Report's objective to create a
fairr and level playing field among all countries, OECD and non-OECD, rich and poor,
largee and small.

1544
It is remarkable that the Commentary to the OECD Model TIEA explicitly refers to the OECD project on bank
secrecyy culminated with the Report Improving access to bank information for tax purposes, released on 12/4/2000: see
previouss footnote. On this project and its updates, see on the OECD web site at
http://www.oecd.org/daf/fa/evasion/accesbankinf.htm. .
1555
For the EU project against money laundering, see the Commission Proposed Directive COM (1999) 352 final, OJ
C1777 E, 27/6/2000, p. 14, the Council's common position in OJ C36, 2/2/2001, p. 24, and the Commission Opinion
inn COM (2001) 330 final, Brussels 13/6/2001.
is** On the FATF and FSF projects and the need to coordinate their efforts, see e.g.: Sieker, tit.; C. Gnaedinger, IMF,
WorldWorld Bank arrive at tax policy, money-laundering statements, Tax Notes Today, 1/5/2001, 48-7; B. Zagaris, Initiatives
byby OECD, Financial Action Task Force on Money laundering at critical junctures, Worldwide Tax Daily, 12/6/2001,
113-9.. See also C. Gnaedinger, EU tax policy expert expresses satisfaction with U.S. 'harmful' tax competition position,
Worldwidee Tax Daily, 3/7/2001,128-2.
1577
See in this respect also the interview to J. Owens, Towards world tax co-operation, OECD Observer, 5/7/2001,
availablee on the web site at http://www.oecdobserver.org/news. One must also consider that the chances of
successs of these projects, especially the FATF one, have significantly increased after the dramatic terrorist events of
latee 2001.
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4.99 Concluding remarks on the EU and the OECD projects to counter harmful tax
competition n
AA final analysis of the EU and OECD projects to counter harmful tax competition and
thee possible future developments must focus on their relationship and differences.
Thee OECD 1998 Report stressed the broad compatibility of the two projects as well as
theirr mutual reinforcing character, but also stated that "the Committee considers that
eachh Organisation is responsible independently for the interpretation and application
off its respective instruments".158 This statement refers to the different political
frameworkk as well as to the different nature and powers of the OECD and the EU, the
formerr being an intergovernmental body of mainly developed countries and lacking
powerr to issue legally-binding acts towards its Member countries, the latter being a
supranationall body aiming at a wide integration between a smaller number of
countriess in the geographical area of Western Europe (and shortly also Central and
Easternn Europe) and entrusted with far-reaching powers to adopt legally-binding acts
towardss its Member States.
Thee scope of the EU project is wider than that of the OECD as it covers corporate
taxationn as a whole, whereas the latter is limited to income from mobile (i.e. financial)
activities.. The Primarolo Report and the 2000 Guidelines have further widened this
differencee by targeting also general participation exemption and other holding
companyy regimes, whereas the OECD 2000 Report specifically excludes these
regimess from its scope even though it calls for their separate evaluation in the fight
againstt harmful tax competition. By contrast, the scope of the OECD project is
geographicallyy more extended because this Organisation encompasses more
countriess and has involved several non-OECD tax-haven jurisdictions. The EU
projectt embraces EU Member States and (to a lesser extent) their dependent and
associatedd territories, even though it also attempts to extend its geographical reach to
otherr non-EU countries.
Ass for the criteria used by the EU and the OECD to identify harmful tax regimes, they
aree broadly the same. The main difference concerns the criterion of exchange of
informationn and bank secrecy laws, which in principle is used by the OECD only. In
practice,, however, also the EU has shown its commitment to force Member States to
progressivelyy give up their bank secrecy laws and promote full exchange of
informationn in its fight against (money laundering and) tax evasion, which should
eventuallyy lead them to progressively dismantle these laws by the year 2010.
Moree important are the differences with regard to the approach chosen to counter
harmfull tax competition and the chances of success of the EU and OECD projects.
Interestingly,, the OECD 1998 Report stated that "the review procedure reflects the
differentt institutional frameworks within which each Organisation operates" and "the
EUU Code is part of a Package of measures whereas the OECD Guidelines are
accompaniedd by 19 detailed Recommendations relating to specific issues of harmful
taxx competition."159 Looking at it retrospectively, it seems that the OECD 1998 Report
alreadyy anticipated implementation problems as compared to the Code of Conduct.
Thee latest developments concerning the OECD project confirm the lower political
1588

OECD 1998 Report, Introduction, p. 11.
' »» OECD 1998 Report, Introduction, p. 11.
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supportt for this project, which already caused a dramatic change in approach and a
limitationn of its focus to transparency and exchange of information since the release of
thee 1998 Report and the 2000 Progress Report (and the MOV). However, if successful
thee outcome of the OECD project is to be welcomed as it will imply (desirable) tax
competitionn worldwide and leave mostly intact small countries' tax sovereignty while
providingg effective instruments to counter tax evasion (and money laundering) and
avoidancee worldwide, especially through the new Model Convention on exchange of
informationn in tax matters.
Thee most recent developments concerning the EU project confirm that the progress
madee within the Union has been significant, despite the difficulties surrounding the
directivee on savings and the uncertainty on its final approval. Regardless of the
outcomee of the Package and the implementation of the other two elements, it is clear
thatt Member States are taking appropriate steps to repeal or amend their blacklisted
regimess in a way compatible with the Code of Conduct (and the Primarolo Report),
possiblyy also due to the pressure imposed by the Commission's simultaneous use of
thee Treaty state aid rules against some of these blacklisted regimes. This may
graduallyy persuade all Member States to do away with special harmful tax incentives
andd compete transparently through their 'benchmark' tax systems in order to attract
investment,, which will benefit the internal market as a whole and will contribute to
preservee the fundamental Treaty objectives. This is also shown by the significant
politicall support for the EU project, despite the lack of binding force of the Code of
Conductt and its relating documents (i.e. the Primarolo Report and the 2000
Guidelines). .
AA more general conclusion one can draw is that the new EU strategy in direct tax
matters,, which pursues tax coordination in certain areas through political
commitmentss and soft law instruments subject to peer pressure, is proving to be
effective.. Apparently, Member States feel more comfortable with these commitments
thann with legally binding acts enforceable before the ECJ. This underscores that in
politicallyy sensitive areas like corporate taxation a soft approach based on negotiation
andd political bargaining may prove successful in reaching results unimaginable to
reachh through legal instruments requiring consensus of all Member States. This does
nott mean that the EU project will certainly achieve its goal to curtail harmful tax
competitionn within the Union while promoting desirable tax competition among
Memberr States' general tax systems, as the Code of Conduct, the Primarolo Report,
andd the 2000 Guidelines contain several flaws and inconsistencies that must still be
eliminatedd or at least reduced. Whatever the outcome, though, the progress and the
resultss achieved so far are remarkable to say the least, especially if one considers how
scepticallyy this project and the release of the Code of Conduct were originally greeted
byy a number of politicians, legal and economic scholars, as well as representatives of
thee business community.
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CHAPTERR 5 - UNILATERAL COUNTERMEASURES AGAINST HARMFUL TAX
COMPETITIONN AND EU LAW

5.11 Introduction and scope
Thiss chapter analyses the compatibility with EC law of countermeasures available for
Memberr States against other (EU) countries' harmful tax measures. It first describes in
generall what the main such countermeasures are, distinguishing between special (or
targeted)) and general countermeasures. It then focuses on the compatibility of the
describedd countermeasures with the EC Treaty as well as with EC secondary law as
interpretedd by the European Court of Justice (hereinafter: "ECJ" or the "Court") case
law.. The last two sections deal with the issue of the application of countermeasures
againstt tax regimes authorised or not assessed under the Treaty (fiscal) State aid rules
a n d / o rr falling within the scope of the Code of Conduct (and blacklisted by the
Primaroloo Report).
Thiss chapter only addresses unilateral countermeasures to undo harmful tax
competition,, that is uncoordinated measures adopted by the various Member States
individually.. Bilateral remedies contained in tax treaties as well as multilateral or
globall approaches to counter harmful tax competition will be covered in the next
chapterr on the main policy options to eliminate or minimise this phenomenon (see
Chapterr 6, section 6.3). What is also outside the scope of this chapter is the issue of the
compatibilityy of unilateral countermeasures with tax treaties, which goes beyond the
objectt of this research (on this issue, see briefly at 5.4.1.5).
5.22 Description of most common unilateral countermeasures to undo harmful tax
competition n
5.2.11 Overview
Thiss section briefly describes the main unilateral countermeasures available for
Memberr States inter alia to undo or reduce the effects of harmful tax regimes
implementedd by other Member States.1 The countermeasures are divided into general
versuss specific (or targeted) countermeasures. The former are measures contained in
aa Member State's 'benchmark' tax system and apply mdiscriminately as a
consequencee of an explicit tax policy pursued by that country. The latter are measures
specificallyy targeted at a reduction or elimination of the harmful effects of certain

11
Some of the measures analysed in this chapter have been touched upon in Chapter 4, especially in sections 4.3,
4.6,, and 4.8. The latter section deals with the OECD project on harmful tax competition, which focuses on
countermeasuress against harmful tax practices especially in the 1998 OECD Report and in the 2000 OECD Report
(seee at 4.8.3 and 4.8.5). For an in-depth analysis of both specific and general countermeasures covered in this
chapter:: Cahiers de droit fiscal international. Limits on the use of low-tax regimes by multinational businesses: current
measuresmeasures and emerging trends, Proceedings of a seminar held in San Francisco in September 2001 during the 54th
Congresss of the International Fiscal Association ("IFA"), Vol. 86b, 2001 (hereinafter: "IFA 2001 Report"); European
Associationn of Tax Law Professors ("EATLP"), Tax competition in Europe, 3 rd annual conference held in Lausanne
onn 7-8 June 2002, whose general report written by Prof. W. Schön and the national reports are available on the
Association'ss web site at http://www.eatlp.org (hereinafter: "EATLP 2002 Report").
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competitivee tax regimes in effect in other (EU) States mainly used by domestic
taxpayerss to minimise the internal tax burden on foreign-source (EU) income.
Ass will be seen, this categorisation is important for the actual evaluation of the
compatibilityy of countermeasures with EC law, which is different to a certain extent.
Thiss chapter focuses at first on the specific countermeasures due to their common use
andd the fact that they are specifically targeted at harmful tax competition. It then
dealss with the general countermeasures (also) able to counter other (EU) countries'
harmfull preferential tax regimes.
5.2.22 Specific (or targeted) countermeasures: CFC legislation and restriction of
deductibilityy of payments to low-taxed entities
Thee most common and probably effective countermeasure against harmful tax
competitionn is a comprehensive Controlled Foreign Corporation (hereinafter "CFC")
legislation. 22 The broad aim of this legislation is the prevention of income shifting and
achievingg tax deferral by resident taxpayers through the use of a foreign corporation
subjectt to low or no taxation abroad. Under most CFC regimes, taxpayers resident in
high-taxx countries are obliged to report currently (i.e. at the end of each fiscal year)
theirr pro rata portion of profits derived by the foreign corporation and are taxed on
themm year regardless of an actual profit distribution. In essence, CFC rules serve to
applyy the home neutrality principle by countries using the credit method mostly only
withh regard to foreign passive income earned by resident taxpayers.
Below,, there will be an analysis on the compatibility of CFC regimes with EU law
fromm a twofold point of view. The first concerns their application to resident
companiess holding EU subsidiaries entitled to preferential EU regimes. The second
concernss their application to domestic companies controlling a non-EU tax haven
entityy through an intermediate EU subsidiary not itself caught by the CFC rules.
AA second set of specific (or targeted) countermeasures is usually closely linked to
CFCC legislation. They provide for a denial of a deduction from domestic income for
anyy payments (e.g. fees, interest, royalties, etc.) effected by resident companies to
entitiess or recipients established in low-tax countries. 3 Usually, these countries are the
samee as those targeted by CFC legislation. The denial may apply either exclusively if
thee payment is made between related parties or regardless of the degree of control
betweenn them. In some cases, these regimes allow the domestic taxpayer to submit
evidencee that the payments arise in connection with a genuine transaction concluded
pursuantt to real business reasons. Once again, the issue regards the compatibility
withh EC law of the application of this type of countermeasures to domestic entities
residentt in a Member State and making payments to EU entities. The compatibility
assessmentt in this chapter will focus on CFC legislation, but the same analysis and
considerationss hold true also for these countermeasures.

22
For a thorough comparative explanation of CFC legislation, see B. J. Arnold, 77K Taxation of Controlled Foreign
Corporations:Corporations: an International Comparison, Canadian Tax Foundation, 1986. See also the Report by the O
ControlledControlled Foreign Company Legislation, Paris 1996; D. Sandler, Tax Treaties and Controlled Foreign Corpora
PushingPushing the Boundaries, Kluwer 1998; and the IFA 2001 Report and the EATLP 2002 Report, cited in previous
footnote. .
33
For a survey of the (EU) countries in which this specific countermeasure applies, see especially the IFA 2001
Report,, at, and the EATLP 2002 Report, cit.
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5.Z33 General countermeasures: Denial of participation exemption (for EU
subsidiaries)) and other statutory anti-abuse rules
AA first general unilateral measure to counter the harmful effects of beneficial tax
regimess is the denial of the participation exemption by EU countries adopting this
methodd to relieve international economic double taxation (on this issue, see in detail
Chapterr 4, section 4.6). This countermeasure must be considered general as it is part
off the 'benchmark' tax system to relieve international double taxation. Unlike CFC
legislation,, it does not specifically target certain countries or certain countries' tax
regimess but it applies generally if the required conditions for the application of the
participationn exemption are not met.
Withinn the EU, a majority of Member States currently uses the participation
exemptionn method for dividends (and in some cases capital gains) distributed by a
subsidiaryy to its resident parent company.4 Under most systems, the application of
thee exemption is subject to a number of conditions, the most common of which are: (i)
aa certain ininimum ownership percentage in the subsidiary; (ii) a certain minimum
taxationn on the underlying profits distributed by the subsidiary in its jurisdiction (i.e.
thee subject-to-tax requirement); (iii) the requirement that the foreign subsidiary has
sufficientt substance and/ or does not derive mainly or exclusively passive income;5
(iv)) the requirement that the resident parent performs certain functions and control
(e.g.. is actively involved in the management) with respect to the foreign subsidiary.6
linkedd to the denial of the participation exemption, there may be a provision denying
thee deductibility of costs incurred by the domestic corporation and relating to its
foreignn participations, which is necessary to prevent the potential erosion of the
domesticc taxable base of the parent company's Member State.7
Thee issue in this case is the compatibility of the denial of the participation exemption
withh EC law. In particular, it is well possible that under some EU countries' tax
systemss the participation exemption does not apply to e.g. Madeira 'ZFM' companies,
44

On this issue of the participation exemption and anti-abuse measures, see also in detail Chapter 4, at 4.3.6 and in
sectionn 4.6. On the denial of the participation exemption under Netherlands law, see at 4.6.2 (and below in the
text).. On the Luxembourg's denial of the participation exemption, see at 4.6.4.
55 Interestingly, Austria has enacted an anti-abuse provision denying the participation exemption based on a
combinationn of criteria (ii) and (iii). In particular, the credit method applies where the foreign subsidiary mainly
earnss passive income subject to low taxation (i.e. less than 15% tax), and in addition its shareholders are not
mostlyy foreigners: see F. P. Sutter, Austrian national report on tax competition in Europe, EATLP 2002 conference, at,
att 4, also stressing that the latter criterion has raised criticism on the harmfulness of the Austrian participation
exemptionn at EU level and has most probably caused its blacklisting by the Primarolo Report.
66
See in detail Chapter 4, in Section 4.6. In some cases condition (ii) is structured in conjunction with CFC
legislationn so that the participation exemption does not apply if the foreign subsidiary distributing the dividends
iss located in a black- or grey-listed country (this is the case of the recently introduced Italian participation
exemptionn (see e.g. C. Caumont and R. Franzé, Participation exemption for inbound dividends and anti-tax-haven rules,
411 European Taxation, 5/2001, p. 187). This kind of system might be considered a hybrid one, since it is both
generall and specific due to its application to certain countries included in the list However, even in this case this
measuree must be considered predominantly general because the lists are a practical tool to apply the general
systemm of application of the participation exemption. Instead, the special countermeasure is the CFC regime,
whichh relies on the use of such lists.
77
This is the case in the Netherlands, whose non-deductibility provision is currently under scrutiny by the ECJ for
itss potential infringement of the rules on the freedom of establishment and/or of capital movement: see Case
186/01,, Bosal Holding BV, BV, pending, and also Chapter 4, at 4.6.2 For a preliminary comment on this case and more
inn general on this issue, see F. Snel, Non-Deductibility of Expenses Relating to the Holding of Foreign Participations:
PreliminaryPreliminary Ruling RequestedfromEC], European Taxation, 10/2001, p. 403; B. J. M. Terra and P. J. Wattel, Euro
TaxTax Law, Fed, 2001 (hereinafter: "Terra & Wattel"), at 92-94.
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Luxembourgg '1929 Holding companies', Belgian 'Co-ordination Centres', Irish IFSC
companies,, etc. (on these regimes, see Chapters 3 and 4).8 In these cases, dividends
(andd capital gains) might be fully taxed in the hands of the recipient parent with a
creditt possibly granted for the underlying (corporate) taxes paid by the subsidiary on
thee profits out of which the dividends are paid.
Inn addition to the above, there exist a number of general statutory anti-avoidance
measuress which vary depending on a country's tax system (i.e. of common or civil
law)) as well as on all the facts and circumstances of the case.9 One general, but very
fact-dependentt method for the tax authorities to prevent tax avoidance is to use the
residencee provisions of domestic tax law to assert that a foreign company established
inn a low-tax jurisdiction is effectively managed from its territory and therefore is
residentt in that country for tax purposes. In practice, these provisions are not used
veryy often as it is very hard for a country's tax authorities to gather the necessary
evidence,, especially since taxpayers nowadays use sophisticated tax planning
techniquess difficult to attack on these grounds.10
AA more common anti-avoidance tool used by tax adrninistrations are general antiabusee rules ("GAAR"). In civil law countries, these are contained either in the civil or
inn the tax law and are meant to disregard transactions concluded by domestic
taxpayerss with foreign (EU) entities entitled to preferential tax treatment where the
onlyy or predominant goal of these transactions is the minimisation (i.e. avoidance) of
domesticc taxes and they lack genuine business purpose. In common law countries,
'sham'' or 'step' transaction doctrines are used to the same effect, mainly to disregard
transactionss having the only purpose of avoiding taxes or to disregard the existence
itselff of the entity benefiting from a special tax regime. In the EU, several countries
applyy GAARs to counter tax avoidance, such as Germany,11 Austria,12 and Italy.13

88
It is interesting to note that the Netherlands Supreme Court recently ruled that the use by a Netherlands
companyy of an Irish IFSC entity for finance activities may not be considered abusive as the Netherlands company
mayy achieve a similar low-tax result through the use of the CFM regime: see Hoge Raad, 8/2/2002, BNB 2002/118,
§3.10. .
99
For a broad overview on the main general countermeasures, see e.g. B. J. Arnold and M. J. Mclntyre, International
TaxTax Primer, Kluwer, at 69 ff., and more in detail the IFA 2001 Report, at., and the EATLP 2002 Report, at., and the
nationall reports contained in both reports.
100
In order to avoid residence issues companies resident in high-tax jurisdictions take a number of precautions
withh regard to the foreign subsidiary, such as appointing local directors and providing enough substance (e.g.
officee facilities and (part-time) staff) locally.
111
Sec. 42 of the General Tax Act applies to disregard the existence of foreign entities lacking economic purpose
andd merely set up to avoid German taxation, and its consequence is the attribution of their income to the German
residentt taxpayer. For a thorough comment on the state of affairs in Germany, see J.D. Kramer, Tax Avoidance, Tax
Evasion,Evasion, and Tax Fraud - German National Rules, Tax Notes International, 27/8/2001, p. 1085, and J. Hey, Nationa
reportreport on tax competition in Europe - Germany, paper submitted for the EATLP 2002 conference, at 21-23, available on
thee web site at www.eatlp.org, also stressing that the German Bundesfinanzhof has ruled that Sec. 42 supersedes
Germann CFC legislation in case of overlap.
122
Sec. 21 of the Austrian Federal Tax Code endorses a substance-over-form approach under which the actual
economicc purpose rather than the formal appearance of a certain transaction must be taken into account to
establishh whether abuse of Austrian tax law is afoot. The subsequent Sec. 22 provides that Austrian tax liability is
determinedd according to the real economic purpose, disregarding the transaction as the case may be: see Sutter,
AustrianAustrian national report on tax competition in Europe, EATLP 2002 conference, at., at 2-3.
133
In Italy, tax avoidance is countered either through the general Civil Code concept of simulation, similar to the
'shamm transaction' doctrines, or through an anti-avoidance provision included in Art 37 bis of the Assessment Tax
Act,, which applies to a number of specified transactions concluded with a view to avoiding Italian tax: see a.o. D.
Busettoo and A. Russo, Italy - Final controlledforeigncompanies legislation enacted, 41 European Taxation, 1/2001, p.
32,, at 33 (note 4).
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Thee analysis on the compatibility of these general (counter)measures with EC law is
importantt because of the frequent attempts by EU states' tax authorities to use them
alsoo in an EU context.
5.33 EC Treaty Freedoms and Counter-measures
5.3.1.. Introduction
Thiss section describes the main EU law provisions affecting the applicability and
validityy of Member States' countermeasures against (harmful) preferential tax
measuress of other Member States. As will be seen in the compatibility analysis, these
provisionss are contained in both primary and secondary EU law (i.e. in the Treaty
andd in EC Directives). The former do not specifically deal with tax law but embody
fundamentall principles of EC law (e.g. the fundamental freedoms and the loyalty
principle).144 The latter do focus on tax law but their relevance is more limited due to
theirr specific purpose in the context of a specific directive (i.e. the Mutual Assistance,
thee Parent/Subsidiary, and the Merger Directive).
Thiss section focuses on the Treaty provisions on the fundamental freedoms. In
particular,, the rules on the freedom of establishment and on the free circulation of
capitall will be illustrated, with reference to the relevant case law of the ECJ. These
freedomss are both crucial in detennining the compatibility of countermeasures
againstt harmful tax competition with EU law. The analysis in this section also touches
uponn the other two freedoms (i.e. of circulation of workers and of provision of
services)) and more general EU law issues (e.g. abuse of EC law), which all affect the
compatibilityy assessment.
5.3.22 Freedom of establishment and Member States' anti-abuse (tax) laws
5.3.2.11 Arts. 43-48 EC Treaty: freedom of primary and secondary establishment
Thee Treaty provisions mostly applied in the corporate tax area are the ones on the
freedomm of establishment, which are contained in Arts. 43 through 48.15 They
establishh the right for nationals of a Member State, both self-employed and
corporations,, to establish themselves into another Member State. In particular, Art. 43
reads: :
".... Restrictions on the freedom of establishment of nationals of a Member State in the territory of
anotherr Member State shall be prohibited. Such prohibition shall also apply to restrictions on the
setting-upp of agencies, branches or subsidiaries by nationals of any Member State established in
thee territory of any Member State. Freedom of establishment shall include the right to take up
andd pursue activities as self-employed persons and to set up and manage undertakings, in
particularr companies or firms..."
144

On the application of the Treaty rules on the fundamental freedoms and of the loyalty principle, see Chapter 2,
respectivelyy at 2.3.2 and 2.2.3.
155
On the freedom of establishment and its applicability in direct tax matters, see especially Terra & Wattel, cit, at
300 ff.; A. J. Martin Jimenez, Toxvards corporate tax harmonization in the EC, Kluwer 1999; J. Wouters, 77K principle of
non-discriminationnon-discrimination in European Community Law, EC Tax Review, 2-1999, p. 98; F. Vanistendael, Tax re
Europe:Europe: The impact of non-discrimination, European Taxation, 1-2/2000, p. 3.
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Art.. 48 states:
"Companiess or firms formed in accordance with the law of a Member State and having their
registeredd office, central administration or principal place of business within the Community
shall,, for the purposes of this Chapter, be treated in the same way as natural persons who are
nationalss of Member States".

Thee right of establishment includes both primary and secondary establishment. The
formerr entails the possibility for nationals of an EU country to undertake an economic
activityy in another EU State directly or through a local entity, which also includes as a
corollaryy the right to establish residence therein. The latter implies that EU nationals
cann exercise an economic activity also in another Member State through a local legal
entity,, which can be an agency, a branch, or a subsidiary of the entity carrying out the
economicc activity in the residence (i.e. home headquarters') Member State.
Thee concepts of discrimination and restriction within the meaning of Art. 433 are quite
broad.166 recrimination consists of treating differently comparable situations or
treatingg alike different situations without justification.17 A restriction refers to a mere
hindrancee to the right of (primary and secondary) establishment and encompasses
measuress that, although not treating differently comparable situations or similarly
differentt situations, make more burdensome the exercise of this right in an EU
situationn as compared to a purely internal situation. These concepts include (tax)
measuress giving rise to both overt (or direct) discrimination or restriction explicitly
basedd on nationality (or origin for products and goods) and covert (or indirect)
discriminationn or de facto restriction.
Inn direct tax matters, the concept of nationality plays a limited role, the most
importantt factor being the taxpayer's residence for tax purposes. In this respect, the
ECJJ has repeatedly ruled that whenever provisions of direct tax law based on
residencee act mainly or exclusively to the detriment of foreign nationals without there
beingg a justification, they are caught by the prohibition of Arts. 43 and 48.18
Nonetheless,, restrictive or even indirectly disciirninatory measures (based on
residence)) may be enacted if there is a justification in the form of a mandatory
requirementt of public interest overriding the need to ensure the Treaty freedom.
Theree are two sets of such justifications. The first set of 'written' justifications is
containedd in Art. 46:
"Thee provisions in mis Chapter ... shall not prejudice the applicability of provisions laid down
byy law, regulation or administrative action providing for special treatment for foreign nationals
onn grounds of public policy, public security or public health."

166
See e.g. P. Bater, Setting the Scene: the Legal Framework, European Taxation 1-2/2000, p. 8. For a comprehensive
analysiss of this issue, see K. van Raad, Non-Discrimination in Tax Law, Law, Kluwer, 1986, and the same author's 77K
ImpactImpact of the EC Treaty's Fundamental Freedoms Provisions on EU Member States' States' Taxation in Border-Crossing
-- Current State of Affairs, EC Tax Review, 4/1995, p. 190.
177
This is confirmed by a number of cases, e.g. Case 13/63, Italian Refrigerators, [1963] ECR 165; see the other case
laww cited by Bater, rif,, at 8.
«« See e.g. Terra & Wattel, at., at 49. See also Case C-270/83, Commission v. Franch Republic- 'Avoir Fiscal', 28/1/86,
[1986]] ECR 273, and Case C-204/90, Bachmann v. Belgian State, 28/1/92, [1992] ECR 1-249.
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Thesee are the statutory justifications, which apply in all cases of discrimination and
restrictionn to the freedom of establishment.
Inn addition, there are 'unwritten' justifications recognised in the so-called rule of
reasonreason elaborated by the ECJ in the landmark case Cassis de Dijon.19 These are based o
mandatoryy requirements of public interest that the Court considers worthy of
protectionn even though they hinder the right of establishment. They include
consumerr protection, prevention of unfair competition, effectiveness of fiscal
supervision,, coherence of the fiscal system, protection of the environment and public
health,, promotion of culture, improvement of working conditions, and also the
preventionn of abuse of law. It is important to stress that according to EQ case law the
unwrittenn justifications under the rule of reason are only able to justify a restriction
butt not a discrimination directly or indirectly based on nationality. The reason for this
iss that a restriction does not impede the right of establishment but only imposes more
burdensomee conditions to its exercise, and thus the Court is slightly more lenient in
toleratingg it as opposed to a discrimination, which in principle can only be justified
onn the basis of the statutory justifications laid down in Art. 46. Nonetheless, especially
inn direct tax matters the Court allows - inconsistently - indirectly discriminatory
measuress (i.e. residence-based measures) to be justified by the rule of reason.20
5.3.2.22 Applicability in the direct tax area
Inn the absence of specific tax provisions in the Treaty, the EQ has repeatedly affirmed
thatt Arts. 43-48 also apply to restrictions imposed by the home state by way of direct
taxx measures against its own nationals, including companies having their legal seat
(and/orr effective management) within their territory. The Treaty freedoms guarantee
nott only market access and equal treatment in the target State, but also the right to
exitt the State of origin. As will be seen, unilateral countermeasures used by Member
Statess to undo harmful tax competition within the EU potentially constitute a home
statee restriction to the right of secondary establishment by a domestic entity into
anotherr Member State. They may also be at odds with the rules on the free movement
off capital (see at 5.3.3).
Thee Court uses three tests in its assessment of the compatibility of national (direct tax)
provisions,, including countermeasures, with Arts. 43-48 of the Treaty. They will be
analysedd separately below in particular in the light of Member States' unilateral antiabusee provisions contained in domestic (tax) law. The findings of this analysis will
thenn be applied in the compatibility analysis of their specific and general
countermeasuress with the Treaty freedoms of establishment and of capital circulation.

i»» Case 120/78, Rewe-Zentrale v. Bundesmonopolverwaltung fur Branntwein, [1979] ECR 649 (referred to as "Cassis de
Dijon"). Dijon").
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See, in particular, Bachmann, at; Case C-279/93, Finanzamt Koln-AItstadt v. Schumacker, 14/2/95, [1995] ECR I225;; Case C-391/97, Gschwind v. Finanzamt Aachen-Aufienstadt, 14/9/99, [1999] ECR 1-5451; Case C-336/96, ally v.
DirecteurDirecteur des Services Fiscaux du Bas-Rhin, 12/5/98, [1998] ECR 1-2793, and their explanation in Terra & Wattel, a
att 32 ff.
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5.3.2.33 Is the situation submitted to the Court (and the national provision
regulatingg it) covered by the scope of the Treaty?

Inn order to have access to the EC Treaty, a certain situation must involve a crossborderr activity of an economic nature. As confirmed by the Court, cross-border
situationss not arising from the exercise of an economic activity and/or lacking an
economicc nexus with the host State are denied Treaty access, being "internal
situations/'211 The Court has progressively interpreted less strictly this requirement
andd currently tends to apply the Treaty freedoms much more broadly than in the
earlyy years. With the advent of the Union and the concept of European citizenship it
hass been questioned whether the Treaty still requires a cross-border economic
situationn to be at stake for its applicability.22 Instead, it has been argued that the
generall non-discrimination principle in the Treaty, i.e. Art. 12, coupled with the
conceptt of EU citizenship would imply that the Treaty should apply in each crossborderr situation involving two Member States regardless of the presence of an
economicc purpose or merely a personal reason for the exercise of the freedoms. In
otherr words, the underlying reason for the occurrence of a cross-border situation
wouldd no longer matter as a result of these provisions. This test bears relevance also
forr the opposite case of cross-border economic situations involving a Member State
andd a third country. This would be considered an 'external' situation not falling
withinn the scope of the Treaty as it would take place outside the territory of the
Union. .
Forr our analysis, this test bears relevance in both its aspects. For the applicability of
countermeasuress (e.g. CFC rules) to entities resident in another EU State, the issue is
whetherr there is a cross-border economic situation or a purely internal situation,
especiallyespecially in those cases in which the EU entity is passive and lacks substance an
genuinee business purpose. In the case of countermeasures (i.e. CFC legislation)
applyingg to non-EU entities held through an EU intermediary entity the question
arisess as to whether there is a cross-border situation covered by the Treaty, as this
mayy be considered an external one in that the entity caught by it is located outside the
EU. .
5.3.2.44 If so, is there a discrimination or a restriction covered by Arts. 43-48 of the
Treaty? ?
Inn direct tax matters this test is important especially with regard to discriminatory or
restrictivee provisions applicable in the host state. In this respect, the Court usually
assessess the comparability of the situation submitted to it with the same hypothetical
situationn in a domestic context in order to judge whether there is a discrimination or a
restrictionn to the freedom of establishment within the meaning of Art. 43.23 As for
homee state restrictions, the Court assesses whether a certain direct tax measure does
havee the effect of hindering the right of primary or secondary establishment of a
211

See e.g. Case C-112/91, Hans Werner v. Finanzamt Aachen-Innenstadt, 26/1/1993, [1993] ECR 1-449, and Case C107/944 Asscher v. Staatsecretaris van Financien, 27/6/1996, [1996] ECR 1-3089. On the issue of access to the EC
Treaty,, see D. Weber, Applicability of the EC Treaty the first limitation of Treatyfreedoms,survey of tins limitation in tax
matters,matters, in European Taxation 8/1997, p. 295.
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233 See e.g. in Avoir Fiscal, at, and Case C-330/91, 77K Queen v. Commerzbank A.G., 13/7/93, [1993] ECR M017.
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domesticc (individual or) entity in another Member State. In this situation, the concept
off restriction focuses on any tax provision making it more difficult or burdensome for
aa resident individual or company to establish itself (or to invest) in another Member
Statee as opposed to a purely domestic situation.
Thee first case specifically dealing with home state restrictions potentially imposed by
directt tax measures to the freedom of (primary) establishment of companies in other
Memberr States was Daily Mail24 Daily Mail was a UK public limited company willing
too move its residence to the Netherlands mainly for tax reasons. However, UK law
requiredd the consent of the Treasury to move the tax residence abroad, which would
havee been granted only upon Daily Mail settling the tax claims on its hidden gains in
thee UK Daily Mail challenged this provision as an impediment to the freedom of
primaryy establishment in another Member State. Unfortunately, the Court did not
focuss on the tax aspect but rather on the corporate aspect of the issue to rule that the
freedomm of primary establishment of companies in other jurisdictions was still subject
too home state control as long as corporate law rules were not harmonised. The ECJ
concludedd that nothing prevented the UK from enacting rules to check companies'
migrationss by e.g. requiring previous Treasury consensus to transfer their residence
intoo another Member State.
Forr our analysis, what matters is that in Daily Mail the ECJ specifically stated that also
homee state restrictions fall within the scope of Arts. 43 and 48. As will be seen, the
applicabilityy of countermeasures may constitute a home State (discrimination or)
restrictionn to the freedom of secondary establishment in another Member State.
5.3.2.55 If so, is this (discrimination or) restriction justifiable on the basis of written
and/orr unwritten justifications?
Restrictivee measures imposed by the (host or) home state may be justified on the basis
off the written justifications contained in Art. 46 of the Treaty or of the unwritten
justificationn relying on the rule of reason. If it does find a justification applicable, the
Courtt assesses in particular whether the restrictive measures are: a) appropriate to
achievee the goals potentially able to justify them, i.e. due to the absence of other rules,
existingg or to be implemented, better suited for such goal(s), and b) proportionate to
theirr goal(s), i.e. due to the absence of less restrictive measures to reach the same
goal(s)) (the so-called proportionality principle).25
Below,, there will be an analysis of the most important cases dealing with home state
restrictionss in tax matters. It will cover both tax cases and non-tax cases relevant for
thee compatibility assessment. Its purpose is to summarise the main principles to be
appliedd in the assessment of the possible justifications put forward by Member States
forr the implementation of CFC regimes and general countermeasures against harmful
taxx competition (in the EU).

244 Case 81/87, The Queen v. Daily Mail and General Trust pic, 27/9/88, [1988] ECR 5483, see Para. 16, and its
explanationn in Terra & Wattel, at 68-70.
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See e.g. Terra & Wattel, at 41 ff.
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5.3.2.66 Applicability of justifications in direct tax matters: the ICI case
Thee ECJ accepts a few justifications for discriminatory or restrictive tax measures
enactedd by Member States, mainly based on the rule of reason. The most relevant
oness are the need to preserve the coherence of the fiscal system, the need to ensure
effectivenesss of fiscal supervision, and the need to prevent tax avoidance. The
justificationn of the coherence concerns the need to ensure consistency between the
grantingg of deductions and the taxation of the underlying items of income relating to
thee same situation, or vice versa the denial of deductions where there is no
subsequentt taxation of that income. It was accepted for this first time in the Bachmann
case,, but since then the Court has not yet accepted it again in the cases referred to it,
mainlyy on the basis of lack of a direct link between deduction and item of income
subjectt to taxation.26 The justification based on the need to ensure effectiveness of
fiscall controls can be invoked in cases in which a certain restrictive measure is needed
too provide the tax administration with the necessary elements to ascertain a situation
givingg rise to items of taxable income or deductions claimed by taxpayers. The Court
hass accepted it only in exceptional circumstances where for instance the Mutual
Assistancee Directive27 was no help, such as in the Futura case (see at 5.3.2.8).
Thee most relevant justification for home state restrictive tax measures for the purpose
off our analysis is the need to prevent tax avoidance. The Imperial Qiemical Industries
(ICI)(ICI) case28 contains the most notable illustration of how the Court interprets it in
directt tax matters. ICI was a UK company with a 49% stake into another UK holding
company.. This holding company owned shareholdings in 23 subsidiaries, of which 4
weree established in the UK, 6 in other EU countries, and 13 in non-EU countries.
Underr UK tax law, resident companies owning at least 90% of the shares in other
residentt trading companies were entitled to the so-called consortium relief, which
allowedd the holding company (or its shareholders) to offset the operating losses of the
residentt subsidiaries against their own income. In this case, ICI sought to offset 49%
off the losses borne by one of the 4 UK subsidiaries against its taxable income under
thee consortium relief. However, the UK tax authorities denied its application on the
groundss that the condition that no more than 25% of the subsidiaries held by the UK
consortiumm was established outside UK territory was not satisfied.
ICII claimed that this provision had the effect to hinder the establishment of
subsidiariess in other EU countries because for the consortium relief to apply the
overwhelmingg majority of subsidiaries was required to be located in the UK. The
Courtt agreed and ruled that the UK tax law provision did hinder ICTs right of
secondaryy establishment in the EU by denying consortium relief merely on the basis
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The Court is so reluctant to accept this justification that one must doubt it is still applicable in tax matters: see
Terraa & Wattel, especially at 63-64 and at 71 ff. It has also been observed that it should be formally buried by the
Courtt in view of some of its judgement: see T. Lyons, Royal Bank of Scotland: Implication for for Bachmann?, EC Tax
Journal,, 3/1999, at 166-167.
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Council Directive 77/799/EEC of 19 December 1977 concerning mutual assistance by the competent authorities of the
membermember states in the field of direct taxation, OJ L 336 of 27/12/1977, p. 15, as subsequently amended.
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Case C-264/96, Imperial Chemical Industries pic (ICI) v. Kenneth Hall Colmer (Her Majesty's Inspector of Taxes), 16
Julyy 1998, [1998] ECR 1-4695. For a thorough comment on the ICI case and its implications, see e.g.: T. H. Daniels,
TheThe freedom of establishment: some comments on the ICI decision, EC Tax Review 1/1999, p. 39; H. van den Hurk, The
EuropeanEuropean Court of Justice knows its limits (A discussion inspired by the Gilly and ICI cases), EC Tax Review, 4/1999
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off these subsidiaries being located (also) in other EU (and non-EU) countries, and
thuss it was a home state restriction forbidden by the Treaty.
Thee UK government submitted two main justifications for the denial of the
consortiumm relief: (i) the need to prevent a loss in tax revenue possibly caused by the
impossibilityy of the UK Treasury to tax profits of foreign subsidiaries versus the
grantingg of loss relief at the level of the UK companies, and (ii) the need to prevent
taxx avoidance caused by domestic taxpayers' schemes meant to shift (also) foreign
lossess to the UK entity and profits outside the UK.
Thee Court dismissed both of them. With regard to the need to prevent loss of tax
revenue,, the Court briefly referred to its previous judgements to stress that it did not
considerr it as one of the written justifications laid down in Art. 46 of the Treaty. In
thiss respect, the Court has repeatedly held that this is a purely economic aim, which is
nott enough to be encompassed in the concept of 'public policy/29
Ass for the need to prevent tax avoidance, the Court stressed that the denial of the
consortiumm relief applied in all situations without a distinction between cases in
whichh there was primarily a tax avoidance intent and cases in which this intent was
missing: :

"thee legislation at issue ... does not have the specific purpose of preventing wholly artificial
arrangements,arrangements, set up to circumvent United Kingdom tax legislation, from attracting ta
benefits,, but applies generally to all situations" (our emphasis).30

Furthermore,, it stressed that the risk of loss- and profit- shifting was also present in
casee of just one foreign subsidiary, which was allowed under UK tax law, meaning
thatt the denial of the relief was not appropriate to achieve this goal.
Fromm this case one may infer the following principles: (i) the need to prevent the loss
off tax revenue or tax base erosion cannot be invoked as written justification under the
'publicc policy7 exemption laid down in Art. 46 as this does not refer to objectives of an
economicc nature; and (ii) the need to prevent tax avoidance (i.e. wholly artificial
situations)) can constitute a valid unwritten justification, provided it is sufficiently
targetedd and is proportionate to this objective.
5.3.2.77 The Treaty freedoms, abuse of (EC) law, and national anti-abuse (tax)
measures s
Thee issue analysed here is to establish when the freedom of establishment under Art.
433 is deemed to be lawfully exercised and where is the borderline with abusive
situationss in which this freedom is exercised merely or mainly to circumvent
provisionss of domestic (tax) law.31

»» See e.g. Case 352/85, Bond van Adverteerders, [1988] ECR 2085; Case C-288/89, Gouda, [1991] ECR W007, para. 11;
Casee C-484/93 Svensson and Gustavsson v Mnistre du Logement et de l'Urbanisme, [1995] ECR 1-3955, para. 15.
300 See ICl,dt, Para. 26.
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For a detailed analysis of the issues (and ECJ case law) covered in this section, see Terra & Wattel, at 77-84. See
alsoo M. de Kleer, Towards a European anti-abuse doctrine in direct taxation?, Intertax 4/1996, p. 137, and F. Harris, The
notionnotion ofabus de droit" and its potential application infiscalmatters within the EU legal order, EC Tax Journal, 2001,
187. .
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Inn Factortame32 the issue was the compatibility with the freedom of establishment of
UKK domestic anti-avoidance legislation which imposed a number of requirements for
fishingg vessels to obtain UK registration and the right to fish within UK fishing
quotas.. Some of these requirements were that the legal and beneficial owners and the
managerss of the vessels had to be UK nationals, or in case of corporations they had to
bee owned for at least 75% by UK nationals and managed for at least 75% by UK
directors.. The main reason for this restrictive legislation was the attempt to avoid the
phenomenonn known as 'quota hopping', that is the plundering of the fishing quotas
inn UK seas by foreign-based vessels, mainly Spanish ones, lacking any connection
withh the UK territory.
Thee Court held that UK legislation was discriminatory against non-nationals by
imposingg such strict requirements for registration of their vessels in the UK registry
andd thus was caught by the ban of the then Art. 43. As for the justification put
forwardd by the UK government to prevent abusive practices via a claim of the
applicabilityy of EC law, the Court ruled that nothing prevented the UK to lay down
ass a requirement for registration that the vessel had to be operated and managed
fromm the UK territory. In this respect, the Court noted that "the concept of
establishmentt within the meaning of Art. 52 [now Art. 43] et seq. of the Treaty
involvess the actual pursuit of an economic activity through a fixed establishment in
anotherr Member State for an indefinite period." As the said requirement "essentially
coincidess with the actual concept of establishment ... it follows that those articles,
whichh enshrine the very concept of establishment, cannot be interpreted as
precludingg such a requirement."33 This case implies that the Treaty rules on the
freedomm of establishment are at stake only where there is integration by the legal or
naturall persons in a Member State's economic activity through a fixed establishment
forr an indefinite period.
Anotherr important, and apparently contrasting case for our purposes is Centros.3*
Centross was a UK company set up by two Danish citizens with a capital of GBP 100.
Itt was a non-trading company completely lacking substance in the UK and was
registeredd at the home address of some English friends of the Danish shareholders.
Centross was refused registration of a branch in Denmark by the competent
authoritiess mainly on the grounds that it was trying to effect a primary establishment
inn Denmark seeking to avoid the minimum capital requirements of DKK 200,000 laid
downn under Danish corporate law to set up local companies.35 Centros challenged
thiss refusal as incompatible with the Treaty freedom of establishment despite the fact
itt was a 'brass plate' company in the UK. Its claim was based mainly on the previous
SegersSegers case,36 in which the Court had ruled that a Member State could not deny a
322

Case C-221/89, 77K Queen v Secretary of State for Transport, ex parte Factortame ltd and others, 25 July 1991 [1991]
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See Factortame, at., Paras. 20 and 34.
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companyy director domestic social security benefits on the grounds that the registered
officee of the company was established in another Member State with no substance
andd no business activity carried on therein. By contrast, the Danish authorities
submittedd that their refusal was legitimate given the need to prevent avoidance
schemess meant to circumvent domestic minimum capital requirements, and the need
too protect creditors and other parties from a potential (fraudulent) insolvency of
Centros. .
Thee ECJ based its decision on the principles of abuse of EC law elaborated in its
previouss case law. In particular, it focused on whether Member States are entitled to
adoptt unilateral countermeasures to prevent its nationals from circumventing
domesticc legislation by exercising rights granted by the Treaty. Referring to its case
law,, the Court stated that in principle Member States have the right to take all the
appropriatee measures to this effect. However, the Court also pointed out that
domesticc courts can in principle deny Treaty benefits only in situations in which there
iss objective evidence of the abuse or fraudulent conduct of the persons concerned and
thatt their final decision must take into account the objectives pursued by the EC
provisionss concerned. In the case at hand, the ECJ found that in the absence of
harmonisationn of corporate law in the EU, EC citizens enjoyed full freedom to shop
forr the most flexible and suitable corporate legislation available in the EU.37 This view
wass backed by the Advocate General, who stressed that in a system of competition of
corporatee systems such right to pick and choose was inherent to an internal market as
aa consequence of the freedom of movement and establishment. Furthermore, the
Courtt found that in accordance with Segers the fact that Centros did not carry on any
businesss activity in the state of primary establishment (i.e. the UK) did not have any
relevancee for the application of the rules on the freedom of establishment.
Turningg to the justifications, the ECJ focused on the unwritten justifications based on
thee rule of reason. In this case, the Court highlighted that the need to protect creditors
failedd to meet the necessary standards required by its case law, noting that: (i) had the
UKK headquarters conducted an active business, the Danish authorities would not
havee denied the registration of the branch, although the same contended abuse would
havee been possible; (ii) the Danish authorities could have adopted more appropriate
andd less restrictive measures to achieve the same result; and (iii) in any event
creditorss would have been aware that they were dealing with a UK company possibly
subjectt to different rules and thus would have been able to take all precautions
deemedd necessary.
Thee EQ seems to lay down different principles in Factortame and Centros. Specifically,
inn the former it states that for the freedom of establishment to bee at stake an economic
activityy must be carried out through a fixed presence in the host State, whereas in the
latterr it rules that a mere incorporation of a (letter-box) company lacking any local
substancee in the State of primary establishment is sufficient. How do we reconcile
thesee holdings for the purpose of our analysis? In Factortame, there was an abusive
situationn in which circumvention of legislation on fishing quotas was fought by the
hostt state (i.e. the UK) looking at a number of criteria, among which the Court
recognisedd those aimed at proving the lack of economic integration in the domestic
economyy necessary to claim the right to fish in UK waters (and thus to have access to
3?? See Centros, at, Paras. 27-28.
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UKK fishing quotas). In other words, the UK anti-abuse legislation was deemed
appropriatee and (some of) its criteria well targeted to prevent circumvention of the
objectt and purpose of the (EC) legislation on fishing quotas. In Centros, the host state
(i.e.. Denmark) adopted an inappropriate and disproportionate measure against the
circumventionn of domestic corporate law on minimum capitalisation requirements,
whichh could have been achieved with a less restrictive means (e.g. the provision of an
adequatee guarantee by the company requesting to establish a branch). Unlike
Factortame,Factortame, in this case there was no issue of carrying out an actual economic ac
andd thus of being integrated in the economy of the host state (Denmark), as this was
exactlyy what Centros wanted to do. Therefore, the different principles laid down in
thee two judgements must be seen in the light of the different facts of the potentially
abusivee situations at stake, despite in both cases the establishment of companies
lackingg substance was the means used to circumvent legal rules through the
(supposed)) exercise of a Treaty freedom.38
Thee following non-tax cases shed light on this very issue, and in particular as to what
extentt it is possible to invoke Treaty provisions to (legitimately) avoid the application
off domestic anti-abuse provisions.
Inn Kefalas,39 the dispute concerned a Greek public limited company in financial
distresss whose management was taken over by a public body with the supervision of
thee competent minister under a Greek law on the administration of companies in
financiall difficulty. This law granted special powers to this public body, among
whichh the possibility to increase the capital of a company with the consent of the
ministerr and without prior approval by the general shareholders meeting. The
company'ss shareholders went to court, claiming that the capital increase decided by
thee public body was in breach of an EU directive40 which required any capital
increasee of companies to be approved by the general shareholders meeting. The
Greekk State sought to dismiss this argument under a general domestic anti-abuse
provisionn of the Greek civil code as an abusive exercise of rights granted by EC law,
damagingg the interest of the company.41
Thee ECJ referred to its previous case law stating in general that EC law cannot be
invokedd for abusive or fraudulent purposes, which does not preclude a Member State
fromm using a domestic anti-abuse provision to ascertain whether in a certain situation
theree exists an abusive intent. The ECJ also ruled that national courts must assess all
thee facts and circumstances of the case and may not apply the domestic anti-abuse
provisionss so as to frustrate the full effect and uniform application of EC law,
recognisingg that "Community law does not preclude a national court ... from
exanuningg whether ... a shareholder is seeking to derive ... an improper advantage,
388
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manifestlymanifestly contrary to the objective of that provision" (emphasis added).42 Howev
Courtt concluded that the decision of the domestic court could not be merely based on
thee fact that the company's shareholders had not used their right to preferential
subscriptionn to the capital increase or that the decision taken by the public body
provedd adequate to save the company in financial distress, a more thorough
evaluationn of all circumstances of the case having to be taken into account.
Anotherr important non-tax case for our analysis is Emsland-Starke,43 which involved
abusee of EC law connected to the granting of export refunds in the agricultural sector.
Emsland-Starkee GmbH was a German company exporting agricultural products
outsidee the EU (i.e. to Switzerland). The same products were then immediately reimportedd into Germany or in another EU country (i.e. Italy) for resale. The whole
(completelyy legal) operation was arranged because the export refund claimed by
Emsland-Starkee happened to be higher than the customs duty applicable upon reimportationn into the EU. The issue was whether there had been an abuse of rights by
Emsland-Starke,, which although fulfilling all the conditions required to receive a
refundd and not formally violating EC law, had achieved through the transaction a
resultt contrary to the purpose of the EC legislation granting the export refund.
Havingg referred to previous case law, the ECJ ruled that for an abuse of EC law to be
presentt there have to be two elements, an objective and a subjective one. As to the
former,, the Court pointed out that "a finding of an abuse requires ... a combination of
objectivee circumstances in which, despite formal observance of the conditions laid
downn by the Community rules, the purpose of those rules have not been achieved."
Withh regard to the latter, the EQ referred to "the intention to obtain an advantage
fromm the Community rules by creating artificially the conditions laid down for
obtainingg it" (i.e. the export refund).44 The Court then reaffirmed that national courts
mustt assess the existence of both elements in each specific case, the only limit being to
ensuree effectiveness of EC law.
Too sum up, in the non-tax cases Kefalas and Emsland-Starke the EQ seems to accept
domesticc countermeasures aiming to prevent circumvention of domestic (tax) law by
wayy of a resort to EC law provided that: (i) their application is carefully assessed by
nationall courts whenever there is an alleged exercise of EC legal provisions in the
lightt of their object and purpose, (ii) the abuse is objectively evidenced by the fact that
evenn though all the requirements for the application of EC provisions are formally
fulfilled,, their object and purpose are in fact frustrated, or not achieved, and (iii) there
iss a wilful intention on the part of the legal or natural person to achieve this result
throughh the artificial creation of the conditions to fulfil the said requirements.
Thee above brings us to the more general subject of whether it is possible to deduce a
consistentt anti-abuse doctrine from cases specifically dealing with the direct tax area
inn order to assess the compatibility of Member States' countermeasures with EC law.
Thee Eurowings case45 dealt with the compatibility of a provision of German tax law
withh the free circulation of services laid down in Art. 49 (ex Art. 59) of the Treaty. In
Germany,, a trade tax is imposed in general on industrial and commercial activities
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carriedd out within the country, which does not usually apply to foreign companies
providingg services from their country. In the case at hand, the airline Eurowings was
leasingg aircraft from an Irish company and paid rental fees to it. As the Irish lessor
wass not subject to German trade tax, Eurowings was subject to a more burdensome
tradee tax in Germany on the lease of these aircraft than it would have been had it
leasedd aircraft from a domestic lessor. Eurowings challenged the German trade tax
provisionn as incompatible with the Treaty freedom to provide services since it
resultedd in a higher tax liability for German taxpayers if the service provider was not
liablee to this tax in Germany due to its residence in another Member State. The EQ
foundd that the German provision on trade tax did impose a restriction to the free
circulationn of services as the German recipients of services would have had an
advantagee to prefer German providers versus foreign EU ones in order to avoid
inairringg a higher tax burden domestically.
Thee German government put forward two justifications: the need to preserve the
coherencee of the fiscal system and the prevention of distortions of competition caused
byy the German trade tax provision due to the low tax burden enjoyed by the Irish
lessorr under Irish tax law. In particular, the Irish company was entitled to the special
10%% tax rate available for eligible entities established in Shannon Airport, which had
beenn approved by the Commission under the Treaty state aid rules.46 The Court
rejectedd both justifications. Focusing on the latter, interesting for our purposes is the
E QQ statements that "any tax advantage resulting for providers of services from the
loww taxation to which they are subject in the Member State in which they are
establishedd cannot be used to justify less favourable treatment in tax matters given to
recipientss of services established in the latter State ... such compensatory tax
arrangementss prejudice the very foundations of the single market."47
Hence,, the fact that a non-resident entity enjoys a low tax burden in its country of
residencee is not an acceptable justification for imposing a harsher tax treatment meant
too indirectly compensate the lower foreign tax burden. Applied to the compatibility
analysiss of countermeasures with EC law, this means that as a matter of principle
Memberr States may not justify their use against preferential tax regimes of other
Memberr States if the resident taxpayer is doing business with a non-associated
companyy in a foreign low-tax regime, as the lessee and the lessor in Eurowings were
unrelated.. No conclusions can be drawn from the Eurowings case with regard to the
situationn of a resident taxpayer making payments to, or otherwise dealing with, a
whollyy owned or at least controlled foreign company.
Thee next question is whether this conclusion is valid in all cases or Member States are
allowedd to a certain extent to adopt unilateral countermeasures against other EU
countries'' tax regimes. In Eurowings, one must consider that most probably the Court
reachedd that conclusion since (i) the contracting parties were unrelated, and (ii) the
favourablee Irish tax regime enjoyed by the lessor (i.e. the 10% Shannon Airport relief)
hadd been approved by the EC Commission under the Treaty state aid rules.
Furthermore,, one must take into account that in Eurowings the Irish lessor was a real
companyy actively engaged in business from Ireland, meaning that there was no tax
466

On the approval of the Shannon Airport regime and more in general the 10% manufacturing relief by the
Commissionn under the state air rules, see in detail in Chapter 3, section 33.
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abusiveabusive conduct by (neither the Irish lessor nor) Eurowings. Therefore, this case does
nott imply that in all situations Member States are a priori prevented from taking
unilaterall countermeasures to undo the effects of other Member States' favourable tax
regimes,, but only that they are not allowed to do so where there is no abusive
situationn (i.e. a wholly artificial arrangement) at stake and such regimes have been
authorisedd by the Commission under one of the exemptions laid down in Art. 87 (3)
(seee in Chapter 3).
Thesee conclusions are also supported by another important tax case for our analysis,
thee Leur-Bloetn case.48 This dealt with the application of the anti-avoidance provision
containedd in the EC Merger Directive49 as transposed into Dutch tax law and applied
byy the Dutch tax authorities. Mrs Leur-Bloem was the sole shareholder and director
off two Dutch companies. She planned a merger by exchanging the existing shares in
thesee companies for those of a new Dutch holding company of which she would
becomee the sole shareholder and director. Apparently, the execution of this
transactionn was (almost exclusively) driven by the fiscal goal to horizontally offset the
lossess of the existing entities through the use of the new entity without at the same
timee incurring tax liability on the hidden gains on the participation of the companies
contributedd into the newly formed holding company.
Thee Dutch tax authorities denied Mrs Leur-Bloem the tax deferral on such latent
gainss on the grounds that no genuine merger had taken place due to the absence of
validd commercial reasons. They relied on an anti-abuse provision denying the
Directivee benefits where the merger did not entail a desirable combination of
undertakings,, and they referred to the abuse reservation laid down in Art. 11 (1) of
thee Directive. Having asserted its competence to deliver a ruling on the case despite
thee situation seemed a purely internal one, the EQ made it clear that the pure or
exclusivee goal of tax (evasion or) avoidance in a merger covered by the Directive was
too be ascertained in detail on a case-by-case basis taking into account all the relevant
factss and circumstances and not relying (only) on predetermined criteria.
Furthermore,, the ECJ stressed that this assessment should be subject to domestic
judiciall review. Lastly, the Court reasserted the need to comply with the principle of
proportionalityy also in view of the purpose of the anti-avoidance rule.
Alll in all, this case is fundamental not only to understand the Court's interpretation
onn the application of anti-avoidance legislation with regard to EC secondary law (i.e.
thee Merger Directive), but also more in general the Court's line of thinking in abusive
situations.. This is confirmed by the EQ case law on the freedom of circulation of
capital,, in which the Court specifically referred to Leur-Bloem in setting out the
conditionss under which domestic anti-abuse provisions may be justified under the
Treaty,500 implying that it is a more general expression of the Court's doctrine of abuse
off law in an EC (and domestic) context. To sum up, in the assessment of compatibility
off unilateral countermeasures with EC law the EQ will consider anti-tax-avoidance
ruless enacted by Member States compatible with the Treaty if they: (i) do not apply

«« Case C-28/95, A. Leur-Bloem v. Inspecteur der Belastingdienst/Ondernemingen Amsterdam 2,17/07/1997, [1997] ECR
1-4161.. See also O. Thommes, European Court of of Justice Decides Leur-Bloem: the First Case Regarding the Implementation
ofof the EC Merger Directive, Intertax 10/1997, p. 359.
499
Council Directive 90/434/EEC of 23 July 1990 on the common system of taxation applicable to mergers, divisions,
transferstransfers of of assets andexchanges of shares concerning companies of different Member States, OJ L 225 of 20/8/1990,
soo See the Case C479/98, Commission v Belgium, dealt with at 5.3.3.4.
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automaticallyy on the basis of predetermined factors but are based on a thorough
examinationn of the actual facts and circumstances of the individual case, (ii) are
subjectt to judicial review, and (iii) comply with the principle of proportionality (see
below). .
5.3.2L88 The principle of proportionality and direct taxation
Thee appropriateness of a restrictive (tax) (counter)measure to achieve one of the
objectivess recognised by the rule of reason is not sufficient for its compatibility with
thee Treaty. The Court also requires the measure to be proportionate with the justified
goall pursued. The proportionality test means that the restriction to the Treaty
freedomm must be necessary and not go beyond what is needed to accomplish this
goal.. The following case law shows how the Court applies this test in direct tax
matters. .
Thee Futura case51 concerned a requirement under Luxembourg tax law to have local
permanentt establishments (hereinafter: "PE") of foreign companies had to hold
bookkeepingg compliant with Luxembourg accounting principles in order to claim a
losss carry-forward. This constituted a procedural requirement making it more
burdensomee for local PEs to use their Luxembourg losses in subsequent tax years and
wass considered by the Court a restriction to the freedom of establishment. The
Luxembourgg government sought to justify this provision on the basis of the need to
ensuree the effectiveness of fiscal supervision, as it was necessary to ascertain that the
amountt of loss deductible in Luxembourg was calculated properly and was
economicallyy related to the Luxembourg activities carried out by the PE. The Court
heldd that the Luxembourg restrictive provision was not only appropriate with these
twoo goals but also proportionate as there was no other less burdensome (procedural)
meanss to achieve them. The Court based its decision on the lack of harmonisation in
thee fiscal and accounting area at EU level and the absence of other EC provisions,
namelyy the Mutual Assistance Directive, allowing the Luxembourg tax authorities to
gatherr the information needed.
Thee Vestergaard case52 concerned an alleged restriction by Danish tax law to the
freedomm to provide services contained in Art. 49 of the Treaty. Under Danish
legislation,, costs borne by companies for the attendance of professional courses by
theirr employees in foreign tourist destinations were deductible only upon proof by
thee taxpayer that the professional rather than the tourism element prevailed. This
rebuttall of the onus of proof on the taxpayer was not in place with regard to courses
attendedd in Danish tourist destinations. The main question was whether such a
differentt procedural rule constituted a restriction to the freedom of circulation of
services. .
Thee ECJ concluded that the presumption of Danish legislation was indeed a
restrictionn to the provision of services on the grounds that Danish providers were
indirectlyy favoured due to the easier deduction of the costs of domestic courses,
whichh deduction was highly uncertain for the attendance of courses in other EU
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touristt locations. The judgement was mainly based on the Danish tax authorities'
practicee to systematically deny the deduction for courses attended in (EU) tourist
destinations. .
Thee next step was the analysis of a possible justification to this restriction, which the
Courtt did by focusing on the need to ensure the effectiveness of fiscal supervision
acceptedd earlier in Futura. The ECJ rejected this justification as disproportionate with
thee need of the Danish tax authorities to gather information on the courses and to
preventt potential abuses by local taxpayers trying to deduct expenses connected to
personall rather than business reasons. The Court reasoned by referring to the
possibilityy for the Danish authorities to rely on a less burdensome instrument for the
taxpayer,, i.e. the Mutual Assistance Directive, whose very objective is to facilitate the
exchangee of information for tax purposes in cases like the one at hand. In the Court's
view,, the Danish authorities' observation that this instrument had proven virtually
ineffectivee for this purpose was not decisive because it was available to them anyway.
Thee conclusion one can draw for the purposes of our analysis is that the ECJ
considerss a rebuttal of the onus of proof in cross-border situations a restriction to the
Treatyy freedom of establishment (and also of circulation of workers and provisions of
services).. This restriction is usually not justifiable on the basis of the need to ensure
effectivee fiscal supervision because it is disproportionate in all cases in which the
Mutuall Assistance Directive applies, even if that may prove a very cumbersome way
forr the tax administration to gather the necessary information from abroad. As will be
seen,, this is important when considering the compatibilityy of CFC legislation with EC
law,, especially with regard to the exemptions to its application relying on a rebuttal
off the onus of proof on the taxpayer.
5.3.2.99 Summary
Thee ECJ case law analysed above can be summarised as follows for the purpose of
ourr analysis. Generally speaking, one has to assess whether the applicability of
unilaterall counter-measures by Member States (i) falls into the scope of the EC Treaty,
(ii)) involves a oUscrimination or a restriction within the meaning of Arts. 43-48 EC
Treaty,, and (iii) is justifiable on the basis of the written justifications contained in Art.
466 Treaty or of the unwritten justifications based on the rule of reason if a restriction
iss at stake.
Withh regard to step (i), a cross-border economic situation involving at least two
Memberr States is necessary for the Treaty to apply. In our case, if a company based in
aa Member State has a subsidiary (or a branch) in another Member State, then
generallyy the situation falls into the scope of the Treaty.
Withh regard to step (ii), the Treaty rules apply to discriminations and restrictions
causedd by the (tax) law of (both the host state and) the home state (Daily Mail, ICI).
Forr the freedom of secondary establishment to be exercised, ECJ case law does not in
principlee require that a subsidiary established in Member State other than that of its
parentt has substance in that country, nor is the goal pursued by the parent for its use
relevantt (Centros, Segers), but in abusive situations it allows Member States to check
thatt a fixed establishment within their economic reality is present in order to prevent
circumventionn of domestic law, provided appropriateness and proportionality are
respectedd (Factortame).
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Ass for step (iii) and in particular the unwritten justification of the need to prevent tax
abusee by the home state of a company exercising the freedom of (secondary)
establishment,, the ECJ case law implies the following principles:
••

••

in the absence of (corporate) tax harmonisation in the EU and in a system of
jurisdictions'' competition, companies can take advantage of the best (tax)
regimee suitable to them (Centros) and Member States cannot simply undo the
benefitss of other Member States' favourable tax regimes by imposing
compensatoryy charges, especially where these regimes comply with the Treaty,
e.g.. because they have been authorised under the fiscal state aid rules
(Eurowings); (Eurowings);
the application of unilateral anti-avoidance provisions is justified only where
they:: (i) are specifically targeted to counter abusive situations only, i.e. "wholly
artificiall arrangements" (ICI) set up to achieve results "manifestly contrary" to
thee objective of the EU law rule invoked (Kefalas), (ii) are based on a thorough
examinationn of all facts and circumstances on a case-by-case basis (ICI, LeurBloem),Bloem), proving (iii) the frustration of object and purpose of the EC rule invoked
(objectivee element, ICI, Emsknd-Starke), and (iv) the intent to obtain through
artificee advantages not intended for the economic operator (subjective element,
Leur-Bloem,Leur-Bloem, Emsknd-Starke), (v) are subject to judicial review (Leur-Bloem),
(vi)) respect the proportionality principle (Futura, Vestergaard).

5.3.33 Free circulation of capital
5.3.3.11 Arts. 56-58 EC Treaty
Thee freedom of movement of capital is laid down in Art. 56 of the Treaty, which
containss a general prohibition on all restrictions to the free circulation of capital not
onlyy between Member States, but also between Member States and third states. 53 This
provisionn is directly applicable and can thus be relied upon also by individuals
againstt Member States. This freedom covers the transfer of capital and money by a
residentt of a Member State to another Member State (or also third countries) with the
purposee of effecting an investment through any financial transaction. Its scope is
quitee broad as it includes capital contributions or the acquisition of (minority)
shareholdingss into companies as well as other forms of investment, such as the
provisionn of capital in the form of loans. For the purpose of our analysis, this
provisionn encompasses any direct tax measure implemented by Member States
hinderingg the free flow of capital connected to any investment transaction like the
oness just mentioned.
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The freedom of movement of capital has been gaining further importance over the years since the Treaty of
Rome.. The current rules are based on a number of directives approved to implement such freedom, especially the
Fourthh Directive 88/361/EEC of 24 June 1988, and the rules of the Maastricht Treaty, which endorsed the
principless contained in these directives and introduced some new provisions, such as the exceptions contained in
Art.. 58. On the free circulation of capital, see in particular K. Stahl, Dividend taxation in afreecapital market, EC Tax
Review,, 4/1997, p. 227; M. Peters, Capital movements and taxation in the EC, EC Tax Review, 1/1998, p. 4; M.
Sedlaczek,, Capital and Payments; the Prohibition of Discrimination and Restrictions, European Taxation, 01-02/2000, p.
14;; and Terra & Wattel, err., at 39 ff.
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Inn general, the compatibility assessment with this freedom is analogous to the one
relatingg to the freedom of establishment. In particular, one has to first see whether the
situationn at stake is covered by the Treaty, which test is easily fulfilled given the
broadd scope of this freedom as well as its applicability also to non-EU States. Second,
onee must consider whether there is a discrimination or restriction to the free flow of
capital,, for which purpose the same considerations made with respect to the freedom
off establishment hold true. Lastly, if there is a (discrimination or) restriction one must
seee whether there is a written or unwritten justification appropriate to achieve its
intendedd goal and proportionate with the restriction imposed. Below we will focus on
thee application of the justifications, as there are some differences with the rules on the
freedomm of establishment analysed above.
5.3.3.22 Justifications for restrictions
Twoo sets of exceptions to the general prohibition of restrictions to the free circulation
off capital are contained in Art. 58. The first is laid down in paragraph (1) (a), which
providess the right of Member States "to apply the relevant provisions of their tax law
whichh distinguish between taxpayers who are not in the same situation with regard
too their place of residence or with regard to the place where their capital is invested."
Thee second is laid down in paragraph (l)(b), which states that Member States may
"takee all requisite measures to prevent infringements of national law and regulations,
inn particular in the field of taxation...or to take measures which are justified on
groundss of public policy or public security." However, the Treaty also makes it clear
thatt this right to impose restrictions "shall not constitute a means of arbitrary
discriminationn or a disguised restriction on the free movement of capital" (Art. 58
(3))-Muchh has been written by eminent legal scholars on the interpretation of the above
provisions.544 To sum up, there is widespread consensus that the rules on the freedom
off capital are to be interpreted consistently and in conformity with the rules on the
otherr freedoms and relating ECJ case law,, especially the freedom of establishment. In
otherr words, they constitute no exception to the principles concerning the other
freedomss but in this case there is merely a more precisee codification of such principles
intoo the Treaty. By and large, the exceptions laid down in the Treaty must be
interpretedd narrowly also with regard to the free circulation of capital. A more
detailedd analysis on the two sets of justifications for restrictions to the circulation of
capitall will follow below, based on ECJ case law as well as the relevant literature on
thee subject.
5.3.3.33 Case law on Art. 58 (l)(a)
Thee exception contained in Art. 58(l)(a) allows restrictions to the free flow of capital
providedd in tax laws distinguishing between resident and non-resident taxpayers or
thee place where the capital is invested. At first sight, the scope of this exception seems
broadd enough for the Member States to be entitled to take all tax measures they deem
appropriatee with regard to capital restrictions. However, this is not true if one reads
thiss provision in conjunction with paragraph 3 of Art. 58, which states that such
544
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restrictionss must not constitute an arbitrary discrimination. The prevailing
interpretationn is that Member States may lay down different tax rules concerning
investmentss of resident and non-resident taxpayers or domestic and foreign
investment,, but only insofar as there is a factual difference justifying the difference in
taxx treatment.
Ass for the legislative history of Art. 58 (l)(a), Member States probably included this
rulee mainly to preserve their imputation systems of taxation of dividend distributions
fromm corporations to individuals in view of their discriminatory effects against
foreignn dividends or foreign recipients in cross-border situations.55 In particular, it
wass introduced in response to the Avoir Fiscal case,56 in which the EQ held that
Memberr States' tax laws cannot lay down a different tax treatment for branches
versuss locally-incorporated subsidiaries of foreign corporations denying the tax credit
(i.e.. avoir fiscal) for underlying corporate tax paid by the distributing company.
However,, it is highly uncertain at the moment whether this provision is able to justify
imputationn systems a priori, i.e. regardless of whether the situation of residents and
non-residentss is the same.
Thiss uncertainty is mainly caused by the Verkooijen case,57 in which the issue was the
compatibilityy of a Dutch tax law provision limiting an exemption of dividends
receivedd by Dutch individuals to those distributed by Dutch-established companies.
Inn this case, Mr. Verkooijen had received dividends on shares acquired in a stock
optionn plan by his company/employer established in Belgium. The exemption was
thereforee not available for him. The EQ considered the Dutch measure incompatible
withh the freedom of capital circulation as it constituted an unjustified restriction to
thee movement of capital from a Member State to another. The Court also found that
thee exemption of Art. 58 (l)(a) was not applicable, as the restriction was considered
arbitraryy since non-Dutch vs. Dutch companies distributing dividends are not in a
relevantlyy different position. However, it has been argued that probably imputation
systemss would still be unaffected by this case, since their two said discriminatory
effectss are not at odds with the Treaty due to the non-comparability of the underlying
situations.58 8
Too sum up, the exception laid down in Art. 58(l)(a) in conjunction with the limits set
outt in Art. 58(3) constitutes nothing more than a codification of principles applying to
thee other fundamental freedoms (also) in tax matters as interpreted by the EQ. As a
result,, Member States may apply tax (counter)measures distmguishing between
residentss and non-residents or between domestic and foreign investment only to the
extentt that there is an objective distinction in the underlying factual situations
justifyingg such different tax treatment.
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5.3.3.44 Case law on Art 58 (l)(b)
Thee second set of exceptions allows Member States to implement domestic antiavoidancee provisions in their tax laws or imposing restrictions justified by inter alia
reasonss of public policy. Also these exceptions are subject to paragraph (3) of Art. 58,
prohibitingg Member States from enacting (tax) measures giving rise to arbitrary
discriminationss or disguised restriction of capital movement.
Startingg with the last part of Art. 58(l)(b), it refers to the possibility for Member States
too enact measures restricting the free circulation of capital on the basis of public
policyy or security reasons. This provision may be interpreted consistently with the
'written'' justifications laid down for the freedom of establishment in Art. 46. Suffice it
too mention that in the Court's interpretation economic grounds such as the need to
ensuree tax revenue and to prevent tax base erosion do not fall into the concept of
'publicc policy' (see at 5.3.2.6). As a result, these justifications cannot be claimed by
Memberr States to justify a restriction to the freedom of establishment and of capital
circulation. .
Thee first part of Art. 58 (l)(b) specifically states that Member States are allowed to
enactt measures necessary to avoid the circumvention of inter alia their domestic tax
laws.. This wording may be interpreted to encompass the unwritten justifications
basedd on the Cassis de Dijon's rule of reason, including the need to ensure fiscal
cohesion,, the effectiveness of fiscal supervision, as well as the prevention of tax
avoidance.. Once more, one may surmise that this provision is a mere codification of
existingg law. As a result, tax provisions of Member States imposing a restriction to the
freee circulation of capital must be appropriate to achieve the objective(s) giving rise to
thee restriction as well as proportionate to this objective(s).
Thiss is confirmed by the ECJ, which in Commission v Belgium59 had to decide on the
compatibilityy with Arts. 56 and 58 of the Treaty of a provision contained in a Belgian
Decreee which prevented Belgian residents from acquiring securities of a Eurobond
loann issued by Belgium in the German market. The Belgian government referred to
thee unwritten justifications of fiscal coherence, effectiveness of fiscal supervision, and
thee need to prevent tax evasion to justify this exclusion, pointing out that Eurobonds
aree exempt from withholding tax on the interest paid whereas other governmentissuedd debt instruments are subject to withholding tax for Belgian tax residents. The
ECJJ confirmed the applicability of the said justifications on the basis of Art. 58 (l)(b)
andd referred to its case law on the other freedoms. Interesting is the focus on the
justificationn of the need to prevent tax evasion (and avoidance) and the explicit
referencee to the Leur-Bloem case to assess this justification, implying that this case is
nott limited to secondary law but it also applies in general to the four freedoms and is
thuss expression of a general anti-abuse doctrine by the EC].60 The Court concluded
thatt the Belgian measure was neither appropriate to achieve the goal to prevent tax
evasionn by resident taxpayers nor proportionate to this goal. In fact, nothing
preventedd Belgian residents to subscribe to Eurobonds issued by other governments
too avoid the payment of the Belgian withholding tax on interest from Belgian-issued
bonds,, and in any event the prohibition of acquisition of these securities went well
»» Case C-478/98, Commission v. Kingdom of Belgium, 26/9/2000, [2000] ECR 1-7587.
See Commission v. Belgium, at., para. 45.
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beyondd the goal of preventing tax evasion, which could be achieved through a more
targetedd and hence less restrictive measure.
Inn conclusion, the exception provided in Art. 58 (l)(b) juncto Art. 58 (3) must be
interpretedd as allowing Member States to lay down tax countermeasures imposing a
restrictionn to the free circulation of capital only on the basis of a proportionately
appliedd justification based on the rule of reason. For this purpose, one may rely on the
ECJJ case law with regard to the other freedoms as well as EU secondary (tax) law.
5.3.3.55 Relationship with the freedom of establishment
AA last interesting issue is the relationship between the freedom of establishment and
thee freedom of movement of capital as they are not (yet) quite congruent. The
followingg cases are worth analysing for this purpose. 61
Inn Baars,61 Mr. Baars was a Dutch citizen and resident owning 100% of the shares into
ann Irish company. At that time, Dutch resident individuals were subject to a net
wealthh tax based on the value of their assets, with some exclusions relating inter alia
too the ownership of substantial shareholdings in Dutch companies. Mr. Baars claimed
ann exclusion for net wealth tax purposes also with regard to his Irish participation,
butt the Dutch tax authorities denied it on the grounds that the exclusion only applied
too shareholdings of companies resident in the Netherlands.
Thee ECJ was requested a preliminary ruling on the compatibility of this Dutch tax
provisionn with the Treaty articles on the freedom of establishment and on the
freedomm of movement of capital. It held that such provision violated Art. 43 of the
Treatyy as it provided for a more burdensome tax treatment with regard to companies
establishedd in other Member States as opposed to Dutch resident companies due to
thee limitation of the exclusion for shareholdings in Dutch companies. Given this
conclusion,, the ECJ did not answer the second preliminary question on the
compatibilityy with the Treaty's free movement of capital, clarifying that the freedom
off establishment is at stake whenever an individual of a Member State has decisive
influencee on the management of a company in which he holds a participation.
Thiss conclusion had been suggested by the Advocate General, who relied on the
conceptt of control in order to decide which freedom is at stake. In this respect, an
objectivee and clear-cut criterion with regard to when a substantial decisional power,
andd hence the freedom of establishment is at stake, has been indicated by literature
withh reference to the Fourth Directive on Corporate Law, which provides that
entrepreneuriall risk of a company's operations is borne by participations of more
thann 20% in their share capital. 63 Furthermore, this Directive also considers that there
iss a direct investment (rather than a portfolio investment) whenever a shareholding
conferss influence in the management of the company, suggesting that in this situation
thee freedom of establishment rather than of capital movement is at stake, consistently
withh the Baars judgement.
Thesee conclusions are indirectly confirmed by the Verkooijen case (see at 5.3.3.3). This
casee was more or less the opposite of Baars, as it touched only on the free movement
611
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off capital and not the freedom of establishment since the percentage of ownership
heldd by Mr. Verkooijen in the share capital of his Belgian company/employer was
negligiblee in terms of influence on the company's management decisions. As a result,
thee Court reached the conclusion of incompatibility based only on the freedom of
capitall circulation.
Fromm these cases one may conclude that whenever an EU (individual or) corporation
holdss a participation in a company established in another Member State which (i) is
higherr than 20% of its share capital, or (ii) entitles the owners/shareholders to a
relevantt influence on the company's management, the freedom of establishment is
exercisedd rather than the free circulation of capital. This leads to the application of the
Treatyy rules on the freedom of establishment and to the simultaneous application of
thee rules on the free circulation of capital only insofar as necessary to achieve a full
exercisee of the freedom of establishment. A contrario, in all cases in which there is a
meree portfolio investment or any other transfer of capital e.g. in the form of loan to
anotherr EU (or even non-EU country), the rules on the free movement of capital are
exclusivelyy applicable.
5.44 Compatibility of CFC legislation (and other specific countermeasures) with the
freedomss of establishment and capital
5.4.11 Main features of CFC legislation
5.4.1.11 Introduction
Thiss section contains a more extensive description (than at 5.2.2) of CFC legislation in
orderr to evaluate its compatibility with EC law.64 Even though exclusively focusing
onn CFC legislation, this evaluation is also valid for other specific countermeasures,
suchh as the denial of deductibility of payments to entities benefiting from a
preferentiall tax regime. A distinction will be made between the situation in which
CFCC regimes apply to companies established in other Member States and that in
whichh they apply to entities outside the EU held by an intermediate EU company.
Thiss distinction is needed as the assessment on their compatibility with EC law is
somewhatt different.
5.4.1.22 CFC regimes: jurisdictional vs. global approach
Generallyy speaking, CFC legislation applies to resident shareholders with regard to
non-residentt corporations directly or indirectly controlled by them. It taxes the
undistributedd profits of the CFC in the hands of the resident shareholders. Even
thoughh there are some differences in the ownership thresholds of the foreign entity
requiredd for its application, a minimum degree of connection with the CFC at least
sufficientt to confer a certain decisional power on the domestic shareholders is
necessaryy to justify current taxation on the basis of their influence on the decision to
repatriatee its profits.
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Theree are two main approaches used to design effective CFC regimes: the
jurisdictionall and the global approach. Under the former, CFC legislation covers all of
thee income derived by resident taxpayers in certain jurisdictions considered tax
havenss and usually included in a 'black list' or in a 'grey list' of preferential tax
regimes.. The main difference between the lists is that black lists refer to low-tax
jurisdictionss considered tax havens altogether, whereas grey lists only contain specific
foreignn low-tax regimes without labelling the foreign country as a tax haven. 65 In
somee cases, there are (also) 'white lists' of jurisdictions to which CFC legislation does
nott apply as they impose a high corporate tax burden or have concluded a tax treaty
withh that country. Under the global approach, the jurisdiction in which a CFC is
establishedd is irrelevant, since this legislation applies on a global basis regardless of
thee tax regime of the foreign country. This approach looks merely at the low effective
taxationn of the foreign (passive) income earned by resident shareholders, which
sufficess for the application of CFC legislation without the need of black, grey, or
whitee lists.
Thee advantage of the jurisdictional approach is that it is relatively easy to administer
andd limits compliance costs on taxpayers. Its main drawback is the arbitrariness of the
criteriaa chosen to draw u p the lists, which may lead to unjustified differences of
treatmentt of CFCs depending on the jurisdiction they are located in. On the other
hand,, the global approach is fairer as it applies in general to all CFCs' low-taxed
(passive)) income irrespective of their country of establishment and thus it does not
givee rise to inconsistent results. Its main drawbacks are the high costs, mirrored into
highh compliance costs for taxpayers having CFCs in any foreign jurisdiction caught
byy these rules.
5.4.1.33 Entity vs. transactional approach
Thiss distinction focuses on the active or passive nature of the foreign corporation's
incomee caught by CFC legislation. The entity approach focuses on the foreign entity,
andd in particular on the nature of its income: if this entity mainly earns passive
incomee (e.g. more than 50% of its total income), then it is subject to current taxation
underr the CFC rules. In the opposite case, it is excluded from CFC rules altogether
alsoo with regard to the (limited) passive income derived in the foreign jurisdiction.
Thee transactional approach focuses on the nature of the income generated by the CFC
transactionn by transaction. If a certain transaction gives rise to passive or 'tainted'
income,, this income will be subject to the current inclusion rule. On the other hand, if
thee transaction concluded by a CFC, generates active income, this income is not
caughtt by CFC legislation and may enjoy tax deferral.
Thee entity approach is easier to apply and involves less administrative and
compliancee costs than the transactional approach. Its main problem is that it is an allor-nothingg approach, as it either subjects to current taxation all of the income of the
entityy caught by CFC legislation, including its active income, or exempts it altogether.
Contrarily,, the transactional approach is much more precise as it targets exclusively
passivee income leaving unaffected all active income of CFCs. Its main drawback is the
6565
The criteria used to draw up the black or grey lists are nil or significantly low tax burden on corporate profits or
mayy refer either to the statutory tax rate or to the effective tax burden imposed in the foreign jurisdiction.
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substantiall administrative and compliance costs associated with ascertaining the
naturee of the income generated by each transaction entered into by the CFC
Bothh approaches ultimately aim at subjecting to current taxation under the CFC rules
onlyy passive income of CFCs subject to nil or low taxation in the foreign jurisdiction.
Byy contrast, active income is usually not subject to current inclusion, and neither is
passivee income subject to high taxation in the foreign jurisdiction. Technically, this
resultt is achieved through a number of exceptions to the application of the CFC
regimess depending on the approach chosen. The most common exemption under the
entityy approach is the mentioned 'active income' exemption, under which CFC
legislationn does not apply if the foreign entity derives mainly active income from
genuinee business activities carried out in the black- or grey-listed countries. Another
commonn exemption is the subjective 'motive' exemption, pursuant to which CFC
ruless do not apply if the resident taxpayer proves that there were sound underlying
economicc reasons for using a CFC inn a blacklisted country and that the reason for its
usee was not to obtain domestic tax deferral on the foreign income.66 Other less
commonn exemptions are the so-called distribution exemption, under which the CFC
legislationn does not apply if a significant portion of the CFC profits are distributed
currently,, and the listing on a recognised stock exchange of the foreign corporation to
whichwhich the CFC legislation would otherwise apply. Similar exemptions are also
containedd in CFC regimes relying on the transactional approach. In particular, they
usuallyy do not apply to CFCs established in high-tax jurisdictions imposing a
significantt tax burden on passive or 'tainted' income.
5.4.1.44 Tax policy considerations
AA policy goal of CFC regimes is preserving capital export neutrality. Generally
speaking,, neutrality of a fiscal system means that there should be no distortions and
efficiencyy losses created by the imposition of taxes and the taxpayers should be left
freee to take business decisions without being affected or being affected by tax
considerations.. There are two major ways of interpreting this concept in an
internationall context: capital import neutrality ("ON") and capital export neutrality
("CEN").. According to the former, resident investors should be competing in foreign
marketss on local tax conditions bearing the same tax burden borne by the other
competitorss doing business in that country. By contrast, under CEN residents
investingg abroad should be subject to the domestic level of taxation, the idea being
thatt it should not have to make any difference for them to invest domestically or
abroadd taxwise. The consequence is that countries which endorse CIN do not take
intoo account income earned abroad and use the exemption method to avoid
internationall double taxation, whereas countries adopting CEN do tax foreign income
att the same rate as the domestic-source income and apply the credit method.67 By
currentlyy taxing undistributed indirect foreign-source income of resident investors,
CFCC regimes aim at preventing taxpayers from achieving CIN by simply using a
CFC.. These rules safeguard sovereign tax policy objectives pursued by a country.
Anotherr policy objective is prevention of tax avoidance pursued by taxpayers by
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divertingg domestic income to foreign CFCs and of the subsequent tax deferral
achievedd on that income. Since CFC rules are a bolstering of the CEN principle, the
residentt shareholder, being currently taxed on the CFC income, is also granted a
creditt for possible corporation tax paid on that income by the CFC in the foreign
jurisdiction. .
5.4.1.55 CFC legislation and international tax principles
Howw do CFC regimes reconcile with generally accepted international tax principles?68
Itt is common ground that the taxing right of a certain country in cross-border
situationss is based either on the link between that country and the taxpayer earning
incomee abroad (i.e. residence jurisdiction) or on the link between that country and the
incomee earned within its territory (i.e. source jurisdiction). In the CFC area, a country
taxess the resident shareholders of a foreign corporation on the undistributed income
off such CFC. The issue arises as to whether this country has sufficient jurisdiction to
tax. .
Thee answer depends very much on the interpretation of the underlying mechanism as
welll as on the objectives pursued by the CFC rules. First, current taxation of resident
shareholderss on the CFCs income may be viewed as a deemed dividend distributed
byy the CFC. The effect of these rules would be to pretend that there has been a
distributionn on the basis of a legal fiction. This situation would be analogous to that of
actuall dividend distributions from foreign companies not subject to the CFC regime
too resident shareholders. In this case, the country's jurisdiction to tax would be
justifiedd by the residence of the shareholder receiving the foreign-source dividend.
Thus,, under this theory CFC rules would not violate the general international tax law
principless on the jurisdiction to tax.
Ann alternative view on the application of CFC legislation focuses on its look-through
approach.. It stresses that in fact this legislation disregards the legal personality of the
CFCC and thus pierces the corporate veil by currently allocating its profits to the
residentt shareholders. In this case, the corporation is treated as a partnership with
flow-throughh taxation of its profits in the hands of the (non-resident) partners. The
underlyingg assumption is that as the CFC is not subject to tax locally or is subject to
littlee tax, it is reasonable to tax currently its profits to the resident shareholders by
ignoringg its existence.
Anotherr similar approach is based on the fact that CFC rules aim to tax the capital
returnn of a foreign investment effected by a resident taxpayer through a CFC. This
wouldd be consequence of the fact that the yield generated by this investment is
availablee for distribution by the CFC as it has already accrued to the resident
shareholderr from an economic perspective. According to this view, a distribution
wouldd be irrelevant in consideration of the accrual of the capital return to the resident
shareholder,, which should pay current tax domestically due to its choice not to
repatriatee the return on his investment.
Onee may argue that taxing income earned by a foreign corporation validly set up
underr the laws of the foreign country and inter alia subject to its taxing power would
<** On this issue addressed in this paragraph and the main theories on CFC legislation, see all literature cited in
footnotee 2.
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meann extraterritorial taxation by the country applying the CFC rules. In other words,
thiss country would in fact be taxing directly income earned by a foreign company in a
foreignn jurisdiction, with neither residence nor source jurisdiction to tax such income.
Thee fact that the CFC rules would apply towards resident shareholders by imposing
thee reporting obligations on the CFC's foreign income would not change the
substancee of the situation, ie. extraterritorial taxation of business profits allocated to
anotherr jurisdiction.
Thesee considerations also raise doubts as to the compliance of CFC rules with
internationall tax principles, especially with OECD-modelled tax treaties not
specificallyy allowing CFC rules. Art. 7 of the OECD Model Convention allocates the
taxingg rights in regard of company profits exclusively to the country of establishment
off the company (i.e. the CFC jurisdiction). Furthermore, Art. 10 only allows the
shareholder'ss country to tax dividends "paid by" the CFC, which is not the case
wheree a dividend has not been actually been distributed but is only deemed to have
beenn distributed on the basis of a legal fiction.69 These arguments are not shared by
countriess adopting CFC rules, although most of them include special provisions in
theirr tax treaties specifically allowing CFC rules or are renegotiating existing tax
treatiess to this effect. Regardless of the interpretative approach endorsed (see above),
theyy stress that the result of CFC regimes is the taxation of passive, low-taxed income
off resident shareholders rather than that of the CFC itself. This view is supported by
thee fact that the income is already available for distribution to resident shareholders,
whoo have the power to decide whether to distribute it and thus pay domestic tax, or
not.. Therefore, they claim to have jurisdiction to tax this income and that no violation
off international tax law principles occurs.
5.4.1.66 CFCregimesand EU Member States
Withinn the EU, up to the year 2002 nine Member States adopted CFC rules, i.e.
Germany,, France, UK, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Portugal, Spain, and Italy.70 AU
thesee CFC regimes rely on the jurisdictional approach, and use black and grey lists of
taxx havens or preferential tax regimes to which they apply or white lists of countries
exemptt from their application.71 Most Member States' CFC regimes are based on an
entityy approach, whereas three (i.e. the Danish, German, and Spanish) systems adopt
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In this respect, it is interesting to note that after conflicting decisions reached by French lower level courts, the
Frenchh High Tax Court has ruled in the Schneider case that the French CFC rules were incompatible with Art. 7 (1)
off the French/ Swiss tax treaty: see a.o. P. J. Douvier and D. Bouzoraa, Compatibility of CFC rides with tax treaties:
LowerLower courts reach conflicting conclusions, 37 European Taxation, 3/1997, p. 103, and from the same authors Court of
AppealsAppeals confirms incompatibility of CFC rules with tax treaties, 40 European Taxation, 5/2001, p.184; M. N. Mbwa
Mboma,, Treaty With Switzerland Overrides French CFC Legislation, French High Tax Court Confirms, Worldwide Tax
Daily,, 1/7/2002, at 127-1.
™™ See IFA 2001 Report, tit, at 38 (footnote 5). Apparently, the Commission has also drawn up an internal working
paperr about CFC legislation and other general countermeasures adopted by Member States, which has not been
releasedd so far: see F. P. Sutter, Austrian national report on tax competition in Europe, EATIP 2002 Conference, cit., at
4,, referring to the Commission document TAXUD/C2/RK/rk/ D(99). This Commission paper lists Austria,
Belgium,, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, and Netherlands as not having adopted CFC legislation. However,
ass Italy introduced CFC legislation after the Commission paper, its findings coincide with the IFA 2001 Report.
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See IFA 2001 Report, at., at 44. According to this Report, only three countries in the world adopt a global
approach,, i.e. USA, Canada, and Israel.
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aa transactional approach.72 Sweden has recently proposed switching from the entity
too the jurisdictional approach (see below).
Whilee the patterns of Member States' CFC regimes largely follow the ones
summarisedd in general above, there are a few special cases worth mentioning. With
regardd to the requirement of 'control' of the foreign corporation, usually the resident
shareholderr must hold at least 50% in the foreign company for the CFC rules to
apply.. However, under the French CFC regime a mere 10% shareholding is sufficient
too trigger its application, or alternatively an ownership interest in the foreign
corporationn worth € 22.8 million regardless of the actual percentage ownership.73
Alsoo Denmark and Portugal use a lower ownership percentage of 25%. This means
thatt in fact these countries may apply CFC legislation even in the absence of a real
controll of the foreign subsidiary by the resident shareholders, which in turn implies
thatt portfolio investments by the latter are subject to current taxation even regardless
off decisive influence on the distribution of the profits accumulated in the CFC. For
thee purpose of our analysis, the threshold concerning the requirement of control is
importantt (i) to determine whether the Treaty rules on the freedom of establishment
orr on the free circulation of capital apply, and (ii) to determine whether CFC rules
violatee the proportionality principle.
Ass for Sweden, the special feature of its (former) entity approach was the absence of
anyy relief for CFCs deriving mainly or entirely active income in blacklisted countries.
Inn other words, the nature of the CFCs income did not matter for Swedish purposes,
ass the mere establishment in a tax haven was considered sufficient to trigger the
applicationn of the CFC regime. The new proposed Swedish CFC system would rely
onn the transactional approach, which would only catch passive income of CFCs while
excludingg their active income. The peculiar features of the new Swedish regime
wouldd be a low 10% ownership threshold for its application and the use of a white
listss of countries excluded from the application of this regime, which would probably
nott include Portugal, Luxembourg, Spain, and Ireland. However, due to a host of
publicc criticism in Sweden linked to the harshness of the new approach as well as
possiblyy its incompatibility with EU law, it is unlikely that it will be implemented
alongg the said lines, and the government is expected to put forward a new revised
proposall shortly.74
AA special and aggressive kind of CFC legislation is present in the Netherlands tax
system,, under which resident companies are obliged to report in their financial
accountss the fair market value of participations in foreign finance subsidiaries (i.e.
derivingg mainly passive portfolio income) at the end each fiscal year under the mark7272

See IFA 2001 Report, at., at 50. See also for the amendments and the introduction of EU Member States CFC
regimess mentioned in the text: D. Hughes, The UK's Controlled Foreign Companies Legislation; A Very Real Threat, Tax
Notess International, 5/6/2000, p. 2527; D. Busetto and A. Russo, Italy, at., 41 European Taxation 2001, p. 32; A.M.
Ottosenn and L. C. Hansen, Amendments to Denmark's Holding Company, CFC and Captive Insurance Company Regimes,
Europeann Taxation 8/2001, p. 361; D. Weyde, German Finance ministry Suggests Changes in Tax Rules far CFCs, Tax
Notess International, 15/6/2001; E. Bogenschuetz and K. Wright, Change begets more change: the permanent German
taxtax reform, 25 Tax Notes International, 11/3/2002, p. 1125, at 1135; F. Hasse, A closer look at Germany's CFC regime,
1717 Tax Notes International, 8/7/2002, p. 207.
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Furthermore, under German CFC legislation the required threshold is set at 1% (versus the regular 50%
threshold)) if the foreign income earned by the German shareholder is passive income from capital investment: see
e.g.. J. Hey, National report on tax competition in Europe - Germany, EATLP 2002 conference, at., at 16.
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See on this also M. Dalberg, National report on tax competition in Europe - Sweden, paper submitted for the EATLP
20022 conference, at 20.
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tomarkett method (see also Chapter 4, at 4.Ó.2).75 This ensures current Dutch taxation
onn the underlying portfolio income in the hands of the Dutch parent company, and
mayy even lead to double taxation as no credit is granted for corporation tax paid by
thee CFC in the foreign jurisdiction (if any). It is worth noting that up to 2001 this
systemm did not apply to finance portfolio companies resident in the EU, as long as at
leastt 25% of their share capital was held by the Dutch company and the other
conditionss for the application of the Parent/Subsidiary Directive were met, which
wass necessary to ensure compliance with EU (secondary) law. However, as a result of
ann amendment entered into force in 2002 this Netherlands provision applies also to
EUU intermediary subsidiaries owned for more than 25% if their ultimate non-EU
subsidiariess do qualify as finance companies caught by this provision.76
Too the best of our knowledge, there is no EU country included in the black lists of tax
havenss under Member States' CFC regimes. There are, however, specific EU regimes
includedd in grey lists or excluded from white lists, such as the Luxembourg '1929
Holdingg Company' regime, the Irish TFSC' regime, and the Madeira 'ZFM' regime,
whichwhich are caught by the CFC regimes of some Member States. For instance, the Italian
(grey)) list of preferential tax regimes for the purpose of CFC legislation explicitly
includess the Luxembourg 1929 holding company regime. In Germany, there have
beenn several attempts to use CFC legislation against German companies with respect
too Irish subsidiaries established in the Irish IFSC mainly carrying out banking
activitiess (see also at 5.6 and at 5.5.4). Even more striking is the French example,
wheree the local tax authorities have sought to apply the CFC rules with regard to
Frenchh parent companies on the capital gains realised by a German subsidiary and
exemptt from tax in Germany, or with respect to a Netherlands subsidiary entitled to
moree favourable depreciation rules in the Netherlands.77 The above shows that the
issuee of the applicability of CFC regimes to companies established in other Member
Statess is not a merely theoretical one, but it is frequent in practice. Due to the
potentiallyy far-reaching consequences of the attitude by the tax authorities of certain
(high-tax)) EU jurisdictions, assessing the compatibility with EU law becomes crucial.
5.4.22 CFC rules applying to Member States' regimes: Compatibility with EC Law
5.4.2.11 Compatibility of CEN with the Treaty
AA preliminary issue is the compatibility with the EC Treaty of one of the two main tax
policyy goals pursued by CFC regimes, that is the safeguarding of capital export
neutralityy (CEN) and the need to prevent domestic tax avoidance. Even though both
objectivess are accepted under international tax law standards, they must be assessed
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It is worth noting that neither the IFA 2001 Report nor the Commission internal working paper of 1999 cited
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inn the light of EC (tax) law. Leaving aside for the moment the goal of preventing tax
avoidancee (see at 5.4.2.2), this section focuses on the compatibility of the principle of
CENN with the internal market.78
Legall scholars question the compatibility of CEN with the very idea of a common
market.799 It has been stressed that CEN violates the national treatment principle as it
subjectss to the home tax burden income earned in another Member State possibly
offeringg a lower level of services and infrastructure than the home State. In short,
CENN protects the domestic market and budgetary needs of the home state of the
investor,, which would be contrary to the freedom of establishment and of capital
movementt due to the intrinsic disincentive to invest in another Member State where
theree is lower taxation combined with poorer infrastructures or lower quality of
publicc services while having to bear the higher domestic tax burden on the return on
suchh investment.80 A corollary of this view is that the capital import neutrality (CIN)
principlee should be adopted in the EU instead, which allows host State treatment and
competitionn on local conditions, tax burden included. This would also encourage
desirablee tax competition and would leave the choice to the internal market actors as
too where to invest taking into account inter alia the local tax burden and
infrastructuress and ultimately the mix of taxes and public goods provided in that
country. .
Thiss view seems convincing in consideration of the very idea of a common market
andd seems also supported by the ECJ. The same scholars advocating the
incompatibilityy of CEN with EU law refer to various cases to support this view. In
particular,, it has been maintained that the Verkooijen case (see at 5.3.3.3) would prove
thee national treatment and especially the mutual recognition principle with respect to
directt taxation, which would have consequences for imputation countries as well as
exemptionn countries.81 Furthermore, this view would be strengthened by the
EurowingsEurowings case, inn which the ECJ stated the incompatibility with the very founda
off the common market of compensatory duties or of an unfavourable tax treatment
imposedd by a Member State in order to undo a lower tax burden applicable in
anotherr Member State. Also relevant to support this opinion seems the Centros case,
inn which the ECJ specifically maintained that in the absence of harmonisation in a
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certainn field of law (Le. corporate law), Member States' systems compete with each
otherr and EU citizens are free to choose the system best suited to their needs. One
mayy surmise that the ECJ supports (desirable) tax competition among Member States
inn the fields not harmonised at EU level indirectly implying that CIN should be
endorsedd in the EU and CEN should be considered incompatible with the common
markett (see also Chapter 2, at 2.3.3). Another argument in favour of CIN is that it is
difficultt to see why one Member State should grant national tax treatment to
residentss of another Member State if that other Member State is allowed to tax away
anyy benefits ensuing from that national treatment in the source state. Lastly,
authoritativee literature submits that CEN violates the loyalty principle enshrined in
Art.. 10 of the Treaty.82
However,, there is more to the story to simply reach the conclusion of incompatibility
off CEN, and a fortiori of general (untargeted) CFC legislation, with EU law. A first
considerationn is that in principle Member States are sovereign to set their fiscal
policiess with regard to profits earned by resident companies in another (EU) state, i.e.
whetherr to tax them (with a credit for the foreign taxes paid) or exempt them from
domesticc tax. This is confirmed by the Parent/Subsidiary Directive,83 which leaves it
upp to the States to choose between the credit and the exemption method to relieve
economicc double taxation, implicitly acknowledging both the CEN and the CIN
principless as compatible with the common market. Moreover, according to the same
Directivee both credit and exemption countries are allowed to take appropriate antiavoidancee measures to prevent the abuse of the Directive.84 The same is provided for
inn both the Merger Directive and the recent draft Directive on Interest and Royalties.
Thiss supports the idea that even exemption countries may in certain circumstances
protectt themselves against possible abuses of taxpayers concluding transactions
lackingg a genuine economic purpose with the mere intent to benefit from these
Directives'' benefits. In other words, rejecting CIN as incompatible with a genuine
internall market does not imply that all CFC rules are prohibited.
Onee may object that these principles are contained in EU secondary law, which must
nott offend EU primary law (i.e. the EC Treaty provisions). Nevertheless, even legal
scholarss advocating CIN as a matter of principle point out that in some instances the
Treatyy allows Member States to adopt countermeasures to prevent tax abuses.85 It is
commonn ground in the relevant literature that whatever system of prevention of
doublee taxation a country adopts, and whatever the Treaty freedoms entail, a country
iss allowed under the rule of reason to enact CFC-like rules proportionally aimed at
whollyy artificial abusive arrangements of resident taxpayers (see at 5.3.2 and below at
5.4.2.2).. Put it differently, CFC rules are allowed as proportionate anti-abuse
822 See Terra & Wattel, at., at 164.
833 C o u n c i l Directive 9 0 / 4 3 5 / E E C of 23 July 1990 on the common system of taxation applicable in the case of parent
companiescompanies and subsidiaries of different Member States, OJ L 2 2 5 , 2 0 / 8 / 1 9 9 0 , p . 6.
844
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methodd to prevent international legal double taxation. The conclusion in the text is true if one considers a
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merelyy legal double taxation.
855 See in particular Terra & Wattel, a t , at 155 ff.
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measuress but not as bolstering of the CEN principle, since that amounts to bolstering
aa restrictive and protecting system. In this respect, it has been stressed that the ECJ
itselff has shown to accept CEN as a viable principle not affected by the Treaty, such
ass in the landmark Schumacker and in the subsequent cases on the free of movement
off persons in which the Court has never questioned the principle of global taxation by
thee home State in an EU cross-border situation.86 This would especially be confirmed
byy the Gilly case, in which the Court has indirectly accepted the OECD principles
underlyingg tax treaties and the international allocation of taxing powers achieved
throughh the credit or the exemption method.87
Whatt conclusions can be drawn from the above remarks? The first is that even in the
absencee of a clear legal answer to the issue of compatibility of CEN with EC law,
probablyy at the present stage of EU law the Court would not rule against CEN as a
matterr of principle, as Art. 10 of the Treaty has no direct effect, and technically CEN
doess not treat a cross-border situation differently from a domestic situation.88 The
secondd is that a truly internal market based on the national treatment principle,
reciprocity,, mutual recognition, and (tax) competition among Member States, in the
absencee of harmonisation would require the endorsement of CIN at EU level as a
matterr of principle. The third is that Member States should nevertheless be free to
adoptt the CEN principle in cases of abuse, and possibly in general with regard to
passivee income regardless of abuse being afoot, because in these cases the main CIN's
rationaless concerning competitiveness at local conditions and local level of
infrastructuress and public services matter to the investor only to a very limited extent,
givenn the mobility of this kind of income and the lack of physical presence in the EU
hostt State. CEN should in any event be justified when a foreign company has been set
upp for the sole purpose of tax avoidance by taking advantage of EC primary and/or
secondaryy (tax) law for purposes wholly alien to EU law (see at 5.4.2.2).
Too sum up, it may be affirmed that the CEN principle might be justified in the EU in
certainn situations, and hence that CFC legislation is not as such a priori incompatible
withh EC law. In certain circumstances, it is necessary as a means to prevent abuses in
thee internal market, which is considered a prevalent goal even by authors advocating
CINN as a matter of principle. This conclusion is true especially considering that not
onlyy credit/CEN countries, but also exemption/CIN countries in certain
circumstancess switch to the credit method on a residual basis as an anti-avoidance
tooll where there is no longer any rationale for not taxing the foreign (passive) income
off resident taxpayers, whether earned directly or through a locally-incorporated
entity. .
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5.4.Z22 Compatibility of CFC rules with the freedom of establishment
5.4.5L2.11 Introduction
Thiss subsection deals with Member States' CFC legislation (also) covering
subsidiariess established in other Member States and enjoying preferential tax regimes
includedd in their 'grey* lists or excluded from the 'white' lists of countries exempted
fromm CFC rules. 89 The analysis below is meant to assess whether this situation is
compatiblee with the freedom of (secondary) establishment enshrined in Arts. 43 and
488 of the Treaty. For this purpose, the existing ECJ case law on the application of
thesee provisions in the direct tax area and the principles summarised above (at
5.3.2.9)) will be taken into account.
5.4.2.2.22 Is CFC legislation covered by the Treaty?
Thee first question is whether the application of CFC rules to foreign EU entities falls
withinn the scope of the EC Treaty. In this respect, it might be argued that these rules
aree applied domestically by a Member State to a resident company and therefore it
concernss a purely internal situation not covered by the EC Treaty. This reasoning
doess not seem correct since even though CFC legislation is directed towards resident
corporations,, it nevertheless affects a corporation's freedom of secondary
establishmentt in another Member State through a local subsidiary. Thus, one may
safelyy conclude that this situation is not a purely internal one, as it regards an
economicc entity present in more than one EU jurisdiction. Therefore, an EU economic
cross-borderr situation covered by the Treaty is at stake in this case.
However,, one might cast a doubt in situations in which the CFC is an entity lacking
economicc substance and any business purpose and has been set u p merely for the
purposee to achieve profit-shifting and tax deferral. In this case, as seen above ECJ case
laww seems conflicting as to whether the freedom of establishment has been exercised
andd hence the Treaty Arts. 43-48 are at stake. Based on Centros, it would seem that the
meree incorporation of the CFC would suffice for the application of the freedom of
establishmentt rules, and that the actual purpose for its establishment as well as the
lackk of substance would not be relevant in excluding their application. On the other
hand,, considering Factortame, one might argue that in the absence of an actual
economicc integration of the CFC in the host State through a fixed establishment and
off sufficient substance and links with that country, Arts. 43 and 48 could not be
invokedd by the taxpayer. From the TV 10 case, it can be concluded that the mere
incorporationn in principle grants access to the Treaty, but recourse to its benefits may
bee denied on the basis of the rule of reason, especially the need to prevent abuse of
laww (see at 5.4.2.2.4).90 In any event, even if the absence of enough substance and of a
closee link of the CFC with the host EU country would mean that the freedom of
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In addition to the bibliography cited above (especially at 5.2.2 and 5.4.2.1), see also R. H. C. Luja, Anti-avoidance
rulesrules and fiscal trade incentives, 28 Interfax, 6-7/2000, p. 226, at 231-232, and F. Steingen, Are controlled foreign
companycompany rules compatible with the European Union?, EC Tax Journal, 2002, p. 21; S. Kirkell, EU Commission urge
removeremove CFC barriers between Member States, 26 Tax Notes International, 17/6/2002, p. 1256.
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See Case C-23/93, TV 10, [1994] ECR1-4795, and its explanation in Terra & Wattel, at., at 82-83.
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establishmentt did not apply, the Treaty provisions on the free circulation of capital
wouldd most probably apply, as these require no integration with the local country but
merelyy an investment in any form (see at 5.4.2.3).
5.4.2.2.33 Is there a discrimination or restriction?

Thee second question is whether the application of CFC legislation by a Member State
constitutess a discrimination or restriction to the exercise of the freedom of (secondary)
establishmentt within the meaning of Arts. 43-48 of the Treaty. As for a potential
discrimination,discrimination, this could lie in that the resident company establishing a subsidia
anotherr EU country covered by CFC legislation is treated less favourably than a
residentt company with a domestic subsidiary, which is not caught by the CFC rules.
Onee may wonder whether this comparison is meaningful, since in a purely domestic
contextt no question of profit-shifting and tax deferral, and thus of avoiding domestic
taxes,, is at stake. Therefore, the cases would not be comparable and would not need
too be treated alike. A well-founded objection would be that this conclusion is only
validd if the domestic subsidiary pays full domestic tax, because in cases in which it
enjoyss a preferential domestic tax treatment making it comparable to a foreign lowtaxedd entity the CFC rules would not apply, and therefore there would indeed be a
discrimination. .
Anotherr meaningful comparison possibly showing a discrimination would be
betweenn the case in which CFC legislation applies to the domestic corporation with
regardd to a certain EU subsidiary versus the case of its non-application to other EU
subsidiariess established in non-grey-listed or in white-listed Member States. In other
words,, the issue is whether a discriminatory treatment must be assessed merely from
aa Vertical' perspective, i.e. situation in the home State versus situation in the host
State,, or it may also arise from a 'horizontal' perspective, i.e. situation in EU host
Statee X versus situation in EU host State Y versus situation in EU host State Z etc.
Elaboratingg further on the horizontal application of the Treaty rules on the freedom of
establishment,, one may wonder whether the distinction between an EU subsidiary
subjectt to the 'benchmark' tax system in the host Member State versus a subsidiary
subjectt to a special tax regime caught by the CFC legislation of the home Member
Statee would be meaningful for our analysis.
Withoutt going into the details of this rather theoretical and complicated discussion,
sufficee it to say that in any event the application of CFC legislation by a Member State
seemss to cause a restriction within the meaning of Art. 43 of the Treaty. In fact, the
resultt of this legislation is that the resident corporation is taxed currently on the
undistributedd (passive) profits accumulated in an EU CFC by its home State. As a
result,, CFC regimes cause a harsher tax treatment in respect of certain EU
subsidiariess merely based on their place of establishment (and/or the tax regime they
enjoy)) in a grey-listed EU country or in an EU country excluded from the white list,
whichh constitutes a restriction within the scope of Art. 43juncto Art. 48 of the Treaty.
5.4.2.2.44 Is there a justification?
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Sincee the application of CFC rules to other Member States' regimes involves a home
statee restriction, both the written and unwritten justifications might apply. Starting
withh the written justifications of Art. 46, one of the underlying goals of CFC rules is to
preventt a loss of tax revenue stemming from the use by a resident company of an EU
subsidiaryy benefiting from a local favourable tax regime (on passive income). This
justificationn would most probably not be accepted by the EQ, which also in ICl held
thatt "diminution in tax revenue occurring in this way is not one of the grounds listed
inn Article 56 [now Art. 46] of the Treaty and cannot be regarded as a matter of
overridingg general interest which may be relied upon in order to justify unequal
treatment."911 Also in the situations covered by CFC legislation the loss of revenue
sufferedd by the Member State of the parent company would not seem to constitute
onee of the overriding interests of public policy falling within Art. 46. Indeed, the EQ
hass consistently stated in more general terms that the written justifications cannot be
interpretedd as referring to purely economic objectives, such as a loss of tax revenue.
Forr the written justifications to apply, in the ECJ's view there must be a compelling
casee of damage to a country's public policy (or public security or public health),
whichh require much more than profit-shifting or tax deferral caused through the use
off a low-taxed EU subsidiary.
Turningg to the unwritten justifications, the need to prevent tax avoidance pursued by
residentt taxpayers might be eligible. In effect, the result of the use of an EU subsidiary
entitledd to a favourable tax regime is the avoidance of domestic tax through a
(potentially)) artificial shift of (otherwise domestic (passive)) income to EU low-tax
jurisdictions,, followed by deferral of domestic taxes caused by failure to repatriate
currentlyy such income. The argument that the main goal of CFC rules is the
preventionn of tax avoidance seems to have a solid foundation as a justification for a
restrictionn to the right of secondary establishment within the EU, due to the said
appropriatenesss for this purpose (and provided they were sufficiently targeted, see at
5.4.2.2.5).. This would also be supported a contrario by the ICl decision, in which the
Courtt did not rule out the viability of this justification with regard to specific cases in
whichwhich the main or only purpose for the resident consortium claiming the tax relief
wass the avoidance of UK tax.92 The difference between the denial of the consortium
relieff in ICl and a targeted CFC regime lies in that the former was a general
inappropriatee (blind) measure to prevent abuse by taxpayers, whereas the latter in
principlee is not, but it might turn out being too appropriate in that it contains an
overkilll remedy for this purpose (see in next paragraph). However, in this respect the
balancee seems (partly) (re)established by the non-application of CFC regimes if the
foreignn (EU) subsidiary carries out business activities in the market in which it is
established,, or if the resident taxpayer can prove that the motive for its use was not
merelyy or predominantly the avoidance of domestic taxes. As a result of their
exclusivee application to Member States included in grey lists or excluded from white
lists,, it seems reasonable to conclude that these regimes are sufficiently targeted to
preventt the avoidance of domestic taxes and to achieve capital export neutrality
(CEN). .

«« See ICl, at., Para. 28, and more in general on this justification at 5.3.2.6.
«« See ICl case, at, Para. 26.
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Indeed,, this line of reasoning seems consistent with the Leur-Bloem judgement (see at
5.3.2.7),, in which the Court stressed that for restrictive domestic anti-avoidance
legislationn to be justifiable a number of factors should prove the existence of an
exclusivee or predominant intent to avoid domestic tax by the resident taxpayer. The
Courtt went on to state that the assessment of such factors in each specific situation
wass to be carried out by the domestic tax authorities thoroughly on a case-by-case
basis,, observing the principle of proportionality, and in any event to be subject to
judiciall review. In this respect, one notes that (i) the requirements for the application
off CFC legislation are numerous and objective, (ii) the exceptions imply a thorough
evaluationn of all relevant facts and circumstances (especially the mentioned 'motive'
exemption),, and (iii) their application is usually subject to judicial control.
Itt should also be noted, however, that even though the Court has in principle
acceptedd the justification of the need to prevent tax avoidance, in practice it has never
usedd it to justify a restrictive tax measure implemented by a Member State.
Furthermore,, looking at the Centros decision one has to doubt whether the Court
wouldd be prepared to accept this justification for CFC legislation. In that case, the ECJ
ruledd that given the lack of harmonisation of corporate laws in the Union EU citizens
aree allowed to take advantage of Member States' policy competition to use the most
suitablee corporate system for their needs (see at 5.3.2.7, and Chapter 2, at 2.3.3).
Moreover,, in Eurowings the Court held that the undoing of competitive foreign tax
regimess by way of compensatory measures would "prejudice the very foundations of
thee single market."93 In the light of these judgements, it is difficult to conclude that
thee taking advantage of other EC tax jurisdictions is an abuse, yielding an appropriate
justificationn for CFC legislation applying to other EU regimes.
However,, there are also a number of reasons that support the conclusion of
compatibilityy of CFC regimes with EC law. In particular, Centros did not concern a
casee of special regimes designed to lure away from their home States investors and
capital,, potentially giving rise to internal market distortions prohibited by the Treaty.
Furthermore,, as already observed Eurowings concerned unrelated parties and there
wass no abusive behaviour by the taxpayers whatsoever, as an active business was
carriedd out in both Germany and Ireland by the parties involved. Moreover, although
thee Court held that Member States cannot undo special tax regimes implemented by
otherr EU countries through discriminatory (direct tax) measures, one must admit that
sophisticatedd CFC legislation is in itself not discriminatory but merely restrictive of
thee use of special EU low-tax regimes. Lastly, Eurowings does not seem decisive for
ourr analysis not only because it concerned a discriminatory rather than a restrictive
measure,, but also because it applied against a regime approved under the EC state
aidd rules. The ECJ did not analyse the possibility for Member States to adopt
(restrictive)) countermeasures against special regimes adopted by other Member
Statess and not scrutinised and approved by the Commission, and against
arrangementss between associated companies (parent and subsidiary or at least
companiess belonging to the same group).
Furtherr considerations supporting the compatibility of CFC regimes with the Treaty
freedomss are based on that they act in principle against special tax regimes
implementedd by other Member States and catch (usually only) passive income of
933
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controlledd companies. Tax avoidance through artificial base erosion of the home State
iss an object manifestly contrary to the EC Treaty freedoms, and within the reasoning
off the Kejulas case Member States are allowed to (proportionally) combat such
artificiall base erosion. Moreover, the use of foreign entities with little or no substance
merelyy to stack passive income would not seem to meet the Factortame requirement
thatt genuine economic activity is pursued through a fixed establishment for an
indefinitee period of time in another Member State.94 Lastly, if the foreign entity can be
provenn to serve solely or predominantly to achieve artificial tax avoidance in the
homee State, then probably both the Emsland-Starke requirements are met, i.e. objective
disfunctionalityy and subjective intent, as well as the artifice requirement of the ICI
case.. This would imply that Member States are allowed to take (proportional)
countermeasuress in order to protect their taxable base and ultimately to pursue the
fiscall policy objective of CEN in case of abuse.95
Basedd on all the above, it may be concluded that Member States' CFC regimes
coveringg (also) other Member States' tax regimes are probably compatible with EC
law,, as the majority of them apply only if the CFC lacks substance and is not active in
thee local market (i.e. constitutes merely a 'base' to defer domestic taxes), and there is
noo genuine business motive for its use.
5.4.2.2.55 Is there a less restrictive means to achieve the same objective? The
proportionalityy principle
Thee last question is whether the CFC rules' mechanism and effects comply with the
proportionalityy principle, i.e. whether they are proportionate with the goal of
preventingg profit-shifting and tax deferral exclusively in situations of abuse and do
nott go further than just pre-empting or compensating for such abuse.
Indeed,, it is hard to think of another less restrictive way of achieving the same
objective.. The mechanism of the current inclusion of the CFC's income in the taxable
incomee of the parent company regardless of a (dividend) distribution seems in
principlee proportionate with the aim to undo the benefits of profit-shifting and tax
deferrall improperly obtained. As there is no legitimate reason for the domestic
companyy to use an intermediate CFC in cases in which there clearly is an abuse, it
seemss that the easiest way for the Member State of the parent company to undo the
effectss of this abuse is to use the current inclusion rule. Furthermore, under Member
States'' CFC regimes this consequence can be rebutted if the resident parent shows
thatt the CFC is mainly active (in the local market) and/or has enough substance
therein,, and that the main purpose for its use is not to avoid domestic tax.
However,, a few objections arise on the compliance of CFC legislation with the
proportionalityy principle. The first is that this mechanism can lead to harsh results,
forr instance in cases in which the domestic company's financial position is feeble and
944

See Factortame, cit., Para. 51.
Back to the issue of compatibility of CEN with EC (tax) law, this conclusion would also reconcile with the
prevalentt legal opinion as explained above (at 5.4.Z1). In particular, even commentators not convinced that CEN
iss in general a goal compatible with the internal market due to the fact that it is always protective of the home
State'ss tax base and policy, do agree that in case of abuse it would at any rate seem justified. This would be the
casee if the CFC rules were targeted enough in such a way that they would not apply if the normal tax burden and
nott special regimes were suffered by the corporate group in the host State of the subsidiary.
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thee profits earned through the CFC are planned to be reinvested for genuine business
purposess abroad (e.g. the acquisition of business assets or of another subsidiary). The
resultt of CFC legislation would thus be an unduly cash flow disadvantage
underminingg the company's business and competitiveness. The impact of the current
inclusionn rule in cases like this might be mitigated by a later recapture of the tax
burdenn due from the parent company, i.e. at the moment of the sale of the CFC or of
itss winding up, possibly with an interest charge on top of the tax liability to offset the
negativee cash flow suffered by that Member State on the tax revenue otherwise due
byy the parent company in the meantime.96 Whatever the approach chosen, given the
abusivee situation at stake it still seems that the CFC mechanism should be considered
proportionatee with its goal as expression of Member States' sovereignty to lay down
thee most appropriate remedy the said purpose, even a harsh one.
Anotherr objection would be that the reversal of the burden of proof on the taxpayer
mightt be considered not proportionate by the EQ given the availability of the Mutual
Assistancee Directive for the home State's tax authorities (see at 5.3.2.8). From the
VestergaardVestergaard case it is clear that the position of a domestic company operating a
mayy not be disadvantageous as compared to a domestic company operating a nonlistedd CFC entity or a domestic subsidiary from a procedural point of view, especially
thee burden of proof, unless there is a factual difference in these positions justifying
thee difference in this procedural burden. Furthermore, in Leur-Bloem the Court makes
clearr that a reversal of this burden amounts to the same as an exclusion of a category
off cases, incompatible in itself with the Treaty freedoms.
However,, also this objection can be overcome. In the first place, there is a basic
distinctionn between the CFC situation and the Vestergaard case, since in principle
theree is no comparable domestic situation in which CFC-like rules could be applied.97
Consequently,, one may conclude that it would be legitimate for Member States to use
CFCC regimes based on this mechanism, as long as rebutting the assumption is not
practicallyy impossible or factually so burdensome to result in an (almost) certain
deniall of the exemption by the local tax authorities.98 It is true that the Mutual
Assistancee Directive could be used by the tax authorities of the parent company's
State.. However, in practice using this Directive in the countless cases in which CFC
legislationn applies would be an adirtinistrative nightmare, which would ultimately
renderr this legislation ineffective. This is further supported by the consideration that
thee Member State from which the information needs to be obtained has no interest
whatsoeverr in helping out accurately and swiftly the other fellow State, especially
wheree it considers the other State' CFC legislation at odds with a bilateral tax treaty in
forcee or with the EC Treaty itself (see at 5.4.1.5 and 5.4.2.1): it is difficult to see why
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This mechanism is provided for by US tax law in the framework of the Passive Foreign Investment Company
(i.e.. "PFIC") regime. Under this regime, US persons are taxed on their pro-rata share of profits of the PF1C upon
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Kluwerr Law International, 1997, at 422-423.
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anyy country should help a fellow EU country its treaty partner to override the
bilaterall tax treaty or the EC Treaty.
Therefore,, it may be concluded that the current mechanism relied on by Member
States'' CFC regimes should in principle be considered to comply with the
proportionalityy principle. However, in cases in which the requirement of control is set
att a low threshold (e.g. 10%), CFC legislation might be considered disproportionate
(andd probably also inappropriate) on the grounds that the resident shareholder
wouldd have great difficulty in gathering the necessary evidence and that the
decisionall power would be too limited to justify this procedural burden (as well as
probablyy the application of this legislation as a whole).
5.4.Z33 Compatibility of CFC rules with freedom of capital movement

Thee assessment of compatibility of CFC regimes with EC law must also be carried out
inn the light of the rules on the free circulation of capital, i.e. Arts. 56 and 58 of the
Treaty.. In principle, as the ECJ has pointed out, the rules on the freedom of
establishmentt have priority over the rules on the freedom of capital movements, and
theirr application excludes the application of the latter (see at 5.3.3.5). This means that
inn normal circumstances the compatibility of CFC regimes need only be assessed with
regardd to the rules on the freedom of establishment. However, there are at least two
situationss in which the rules on the free circulation of capital may apply due to the
non-applicabilityy of the freedom of establishment. The first concerns CFC regimes
settingg a low ownership threshold with regard to the requirement of control of the
foreignn corporation (e.g. 10%). In these cases, due to the nunimal decisional power by
thee resident company, there is no issue of freedom of establishment but merely an
issuee of free circulation of capital, as also confirmed by the ECJ jurisprudence (e.g. in
thee Verkooijen case, see at 5.3.3.5). The second situation has to do with the abuse of
(EQQ law doctrine, under which in the absence of substance and thus of a fixed
integrationn of the CFC in the economy of its Member State (see especially the
FactortameFactortame case at 5.3.2.7), there is no establishment within the meaning of Ar
junctojuncto 48 of the Treaty. If one would rule out the application of these latter provisions,
thenn the Treaty rules on the free movement of capital would most likely apply, as
longg as there would be no abuse by the taxpayer also of these rules (see also at
5.4.2.2.2). .
Thee compatibility analysis in this case is quite similar to the analysis carried out with
regardd to the rules on the freedom of establishment. The first question is whether CFC
legislationn imposes a restriction to the free circulation of capital as it makes it more
difficultt to invest in another Member State. Following the same reasoning used with
respectt to the freedom of establishment rules, one should conclude that CFC
legislationn in principle does restrict investment of capital into another Member State
(orr a third country) as it subjects to current domestic taxation the return on that
investmentt regardless of a distribution of such return merely based on the place
wheree the capital is invested. Furthermore, it may also entail discrimination as
comparedd to those (rare) domestic situations in which capital invested into a resident
subsidiaryy enjoys a low tax burden, to which CFC legislation does not apply.
Thee next question is whether this restriction would be justified on the basis of Art. 58
off the Treaty. As seen above, para. (l)(a) of this provision allows Member States to
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adoptt tax laws providing for a different treatment also depending on where capital is
invested,, as long as this does not constitute an arbitrary discrimination within the
meaningg of para. (3). It is true that CFC legislation is part of a country's tax laws and
thuss it would seem possible for the Member States to claim the applicability of the
Art.. 58(l)(a) exemption. However, the ECJ has interpreted it narrowly by virtue of the
limitationn contained in Art. 58 (3), denying its application as a matter of principle in
casess in which the only reason for the more burdensome tax treatment was the place
off investment of capital (e.g. in Verkooijen) and in all other cases in which there was
noo objective difference between resident and non-resident shareholders, both
situationss constituting an unjustified arbitrary discrimination. This would seem to
rulee out the applicability of this exemption to the use of CFC legislation in EU
situations. .
Ass for the Art. 58 (l)(b) exemption, Member States might assert that CFC rules are
anti-abusee measures needed inter alia to prevent the tax avoidance caused by artificial
profit-shiftingg and deferral obtained through the use of the EU CFC. As pointed out
abovee (at 5.3.3.4), the same case law relating to the other freedoms is applied by the
ECJJ also to the free circulation of capital. By analogy with the reasoning concerning
thee compatibility of CFC regimes with the freedom of establishment under this very
samee justification (see 5.4.2.2.4 and 5.4.2.2.5), one has to conclude that probably the
ECJJ would accept it as appropriate and proportionate to this aim conditional upon
thee CFC regime being specifically targeted against special tax regimes implemented
byy other Member States, artifice being afoot, the recourse to EC law being alien to its
objectt and purpose, as long as there would be a thorough evaluation of all the facts
andd circumstances (objective element) as well as of the intent of the taxpayer
(subjectivee element) for making that investment caught by the CFC rules, and
domesticc judicial review would be available for the taxpayer. Also in these cases
doubtss arise with regard to the reversal of the burden of proof for the application of
thee exemption as to the respect of the proportionality principle, and the same remarks
basedd on ECJ case law are equally true (see at 5.4.2.2.5).
5.4.33 CFC regimes applying to non-EU Member States
5.4.3.11 Scope
Thiss section deals with the compatibility with the EC Treaty freedoms of (secondary)
establishmentt and/or capital circulation of the application of CFC legislation to
entitiess located outside the EU but held by an intermediate company established in a
Memberr State." Even though one might be tempted to apply the same reasoning
usedd for the compatibility assessment of CFC legislation applied to other EU
entities/regimes,, this situation shows some relevant differences calling for different
considerations.. 10°
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For a comprehensive analysis of this situation, see in particular C. Rotondaro, Note minime in tetna di di cotnpatibilita
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applicabilityy outside the EU would be compatible with the Treaty.
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Givenn the complexity of the compatibility assessment of this situation, it is easier to
analysee it by reference to a practical example. The paradigm case is the existence of an
entityy located in a non-EU tax haven indirectly controlled by a Member State's parent
companyy (hereinafter "PARCO") through an intermediate entity located in another
EUU country (hereinafter: "CFCEU") which does not itself has CFC legislation in place.
PARCO'ss Member State would currently include in its profits the underlying
(passive)) income accumulated in the tax-haven entity as CFC regimes apply to CFCs
bothh directly and indirectly held by resident companies. The issue of compatibility
withh EU law arises due to the interposition of an intermediate EU holding company
andd regards especially the situation in which the ultimate tax-haven entity is a branch
ratherr than a subsidiary of CFCEU, which situation will be the focus of our analysis in
thiss section (the tax-haven entity will be referred to as "CFBTH").101
5.4.3.22 Is this situation covered by the freedom of establishment?

Thee answer to this question is not easy, as the EQ has never specifically dealt with
thiss issue in similar circumstances. Starting with case law addressed above (see at
5.3.2.6),, in the ICI case one of the arguments put forward by the British government
wass that the situation at hand was outside the scope of EC Law as the UK-based
consortiumm held a majority of subsidiaries located outside the EU. Unfortunately,
neitherr the Court nor the Advocate General dealt with this issue in general terms. On
thee contrary, they merely focused on the EQ competence to issue a ruling and
referredd to previous case law under which it is up to the referring national courts to
decidee whether they need a prelirninary ruling from the EQ. The Court went on to
recalll that only in case it is abundantly clear that EC law does not have any link
whatsoeverr with the object of the domestic dispute, is the EQ entitled not to rule on
thee substance of the case. Since a (possible) EC link was present in ICI, the Court
decidedd that it had competence also on the substantive issue.102
Inn the Centros case (see at 5.3.2.7), one of the arguments put forward by the Danish
authoritiess was that no freedom of establishment was actually involved since (i) the
company'ss sole shareholders were Danish citizens and residents, and (ii) the
companyy was a mere 'letter box' in the UK, being active only in Denmark. The Court
answeredd by first referring to the general principle laid down in Art. 48 (1) Treaty that
legall persons having their registered seat, principal place of management, or principal
placee of business in a certain Member State have the same rights as natural persons
havingg the nationality of that Member State. It further considered that the connecting
factorr with a certain Member State's legal order is the location of one of the above (in
Centros,Centros, it was the legal seat). Based on this, the Court concluded that Centros was
UKK body exercising its freedom of secondary establishment in Denmark despite the
absencee of substance in the UK.

1011
See on this in detail at 5.4.3.2. It also needs to be stressed that this paradigm case frequently occurs in practice.
Imaginee a PARCO located in a EU high-tax jurisdiction (e.g. Germany, Italy) with a holding CFCEU located in a
(participation)) exemption jurisdiction without CFC legislation (e.g. Luxembourg) and a non-EU finance branch
CFBTHH located in a low-tax country (e.g. Switzerland).
1022 See ICI, at, Paras. 15-16.
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Givenn the limited relevance of these cases for our analysis, it is necessary to assess
otherr relevant E Q case law. Two cases shed light in this respect, the Gebhard103 and
thee Boukhalfa104 cases, dealing respectively with free circulation of self-employed
personss and of workers. Mr. Gebhard was a German lawyer practising in Italy for
moree than ten years in collaboration with a local law firm. He then decided to quit
thiss collaboration and assist his clients through his own office. The National Council
off the Bar Association tried to bar him from opening a separate office and from using
thee Italian title of 'awocato' (i.e. attorney-at-law) on the grounds that he was a
Germann national not admitted to the Italian Bar. Mr. Gebhard challenged his
exclusionn on the basis of the EC Treaty rules on the freedom of establishment as well
ass on the freedom to provide services. The EQ first made it clear that the difference
betweenn these two freedoms, which determines the set of applicable rules, lies in the
duration,, regularity, periodicity and continuity of a certain activity performed by a
Memberr State's national into another Member State. It recalled that 'establishment'
withinn the meaning of Arts. 43 and 48 entails the participation of a Community
nationall "on a stable and continuous basis, in the economic life of a Member State ...
andd to profit therefrom", whereas provision of services within the meaning of Art. 49500 implies the carrying out of an activity in the host state on a temporary basis.
Hence,, the Court concluded consistently with Factortame that in this case the freedom
off establishment was at stake due to the integration in the national economy by Mr.
Gebhard,, as shown by the numerous years spent in Italy and the use of a permanent
fixedd base to exercise his legal profession there.
Thee Bouklmlfa case105 had to do with an employment relationship between Ms.
Boukhalfa,, a Belgian national, and the German embassy located in a non-EU country
(Algeria).. Feeling she was being treated less favourably than her German colleagues,
Ms.. Boukhalfa claimed the application of the Treaty provisions (and secondary law)
onn the freedom to take up employment in another Member State. The main issue was
whetherr this situation was covered by the EC Treaty or it was outside its scope as an
extraterritoriall one. The E Q restated the principle that in order to be covered by the
Treatyy a certain situation must have a 'sufficiently close link' with the EC. In the case
att hand, the Court found the existence of such a close link between Germany and Ms
Boukhalfaa as her employer was the German embassy, the agreement contained a
clausee concerning resolution of disputes by German courts, and she was subject to the
Germann social security system and partially to taxation on her income in Germany.
Therefore,, the Court found that the case fell within the scope of the Treaty, despite a
numberr of elements of extraterritoriality, such as the place of employment, the
residencee of Ms Boukhalfa, and the place where the contract was signed, all of which
tookk place in Algeria, as well as the fact that the employment contract was governed
byy Algerian law. Apparently, in the balance of these factors the EQ considered that
Ms.. Boukhalfa had always performed economic activities outside EC territory.106
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For an explanation and comment of these cases in the light of Treaty access, see D. Weber, Applicability of the EC
Treaty:Treaty: the first limitation of Treaty freedoms, survey of this limitation in tax matters, cit. On their impact on the
compatibilityy analysis in our paradigm case, see Rotondaro, at
i<»» See Weber, at, at 2%.
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Fromm these two cases one may infer two main principles relevant to our analysis. In
thee first place, the freedom of establishment is at stake whenever a certain (selfemployed)) individual and by analogy any legal entity with EU citizenship is
integratedd in an EC country's economic life continuously and with a sufficient degree
off stability, as already seen in the Factortame case. In the second place, even if the
economicc activity is virtually entirely outside the EC, there may still be a sufficiently
closee link with the EC territory for the Treaty to apply.
Itt is now time to apply these principles to our paradigm case of the application of a
Memberr State's CFC legislation to PARCO with regard to the (passive) income of
CFBTHH held by CFCEU. The first question is whether the freedom of establishment is
att stake. Based on the above case law, the answer must be that in principle this
freedomm covers PARCC^s right of secondary establishment in another EU country.
However,, the issue is whether this freedom also covers anti-abuse rules applied by
PARCCXss State against the use, through CFCEU, of a non-EU branch, i.e. CFBTH.
Thee wording of the Treaty does not help much in this respect, as Art. 43 prohibits
restrictionss to the establishment of branches and subsidiaries in another Member
Statee by stating that the freedom of establishment includes "the right... to set up and
managee undertakings ... under the conditions laid down for its own nationals by the
laww of the country where such establishment is effected." It is unclear whether this
freedomm encompasses the right to establish not only a subsidiary in the foreign
Memberr State, but also a foreign branch of this subsidiary in a non- Member State, as
Art.. 43 does not clearly define its territorial scope.107
Fromm Gebhard, it may be concluded that our paradigm case involves the freedom of
establishmentt with regard to CFCEU, at least where this has sufficient substance
locally.1088 The doubt though arises as to whether this test must be met by CFCEU
itselff or by its non-EU branch CFBTH. If one endorses the latter option, then in all
likelihoodd there is no freedom of establishment at stake in this case because CFBTH is
nott continuously integrated with CFCEU's country unless it carries out an active and
genuinee business activity therein. However, based on Boukfmlfa one must carefully
assesss each connecting factor of CFBTH with the EC territory and each extraterritorial
factor.. First, since CFBTH is a branch of CFCEU, it lacks legal personality distinct
fromm CFCEU's, and therefore it has EU 'nationality' or 'citizenship' of the Member
Statee of CFCEU. An additional connecting factor with this Member State is the
potentiall taxation of CFBTH's profits in the hands of CFCEU, unless this country
appliess a full (base) exemption method on the profits of foreign branches of domestic
companies,, which would mean exemption of CFBTH's income in CFCEU's hands
(includingg its passive income). As for the extraterritorial factors, these are mainly
CFBTH'ss establishment in a non-EU country and the prior tax claim on its profits by
thiss foreign country under generally accepted international tax law principles. As
inferredd from Centros and Bouklialfa, other important factors to be ascertained on a
case-by-casee basis would be the nationality and residence of CFCEU's and CFBTH's
1077
See on this Rotondaro, at, at 531, referring to a literary interpretation of the wording of Art. 43 of the Treaty in
differentt EC languages.
1088
The opposite case of the lack of substance will be dealt with below in this paragraph. It is worth noting that
nowadayss companies use sophisticated tax-planning techniques and make all the necessary arrangements in order
too be able to circumvent the application of anti-avoidance tax law such as CFC regimes by establishing themselves
inn the other (Member) State and providing the (EU) CFC with sufficient local substance.
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directorss and key managers, their main place of business activity, the place of
signaturee and/or execution of the contracts concluded by these entities, and any
otherr relevant factor showing a connection with each EU and non-EU country
involved. .
Whatt conclusions may be drawn on the applicability of EC law to our paradigm case?
Thee Treaty rules on the freedom of establishment are certainly applicable with regard
too CFCEU and would also seem applicable to its foreign branch CFBTH based on its
connectingg factors with CFCEU's Member State. The three main such factors are the
(unclear)) wording of Art. 43 Treaty, which should probably be interpreted
extensivelyextensively as to its (extraterritorial) scope, the EU nationality (i.e. citizenship)
CFBTH,, and the potential liability to tax of CFBTH's (passive) income in CFCEU's
Memberr State (with prevention of double taxation by it). One may object that this
situationn is not covered by the Treaty mainly on the grounds that CFBTH is a branch
inn fact established outside EC territory and is not integrated in the economic life of a
Memberr State (i.e. CFCEU's country) since it carries out its business activity (if any)
outsidee the EC. However, the fact that CFBTH has EU nationality could alone be
consideredd a sufficient connecting factor with the EC, especially after the Maastricht
Treatyy and the introduction of a number of rights connected to EU citizenship.
Furthermore,, CFBTH's headquarters is located within the EU and CFBTH is also
liablee to tax in the EU (unless CFCEU's country exempts foreign-source income of
residentt companies under a full territoriality principle, i.e. including passive income),
whichh should be considered a sufficient link with the EU for this purpose. This
conclusionn would be reinforced in case CFBTH's directors were the same as CFCEU's
directorss and/or were EU citizens/residents, and in cases in which there would be
additionall connecting factors with the EU territory. Nor is this affected to a decisive
extentt by the circumstance that CFBTH is not integrated in the economic life of the
EU,, especially in the light of the EQ jurisprudence showing a tendency to extend the
scopee of the Treaty (e.g. in BouMialfa).
Basedd on this, it seems safe to conclude that the paradigm case does fall into the scope
off the Treaty freedom of establishment. However, even if this conclusion were not
true,, the Treaty rules on the free circulation of capital would still be applicable, given
theirr territorial scope also covering non-EU countries (see at 5.3.3.1).109
5.4.3.33 Is there a discrimination or restriction?
Thee next issue is whether the applicability of CFC legislation in our paradigm case
constitutess a restriction to the freedom of establishment prohibited by the Treaty. This
casee concerns a potential home state restriction to PARCO's freedom to set up its
secondaryy establishment in CFCEU's country or to invest capital outside the EU.
Ass for the freedom of establishment, CFC legislation does not seem to restrict
PARCO'ss right of secondary establishment in CFCEU's Member State since it applies
regardlesss of the place or places of (secondary) establishment of PARCO. In other
1099
A related issue is whether it should be made a distinction between CFC regimes introduced before and after the
Maastrichtt Treaty, as the former might be considered outside the scope of Art 73 B and Art. 73 D in the old
wording,, and also the argument linked to CFBTH's EU citizenship would lose relevance (see above in the text). In
practice,, this distinction is irrelevant as the majority of Member States' CFC regimes have been introduced or
substantiallyy amended after the Maastricht Treaty (see also at 5.3.3.1).
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words,, the harsher tax treatment of PARCO triggered by the application of the CFC
ruless in connection with CFBTH's profits is not (purely) based on the location of the
secondaryy establishment of PARCO in another EU country. Instead, these rules apply
whetherr PARCO owns CFBTH directly or through one or more foreign subsidiaries
orr other entities, whether established within or outside EC territory. Therefore, no
restrictionn to the freedom of movement within the meaning of Art. 43 seems to occur
inn the paradigm case.
Onee might disagree with this reasoning on the basis of paragraph 2 of Art. 43. This
referss to the duty by a Member State not to restrict the freedom of establishment by
itss own nationals in another Member State "under the conditions laid down for its
ownn nationals by the law of the country where such establishment is effected." This
provisionn might be interpreted in our case as meaning that if CFCEU's Member State
doess not consider it necessary to impose any (tax) restrictive rules, such as CFC
legislation,, on domestic (i.e. natiotml) companies investing in the same kind of branch
inn the same non-EU country of CFBTH, then Parco's Member State is not entitled to
doo so in respect of PARCO's subsidiary CFCEU and its foreign branch CFBTH. In this
latterr event, PARCO's Member State would in fact be imposing a restriction on
PARCO'ss freedom to avail itself of an entity in, and use the legal system of, the
CFCEUU country, which has less restrictive conditions for the establishment and
carryingg on of business activities of domestic corporations inside or outside the EU, at
oddss with the Centros case.110 In other words, under this line of reasoning the
restrictionn would lie in that other local companies resident in CFCEU's country
wouldd not be subject to the same burdensome CFC rules as applied by PARCO's
Memberr State. The latter State would be 'exporting' its CFC legislation to entities
establishedd in other Member States, which would be a violation of the right of
companiess to pick and choose the best corporate tax system available in the EU.
However,, this objection does not seem very convincing. The first reason is that it
confusess home state with host state restrictions, not taking into account that Art. 43
appliess to either host state or home state restrictions. In this respect, one has to choose
whetherr to focus on the home State's perspective and see whether its application of
CFCC legislation hinders the right of domestic entities to establish themselves in
anotherr EU state, which does not seem to be the case, or on the liost State's
perspectivee and see whether this State causes a hindrance to this freedom, which does
nott seem to be the case either. There is no argument to combine these two
perspectivess to artificially extend the scope of the Treaty freedom to what in fact is a
meree disparity. Furthermore, this reasoning would in fact mean loss of tax
sovereigntyy for the home state, which would be prevented from enacting tax
legislationn best suited to achieve its fiscal policy goals and able to counter abusive
situations.. In other words, it would allow domestic taxpayers to easily escape the
ruless of their Member States by simply establishing a (secondary) presence in another
EUU Member State offering a different and more favourable tax law in the same
situation.. The EC Treaty does not include the right for taxpayers to claim 'most-
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This reasoning would also be true if CFBTH were a locally incorporated company rather than a branch of the
CFCEU:: if the State of CFCEU had no CFC legislation and the State of PARCO did have second-tier CFC
legislation,, then this latter State would be hindering PARCO in using the legal system it prefers.
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favoured-nation'' treatment, nor does it allow circumvention of domestic (tax) law via
(fraudulent)) exercise of the Treaty freedoms (see at 5.3.2.7).
Thee above leads to a conclusion that Member States applying CFC regimes to
domesticc entities with respect to controlled non-EU branches held through
intermediatee EU entities do not fall foul of a home State discrimination or restriction
withinn the meaning of Art. 43 and 48 of the Treaty.
5.4.3.44 Is there a justification?
Iff there is no restriction, then no justification is needed. Nonetheless, it is theoretically
interestingg to make a few remarks on the question whether PARCO's Member State
wouldd have a valid justification if a restriction were afoot. The conclusion drawn
earlierr that the application of CFC regimes to other EU special tax regimes is justified
onn the basis of the need to prevent tax avoidance, provided certain conditions linked
too proportionality are met, are a fortiori valid in this case. In other words, if CFC
legislationn is justified within the EU, it must also be justified outside the EU via the
EU.. Furthermore, if the exercise of the EC freedom of secondary establishment
(throughh CFCEU) would prevent the home Member State (of PARCO) from applying
itss CFC legislation in respect of a non-EU entity (CFBTH), this would completely
frustratee its effectiveness. The consequence would most probably be that all
companiess earning passive income from abroad would use an intermediate EU
subsidiaryy in another Member State with no CFC legislation to avoid the application
off domestic CFC legislation by abusive recourse to the Treaty rules on the freedom of
establishment.. Thus, Member States would be entitled to claim the justification of the
needd to prevent tax avoidance and pursue CEN especially in these situations.
5.4.3.55 Compatibility with the free circulation of capital
Thee rules on the free circulation of capital are at stake if one concludes that the
freedomm of establishment is not applicable to the paradigm case, because under
settledd E Q case law the former apply only to the extent the latter are not applicable.
Ass the free circulation of capital is ensured with regard to investments in both EU and
thirdd countries, one may assume that the Treaty rules would apply in both cases in
whichh the non-EU tax-haven entity is a subsidiary and a branch of CFCEU (see
Sectionn 5.4.2). The compatibility analysis concerning the rules on the free circulation
off capital substantially mirrors the analysis carried out with regard to the
applicabilityy of CFC rules to EU subsidiaries.
Inn short, it can be affirmed that the application of CFC regimes to CFBTH (both
branchh and subsidiary) of CFCEU does constitute a restriction to this freedom as
capitall invested in the CFC is subject to a different tax treatment merely based on the
(foreign)) place of investment. This restriction might be justified on the basis of the
exceptionss contained in Art. 58(l)(a) or (b), as long as it would not constitute an
arbitraryy restriction. In this situation, it may be argued that the restriction is not
arbitraryy but a necessary tool for Member States to prevent artificial profit shifting
andd tax deferral on foreign (passive) income through a tax-haven entity. The
appropriatenesss of CFC legislation for this purpose would especially be based on the
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factt that most of the time these tax-haven entities lack substance and are exclusively
usedd for tax avoidance purposes.
Thee proportionality test would also seem met in this case, especially in consideration
off the fact that the Mutual Assistance Directive would not help in extra-EU situations
andd more in general that usually there is no adequate exchange of information with
thee tax authorities of the blacklisted tax havens due to strict banking secrecy
legislation.. In these situations, placing on taxpayers the burden to prove the active
involvementt in the domestic market by the tax-haven entity or the absence of taxavoidancee reasons for its use would be the only effective means for the home state's
taxx authorities to gather the necessary information.
5.4.4.. Synthesis: When is CFC legislation compatible with the Treaty?
Thee last interesting issue de jure condendo is what type of CFC regime would be
compatiblee with EC law. The basic underlying assumption is that the pursuit of CEN
iss allowed in the internal market, at least as a residual tax policy objective limited to
passivee income and used as a tool to counter tax avoidance techniques implemented
byy resident taxpayers through the (ab)use of EC (tax) law. A further assumption is
thatt CFC legislation is the most effective legal device for this purpose, and more
broadlyy to counter harmful tax competition in the EU.
Underr EU law as interpreted by ECJ case law, in principle CFC rules do impose a
restrictionn to the freedom of establishment and/or of capital movement as such
contraryy to the Treaty. However, this restriction would be justified on the basis of the
rulee of reason as appropriate to counter tax avoidance and pursue CEN. The main
issuee would be the compliance with the proportionality principle, requiring CFC
legislationn to impose the least restriction possible to prevent tax avoidance.
Inn order to be compatible with EC law, CFC legislation should be as targeted as
possiblee to catch other Member States' (and third countries') special tax regimes
deviatingg from their benchmark tax system (and not approved under the state aid
rules,, see below in section 5.6). It should also set realistic control criteria and be
targetedd at passive income and at lack of substance in the CFC's State of residence.
Furthermore,, CFC regimes should provide for a case-by-case evaluation on the basis
off all relevant facts and circumstances as well as of the taxpayers' purpose for the use
off the CFC. Lastly, they should not put an onerous burden of proof on the taxpayer
(inn principle, no other division of the burden of proof is allowed from a purely
domesticc situation), and they should be subject to judicial control on the
administrationn and application by the local tax authorities.
AA CFC legislation based on the global approach would most probably be in breach of
thesee principles, whereas the jurisdictional approach targeted exclusively at special
taxx regimes implemented by other Member States and third countries/tax havens
wouldd seem to be more in line with them. The choice between entity and
transactionall approach would not be affected by EU law considerations as long as the
finall result achieved would be to catch only passive income of (EU) CFCs. As regards
thee division of the burden of proof, the exemptions should not pose a significant
procedurall burden on taxpayers, given the possibility to apply the Mutual Assistance
Directivee in EU situations in order to ascertain all the relevant facts and
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circumstances.. More specifically, the exception relating to active business conducted
locallyy by the CFC should not require a rebuttal of the onus of the proof, which might
bee considered a disproportionate burden on the taxpayer. In EU cases, the tax
authoritiess should prove the tax abusive intent of the domestic taxpayer possibly
relyingg on the Mutual Assistance Directive, without the reversal of the burden of
proof.. However, a more workable and effective alternative could be to require
administrativee cooperation between the tax administration and the taxpayer, e.g.
throughh a (mandatory) ruling procedure in all these situations, which might be
consideredd to comply with the proportionality principle.111 By contrast, in non-EU
situationss the burden of proof could still be placed on the taxpayer due to the nonapplicabilityy of the Mutual Assistance Directive and the lack of other less
burdensomee instruments available to the local tax authorities, such as tax treaties
withh an adequate exchange of information clause.
5.55 Compatibility of general counter-measures with EC Law
5.5.11 Scope
Thiss section focuses at first on the denial of the participation exemption by Member
Statess using this method to prevent international economic double taxation on
dividendss a n d / or capital gains. It then deals with the application of general antiabusee rules by a country's tax administration to challenge the validity of corporate
structuress set u p to take advantage of favourable tax regimes available in other
Memberr States. The issue of the applicability of general countermeasures to non-EU
entitiess located in tax havens and held through intermediate will not be addressed for
thee limited relevance from a practical point of view. By and large, the compatibility
analysiss with the EC freedom of establishment and capital circulation rules has many
pointss in common with the analysis concerning CFC legislation. Therefore, to avoid
repetitionss reference will be made to that earlier analysis and only the main
differencess will be focused on in this section. .
5.5.22 Denial of Participation Exemption
Whenn assessing the denial of the participation exemption for dividends paid by EU
entitiess benefiting from a special tax regime locally (see at 5.2.3 and more in general
Chapterr 4, at 4.6), one has to consider not only the Treaty freedoms and related ECJ
casee law, but also the (anti-avoidance rules contained in the) Parent-Subsidiary
Directive. 1122 As the Treaty (freedoms) provisions in principle do not affect Member
States'' sovereign choice between the credit and the exemption method to relieve
(international)) double taxation on inter-company dividend distributions (see also the
GillyGilly case in Chapter 2, at 2.3.3), the compatibility analysis should at first focus on the
Parent/Subsidiaryy Directive.
1111
This approach has recently been adopted by the Italian CFC regime, which provides for a mandatory ruling
proceduree for the application of the exemptions in cases in which the CFC is active in the local market or there is
noo abusive intent by the domestic taxpayer: see Busetto, cit., at 34 ff.
"22 Council Directive 90/435/EEC of 23 July 1990 on the common system of taxation applicable in the case of parent
companiescompanies and subsidiaries of different Member States, OJ L 225, 20/8/1990, p. 6.
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Generallyy speaking, provided the four main conditions for the application of the
Directivee are met (i.e. legal form, minimum ownership, subject-to-tax, and holding
period),, no withholding tax may be imposed on dividend distributions by the
Memberr State of the subsidiary and an exemption or a credit must be granted by the
Memberr State of the recipient parent company.113 The latter provision, contained in
Art.44 of the Directive, implies that Member States are free to choose between the
exemptionn and the credit method on cross-border EU dividend distributions,
consistentlyy with their tax sovereignty ensured by the Treaty.
Thee present analysis focuses on the application of the exemption method, which is the
casee in the majority of EU states (see Chapter 4, at 4.6.6). Member States often lay
downn additional requirements for the application of the participation exemption also
withh regard to EU subsidiaries. Examples of these additional requirements are the
involvementt by the resident parent company in the management of the subsidiary
andd the requirement that the subsidiary does not exclusively or mainly earn passive
income.. If these additional requirements are not met, the participation exemption is
deniedd and the credit method applies instead. For instance, the Member State of the
parentt company denies the more favourable exemption method generally applied
onlyy with respect to certain specific EU subsidiaries depending on the tax regime of
anotherr EU country (e.g. the 0% tax rate for Madeira ZFM entities, or the special
taxationn of Belgian coordination centres).114
Iss this denial compatible with EU law? A preliminaryy consideration is that the use of
thee credit method in these cases would seem expression of Member States' tax
sovereigntyy and would seem to comply with Art. 4 of the Directive. Furthermore, the
Directivee leaves it up to the Member States to apply internal anti-abuse provisions
meantt to prevent taxpayers otherwise not entitled to its application to benefit from it,
butt it fails to specify how anti-abuse measures must be drafted and what provisions
Memberr States are allowed to implement for this purpose. Still, in cases in which the
deniall of the participation exemption is limited to certain EU subsidiaries only, it may
amountt to a restriction of the secondary freedom of establishment of the parent
prohibitedd by the Treaty as it is based on the place of residence (and the favourable
taxx treatment) in the other country. Obviously, EC secondary law cannot validly
authorisee restrictions incompatible with EC primary law, and therefore the
compatibilityy analysis must focus on the Treaty provisions in the first place. In this
respect,, the denial of the exemption may be justified for the need to prevent tax
abusess of domestic taxpayers trying to avoid internal taxation on their foreign profits
enjoyingg almost total exemption if they were not subject to tax in the foreign
jurisdictionn (e.g. the ZFM in Madeira) or only to very low notional taxation abroad
(e.g.. the Belgian coordination centre). On the basis of EQ case law, probably the
deniall of the participation exemption in these circumstances would not be compatible
withh the Treaty on the grounds that it applies automatically on the basis of
predeterminedd criteria regardless of the existence of a specific abuse to be ascertained
onn a case-by-case basis in each factual situation (i.e. ICI and Leur-Bloem) and that the
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For a thorough explanation of the Parent/Subsidiary Directive, see Terra & Wattel, at, at 335 ff.
It is worth noting that the analysis in this paragraph does not take into account the impact of the state aid rules
onn the denial. This issue will be dealt with in section 5.6.
1144
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applicationn of countermeasures undoing favourable regimes implemented by other
Memberr States is contrary to the internal market (Eurowngs).
However,, based on the fact that the denial of the participation exemption is a general
(counter)measure,, a number of other considerations lead to the opposite conclusion
off compatibility with the Treaty. In particular, the denial is not only justifiable on the
groundss of the need to prevent tax avoidance, but especially on the basis of the
existencee of national sovereignty, because if a Member State is allowed to use the
creditt method in general under both the Treaty and the Parent/Subsidiary Directive,
thenn it is most certainly allowed to require a rriinimum level of taxation of the
subsidiary'ss profits to grant the participation exemption. Moreover, Art. 2 (c) of the
Parent-Subsidiaryy Directive allows Member States to apply the Directive only to
entitiess that are subject to tax "without the possibility of an option or of being
exempt,"" which might be construed as meaning subject to the normal, benchmark tax
system.. The fact that some Member States opt for the exemption method as a matter
off principle does not mean that they are bound to it in all circumstances. First, the
objectionn that once a Member State has chosen the exemption method it cannot deny
itt with respect to EU companies seems unfounded, as there is no obligation stenuning
fromm EC law for Member States to adopt the same method to relieve economic double
taxationn EU-wide, neither in the Parent/Subsidiary Directive nor in any other piece of
ECC (secondary) law, nor is this implied by ECJ case law. Furthermore, the exemption
methodd is chosen to entirely relieve the economic double taxation on profits earned in
onee jurisdiction and distributed to a different but affiliated legal entity in another
jurisdiction.. This policy goal is no longer present in cases in which the requirements
laidd down for its application are not met, such as the subject-tc^minimum-tax
condition.. In these cases there is hardly any economic double taxation to relieve as
thee subsidiary's profits are themselves exempt or subject to very low tax and
thereforee it should be considered legitimate for the Member State of the recipient
parentt to deny the exemption and apply the credit method instead.115 In other words,
Memberr States are not required by EC primary and secondary law to apply the
exemptionn method, not even if that is their benchmark system, to profits of foreign
subsidiariess not subject to a more or less comparable taxation borne by domestic
subsidiaries,, especially if such foreign subsidiaries are not subject to the benchmark
systemm but to a special low or no tax burden in their EU State of residence (provided
theyy apply the same rules domestically and that the special regime was not
authorisedd by the Commission under the fiscal state aid rules, see at 5.6). In those
cases,, the credit method suffices as incomparable situations do not have to be treated
equally.. Nor does the Eurowings case frustrate this conclusion, as it concerned another
Memberr State's tax regime explicitly authorised by the Commission under the state
aidd rules and a transaction between unrelated parties in which no question of abuse
arosee (see also at 5.3.2.7 and at 5.6).
Thee above considerations lend credibility to the conclusion that the denial of the
participationn exemption with respect to certain EU subsidiaries (under extension of
ann indirect credit), even if not justifiable on the grounds of the need to prevent tax
abuse,, is nevertheless compatible with EC law: being a general countermeasure, it is
1155
This Member State should also deny the participation exemption in comparable domestic circumstances to
complyy with the Treaty.
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expressionn of a fundamental choice of tax policy of exclusive competence of each
Memberr State, as long as no discrimination arises and the requirements laid down in
thee Parent-Subsidiary Directive are not overstepped.
5.5.33 Application of general anti-abuse rules

Thee second set of general countermeasures analysed in this paragraph are general
anti-avoidancee rules ("GAAR", see at 5.2.3). From the ICI and Leur-Bloem cases, the
needd to prevent abuse pursued by GAARs seems able to justify their compatibility
withh the EC freedom of establishment. In fact, their application most of the times
reliess on the Member States' tax authorities being able to substantiate that the main or
onlyy purpose for the conclusion of a certain transaction or the use of a certain EU
entityy entitled to a favourable tax regime by domestic taxpayers was the avoidance of
domesticc taxes. Furthermore, the application of a GAAR is subject to judicial control
byy domestic courts, which are to assess the evidence adduced by the tax
administrationn and the overall results of the transaction(s) challenged. This also
entailss that both the objective element of abuse of EC law and the subjective element
off the taxpayer artificially creating the conditions of application of EC law in order to
circumventt its domestic legal tax system must be proven by the tax authorities as
requiredd in Emsland Starke. This also entails compliance with the proportionality
principle,, as there is no procedural burden on the taxpayer within the meaning of the
VestergaardVestergaard case. The remedy to disregard altogether the transaction concluded o
existencee of the EU entity challenged seems appropriate in these situations, as it is
hardd to think of a less restrictive measure where the only or main purpose sought by
thee taxpayer was the avoidance of domestic tax.
Somee doubt may stem from the Centros and Eurowings cases, in which the ECJ
concludedd that in the absence of harmonisation, EU (natural and legal) persons are
freee to take advantage of competition among Member States' legal orders and that
Memberr States are not allowed to impose compensatory charges to undo favourable
taxx regimes available in other Member States. These judgements might be interpreted
ass suggesting that the aim to prevent tax avoidance is not sufficient to justify the
applicationn of GAARs against other EU countries' favourable tax regimes even in
casess in which there would be a lack of business purpose for the use of these EC
entitiess by a domestic taxpayer. However, these cases may also be explained as
meaningg that tax planning may not be restricted, whereas tax abuse may be curbed
indeed.. As stressed above, neither in Eurowings nor in Centros any actual abuse or
abusivee intent was established, and the respective tax authorities merely pointed in
ann abstract way to theriskof abuse.
Inn the absence of a specific case law on the relationship between tax sovereignty and
thee need to prevent tax abuse, there is no general conclusion as to whether the
applicationn of GAAR by a Member State is in breach of the Treaty rules on the
freedomm of establishment and/or capital movement. Based on the above case law, it
mayy be surmised that a proportionate and balanced application of GAARs against
whollyy artificial arrangements created by domestic taxpayers, alien to the object and
purposee of EC law, are allowed. That may not help Member States very much,
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however,, as tax planning techniques nowadays are very sophisticated in making sure
thatt corporate arrangements do not appear as "wholly artificial."
5.66 Counter-measures against authorised or non-assessed state aid regimes
5.6.11 Issue
Whatt is the impact of the (fiscal) state aid rules on the application of
countermeasures?? The issue is to what extent a Member State may apply unilateral
countermeasures,, either general (i.e. anti-abuse provisions) or specific (i.e. CFC
legislation),, against another Member State's tax regime, if this regime (i) was
approvedd by the Commission under the EC state aid rules because it did not meet all
thee four criteria laid down in Art. 87 (1), or it was justified under the "nature or
generall scheme of the system" or under one of the exemptions contained in Art. 87 (3)
(seee in Chapter 3); or (ii) was not assessed by the Commission under the (fiscal) state
aidd rules even though these were applicable to it. These two different situations will
bee analysed in this section.
5.6.22 Countermeasures, loyalty principle and authorised aids
Startingg with the application of unilateral countermeasures against a tax regime
authorisedd under the (fiscal) State aid rules, in principle the Eurowings case rules out
theirr application as incompatible with the Treaty freedoms on the grounds that "such
compensatoryy arrangements prejudice the very foundations of the single market" (see
att 5.3.2.7).116 However, as mentioned above this case concerned a real transaction
betweenn unrelated parties established in two different Member States and carrying on
genuinee business activities. In other words, there was no abuse at stake in Eurowings,
whichh leaves open the main issue of the compatibility with EC law of
countermeasuress against authorised regimes in abusive situations of profit-shifting
betweenn related parties.
AA crucial question debated by legal commentators is whether a Commission
authorisationn under the state aid rules implies that there is an EC objective at stake
withinn the meaning of Art. 10.117 If so, the loyalty principle would require Member
Statess to refrain from measures likely to jeopardise its attainment, such as unilateral
countermeasuress against authorised tax regimess authorised under the Treaty state aid
rules.. As seen above (in Chapter 3, at 3.3.3), the EC act through which the
Commissionn grants its authorisation under the exemptions laid down in the (fiscal)
statee aid rules is a decision addressed to the Member State concerned, which is legally

"** For a detailed comment on this issue with a focus on the application of the general anti-avoidance provision of
Germann tax law (i.e. Sec. 42 of the German Tax Act, see at 5.2.3) against the Irish IFSC regime, see A. Radler, M.
Lausterer,, J. Blumenberg, Tax abuse and EC law, EC Tax review, 2/1997, p. 86. See also on the same issue and on the
relationshipp between German CFC legislation and the said general anti-avoidance provision G. Kraft, GermanControlledControlled IFSCs Not Abusive - Decisions of the Supreme Tax Court of 19 January 2000, European Taxation, 7/200
288. .
1177
See in particular F. de Hosson, Bijzonderefiscaleregimes en het communataire recht, Weekblad voor Fiscaal Recht,
1996/6208,, p. 1111; P. J. Wattel, Beggar thy neighbour, Weekblad voor Fiscaal Recht, 1996/6225, p. 1854, and the
replyy by F. de Hosson, 77K neighbour is a beggar, Weekblad voor Fiscaal Recht, 1996/6225, p. 1858.
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bindingg on that State pursuant to Art. 249 (5) of the Treaty.118 If the authorisation is
basedd on the Art. 87 (3) (a) and (c) exemptions, the EC objective pursued is usually to
favourr the economic development and boost the employment of the particular area to
whichh the authorised measure applies. The same is true for horizontal or sectoral
statee aids, whose authorisation is based on the compliance with Art. 87 (1) of the
Treatyy because the four required conditions are not cumulatively met (see Chapter 3
att 3.3.1) or because they are justified by the "nature" of the system as pursuing a
desirablee "internal" or "external" objective (see Chapter 3, at 3.6.3 and 3.6.4). In other
words,, they are in these cases authorised as a means to encourage for instance R&D
activities,, environmental goals, or the development of a certain sector of the economy.
Thee Commission authorisation means that a certain (tax) regime is consistent with the
Treatyy objectives. This might lead to the conclusion that in all cases of authorised
fiscall state aids the loyalty principle applies, and as a consequence that Member
Statess cannot apply unilateral countermeasures to undo their effects.119 However,
doubtt arises especially because the Commission decisions do not usually go into the
questionn of the possible draining and therefore distortive effects of the notified tax
measuree in other Member States. Furthermore, the Commission decision is binding
onlyy on the addressee Member State and it does not extend its force to the other
Memberr States.120 The authorisation decision would thus not create any obligations
towardss them, which would make the loyalty principle inapplicable to their use of
countermeasures. .
Indeed,, this objection seems feeble from a legal point of view. First, the Commission
decisionss may have some effect also towards the other Member States. The procedure
forr the authorisation of (fiscal) state aid provides the possibility for all Member States
too submit observations upon opening of the Commission investigation. Member
Statess may furthermore directly appeal before the ECJ a Commission decision
grantingg an authorisation pursuant to Art. 88 (2). The outcome of this procedure is an
informedd Commission decision authorising the (fiscal) State aid either not challenged
beforee the ECJ by any Member State (or any other interested parties), or a decision
that,, challenged before the Court by one or more Member States, has been upheld
andd thus ruled compatible with Treaty. This shows that the Commission decision,
althoughh formally addressed to one Member State only, most probably indirectly
extendss its force also towards other Member States, which have not objected to it or
aree bound to agree in case of an ECJ ruling upholding it.121 Secondly, this objection
confusess the positive aspect of the loyalty principle, for whose application a legal
obligationn is indeed required, and the negative aspect at stake here. The latter does
nott postulate any such legal obligation to apply, what counts being the jeopardy to
thee attainment of the Treaty objectives.
1188

For the procedural rules on the application of the (fiscal) state aid rules, see above in Chapter 3 at 3.3.3. See on
thiss also Radler, at., at 93-95.
1WW
In this respect, De Hosson, at, argues that on the basis of Art. 159 of the EC Treaty Member States are
preventedd from undoing the effects of other Member States' special regimes authorised by the Commissionn on the
basiss of the Art. 87 (3) exemptions, including through the use of unilateral countermeasures.
1200
In this respect Wattel, at., argues that the authorisation of fiscal aid measures does not mean incompatibility of
anti-avoidancee measures used by other Member States, since such measures do not affect the Commission
authorisationn or eliminate the measure in itself.
1211
See Radler, at, at 95.
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Fromm these considerations it seems safe to conclude that the loyalty principle in its
negativee aspect does apply in the event a Member State is willing to use a unilateral
countermeasuree against another Member State's tax regime approved by the
Commissionn under the Treaty (fiscal) state aid rules, as acknowledged as a matter of
principlee in Eurowings. However, EC law cannot be construed so as to require
Memberr States to refrain from combating abuse through wholly artificial
arrangementss for purposes alien to Commission decisions (in the fiscal state aid area),
suchh as mere tax avoidance and artificial profit-shifting not entailing a genuine and
lastingg economic involvement in the host State. As Emsland-Starke shows, a
Commissionn decision based on the (fiscal) state aid rules may be just as well abused
ass an export subsidy regime for a different object and purpose. Put it differently, if an
authorisedd tax regime (e.g. the Madeira ZFM) is (ab)used by a taxpayer for the mere
purposee of shifting abroad otherwise domestic-source (passive) profits subject to high
taxx and of achieving tax deferral through an entity lacking substance and not carrying
outt genuine business activities, this would amount to a wholly artificial arrangement
showingg both objectively and subjectively the taxpayer's abusive intent that would
justifyy the application of a countermeasure despite the Commission authorisation. In
thesee very situations, the use of both specific and general countermeasures complying
withh the proportionality principle would probably have to be considered compatible
withh EU law.
5.6.33 Countermeasures and tax regimes not assessed under the fiscal state aid rules
byy the Commission
Iff the Commission does not assess a tax regime under the (fiscal) state aid rules, one
mightt think that the compatibility with EC law should only be ascertained on the
basiss of the rules on the freedom of establishment and of capital movement (see att 5.4
andd 5.5) and possibly of the Code of Conduct (see at 5.7). However, it is questionable
thatt the state aid rules do not play any role in the event that a certain tax regime,
althoughh not assessed by the Commission, clearly falls into their scope and might
thereforee be incompatible with the Treaty. This is not a merely theoretical question, as
shownn for instance by the Irish corporation tax case and the large-scale investigation
initiatedd by the Commission in 2001.122 In these cases, a Member State adopting a
generall or specific countermeasure (also) catching such a Member State's (state aid)
taxx regime might claim that its countermeasure is compatible with the Treaty because
thatt regime is incompatible with the state aid rules. In these situations, a subsequent
Commissionn decision (possibly subject to ECJ review) may confirm or dismiss this
claim,, just like in the Irish corporation tax case or in the recent large-scale investigation.
Thee starting point for this analysis is that in principle Member States do not have the
authorityy to judge whether a certain (tax) regime — their own or another Member
State'ss - falls under the state aid rules and/or is covered by one of the Treaty
exemptions.. This assessment rests exclusively with the Commission, with judicial
revieww by the ECJ. This means that in principle the use of countermeasures may not
1222
On the Irish corporation tax system, which the Commission declared incompatible with the state aid rules after
almostt 20 years, see extensively in Chapter 3, section 3.5. On the Commission large-scale investigation launched in
Julyy 2001, see Chapter 3, section 3.8.
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bee justified on the grounds that it is needed to undo the effects of another Member
State'ss tax regime violating the state aid rules. Even if this violation were crystal clear,
thee Member State could not just rely on the (positive) loyalty principle and claim that
itss countermeasure would aim to ensure the achievement of Treaty objectives.
Instead,, such Member State should inform the Commission of the presumed
incompatibilityy of another State's tax regime with the EC state aid rules to open an
investigationn and possibly issue a negative decision to declare its incompatibility with
thee Treaty.
Fromm the above it may be concluded that a Member State cannot justify the
applicationn of unilateral countermeasures against other EU states' tax regimes solely
onn the basis of their contravention of the EC (fiscal) state aid rules if these
countermeasuress amount to a restriction of any Treaty freedom. In this case, that
Memberr State would need a separate justification, such as the need to combat
artificiall tax-driven capital and profit shifting. If the use of countermeasures does not
amountt to a restriction (or discrimination) of a Treaty freedom, then there is no EC
laww preventing that Member State from applying its countermeasure, as there is no
Commissionn decision authorising the other State's scheme either.
Inn this respect, even if from a theoretical point of view the application of the state aid
ruless is the exclusive competence of the Community institutions, from a practical
pointt of view this does not prevent a Member State from applying a unilateral
countermeasuree in the meantime. If the Commission subsequently decides that an EU
country'ss tax regime against which another Member State's countermeasure is
targetedd is compatible with the (fiscal) state aid rules, then the countermeasure may
havee to be repealed. A Member State cannot be required, however, to refrain from or
withdraww anti-abuse measures targeting foreign fiscal state aid schemes which have
beenn illegally implemented by another Member State without prior notification to, let
alonee authorisation by, the Commission: even if the Commission later finds that such
schemee is compatible with the Treaty, it should not have been implemented prior to
thee Commission authorisation in any event.
Thee example of the Irish 'manufacturing' relief may clarify this point (see Chapter 3,
att 3.5). Assume that a Member State applied its CFC legislation to companies
benefitingg from the special Irish 10% corporate tax rate (i.e. the "manufacturing
relief")) prior to the Commission decision.123 This Member State could justify the
applicationn of the CFC regime inter alia on the grounds that the Irish relief was clearly
inn breach of Art. 87 (1) Treaty. From a theoretical point of view, this justification
shouldd be considered irrelevant as the Member State concerned should have pressed
thee Commission to analyse the Irish relief in the Eght of the state aid rules (or take
Irelandd to Court on the basis of Art. 227). However, from a practical point of view the
subsequentt Commission decision formally acknowledging the incompatibility of the
Irishh relief with the state aid rules for the entire period of its existence (i.e. more than
200 years) implicitly acknowledged the legitimacy of the application of the other
Memberr State's CFC legislation. This might be thought of as an ex post validation of
1233

This is not a purely theoretical case. It is true that this relief applied by definition to active income from
manufacturingg (and similar) activities, but most CFC regimes catch foreign 'base' companies not active in the local
marketmarket but exporting most or all of their products to other final destination markets. This is indeed what happens
inn the case of Irish manufacturing companies, which are mostly used to divert active profits otherwise subject to
higherr taxation in the domestic country of the parent (or in the host state where the product are sold).
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thiss Member State's behaviour, which could be justified from a practical point of view
onn the basis of the Commission inertia in opening an investigation on the Irish
manufacturingg relief and declaring its incompatibility with the Treaty for such a long
periodd of time. From a legal point of view, one has to consider that the loyalty
principlee in this case would not be decisive in reaching the opposite conclusion, as
theree is a limit to its application whenever other Member States' behaviours may be
labelledd as disloyal (this is also shown e.g. by Art. 97 (2) Treaty, see Chapter 2, Section
2.4). .
5.77 Application of countermeasures to Code of Conduct Blacklisted Regimes and
thee Loyalty principle
5.7.11 Issue
AA last interesting issue is the impact on the compatibility assessment of
countermeasuress with EC law of the Code of Conduct and its black list of harmful EU
taxx regimes. The question arises as to what role, if any, the Code plays where Member
States'' countermeasures apply to harmful regimes either included or not included in
thee Primarolo black list (or in the final black stemming from the Code, see in Chapter
4,, section 4.3). More specifically, the issue is whether a Member State may derive a
justificationn for tax restrictions to the use of entities enjoying EU low-tax regimes by
domesticc taxpayers from the blacklisting of such regimes, and, vice versa, whether it
iss less likely that such use may be considered abusive if the regime concerned was not
blacklisted.. The analysis below does not affect the above general analysis on the
compatibilityy of unilateral countermeasures with the Treaty freedoms of
establishmentt and capital circulation.
5.7.22 Evaluation
Thee starting point for this analysis is the legal force of the Code of Conduct. As
clarifiedd above (see Chapter 4, at 4.2.2 and 4.2.4), the Code is a political commitment
lackingg legally binding force under EU law. This means that as a matter of principle
thee fact that a certain tax regime has or has not been blacklisted under the Code does
nott affect the legal right of Member States to apply unilateral countermeasures
againstt these regimes, as the only potential EC legal impediment in this respect are
thee Treaty rules on the freedom of establishment and of capital movement. Moreover,
thee Primarolo black list has not been adopted by the Council (yet) and has been
contestedd by several Member States (see Chapter 4, section 4.3). One must also
considerr that there appears to be no consensus among Member States on the use of
countermeasuress against (harmful) tax competition, and that the Code of Conduct
underr the heading "Action to combat tax avoidance and evasion" vaguely states that
"thee Council notes that anti-abuse provisions or countermeasures contained in tax
lawss ... play a fundamental role in counteracting tax avoidance and evasion" (Para. M
off the Code, see Chapter 4, at 4.2). The 2000 Guidelines, despite referring to Member
States'' application of CFC legislation and denial of the exemption method in
evaluatingg the hannfulness of holding company and finance branch regimes, do not
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systematicallyy deal with this issue and raise several doubts as to their compatibility
withh EU primary and secondary law (see in detail Chapter 4, at 4.3.5 and section 4.6).
Nonetheless,, the Code of Conduct might have a certain impact on the compatibility
analysiss of unilateral countermeasures in the (near) future. This is the case if the
Primaroloo black list is explicitly approved by the Council, or a revised black list
(underr the 2000 Guidelines and subsequent documents) is issued with the consensus
off all Member States, and the entire 'Package' to tackle harmful tax competition (i.e.
includingg the proposed Savings and the Interest and Royalty Directives) is finally
approved,, supposedly by the end of the year 2002 (see Chapter 4, section 4.2). In this
event,, the question is whether the fact that two binding Directives are adopted as a
partt of a Package, and a black list is agreed upon unanimously, upgrades the legal
forcee of the non-legally-binding third part of the Package, i.e. the Code of Conduct
(andd consequently the black list based on its criteria).
Inn principle, if Member States wanted the black list or a list of criteria to be binding,
theyy should have given it the legal form of a Directive under Arts. 94 and 95 (2) of the
Treatyy or possibly Art. % (2) (see in Chapter 2, sections 2.2 and 2.4). However, one is
alsoo to consider the loyalty principle (see at 2.2.3). The crucial point would be
whetherr consensus of the Member States on the implementation inter alia of the Code
off Conduct and the final black list would imply an obligation to comply with it on the
basiss of the loyalty principle, or at least a justification for countermeasures in case of
non-compliance.. The argument could be that if the Member States have reached
consensuss on harmful tax regimes to be eliminated on the basis of the Code of
Conduct,, and moreover as part of a Package including legally binding instruments on
harmfull tax measures, they have also acknowledged that the blacklisted tax regimes
aree incompatible with the internal market due to the distortive effects they bring
about.. By contrast, regimes not included in the black list, either because not causing
harmfull effects or because justified on the grounds that they are needed to stimulate
thee development of certain depressed areas in the EU, are implicitly compatible with
thee internal market.124
Iff this premise is correct, then the loyalty principle would apply in its negative aspect
too Member States in that it would prevent them from using unilateral
countermeasuress against other EU countries' regimes excluded from the black list.
Reasoningg a contrario, the application by Member States of unilateral countermeasures
againstt blacklisted tax regimes, far from constituting a breach of the loyalty principle
inn its negative aspect, would probably be legitimate and justified as an additional tool
too fight harmful tax regimes distorting the internal market. This would be based on
thee fact that the positive loyalty principle enshrined in Art. 10 (1) of the Treaty entitles
Memberr States to take appropriate measures, whether general or particular, to
achievee the Treaty objectives, especially the level playing field and the prevention of
internall market distortions (caused by other Member States' harmful tax measures).
Thee loyalty principle would thus be a legal reinforcement to ensure the
implementationn of the Code of Conduct, in principle lacking binding force.
1244 Needless to say, this justification contained in Para. G of the Code is similar to those provided under the EC
Statee aid rules for the authorisation of (fiscal) state aids under the exemptions of Art. 87 (3) (a) and (c) (see Chapter
4,, at 4.Z1). Therefore, if a certain regime has also been authorised under these provisions, the analysis on the
impactt of the application of the fiscal state aid rules on the countermeasures carried out above (see at 5.6) is also
valid. .
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Inn summary, in itself the Code of Conduct does not legally affect the application of
Memberr States' unilateral countermeasures against other EU States' (harmful) tax
regimes.. However, the release of the final black list of harmful measures agreed on by
alll Member States under the auspices of the Council, and as a part of the
implementationn of a 'Package' to curtail harmful tax competition in the EU, would
showw a consensus as to which regimes are harmful and a link to the legally binding
partss of the Package. As a consequence, under the loyalty principle Member States:
(a)) would no longer be entitled to apply unilateral countermeasures against tax
regimess which do not answer to the blacklisted criteria, and (b) would be entitled or
evenn encouraged to apply countermeasures against blacklisted regimes.
5.7.33 Impact on the fundamental freedoms and possible justifications
Whenn applying the Treaty rules on the freedom of establishment and/or capital
movement,, the ECJ has repeatedly pointed out that in the absence of harmonisation,
EUU citizens and companies are free to take advantage of the legal (and therefore also
tax)) system best suiting their needs, which is the very foundation of an internal
markett (see Centros and Eurowings, at 5.3.2.7). On these grounds, the ECJ might
considerr the use of unilateral countermeasures by Member States incompatible with
thee Treaty, especially the general anti-abuse clauses applied to other EU countries'
speciall tax regimes (see at 5.5.3).
However,, given the Code of Conduct it is debatable whether the assumption of a lack
off direct tax harmonisation in the EU is still true. One might argue that at least within
thee scope of the Code there no longer is unfettered tax competition among Member
States,, but (a certain degree of) coordination is pursued instead, as shown by their
consensuss to implement the Code and issue a (final) black list of harmful tax regimes.
Thiss would in turn mean that in the various fields of corporate taxation covered by
thee Code, mainly the regimes for finance, headquarters, and holding companies,
Memberr States would not be free to choose their systems in autonomy but should
complyy with the principles contained in the Code. Moreover, both Art. 10 and Arts.
966 and 97 (and, as the case may be, Art. 87) are the expression of a general EC
principlee that policy competition between Member States is fine as long as it serves
thee internal market and other goals of the EC, but it should nevertheless be curtailed
wheree it causes market distortions. Based on the above, unilateral countermeasures
mayy be justified especially against regimes answering to the criteria laid down in the
Codee of Conduct. This may not imply a significant departure from allowing
proportionatee anti-abuse measures, however, as real abuse (i.e. "wholly artificial"
arrangements)) does not serve the internal market but on the contrary causes
arbitrary,, economically-irrational wholesale capital shifts, and therefore market
distortions.. In this respect, one may think that the Court could not use the argument
thatt there still is full competition in the particular areas covered by the Code. Instead,
iff blacklisted because of breach of the Code principles, special tax regimes favouring
thesee coordinated areas could probably not be claimed (rectius, abused) by companies
establishedd in another Member State simply to achieve a tax advantage.
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5.88 Conclusion
Thee analysis on the compatibility with EC law of general and specific
countermeasuress used by Member States catching other Member States' (harmful) tax
regimess calls for a few conclusive remarks. These concern the impact of the main EC
laww provisions considered for this purpose, i.e. the Treaty rules on the freedom of
establishmentt laid down in Arts. 43-48 and on the free movement of capital set out in
Arts.. 56-58, and of the loyalty principle contained in Art. 10, on the Member States'
sovereigntyy to use such countermeasures in EU cross-border situations. As in
principlee such countermeasures, whether general or special, do cause a restriction to
thee freedoms of establishment and capital, the crucial issue becomes the possibility
forr Member States to claim a justification to this restriction acceptable by the ECJ.
Ass for the unwritten justifications, from ECJ case law in direct tax matters, which up
tilll now did not specifically focus on the acceptability of countermeasures against
harmfull tax regimes, it appears that the need to prevent abuse does not leave Member
Statess much room to restrict the Treaty freedoms. In particular, any restrictive
(counter)measuree must be (i) appropriate to prevent an abuse, which must really exist
(thee Court does not consider abusive the wish of an economic operator to choose the
legall system of his preference (Centros) or to do business with an unrelated party
establishedd in a low-tax regime (Eurowings)), and (ii) proportionate to the goal of
counteringg genuine abuse without imposing an unduly (procedural) burden on the
taxpayerr (Vestergaard). From the (non-tax) cases Kefalas, Emsland Starke, and Factortame
itt appears that frivolous recourse to EC law, at odds with its object and purpose and
withh abusive intent, is not accepted. However, Member States' anti-abuse measures
mustt rely on several objective criteria taking into account all the facts and
circumstances,, and be subject to judicial review (Leur-Bloem).
Countermeasuress adopted by Member States to undo benefits of general tax systems
implementedd by other Member States must be considered incompatible with EC law,
ass Member States have to respect other Member States' general tax systems (mutual
recognition).. This follows from their cherished tax sovereignty and from the idea of
ann internal market, which should make available for the benefit of all EU citizens the
competitionn between general tax (and legal) systems in the EU. From this point of
view,, it appears that the credit method as a general method to prevent double
taxation,, and hence the general pursuit of CEN, is at odds with the idea of an internal
market:: it takes away the (tax) benefit of investing in another Member State, even if in
thee other State no tax incentives apply whatsoever, and even if the contracting parties
aree unrelated and no artifice or abuse is afoot whatsoever. The credit system is a
countermeasuree against any foreign tax competition, even against all general tax
systemss of other Member States. In short, it is protective.
Nonetheless,, as a targeted anti-abuse measure the credit method (bolstered by
appropriatee and proportionate CFC-like rules) is a valid method for Member States to
(proportionally)) protect themselves and the internal market against artificial base
erosion.. If resident taxpayers artificially shift their tax base to special foreign tax
regimess for which they would have had no interest whatsoever if it were not for the
taxx avoidance purpose, the credit method instead of an exemption is an appropriate
andd proportionate response. In these circumstances, the adoption of CEN seems
justifiedd as a residual principle even in a truly internal market. In other words, the use
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byy a Member State of tax countermeasures against special tax regimes implemented
byy other Member States that sponge on their tax revenue would have to be
consideredd legitimate from an EC law point of view.
Thee test of whether national (counter)measures work to the detriment of foreign
gejieralgejieral tax systems or are proportionately aimed at special regimes that sponge o
otherr Member States seems a valid one from a legal point of view, especially in the
lightt of the Code of Conduct and of the fiscal state aid rules. They show that harmful
taxx competition and internal market distortions are almost exclusively caused by
specificc tax regimes deviating from a country's benchmark tax regime rather than by
generall ones. Also the loyalty principle would be respected if this test was used, as
Memberr States would be in their right to use countermeasures against other Member
Statess only in the event of negative effects caused in the internal market by the tetter's
speciall tax schemes, whereas they would be barred from doing so in cases in which
thee Treaty objectives are respected.
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CHAPTERR 6 - SYNTHESIS AND PROPOSAL
6.11 Overview
Thiss chapter is divided into three parts. The first part contains a synthesis of the main
findingss of this research based on the analysis contained in the previous chapters.
Threee basic questions may be framed for this purpose:
•• What is tax competition and is there a need to regulate this phenomenon in the
EU? ?
•• What is 'harmful' tax competition and where is the dividing line with 'desirable'
taxx competition from an internal market point of view?
•• Is the current EU legal framework appropriate and effective to deal with harmful
taxx competition or is there a need for a new approach?
Fromm the analysis it appears that tax competition may have both beneficial and
harmfull effects for the internal market and that the former must be promoted while
thee latter must be curtailed. The subsequent focus on harmful tax competition and on
thee various remedies provided by the Treaty and by EU soft law instruments shows
thee inadequacy and/or ineffectiveness of the latter, which is due to a number of
shortcomingss and to the lack of coordination of these remedies. The conclusion is that
theree is a need for a new approach.
Thee latter aspect is dealt with in the second part of the chapter, which contains an
overvieww of the Commission strategy in the corporate tax area for the coming years as
sett out in two communications and in the comprehensive study of Member States'
corporatee tax systems, all released in 2001. In particular, there will be an analysis of
thee impact of the new Commission strategy on harmful tax competition. The focus
willl be on the issue of anti-avoidance provisions and countermeasures in bilateral tax
treatiess and on the issue of comprehensive taxation of EU-wide profits of companies
activee in several Member States on a consolidated basis.
Thee last part of the chapter sets out a proposal for a new comprehensive framework
too deal with harmful tax competition in the EU. This proposal seeks to resolve the
flawss of the current framework taking into account the lessons learned so far. It relies
onn a new soft-law act setting out a concept of harmful tax competition consistent with
thee EU legal framework and providing for a new procedure that should guarantee
bothh effectiveness and appropriateness of the remedy. A draft document illustrating
howw the proposal could be framed in practice follows. The conclusions summarise the
proposall in the light of the likely developments in EU corporate tax law in the coming
years. .
6.22 Synthesis of the main findings
6.2.11 Concept of tax competition and the economic model in the EU
Thee first question addressed by this research concerned the concept of tax
competitionn and whether there is a need to do something about it in the EU. For the
purposee of our analysis, tax competition has been defined as the endeavour by
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sovereignn (EU) countries to gain a higher share in the international division of the
taxablee base yielded by inbound investment through a reduction in the direct tax
burden.. An array of economic literature shows that tax competition may have both
beneficiall and harmful effects for the competing countries. Beneficial effects include a
reductionn of governments' size and a corresponding increased efficiency, a
spontaneouss downward alignment of tax burdens, and ultimately an optimal
equilibriumm between level of public services provided by a country and a bearable
corporatee tax burden imposed on taxpayers. Harmful effects are a potential 'race to
thee bottom' caused by a significant decrease in corporate tax revenue and 'beggarthy-neighbour 77 policies, a drastic reduction in public services and social security
benefitss associated with an increased burden on alternative tax bases such as
consumption,, which causes regressive effects on income redistribution, or labour,
whichh may bring about higher unemployment, and a misallocation of resources.
Thee main unresolved issue is whether tax competition causes prevalently beneficial
orr harmful effects, which is fundamental in establishing whether and how to regulate
thiss phenomenon. Economic literature is inconclusive in this respect, due to the
absencee of an adequate methodology and the difficulty to single out and weigh the
relevantt elements coming into play. In the context of the EU, there has been a fair
amountt of economic studies especially in the last decade seeking to assess the impact
off the differences in Member States' corporate tax systems on the internal market and
thee main effects of tax competition. A consistent finding shown by these studies is
thatt there has been a constant downward trend in the levels of nominal as well as
effectivee corporate tax burdens throughout the EU and a fundamental stability of
Memberr States' corporate tax revenue as a percentage of GDP. This suggests that tax
competitionn in the EU has indeed been beneficial for Member States and economic
operatorss alike in terms of improved efficiency in government size and public
spendingg as well as a reduced tax burden on business activities. In the absence of
convincingg economic evidence showing significant harmful effects brought about by
taxx competition in the EU, the best option would seem not to regulate this
phenomenonn at all. The question then arises as to why Member States have embarked
onn an EU project meant to limit harmful tax competition and whether this move
servess the internal market.
Thee answer is most probably found in the economic model endorsed by the EC
Treatyy and is illustrated by a comparison between competition in a microeconomic
perspectivee and in a macroeconomic one. As to the former, the main Treaty economic
objectivess are to favour economic growth, reduce unemployment, ensure a high level
off social protection, and raise the standard of living in the EU.1 They are pursued inter
aliaalia through the setting up of a truly internal market among the Member States
withoutt obstacles and as close as possible to a domestic market of a single sovereign
country.. The Treaty provisions on this fundamental means are based on a
microeconomicc perspective focusing on the market operators and beneficiaries (i.e.
privatee individuals and firms), as they are aimed at protecting these in order to
establishh an internal market. This translates inter alia into the freedoms of circulation
off goods, persons, services, and capital, and into the removal of barriers able to
jeopardisee these freedoms, subject to a few specific exceptions. Linked to this is the
11

On the fundamental aims and means, contained in Arts. 2 through 4 of the EC Treaty, see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.
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modell of perfect competition among firms endorsed by the Treaty, which contains
specificc rules to counter unduly distortions of competition ("level playing field").
Thiss brings us to the parallel between the concept of competition in a microeconomic
andd in a macroeconomic perspective. The former focuses on the bidding by private
individualss and firms engaged in the same or similar business activities to get more
customerss or clients to purchase their products or services. For this purpose, they
mayy rely on the quality of their products or services, on low prices, or on efficient
after-salee assistance. The main problems associated with a perfect competition model
aree the potential market failures due either to unfair practices of certain firms or to
thee natural consequences of the market forces driving out of business the most
inefficientt firms not able to compete in the market. The former phenomenon (e.g.
abusee of dominant position, cartels, predatory practices) amounts to unfair
competition,, which is strongly fought on the grounds that there must be a level
playingg field in which all firms are equal and are able to compete under the same
conditionss regardless of their size, location and other factors. The latter brings about
bankruptcyy for the inefficient firms, which is not unfortunate for the (internal) market
andd the consumers given that there are other more efficient firms delivering better or
cheaperr products or services.
Fromm a macroeconomic point of view, competition among sovereign (Member) States
referss to bidding for individuals, corporations and capital to (re)locate into their
territory.. For this purpose, these (EU) countries offer different bundles of public
goodss and impose different burdens and charges (i.e. taxes, social security
contributionss etc.) on individuals and firms located within their territory. In this case,
thee effects brought about by a model of perfect competition must be avoided in any
event.. Unfair competition is linked to (Member) States' behaviours related to the
economicc theories of the prisoner's dilemma and the assurance game, leading either
too a cartel or to harmful practices potentially giving rise to 'race to the bottom'.2 In the
directt tax area, if (Member) States are able to find consensus on the same or similar
taxx treatment of certain transactions or taxpayers and on the tax rate(s), this may
causee dangerous collusive behaviours or cartels leading to an upward levelling of the
taxx burden, to inefficiency of the public sector, and to a limited choice of bundles of
publicc goods and tax levels for individuals and firms. If there is no such consensus,
thenn (Member) States tend to engage in heavy tax competition in order to attract
individualss and businesses, which is likely to bring about the said harmful effects of
fiscall degradation, over-taxation of labour and higher unemployment, etc. As for the
secondd consequence of perfect competition, Member States not competitive enough
mayy experience emigration of individuals, firms, and capital, which may have a very
negativee impact on their ability to finance public goods, and ultimately on their
economicc growth and employment. This could eventually mean significant budget
deficits,, similar to what causes private firms to go into bankruptcy.
Transposedd into the EU reality, this parallel suggests that even though in principle tax
competitionn is desirable for the internal market as economic evidence shows, Member
Statess are aware that the interests at stake are simply too high to allow unbridled tax
22
See on this Chapter 1, especially at 1.2.5. The cartel and the 'race to the bottom' mentioned in the text may occur
inn any legal area, not only in the direct tax area. For instance, competition in the corporate law area may lead to lax
regulatoryy standards that can eventually affect the protection of a corporation's shareholders or creditors due to
thesee lax standards, which the US literature refers to as 'Delaware effecf in the US reality.
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competition.. The fear that sooner or later these market failures could indeed occur
supportss the case for intervention to limit (excessive) tax competition. This fear was
probablyy reinforced by the Ruding Report, which showed empirical evidence that
companies'' decisions were affected by favourable tax systems implemented by
Memberr States especially for the location of intra-group centres and other mobile
activitiess and concluded that even in the absence of indisputable evidence in this
respectt there were sufficient elements pointing at welfare losses caused by excessive
taxx competition in the EU (see Chapter 1, Section 1.4.2). The Commission reports
releasedd in 1996 further fuelled this fear by linking the rising unemployment
throughoutt the EU to the progressive increase in the tax burden on employed labour
causedd inter alia by a decreased tax burden on mobile capital.3
Thee above reasons, although supported by weak and inconclusive economic evidence
onn the existence of harmful effects for the internal market or of their prevalence over
desirablee effects, do justify some (limited) form of intervention to regulate tax
competitionn in the EU. From a macroeconomic point of view, this is supported by the
needd to preserve the aims pursued by the Treaty, namely steady economic growth,
highh employment, and ultimately a high standard of living in the EU, all of which
wouldd be threatened by the proliferation of unfettered tax competition. Reasoning a
contrario,contrario, the absence of intervention could ultimately force Member States t
surrenderr to the market and making them ultimately lose their sovereignty, causing
thee market failures that should be prevented in the light of the EU internal market.
6.2.22 EU legal framework and 'harmful' tax competition
Thee next question is how to distinguish between desirable and harmful tax
competitionn in the light of the economic justifications (and limited evidence) for
counteringg the latter. The analysis of the relevant EU legal framework is necessary to
delineatee a concept of harmful tax competition for tlie purpose ofEU law.
Byy and large, the Treaty recognises the sovereignty of Member States in direct tax
matterss as it requires the adoption of directives necessary for the correct functioning
off the internal market by unanimous voting in tax matters (Arts. 94 and 95(2)), thus
acknowledgingg as a matter of principle that tax competition is desirable. The
subsidiarityy principle laid down in Art. 5 reinforces this by requiring that the
decisionss in the areas covered by it, which also include direct taxation, be taken as
closelyy as possible to the citizens. An exception to this principle occurs, however,
wheree decentralised exercise of power undermines the pursuit of the Treaty
objectivess or is incapable of achieving consistent results, in which case Community
actionn is justified but only to the extent necessary for the achievement of these
objectives.. Moreover, the Treaty provisions on the fundamental freedoms (as
interpretedd by the EQ) entail competition between Member States' legal systems,
includingg their corporate tax systems, on the ground that such competition allows
individualss and firms to choose the most suitable tax system in the EU (as long as
theree is no abuse of EC law). A corollary is that Member States are in principle not
allowedd to impose a higher tax burden or compensatory charges to undo the
33
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favourablee effects of another Member State's favourable tax regime.4 The underlying
ideaa is that tax competition is desirable in a truly internal market as it leads to a
varietyy of different 'offers' by Member States of bundles of public services, economic
opportunityy and tax burdens to the benefits of its economic operators.
However,, the Treaty contains limits to Member States' sovereignty in direct tax
matters,, and thus to unfettered tax competition causing harmful effects. The general
loyaltyy principle enshrined in Art. 10 provides that Member States must cooperate for
thee achievement of the EU objectives and must abstain from any behaviour
jeopardisingg their attainment, including the adoption of direct tax measures at odds
withh the Treaty. This entails a limit to tax competition undermining the Treaty
objectives,, such as undistorted competition in the internal market, a sustainable
economicc development, an adequate degree of social protection, and promotion of
employment.. In these situations, Member States' tax sovereignty is affected to the
extentt necessary to preserve the achievement of the EU objectives, and the Treaty
providess for several instruments that together give an idea of what is considered
harmfull by the current EU legal framework.
Ann effective Treaty instrument to limit excessive tax competition between Member
Statess is the application of the State aid provisions in the direct tax area (i.e. Arts. 87888 of the Treaty and relating documents, see Chapter 3). These rules prohibit Member
Statess from granting tax advantages to a specific (category of) recipient(s) in so far as
theyy distort competition in the internal market. The main condition for the
prohibitionn is that these tax advantages are special in that they are only granted to
certainn taxpayers (e.g. foreign-based multinational companies), to certain sectors or
activitiess (e.g. financial services or intra-group activities), or certain regions (e.g. in
'offshore'' areas or tax-free centres). In some cases, however, these special tax
advantagess are considered compatible with the Treaty if they pursue desirable fiscal
policyy objectives (e.g. income redistribution, prevention of double taxation) or other
sociall or economic objectives consistent with the Treaty (e.g. boost economic
developmentt or reduce unemployment in certain depressed areas). From these rules
itt may be inferred that tax competition is considered harmful where Member States
enactt special tax measures deviating from their general tax system, not pursuing
desirablee fiscal, economic or social objectives consistent with the EC Treaty.
Anotherr Treaty limit to Member States' sovereignty in direct taxation and thus to
excessivee tax competition is set out in the provisions on internal market distortions
(i.e.. Arts. 96 and 97, see Chapter 2, at 2.4). They cover situations similar to the ones
targetedd by the state aid rules, but they also apply to Member States' general tax
measuress as long as they are different from those enacted by (the majority of other)
Memberr States and cause serious distortions of competition in the internal market
thatt must be eliminated. This once again implies that tax competition is considered
beneficiall in the EU only to the extent it does not cause significant distortions to the
internall market likely to jeopardise the achievement of the Treaty objectives. These
provisionss also entail that harmful tax competition arises where Member States'
generall or special (preferential) tax measures deviate from the majority of other EU
States'' tax measures and/or pursue objectives incompatible or inconsistent with the
Treatyy objectives.
44
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AA last set of rules affecting Member States' direct tax policy are the Treaty provisions
onn the economic and monetary union (EMU) for the EMU countries (i.e. Arts. 99 ft,
seee Chapter 2 at 2.5). They require that their budgetary and fiscal policies are
consistentt with the monetary policy pursued at EU level and its objectives of
achievingg price stability and sound public finances. This implies that harmful tax
competitionn under the current EU legal framework also includes Member States'
generall or special tax measures (as part of their budgetary measures) likely to cause
inflationn in the 'euro zone' and/or excessive budget deficits jeopardising the stability
off the single currency. In broader terms, this means that excessive tax competition is
alsoo deemed to occur where the underlying policy of EMU States' general or special
taxx measures is inconsistent with the Treaty EMU policy, which is fundamental to
achievee the Treaty objectives.
Inn sum, as a matter of principle the EU legal framework acknowledges tax
competitionn as the norm since it is desirable for the internal market and its actors.
However,, the Treaty contains an inherent prohibition to excessive tax competition
distortingg the internal market and jeopardising the attainment of its objectives and a
numberr of instruments to counter it. From their combined reading and analysis it
appearss that under EU law 'harmful' tax competition occurs where a Member State's
taxx measure provides for a low tax burden and:
(i))
deviates from the general (i.e. 'benchmark') tax system as to the benficiary(ies),
thee sector or business activity, or the region covered, or deviates significantly
fromm the large majority of other Member States' measures covering the same or
similarr situation(s); and/or
(ii))
pursues policy objectives inconsistent with the Treaty or able to jeopardise its
fundamentall (economic) objectives.
Thee first criterion is objective and focuses on the specificity of a certain tax measure
eitherr with regard to the Member State's own tax system or to (the large majority of)
otherr Member States' tax system. Such specificity may regard the income of a certain
taxpayerr (e.g. a large multinational company), of a certain sector or activity (e.g.
manufacturing,, finance, coordination or intra-group activities) or of a certain area
(e.g.. an offshore centre). The second criterion is subjective and requires an assessment
off the policy objectives pursued by that measure. These objectives must be weighed
againstt each other to ascertain which one(s) prevails and then considered in the light
off the Treaty fundamental objectives (i.e. those contained in Arts. 2 through 4) and
thosee laid down in specific provisions (e.g. those on state aid, on the EMU, or on the
fundamentall freedoms). It is a combination of both criteria that determines harmful
taxx competition under the current EU legal framework: the objective one catches
Memberr States' measures causing a distortion of competition in the internal market
duee to their deviation from the benchmark tax system or from other Member States'
systemss and the subjective one catches more in general measures jeopardising the
achievementt of the Treaty objectives.
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6.2.33 Assessment of the existing framework to deal with harmful tax competition
andd need for a new comprehensive approach
Thee third question is whether the current framework to deal with harmful tax
competitionn in the EU is effective and appropriate to achieve a balanced result to
promotee desirable tax competition and counter harmful tax competition. To answer
thiss question, both EC primary law (and corresponding documents) and 'soft' law
mustt be taken into account, in particular their application.
Ass seen above, the Treaty prohibits Member States' harmful tax measures providing
forr a low tax burden and:
i))
Distorting competition in the internal market, if they deviate from the general
taxx system in that they are limited to certain taxpayers, sectors, or regions, and
aree not justified by acceptable fiscal, economic, or social policy objectives
consistentt with the Treaty;
ii))
Distorting competition in the internal market, if they lay down a different tax
treatmentt than that applicable in (most) other Member States and are contrary to
thee Treaty objectives;
iii))
Jeopardising the EMU policy as they are likely to undermine price stability in
thee 'euro zone' or to cause excessive public deficits.
Taxx measures falling under (i) are caught by the Treaty state aid rules and must be
repealedd by the Member State concerned as a result of an investigation by the
Commissionn and of the issuance of a decision to this effect, with recovery of the tax
aidd granted plus interest in case of failure by the Member State to comply with the
Treatyy procedural rules. As a result of the approval of the "Package" to tackle
harmfull tax competition in the EU (see Chapter 4, at 4.2.1), in 1998 the Commission
releasedd a notice dealing with fiscal state aid and in 2001 opened a large-scale
investigationn to counter Member States' harmful tax regimes. Even though part of a
comprehensivee strategy undertaken in conjunction with the Package and the Code of
Conductt (see below), the Commission effort seems flawed as it targets only 15
measuress mainly covering intra-group and coordination centre regimes, while
ignoringg other categories of regimes (e.g. on intra-group service and distribution
centress or special holding company regimes). Furthermore, it is limited due to the fact
thatt it can only target special tax measures and not general ones potentially able to
causee harmful effects (see below). This piecemeal approach inevitably leads to
inconsistentt treatment of similar regimes and ultimately to uncertainty for both
Memberr States and taxpayers recipient of the potential tax aid.
Thee Commission's effort under the state aid rules also seems an inappropriate
instrumentt against harmful tax competition, which is a consequence of the fact that
thiss was not the goal for which they were intended. In particular, it may lead to harsh
repercussionss on the firms recipient of unlawful tax aid and on Member States in
termss of their credibility and international reputation. Ultimately, this remedy may
turnn out to be worse than the disease it seeks to cure because it negatively affects the
competitivenesss of the EU as a whole (see Chapter 3, especially the conclusions at
3.9).. The inappropriateness of this approach also lies in the different consequences for
thee Member States' regimes under investigation depending on whether they are
consideredd existing aid (e.g. the Belgian coordination centre regime) or new aid (e.g.
thee Netherlands CFM) in terms of repeal of these regimes respectively ex nunc or ex
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tunctunc with recovery of illegal tax aid plus interest. It is true that the Treaty is binding
onn Member States and that they should comply with its rules to prevent the
(potentiallyy harsh) consequences for failure to do so. However, it is also true that
directt taxation is something different from other areas, and thus more flexibility
wouldd be needed in this case. For this purpose, the Code of Conduct is a more
appropriatee instrument, as it strives to reach political compromise leading to less
harshh and more equitable consequences for both Member States and companies
involved.. This suggests that the Commission may have awaited the result of the Code
discussionss and used the Treaty state aid rules only as a last resort.
Thee internal market distortion provisions, relevant in situations under ii) above, seem
ann appropriate instrument to counter harmful tax competition in the EU, at least from
aa theoretical point of view. They apply to both general and special tax measures
adoptedd by Member States and envisage a more flexible procedure involving
negotiationss between the Commission and the Member State concerned, and possibly
ann intervention by the Council through a legally binding directive or any other
appropriatee act. However, from a practical point of view this instrument is ineffective
ass it has (almost) never been used mainly due to the political ramifications it entails
andd its (interpretative) uncertainty. Nonetheless, recent trends show that time might
bee ripe for these provisions to be used, due to their appropriateness to counter
harmfull tax competition. 5
Thee Treaty EMU rules relevant under iii) above seem neither effective nor
appropriatee to deal with harmful tax competition. The reason for the ineffectiveness is
theirr limited applicability to the EMU States and to (harmful) tax measures likely to
underminee price stability and/or their public finances, which supposedly occurs only
inn exceptional situations. Furthermore, these rules are relatively recent and have been
usedd only once to a Member States' corporate tax system (see Chapter 2, at 2.5.2). As
too their inappropriateness, this instrument usually leads to the issue of broad
recommendationss on the EMU State's budgetary policy in the light of the said goals,
andd thus have only an indirect incidence on the fiscal policy part of it but do not (and
cannot)) address the substantive aspects of specific harmful tax measure(s).
Thee above shortcomings of EU primary law led Member States to a comprehensive
soft-laww approach against harmful tax competition in the EU with the adoption of the
'Package'' including the Code of Conduct on business taxation (see Chapter 4). This
instrumentt has a number of merits, such as the mentioned flexibility with regard to
thee remedies to counter harmful tax measures and the timeline to dismantle them
progressively.. Moreover, its broad scope has resulted in a truly comprehensive
evaluationn of all Member States' corporate tax systems, resulting in the blacklisting of
666 measures in 1999 by the Primarolo Report. However, the Code of Conduct has also
shownn several drawbacks, such as its lack of binding force, the fact that its
implementationn depends on the adoption of the other two measures part of the
Package,, the interpretative issues concerning the criteria to identify harmful tax
competition,, the erroneous blacklisting of a number of tax measures by the Primarolo
Report,, and the interpretative issues raised by certain criteria contained in this Report
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andd the 2000 Guidelines and their possible conflict with EC law (as well as
internationall tax law). In one word: uncertainty.
Thee current situation is even more complicated if one considers the issue of antiabusee provisions and countermeasures applied by Member States pursuant to
domesticc laws and bilateral tax conventions against other Member States' harmful tax
regimes.. The lack of specific guidance by EU institutions or the E Q leaves doubts as
too the compatibility of these measures with the EC Treaty provisions on the
fundamentall freedoms. Another unresolved issue is the impact of Commission
approvall of Member States' special tax regimes under the Treaty state aid provisions
onn the application of countermeasures against such regimes by other Member States.
Lastt but not least, there is the issue of the relationship between EC law and bilateral
taxx conventions concluded by Member States which explicitly allow the application of
anti-avoidancee provisions (e.g. CFC legislation or denial of the exemption method)
againstt entities or income benefiting from preferential (harmful) tax regimes.
Alll the above calls for a few conclusions. First the current EU framework
acknowledgess the desirable effects of tax competition for the internal market but it
alsoo embodies a prohibition of excessive competition. Second, the EC Treaty provides
threee main remedies to counter harmful tax competition, but none of them seems to
bee very appropriate, nor very effective. Third, the comprehensive approach adopted
byy Member States relying on soft law is certainly an important step forward, but still
hass a number of flaws undermining its effectiveness. Fourth, the adoption of
countermeasuress by Member States, while in principle justified in the light of these
shortcomingss of the current EU framework, poses a number of unresolved issues as
too their compatibility with the Treaty. These conclusions suggest that there still is a
longg way to go in fight against harmful tax competition in the EU and highlight the
needd for an effective and consistent comprehensive approach.
6.33 Commission direct tax policy in the 21 st century and impact on (harmful) tax
competition n
6.3.11 Commission strategy in corporate taxation for the coming years
Inn 2001, the Commission released two communications on the future strategy in EU
corporatee tax policy. The communication of May 2001 outlines the policy objectives
andd principles the Commission intends to pursue in the following years in the whole
taxx area, both direct and indirect taxation as well as other areas (e.g. environmental
andd vehicles taxation). 6 It also lists the instruments the Commission plans to use,
whichh vary depending on the topic and the subject area. As for the corporate tax area,
thee Commission states the need to continue its approach towards coordination of
Memberr States' tax policies through soft law supported by a constant constructive
dialoguee with them. 7 With regard to tax competition, the communication calls for a
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Commission Communication, Tax polio/ in in the European Union - Priorities for the years ahead, COM (2001) 260 final,
Brusselss 23/05/2001. On this document, see also in Chapter 2, at 2.4.5, and Chapter 4, at 4.2.4. The position of the
Europeann Parliament on the Commission strategy is contained in the Report A5-0048/2002 final, 22/2/2002 (socalledd Delia Vedova Report).
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See the Communication, dr., point 4.3, at 23: "The use of non-legislative approaches or "soft legislation" may be
ann additional means of making progress in the tax field. For example, peer pressure ... could be applied in other
areas.... Commission recommendations ... but also guidelines and interpretative notices could be considered..."
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continuationn of the process initiated in 1997, preserving some degree of competition
thatt leads to a lower tax burden. 8 However, it also warns that the Commission will be
strictt in the application of the Treaty State aid rules to strike down Member States'
harmfull tax regimes, and that if necessary it will consider resorting to the use of the
internall market distortion provisions. 9
Thee second communication was released in October 200110 together with a thorough
studyy on Member States' corporate tax systems (hereinafter: the "Study"). 11 As seen
abovee (in Chapter 1), the Study contains a detailed qualitative and quantitative
analysiss of the various systems and highlights a number of internal market
distortionss created by their differences. The main such distortions are double taxation
onn intra-EU payments of dividends, interest and royalties between associated
companies,, double taxation and uncertainty created by the inconsistency or
differencess in the application of the transfer pricing rules, adverse tax consequences
associatedd with mergers and acquisitions and corporate restructurings, and a number
off issues deriving from the interrelationship between Member States' tax treaties and
ECC law and the fact that not all bilateral relationships between Member States are
coveredd by tax treaties. In its Communication, the Commission endorses a 'twintrack'' strategy and sets out a number of recommendations on how to deal with the
distortionss highlighted by the Study. The faster track, which requires less time for
implementationn but is only a 'first-aid' remedy to improve in a short time the current
situation,, relies on a piecemeal strategy to eliminate or reduce the various distortions
withh different instruments for each of them. The slower track, which requires
significantt additional time for its realisation but is meant to eradicate all or most of
thee distortions 'at a stroke,' is based on a comprehensive approach adopted at EU
levell to tax on a consolidated basis (multinational) companies' EU-wide profits under
onee of four proposed systems.
Inn the absence of specific focus by either of the 2001 Commission communications on
(harmful)) tax competition, this section analyses the impact of the two most significant
proposalss in this respect in the light of the EU legal framework as described above.
Thee first concerns the issue of tax treaties and EC law as part of the piecemeal
approachh suggested in the October communication and developed more in detail in
thee Study. The second proposal regards the two main comprehensive solutions
suggestedd for a consolidated tax base at EU level. The last paragraph of this section
wrapss up the main findings of the new Commission strategy and the most recent
developmentss in view of the proposal contained in the next two sections of this
chapter. .
6.3.22 New tax treaty policy and countermeasures against harmful tax competition
Ass part of its new strategy in the corporate tax area, the Commission deals with the
potentiall obstacles to the internal market created by the different double tax
88
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conventionss (hereinafter: "DTC") concluded by Member States. According to the
Studyy and the communication of October 2001, these obstacles stem from the
incompatibilityy of certain DTCs with the provisions of the EC Treaty on the
fundamentall freedoms and on the elimination of double taxation as recommended by
itss Art. 293.12 Given the existence of 97 DTCs between Member States, of which 36 are
moree than 20 years old, the Commission recommends adopting a coordinated tax
treatyy policy at EU level.13 For this purpose, three alternative approaches are
indicated,, culminating in a multilateral tax treaty signed by all Member States, or in
ann EU Model Convention shaped on the OECD Model Convention (hereinafter:
"MC")) but complying with the principles of the EC Treaty, or in a recommendation
specifyingg the meaning of crucial concepts such as 'residence' and 'nondiscrimination'' for the application of the OECD MC (and the DTCs based thereon) by
Memberr States in their bilateral relations and in those with third countries. The
Commissionn also recommends that the EU High Level Group of Member States'
representatives,, acquainted with the main issues and active since the start of the
processs leading to the adoption of the 'Package' to tackle harmful tax competition, be
inn charge of this effort so as to coordinate Member States' tax treaty policies in the
mostt adequate way.
Withoutt going into detail of the issues dealt with, it is interesting to focus on the
potentiall conflict with the EC Treaty freedoms of DTCs' limitation-on-benefit clauses
andd domestic anti-avoidance provisions (e.g. CFC legislation) explicitly allowed by
themm against Member States' harmful tax regimes.14 In this respect, with regard to
generall non-discrimination clauses of DTCs based on Art. 24 of the OECD MC, the
Studyy stresses that "any statement that anti-abuse legislation is not prohibited under
thiss Article would have to reflect the restrictions on anti-abuse legislation to be
inferredd from the EC Treaty." Moreover, the Study calls for compatibility with the
Treatyy of Member States' anti-abuse provisions concerning Art. 23 of the OECD MC
(i.e.. methods to prevent double taxation) and Art. 24 of the MC on income benefiting
fromm a low-tax rate arising in the other contracting Member State.15
AA coordinated policy at EU level implies that Member States may conclude double
taxx treaties allowing domestic anti-avoidance rules (e.g. denial of the exemption
methodd or CFC legislation in Arts. 23 and 24 DTCs) to cover entities and income
enjoyingg a (harmful) preferential tax regime in another Member State only in so far as
theyy comply with the EC Treaty freedoms. Moreover, Member States will have to take
intoo account possible Commission approval of these preferential regimes under the
Treatyy (fiscal) state aid rules, which would most probably prevent the application of
122 See the Study, at 286-289, and the Communication, tit, Section 4, at 14-15. See also the bibliography on these
complicatedd issues cited therein and in the Annex to the Study and the proposal by P. Pistone, 77K impact of
CommunityCommunity law on tax treaties - Issues and Solutions, Kluwer Law, Eucotax Series, 2002
iss See the Study, at 357-363.
MM
See the Study, at 288. On this issue, see in detail Chapter 5, especially at 5.4.1.5. Interestingly, the Study stresses
thatt other provisions of DTCs, such as those on interest and royalty payments, might be contrary to the proposed
ECC directive on interest and royalty payments, between associated enterprises forming part of the 'Package' to
tacklee harmful tax competition (see Chapter 4, at 4.2.1). In this respect, it recommends that DTCs' provisions on
paymentss interest and royalty payments based on Arts. 11 and 12 of the OECD MC will have to comply with this
directivee (if ever adopted). See also on the current situation in the EU W. Schön, Tax competition in Europe - General
Report,Report, 3 rd annual conference of the European Association of Tax Law Professors ("EATLF', Lausanne, 7-8 June
2002,, at 34-35.
iss See the Study, Box 56, at 361.
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domesticc anti-abuse provisions under double tax convention in the light of EU law.
Thee recommended solution is an alignment of the concept of non-discrimination
underr double tax conventions with the concept of discrimination (and restriction) to
thee fundamental freedoms as set out in the EC Treaty. For this purpose, in the
absencee of common guidance at EU level the communication and the Study anticipate
thee development of joint principles based on the relevant ECJ rulings in this area.16
Thiss task should be carried out by the EU High Level Group and should be
transposedd in the multilateral treaty, the EU MC, or the recommendation, depending
onn the approach chosen (see above). As the Study puts it, an EU coordinated policy in
thee DTC area "would eliminate distortions in tax competition in the relations between
Memberr States and third countries, specifically with respect to the transfer of
investmentt income from the European Community to third countries."17 A levelplayingg field between all Member States (also) in this area is desirable as a means to
preservee the international competitiveness of the EU and prevent investment flight.
Suchh a coordinated policy would also reduce distortions of competition between
firmss depending on their country of establishment and the influence on their
locationall decisions by treaty-shopping considerations to take advantage of the most
beneficiall tax treaty concluded by EU states.
6.3.33 The Netherlands/Portuguese Tax Treaty
Thee recent Netherlands/Portuguese DTC18 contains a specific limitation-on-benefit
provisionn (hereinafter: "LOB") aimed to counter harmful tax competition in the EU.
Itss analysis is interesting in view of the proposal set out below as it might constitute a
modell in the light of the new Commission policy (see at 6.3.2).
Thee Protocol to the DTC contains two LOB clauses concerning the concept of
residentss entitled to its benefits under Art. 4. Art. II (3) of the Protocol denies the DTC
benefitss to residents of a contracting state benefiting from a specific tax regime not
availablee for similar domestic transactions and thus 'ring-fenced' from the domestic
economy.. Apparently, this provision is based on the Code of Conduct, which uses
'ring-fencing'' as one of the criteria to identify harmful tax regimes (see Chapter 4, at
4.2.2).. The second LOB clause is contained in Art. II (4) of the Protocol and provides
thatt residents of a contracting state enjoying a tax measure considered harmful under
thee Code of Conduct are not entitled to the benefits of the DTC. In practice, this clause
willl catch the Member States' regimes included in the final black list based on the
Code.199 The Protocol also contains a safe-harbour provision in Art. II (5), under which
taxx regimes falling into either of the LOB clauses will not be denied the Convention
benefitss if they are approved by the EU institutions as a means to boost economic
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thiss treaty, see R. J. S. van den Ende and P. M. Smit, Netherlands/Portugal - European Tax law influences the New Tax
Treaty,Treaty, in European Taxation March 2001, pp 98 ff.
199
The Netherlands authorities have stated that they will rely on a resolution of the Finance Under-Minister
containingg the list of harmful tax regimes within the meaning of the Code of Conduct, which will supposedly be
basedd on the final black list stemming from the Code and approved by Council: see van den Ende and Smit at at
101. .
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developmentt of a certain region and as long as they are coherent with EU law. This
meanss that taxpayers benefiting from ring-fenced or other harmful tax regimes under
thee Code of Conduct will nevertheless be able to claim the application of the DTC if
thesee regimes have been approved under the EC Treaty state aid rules and are
coherentt with the internal market and the common policies. In these cases, the
desirabilityy of the goals pursued by these regimes and their consistency with the EC
Treatyy is considered sufficient to justify the application of the DTC despite their ringfencingg or blacklisting under the Code of Conduct.
Thee above clauses pose a few interpretative problems. The first is the relationship
betweenn the first and the second LOB clauses contained in Paras. 3 and 4 of Art. II of
thee Protocol. At first sight, the former would seem useless as it is just a specification
off the latter. In fact, if ring-fencing is one of the criteria contained in the Code of
Conduct,, all the ring-fenced regimes would be considered harmful tax competition in
anyy event and therefore would fall into the general clause contained in Para. 4.
Perhaps,, the drafters included Para. 3 to stress the ring-fencing criterion as giving rise
too the most harmful form of tax competitive regimes and ultimately to reinforce the
bann of Para. 4. However, one might also surmise that the two clauses are not linked
byy a relationship of general (i.e. Para. 4) to special (i.e. Para 4) as the inclusion of ringfencingg as a stand-alone criterion in Para. 3 supports that they are unconnected to
eachh other. This would make sense in situations in which a certain tax regime
implementedd by Portugal or The Netherlands, despite ring-fenced, would not be
deemedd harmful under the Code of Conduct for any reason, and as a result Para. 3
wouldd be necessary to deny the benefits of the DTC.
Anotherr interpretative issue regards the applicability of Para. 5 of Art. II of the
Protocoll and the actual identification of the tax regimes harmful under the Code of
Conduct.. As mentioned above, this application should be based on the final black list
agreedd upon by all Member States and possibly approved by the Council. The
questionn arises as to what happens if no final list is issued for instance due to the lack
off consensus on the other parts of the "Package" or it is not approved by all Member
Statess (e.g. including Portugal and/or The Netherlands). In this case, in order to
avoidd rendering this clause meaningless the Netherlands and Portuguese authorities
couldd negotiate and agree on a list of harmful tax regimes under the Code of Conduct
applicablee for the purpose of their DTC, which would be legitimate under their
sovereigntyy regardless of the implementation of the Code. Otherwise, they could only
relyy on the other LOB clause to deny the DTC benefits exclusively with regard to
ring-fencedring-fenced regimes.
AA last interpretative issue stems from the safe-harbour clause contained in Para. 5 of
Art.. II Protocol. In particular, there is no specific mention of the application of the
Treatyy (fiscal) state aid rules as a justification for the non-applicability of the two LOB
clauses,, but merely a reference to the approval by the EC competent authorities on
groundss of economic development. While it is difficult to think of the approval of a
certainn tax measure other than under the state aid rules, what if such approval were
basedd on the need to boost employment, R&D, or investment in environment-friendly
goods,, which do not necessarily entail economic development? Furthermore, the
additionall requirement that, even if authorised, this measure should not be in conflict
withh other EC legal principles and common policies may give rise to uncertainties.
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Forr instance, what if the Netherlands or Portuguese authorities consider a fiscal state
aidd regime approved by the Commission under Art. 87(3)(a) or (c) contrary to other
Treatyy provisions, such as those on the fundamental freedoms or on internal market
distortions,, and deny the benefits of the DTC?20 This exception to the application of
thee safe-harbour provision offers a powerful tool for the local authorities to deny the
benefitss of the DTC, whose repercussions might be far-reaching if it were not used in
aa sensitive way.21
Too sum up, the new Dutch/Portuguese DTC contains innovative clauses which
representt an additional tool to fight harmful tax competition in the EU through
bilaterall tax conventions. The LOB clause covering blacklisted regimes under the
Codee of Conduct is an objective and clear provision, even though its application
dependss on the actual implementation of the Code and of the 'Package' as a whole.
Thee other LOB clause that refers to ring-fencing seems a useful tool especially in case
off failure of the Code implementation, but de jure condendo its scope could be
broadenedd by reference to the other criteria contained in the Code of Conduct. The
safe-harbourr clause rightly justifies harmful tax measures on the basis of Commission
approvall under the state aid rules, but in order to avoid the above-mentioned
interpretativee issues it should specifically refer to any grounds for approval under
Art.. 87 of the Treaty and it should not contain reference to consistency with other
Treatyy objectives.
Inn light of the above, the LOB clauses and the safe-harbour provision of the
Netherlands/Portuguesee DTC might become a model for the future coordinated tax
treatyy policy recently embarked upon by the Commission as an effective instrument
too counter harmful tax competition in the EU through bilateral tax conventions
compatiblee with EU law. Recent developments concerning DTCs between Member
Statess point towards this direction, such as the new Austria/Germany DTC, which
allowss the application of domestic anti-abuse provisions against taxpayers taking
advantagee of unfair tax competition as understood under the EU and the OECD
projects.22 2

200
On the issue of the relationship between state aid rules and fundamental freedoms provisions, see in Chapter 3,
att 3.4.3. Also the relationship between (fiscal) state aid rules and internal market distortion provisions is a relevant
one,, at least from a theoretical point of view, as tax incentives approved under the former may indeed also be
caughtt be the ban of Art. 96.
211
An example of these far-reaching consequences of this clause could concern the approval by the Commission of
thee Madeira ZFM regime as recently amended under Art. 87 (3)(a) of the Treaty (see Chapter 3 at 3.7.5 and
Chapterr 4 at 4.4.2). The Netherlands authorities could consider that this regime is able to cause a serious distortion
off competition within the meaning of Art. 96 as well as to jeopardise the fundamental Treaty objectives due to the
harmfull effects for the internal market to deny the DTC benefits to Netherlands companies with a Madeira ZFM
subsidiary.. The next question would be whether this denial by the Netherlands authorities would in turn be
compatiblee with the Treaty provisions on the fundamental freedoms, which would be further complicated by the
issuee of the relationship between double tax conventions and EC law (see also at 6.3.2).
222
This provision is contained in Art. 28 (2) of the German/Austrian DTC and the reference to the EU and the
OECDD projects is contained in its Protocol: see F. P. Sutter, Austrian national report on tax competition in Europe,
paperr submitted for the conference of the EATLP, cit., at 7.
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6.3.44 Comprehensive approaches to tax EU-wide corporate profits: impact on
harmfull tax competition
Thee second set of Commission proposals contained in the communication and in the
Studyy of October 2001 relies on tax policy coordination to reduce or eliminate the
obstacless to the internal market by adopting a comprehensive approach at EU level.23
Thee goals of this approach are to lower the high tax costs borne by multinational
companiess active in several EU countries as a result of different transfer pricing
legislationn or applicable methodologies, of taxes and charges on corporate
reorganisations,, of the impossibility or very limited possibility to offset losses arising
inn an EU jurisdiction with profits earned in another EU jurisdiction, and of having to
complyy with up to 15 Member States' tax laws. The Commission calls for the adoption
off a system allowing companies to calculate their EU-wide profits and leaving intact
thee Member States' sovereignty in the setting of corporate tax rates. Four systems put
forwardd for this purpose are: (i) home state taxation (hereinafter: "HST"); (ii) Common
(consolidated)) tax base (hereinafter: "CBT"); (iii) European Union company income
taxx (hereinafter: "EUCIT"); and (iv) a single compulsory harmonised tax base. The
Studyy focuses in detail on the first two systems, as the last two are politically
unfeasible.. Therefore, also the following analysis on the impact on (harmful) tax
competitionn will exclusively deal with the first two systems.
Underr HST, the tax base of multinational companies is determined according to the
taxx rules of the Member State where its headquarters are located.24 This system relies
onn the mutual recognition principle, under which Member States recognise and accept
thee application of (similar) tax rules adopted by fellow Member States.25 The tax base
iss allocated to each Member State in which the group has a presence, whether through
aa subsidiary or a branch, according to a predetermined formula agreed upon at EU
level.266 Each Member State then applies on its portion of profits the corporate tax rate
chosenn under its sovereignty. The Study stresses that HST could be adopted by all
Memberr States having a similar tax base, and that they could leave it up to each
companyy to opt to be taxed under HST or to opt out and choose the ordinary tax
systemm instead. Furthermore, the possibility provided by the Treaty of Nice and
restatedd by the Commission communication of May 2001 to rely on the 'enhanced
cooperation'' process would allow a forefront group of as little as 8 Member States to
agreee on its adoption, leaving the choice to other Member States to join at a later
stage.27 7
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See especially Ihe Study, pp. 370 ff., and the bibliography cited therein. See also the speech delivered by F.
Bolkesteinn shortly before the release of the Study, The future of European tax policy, 11 EC Tax Review, 1/2002, p. 19.
2
"" For the details on HST, see the Study, at 373 ff. See also S. O. Lodin and M. Gammie, Home State Taxation, IBFD
Publications,, Amsterdam 2001.
255
This is one of the main advantages of HST, which would not require a unanimous consensus on the drafting of
neww common rules but merely the application of existing rules on an extraterritorial basis, and therefore could be
implementedd (relatively) shortly.
266
The formula to be used for the profit allocation under HST and CBT would be based on: (i) a US-like formulary
apportionmentt taking into account sales, assets, and payroll in each Member State; (ii) a microeconomic approach
basedd on the value added by each of the group entities in each Member State relying on the data collected for VAT
purposes;; and (iii) a macroeconomic approach based on each Member State's VAT base or GDP (with some
adjustments).. For more details on the formulae and their advantages and disadvantages, see the Study at 407 ff.
277
See the Commission communication of May 2001, cit, point 4.4, at 24.
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Whatt is the impact of HST on (harmful) tax competition? In principle, the current
situationn would seem unaffected by its introduction, as Member States would still be
ablee to compete through the rules for the computation of the taxable base and the
settingg of tax rates. However, in practice its introduction could spur harmful tax
competitionn among them. Despite the mutual recognition principle and the similarity
off the rules on the computation of the taxable base of States joining HST, there would
stilll be room to enact tax incentives via their benchmark tax system in compliance
withh the Treaty state aid rules. However, any such incentive would also have an
impactt on other Member States' tax bases and would ultimately decrease also their tax
revenue,, as it would automatically apply in each Member State in which the company
iss present. In other words, HST could be seen as a multiplier of competitive effects in
thee internal market, which would mean that the sovereignty of each Member State in
directt taxation would be directly affected by tax policy decisions taken by other
Memberr States.28
HSTT would also not be desirable from an internal market point of view and in
particularr from a microeconomic perspective of competition. Companies competing in
thee same local market could be subject to different tax rules depending on the location
off their headquarters and thus their home state, which could distort competition as a
resultt of different tax levels borne by them.29 In the end, HST would mean significant
taxx savings and a competitive advantage for multinational companies able to cherrypickk the EU home state with the most reduced taxable base as opposed to local small
companiess and extra-EU companies subject to less favourable tax provisions in the
sourcee country. Furthermore, multinational companies would still be able to shift the
factorss used for the profit allocation (e.g. call centres, finance centres, and intangibles
iff a US-like formulary apportionment was adopted) to the EU country with the lowest
corporatee tax rate, limiting as much as possible their presence in the high-tax
jurisdictions.. This would cause an establishment or a relocation of such factors in the
mostt favourable home state, which would mean a misallocation of resources in the
internall market. Moreover, the consequence for EU high-tax jurisdictions in terms of
potentiall tax revenue losses are easily imaginable, as are the other negative effects
jeopardisingg the attainment of the EU objectives.
Thee main alternative comprehensive system recommended by the Commission for a
consolidatedd taxation is CBT.30 Under this system, the rules for the computation of the
taxx base would be harmonised at EU level and transposed into a common tax code.
Thee starting point for the drafting of this code could be the European Accounting
Standard,, which would constitute the basis to agree on the common rules.31 The rules
laidd down in the new tax code would be administered by the Member State where the
288
In this respect, the Treaty State aid rules and the Code of Conduct would not be of help as long as the tax for
basee reductions did not deviate from the benchmark tax system. See also S. O. Lodin and M. Gammie, 77K taxation
ofof the European Company, European Taxation, 8/1999, at 293, suggesting that Member States joining HST should
explicitlyy commit to the principles of the Code of Conduct and possibly of the OECD Reports, but this would
probablyy not guarantee a proliferation of harmful tax competition.
299
See in particular the example in the Study, at 400.
300
See the Study, at 375-377, and the bibliography cited therein.
311
Perhaps, the mandatory adoption of the International Accounting Standards for all EU companies listed on a
stockk exchange, likely to be effective as from 2005 in the EU, will make them the basis for the drafting of the
commonn tax code under CBT: see the Commission Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the
Councill on the application of international accounting standards, COM (2001) 80, Brussels, 13/2/2001.
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multinationall company has its headquarters, like under HST, the EU-wide profits of
thee company would be allocated to the various Member States in which it is present
onn the basis of a predetermined formula and would be subject to the local corporate
taxx rate chosen by each Member State. Also in this case a smaller group of EU
countriess could decide to adopt this system according to the mechanism of 'enhanced
cooperation'' at the beginning, and its application could be made optional for
companies. .
Fromm a tax competition perspective, CBT would do away with tax base competition as
aa result of the harmonisation at EU level. This system, however, appears to limit too
muchh Member States' direct tax sovereignty and desirable tax competition between
theirr benchmark tax systems and thus it may be in breach of the current EU legal
framework.. An important issue in this respect would be whether there would still be
thee possibility for Member States to introduce special tax incentives acting through the
taxx base in derogation to the common tax code if justified under the (fiscal) state aid
ruless in order to pursue regional development and/ or employment policies. Even if
thiss were possible, one would still doubt that Member States would have enough
roomm to pursue their economic and social objectives and to correct possible market
failuress through the tax system exclusively through their sovereignty in setting the
corporatee tax rate. In this latter respect, the Study points out that under CBT there
wouldd be "an opportunity for an appropriate element of transparent tax competition
betweenn Member States."32 Furthermore, it stresses that the main drawback of HST
wouldd be eliminated by a system of CBT since "the 'netting off' of profits and losses
wouldd be the same for all enterprises and would not depend on the rules in the 'home'
orr headquarter state."33
Thee doubt still remains as to whether mere tax rate competition would offer enough
roomm to manoeuvre for Member States to pursue their policies and/or to correct
markett failures, which is fundamental from an internal market perspective. The Study
acknowledgess that "the possibility of a Member State addressing a perceived failure in
thee market, which can at present be achieved via a tax incentive applied as an
adjustmentt to the tax base, would disappear. The only corrective adjustment would be
viaa the rate, which would be more transparent, and therefore perhaps reduce the risk
off unfair or unwarranted incentives being introduced."34 However, the fear remains
thatt this rate competition might lead to a race to the bottom spurred by a few Member
States,, especially the small countries with a healthy economic situation, which might
eventuallyy hurt the large economies and the internal market as a whole.
Thee main above issues have also come up in a global conference on the new
Commissionn strategy held shortly after the release of its communications and the
Study.355 Ruling out the EUCIT and the system of a single compulsory tax base as

322 See the Study, at 376.
Ibid, previous footnote.
s** See the Study at 421.
355
The conference hosted by the Commission took place in Brussels on 29-30 April 2002 and mainly focused on the
twoo systems of HST and CBT. See on the conference and the latest developments the Commission web site at
http://europa.eu.int/comm/taxation_customs/taxation/company_tax/index.en.. For a critical summary of the
conference,, see J. M. Weiner, EU Commission, Member States commit to EU-wide company taxation, formulary
apportionment,apportionment, Worldwide Tax Daily, 2/5/2002, 85-1. See also the paper by K. Lannoo and M. Levin, A
companycompany without an EU tax? A corporate tax action plan for advancing the Lisbon process, Research Report by the C
forr European Policy Studies (CEPS), April 2002, available on the Commission web site.
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politicallyy unfeasible, consensus has been reached on focusing the future debate and
researchh on the systems of HST and CBT. Interestingly, CBT appeared to be the
preferredd approach, mainly due to the potential loss of national sovereignty and the
uncertainn impact on Member States' tax revenue implied by HST. As for the allocation
formula,, there was a (limited) agreement on a US-like unitary apportionment based
onn sales, payroll, and assets, despite the problems and the potential abuses linked to
itss adoption. The main result from the conference was the awareness of the number
andd the magnitude of the issues surrounding HST and CBT and the need for
additionall research in order for the Commission to put forward an actual proposal.
Apparently,, this will only happen if and when there is sufficient scientific evidence
andd political support for its adoption.
6.3.55 Prospects
Thee Commission policy in the corporate tax area for the 21st century based on
coordinationn among Member States' tax systems and EU soft law instruments is to be
praisedd as a flexible yet effective means to eliminate or reduce tax obstacles to the
correctt functioning of the internal market. The main issue is to ensure an appropriate
balancee between the elimination of these obstacles and respect for the Member States'
sovereignty.. In the tax competition area, this translates into the need to achieve an
appropriatee balance to promote desirable tax competition while limiting excessive
competitionn creating distortions to the internal market in accordance with the current
EUU legal framework.
Thee recommended policy concerning double tax conventions does seem to achieve
suchh an appropriate balance regardless of what instrument is finally chosen (i.e.
multilaterall EU Model Convention, EU Model Convention, or recommendation on the
interpretationn of certain concepts of the OECD Model Convention in compliance with
EUU law). With regard to tax competition, the adoption of specific limitation-on-benefit
clausess or domestic anti-abuse rules allowed under double tax conventions to undo
thee effects of Member States' harmful preferential tax regimes to the extent that the EC
Treatyy provisions are not frustrated seems to go in the right direction. The specific
examplee of the recent tax conventions between The Netherlands and Portugal and
betweenn Austria and Germany are a good starting point and may constitute a model
forr the future if the interpretative issues explained above are resolved.
Ass for the comprehensive approaches for consolidated taxation at EU level, the two
mainn systems recommended by the Commission do not seem to achieve the same
appropriatee balance with regard to tax competition.36 HST extends the effects of
reductionss of the tax base implemented by the headquarters' Member State to the
otherr Member States and therefore is likely to exacerbate harmful tax competition so
thatt the current instruments used to limit it (namely the Code of Conduct and the
Treatyy fiscal state aid rules) could lose their (already limited) effectiveness. By
contrast,, CBT, although not showing this drawback, reduces to a significant extent
366

For interesting comments on the comprehensive approaches proposed by the Commission and their impact on
taxx competition in the EU, see: H. Nijkamp, Ambitious plan for EU company tax reform fails to address critical issues, 11
ECC Tax Review, 1/2002, p. 2; L. Stevens, Corporate income tax in Europe: a Dutch perspective,11 EC Tax Review,
3/2002,, p. 104, especially at 105-108 and 110-111.
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desirablee tax competition and Member States' sovereignty in the achievement of social
andd economic goals by relying on harmonisation of their tax bases. Furthermore,
unbridledd tax rate competition under both HST and CBT might have negative
consequencess for the internal market if it ignites a race to the bottom. The Study
pointss out that "depending on an individual Member State's position ... it could either
raisee its tax rate in the hope that it could retain a 'non mobile' base or decrease its rate
too attract an increased mobile tax base. Such an approach would not be very different
fromm the situation today, but it would clearly be more transparent, and therefore
providee a more open 'non-harmful' form of tax competition."37 Remarkably, however,
thee Study also states that "whether a ininimum rate of tax would be required to avoid
aa "race to the bottom' is an open issue/'38 indirectly acknowledging the existence of
thiss issue and recommending a 'floor' tax rate that would further limit Member States'
sovereigntyy in the direct tax area.
Thee feeling is that a comprehensive approach might end up favouring only
multinationall companies. Under HST, they would be able to cherry-pick the Member
State'ss most favourable domestic tax system to locate their headquarters and elect as
homee state. Furthermore, the allocation of profits among Member States under a
predeterminedd formula as envisaged by both HST and CBT could be abused by
companiess through tax-planning techniques meant to locate the relevant factors in
low-tax-ratee jurisdictions, consequently eroding the revenue of high-tax-rate
jurisdictions.. This would be true regardless of the formula chosen, as the Study also
acknowledges:: "the choice of factors remains important ... any formula which
includess profits reintroduces a potential problem related to transfer pricing ... will
inevitablyy retain some location incentives but it should be possible to minimise these.
Thee degree to which they distort location decisions will ultimately depend on the
combinationn of both the base allocation method and the rate."39 Furthermore,
companiess might be able to use losses arising in low-tax jurisdictions against income
earnedd in high-tax jurisdictions, more easily than under the current transfer pricing
planningg techniques.
Thee above suggests that the comprehensive approaches recommended by the
Commissionn might do more harm than good to the Member States in terms of loss of
sovereigntyy and of tax revenue as well as to the internal market in terms of tax-driven
distortionn of competition and misallocation of resources. The Study suggests that the
Commissionn plan is to push for HST as a first, preparatory step towards CBT, which
seemss a means to gradually reduce Member States' sovereigntyy regarding the rules on
thee tax base and ensure a smoother transition towards tax base (and possibly rate)
harmonisation.400 However, neither approach seems to be consistent with the EU legal

377 See the Study, at 417.
3«« See the Study, at 420.
3939
See the Study, at 412. In addition to the above example on tax planning under a US formulary approach (see at
6.3.4),, if a formula based on VAT were chosen, whether at microeconomic or at macroeconomic level, companies
mightt be able to minimise their tax burden through e-commerce and manipulation of the place-of-supply rule.
Perhaps,, the method relying on GDP would be the least difficult to abuse, but it implies a number of issues
especiallyy relating to inter-nation equity that make it close to impossible to adopt it, unless consensus is reached
onn a global clearing system. On the US scenario, see Chapter 1, especially at 1.3.2 and 1.3.3, and bibliography cited
there. .
«« See the Study, especially at 381-383.
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frameworkk concerning direct taxation and more specifically desirable tax competition
inn the EU.
Att the moment, the only certainty is that there are still too many unresolved issues
andd that Member States are not prepared to endorse an approach entailing base
harmonisationn anytime soon. At best, such an approach could be adopted by a smaller
groupp of Member States under the 'enhanced cooperation' procedure, which would
meann that there would still be (harmful) tax competition between (i) Member States
nott joining and the new comprehensive approach, and (ii) the new system and the old
Memberr States' tax systems for companies opting out. What this boils down to is that
thee issue of (harmful) tax competition will remain for the coming years, and that
extendingg a choice to multinational business to opt in or out a possible comprehensive
approachh is not wise. Harmonisation should be harmonisation.
6.44 Proposal to deal with harmful tax competition in the EU
6.4.11 Summary and main thrust
Thee proposal set out in this section contains a comprehensive framework to deal with
harmfull tax competition in the EU in the form of a non-binding Council resolution.
Byy and large, the proposal seeks to achieve an equitable balance between the need to
retainn desirable tax competition and the necessity to limit excessive competition
leadingg to harmful effects and distortions to the internal market. The new framework
iss based on the Code of Conduct and its related documents, but it also takes into
accountt the other instruments contained in the Treaty which affect tax competition. In
particular,, it tries to integrate the political commitment enshrined in the Code of
Conductt and the subsequent progress work culminated in the Primarolo Report and
inn the 2000 Guidelines, the Commission strategy in the application of the Treaty state
aidd rules to the direct tax area, and the Treaty provisions on the fundamental
freedoms,, on internal market distortions, and on EMU. The main aim of the proposal
iss to eliminate or reduce the shortcomings, inconsistencies, and flaws experienced in
thee fight against harmful tax competition through these different sets of partly
inappropriatee or partly ineffective provisions for this purpose. It should be effected
withoutt prejudice to the process occurred so far and build on the experience gained
overr the years, while tallying with the EU corporate tax policy for the coming years as
sett out by the Commission.
Thee basic idea underlying the proposal is that tax competition among Member States
iss positive for the internal market, as also showed by the economic and empirical
evidencee available. This idea recognises that direct taxation is the last effective policy
tooll for Member States to achieve budgetary, economic, and social goals, as well as to
correctt market failures where necessary. It is also consistent with the Treaty and the
subsidiarityy principle, which allocates competence to Member States in this area as a
meanss to pursue these goals effectively and as close as possible to their citizens.
However,, the proposal also acknowledges that Member States' sovereignty in direct
taxx matters should not be completely unrestricted, as competing policies may lead in
somee instances to adverse results for the internal market and more in general the
Treatyy objectives. Thus, it contains rules meant to counter excessive tax competition,
seekingg to interfere as little as possible with Member States' tax sovereignty and leave
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unaffectedd to a significant extent their fundamental fiscal policy choices. In short, the
proposall strives to provide a flexible framework for coordination of Member States'
policiess only in certain areas of corporate taxation and for the rest to promote tax
competitionn in the EU in order to maximise the potential benefits of the internal
market. .
6.4.22 Choice of instrument and legal basis
Thee choice of the legal instrument for the new framework on harmful tax competition
determiness its force, the body(ies) in charge of its interpretation (and enforcement),
andd the applicability of certain principles of EU primary and secondary law. The
mainn choice is between a legally binding directive and a soft law instrument
belongingg to the EU acts sui generis. A directive would imply harmonisation of
Memberr States' tax laws in the areas covered by the document. Failure to do so could
triggerr an infringement procedure by the Commission or other Member States before
thee ECJ, and direct effect and State liability. However, in the area of harmful tax
competitionn a directive would not be an appropriate instrument, as it is mostly used
forr positive integration (i.e. harmonisation) where necessary for the correct functioning
off the internal market on the basis of Arts. 94 and 95(2) (see Chapter 2, at 2.2.2.), and
nott for negative integration, in our case prohibition of excessive tax competition as
definedd in the new framework. Furthermore, a directive in tax matters is only likely
too be adopted (because of the unanimity requirement and of the legal consequences)
iff it is watered down to a negligible level of harmonisation, full of opt-outs.
Therefore,, the proposal relies on a soft law instrument or a sui generis act aiming at
coordinationn of Member States' corporate tax laws. A resolution seems an appropriate
instrumentt for a framework specifying what constitutes harmful tax competition and
layingg down broad criteria Member States must comply with when framing of their
corporatee tax systems. It would also be consistent with the Commission strategy for
EUU tax policy in the 21st century to pursue coordination but ensuring a sufficient
degreee of sovereignty and flexibility for Member States to shape their systems within
thee boundaries set out therein. Like the Code of Conduct, this resolution would
embodyy a political commitment by Member States, which should make it relatively
easyy to be adopted with unanimity. The main drawback implied by the lack of its
legally-bindingg force would be the lack of jurisdictional and interpretative
competencee by the ECJ and the lack of sanctions in case of failure of compliance.
However,, the experience with regard to the Code of Conduct and the Primarolo
Reportt learns that EU soft law may turn out to be as effective as legally binding
instrumentss and thus that mis should not represent a major obstacle to its
effectiveness.411 Moreover, the procedure for its implementation and monitoring
shouldd be able to make up for its lack of binding force and ensure compliance by
Memberr States (see at 6.4.7).
Thee legal basis for the adoption of this resolution should be Article 96 (2) of the
Treaty,, which provides that the Council (and the Commission) may take any
appropriatee measures to prevent serious internal market distortions (see in detail
Chapterr 2, Section 2.4). Indeed, the new framework contained in the resolution would
411

See in Chapter 4, especially at 4.2.4 and 4.6.6.
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aimm at preventing Member States' aggressive tax measures deviating from most other
Memberr States' corresponding measures with harmful effects for the internal market
(seee also at 6.4.4), including distortions of competition (see the analysis at 2.4.4 and
2.4.5).. The findings of the Commission Study of October 2001 on Member States'
corporatee tax systems and of the other studies provide enough evidence to warrant
applicationn of this mechanism (see Chapter 1, Section 1.4). Furthermore, the
Commissionn itself has called for the use of Art. 96 of the Treaty as part of its new
strategyy in the direct tax area in its Communication of May 2001, and there is some
indicationn that also Member States are well aware of this instrument in these cases
(seee in particular at 2.4.5 and also at 6.3.1), which further supports the use of a soft
laww instrument in this case.
6.4.33 Scope
Thee scope of the new framework would largely coincide with that of the Code of
Conductt from both a geographical and substantive perspective. As for the scope
rationeratione loci, the resolution would apply not only to the EU Member States but also to
theirr dependent and associated territories to the extent allowed by the respective
Constitutionss and laws regulating their relationship. Furthermore, its application
shouldd be extended to the new Member States joining the EU by having these adhere
too it as a condition of the accession agreement. The resolution should also call for the
EUU institutions to enter into negotiations with third countries to gain their political
commitmentt to follow its principles, perhaps as a part of the negotiations already
undertakenn to extend the scope of the proposed savings directive (see Chapter 4, at
4.2.1). .
Alsoo the scope ratione materiae would be the same as the Code of Conduct's, as the
resolutionn would apply to the whole area of corporate taxation. Provided there would
bee sufficient consensus among Member States, it would be recommendable to extend
itss scope to other areas in which harmful tax competition may arise, such as
individuall taxation and in particular the special incentives in favour of expatriates
currentlyy available in several Member States. A viable solution might be to extend the
scopee of the resolution to the individual tax regimes only if they were related to
harmfull corporate tax regimes caught by it. Furthermore, it would be recommendable
too clarify the scope of the resolution with regard to corporate tax regimes in certain
sectorss such as shipping, collective investment funds, and oil activities. Based on the
Memberr States' decision in the context of the Primarolo Report, it would probably be
preferablee to leave these sectoral regimes outside the scope of the new resolution on
thee ground of the need to preserve the international competitiveness of the EU in
thesee areas vis-a-vis third states' tax regimes. Indeed, harmful tax competition in these
sectorss could still be struck down through the Treaty state aid rules, which take into
accountt the peculiarities of certain sectors (e.g. snipping), including the need to
safeguardd the international competitiveness of EU operators engaged in these sectors.
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6.4.44 Concept of harmful tax competition: objective and subjective aspect
Thee resolution should clearly specify the concept of harmful tax competition falling
withinn its geographical and substantive scope. This concept should reflect the
theoreticall findings explained above (see especially Chapter 1, at 1.2.4 through 1.2.6)
andd the analysis of the current EU legal framework (see at 6.2.2), which both stress
thatt there are an objective and a subjective aspect to take into account. Specifically,
harmfull tax competition should be defined to encompass Member States' special tax
measuress providing for a low tax burden and pursuing policy objectives incompatible
and/orr inconsistent with the objectives of the EC Treaty.42
Thee objective element of the concept of harmful tax competition would be based on
twoo main factors. The first, implied by the word 'special', would be the deviation of
thee Member State's tax measure either from its own general tax system or from the
taxx system of the majority of Member States. The former type of deviation would be
ascertainedd in practice with reference to the specificity criterion as interpreted under
thee fiscal state aid rules (see Chapter 3, 3.3.1, 3.6.3, and 3.6.4) and to the criteria
containedd in the Code of Conduct, which would also be included in the resolution. As
aa consequence, Member States' tax measures deviating from their benchmark would
bee those limited to income earned by certain taxpayers (e.g. entities belonging to
multinationall groups or foreign-based), derived from certain activities or sectors (e.g.
manufacturing,, financial or insurance services, intra-group services), or arising in
certainn areas (e.g. offshore centres) only. The latter type of speciality of a Member
State'ss harmful tax measure would regard a different tax treatment as compared to
thee tax treatment of the same taxpayers or income by the (majority of) other Member
Statess and causing market distortions, as set out in Arts. 96-97 of the Treaty.
Ass for the other specific criteria to include in the resolution for the practical
assessmentt of the two said types of deviation, they would be based on those
containedd in the Code of Conduct. The 'ring-fencing' criterion could be expression of
eitherr type of deviation, as tax measures not having an impact on the domestic tax
basee are by definition an exception to the Member States' benchmark tax system and
containn a disparity compared to most other Member States' systems. Also the
criterionn of the departure of a measure from internationally-accepted (i.e. OECD)
transferr pricing principles could indicate a twofold deviation from a Member State's
ownn general system, if this followed the OECD rules as a matter of principle, and
fromm the overwhelming majority of other Member States, which do adhere to these
ruless in their tax systems. The last criterion of tax measures applying pursuant to
discretionaryy practices of the tax authorities would mainly point at potential
deviationss from that country's tax system, consistently with the interpretation of the
specificityy criterion under the fiscal state aid rules (see Chapter 3, at 3.4.5 and 3.6.5),
butt it could also indicate a deviation from the tax practices of other Member States
thatt do not involve (a high degree of) discretion and/or non-transparency.
422

This concept would not purport to be the correct concept of harmful tax competition in absolute terms and to
becomee the standard universally endorsed, given its limited applicability in the EU context and the lack of
conclusivee theory and evidence on what constitutes harmful as opposed to desirable tax competition (see in
Chapterr 1 and at 6.2). Instead, it would indicate that for the purpose of the new resolution the line has arbitrarily been
drawnn according to the objective and subjective elements explained in the text mainly on the basis of the current
EUU legal framework, but it could also have been drawn differently (e.g. on the basis of the distinction between
activee and passive/mobile income as set out in the OECD 1998 Report, see Chapter 4 at 4.8).
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Thee other objective parameter showing the harmful character of a tax measure would
bee its nil or significantly low tax burden. This effective tax burden would have to be
comparedd either with the ordinary tax burden resulting from that Member State's tax
systemm or with the tax burden usually applicable in (the majority of) other Member
Statess on the same taxpayer or item of income, depending on the type of deviation the
measuree entails. The first issue to clarify would be what is meant by 'significantly
low77 tax burden. For this purpose, it would be recommendable to indicate an
objectivee parameter, such as a specific deviation in terms of percentage points or on a
ratioo linked to the ordinary tax burden in that Member State or on the average tax
burdenn in the EU. A difference of 10-15 % or of more than 1/3"1 between the tax
burdenn provided by the special tax measure and the Member State's ordinary tax
burdenn or the EU average tax burden could be appropriate in this respect. The actual
percentagee or ratio could also be based on the average deviation in terms of
percentagee or ratio Member States use for the blacklisting of special regimes for the
purposee of their domestic CFC legislation. Another issue would be whether the tax
burdenn of the measure scrutinised should be compared to the statutory or to the
effectiveeffective tax burden in that Member State or in other Member States. If the latter option
weree chosen, Member States would also have to agree on the methodology and on the
samee underlying assumptions to use for this purpose, such as the King & Fullerton
methodologyy or the European Tax Analyser used in the Commission Study's
quantitativee analysis (see Chapter 1, at 1.4.5.4). It should also be clarified which
statutoryy tax rate should be taken into account if a Member State has different tax
ratess (e.g. a lower rate for SMEs or active income and a higher rate for ordinary
companiess or for passive income). The logical solution would be to take into account
thee tax rate most commonly used in that country (e.g. the higher rate for ordinary
companies)) or the rate that would be applicable if the special measure scrutinised did
nott apply (e.g. if this measure covered passive income, then the higher rate should be
takenn into account in the comparison).
Thee subjective aspect of the concept of harmful tax competition as laid down in the
neww resolution would call for an evaluation of the policy objectives pursued by a
Memberr State's tax measure in the light of the EC Treaty objectives. This would entail
aa weighing of the desirable economic or social goals or the need to correct market
failuree against the harmful goals to attract (mainly passive) investment at the expense
off other Member States. If the former were the exclusive or prevalent objectives, then
thee Member State's measure could be considered consistent with the Treaty and thus
nott harmful (or at least not harmful enough), and vice versa (see below). Last but not
least,, it would be possible to take into account the size of each country and its market
byy making the necessary distinctions between large and small home markets. As a
result,, the viability and appropriateness of each policy goal underlying the tax
measuree scrutinised would also have to be considered in the light of the handicaps
sufferedd especially by small countries or of the potentially significant market failures
experiencedd especially by large countries.
Thee actual criteria showing a country's prevalent goal to engage in harmful tax
competitionn be for instance the application of the measure regardless of the taxpayer
havingg local substance, its lack of transparency (secret rulings, see above and at 6.4.6),
orr the lax attitude by that Member State in taking appropriate steps against abuse of
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thiss measure by (multinational) companies. By contrast, the assessment of the
compatibilityy and/or consistency of the (prevalently) desirable goals of that measure
withh the Treaty objectives would have to be carried out in the light of the Treaty
specificc provisions (e.g. the state aid rules, the internal market distortion provisions,
andd the EMU rules) and of the Treaty goals (i.e. Arts. 2 through 4). More specifically,
eachh potentially harmful tax measure (i.e. 'special' as specified above) should be
evaluatedd on the basis of the Commission's (and the ECJ's) practice regarding the
justificationn of the "nature or general scheme" of a tax measure under the Treaty
fiscall state aid rules (see in detail Chapter 3, at 3.6.4). This would require taking into
accountt its "external objectives," such as favouring the development or the
employmentt in depressed areas under the exemption laid down in Art. 87(3) of the
Treaty,, and its "internal objectives" aiming for instance to ensure progressivity of the
taxx system, to establish a certain 'tax mix/ or to prevent economic or international
doublee taxation. Furthermore, every such measure would have to be analysed in view
off its effects so as to ascertain whether it would be likely to cause significant
distortionss of competition in the internal market, to undermine price stability and/or
bringg about a budget deficit for that Member State, or to spur a 'race to the bottom' or
aa higher tax burden on labour so that it would be inconsistent with the Treaty
objectives. .
Thee assessment of the subjective aspect would be a fundamental factor to determine
whetherr a 'specific' tax measure in the two explained meanings under the objective
aspectt indeed constitutes harmful tax competition. For instance, if a Member State's
taxx measure deviating from its benchmark system was aimed at attracting mobile
investmentt at the expense of other Member States, such as a 0% corporate tax rate on
intra-groupp finance income only available for multinational companies even in the
absencee of local substance, it would certainly be considered harmful. By contrast, a
measuree providing for a lower tax rate aimed at foreign direct investment would not
bee considered harmful tax competition if it were covered by the Treaty exemptions
laidd down in Art. 87 (3) or were otherwise compatible with the Commission notice on
fiscall state aid in view of its external or internal objective(s). Furthermore, Member
States'' general tax measures deviating from most other Member States' measures
wouldd be considered harmful where it would be clear that their goal was mainly to
luree mobile investment and that they would likely erode the tatter's tax revenue and
causee a race to the bottom, such as in case of a low general corporate tax rate (also
applying)) on passive income (e.g. 5%). Since the assessment, especially of the
subjectivee aspect, is not an easy one and bound to be polluted by mutual political
arm-twisting,, there should be an independent advisory body issuing opinions on the
questionn whether a certain measure falls foul of the criteria set by the resolution (see
att 4.6.7).
Too sum up, the approach followed by the new resolution with regard to the concept
off harmful tax competition would aim at an appropriate balance between promoting
desirablee tax competition and countering excessive tax competition. It would
reinforcee the current EU legal framework and ensure consistency in the light of the
fundamentall aims and means of the Treaty, but also of the specific goals pursued by
thee various more specific Treaty provisions analysed above (see Chapter 2).
Furthermore,, it would mainly rely on objective parameters, yet it would provide
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flexibilityflexibility in the fined judgement on the actual harmful character of Member State
taxx measures by also taking into account their policy objective(s). The procedure laid
downn in the resolution (see at 4.6.7) should ensure a correct assessment of each tax
measuree carefully analysing its effects in the broader context of EU law.
6.4.55 Categories of harmful tax measures
Inn order to make the actual evaluation of potentially harmful tax measures easier, the
neww resolution should set out specific criteria according to the categories of income
theyy target. A categorisation would be helpful in the evaluation of the most common
potentiallyy harmful measures implemented by Member States. These category criteria
shouldd be seen as expression of the general factors to asses the objective and
subjectivee aspect of harmful tax competition as explained above and not as new
criteriaa only applying to the categories covered. For this purpose, the categorisation
andd the criteria contained in the Primarolo Report and in the 2000 Guidelines should
bee relied on, with the adjustments necessary to eliminate the flaws of these
documentss (see Chapter 4, especially Section 4.3).
Thee first category would encompass Member States' tax measures covering income
fromm financial services and other mobile activities (e.g. the easily movable intangibles
givingg rise to royalty income). Both third-party and intra-group 'finance company'
andd 'finance branch' regimes would be targeted by this category. With regard to the
latter,, the resolution would make clear that they are considered harmful only if they
deviatee from the OECD transfer pricing rules e.g. by providing for an artificial
reductionn of the taxable base or for the use of fixed margins not reflecting the arm's
lengthh principle. The practical application of these criteria should rely on the analysis
carriedd out above (see Chapter 4, Section 4.4). The criterion contained in the 2000
Guideliness with respect to finance branch regimes of the denial of the exemption
methodd depending on the tax burden borne by the finance branch would not be
containedd in the resolution due to its breach of Member States' tax sovereignty and
thee possible contrast with EU law and tax treaties (see in detail Chapter 4 at 4.4.5).
However,, the general provision on the use of countermeasures laid down in the
resolutionn (see at 6.4.8) would also apply to finance branch regimes to discourage the
usee of the exemption method in situations in which foreign (finance) profits have not
beenn subject to tax.
Thee second category would encompass Member States' 'headquarter company'
regimess covering income from intra-group services performed by coordination,
distribution,, and service 'centres.' These regimes would be considered harmful if they
wouldd deviate from the principles laid down in the OECD Transfer Pricing
Guidelines,, consistently with the Primarolo Report and the 2000 Guidelines. The new
resolutionn would specify that such deviation could lie either in the use of a method
forr the computation of profit other than that normally applicable under OECD
standards,, or in an unjustified reduction of the relevant tax base through the
exclusionn of certain costs (e.g. personnel and/or financial costs). Also the application
off mark-ups not reflecting the arm's length principle (e.g. not taking into account all
relevantt facts and circumstances) and not constantly reviewed by the local authorities
underr market criteria would represent a relevant deviation for the harmfulness of
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thesee regimes. These criteria are self-explanatory and would constitute an application
off the general (specificity) criterion concerning the objective aspect as set out above
(seee at 6.4.4). Hence, no further comment is needed (on their practical application, see
alsoo Chapter 4, Section 4.5).
Thee third category would regard the tax treatment of holding companies. The main
assumptionn of the resolution would be that Member States are in principle free to
preventt international economic double taxation on dividends and/or capital gains
distributedd by, or realised on the sale of, foreign subsidiaries either through a credit
mechanismmechanism or through a participation exemption. The criteria contained in
resolutionn would have to do mainly with the subjective aspect of harmful tax
competition.. In particular, it should be investigated whether there is harmful motive
orr effect to attract mobile investment by allowing the use of holding companies as
passivee conduit entities merely for tax reasons to channel dividends (and/or capital
gains)) subject to little or no taxation in the hands of the subsidiary as opposed to
soundd tax policy objectives linked to the adoption of the exemption method to relieve
internationall economic double taxation and to secure capital import neutrality. The
criterionn of the limited applicability of the exemption to holding companies belonging
too foreign-based multinational companies and/or exclusively available to dividends
(andd capital gains) distributed from foreign subsidiaries would imply ring-fencing
andd thus it would target special holding company regimes. In this case, the
assessmentt of the subjective element would have to be much stricter than with regard
too general participation exemption regimes, which may be justified in the context of
thee nature and design of a country's corporate tax system (see for the application of
thesee criteria Chapter 4, at 4.6).
AA savings clause should be included in the resolution to ensure that the application of
itss criteria would not be in breach of EU primary and secondary (tax) law (i.e. the
Parent/Subsidiaryy Directive): in this way the interpretative issues arising from the
20000 Guidelines would be avoided (see Chapter 4, especially at 4.6.2 and 4.6.6). For
thee same purpose, there should be no reference in the resolution to CFC legislation
(orr any other countervailing measure) in the assessment of harmfulness of holding
companyy regimes, as the general provision on countermeasures would be considered
sufficientt for this purpose (see at 6.4.8). Lastly, the criterion of the asymmetrical
treatmentt of capital gains and losses as set out in the Primarolo Report and the 2000
Guideliness would be included also in the resolution, with an exception where the
asymmetryy were only present with regard to liquidation losses for genuine business
reasonss (see Chapter 4, at 4.6.2).
Thee last category would catch tax measures covering insurance and reinsurance
incomee (see Chapter 4, at 4.3.4). It would rely on the same criteria laid down in the
Primaroloo Report. Their substantial similarity to those concerning the first category of
regimess on finance and other passive income makes further explanation unnecessary.
6.4.66 Administrative practices
Inn addition to the resolution's general criterion under which administrative practices
shouldd be considered harmful if they are discretionary or non-transparent (see at
6.4.4),, there should also be a specific provision regarding this issue so as to achieve
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coordinationn among Member States' policies in this area. The resolution should set
uniformm standards that tax authorities of all EU countries should follow in dealing
withh taxpayers and ultimately leading to the issue of advance rulings or advance
pricingg agreements (i.e. "APA"). In particular, Member States should commit to allow
rulingss and/or APAs to be issued only if in compliance with, and within the borders
of,, statutory tax law, with the local tax authorities enjoying a very limited
discretionaryy power. This would guarantee objectivity and equality of treatment
betweenn taxpayers in the same or similar situations. Furthermore, this would
automaticallyy ensure that administrative practices would not be caught by the
'specificity'' criterion of harmful tax competition (see at 6.4.4) and of the fiscal state aid
ruless (see Chapter 3, at 3.4.5 and 3.6.5). As for APAs, if they were granted in
accordancee with the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines, they would also
automaticallyy not be considered harmful under the resolution as the criterion of the
deviationn from generally-accepted transfer pricing principles would not be met.
Inn order to achieve transparency, horizontal application, and accountability,
publicationn of administrative policy laying down the conditions for the granting of
rulingss would be needed. As for advance rulings not granted under a published
administrativee practice or APAs not explicitly following the OECD Transfer Pricing
Guidelines,, Member States should commit to their individual publication. In order to
protectt taxpayers' confidentiality, these should be published in an anonymous form
andd with a limited indication of the facts potentially disclosing business secrets or
processess or making the taxpayer potentially recognisable (for its competitors). If
thesee non-standard rulings and/or APAs would be kept secret, this would imply a
presumptionn of their deviation from a country's standard tax system or from
generallyy accepted transfer pricing principles. If publication were not possible due to
constitutionall or other legal constraints or opposition by Member States, an
alternativee could be the involvement of the body in charge of the application of the
resolutionn in the review of advance rulings and/or APAs (see at 6.4.7). This body
couldd be granted access to the relevant information to carry out the necessary
investigationn on their harmfulness under the resolution.43
6.4.77 Procedural rules: black list and body in charge of its administration
Thee procedural rules are crucial to ensure the implementation and effectiveness of the
neww resolution. In particular, it should contain a standstill and a rollback clause
analogouss to those of the Code of Conduct under which Member States would
committ to abstain from implementing new tax regimes falling within the meaning of
thee resolution and to repeal or amend their existing tax measures caught by it.
Furthermore,, the resolution should provide that a black list of harmful tax measures
bee issued by the body in charge of its administration and be constantly updated after
433
The Technolease case in the fiscal state aid area suggests that this last solution would not be unfeasible (see
Chapterr 3, at 3.4.5). In that case, the Netherlands tax authorities submitted to the Commission confidential
informationn on the denial of rulings for situations similar to the one investigated. This information, obviously
treatedd as confidential and not disclosed in the final decision published, apparently has been thoroughly examined
byy the Commission in its evaluation on the ruling issued by the Dutch tax authorities. This suggests that Member
Statess might be willing to disclose information on the granting of non-standard rulings and APAs to an impartial
bodyy like the Commission and agree on a standardised procedure for the purpose of the new resolution.
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completionn of each investigation (see below). The first black list would be based on
thee rollback clause and would update and correct the black list of the Primarolo
Reportt to reflect the erroneous blacklisting of certain measures (see in Chapter 4), the
amendmentss by Member States in the meantime, and the measures to be or not to be
consideredd harmful under the new rules. This first list would be in fieri, as it would
reflectt any new procedure of Member States' potentially harmful tax measures under
thee new resolution.
Thee black list would have a threefold aim. First, it would exercise pressure on
Memberr States reluctant to repeal or amend certain regimes. Second, it would
legitimisee application of anti-avoidance measures and countermeasures included in
Memberr States' domestic tax laws and in tax treaties (see at 6.3.2 and at 6.4.8). Third,
itt would guarantee transparency with regard to the investigation of new potentially
harmfull measures, which would be an innovation consistent with the new attitude
endorsedd by the Commission with regard to EU corporate tax policy.
Thee body in charge of the implementation of the resolution and of the accurateness of
thee black list should be as impartial as possible and thus independent of the Member
Statess whose measures would be scrutinised. The experience with the
implementationn of the Code of Conduct and with the functioning of the Primarolo
Groupp have shown that if such a body is not independent but exclusively formed by
representativess of Member States defending their national interests, the chances of
effectivee and impartial implementation are slim. The main consequence is the
stagnationn of the process due to non-transparent negotiations and bargaining among
Memberr States and the disagreement on the blacklisting of their own regimes if the
saidd negotiations are unsuccessful.
Too overcome these problems, the resolution should rely on a two-step procedure
involvingg a new impartial body in the first step. This new body would be for its half
composedd by the Commission in its function of "guardian of the Treaty," and in
particularr by its specialised staff in corporate tax matters and harmful tax
competition,, in fiscal state aid, and in EMU matters. There would be prevalence of
representativess of the DG on Taxation and Customs Union, especially those involved
inn the process leading to the adoption of the Code of Conduct and its implementation
throughh the Primarolo Report (and the 2000 Guidelines), and of representatives of the
DGG on Competition and State Aid, especially those in charge of the broad
investigationn of Member States' harmful tax measures under the fiscal State aid rules,
butt also personnel of the DG on Economic and Financial Affairs supervising the
compliancee of Member States' budgetary and tax policy with the Treaty EMU rules.
Too strengthen the prestige and the impartial character of this body, the other half
wouldd be composed of independent experts in the area of EU direct tax law, such as
professors,, researchers, retired advisers, and former judges of the ECJ, or Member
States'' domestic tax courts. Ideally, there should be at least one expert for each
Memberr State.
Thee first stage of the procedure would be a combination of the procedures laid down
inn the Treaty (fiscal) state aid rules and the internal market distortion provisions. The
neww body would investigate Member States' potentially harmful tax measures on the
initiativee of the Commission, or on a Member State's notification of its own suspect
measures,, or on a denunciation by any other Member State. It would first consult the
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Memberr State concerned and would also invite all other Member States to submit
theirr observations. For this purpose, ad hoc or regular meetings could be scheduled
betweenn the new body and the existing Group of high-level tax experts representing
thee Member States within the (ECOFIN) Council, which has been active in the area of
harmfull tax competition since the start (see Chapter 1, at 1.4.3, Chapter 4, at 4.2.1). At
thee end of the investigation, the new body would issue an opinion on the actual
harmfull character of the measure scrutinised deciding under majority voting, which
wouldd be transposed into a non-legally binding recommendation issued by the
Commission.. If the measure scrutinised were considered harmful, the
recommendationn would also order its inclusion in the black list and provide that it
wouldd be taken off the list only on the condition that the Member State concerned
compliedd with the recommendation by repealing its harmful measure or amending it
inn a way compatible with the resolution. For the latter purpose, the advisory body
shouldd to the extent possible suggest amendments to measures found harmful in
orderr to lift their harmfulness. The Commission recommendation would be based
eitherr on Art. 96(2) of the Treaty, if the procedure started on its initiative or upon
otherr Member States' denunciations, or it would be based on Art. 97(1) if the Member
Statee concerned had notified its tax regime to the Commission. Given the lack of
bindingg force of the Commission recommendation, it would be up to the Member
Statee concerned whether or not to comply with it. The loyalty principle enshrined in
Art.. 10 of the Treaty, juncto Arts. 96 or 97 of the Treaty, would reinforce the
effectivenesss of the recommendation by exercising additional pressure on this
Memberr State, as would the blacklisting of the hannful measure.
Thee second step of the procedure would only occur in case of non-compliance by a
Memberr State with the Commission recommendation blacklisting its harmful tax
measure.. If such Member State disagreed with the recommendation, it could refer the
matterr to the Council, which would take a final decision on the hannful character of
thee measure scrutinised and on the remedy under Art. 96 (2). This step could also be
initiatedd on the initiative of the Commission, which could propose to the Council the
adoptionn of a directive to be adopted under qualified majority voting or of any other
appropriatee measure on the basis of Art. 96 (2). The matter would thus be shifted to
fromm the more legal technical matter to the more political level. The Council would
havee to review the Commission recommendation and the arguments and
observationss put forward by all parties concerned. The final act issued by the Council,
whetherr a directive or a non-binding instrument, would supersede the Commission
recommendationn and would be the result of a political compromise reached by the
Memberr State concerned and the other Member States. In the end, this act would
determinee whether the Member State's measure stays on the black list, and whether
repeall of the measure, if its blacklisting is maintained, becomes legally enforceable (if
aa directive is issued).
Anotherr issue would be the relationship between the new procedure and the state aid
rules.. Such relationship should be similar to the one between these rules and the
Codee of Conduct (see Chapter 4, section 4.2). In principle, the resolution would not
affectt the application of the state aid rules, which would be independent of it.
However,, in practice it would be left to the Commission discretion to resort to the use
off the state aid rules against Member States' hannful tax measures (also) caught by
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thee resolution. As the Commission would play a major role in assessment of each
potentiallyy harmful measure and in reaching a compromise with the Member State
concernedd under the new resolution, the use of the State aid rules would have to
constitutee a last resort. In particular, the Commission would have to use them only
wheree the procedure envisaged here would not yield an appropriate result after
neitherr the first nor second stage. This would be the logical consequence of the new
resolutionn being specifically tailored to deal with (harmful) tax competition, whereas
thee state aid rules apparently are not.
Inn sum, the procedure envisaged in the resolution seems appropriate to ensure its
effectivenesss despite the lack of binding force, because the matter may be lifted to the
legallyy binding level through the application of the existing Arts. 96 and 97 of the EC
Treaty.. It should also provide an adequate balance to preserve Member States'
sovereigntyy and sufficient flexibility deciding the most appropriate remedy to take in
eachh situation. The new body would function as an EU 'watchdog' in the tax
competitionn area under the auspices of the Commission, and its high specialisation,
enrichedd by the presence of independent experts, should constitute a sufficient
guaranteee for Member States that the investigation and assessment on their tax
measuress would be competent and impartial. This 'watchdog' would also have a
cruciall role in ensuring a consistent application of the various Treaty provisions in the
overalll assessment of each potentially harmful tax measure, thereby significantly
improvingg the current situation (see at 6.2.3). The transparency and openness of its
workk would further strengthen the importance of this body, which could eventually
becomee fundamental also in the framing of EU tax policy in the future.
6.4.88 The issue of countermeasures in domestic laws and tax treaties
Thee resolution should address separately the issue of the application by Member
Statess of anti-abuse provisions and countermeasures against harmful tax measures.
Thee reason is the question of their compatibility with EC law. As seen above, the
Codee of Conduct only mentions anti-abuse provisions and countermeasures
containedd in domestic laws or tax treaties as being a fundamental tool against tax
evasionn and avoidance, whereas the Primarolo Report specifically looks at the
existencee of comprehensive CFC legislation as a criterion for not blacklisting holding
companyy regimes (see Chapter 4, especially at 4.3.6). The 2000 Guidelines go even
furtherr by stating that finance branch and holding company regimes must be
consideredd harmful if they grant the exemption method even if profits of finance
branchess or foreign subsidiaries have been subject to low local taxation and are not
coupledd with adequate anti-abuse legislation or countervailing measures. This seems
too unduly impinge on Member States' sovereignty and seems incompatible with EC
law,, especially the four freedoms (see Chapter 4, especially at 4.4.5 and 4.6.2).
Therefore,, the resolution should follow the milder approach of the Code of Conduct,
merelyy recognising the importance that Member States adopt anti-abuse legislation
andd countermeasures to fight harmful tax competition but only to the extent these are
nott contrary to EC law, especially the freedom of establishment and of capital
movement.. In this respect, their application against harmful tax measures included in
thee new black list would most probably be compatible with the Treaty, given that the
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blacklistingg takes into account the principles of EU law (see also below). Furthermore,
thee resolution should contain a conurtitment by Member States to work together with
thee Commission in developing a set of guidelines clearly indicating the conditions on
whichh countermeasures are compatible with EC law. This approach would leave
untouchedd Member States' sovereign choices on the expediency of this kind of
legislationn and on the (tough or lenient) stance to follow, while encouraging them to
developp together an appropriate framework consistent with EU law (and
internationall tax law). Perhaps, the study undertaken by the Commission with regard
too the work on bilateral tax treaties as part of its new approach on the EU tax policy
andd its commitment to issue a recommendation in this respect (see at 6.3.2) might also
bee relied on for the purpose of the resolution.
Ass for the countermeasures against harmful tax competition, some guidelines may be
singledd out from the above analysis on their compatibility wit EC law (see in Chapter
5,, especially the synthesis at 5.4.4). In general, such countermeasures would be likely
incompatiblee with the Treaty provisions on the fundamental freedoms in conjunction
withh the loyalty principle if targeted at (i) measures part of Member States' general tax
systemm (such as a low statutory corporate tax rate), or (ii) special tax regimes approved
byy the Commission under the (fiscal) state aid rules (see also Chapter 2, at 2.3.2, and
Chapterr 5, section 5.6). In all other cases, the new guidelines should specify the
conditionss of compatibility of these countermeasures with EC law, whether included
inn DTCs or in domestic tax laws, possibly distmguishing between general and specific
countermeasures. .
Withh regard to anti-avoidance measures contained in tax treaties, it would be
recommendablee to agree on a model LOB clause compatible with EU law against
blacklistedd tax regimes. This would be transposed into the EU multilateral tax treaty,
inn the new EU Model Convention, or in the recommendation on the OECD Model
Convention,, depending on the approach adopted by the Commission (see at 6.3.2).
Perhaps,, this model LOB clause could be based on that contained in the
Netherlands/Portuguesee or in the Austrian/German tax treaty (see at 6.3.3), denying
thee benefits of the DTC to entities or items of income benefiting from a regime
blacklistedd under the resolution.44 The new guidelines should also address the
possibilityy to extend the application of this model LOB provision to residents of a
contractingg (Member) State benefiting from a harmful tax regime in any Member State
(nott only in the DTC partner State), which would constitute a strong disincentive for
(multinational)) companies to use these regimes.45 In alternative, a more general LOB
provisionn might deny the benefits of the DTC to entities enjoying a preferential tax
regimee referring to (some or all of the) criteria contained in the resolution, e.g. ringfencing,, limited applicability to finance income or to intra-group centres, or departure
fromm the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines (see at 6.4.4). This provision would be
444

There would be no need to include a safe-harbour provision like the one of the Netherlands/Portuguese DTC to
excludee from the scope of the standard LOB harmful tax regimes approved under the Treaty state aid provisions,
ass under the resolution these regimes are not considered harmful tax competition in any event (see at 6.4.4).
455
If not limited to the two contracting states, the scope of the LOB would look through the entity established in the
otherr contracting state to ascertain whether there would be any other group entity up or down in the corporate
chainn benefiting from an EU harmful tax regime. In these cases, the application of the LOB would be justified by
thee use of the entity claiming treaty benefits as a conduit. The main issue to clarify would be the compatibility of
thiss LOB provision with EU law, and in particular with the infringement of the freedom of establishment and/or
capitall (see on this also in Chapter 5).
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similarr to the anti-ring-fencing LOB clause included in the Netherlands/Portuguese
DTCC and could be based on the wording included in the new draft OECD Model Tax
Conventionn and its Commentary.46
Withh regard to unilateral countermeasures, based on the above findings (in Chapter
5)) the new guidelines should distinguish between general and specific
countermeasuress applicable against Member States' regimes blacklisted under the
neww resolution.47 General anti-avoidance provisions relying on fraus legis or abuse of
laww doctrine would disregard the effects of transactions or arrangements with entities
benefitingg from harmful tax regimes entered into merely or preponderantly to
circumventt domestic tax law. Other general provisions could attach the residence of
entitiess benefiting from blacklisted regimes on the basis of the place of effective
managementt or consider the existence of a local permanent establishment of such
entitiess to which (most of) the profits enjoying low taxation would be attributable.48
Thesee general countermeasures would probably have to be considered compatible
withh the Treaty where a number of requirements were met, namely their application
inn an objective and proportionate way, based on a thorough examination of all facts
andd circumstances, and subject to jurisdictional control.49 At first sight, the above
provisionss would seem to meet these requirements, and would probably also comply
withh the proportionality principle as the burden of proof for their application is
generallyy on the tax authorities rather than on the taxpayer.
Specificc countermeasures would be expressly targeted at Member States' tax
measuress blacklisted under the new document. The most common countermeasure
wouldd be a comprehensive CFC legislation relying on a jurisdictional approach, i.e.
subjectingg to current taxation foreign-source income benefiting from one of the
blacklistedd measures. Member States would no longer draw up a black list including
EUU States' preferential regimes, but would simply rely on the common black list
envisagedd by the new resolution. It would be open to question whether under the
CFCC regimes there would still be the need for exemptions covering subsidiaries
mainlyy active in the local EU market in which it enjoyed the blacklisted regime, or not
havingg been set up exclusively or predominantly to benefit from it. Another unilateral
countermeasuree would be the denial of the exemption method and instead the use of
thee credit method to prevent double taxation on domestic taxpayers' foreign income
entitledd to a blacklisted tax measure. Member States may also deny the deductibility
off payments (e.g. fees, interest, royalties, rents) effected by resident taxpayers to
entitiess enjoying a blacklisted regime, which denial may be either unrestricted or
possiblyy lifted by the tax authorities upon proof of an underlying genuine business
purposee for the payment or an active presence in the local market. An alternative
466

See the OECD, Draft Contents of of the 2002 Update to the Model Tax Convention, 2 October 2001, especially draft Para.
21,, entitled "Provisions which are aimed at entities benefiting from preferential tax regimes" and based on the
OECDD project to counter harmful tax competition, available on the internet at http:// www.oecd.org.
477
On this distinction, see the analysis in Chapter 5. For a more thorough description of the general and specific
countermeasuress summarised in the text, see the International Fiscal Association - Cahiers de droit fiscal
international,, limits on the use of low-tax regimes by multinational businesses: current measures and emerging trends,
Proceedingss of a seminar held in San Francisco in 2001duirng the 54th Congress of the International Fiscal
Association,, IFA, Vol. 86b, 2001. See also the 1998 OECD Report on harmful tax competition, and its analysis in
Chapterr 4, Section 4.8.
488
These provisions could also be included in bilateral tax conventions: see the Draft 2002 OECD Model
Convention,, at, and in particular the Commentary to Article 1, draft Paras. 10.1 and 10.2.
499
See the Leur-Bloem case and the other case law analysed in Chapter 5, at 5.3.27.
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measuree would be the imposition of a withholding tax on all payments to taxpayers
benefitingg from blacklisted regimes, which may also be unrestricted or waived on the
samee conditions as the previous countermeasure. Lastly, there could be a
countermeasuree relying on the mark-to-market principle, requiring a re-evaluation of
thee blacklisted subsidiary at fair market value in the hands of their resident parent
companies. .
Thee new guidelines would have to recommend which of the above measures would
bee compatible with EU law and how they would have to be framed. In general, one
wouldd assume that these measures would have to be considered compatible with the
Treatyy fundamental freedoms where they would be well targeted at countering other
Memberr States' blacklisted harmful tax regimes and proportionate with regard to the
mechanismm and the (procedural) burdens they impose on taxpayers. Based on the
abovee analysis (see Chapter 5, especially at 5.4 and 5.5) it would seem that they could
alll be considered appropriate to achieve the goals of preventing tax avoidance and
moree in general of countering harmful tax competition in the EU. They would also
seemm sufficiently targeted given their limited application to regimes blacklisted after a
thoroughh assessment by the Commission of their incompatibility and/or
inconsistencyy with the Treaty. As for their proportionality, they should not contain
mechanismss of rebuttal of the onus of proof on the taxpayer to avoid their application
onn the grounds of the local conduct of genuine business activity or of the absence of
predominantt or exclusive tax avoidance intent. A first option would be to simply
excludee these exemptions on the same grounds that harmful tax regimes are contrary
too the Treaty and thus the application of domestic anti-(tax-)abuse legislation should
bee in any event considered legitimate under EU law. If, however, Member States
wouldd still adopt these exemptions, they should place the onus of proof on the tax
authorities,, which should rely on the Mutual Assistance Directive to gather evidence
fromm the other Member State's tax authorities.50 Once again, given the complexity of
thee issues at stake clear guidance could only be provided by the new guidelines after
thoroughh research and negotiations by the Commission and Member States.
6.55 Example of a resolution on harmful tax competition
Thiss section contains an example of a resolution containing the framework on
harmfull tax competition following the principles set out above. This text is merely
intendedd to provide a concrete example of what the resolution would look like in
practicee and does not cover all the issues addressed. The preamble should state that it
embodiess a political commitment by Member States to counter excessive forms of tax
competitionn harmful for the EU, should reiterate as a matter of principle national
sovereigntyy in the direct tax area, and should specify that its application is without
prejudicee to the principles of EU law. There should also be a reference to the
Commissionn Study of October 2001 and its main findings concerning tax competition
inn the EU, as well as to the initiatives in the EU corporate tax area currently
underway.. The commentary that should be annexed to it might be based on the
commentss in the previous section and in the other relevant parts of this research.
500

See in detail in Chapter 5. As suggested at 5.4.4, a milder approach might also be considered proportionate for
thee purpose of the application of the rule of reason and the compatibility of these countermeasures with the
Treaty,, such as a mandatory ruling procedure like as required by the new Italian CFC legislation.
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Councill Resolution on a common framework for dealing with harmful tax
competitionn in the European Union
A.. Legal basis
Thiss resolution aims at preventing serious distortions to the internal market caused
byy harmful tax competition and is based on Article 96, paragraph 2 of the EC Treaty.
B.. Scope
(1)) Without prejudice to the respective competences of Member States and the
Europeann Union in direct taxation, this resolution covers corporate tax measures
implementedd by Member States through laws, regulations, or administrative practices
constitutingg harmful tax competition.
(2)) The provisions of this resolution shall apply in the entire territory of the European
Union.. Each Member State shall strive to extend its application to its dependent and
associatedd territories as far as the relevant laws regulating the relationship between
themm allows. The European Union shall enter into negotiations with third countries
withh a view to extending its geographical scope as broadly as possible.

C.. Meaning of Harmful Tax Competition
(1)) Within the scope as set out in Point B, harmful tax competition encompasses
speciall tax measures providing for a nil or a low level of taxation having regard to the
taxx base, the tax rate, or any other relevant element in detennining the final tax
liability. .
(2)) A tax measure shall be considered special where:
(i))
(ii))
(iii))
(iv))
(v))

it departs from the general tax system of a Member State as it is limited to
certainn income, certain taxpayers, certain sectors, or certain areas only;
it provides for a treatment substantially different from that laid down for
similarr taxpayers or items of income by the majority of Member States;
it is ring-fenced from the domestic economy;
it departs from internationally-accepted transfer pricing principles as laid
downn in the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines;
it applies pursuant to an administrative practice involving a high degree of
discretionn by the local tax authorities or lacking transparency.

(3)) The assessment on the harmfulness of a tax measure must also take into account
itss main objectives. Where a measure pursues a desirable objective consistent with EU
laww and does not frustrate other provisions of the EC Treaty, it shall not be
consideredd harmful.
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D.. Categories of harmful tax measures

(1)(1) Income from financial services andottter mobile activities
Withinn the meaning of Point C, a tax measure covering income from financial services
orr other mobile activities is considered harmful where it provides for a substantial
reductionn of the taxable base in breach of the OECD transfer pricing principles, in
particularr through:
(i))

Fixed margins for pass-through financing, licensing, or other mobile activities
withoutt an assessment of all relevant facts and circumstances and without a
constantt review against commercial criteria; or
(ii)) Allocation of profits between headquarters and foreign permanent
establishmentss in a formulaic way without taking into account the real functions
performed,, and risks borne, by each of them; or
(iii)) Creation of substantial provisions or reserves deferring taxation of significant
amountss of income, unjustified or disproportionate to the goal for which they
aree allowed; or
(iv)) Any other mechanism similar to the above.

(2)(2) Income from intra-group activities

Withinn the meaning of Point C, a tax measure covering income from the provision of
intra-groupp services shall be deemed harmful where it departs from the OECD
transferr pricing principles through:
(i))

the application of the 'cost-plus' or 'resale price' method in circumstances in
whichh the 'comparable uncontrolled price' method could reasonably be used; or
(ii)) a reduction of the expense base used for the computation of die taxable profits
underr the 'cost plus' method through the exclusion of relevant items such as
financingg a n d / o r personnel costs; or
(iii)) the application of a fixed mark-up or a narrow range of mark-ups without an
examinationn of all relevant facts and circumstances and without a constant
revieww of the mark-up against normal commercial criteria; or
(iv)) a condition that eligible entities must belong to an international group of
companiess active in more countries and/or continents, or must be mainly based
outsidee that country.
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(3)(3) Tax treatment of folding companies

Thee exemption of dividends received by a domestic company from a foreign
subsidiaryy shall be considered harmful where it applies:
(i))

subject to the condition that the domestic company does not carry out, or carries
outt only limited activities locally, or that it belongs to a multinational group
activee in more countries and/or continents; or
(ii)) exclusively with regard to distributions by foreign subsidiaries; or
(iii)) regardless of the condition that the foreign subsidiary be subject to a certain
rninirnumm effective tax burden on its profits, unless it is resident in another
Memberr State; or
(iv)) regardless of whether the domestic company has no or little substance and/or
lackss a genuine business purpose.
Thee criteria under (iii) and (iv) shall apply without prejudice to the provisions set out
inn Point H below.
Thee above criteria shall also apply to assess the harmful character of the exemption of
capitall gains realised by a domestic company on the disposal of shares in foreign
subsidiaries.. The exemption shall also be considered harmful where capital losses on
suchh disposal would be deductible by the domestic company, unless the deductibility
wouldd be limited to a real liquidation of the foreign subsidiary effected for a genuine
businesss purpose.
(4)(4) Insurance and reinsurance income

Too the extent it does not fall into the category under paragraph (1) above, a tax
measuree applicable to insurance and/or reinsurance income is considered harmful
wheree it provides for:
(i))

An exemption or a substantially lower effective tax burden granted by way of a
notionall fixed taxable base, an exceptionally long tax deferral, or any other
mechanismm not complying with the OECD transfer pricing principles and
leadingg to the same result;
(ii)) The creation of substantial provisions or reserves not normally available under
thee ordinary tax system and not proportionate with the real underlying risks
insuredd or reinsured.
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E.. Administrative practices

(1)) Member States shall ensure that their tax authorities issue advance rulings,
advancee pricing agreements, and any other administrative act setting out the tax
treatmentt of a certain taxpayer or a certain transaction within the boundaries of
statutoryy tax law pursuant to a limited discretionary assessment and in a transparent
way. .

(2)) Member States shall ensure that standard ruling practice be published, as well as
individuall rulings deviating from published standard practice.

F.. Standstill and rollback; Black list

(1)) Member States shall repeal their existing tax measures incompatible with this
resolutionn or amend them in conformity with its provisions.

(2)) Member States shall abstain from introducing any new measure which might be
consideredd harmful within the meaning of this resolution. Any such measure shall be
objectt of the procedure set out in Point G below.

(3)) Tax measures considered harmful under this resolution shall be included on a list
drawnn up by the Commission and constantly updated after the conclusion of each
investigationn in conformity with Point G below.
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G.. Procedure

(1)) The Commission shall set up an advisory board in charge of the administration
andd implementation of this resolution. This body shall be composed for half of
representativess from the Commission's Directorates General in Taxation and
Customss Union, Competition and State Aid, and Economic and Financial Affairs. For
thee other half, the board shall be composed of independent experts in the field of EU
taxx law chosen by the Commission from a list of independent experts drawn up by
Memberr States. No Member State shall have more than one independent expert in the
board. .
(2)) The advisory board shall examine all existing and new tax measures potentially
fallingg within the scope of this resolution upon notification by the Member State
concerned,, upon initiative by the Commission, or upon denunciation by any Member
State.. After consultation with the Member State concerned and review of the
observationss submitted by any other interested Member State, the board shall issue
ann opinion on the harmfulness of the measure investigated, as well as
recommendationss for amendments to bring the measure in line with this resolution.
(3)) Based on this opinion, but not bound by it, the Commission shall issue a
recommendationn addressed to the Member State concerned on the basis of Article 96
paragraphh 2 or Article 97 paragraph 1 of the EC Treaty as the case may be. In the
eventt that the tax measure scrutinised is considered harmful, the recommendation
shalll request this Member State to repeal or refrain from introducing such measure
andd shall indicate ways to amend it in conformity with this resolution. At the same
time,, the recommendation shall order the inclusion of this measure in the black list as
sett out in Point F above where it is already effective or is otherwise enacted by the
Memberr State concerned.
(4)) In the event that the Member State concerned disagrees with the recommendation
issuedd by the Commission under Paragraph 3, it may refer the matter to the Council.
Afterr reviewing the case and the written observations by the Commission and the
Memberr State concerned as well as any other interested Member State, the Council
shalll adopt a directive or any other appropriate measure acting by qualified majority
underr Article 96 paragraph 2 of the EC Treaty.
H.. Anti-abuse provisions and countermeasures
(1)) Without prejudice to their sovereignty and to the obligations stemming from EU
law,, Member States acknowledge the importance to implement anti-avoidance
measuress and countermeasures in domestic tax laws or in double tax conventions
againstt harmful tax measures included in the black list as set out in Point F.
(2)) In the light of Paragraph (1), Member States shall collaborate with the Commission
too develop common guidelines on the drafting of model anti-avoidance measures and
countermeasuress in domestic laws or double tax conventions in a way compatible
withh EU law.
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6.66 Conclusion
Thee above proposal is based on the current EU legal framework affecting tax
competition,, which recognises the tax sovereignty of Member States and the desirable
effectss tax competition may bring about for the internal market, but also contains an
implicitt prohibition of excessive tax competition leading to erosion of Member States'
taxx bases, higher unemployment, and internal market distortions. These
consequencess are contrary to the fundamental aims and means of the EC Treaty and
mightt in the long run entail a loss of sovereignty of Member States by surrendering to
markett forces. In order to avoid this, it is in their (as well as in the Union's) interest to
coordinatee domestic fiscal policies at EU level by establishing a common framework
too limit excessive competition, as in this field decentralised decision-making and
subsidiarityy are ineffective if not dangerous.
Thee proposal seeks to establish a framework encroaching only where necessary on
Memberr States' sovereignty and preserving as much flexibility as possible for them to
implementt their economic and social policies. This is best ensured through the
adoptionn of a non-legally binding resolution whose outcome is also a soft law act, i.e.
aa recommendation issued by the Commission in the first stage, but with the
possibilityy for the Council in the second stage to adopt either a legally binding
directivee by qualified majority or another recommendation on the basis of Art. 96 (2)
off the EC Treaty. The proposal strives to achieve consistency with the Treaty
objectivess and provisions affecting tax competition and also to be broadly compatible
withh the Commission strategy in the corporate tax area for the coming years. The
mechanism,, invoking the assessment of each potentially harmful measure with the
helpp of external experts and the constant involvement of the Member State concerned
andd the other Member States, should guarantee impartiality to reach fair decisions
andd flexibility in finding the most appropriate remedy. The second, possible stage of
thee procedure involving intervention by the Council would provide a further
opportunityy to reach a balanced solution in each situation considering all the interests
att stake, ailminating in a legally binding or in a soft law instrument. The system of a
blackk list constantly updated would ensure legal certainty and transparency through
publicc control on each measure scrutinised during the process. In the end, the issue of
harmfull tax competition in the EU would be treated under a single set of consistent
principles,, taking into account the Treaty (fiscal) state aid rules, the internal market
distortionn provisions, and the EMU rules, as well as the general Treaty provisions and
EUU (secondary) tax law. If successful, in the longer term the resolution would likely
leadd to a spontaneous approximation of Member States' corporate tax systems and
transparencyy of their favourable tax measures, which could make the transition
towardss a more comprehensive approach at EU level easier.
Thiss brings us to the more general question as to what relevance the proposal is likely
too have in the light of the Commission comprehensive strategy in the corporate tax
areaa for the 21st century. It would be especially important if an EU-wide home state
taxationn system were adopted, given its likely consequence to exacerbate (harmful)
taxx competition between (possible) home Member States. Perhaps this and the risk of
leavingg their sovereignty at the mercy of other Member States are the main reasons
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whyy this approach will probably be ruled out in favour of a more far-reaching system
off a common consolidated tax base at EU level. While this latter approach would
seemm to go too far in limiting Member States' sovereignty in direct tax matters and
desirablee tax competition, it would not mean the end of harmful tax competition
altogether.. As it would take a few years before its final implementation (if this ever
happens),, Member States would in the meantime most probably continue to engage
inn (hannful) tax competition in the attempt to attract foreign investment and
multinationall companies. Moreover, the circumstance that this system would likely
bee optional for companies and certainly for Member States would mean that the issue
off (harmful) tax competition would not disappear at all in terms of competition
betweenn the common tax code adopted by a group of Member States and the
domesticc tax codes of the other Member States (and of the same States as well). The
abovee suggests that the need to counter hannful tax competition in the EU will still be
cruciall for several years ahead. The enlargement of the Union to up to 28 countries
willl probably exacerbate tax competition also among old and new Member States,
whichh implies that a framework to prevent the proliferation of harmful tax measures
willl be needed more than ever, whether the one recommended here or any other
appropriatee one. In the end, this will have a fundamental impact on the far-reaching
objectivee of the EU to become "the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based
economyy in the world" within the next decade.
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